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Preface

Electronic control of lll<lchinL''> 1\ II course taught tiS (/fl efecllve til senior lt'I't" find tiS

an jll/rodllCfory cOllrse for the grad//Qle-Ievel cuurse un l1Iotor drives. Many wonderful
books address individually the senior-level or graduate-level requirements. mostly
from the practitioner's point of view, but some are not ideally suited for classroom
Icaching in American universities. 11lis book is the result of Icaching rmHcrials devel
oped over a period of lwelve years al Virginia Tech. Parts of the material have been
used extensively in seminars both in the United States and abroad.

The area of electric motor drives is a dependent discipline. It is an applied and
multidisciplinary subject comprising electronics. machines. control. processors/com
puters, soflware, eleclromagnelics. sensors, power syslems. and cngineering applica
tions. It is not possible to cover all aspects relevant to motor drivcs in onc text.
Therdore.lhis book addresses mainly the syslem-Iel'e/ IIIotlcling wwlyfl_'. th-flK" ant}
integra/ioll ofmotor drives. In this regard. knowledge of elect rical machlllcs. power
converters, and linear control systems is assumed at the junior level. The modeling
and analysis of electrical machines and drive sySlcms is systcmatically deriv..:d from
first principles. The control algorithms are developed. and their implementations
with simulation resullS are given wherever appropriate.

The book consists of nine chapters. TIleir contents arc briefly described here.
Chapler 1 cOnlains the inlroduction and discusses lhe motor-drive applica

tions. the status of power devices, classes of electrical machines. power converters.
controllers. and mechanical systems.

Chapter 2 is on dc machines. their prinCIple: of operation. the steady-stale
and dynamic modeling. blod-diagram development. and measurement of motor
parameters.

Chapler 3 describes phase·controlled de motor drives for vMiable-speed
operalion.lbe principle of dc machine speed COniroltS developed. and four-quad
rant operation is introduced. The electrical requiremenls for four-quadrant opera
tion ,He derived. Realization of th~se voltage/current requiremellts for
four-quadrant operation with phase-contmllcd comcrters is ~tudicd In thill
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process, the operation and control of phase-controlled converters are developed.
The closed-loop speed-controlled dc motor drive system is considered for analysis
and controller synthesis. The synthesis of current and speed controllers is devel
oped.111e dynamic simulation procedure is derived for the motor drive system
from the subsystem differential equations and functional relationships. The same
procedure is adopted throughout the book. Impaci of harmonics both on the util
ity and on the machine is analyzed. Supply-side harmonics can cause resonance in
the case of interaction with the power systems, as is illustrated with an example,
and machine-side harmonics cause increased resistive losses. resulting in derating
of the machine. Some application considerations for the drive are given. An appli
cation of the drive is described. A more or less similar approach is taken for all
other drives in this book.

Chopper-controlled dc nl(llors are described in Chapter 4. The principle of
operation of a four·quadralll chopper. re:llization of dc input supply, regeneration.
modeling of a chopper. the closed-loop speed-controlled drive and its current- and
speed-controller synthesis. harmonics. and their impact on electromagnetic torque.
losses. and derating are develop~d and presented.

The prlllciple of operation of induction machines and their steady-statc and
dynamic modeling arc presented in Chapter 5. The concept of space-phasor model
ing IS also introduced. to enable readers to follow literature mainly from Germany.
A number of illustrative examples are included.

The principle of speed conlrol of induction motors is introduced in Chapter 6.
The rest of the chapter is devoted to the stator-phase control and slip-energy
recovery control of induction moiors. Only steady-state aspects are covered. Their
dynamic analysis is left 10 the interesled reader. Emphasis is placed on efficiency.
energy savings. speed-control range. harmonics. and application for these drives.

Varitlble-frequency control of induction machines with bolh variable voltage and
variahk current is introduced tn Chapter 7. 111e realiz~lIion of variable voltage and
variable frequency with two-sttlgl: controllable converters and single-stage pulse
width-modulatcd (PWM) irwerlt'rs is introduced. Reducing harmonics with multiple
inverters or with one PWM inverter is discussed and is illustrated with examples.
Steady-state analysis using fundamental and harmonic equivalent circuits. direct
stead~-slate cvaluation. and the usc of a dynamic model with boundary-matching
conditions is systematically dcveloped in this chapter. Various control strategies for
variable-voltage. variable-frequcncy drives arc explained. lney are V!Hz_ constant
slip-speed. and constant-air gap-nux controls. The limitations and merits of each con
trol scheme and relevant modeling to evaluate their dynamic performance are
developed. Effects of hamlonics on Ihe machine losses. with the resultant derating and
torque pulsation due to six-step VOltage inpUl to the machine. arc quantified. Torque
pulsations are calculated by using harmonic equivalent circuits of the induction motor
fed from voltage·source inverters.lnc concept of current source is introduced by using
a PWM tnverter with voltage-source and current-feedback controL A two-stage cur
rent-source invcner drive with thyristor converter front end and autoscquentially
commutllted invener is considered for both steady-state and L1ynamic perfomlance
evaluation. -Ille design aspects of th..: current-source drive control arc considered in
adequate detail.
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The high-performance induction motor drive is considered from the control
point of view in Chapter 8. The principle of vector control and design and its various
implementations, their slrengths and weaknesses, impact of parameter sensitivity,
paramclcr-compensrttioll methods, nux-weakening operation. and the design of a
speed conlroller arc explained with detailed algorithms and illuslratcd wilh
dynamic simulalion results and example problems. Tuning of the vector controller
and position-scnsorless operation are not dealt in detail. Interested rC<ldcrs will be
helped by lhe cited references.

Chapter 9 deals wilh permanenl magnet (PM) synchronous and brush less dc
motor drives. The salient differences betwccn lhese two types of motors are
derived. Veclor control and vanous control stralegies within lhe scope of vector
control. such as conslanHorque-angle contro!. unily-power-factor control. con
stanl-mulual-flux-linkages control. ilnd maxilllulIl-lorquc·per·lInit-currl'l1t control
arc derived from lhe dynamic and sleady-stale equations of thc Pi'vl ~ynchronou~

motor. Two lypes of flux-weakening operalion and their implementations. speed
controller design. position-sensorless control. and parameter scnslllvity and its
compensation are developed with control algorithms. Ample dynamic simulation
rcsulls arc included to enhance the understanding of the PI\·I synchronous mowr
drive operalion. Similar coverage is carried OUI for the PM brush less dc mOlor
dri\e. In addition. an analytical method to evaluate torque pulsalion and \adou'
unipolar/half-wave inverter topologies is included for low-cosl but Illgh-reliability
molor drivl' systems.

A lisl of symbols ha~ been given to enable readers who ~kip some sections: 10

follow the text they arc interested in. The material in this book IS recommended for
two semesters. In the aUlhor's experience. the subject mailer that can he covered for
each semester is given only 10 ~crve as a guideline. Depending on the ~tren!!-Ih of 11ll'
program in each school.coursc in~trUClOrscan flexibly ch{lo~c lhe malerial from the
book for their lectures. The inlroductory course lhat can be taughl al "en lor elective
or al graduate level includes th" following:

Chaplas 1.2.3. and -I. Ch<lplt'r 5 (covering on I} Ihe slc'adY'~I:l\c' ,lJKr,tIIUn and m"dd
Ill!; of induction mOlOr~l. Chapler fl. <tlld OMpler 7 (excluulll!! Ihe d\llitnllc perfor
mance c\'aluauon or p;H1~ Ihll1 u-.c dynamic model or lh ... mductlnn 111,,101r).

'[be advanced graduate course can comiSI of Ihe following:

DyOilllllC modeling of IndUClI\l1l IllHchlncS frOIll Chapler 5. vollage- and currenl·~l\lrc.:

drive dynamic perrurmancc Ir,lm ChapIn 7.;tnd Chaplt'r' 1" ,tlld '/

'l1,c author's many graduate and undcrgradualc slUdenl" ha\e enriched thi!> hook
in the cour"e of its development. Somc of them deserve my !>peciallhank!> and grato
itude. They are Mr. Pnwccn ViFIY r<lyhavan. Dr. Shiyoung Lee. Dr. A. S. Bharadwaj.
Dr. Byeong-Seok Lee and Dr. Ibmin Monajemy. Wilhoul llll'ir crucial help. Ihi~

endeavor "auld slil1 be 111 the manu~cript stage. '!lIe Chapter 5 developmenl draw~
heavily from the work of one of my doctoral supervisor... Dr. J F. Lind",ty'~ mater
ial tllughl in It}80: lhe portion un the space-phasor model IS from Prof. Dr. Ing
J. Hollz'S re~earch work. r h:1\': [)een fortunale 10 have Dl"s. J. E Lllldsay and
V. R. Sidano\'ic as my doctoral sllpcrvl~or!>.. and a long-lime protc~~ional and personal
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association with them helped me in my understanding of the subject mailer. I am in
eternal debt to them. Prof. B. K. Bose's evaluation and encouragement of the early
manuscript in 1988 was inspiration to carry out this task. Pro£. $. Bolognani of
University of Padova provided opportunities 10 stay and lecture in University of
Padova. which advanced the refinement of Chapters 5 and 8. and his help is grate·
fully acknowledged. Prof. M. Kazmierkowski of Warsaw University of Technology
and Prof. Frede Blaabjerg of AaJborg University in Denmark arranged a Dan Foss
Professorship to complete Chapter 9. and their assistance is gratefully acknowl
edged. Prof. J. G. Sabonnadiere. INPG. LEG. Grenoble hosted my sabbatical and
provided me a lively environment for writing, and I am deeply indebted to him.

My editor at Prentice-Hall. Eric Frank smoothed all the glitches and provided
advice on many aspects of the book. Lakshmi Balasubramanian. production editor.
interfaced pleasantly during copy editing. proofreading and production. Brian
Baker/WriteWith Inc. copy edited in a very short time. Robert Lentz took care of
the proofreading. Laserwords provided the graphic work. All of them made the
process of bringing the book to reality with such ease. pleasantness and clockwork
schedule. I am grateful to this incredible team for working with me.

Rut for my wife. Vijava's. encouragement and help.thi.. hook "ould nm have
I>t.:cll l>osslbJe. To her, lowe the most.

R. KRISHNAN
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Stator rms voltage input per phase
Normalized phase a stator voltage, p.u.
Inverter midpole voltages. V
RMS phase a rotor voltage. V

RMS stator phase II voltage. V
Average voltage. V
Base voltage. V
Blade velocity. mls
Base voltage in 3-phasc system. V
Control voltage. V
Voltage across the capacitor. V
Control voltage in the DC Field current loop. V
Ma.'limum control voltage. V
n'" harmonic voltage across the capacitor, V

Diodc peak voltage. V
DC-link Voltage. V
Sixth-harmonic DC·link voltage input. V
Normalized DC_link voltage, p.u.
fiCiitious rotor voltages in d and q axis. V
tI and q axis stator voltages. V
In\crICr input voltage. V
Si,(th·harmonic input voltage to the filter. V
Slxth·harmonic inverter input voltage, V
Maximum sixth-harmonic inverter input voltage. V
Voltage drop across the inductor, V
Line·to·line AC source voltage. V
Peak supply voltage. V
Velocity of the metal now. mls
","ormatized applied DC armaUlre voltage. p.u.
Load voltage. V
Offset "oltage to counter the stator resistive voltage drop. V
Slxth·harmonic output voltage from the filter, V

Normalizcd offset voltage. p.ll.
Stator and rotor zero-sequence voltages. V
Fundamental rms phase ~'oltage for the six-stepped voltage. V
Controlled-rectifier output voltage. V
Rated armature voltage in DC machines. V
Voltagl::' drop across the resistor. V
R\IS rotor line voltage. V
RMSstalOr·voltagc phasor. V
R\iS stalOr-phase voltage applied when rotor is locked. V
Slip·speed signal. V
Maximum slip-speed signal. V
Normalized stator-voltage phasor. V
Tarnogcncrator output voltage. V
Peak power.switch voltage. V
Sensor output voltage. V
Rotor voltages in Q and 13 axis windings. V
Normalized rotor-voltage phasor in the arbitrary reference frame. p.u.

Normalized stator-voltage phasor in the arbitrary reference frame. p.u.

Voltage with superscript s for stator" for rotor. I' for synchronous and c for arbi

trary reference frames. and subscriptxy for q and d axes and n for normalized unit.

Without subscript II. the variable is in SI units.
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State-variable vector
Inllial steady-state vector
Normalized armature reactance. p.Li.
Capacitive reactance, n
TOlal!eakag.:: reactance per phase
Induction-machme equIValent reactance per pha«. fl
InduCII\'C rcaclance,n
n'~ harmonic reactance. n
SlalOr-rcfcrrcd rOlor-leakage reaclan~ per ptla'.... n
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Stator-leakage reactance per ptlase. n
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Magnetizing reactalloCc p.:f phase. n
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Sixlh-harmonic Im~dl\nce.n

Normalized armature Impedance. p,u
Equl' alent impedance, n
Normalized equivalent Impedance
Induc'lolI machille cqu1\alelll Im~dancc per pha)e. n
n'··harmonic armature impedance. II
SlaIOI-phaM: )hnrl-l'ireuit Impedance, n
H)'sh::resb-currcnl wmdow.A
Ripple current in DC link,A
Tnggering.angle dela)'. lad
RallO of actual to CO\1trol!er·mStfllrrn:nlcd 1000r llm<" ',:OllJitalll In Chaplcl' S ..nd II
Cnllcal lriggcnng·angte dela)'. lad
Tnggermg angle m the DC field con\erlCf. rad
Impedancc angle of DC machinc. rad III ChltPICI .;, cuncllt·condur'n.n ,mgk. rad m
Chapler 6
RallO of actual lu l'nntroller-lnstrumcl1led lllU1U Inductanl:e 111 ('ha]11<'« x ,lIld lj

Prl'cedlng a vananlc indicales small,slgnal vunlltltJn
·!OlqUo.' angle In synchronous machine, tad In Ch U
Enor In statol 0 and p currents in PMSM.I'
Change rn armaturc reSistance, n
Error m rOlOI pos,tion, fad
Impulse fLlnclton
Air gap lorquC hy~lcrcsjs Wilidow, 1'1 nl
Slalur nux.linkages hysteresis Window. V.)
Change lJ1 rotor speed. rad/sec
Effklcncv
I\l\\el-fa<:lur aAlI-le. rad
Fundamental power.faclo{ angle or dlsphtcemclII dngle. rdd
Field nux. Wb
NOllllalilcd field nux, p.lI .
Raled field nux In DC m3chme, Wb
Pcak MUlual nu.~, WI>
AnJl.k boelwcen the lII11tw.1 nux and mlor curn.'1II rad
No-I'lad power.factor angle. lad
(·lln"lIl-<:onduc.l....n angle. lad
1'lIte_ l~t lhe Dr milchln,'
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Mutual flux linkages due to rotor magnetl>. V·s
Base nux linkages. V~s
Slator nux error. V-s
Mutual air gap nux linkages. V-s
Normalized mutual flux linkages, p.u.
Sl3tor and rotor zero sequence flux linkages. V-s
Peak mutual nux linkages from rotor magnets., V~s
Rotor flux linkages in q and d axes, V-s
Stator nux linkages in q and d axes, V-s
Rotor flux-linkages phasor. V-s
Normalized rotor nux linkages in the arbitrary reference frame. p.u.
Normalized stator flux linkages in the arbitrary reference frame. p.u.
Overlap angle, rad
Arbitrary lag angle between q axis and a phase winding~ rad
Rotor nux linkages or field angle. rad
Stator flux-linkages phasor angle. rad
Rotor position with resp.:etto d-axil>. rads
Stator-eunent phasor angle. rad
Slip angle. rad
Torque angle, rad
Saliency ratio. Le, between q and d axes sclfinduetances
Stator time constant with half-wave oonverter operation, s
Normalized time, s
lime lag between stator current and il5 command. s
Rotor time constant. s

Transient rotor time constant. s
Stator time constan!. s

Transient stator time constant. s
Speed with half-wave converters in Oap. 9. radlsec
Base angular frequency, rad/sec
Carrier angular frequency. rad/sec; also. the speed of arbitrary reference
frames in induction machines
Normalized arbitrary reference frames speed, p.u.
Rotor speed. rad/sec

Normalized speed reference_ p.u.
Normalized maximum rotor speed, p.u.
Steady-state speed with increased armature resistance. radl~'C
Normalized rotor speed_ p.u.
Steady-state operating speed. rad/sec
Speed signal from the output of speed filter, V
Electrical rotor speed. radlsec

Speed reference. V
Speed of modd rotor frames in Gap. 9. rad/sec
Normalized rotor speed. p.u.
Supply angular velocity. rad/sec

Stator angular frequency rderence, radlsec
Slip speed or slip angular frel.luency, rad/sec
Slip-speed reference, rad/st.'(:
Rated stator angular frequency. rad/sec
Modified zero-sequence stator and rotor nux linkages, V-s
Modified rotor nux linkages in q and d axes. V-s
Modified stator nux linkages in q and d axes, V-s
Leakage coefficient of the induction machine
".""0" ., ..•. ~_.".
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The utility power supply is of constant frequency, and it is 50 or 60 Hz. Since the
speed of ac machines is proportional to the frequency of input voltages and cur
rents, they have a fixed speed when supplied from power utilities. A number of mod
ern manufacturing processes, such as machine tools~ require variable speed. This is
true for a large number of applications, some of which are the following:

(i) Electric propulsion

(ii) Pumps, fans, and compressors

(iii) Plant automation

(iv) Flexible manufacturing systems

(v) Spindles and servos

(vi) Aerospace actuators

(vii) Robotic actuators

(viii) Cement kilns

(ix) Steel mills

(x) Paper and pulp mills

(xi) Textile mills

(xii) Automotive applications

(xiii) Underwater excavators~mining equipment, etc.

(xiv) Conveyors, elevators, escalators, and lifts

(xv) Appliances and power tools

(xvi) Antennas

The introduction of variable-speed drives increases the automation and productiv
ity and, in the process, efficiency. Nearly 65 % of the total electric energy produced
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in the USA is consumed by electric motors. Decreasing the energy input or increas
ing the efficiency of the mechanical transmission and processes can reduce the
energy consumption. The system efficiency can be increased from 15 to 270/0 by the
introduction of variable-speed drive operation in place of constant-speed operation.
It would result in a sizable reduction in the annual energy bill of approximately $90
billion in USA. That many companies' profits, in recent times, stem mainly from sav
ing in their energy bills is to be noted. The energy-saving aspect of variable-speed
drive operation has the benefits of conservation of valuable natural resources,
reduction of atmospheric pollution through lower energy production and consump
tion, and competitiveness due to economy. These benefits are obtained with initial
capital investment in variable-speed drives that can be paid off in a short time. The
payback period depends on the interest rate at which money is borrowed, annual
energy savings, cost of the energy, and depreciation and amortization of the equip
ment. For a large pump variable-speed drive~ it is estimated that the payback period
is nearly 3 to 5 years at the present, whereas the total operating life is 20 years. That
amounts to 15 to 17 years of profitable operation and energy savings with variable
speed drives.

This section briefly introduces power devices~ device switching and losses,
motor drive and its subsystems, efficiency and machine rating computation~ and
power converters, controllers, and load. The scope of the book is included.

1.2 POWER DEVICES AND SWITCHING

1.2.1 Power Devices

Since the advent of semiconductor power switches, the control of voltage, current,
power, and frequency has become cost-effective. The precision of control has been
enhanced by the use of integrated circuits, microprocessors, and VLSI circuits in
control circuits. Some of the popular power-switching devices, their symbols, and
their capabilities are described below. The device physics and their functioning in
detail are outside the scope of the text, and the interested reader is referred to other
sources.

(i) Power Diode: It is a PN device. When its anode potential is higher than the
cathode potential by its on-state drop, the device turns on and conducts cur
rent. The device on-state voltage drop is typically 0.7 V. When the device is
reverse biased, Le., the anode is less positive than the cathode, the device turns
off and goes into blocking mode. The current through the diode goes to zero
and then reverses and then resurfaces to zero during the turn-off mode, as
shown in Figure 1.1. The reversal of current occurs because the reverse bias
leads to the reverse recovery of charge in the device. The minimum time taken
for the device to recover its reverse voltage blocking capability is trT' and the
reverse recovery charge contained in the diode is Orf' shown as the area during
the reverse current flow. The diode does not have forward voltage blocking
capability beyond its on-state drop. The power diode is available in ratings of

- . .
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Figure 1.1 Diode current during turn-off
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(i) Schematic (i i) Characteristics

Figure 1.2 Power-transistor schematic and characteristics

kA and kV, and its switching frequency is usually limited to line frequency.
Power diodes are used in line rectifier applications.

For fast switching applications. fast-recovery diodes with reverse recovery
times in tens of nanoseconds with ratings of several 100 A. at several 100 V, hut
with a higher on-state drop of 2 to 3 V are available. They are usually used in
fast-switching rectifiers with voltages higher than 60 to 100 V and in inverter
applications. In case of low-voltage switching applications of less than 60 to
100 V, Schottky diodes are used. They have on-state drop of 0.3 V. thus
enabling higher efficiency in power conversion c0l11pared to the fast-recovery
diodes and power diodes.

(ii) Power Transistor: It is a three-element device. with NPN being the more
prevalent. The device can be turned on and off with base current. ~rhe device
schematic and its characteristics are shown in Figure 1.2. The preferred mode
of operation in po\ver circuits is that the transistor he in quasi-saturation, i.e..
at knee operating point. during its conduction state. Then it can be pulled
back into nonconduction state in shorter tinle. This device does not have
reverse voltage blocking capability. The Illaxilllum available rating at present
for the device is 1000 A. 1400 V with on-state drop of 2 V. Its switching fre
quency is very high for the bipolar power transistor. \vith a lower current gain
of 4 to 10. and 1l1uch in the region of 2 to () k Hz for Darling power transistors
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(i) SCR schematic (ii) SCR characteristics

Figure 1.3 SCR schematic and characteristics

with current gain of 100 to 200. These devices are not used very much in
newer products. ~

(iii) Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) or Thyristor: It is a four-element (PNPN)
device with three junctions. The power electronics revolution started with the
invention of this device in 1956. Its symbol and characteristics are shown in
Figure 1.3. The device is turned on with a current signal to the gate, and when
the device is forward biased, i.e... the anode is at a higher potential than the
cathode by the on-state drop of 1 to 3 V. The device can be turned off only by
reverse biasing the device, i.e., reversing the voltage across its anode and cath
ode. During the reverse biasing.. known as commutation, the device behaves
like a diode. A negative voltage has to be maintained across the device for a
period greater than the reverse recovery time for it to recover its forward
blocking voltage capability. The device can also block negative voltages and,
beyond a certain value, the device will break down and conduct in the reverse
direction. This device is yery similar to a power diode but has the capability to
hord off its conduction in the forward-biased mode until the gate signal is
injected. Its maximum ratings are 6 to 8 kA, 12 kV, with on-state voltage drop
ranging from 1 to 3 V. The device is used only in HVDe rectifiers and inverters
and in large motor drives with ratings higher than 30 MW. The switching fre
quency of the device is very limited, to 300 to 400 Hz, and the auxiliary circuit
for its turn-off has caused other power devices to displace this device in all
applications other than those mentioned. Variations of the device are plenti
ful~ some that b~long to this family are the following:

(a) Inverter-grade SCR

(b) Light-activated thyristors

(c) Asymmetrical SCR

(d) Reverse-conducting thyristor

(e) MOS-controlled thyristor

(f) Gate turn-off thyristor (GTO)
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(i) GTO schematic (ii) GTO characteristics

Figure 1.4 The schematic and characteristics of the GTO

D

G

(i) N-L'hannel MOSFET schematic

o

V GS = 6 V

VGS = 5 V

(ii) Characteristics

Figure 1.5 Schematic and characteristics of the N-channel MOSFET

(iv) Gate Turn-Off Thyristor (GTO): It is a thyristor device with gate turn-on and
gate turn-off capability. Its symbol and characteristics are shown in Figure 1.4.
The device comes with maximum ratings of 6 kA, 6 kV, with an on-state volt
age drop of 2 to 3 V. The maximum switching frequency is 1 kHz, and the
device is used mainly in high-power inverters.

(v) MOSFE1': This device is a class of field-effect transistor requiring lower gate
voltages for turn-on and turri-off and capable of higher switching frequency in
the range of 30 kHz to 1 MHz. The device is available at 100 A at ]00 to 200 V
and at 10 A at 1000 V. The device behaves like a resistor when in conduction
and therefore can be used as a current sensor, thus eliminating one sensor
device in a drive system. The device always comes with an anti-parallel body
diode. sometimes referred to as a parasitic diode, that is not ultra-fast and has
a higher voltage drop. The device symbol for an N-channel MOSFET and its
characteristics are shown in Figure 1.5. The device has no reverse voltage
blocking capability.

(vi) Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor: It is a three-element device with the desir
able characteristics of a MOSFET from the viewpoint of gating, transistor in
conduction, and SCR/GTO in reverse voltage blocking capability. Its symbol is
given in Figure 1.6. The currently available ratings are 1.2 kA at 3.3 kV and 0.6
kA at 6.6 kV, with on-state voltage drop of 5 V. Higher currents at reduced
voltages with much lower on-state voltage drops are available. It is expected
that further augmentation in the maximum current and voltage ratings will
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Figure 1.6 IGBT symbol

v~

(i) Switching circuit

Figure 1.7

(ii) Switching waveforms

Switching circuit and waveforms

occur in the future. The switching frequency is usually around 20 kHz for many
of the devices, and its utilization at high power is at low frequency, because of
switching loss and electromagnetic-interference concerns.

1.2.2 Switching of Power Devices

The understanding of device switching in transient is of importance in the design of
the converter as it relates to its losses, efficiency of the converter and the motor
drive system, and thermal management of the power converter package. The tran
sient switching of the devices during turn-on and turn-off is illustrated in this section
by considering a generic device. Ideal current and voltage sources and power
devices are assumed for this illustration. The circuit for illustration is shown Figure
1.7. The switching device is gated on and the current in the device increases from zero
to Is after a turn-on dylay time tdl . The current transfers from the diode linearly in
time t

rc
which is the rise time of the current. During this rise time, the diode is con

ducting, and therefore the voltage across the switching device is the source voltage,
V

s
' When the current is completely transferred from the diode to the switching

device, the voltage drop across the diode rises from zero to the source voltage and
the voltage falls at the same time across the switching device in tfv ' The sum of the
current rise and voltage fall times is the turn-on switching transient time; note that,
during this time, the device losses are very high. During the conduction, the voltage
across the device is its on-state voltage drop and the power loss is smaller.

- .
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When the gating signal goes to the turn-off condition, the switching device
responds with a turn-off delay time of td2 • Then, the device voltage rises to Vs in tr\"
which forward biases the diode and initiates the current transfer from the switching
device to the diode. The current transfer is completed in tfc. The sum of the voltage
rise time across the switching device and current fall time is the turn-off transient
time. during which the device loss is very high.

From this illustration. the losses in the switching device are approximately
derived as follows:

(a) Conduction energy loss. Esc == I,Von[t nn + td~ - tsl - tdl J

(b) Sum of turn-on and turn-off energy loss. Est == 0.5 V)Jt, I + ts2 ]

Est + Esc
(c) Total power loss. P"". == == fc(E sc + Est)

t~lIl + t otl

(d) Switching frequency. fc == 1
ton + toff

(1.1 )

(1.2 )

(1.3 )

( 1.4)

Note that the power loss is averaged over a period of the switching period. and total
po\ver loss is the sum of the conduction and switching losses in the switching device.
Sinlilarly. the power losses in the diode can be derived. The switching losses are pro
portional to the switching frequency and to the product of the source voltage and
load current. Note thac in general. the switching times are nluch smaller than the
conduction time, and therefore the switching losses are less than (or at most equal
to) the conduction loss in the switching device. Low switching frequency is pre
ferred because of lower switching losses but contributes to poor power quality.
Higher switching frequency enables voltage and current waveform shaping and
reduces the distortion but invariably is followed by higher switching losses.

The switching illustrated is known as hard switching: current and voltage tran
sitions occur in the device at full source voltage and current. respectively. during
turn-on and turn-off periods. Reson.ant and soft-switching circuits enable switching
device transitions at zero voltage and current. reducing or alrnost elinlinating the
s\vitching losses. but these circuits are not economical at present and so are not con
sidered in motor-drive applications or in this text any further.

TIle power switches are used in the circuits to control energy flow from source
to load and vice versa. This is known as static power conversion. The details of
po\ver conversion are not the objectives of this text. and many good texts are avail
able on this topic. Some references are listed at the end of this chapter. As and when
necessary. a brief description of a power converter is included in this text.

1.3 MOTOR DRIVE

A nlodern variable-speed system has four components:

(i) Electric machines-ac or dc

(ii) Pc)\ver converter-Rectifiers. choppers. inverters. and cycloconverters
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Currents/Voltages

Torque/Speed/Position
Command

Controller
Power

Converter

Torque/Speed/Position

Motor

PressurelTorque/Tenlperature etc.

Figure 1.8 Motor-drive schematic

(iii) Controllers-Matching the motor and power converter to meet the load
requirements

(iv) Load

This is represented in the block diagram shown in Figure 1.8. A brief description of
the system components is given in the following sections.

1.3.1 Electric Machines

The electric machines currently used for speed control applications are the following:

(i) dc machines-Shunt. series, compound, separately-excited dc motors, and
switched reluctance machines~

(ii) ac machines-Induction, wound-rotor synchronous, permanent-magnet syn
chronous, synchronous reluctance, and switched reluctance machines.

(iii) Special machines-Switched reluctance machines.

All the machines are commercially available from fractional-kW to MW ranges
except permanent-magnet synchronous, synchronous reluctance, and switched
reluctance machines, which are available up to 150 kW level. The latter machines
are available at highe'r power levels but would be expensive from a commercial
point of view, because they require custom designs. A number of factors go into the
selection of a machine for a particular application:

(i) Cost

(ii) Thermal capacity

(iii) Efficiency

(iv) Torque-speed profile



(v) Acceleration

(vi) Power density, volume of the motor

(vii) Ripple, cogging torques

(viii) Availability of spare and second sources

(ix) Robustness

(x) Suitability for hazardous environment

(xi) Peak torque capability

Section 1.3 Motor Drive 9

They are not uniformly relevant to anyone application. Some could take prece
dence over others. For example" in a position-servo application, the peak torque and
thermal capabilities together with ripple and cogging torques are preponderant
characteristics for application consideration. High peak torques decrease the
acceleration/deceleration times, small cogging and ripple torques help to attain
high positioning repeatability, and high thermal capability leads to a longer motor
life and a higher loading. In this text, only dc" induction, and permanent-magnet
synchronous and brushless dc machines are considered, and their steady-state and
dynamic models are derived. Wound-rotor synchronous machines and drives tech
nology is well established. and very little change has occurred in them over the
last 40 years. The synchronous reluctance and switched reluctance machines and
their drive systems are fairly recent but yet to establish themselves in the market.
Very few engineers are involved with these topics, whereas a large number of engi
neers are employed in the dc, induction. permanent-magnet synchronous, and
brushless dc machines industrial sector, and. therefore. only these topics are cov
ered in this text.

Efficiency computation. The interest in energy savings is one of the major
motivational factors in the introduction of variable-speed drives in some industries.
Therefore, it is prevalent to encounter the efficiency computation for electric
motors whenever variable-speed operation is considered. A brief introduction of
efficiency computation for electric motors is given in the following.

The power. voltage and speed given in the nameplate details of the motor are
its rated values. i.e., for continuous steady-state operation. Notice how the power
corresponds to shaft output power. The output or shaft torque. To' of the machine is
calculated as

Power. W
T() ==

Speed, rad/sec

27TN r
W m == 60' rad/sec

Po x 745.6
----.N·m

Wm
( 1.5)

where Po is the output power in hp. N r is speed in rprn. and wm is the speed in
rad/sec.

The internal torque. T~, of the motor is the sum of the output torque and the
shaft torque losses, viz.. friction and windage torques. Friction is contributed by the
bearings (usually proportional to speed) and windage by the effects of the circulat
ing air on the rotating parts (proportional to square of the speed). Let the shaft
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power losses be denoted by Psh and loss torque by Tlo' The internal torque then is
given by

(1.6)

This internal torque is known as air gap or electromagnetic torque, because it is the
torque developed by the motor in the air gap through electromagnetic coupling. The
air gap torque is developed from the power crossing over to the air gap from the
armature (usually the rotor in dc machines, the stator in ac machines) and is known
as air gap power, Pa• In general, it is obtained from the armature input, Pi' and its
loss, PI' due to armature resistance (known as copper losses), core losses, and uniden
tifiable losses (known as stray losses, ranging from 0.5 to 1°/0 of output power).

Note that air gap torque from air gap power is calculated as

The efficiency. then. is computed as

Output power
Efficiency, 11 == -----

Input power
Po
p.

I

(1.7)

( 1.8)

For particular motors~ the details of the computation are shown in respective chap
ters. Note that the output torque is equal to the load torque, T,. If shaft loss torque is
neglected, note that the electromagnetic torque is equal to load torque.

Motor rating. A typical electric train's torque and speed profiles for one
cycle are shown in Figure 1.9. It is seen that neither the load torque nor the speed is

o t.s

T",

o t.s

T:; -----------------

Figure 1.9 An electric train's torque and speed profiles for one cycle
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constant; both vary. Such loads are encountered in practice. The selection of motor
torque and power ratings, then, is not straightforward, as in the case of constant
speed drives. In the varying-load case, the motor torque and power are selected on
the basis of effective torque and power. The effective torque is calculated from the
load profile, such as the one shown in Figure 1.9. For example, the effective electro
magnetic torque for the load cycle shown in Figure 1.9, discounting the rest period,
is obtained as

(1.9)T =e
Trtt + T~t2 + T~t3

t t + t2 + t3

Similarly, the effective power is calculated from its time history. These calcula
tions yield effective torque and power. Ensuring the effective torque and output
power to be well below or equal to the rated values of the machine does not
guarantee that the machine is thermally within its designed limits. The thermal
rating influences the motor operation. The thermal rating is dependent on the
motor losses, and they, in turn, are preponderantly influenced by the effective
current in the case of a dc machine but also by additional factors. such as stator
frequency and applied voltages, in ac machines. In order to deternline whether
the machine is operating within the thermal limits of rated power losses~ it is nec
essary to calculate the effective losses in the machine for a load cycle. If the effec
tive losses are lower than the rated losses~ then the machine is thermally sound
for operation.

Example 1.1

Two electrical machines are considered to drive a load. The torque and speed ratings of the
machines are same. The thermal limits for the machines correspond to their rated anna
ture resistive losses. The machines 1 and 2 have the following torque-to-arnlature current
relationships:

(l)Tc Xl

(2) Tc x I

The load is twice the rated torque for half the time and zero for the other half of the time
in a load cycle. Find which machine is suitable for the application.

Solution By ignoring the shaft-loss torque. the load torque is equal to the electromag

netic torque. Let T b be the hase (rated) torque. [b the base current. and I~R the base losses.

The effective electromagnetic torque is

where d is the duty cycle.
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Machine 1: From the relationship that the electromagnetic torque is proportional to
square of the current, the current for the load is found as follows:

Tb ex I ~

2Tb ex I i

The armature current for the load is 11 = Ib \12

RMS armature current is II, = Ib \12 Vd = Ib \l2J"fz = Ib

Losses = I ~r R = I ~ R = Rated losses

Machine 2: As electromagnetic torque is proportional to current, the current for the
load is found as follows for this machine:

Th ex In

2Tn ex 12

The armature current for the given load is 12 = 21 b

RMS value of the armature current is 12, = 21 b Vd = 21 b if = Ib \12
Loss = I ~r R = 21 ~ R = 2 * Rated losses

Therefore. machine 1 alone satisfies the thermal limit of rated losses and hence is suit
able for the given application. Note that the effective torque is more than the rated torque.
but. stilL thermally safe operation is possible for the considered case.

1.3.2 Power Converters

The power converters driving the electrical machines are

(i) Controlled rectifiers: They are fed from single- and three-phase ac mains sup
ply and provide a dc output. for control of the dc machines or sometimes input
dc supply to the inverters in the case of ac machines. .

(ii) Inverters: They provide variable alternating voltages and currents at desired
frequency and phase for the control of ac machines. The dc supply input to the
inverters is derived either from a battery in the case of the electric vehicle or
from a rectified ae source with controlled or uncontrolled (diode) rectifiers.
Because of the de intermediary. known as dc link, between the supply ac
source and the output of the inverter, there is no limitation to the attainable
output frequency pther than that of the power device switching constraints in
the inverters.

(iii) Cycloconverters: They provide a direct conversion of fixed-frequency alter
nating voltage/current to a variable voltage/current variable frequency for
the control of ac machines. The output frequency is usually limited from
33 to 500/0 of the input supply frequency, to avoid distortion of the wave
form, and therefore they are used only in low-speed but high-power ac
motor drives.
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(iii) Cyclocollverter

Figure 1.10 Schenlatics of power converters

These power converters can be treated as black boxes with certain transfer func
tions. In that case. the referred converters are symbolically represented as shown in
Figure 1.10. The transfer functions are derived for various converters in this text.

1.3.3 Controllers

The controllers embody the control laws governing the load and motor characteristics
and their interaction. To match the load and motor through the power converter. the
controller controls the input to the power converter. Very many control strategies have
been formulated for various motor drives and the controllers implement their algo
rithms. For instance. the control of flux and torque requires a coordination of the field
and armature currents in a separately excited dc motor. In the case of an ac induction
motor, the same is implemented by coordinating the three stator currents. whereas the
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Figure 1.11 Controller schematic
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start. shut-out

signals. etc.

synchronous motor control requires the control of the three stator currents and its field
current too. The laws governing their control are complex and form the core of this text.

The schematic of the controller is shown in Figure 1.11. Its input consists of the
following:

(i) Torque, flux, speed, and/or position commands

(ii) Their rate of variations, to facilitate soft start and preserve the mechanical
integrity of the load

(iii) The measured torque, flux, speed, and/or position for feedback control

(iv) Limiting values of currents, torque, acceleration, and so on

(v) Temperature feedback and instantaneous currents and/or voltages in the
motor and/or converter

(vi) The constants in the speed and position controllers, such as proportionaL inte
gral, and differen tial gains.

The controller output determines the control signal for voltage magnitude, Vc in the
case of inverters, and the control' signal for determining the frequency, fe• These func
tions can be merged, and only the final gating signals might be directly issued to the
bases/gates of the power converter. It may also perform the protection and other mon
itoring functions and deal with emergencies such as sudden field loss or power failure.

The controllers are realized with analog and integrated circuits_ The present
trend is to use microprocessors, single-chip microcontrollers, digital signal proces
sors [DSPs]., VLSI, and special custonl chips also known as application specific ICs
[ASICs] to embody a set of functions in the controller. The real-time computational
capability of these cqntrollers allo\vs complex control algorithms to be imple
mented. Also, they lend themselves to software and remote control, hence paving
the way to flexible manufacturing systems and a high degree of automation.

1.3.4 Load

The motor drives a load that has a certain characteristic torque-vs.-speed require
ment. In general, the load torque is a function of speed and can be written as
T 1 ex (O~, where x can be an integer or a fraction. For example, the load torque is
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Figure 1.12 Schematic of the o10tor-Ioad connection through a gear

proportional to speed in frictional systems such as a feed drive. In fans and pumps~

the load torque is proportional to the square of the speed.
In some instances~ the motor is connected to the load through a set of gears.

The gears have a teeth ratio and can be treated as torque transformers. The
nl0tor-gear-Ioad connection is schematically shown in Figure 1.12. The gears are
primarily used to amplify the torque on the load side that is at a lower speed com
pared to the motor speed. The motor is designed to run at high speeds because it has
been found that the higher the speed. the lower is the volume and size of the motor.
But most of the useful motion is at low speeds, hence the need for a gear in the
motor-load connection. TIle gears can be modeled from the following facts [5]:

(i) The power handled by the gear is the same on both the sides.

(ii) Speed on each side is inversely proportional to its tooth number.

Hence,

(1.10 )

(1.11)

and

(1.12)
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Substituting equation (1.12) into (1.11), we get

(1.13)

(1.18)

Note that this is obtained with the assumption of zero losses in the gear, and
for greater accuracy the losses have to be modeled. In that case, the difference
between T 1 and the loss torque will have to be multiplied by the turns ratio, NzlN t ,

to obtain the output gear torque Tz. Similarly to the case of a transformer, the con
stants of the load as reflected to the motor are written as

J1 (reflected) == (~~)\ (1.14)

Bz (reflected) == (~:YB2 (1.15)

The ratio between N, and N2 is very smalL so the reflected inertia and friction con
stant are negligible in many systems.

Hence, the resultant mechanical constants are

J == Jm + (NJ (1.16)N
2

J}

B == B1 + (NJ ( 1.17)N
2
B2

The torque equation of the motor-load combination is described by

dro,' (Nt)Jd"t + Bw\ = T\ - T2(reflected) = T] - N2 T2

To model the motor drive, it is essential to have a physical model of its load, with the
characteristics of friction, inertia, torque-speed profile, and gears and backlash.
Modeling of the physical systems can be found in references [8, 11].

1.4 SCOPE OF THE BOOK

This book addresses the study of steady-state and dynamic control of ac and dc
machines supplied from power converters and their integration to the load. In due
course, the design of controllers and their implementation are considered. Tne sys
tem analysis and design of the motor drive are kept in perspective with regard to
current practice. Control algorithms and analysis have been developed to facilitate
dynamic simulation with personal computers. Applications of motor drives are illus
trated with selections from industrial environment.
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CHAPTER 2

Modeling of DC Machines

Direct current (dc) machines have been in service for more than a century. Their
fortune has changed a great deal since the introduction of the induction motor,
sometimes called the ac shunt motor. DC motors have staged a comeback with the
advent of the silicon-controlled rectifier used for power conversion, facilitating a
wide-range speed control of these motors.

This chapter contains a brief description of the theory of operation of separately
excited and permanent-magnet dc brush motors and of their modeling and transfer
functions, an evaluation of steady state and transient responses, and a flow chart for
their computation.

2.1 THEORY OF OPERATION

It is known that maximum torque is produced when two fluxes are in quadrature.
The fluxes are created with two current-carrying conductors. The flux path is of
low reluctance with steel. Figure 2.1 shows such a schematic representation. Coil 1
(called the field winding) wound on the pole produces a flux <Pf with an input cur
rent if. Coil 2 (called the armature winding) on a rotating surface produces a flux
<Pa with a current ia' For the given position, the two fluxes are mutually perpendic
ular and hence will exert a maximum torque on the rotor, moving it in clockwise
direction. [f it is assumed that the rotor has moved by 180°, coils B t , 8 2, and 8 3 will
be under the south pole and carrying negative current. The torque will be such as
to move the rotor in the counterclockwise direction, keeping the rotor in oscilla
tion. In order to have a uniform torque (i.e. unidirectional torque) and a clockwise
(or counterclockwise) direction of rotation, the armature winding needs to carry a
current of the same polarity underneath a field pole. That is arranged by segment
ing the armature coils and connecting them to separate copper bars, called a com
mutator, mounted on the same shaft as the armature and fed from brushes. The
brushes are stationary and hence supplied with currents of fixed polarity. Thus, the
commutator segments under a brush will continue to receive a current of fixed
polarity.
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2.2 INDUCED EMF

Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of a dc machine

(2.1 )

The expression for induced emf and torque is' derived for a machine with P poles, Z
armature conductors in a field with a flux per pole of <t>f and rotating at nr rpm.
From Faraday's law, the induced emf (neglecting the sign) is

e == Zd<t>f == Z<t>f
dt t

where t is the time taken by the conductors to cut <t>f flux lines. Therefore

1
t==-----

2 x frequency

The flux change occurs for each pole pair.
By substituting equation (2.2) in equation (2.1),

Z<t>rPnr
e==~

(2.2)

(2.3)
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If the armature conductors are divided into 'a' parallel paths, then

Z<f>fPn re =-- (2.4)
60a

There are two possible arrangements of conductors in the armature, wave windings
and lap windings. The values of a for these two types of windings are

a == {2 for wave winding

P for lap winding

It is usual to write the expression (2.4) in a compact form as

e == K<f>f<U m

(2.5)

(2.6)

where <Urn == 21Tnr /60 rad/sec and K == (P/a)Z(1/21T). •
If the field flux is constant, then the induced emf is proportional to the rotor

speed and the constant of proportionality is known as the induced emf or back emf
constant. Then the induced emf is represented as

where Kb is the induced emf constant, given by

Kh == K<f>f volt/{rad/sec)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11 )

and K is a proportionality constant which will be obvious from the following. The
field flux is written as the ratio between the field mmf and mutual reluctance,

Nfir
<f>r == 

~m

where N f is the number of turns in the field winding, ir is the field current, and Rm is
the reluctance of the mutual flux path. The mutual flux is the resultant of the arma
ture and field fluxes.

By substituting (2.9) into (2.7), the emf constant is obtained as

KNfir .
K b == -- == Mlf

~m

where M is the fictitious mutual inductance between armature and field windings
given by

M == KNr == ~~~
~m n 2a ~m

Note that Z/(2a) is the number of turns in the armature per parallel path and
together in product with the field winding turns Nt gives the familiar mutual induc
tance definition. The factor PIn makes it a fictitious inductance. By substituting
equation (2.10) in equation (2.7), the induced emf is obtained as

e == MirWm (2.12)
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The mutual inductance is a function of the field current and must be taken note of to
account for saturation of the magnetic material (stator laminations). For operation
within the linear range, mutual inductance is assumed to be a constant in the machine.

2.3 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AND ELEaROMAGNETIC TORQUE

The equivalent circuit of a de motor armature is based on the fact that the armature
winding has a resistance Ra, a self-inductance La' and an induced emf. This is shown
in Figure 2.2. In the case of a motor, the input is electrical energy and the output is
the mechanical energy, with an air gap torque ofTe at a rotational speed of Wm• The
terminal relationship is written as

di a
v == e + Raia + Ladt

(2.13)

In steady state, the armature current is constant and hence the rate of change of the
armature current is zero. Hence the armature voltage equation reduces to

(2.14 )

The power balance is obtained by multiplying equation (2.14) by ia:

(2.15)

The term Rai; denotes the armature copper losses and via is the total input power.
Hence eia denotes the effective power that has been transformed from electrical to

+

v

Figure 2.2 Equivalent circuit of a dc motor armature
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mechanical form, hereafter called the air gap power, Pa• The air gap power is
expressed in terms of the electromagnetic torque and speed as

(2.16)

Hence, the electromagnetic torque or air gap torque is represented as

(2.17)

By substituting for the induced emf from (2.7) into (2.17)'1 it is further simply repre
sented as

(2.18)

Note that the torque constant is equal to the emf constant if it is expressed in
volt-sec/rad for a constant-flux machine. The dc motor drives a load, the modeling of
load is considered next" to complete the analysis for the motor-load system.

2.4 ELECTROMECHANICAL MODELING

For simplicity, the load is modeled as a moment of inertia, J, in kg-m2/sec2
, with a vis

cous friction coefficient B1 in N·m/(rad/sec). Then the acceleration torque, Ta• in
N'm drives the load and is given by

dWmJili + B 1wm = Te - T1 = Ta (2.19)

where T1 is the load torque. Equations (2.13) and (2.19) constitute the dynamic
model of the dc motor with load.

2.5 STATE-SPACE MODELING

The dynamic equations are cast in state-space form and are given by

Ra Kb
0[Pi. ]= La La

[~] +
La

[~] (2.20)
prom Kb B1 1

0 --
J J J

where p is the differential operator with respect to time. Equation (2.19) is
expressed compactly in the form given by

x = AX + BU (2.21 )

where X = [ia wm]t, U = [V TIlt, X is the state variable vector, and U is the input vector.
Even though the load torque is a disturbance, for sake of a compact represen

tation it is included in the input vector in this text.
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Ra Kb 1
0

A==
La La

, B ==
La

Kb B1 1
0 --

1 1 1

The roots of the system are evaluated from the A matrix: they are

(2.22)

It is interesting to observe that these eigenvalues will always have a negative real
part, indicating that the motor is stable on open-loop operation.

2.6 BLOCK DIAGRAMS AND TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Taking Laplace transforms of equations (2.13), (2.19) and neglecting initial condi
tions, we get

V(s) - Kbwm(s)
Ia(s) == ----

Ra + sLa

Kbla{s) - T,(s)
wm(s) = (B, + s1)

(2.23)

(2.24)

In block-diagram form, the relationships are represented in Figure 2.3. The transfer
wm(s) wm(s)

functions V(s) and T,(s) are derived from the block diagram. They are

wm(s) Kh
Gwv(s) == -- == ., ., (2.25)

V(s) s-(lLa) + s(B,La + JR a ) + (B,Ra + Kb)

wm(s) -(R a + sLa )
Gw'(s) == --- == ') ) (2.26)

T,(s) s-(lLa) + s(B,La + lR a ) + (B,Ra + Kb)

The separately-excited dc motor is a linear system, and hence the speed response
due to the simultaneous voltage input and load torque disturbance can be written as
a sum of their individual responses:

(2.27)

Laplace inverse of wm(s) in equation (2.27) gives the time response of the speed for
a simultaneous change in the input voltage and load torque. The treatment so far is
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V(s)
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(Ra+sL)

E(s)

Figure 2.3 Block diagram of the de motor

(B 1+sJ)

based on a dc motor obtaining its excitation separately. There are various forms of
field excitation, discussed in the following section.

Example 2.1

A de motor whose parameters are given in example 2.3 is started directly from a 220-V de
supply with no load. Find its starting speed response and the time taken to reach 100 rad/sec.

Solution

w(s) Kb-- = Gwv(s) = 2 2
V(s) s (lLa ) + s(B1La + JRa ) + (B1Ra + Kb )

220
V(s) =-

s

3.512 X 106

w(s) - -------
- S(S2 + 167s + 12874)

w(t) = 272.8(1 - 1.47e-83.
5t sin(76.02t + 0.744»

15,968

S2 + 167s + 12874

The time to reach 100 rad/sec is evaluated by equating the left-hand side of the above equa
tion to 100 and solving for 1, giving an.approximate value of 10 rad/ms.

..2.7 FIELD EXCITATION

The excitation to the field is dependent on the connections of the field winding rela
tive to the armature winding. A number of choices open up, and they are treated
briefly in the following sections.

2.7.1 Separately Excited dc Machine

If the field winding is physically and electrically separate from the armature wind
ing, then the machine is known as a separately-excited dc machine, whose equiva
lent circuit is shown in Figure 2.4. The independent control of field current and
armature current endows simple but high performance control on this machine,
because the torque and flux can be independently and precisely controlled. The
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Figure 2.4 Separately-excited dc machine

field flux is controlled only by the control of the field current. Assume that the field
is constant. Then the torque is proportional only to the armature current, and,
hence, by controlling only this variable, the dynamics of the motor drive system can
be controlled. With the independence of the torque and flux-production channels in
this machine, it must be noted that it is easy to generate varying torques for a given
speed and hence make torque generation independent of the operating speed. This
is an important operating feature in a machine: the speed regulation can be zero.
The fact that such a feature comes only with feedback control and not simply on
open-loop operation is to be recognized.

Example 2.2

A separately-excited dc motor is delivering rated torque at rated speed. Find the efficiency of
the motor at this operating point. The details of the machine are as follows: 1500 kW, 600V,
rated current = 2650 A, 600 rpm, Brush voltage drop = 2 V, Field power input = 50 kW, Ra =
0.003645 fl, La = 0.1 mH, Machine frictional torque coefficient = 15 N-m/(rad/sec). Field cur
rent is constant and the armature voltage is variable.

Solution To find the input power, the applied voltage to the armature to support a
rated torque and rated speed has to be determined. In steady state, the armature voltage is
given by

Va == RaIar + Khwmr + Vbr

where Iar is the rated armature current, given as 2650A, W mr is the rated speed in rad/sec. and
Vbr is the voltage drop across the brushes in the armature circuit and is equal to 2V (given in
the problem). To solve this equation, the emf constant has to be solved for from the available
data_ Recalling that the torque and emf constants are equal, the torque constant can be com
puted from the rated electromagnetic torque and the rated current as
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where the rated electromagnetic torque generated in the machine, Ter' is the sum of the rated
shaft torque T s and friction torque T f• The rated shaft or output torque is obtained from the
output Power and rated speed as follows:

21t * 600
Rated speed, COme = 60 = 62.83 rad/sec

Pm 1500 * 103

Rated shaft torque, Ts = (Omr = 62.83 = 23,873 N'm

Friction torque, Tf = Btwmr = 15 * 62.83 = 942.45 N·m
The electromagnetic torque, Ter = Ts + T f = 23,873 + 942.45 = 24,815.45

Therefore, the torque constant is

Ter 24,815.45
K t = I = 2650 = 9.364 N'm/A

ar
Kb = 9.364 V/(rad/sec)

Hence the input armature voltage is computed as

Va = 0.003645 * 2650 + 9.364 * 62.83 + 2 = 600 V
Armature and field power inputs = V)ar + Field power input = 600 * 2650 + 50,000 = 1640 kW

Output power. Pm = 1500 kW

P 1500 * 103

Efficiency. Tl = ~ = 3 *100 = 91.46%
Pi 1640 * 10

Example 2.3

A separately-excited dc motor with the following parameters: Ra = 0.5 fl, La = 0.OO3H, and
Kb = 0.8 V/rad/sec, is driving a load of J = 0.0167kg-m2, B

j
= 0.01 N'm/rad/sec with a load

torque of 100 N ·m. Its armature is connected to a de supply voltage of 220 V and is given the
rated field current. Find the speed of the motor.

Solution The electromagnetic torque balance is given by

dWm
Te = T1 + Bjwm + Jd"t

dWm
In steady state. d"t = 0

Te = T( + Btwm = 100 + O.Olwm

Te = Kbia = 100 + O.Olwm

. _ (100 + O.Olwm ) _ ?_
l a - K

b

- (1 __ ) + 0.0125wm )

e = V - Raia = 220 - 0.5 x (125 + 0.0125wm) = 157.5 - 0.00625wm = Kbwm

Rearranging in terms of W m'

wm(0.8 + 0.00625) = 157.5

157.5
Hence W m = 0.80625 = 195.35 rad/sec
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Figure 2.5 dc shunt machine

2.7.2 Shunt-Excited dc Machine

If the field winding is connected in parallel to the armature winding, then the
machine goes by the name of shunt-excited dc nlachine or simply by dc shunt
nlachine. The equivalent circuit of the machine is shown in Figure 2.5. Note that~ in
this machine, the field winding does not need a separate power supply, as it does in
the case of the separately-excited dc machine. For a constant input voltage, the field
current and hence the field flux are constants in this machine. While it is good for a
constant-in put-voltage operation. it has troubling consequences for variable-voltage
operation. In variable-input voltage operation, an independent control of armature
and field currents is lost, leading. to a coupling of the flux and torque production
channels in the rnachine. This is in contrast to the control simplicity of the sepa
rately-excited dc machine. For a fixed dc input voltage, the electromagnetic torque
vs. speed characteristic of the dc shunt machine is shown in Figure 2.6. As torque is
increased, the armature current increases, and hence the armature voltage drop also
increases. while. at the same time, the induced emf is decreased. The reduction in the
induced emf is reflected in a lower speed, since the field current is constant in the
machine. The drop in speed from its no-load speed is relatively small. and. because
of this. the dc shunt n1achine is considered a constant-speed machine. Such a feature
lnakes it unsuitable for variable-speed application.

2.7.3 Series-Excited dc Machine

If the field winding is connected in series with the armature winding, then it is
known as the series-excited dc rnachine or dc series machine, and its equivalent cir
cuit is shown in Figure 2.7. It has the same disadvantage as the shunt rnachine. in
that there is no independence hetween the control of the field and the ;lrnl:ltllre
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Torque

----+-----------------.. Speed
o

Figure 2.6 Torque-speed characteristics of a de shunt motor

Figure 2.7 dc series machine

v

+

currents. The electromagnetic torque of the machine is proportional to the square
of the armature current, because the field current is equal to the armature current.
At low speeds, a high armature current is feasible, with a large difference between
a fixed applied voltage and a small induced emf. This results in high torque at
starting and low speeds, making it an ideal choice for applications requiring high
starting torques, such as in propulsion. The torque-vs.-speed characteristic for the
dc series machine for a fixed dc input voltage is shown in Figure 2.8. With the
dependence of the torque on the square of the armature current and the fact that
the armature current availability goes down with increasing speed, torque-vs.
speed characteristic resembles a hyperbola. Note that, at zero speed and low
speeds, the torque is large but somewhat curtailed from the square current law
because of the saturation of the flux path with high currents.
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Figure 2.8 Torque-speed characteristic of a de series motor

Example 2.4

A series-excited dc machine designed for a variable-speed application has the following
name-plate details and parameters:

3 hp, 230 V, 2000 rpm

Ra = 1.5 fl, Rse = 0.7 fl, La = 0.12 H, Lse = 0.03 H, M = 0.0675 H, 8 1 = 0.0025 N'm/(rad/sec)

Calculate (i) the input voltage required in steady state to deliver rated torque at rated speed
and (ii) the efficiency at this operating point. Assume that a variable voltage source is avail
able for this machine.

Solution (i) The nanle-plate details give the rated speed and rated power output of
the machine. from which the rated torque is evaluated as follows:

21TN r 27T * 2000
Rated speed w . = -- = = 209.52 rad/sec

, ml 60 60

Pm 3*745.6
Rated output torque. Ts = - = = 10.675 N'm

W mr 209.52

Friction torque of the machine, Tr = B1wmr = 0.0025 * 209.52 = 0.52 N'm

Air gap torque. T~ = T s + T f = 10.675 + 0.52 = 11.195 N'm
The voltage equation of the de series machine from the equivalent circuit is derived as

. . . di a di f
v = Rala + Rsel r + Mltwm + La- + Lse-

dt dt
where the armature and field current are equal to one another in the series dc machine (If = la)
and, in steady state, the derivatives of the currents are zero, resulting in the following expression:

V = (Ra + Rse + Mwm)I a
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and air gap torque is given by

Te = Mifia = Mi; = MI; (N'm)

The air gap torque is computed as 11.195 N·m, and the steady-state armature current is found
from the expression above as

which. upon substitution in the steady-state input voltage equation at the rated speed. gives

V = (1.5 + 0.7 + 0.0675 * 209.52) 12.88 = 210.46V

(ii) The input power is Pi = VIa = 210.46 * 12.88 = 2.710.45 W
The output power is Pm = 3 * 745.6 = 2236.8 W

Pm 2236.8
Efficiency is II = P;- = 2710.45 * 100 = 82.5

0
/0

2.7.4 DC Compound Machine

Combining the best features of the series and shunt dc machines by having both a
series and shunt field in a machine leads to the dc compound n1achine configura
tion shown in Figure 2.9. The manner in which the shunt-field winding is connected
in relation to the armature and series field provides two kinds of compound dc
machine. If the shunt field encompasses the series field and armature windings,
then that configuration is known as a long-shunt compound de fnachine. The short
shunt compound de /nachine has the shunt field in parallel to the armature wind
ing. In the latter configuration, the shunt-field excitation is a slave to the induced
emf and hence the rotor speed, provided that the voltage drop across the armature
resistance is negligible compared to the induced emf. Whether the field fluxes of
the shunt and series field are opposing or strengthening each other gives two other
configurations, known as differentially and cumulatively compounded dc machines.
respectively, for each of the long and short shunt connections.

2.7.5 Permanent-Magnet dc Machine

Instead of an electromagnet with an external dc supply, the excitation can be pro
vided by permanent magnets such as ceramic, alnico, and rare earth varieties:
samarium-cobalt and boron-iron-neodymium magnets. The advantage of such an
excitation consists in the. compactness of the field structure and elimination of resis
tive losses in the field winding. These features contribute to a conlpact and cool
machine, desirable features for a high-performance motor. The cross section of a
permanent-magnet dc machine is shown in Figure 2.10. Note that the armature is
similar to other dc motors in construction and performance.

To analyze a dc motor, the constants Ra, La' and Kb and the resistance and
inductance of field windings are required. Some of them are given in the manufac
turer's data sheet. In case of nonavailability of the data, it is helpful to have knowl
edge of procedures to measure these constants. The next section deals with the
measurement of motor parameters.
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L - Long shunt

S - Short shunt

Figure 2.9 DC compound machine

Permanent Magnet

Figure 2.10 Cutaway view of a conventional permanent-magnet de motor assembly

2.8 MEASUREMENT OF MOTOR CONSTANTS

The following test methods apply to a separately excited de motor: this type is the
most widely used motor for variable-speed applications.

2.8.1 Armature Resistance

The dc value of the armature resistance is measured between the armature termi
nals by applying a de voltage to circulate rated armature current. Care should be
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ACammeter

110V 60 Hz
single-phase

ac supply
AC V

Auto voltmeter
transformer

(2.28)

Figure 2.11 Measurement of armature inductance

taken to subtract the brush and contact resistance from the measurement and to cor
rect for the temperature at which the motor is expected to operate at steady state.

2.8.2 Armature Inductance

By applying a low ac voltage through a variac to the armature terminals, the current
is measured. The motor has to be at a standstill, keeping the induced emf at zero.
Preferably, the residual voltage in the machine is wiped out by repetitive application
of positive and negative de voltage to the armature terminals. The test schematic is
shown in Figure 2.11. The inductance is

~; 2--R
[a a

La =-----
21Tfs

where fs is the frequency in Hz and the armature resistance has to be the ac resis
tance of the armature winding. Note that this is different from the dc resistance,
because skin effect produced by the alternating current.

2.8.3 EMF Constant

Specified field voltage (called rated voltage) is applied and kept constant, and the
shaft is rotated by a prime mover (another dc motor) up to the speed given in the
name plate (called rated speed or base speed). The armature is open-circuited, with
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rated field current

o

Figure 2.12

Wm , rad/sec

Induced emf-vs.-speed characteristic at rated field current

a voltmeter connected across the terminals. The voltmeter reads the induced ~m(

and its readings are noted for various speeds and are plotted as shown in Figure 2.12.
The slope of this curve at a specific speed gives the emf constant in volt-sec/rad as
seen from equation (2.4). The relationship shown in Figure 2.12 is known as the open
circuit characteristic of the dc machine.

Similar procedures for the field-circuit parameters, given in sections 2.8.1 and
2.8.2, are used to evaluate the resistance and inductance of the field circuit. Note
that, for a permanent-magnet machine, this procedure is not applicable.

2.9 FLOW CHART FOR COMPUTATION

The basic steps involved in the computation of dc motor response and other quanti
ties of interest are as follows:

(i) Reading of machine parameters

(ii) Specification of computational needs, such as tinlc response. frequency
response, eigenvalues for stability

(iii) Use of transfer functions to evaluate the responses

(iv) Printing/displaying of the output results

An illustrative flow chart containing these steps for a separately-excited dc motor is
shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 Flow chart for the computation of de motor response
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2. B.C. Kuo, Automatic Control Systems, Prentice-Hall. New York, 1982.

2.11 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. A separately-excited dc motor has a nonlinear characteristic between the field cur
rent and field flux due to the saturation of the iron core in the stator and rotor. How
will this saturation affect the derived model of the dc motor?

2. How is one to account for saturation in dc-machine modeling?

3. The armature resistance of the de motor is sensitive to temperature variations. Will
this adversely affect the stability of the dc motor?

2.12 EXERCISE PROBLEMS

1. Determine the torque vs. speed and torque vs. current characteristics for a separately
excited dc motor with the following parameters:

2.3 hp. 220 V.6oo0 rpm. Ra = 1.39ft La = 0.00181 H. Kh = 0.331 volt/rad/scc.

The machine has rated field excitation and its armature is fed a constant voltage of
220 V dc.

2. Derive the dynamic equations of a dc series motor and find its characteristic equation.
(Hint: To find the characteristic equation, perturb the dynamic equations to get a set
of small-signal dynamic equations. and then find the characteristic equation. or

directly calculate the eigenvalues of the A matrix.)

3. The machine given in 2.12.1 has J = 0.002 kg-m 2
• B = 0.005 N·m/rad/sec. Determine

the time taken to accelerate the motor from standstill to 6000 rpm when started
directly from a 220-V de supply. The field is maintained at its rated value.

4. The field current of a separately-excited motor is variable from zero to rated value.
Derive the dynamic equations of the de motoL its block diagram. and the small-signal
armature-current response for i:l simultaneous voltage input to the field and torque
disturbance, keeping the voltage applied to the armature constant. The nlotor is run
ning at 1000 rpm. delivering 10 N'm torque. with half the rated flux. The machine
details are given below:

400 V de. 22.75 hp. 3600 rpm. Ra = 0.34 11. J = 0.035 kg-m 2
• La = 1.13 mH,

8 1 = 0 N· m/rad/sec. Kh = 1.061 volt/rad/sec. M = 0.2121 H. Rf = 20 n. Lf = 17.7 H.
~Vl = 5 V.~TI = I N·ITI.

5. Using a computer program, find the transfer function between rotor speed and load
torque and plot its frequency response. The separately-excited de motor's details are
as follows:

Ra = 0.027 n. La = 0.9 I11H. Kh = 0.877 volt/rad/sec. J = 0.29 kg-m2
• B = 0.1 N·m/rad/sec.

6. Determine the stability of a de series motor with the following parameters:

Ra = 1.5 0, R se = 0.7 f1. La = 0.12 H, Lse = 0.03 H. rvl = 0.0675 H, J = 0.02365 kg-n1 2
•

8, = 0.0025 N-m/rad/sec. and the operating point is gi\"cn hy V;l = 200 V, W m = 209.52
rad/sec. and T, = 10 N·m.



CHAPTER 3

Phase-Controlled
DC Motor Drives

3.1 INTRODUCTION

l1le principk of speed control for de mOlors is developed from the basic emf
equation of the mOIOr. Torque. nux. current, induced emf. and speed :trt' normal·
ized to presenl the mOlar chllrllctcriSI;cs. Two types of control arc avajlable: arm,.
lure control and field control. These methods arc combined [0 yield a wide r:loge
of speed controL The torque-speed characlerislic~of the mOlOr are discu""ed for
both directions of rotation and delivering both motoring and regenerating torques
in any direction of rotation. Such an operation. known as four-quadrant opera
lion. has a unique set of requirements on the Il1pUI \'ullage and current tll the de
mOlOr armature and field. lhcse requirements are Identified for specifymg the
power stage.

Modern power converters constitute the 1)I)IIcr stage for vari:lblc-~pecd de
drives. These power converters 3rc chosen for a particulM application depending on
a number of factors such as cost. input pow!;'r source. harmonics. power factN. noise.
and speed of response. Controlled·bridge rectifiers fed from single-pha'ie and Ihree
phase ac supply are considered in this chaptl.'L Chapter 4 deals wilh lmothcr con
\ erler. fed from a dc source. for de mOlar cOlUrol.

'11C theory. operation and control of the three-phase controlled-bridgl.' recti·
fier is considered in delaiL because of ils wide~pread u~e. A model for the power
convener is derived fo'r use ill simulation and controller design. Two· and four·
quadrant dc motor drives and their control ,He dcvctoped:nle design of the current
and speed controllers is studied with an illustrativt' c.~arnple. The interaction of the
converter and molar is also discussed. and an itlustrath'e example of their 1I11erac
lion with power system is presented. An industrial application of Ihe motor tlrive is
descrihed.
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3.2 PRINCIPLES OF DC MOTOR SPEED CONTROL

3.2.1 Fundamental Relationship

The dependence of induced voltage on lhe field flux and speed has been derived in
Chapler 2 and is given as

('.J)

111e various symhols ill equation (3.1) have b<.'~'11 explained earlier. 'Ihe field flux is
proportion,lllO lhe field currClll if Ihe iron i" nUl ~llturated and is represented as

(3.2)

By substilUtilig (.l2) 11110 (:\.1) the ~p<.:('d is <.'\pr..:,~<.'d ,I'

c <.' (\-i~R.1
wm..x-o..-:-"X

$1 I, I,
(3.3)

where v :lnd i. <ire the applied VOltage and arnwlUr..: current, n.'spcctivcly.
From equation (3.3). it is seen th"t Ihe r\ltor speed IS dependclH on lhe applied

vohage and field current. Since lhe resisti\e ,lfl11<l1Ure voltage drop i!> very sn1<l11
compared to Ihe rated applied \·oltage. the armature current has only a secondary
effect. To make it~ cffe":l dominant. fin external resistor lt1 ~eries with armature can
be conllecll:d. In that case. the spceJ call be cul11mllcd h~ varyingslcpwbe lhe value
of the external resistor as a function of operiltkmal speed. Power dissipatiun in lhe
external resislor leads to lower efficienc}: Iherdort:. it i~ nOI considered in this texl.
Only two other fOrms of conlrol. using. armature \olt<ig.e and field curretll. are con
sidered in this chapler.

3.2.2 Field Control

In fie/tf ('()/1fw/. the applied armature ..oltag<.' \ l' 11l<i1llt:lllled eonSlant. Then the
speed is rcpresenlctl by ellualion (3.3) as

Wm "')" - (3.4)

"
"111e rotor speed is IIlversely proportiOl1OlI tl1 till' fldd nJrr~'nt: by var~ing the field
current, the rotor speed is changed. Rcvcr~ing th..: field current changes lhe rOla
lional direction. By weakening the field flux.lhe 'peed can I'll,' increased. The upper
speed is limited h~ the COlllmutall1r and bru"he, tlnd the lime required to turn off
the armature currenl from a commutalor seg.ment. II I' not possible to strenglhen
the field flux beyond its rilled (nominal) valu~·.lJn "eC'lunt of ~aturation of the steel
lamin[ltions. Hence. fi~kl contrul for speeJ \:lfl<ltl\Hl I~ nOl ~uilable below lhe raled
(nominal) speed. AI r"ted spct:d. the field current h~ d"'srgn IS at rateJ value. and.
hence. the flux density is chosen to be near lhe knee III the magnelization curve of
the stecllarninations.
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3.2.3 Armature Control

In this mode, the field current is maintained constant. TIlen the speed is derivcd
frol11 equation (3.3) as

(3.5)

Hence. varying the applied voltage changes speed. Reversing the applied voltage
changes the direction of rotation of the mOlOr.

Armature control has the advalllage of controlling the armature current
swiftly. by adjusting the applied voltage. The response is determined by the anna·
ture time constant, which has a very low value. In contras!.thc field lime constant is
at least 10 to 100 times greater than the armature time const3nl,'!he large time con·
stant of the field causes the response of a field-controlled de motor drive to be slow
and sluggish.

Armature control is limited in speed by the limited magnitude of the available
de supply voltage and armalure winding insulation. If the supply de \oltage is varied
from zero to its nominal value. then the speed can be controlled from zero to nomi
nal or rated value. Therefore. armature conlrol is ideal for speeds lower than rltled
speed: field control is suitabk ahove for speeds greatcr than the raled speed.

3.2.4 Armature and Field Control

By combining armature and field control for speeds below and above the rated
speed. respectively. a wide range of speed conlrol is possible. For speeds lower th:m
that of the rated speed. applied ,\fmature voltage is varied while the field current is
kept at its rated value: to obtain speeds above the r3led speed. field current is
decreased while keeping thc applied armature voltage constant. llll~ induced emf.
power, electromagnetic torque. and ficld-<:urrent-vs.~spccd characteristics are
shown in Figure 3.1.The armature current is assumed to be cqu<ll to the rated value
for the present. The power t1nd IOrque curves need some elaboration. It can be
dcduced that

(3.6)

Equation (3.6) can be normalized if it is divided by raled torque. which is
expressed as

(3.7)

where Ihc additIonal subscript r denotes the rOlled or nominal \ alues uf Ihe corre·
sponding variables. Hence. the normalized version of equation (3.6) is

(3.8)

where the additionAl subscript n expresses Ihe variables in nonnalizt'd terms. com·
monly known as per unit (p.u.) variallics.
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~\•• = I p.u

c.·I',n
I p.u

T,n_o1>,.

"

,
Armatu,<" , Flu, '" fidd
con1rQI rcglOn--;--- "C.,lCll'"J!- r",!!loll--,

H."tor <pc-cd. p u
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Normalization eliminales machine conSlan1!i. COmp:lCI~ Ihe pt.'rfnrmanc~ equa
lions. and ~nables lhe visu"liz:llion of perfOfllHltlCC charaCh.:rJ"'ICS regardless of
machine size on Ihe same scale. Designers and ~easoned anaIY"I' prefer Ihe p.ll. rep
resentation because of all these fcalures. The normalized IOrquc.llu'l:. and armature
current arc

~,
ob,n:= ~.pu.

~"

'.l~n:: :-,pu,"

(J.9)

(.''.10)

P.ll)

As tht: armature current is maintained al p.u. in Fi!?-urc J.1. thl' normalii'cd IOrque
becomes

(_112)

Hence.thc normalized e1ectromagnctic lorque characteristic CUllll'lde, \\.11 h Ih~ nor
malized fidd nux. as shown in Figure 3.1.

Simil;,rly.lhe air gap power b.

where e. is the normalized induced emf.
As i.," is set to I p.u .. the normalized air g,tp power hccom~',

Pel. == e•. p.u.

(.1.IJ)

(3.1-11
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The normalized power output chllrllcteristic is similar to the induced emf of the dc
motor in the field-weakening lind constant-torque regions. TIle normalized induced
emf is the product of the normalized nux and speed. Flux is at 1 p.u. in the armature
control region. so the nonnalized induced emf is equal 10 the normalized speed. The
nux is hyperbolic in the field-weakening region and has an inverse relationship
with the speed. Field weakening needs to be discussed in detail here. At rated
speed. the motor is delivering rated power with cn and i." al their rated values.
Beyond the rated speed.lhe field current is decreased 10 reduce lhe field nux.l11is
will affect the magnitude of the induced emf and hence the power OUlput. It is very
important that the steadY-Slate powcr outputl~fthe machine be kept from exceed
ing its rated design value. which ;~ r p.u. The implication of the air gap power con
straint is Ihat the induced emf and field nux arc 10 be coordinated to "chieve thi~

objective. The coordimllion yields the value of field flu~ ih

(_lI5)

If i.n is equal to I p.u .. then

(3.16)

Hence. the normalized induced emf is given as.

(3.17)

-Inc power outpul lind induced emf llre maintllined al their rated values in thc field
weakening region by programllling thc field flux to be invcrsely proportional to the
rolor speed. -Incy arc shown in Fig.ure 3.1.

Example 3.1

A separately·excited de mOlOr ha~ the following r:tllllg!> and Cun'(;lI11~:

2.625 hp.. nov. 1)13 rpm. R... f1.K n. R, "" 100 n. K~ = n764 V~ I rad.l", - 0.003 H.
L..-2.2H
The d<: supply voltllgC is vilr;ah1c fwm 0 HI 120 V Nlth tllth~' rkld :lnd armature. mdepcn
demly. Draw the lorquc-5pecd ChM:u:temliCS of Ihe de mutor if Ihe armature i1nd field cur·
rents :Ire not allowed 10 e:lc<:ed Iheir raleJ l;llth:1o. '111e raled nu~ IS nlmllned when the field
\'oltage IS 120Y.Assume thatth.;: field voll.lge can he ~afcly taken 1t):I mmimum of 12 V only.

Solutiun Ii) Calculationofralcd values
2-n-N Zn x i3D

Rated speed. \OJ., .. 00 = 60 137.56 r:ld/sec

Output power 2 fi2S x 745.6
Rated lOrquc T .. --- .. 1-421 N m

." R:ltcd ~pecd 1J7.56 .
~'Ilcd torque IJ.23

Rated :lrmalUre currenL i .. ~ '"' -- == tKnJ A
K~ IJ764
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v" 120
Rated field current.l rr ,. ~ ,. 100 ., 1.2 A

(ii) Calculation of torque-speed charaCleristics:
Case (a) Conslanl-fluxltorque region:

CI" V... - I..R. ,. 120 - 18.63 x 0.8 "" 105.1

e.. 105.1..... ,. -". -- = 137.56rad/sec.
Kh 0.764

..... 137.56
"'_" -. ---,. 1.0p.u.

....., 137.56

HenCe. COOSlallt raled IOrquc IS 8vaihthle from 0 10 1.0 p_u. 1>pced.
Case (h) Field·weakenmg n:glOn:
For I p.u. armalure curr~·nl.lh~·maximum induced emf"

c, lOS.!
c. - - - -- '" 1.0 p.ue, 105.1

To 111;llnlain Ihis indu("l:J .:mf in Ihe field-weakening rq!l(,n.

c. 1.0dI,. - -- - -p.'
ill",. "'...

Iflhe range of field varmllon 11> known. Ihe maximum spc.:J (an be c.)mpuled <I, (01111"':

V,(O_J 121,_- -- ·-",OI:'A
R, 100

1.2 A 01 field current corre"iptJOds 10 r31ed field flu~ and h... n.:... 0.12 A rorrc'll'lIlJ, ,..
O.ldl".and hence

Olpu <dl.. <lpu

I
...... ~-,.lOp.u

0.1

For V:ITlOU1> speeds bel"'een I .md 10 p.u.. Ihe field flu). 11>':\ ;llult1.:d fmm Ihe Clju:llllln .1'

1Ib,. "" -- III p.ll.
w••

T•• ., 411.. for I.. - I p.u.

The IOfljue. power. and nu.~·\'s.·'I>t.·edplOls are shown In Figur.: .'.2,

Example 3.2

Consider Ihe de mOlor given in Example 3.1. and draw Ihc Iniornlll ...nl charaelcri"tlcs Ir Ih.:
;Irnlalure currenl is allo""ed to~ .'00"'. of raleu value.

Sollllion IH Constant-flux/lorquc region

I '" 31",

T '" m:lximum lurqu... Khl... 0.7M x .. "I·.;f',; J:' 7 N nl
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o.

~
•..•,

>-"
0.'

0.1 ,,,

"" 1 .I

'.

,
"'mn' p.u.

7 , 10

FiIUN' 3.2 C"rlUIlUOliS ralln!', of lhc de ",utM

T... 42.7
T._ .. - • -- = J p.u

TO' 14.25

The maxImum induced emf is

e. = V_. - I...R. - 120 - (J 'l( 18.(3) x 0.8 = 75.29 V

Speed corresponding (0 this induced emf tS

e. 75.29
w.,. - - - -- 9Ks.4 rdd ~c

K~ O.76ol

98.54w_ = lJ7.56 :0716pu

Beyond this speed. field weakening tS pcrformcd_

(ii) Field-weakentng region:

I.., = )[ ..

C", '"' 7.5.29 V

c., 75.29
e. = -05 • -0' "" lJ.716 p.u.

1 .1 1 .1.]

1.:. 0.716
wm.--"'--pO.

~ll. dJ,"

The range of the normali7.cd lidd nux,~

(1.1 <6'n < I

Th · I d 0.716e maxImum norma lze speed IS ........ -
c!J,~_

0.716
----716p.u

0.1
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'.
0.5

T,.
<..

"0 , , , 6 7 ,
w ..... p.u

Fillll~ J.J Normalized n,,'I(" char3Clcn~r,C1 fo•.\ p_u. armature cunenl

T.... - 41 10 per rilled curren' .. Jlb,.1n the prescot case.

The intermillem charactenslIcs arc drilwn (rom the ahl:l\'c cqll;l1inns and arc shown In Figure 13.

3.2.5 Four-Quadrant Operation

Many applications require controlled starts and stops of Ihe dc motor. such as in
robotic actuation. Consider lhat lhe machine i~ operating al a steady speed of W m •

and it is desired to hring lhe speed to £ero. 'I1lcrl' arc two ways to achieve it;

1. CUI off the armature supply to the machine and let the rotor come to zero speed.
2. The machine can he made 10 work as a dc generator. thereby the stored

kinetic energy c;"ln be effectively transferred to the source. This saves energy
and brings Ihe machine rapidly to zero "peed

Cutting off supply produces a haphazard ~pced response: the second method
provides a controlled braking of lhc de maehme. To make the de machine operating
in Ihe mOloring mode go to the generating mode. all thaI needs to be done is to
reverse the armature current flow in the de machine. First. the armature current
drawn from the source has to be brought 10 £ero: lhen. a current in Ihe opposite
direction has to be built. Zeroing the current IS achieved by making the source dc
voltage zero or. belter. by making il negative. After this. the armature currenl is buill
in the opposite direction by making the SOUTl':C voltage smaller Ihan the induceu
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Figu~ 3.4 Four-quadriln! lorque-spced characteristics

emf. As tne speed rcduces, notc tnat thc induced emf decreases, necessitating a con
tinued corrcsponding reduction in tne source voltage to keep the armature current
constant. The power nows from tne macnine armature to tne de source. This mode
oC operation is termed regenerative braking. The braking is accomplished by regen
eration that implies that a negative torque is generated in the machine as opposed
to the positive motoring torque. Hence. a mirror renee-tion oC the speed-torque
characteristics. shown in Figure 3.1. is required on the IV quadranl for regeneralion.
The first and fourtn quadrants are for one direction of rotation. say. forward.

Some applications.. such as a feed drive in machine tools. require operation in
both directions of rotation. In that case. the III quadrant signifies the reverse mOlor
ing and II quadran I. the reverse regeneration mode. A motor drive capable of oper
ating in both directions of rotation and of producing both motoring and
regeneration is referred to as a Cour-quadrant variable-speed drive. The torque
speed charactcrislics of such a four-quadmnt dc motor drive are shown in Figure
3.4. This contains two characteristics.. one for rated operating condition and the
other for short-time or intermittent opcration.llie short-time cnaracteristic is used
for acceleralion and deceleration of the machine: it normally encompasses 50 to
100% greater than the rated torque for de machines. The four-quadrant operation
and its relationship to speed. torque. and power output are summarized in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the speed and torque variation from a point PI to Q I and
0 1 10 PI of the de machine. On receiving lhe command to go from PI to Ql' the
torque is changed to negative by regenerating the machine. as shown by the trajec
tory PIM I . This regeneration torque. along with the load torque. produces a deceler·
ating torque. The torque is maintained at the permitted maximum levels both in the
field-weakening and the constant-nux regions. As thc machine decelerates.as shown
by the trajectory MjMI • it will reach Z.NO speed. and keeping the torque al a nega
tive maximum will drive the motor in the reverse direction along the trajectory
M!M.1. Once the desired speed Wml is reached. the torque is adjusted to equal the
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TABLE 3,1 foor-quadrant de. motor drive character inKs

FuncllOtl

Fu,.....ard MOlormg(FM)
For"..ard R(gcnerallQn (FR)
R(\(fS(' MOlormg(RM)
R(\'(!'S<" R(g(noerahon (RR)

Speed

Oua.dranl

,
"'"II

",

Sprtd Turqll(

~h"n lime
I"eu,

Po"~1 Output

1",'1u..

Ftlu~ U Changmg Ilk' "".atonll",mt' and tlk' u...• ..r r......r '4u......~n"

specificd \'alue. ~To:. along the tr;lJectUt~ M,QI. Similarl~.lochange lhe operilting
point from 0 110 P~.lhe trajectory shO\\n along. OIMJM.MhP, is £olllll"ed.

From this illustration. il is seen tll<lllhe usc of all quadr:lnl~ of uperallun kads
to a vcry responsive motor drivc. Contm'l this to the JIIIJply clIf-of(lechniqut:. In
such a casco only the load lorque conlrthule~ lO lhe deceleration. a~ opposed lO the
combined machine and load torque~ In " four-quaJrilnt mOlar drive.

Converter requirements: -Ilk' vollage and currenl requircments for rour·
quadrant operalion of lhe dc machine arc lkriwd <IS follows. Assuming lhc fidd nux
is constant, the speed is proportional 10 lhe induced emf and hence apprllximaldy
proportional 10 the applied voltage to the armillure.Also. the electromagnetic torque is
proportional 10 the armature current. ·lllen lhe ~pet:d axis becomes Ihe armature volt
age axis and the torque axis is equivalcllI IOlhe armature current axis. From this uilser
vation_ the armature vollage and armalUre curr~nl requirements for four-quadrant
operation arc given in "!:Ible 3.2.These r.:quirelllents.. in turn, sct the pecificatiOfl~ for
the electronic con\"erter. For a pump llpplicalion. Ihc mOlor ne~d unly unidircc-
(lonal opcraiion wlIh no regcnerat"c hr;lk mg.. Hena.:,onh fi"'t-quadrant operatiun
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TABLE 3.2 Armature voltage and current requirements of a four·quadrant de motol drive

OpcraliOll

F~l

FR
RM
RR

Speed

•
lOIQuc VohallC Curr"rli l'ower Oulpul

•

is required. thereby limiting the (Olwcner specification to only positive voltage and
current variations. l'herdore.thc 1)U"er no\\' il> unidirectional from sourcc to load.
For a golf carl eICClric-\ehicle propulsion-dri\e application. a four-quadrant opera
tion is required. with the au...'ndmll conven...·r capability to handle power in both
direct ions wit h bipolar \'ultag.e and Clirrenl rC4uircmcnts.111en the converter is much
mor ...· complex than that n.:quired for i\ one-quadrant drive.

From a fixed utility ac soun:c. a variable-voltage and variable-currenl de oul
PUI is obtained through twO b,hh: methods hy using static power converlers. 111e first
melhod uses a controllable recllfier to cOl1\en the ae source voltage direclly inlo a
variable dc voltage in one sing.le ~t:lge of power conversion. using phase-controlled
con\ ...·rlCrs. The second methud Cun\crh lhe ac !oOurcc vollage to a fixed dc voltage
by a diode bridge reclifier anothen COI1\'t:fts the fixed dc tu variable dc voltage with
e1eclronic choppers. l'he ;,econd methud li1\ olv..:s Iwo-stllge power conversion. which
is deal! with in Chapter~: th.: fir~t l1l..:thod is considered in this chapl~r.

Thyristor converter: '111..: realizalion of an aC-lo-de varillble-vollage con
vener hy Illeans of the silicon·controlled r..:ctifie~ (SCR) known as lhyristors is dis
cussed in thiS subsection. 'I'hc di~lillCI features of the thyristor are given here.
Without going inlo the d..:\'icc ph~'~ics.

111yristors arc four-o.:telllclli (PNPNI.threc-junction devices with the terminals
uf ,modI: (A). cathode (K ).llnd g,ate (G J. A galc current is injected by applying a pos
itive voltage between gate and cathode for turning on the device. -n1C device turns on
only if the anode is positive compared to clllhode at least by I V. After lurn-on. the
device drop is around I V for most of the dt:vices. After lurning on. lhe device aclS
like a diode. Therefore. to turn off lhe thyristor.lhe device has to be reverse biased by
making the anode negative with respect 10 the e<lthode.lhis is easily achieved with ac
input voltage during its negativc half-cyck. Turning off the device gocs by the Ilame
of del'ice ,·olllmU(lIIioll.l'hc thyri~tor.unlike Ihe diode. can hold off conduction evcn
when ils anode is positi ....e compared 10 its cathode. by not triggering. the gate.

111cse features make lhe th~Ti~lors ideal devices for ac-to-variable-de conver
sion. Inst..:ad of diodcs in the dwde bridge reclifier. thyristors call be subslituted.
and. by delaying the conduction frOllllheir zero crossings. a part of the ac voltage is
rectified for fceding to a 10lld. 'Illc lie load volt-sec is reduced from the maximum
available vall-sec in the half-cycle a..: voltage waveform. which in lurn varies the
average dc load vollage.llle lille voltage commutales the devices when it reverses
polarity each half cycle and :lpplics a negative voltage across the cathode and
anode. l'his method of commutalion is known :IS natural or line commutation. llnd
con\ erters using this melhod are lermed !t1ll'-COmmll/llfeti converters.
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3.3 PHASE·CONTROLLED CONVERTERS

3.3.1 Single-Phase Controlled Converter

Phase·Controlied Converters 47

A single-phase controlled-bridge converter is shown in Figure 3.6 wilh its input
and output voltage and currenl waveforms. The load consists of a resistance and an
inductance. and Ihe current is assumed 10 be continuous and constant. The differ
ence hclwecn the diode bridge llnd this thyristor bridge is thai conduction can be
delayed in the lal1cr beyond positive zero crossing. The delay is introduced in Ihe
form of triggering signals to the gUles of the thyristors. The delay angle is measured
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from the zero crossing of the voltage waveform and is generally terllled a (in radio
ans) throughout this texL Although the load voltage has both positiv~ and negative
volt-seconds, its average is a net positive and is indicated by the horizontal dashed
lines denoted as V<k. Assuming continuous load current. this voltage is quantified as

I . 2V~
V,k '" -f":Vmsin(w,t)d(wJ} '" --coso

7T ,. 7T

where Vrn is the crest of the input ac voltage. Increasing the delay angle to gre<ller
than 90° produces a negative voltage on average. as is shown in Figure 3.7. Note Ihat
the current is in the same direction. thus contributing to a negative power inpul.
Such a feature is known as inversion. It is tacitly assumed here that there is an emf
source in the load contributing to the power transfer frllm the load to source. Such a
load is known as an active load.
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llle load current can he discontinuous: in thai case. the average output voltage
is derived as

1 .. ~ VmViJ,.. = - f Vmllin(w.lld(w.t) == -{cos(n) - cos(o + -y)]. V
~" n

(3.11,l)

when.: -y is the current conduction angle.
Comparing equat101111 0.18) and (3.19). il is seen that. for certain values of"y.

the oUtpUI voltage for dl~curltintlous conduction can he gre:ttcr than lhat for conlin
uaus conduclion. For n:tll1pk.lct

O+'Y=l'I

0=30

Hence. the average output voltage for discontinuous current conduction i<;

v
V,ddis) = -"!.[U;M]

n
(J 101

lind, for the same Iriggcnng ilngle. (he average output vollage for conI inuoll~·t'U rrl'n (
conduct ion is given b~

\ ",(cont)
1.732

2
(3.21 )

The transrer charactcriSlics for continuous conduction for an aClive load and di,,
continuous conduction for a r"i,tivc load arc shown in Figure 3.8.

-111(' source inductance delays the current tran~fcr from one pair of condlK·tll1!!
thynstors to :tnotncr ~cl Dunn/!- Ihis time.th..: suurl'C I~ short-circuited throug,h th..:
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source impedance. invariably reducing the load vol!age to LCro. I·!encc. the O\crall
effect of source inductance is to reduce Ihe availahle dc output volla~e. Figure 3.9
contains the operational waveforms with source inductance. The source inductance
can be introduced by the isolation transformer or hy inlentionally p[;1Ccd rl·,u:lurs.
to reduce the rate of rise of currents in Ihe thyristors.. If the source induct'lllCC ;s 1...,,
the voltage lost due 10 it is

1 VmV,::: -l'·· ..Vmsin(w,t)d((lI,tl::: -[coso - cos{o + IJ.J. 1.1.22)
n • n

where IJ. is the overlap conduclion period.
By equating Ihis voltage to thc voltage drop in the source reactance. the uver·

lap angle IJ. IS obtained as

IJ. = cos ,[CO'\O -

where loX is the load current In stead~ slale.
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These characteristics are modified when the load includes a counter-emf. as in
the case of a dc machine.lhere is an additional feature in discontinuous operation.
with the induced emf appearing across the output of the converter during zero
current intervals, but, if the source emf is instantaneously greater than the back
emf, then the conduction starts but will not end immediately when the source emf
becomes less than the induced emf, because of the energy stored in the machine
inductance and in the external inductance connected in series to the armature of the
machine. llierefore. conduction will be prolonged until the energy in these induc
tances is depleted.

The three-phase controlled full-bridge converter is similar in oper<ltion to
the single-phase controlled rectifier. llHee-phase converters arc widely used for
both dc and ac motor control. The emphasis is placed in this text on the three
phase convener-controlled dc motor drive, The following scction contains the
principle of operation. design features of the control circuit, <lnd the characteristics
of this convener.

3.3,2 Three-Phase Controlled Converter

A three-phase thyristor-collt rolled converter is shown in Figure J. In. and its voltage
and current waveforms in the rectifier mooe of operation are shown in Figure 3.11.
The current is assumed to be corHinuou~ (or the present. At a given instant. two
thyristors are conducting. Assuming that the voltage between phases 1/ and II is max
imum, then the thyristors T] and Th are conducting. The next linc volt<lge to get
more positive than lib is IIi'. At that time. the triggering signal for Th will be disabled
and that ofT! will be enabled. Note thatlhe anode ofT! is morc neg,Hive than the
cathode of Th • because line voltage lil' is greater than the line voltage all. That will
turn offTh and transfer the current from Th toT!. The delay in currenltransfer from
T~ to T z is dependent on the source inductance. During this current transfer. T 1• T~.

and T2 1.1n.' all conducting, and the load voltage is the average of the line voltages ah
and ae. '111 is phenomenon is the commutation o\'erlap. which results in a reduction
in the load voltage.lhe load current will remain the same during l.:ol11mutation of
T~.lbe currenl in T" declines b~' the same proportion as current in T, rises. It is to he

Thrc~
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Figure J.ll Rcctiftc31ion in the three-phase conver1e, in steady stale (flrsl·quadrant operatIOn)

observed lhat the current transfer is effected by thc source voltages: voltago: lie

becoming greater lhan the voltage (lb. resulting in the reverse biasing ofT~ and for~

w3rd biasing of T~. Similarly. it could be seen thai the firinglgHling sequence is
T1T2T;r~T,T~ and so on. Also. each of these gating signals is spaced by sixty electri
cal degrees. The thyristors require small reactors in series to limit the ralc of rise of
currents and snubbers. which aTC resistors in series with capacitors <lcross the
devices. to limit the rate of rise of voltages when the devices arc comrnutatcd.

A typical inversion mode of operation is shown in Figure 3.12. Note thnL this
corresponds to a second-quadrant operation of the dc motor drive. The transfer
characteristic of the three-phase controlled rectifier is derived as

~." 1'0

V",. = 1t~3J V.hd(w,l) = ~J Vmsin(w,t)d(w,t) = ~VmCOSO' L1.24)
I . ~ ! ."

The transfer characteristics are very similar to those of the single-phase con verter in
both the continuous and the discontinuous mode of conduction. The transfer char
acteristic for the continuous mode of conduction is shown in Figure 3. [3. The char
acteristic is nonlinear. Hence. the use of this converter as a component in a
feedback -control system will cause an oscillatory response. lliis can be explained as
follows.
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(J.27)

The delay angle will be made a function of speed. current, or position error in
a motor-drive system. The error variable is expected to increase or decrease the dc
output voltage proportionally. The gain of the converter 10 a delay angle is not a
constant. so it will either overreach or fall short of the required output voltage. This
necessitates one more correction in the error signal. causing both time delay and
oscillatory response. Such oscillatory responses have been known 10 create ripple
instability in converters.

A controllechnique to overcome this nonlinear characteristic and the accom
panying undesirable dynamic behavior is given in the following. The control input to
determine the delay angle is modified to be

Cl "" cos-\( ::) "" cos 1(ven ) (3.25)

where ve is the control input and Vern is the maximum of the absolute value of the
control voltage.

Then Ihe dc outpul voltage is

Voc = ;V", cos Cl = ;V", cos (cos-1vrn ) = [-; Vm ]v," = [~~:JVe = K,ve Ct2fi)

where Ven is the normalized control voltage and K, is the gain of the cOlwcrter.
defined as

3 Vo 3V2V V
K, =--~--= 135-

It V"", ltV"", . Vern

where V is the rms line-to-line voltage.
Thcn the modified transfer characteristic is linear with a slope of K,. The con

trol voltage is normalized 10 keep its magnitude less than or equal to I. to be able 10
obtain the inverse cosine of it.

3.3.3 Control Circuit

The control circuit for the three-phase thyristor converter can be realized in many
ways. A schematic of a generic implementation is shown in Figurc 3.14. The synchro
nizing signal is obtained from the line voltage betwcen a and c. -nlC positive-zero
crossing of this line voltage forms the starting point for the controller design. lllC
synchronizing signal is multiplexed six times. to have equidislunt pulses at 60° inter
vals. These arc decoded to correspond to each gate drive.

The delay angle is obtained from the normalized control vollage ven through;]
function generator, so as to make the overall gain of the thyristor converter con
stant. TIle delay is incorporated into the synchronized control signal and amplified
and fed to the gates of thc thyristors. Hence. the maximum limit on the delay ang.k
has 10 be externally set or commanded. It is essential thai sufficient time be given
for the thyristor to recover its forward blocking capability. Otherwise. a shorl of the
load and source will occur. Therefore, the maximum limit for the delay angle is usu
ally set in Ihe range of from ISO to ISS degrees. Many adaptive control schemes
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:Jdjust this maXlll1um ,riggering angle as a function of load current. 'l1,e (eature to
handle the idell1ification of phase sequence in the ae supply has 10 be built in. so
that the refercnce synchronization voltage Vac malches with the control circuil

3.3.4 Control Modeling of the Three-Phase Converter

-Il,c converter can be considered as a black box with a certain gain and phase dday
fur modeling lind usc in conlrol studies. The gain of Ihe linearized cOlllrolier-hascd
cunvertcr for a maXtmum control voltage Vern is given in equation (3.27) as

1.35V
K, :y-.VjV

=
(3.2KI

(.1.29)

-1l1C converter is a sampled-data system:ll,e sampling interval gives an indica
lion of its time delay. Once a thyristor is switched on. its triggering angle cannol he
changed. The new triggering delay can be implemented with the succeeding thyris
tor gating. In the meanwhile. the delay angle can be corrected and will be ready for
tmplementatton within 60~. i.e.. the angle between two thryisturs' g<lling,.
Stillistlcally.lhc delay lila)' be treated as one half of this interval: in time. it is equal 10

60j2 I I
T, =: 360 x (time period of one cyc1c) =: 12 x f..s

For a 6O-Hz supply-voltage source. note thatlhc Itme delay is equal to I.JRS illS

11le converter is then modeled Wilh its gain and lime delay as

G,(s) = K,c- T,. (.DO)
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(3.31 )G,(S) = (I + sT,)

and equation (3.30) can also be approximated as a first-order time lag and given as

K,

(3.32)

For most of the drive-system applications. the model gillen in equation (3.31) is ade
quate for phase-controlled con\·ertcrs.

Man}' low-performance systems ha\'C a Simple controller with no linearization
of its transfer characleristic. The transfer characlcristic in such a case i~ nonlinear.
lnen.lhe gain of the converler is obtained as a small·signal gain given hy

oV..... 0 •
K, = ---s;- = 00 {1.3:> V co<; 0' = - 1..15 V "Ill 0

lne gain is dependent on the ojXrating dday angle denoh:d by Ow 111C CUl1\erler
delay is modeled as an exponential function in Laplace operator \ or a first-order
tag. describing the transfer function of the converter as in equation (.U I).

3.3.5 Current Source

The key to the control of the machine i~ 10 control prcci~cly the elcctnll1lag.nctie
torque. This control is achieved in the scpllTatdy-cxcitcd de machine by ctJl1Irollin~

its armalUre currenl. but the phase'controlled converter provIdes only a variablc
vohage oulpUt. To make it a controllable current source. a c1osed·loop CIlIUro! uf Lhe
de link currenl. which in this case is the armature current. is resorled 10. A current
source can be realized with Ihe phase-control1ed con\'crter by incorporallng a cur
rent feedback loop. as shown in Figure 3.15. Consider a rcsisti\c and induni\'e load
combination. The reference current is enforced on the load by companng. it with
the actual currelll in the load. The error currt:1lI is amplified hy a propnrtionill·plus
integral conlroller and its outpul is limited so that lhe control loignal will be con
Slrained to be within Ihe maximum Iriggering angle. 0""". 'Ole control signal is
processed to correspond 10 linearized operation by the lIlversc cosine functIon. and
the signals are processed Ihrough gate power amplifi~rs and the converter. Assume
Ihalthe currenl rderence is a Slep function and Ihe converler is ilt rest 10 Slart \\ith.
The current error will be maximum. which would correspond to minimum triggering
angle.lhus providing a large voltage across the dc link. i.e.. load. This WIll hUlld up
Ihe current in the load. and. when it exceeds Ihe reference value. Ihe curr~nt nror
will reduce from maximum positive to zero.lllis will enahle the triggering angle to
be close to TIf2 in this present case. where tht: dc link voltage. Yd<' is not allow.:J 10 gu
below zero. The dc link is constrained to be positive. hecauSI: the passive load ,"allnot
proyide for regeneration. and only an :lctivc source such as a de motor will provi(k
the induced emf with the appropriate pol<lrity so thai energy can be tran~rerrcd

from the load to the source. The dynamic response of this system wilh a high pro
portional gain is shown in Figure 3.16 in normalized units.

-['he maximum conlrol vollage is 0.7 V. and the control Yoltage is normalized
with respeci to this for realizing a linearized conlroller. 'Inc step command of the
reference current produces a maximum control "oltage. and. eorrcspondingl~.the
triggering angle is driven 10 zero 10 produce Ihe ma'l:imum voltage acro~s the dc
link.lhe voltage across the resistor. "t!. starts to increa"C and that ;lcro~ the induc-
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tance. VI.' begins 10 decrease. When the current exceeds Ihe reference, the control
voltage goes to zero and the triggering angle reaches 90°. to provide 1II1 average
voltage of zero across the dc link. The current is maintained around thc reference
value, on average. with a dither. and that dithering is a function of the current con
troller gains and the load time constant. When the reference current goes 10 zero.
the control voltage becomes zero. and the triggering angle goes to 90° permanently.
That forces the current to decay to zero. and the entire voltage of Ihe dc link is
borne by the inductance, as shown in Figure 3.16.1ltis type of current source is real·
ized in the IOO.OOO-A range at 10"' voltages for electrolysis in metal processing
plan Is and in a few-I housand-A range at voltages of 600 V 104,000 V for de and ae
motor drives. nle design of the current controller is treated later in this ch<1ph:r.

3.3.6 Half-Controlled Converter

The converter under study hitherto is a fully controlled bridge converter. Low-power
applications can make do with a half·controlled converter. shown in Figure 3.17. The
lower half of the hridgc has diodes 1I1 place of thyristors-thus reducing the cost of
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Figu"" 3.16 Currenl source OperallOn w,th R-L toad in normahz<·d \1I111'
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Figure 3.17 Half·conlrollcd threc·ph"", converter

the convcn~r. -n,c control circuit is simplified also. Such a configuration is also pos
sihle with a ~inglc·phase convener. The half-controlled conveners arc employed up
to 125 hp ratmg in practice. Note that this converter has only first-quadrant opera·
tional capability.

3.3.7 Converters with Freewheeling

A diode is connected across the load as shown in Figure 3.18.The revcr~alof voltage
is not possihle now, and hence the converter operates only in the first quadrant.
delivering a positive voltage and current. Evcl1though the convener is limited in its
capability. the current conduction interval is prolonged by the ellerg~ stored in the
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load inductance. The current contiilullY has lhe positi\ e cffcch of n:ducing the cur·
renl ripples in the mOlar and hence lhl' lorqut." ripples. The \',l\cforrns uf lhis free·
wheeling circuit are shown in Figure 3.llJ.

There is :In alternative way 10 ohtain freewheeling. .... ltholll using 11 diode
across lhe load. The thyristors of a phasl- kg can he triggered togl:1h ... r and hence
can shorl tht." load. This. in lurn. require.. mooificalion of Ihl' control circuitry.llle
configurat ion utilizing the thyrislors ha.. th ... lld.'anlage of milllllH/lng Ihe cost of the
converter and making optimal usc of ,h... power devin.....

3.3.8 Converter Configuration
for a Four-Quadrant DC Motor Drive

So far, the converters considered po..~ .....s une· (If t.. o-quadrant uper<HIHnal capabtl
ity. figure .1.20 shows Ihe converter configuration fur a four-quadr;lI11 lie nWlnr drive.
11 consists of dual thrcl'-phasl: controlkd-hridgl' con\crll:r.. In p.lr,tlld, \\lIh Ih ... ir
OUIPUI polarilit;'~ reversed. Converter I gi.e~ hUlh po~lllve and nq:atIH' dc llutpul
voltages with ;1 POSillVC current output, catcring to lhe firsl- and ,cc'lIld-quadrarll
operalion of the tic molor drlvc. respecll\ely.This con"cnt:r i:) her"',II",;r rderrctl to a~

the forward convcrler, Sinlilarly. COIll'crt .... r 2 delivers negativ... current (() the mOlor
wilh positi\e and negatlvc de OUlPUt \uhagcs.. Such operlltinll Cth;tlmpa'.)C~ the
fourth- and third-quadr:lnt performant'c of thc de mulor drivc. rc'rl't~tl\c1~ Bec:lu<;c
of it. this convener is hereafter referred 10 'l~ il rcverse COll\'enl'L rran~11loning from
forward to rcveTst: openllion in thc 1lllltor ilnd eorr",spllndlllg ch,mgc' ill th.: cmwert·
crs rcquirc ,peciallog.lc conlrol circuits to amid short~CtrcUltlllgth" ,IC ,uppl~ and for
safe operation. Thc phasc·controlled CIIl1\'cncr has 1\\0 quaJnlllh nt opcratlon:
quadrants t and Il.or yuadrallls III and IV, d.:pcnding 011 the (onnc,'lltln of the con·
vertcr rclillivc to the machtne arlllalurc. Nole thal quadrants I and IV or quadranls
II and III arc more u~dul in many unrJircctional motIon control .'pplll'alit)l1~ Ihan
the ones provided by lhe converter. TIwl WIll enable bmh 1he l1lotunng and gl'rh:rat
ing/braking IOHlut' production corllribuling 10 faSler accelerallon and r.,kcclcr.lllon
in one direclKlt! of rO\<ltlOt!. -nH~ conlrol qralegy for" four-quadral1l dt· mlllul" drivc
IS discussed later IIllhl~ chapll'r.
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3.4 STEADY·STATE ANALYSIS OF THE THREE-PHASE CONVERTER
CONTROLLED DC MOTOR DRIVE

3.4.1 Average Analysis

A separately-excited de motor is fed from a three-phase converler and is operated
in one rotalional direclion. say, in the firsl and fourth quadrants of lorque-speed
characlenstics. The steady-state perfonnanee of Ihis motor drive is described in this
secllon. The steady-state perfonnance. when combined .....ith lhe load characteristics..
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provides the basis for evaluating the suitability of the motor drive for the given
application. The steady-state performance is developed by assuming that the aver
age values only are considered. Indirectly. it is implied that the average current pro
duces an average torque. which, in combination with load torque, determines the
average speed. In thaI process-the quasi-transients are neglected.

'Then the armature voltage equation for the motor in steAdy state is

v. = R). + C (3.331

;l1ld, in H:rms of average values (by denoting the variables in capitallcllcrs or with a
'ubscript 'av·).

v. = R)~ + K<I)~"""

A\erage electromagnetic torque is given oy

T.. = K<!'rl.

.ltld. from a previous derivation, the average dc link voltage is

V. = 1.35Veosu

('-'4)

(3.35)

(3..10)

"11"'rl' V is the rms line-to-line ae voltage in a three-phase system.
-nlen the ekctromagnetie torque is expressed in term~ of delay angle alltl

'pt:l'U. frum t:quatiom (3.34) to (3.36). as

(3.37)

-nlt: equation (3..17) is normalized by dividing the average torque by the fined torque:

DII Iuing the numerator and denornimllor of cqu(ltion (UN) hy lht: rated motor
I'\lhagc. Vr,lelltl~ to

T~n = (.L'IIJ)

v,

anu.lIlltlllg Ihnt

V, = K<ll"w rnr

R.I",
Ron = --, p.ll.

V,

the normalized electromagnetic torque is given by

__ [1.35Vncosfl ~ <I'(noo"",)
'on = R <I"n' p.u

.,"

PAll)

(3041 )

(3.42)
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where

and

Phase-Controlled DC Motor Drives

<1>,
<Pi. = :;-. p.u.

't'f.

vv. = -.p.u.v,

(3.43)

(344)

(3.45)

The normalized equation (3.42) deserves careful scrutiny for use In steady-state per
formance computation. Positive or motoring tOfque is produced .....hen Ihc numera
tor of (3.42) is posilive. i.e..

(3.46)

(3.47)

0'

Ifllnw mneoso > ---
1.35Vn

If cos a is less Ihan the right-hand side of (3.47). then there is no torque generation
in the machine. For some positive values of (1. the numerator can become negative.
but that will not produce regeneration. since there .....ilI be no current flo ..... from thc
machine to the source with only one converter. The induced emf of the machine ..... ill
be greater than the applied \oltage.thus blocking the conduction of thyristors. If an
antiparallel converter is available and is capable of conducting current in the re\'erse
direction to the motoring operation. then regeneration is achieved by decreasing the
applied \'oltage compared .....ith the value of the induced emf. That enables the
machine to generate current from the difference bet\\een its induced emf and the
applied voltage. This step results In power now from the machine to the ac source.

The electromagnetic torque equation (3.42) expressed as a function of nor
malized flux. speed_ and triggering angle delay has design usc. -me controller for the
converter requires a certain precision in its triggering angle delay. Its resolution can
be found by_ for instance. finding the minimum and maximum lriggering delay
angles from the torque requirements at the minimum and maximum speeds of oper
alion by using this expression. The range of triggering delay angle and the finesse
.....ith which it needs to be controlled is given by the resolution of speed or torque
control.

ElCample 3.3

Consider a mOlor drive with R.. "" 0.1 p.ll" ¢J le '" 1 p.ll.. V. '" 1 1 p.ll. and extreme load
operating points T<Il....1'" 0.1 p.ll......_ .....1 "" W_ 1 = 0.1 p.ll .. T<~"""j '" 1 p.ll.. and ....."""...u.! =
.....~. t p.ll.

(i) Find the normalized control ~'olIilges to meet these 0rerallng POlOt~
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(ii) Compute the change in control voltages required for a simuhaneous change of ~T... '"
0,02 p.u. and lI.Ulm~" 0.01 p.u. for both the extreme operating points. From this.calculate
the resolution required for the control voltage.

Solution Assume that the controller is linearized.

:.a""eos

from which the electromagnetic torque is.

[ 1.35V.V... -

where V•• is the norm:llized eOnlrol voltage for a given steady-slate operating painl and is
obullned as

SlOce ibf• - I p.u.. lhe control vollage for minimum lorque and speed is

V _T·,'"e'CR"M,-,+",.,"cwo"e",'
,.1 - - I.3SV.

0.1 ·0.1 + 0.1

35
"" 0.074 p.u.

I. • 1.1

Similarly for maKimum torque and speed. the control vollage is

1 • 0.1 + I
1.35. 1.1 '" 0.74 p.u.

Incremental conlrol \'ollage generales incrementallorque and speed as

For both changes. &v<~ •

DIViding 8V.. by V<to gives an expression in terms of )Icad~ ·~tillc operating points a-\

flv•• _ R••&T•• t- I\w~

V... R.T.. + w...

&T.~ '" 0.02 p.u.. l)w..~ "" 0,01 p.u.. T'. I '" 0.1 p.u.. Wmol - 0.1 p.u.. 1'.02 = 1 p.u.. Ulm.2 '" 1 p.u.

_ 8v.. O.l· 0.02'" (J.OI
Forl ....w....; V '" 0 0 '" 0.109.. .1 ·0.1.,. .1

R T . 8vCtl "" 0.1 "0.02 +0.G1 =00109
or <f'ol.w.....z. V.. 0.1.1 .,. 1 .

111crcfore. the resolution required In control vohage is

6V", = 0.109 * V.. - 0.109·0.074'" 0.008066 p.u.
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Example 3.4

A scpar3tely-excited dc motor has 0.05 p.u. resistance and is red from a lhree-phase con
verier. The normalized "ollage and field nux are I p.u. Draw the torque-speed characteristics
in the first quadrant for constant delay angles of O. 30, 45. and 60 degrees. Indicate the safe
operaling region if the maximum torque limit is 2.5 p.u.

Solution

11.35V. COS Q - <J)1oow..1
T.. :a <J)",. p.u.

R.

Subslltuting the given values yields

T... 20{ 1.35 cos a - "'••1. p.u.

The IOrquc-s~edcharacteristics for various angles of delay arc shown in F'igure 3.21. TIle
safe operating region is shaded in the figure.

3.4.2 Steady-State Solution Including Harmonics

This seclion considers the steady-slale analysis of the dc mOlor drive wilh the actual
vollage wavefonns and not the average values of the input voltages as in the previ
ous seclion. The advantage of considering the actual current waveforms is to accu-

JO

"
20

• - 0

•
" JO~.

to "
,

"-t1zUh' 3.ZI Torque-spee4 eharactenSl1C$ as:l funclion of 1M t"ll&enng dchoy /Ingle
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rately predict its electromagnetic torque and hence the magnitude of the torque
pulsations. The information on the torque pulsations is necessary for applications
such as position servo drives and antenna drives. Additionally, the actual computa
tion of current waveforms assists in the evaluation of harmonic losses and hence of
the heating effects on the machine, which will be instrumental in the derating con
sideration. as explained in a later section.

For this analysis, the motor is considered 10 be in steady state. i.t:.. the speed of
the machine and the field current are assumed 10 be constant. [n thai case. the equa
tion of the motor is sufficiently provided by its electrical part. given as

where

R.i. +
di.

L-+
• dl (3.48)

v. = Vmsin(wJ + n/J + o).ll < w,t < TI/J (3.49)

and for each Tt/J duration. the same is valid. The current may be continuous or discon
tinuous. depending on the speed. the input line voltage. the Iriggering angle. and the
impedance of the motor. For the sake of simplicity. Ihe commUlation effect is
neglected in this analysis. It can be easily incorporated for Ihe design calculations with
out sacrificing the elegance of the present solution. The induced emf is a constant
under the assumption of constant speed. and. hence. the solution of the aouV(:' equa
tion is given by

i,(l)" (1~:I)(s,n(..... ,,,, 'III] ... " - 6)-sin(IIJ~ • (t ~lc' 1.\ - (:)(1 -..' " I ... '.,C '"'.

(3.50)

where w, = 2Tt(. ~ = tan-I(w,' LiR.) = nl(lchine impedance angle. T. = armature
time constant = L)R•. i" = initial value uf current at time t = O. E = Kh W m =
induced emf. V m = peak value of the line-line input ,It" voltage. and mOlOr electrical
impedance Z. = R. + jw,L~

The initial armature current i., has tu bt: evaluated to obtain the complete
solution. and It could be achieved from one other available piece of informalion.
That is that the armature current repeats itself every 60 electrical degrees. similarly
to the input voltage. Such a unique situation givc:s rise to a houndary condition:

i.(w,t) = i.(w,1 + n/J) (.1.51 )

llt,ll is. the milial armalure current will be c4ual tn III.: curr.:nt at the .:nd of60 elec
trical degree~ "rlterdore. evaluating the current ,t! a lime corre~ronding to the 60th
electrical degree and equating il to the initial value of the armature currellt. i.,. as fol
lows. leads to

i.C:J ~ i.,
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C~71) {Sin(~ln + (l - B) - sin(~ + a~ B)e-(~~TJ}

(:.)(1 -c-t...\)) + i.,e-(.••\)
(3.52)

Rearranging the initial currt:nt on one side, it is evaluated as <I function
machine parameters. inptH voltage. triggering angle. <lnd speed and given as

of only

(3.53)

By using this inil iar va lut: or tIll' current. the arrnat ure current for the cornpktc ryck
can be evaluated. The present approach, using the boundary matching condition. is a
powt:rful tt:chnique for evaluating the steady state directly, without going through
tht: transients in the solution of the differential equation, This techniqut: is widely
applied in the evaluation of stt:ady·state performance in variable-speed dc and ;lC
mutor drives and is adopted throughout this texL lllis technique also gives a closed
form solution that could be used in the analysis and design of the drive s~'stems.

Figure 3.22 shows the phase ('OtlVerter output voltage. armature curren!. <lnd
induced emf. using the above sulution procedure. Although the input armature vult
age contains cunsiderable harmonic.l he ell rrent has much less harmonic. beca usc of
the high harmonic impedance of the machine. The useful elcl:lrornagnclie torqut: is

"r---,--------,-----r--,-------,

.,
) 0,,,

t),O

H.~

11,2

"" 1211 '" ""
FilolUrt' J.H The outpll! v"hagc.lh~ arl1\"lur~ currCIlI, ...",.1 !h~ Jlldllcc,! em! o! the pha", eon""r1er
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the average; the harmonic lorques contribule 10 losses only. NOle Ihal Ihe electro·
magnetic torque is very similar to the armature current in shape. with the field cur·
rent being maintained constant.

3.4.3 Critical Triggering Angle

111e triggering angle corresponding to when the armature current is barely continu
ous is called the critical Iriggering angle. u." It is evaluated by equaling the initial
armature currenl. i... 10 zero in equation (3.53). Thai is given 3S

where

o ", " + _,{(E/V.) 1 (I _,. """)}... cos ---.--. -,
c1 cos 13

v'3
a l =2

b
l

= .!. - e·t~)
2

01 = lan~l(b,)
",

•-~+o
3 '

(3.54)

(J.55)

lliis expression for critic31 triggering angle is a function of the induced emf. input
hne-to·line ac voltage. and machine impedance angle. 13. The induced emf and the
input <Ie line vollage can be expressed as a single variable. bec(lusc the input line-to
hne vullage is usually a constant. and Ihal leaves the dependence of the critical trig
gering angle on twO variables. E/Vm and 13. only. Figure 3.23 shows the critical
triggering angle \'s. ENm for various v:llues of 13. It is to be understood lhat these
curves arc not machine-specific and could be used to calculate the critical triggering
angles for any dc motor-drive system. An increase in the triggenng angle beyond its
critical value implies that the armalUre current will become discominuous.

When onc is computing 01. by using equation (3.54).care has to be exercised in
the argumerll of arccosine. U the argumem exceeds one. then either ElVm or 13 has
10 be changed to limit it to one. Funher. the arccosine term has 10 be less than the
machine impedance angle. 13. 10 be meaningful; accordingly. tht: computation has to
be terminated when 0. becomes less than or equal to zero.

3.4.4 Discontinuous Current Conduction

When the currenl becomes discontinuous. the vollage acros~ [he machine then is the
induced emf itself. -nle steady state under such a condilion can be computed from
Ihe following relationship:

R.i. +
di.

1-+
~. dt E = V•• 0 < w,l < wJ, (].56)
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ia :: O. w,l, < w,l < Tt{3

"a = Vmsin(w,t + Tt{3 + 0:).0 < w,l < w.t~

= E. w,t, < w,1 < Tt{3

(3.57)

(3.58)

(3.59)

and w,t~ :: O~. lime t~ corresponds 10 the current conduction time. and Ihe wave
fonns are shown in Figure 3.24. The time I, can be evaluated from Ihe armature cur
rent solution by equaling il 10 zero at time t = t,. as follows:

i.(t.) =0" ~:[sin(......t,+Tr/3+0 -~)-sin('I1"/3+(,-~)c ~J- :.(I-e-r.) (3.60)

This equation can be solved iteratively for t. by using the Newton·Raphson tech
nique. The current conduction time t. is dependent on the machine parameters.
speed (which is conlained in Ihe induced emf tcrm). ac input line-to-Iine voltage.
and triggering angle. This triggcring angle will be greater than the critical triggering
angle evaluated in the earlier section. Because of its dependence on more than two
variables. the current conduction time 'Is. all the variables cannot be contained in a
two or three dimensional plot as in the case of the critical triggering angle. It needs
to be evaluated for each operating condition. The discontinuous current has a rich
conlcnt of harmonics compared 10 the continuous current, resulting in high wrque
pulsations Ihat mighl be undesirable for some applications.
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Figure 3.25 shows the armature current, Ihe voltage across the ammlure termi·
nals, and the induced emf for a typical discontinuous conduction. In Ihe discontinu·
ous mode of conduction. notc that the linearity of the output voltage with referencc
voltage will be lost. This has implications in the control contributing to an overall
sluggish response of thc drive system. The current discontinuity can be overcome by
the addition of an elttemal inductor or by suitably designing the dc machine wilh
the required armature inductance 10 obtain a continuous curren!. The latter
approach is feasible at the system level of planning mostly for new installations. The
approach of using an external inductor is the only practical recourse for existing
installations: the replacement of the dc machine is an expensive alternative.

Example 3.5

The delails and parameters of a scp;mHcly-eJlcltcd de machme are

100 hp.SOOV. 1750 rpm. 153.7 A. R. - 0.088 n. 1-. .. 0.OOt83 H. Kb .. 2.646 Vf(radl~c)

The machine is supplied from 8 lhree-phase w01roJ1ed convener whose ac input is from a
three.phase 415 V.60 Hz utility supply. Assume Ihal the machine is operating al 100 rpm with
a triggering angle delay of 65". Find Ihc muimum air gap torque ripple at this operaling
point.
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Solution To find the curren( ripple. II is esscn(ial to determine .....hether the currcn! is
continuous for th( given triggering delay by e\'atualing the crilicaltriggcring angle. It is found as
follows:

2'ITN, 2'IT .. 100
ROlor sl'V"ed w - -- .. 10.48 rad/."'--'m 60 60

Induced emf, E ... KtrW", '"' 2.646" 10.48 = 27.7 V

Peak input voltage. V... V2" 415 = 586.9 V

Input angular frequency, w. ... 21ff, - 2'lf .. 60 '"' 376.99 rad/sec

. L. o.all8J
Armature lime constanl, T. - - '" --- - 0.0208 sec

R. 0.088

Machine impedance. Z. '" VR~ -+- ~L; - 0.69550

Machine impedance angle.~ = tan- 1( ~~.) = 1.444 rad

The crilical triggering angle is

{
E/V. I l(I,_B-+-cos- 1 --.--'{l-e IW'_ll'.~l)

CI cos P
•- --+-II
3 '

where

V3
a l '"' 2 -0,866

bl "'.!. - e-{~) - -0375
2

c, '" Va; -+- br - 0.g.-37
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9, "" ttln I(~)., -O.4086rad

from which the critical angle is obtained as Q~ = 1.5095 cad = 86.48°. The triggering
angle Q is 65°, which is less than the critical triggering angle: therefore, the armature
current is continuous. Having del ermined that the drive: system is in continuous
mode of conduction, we use the rclevant equations to calcuhltc the initial current.
given by

C~l){sine; + (l- 6) - Sln(~ + (l - 6)e'(~)} - :. (I - e (~)
i.. .,-'-'='--'--'-'---~-'-'---,--"'-----:;=--'----''-----''''------"" 230R.1 A

1 e ~

The pCilk arma1ure current is found ny having w,t ., n16, Le.. atll1c midpoint of the cycle.
This is usually the case, bU1the operating point can shift It beyond 30': therefore. it is neces·
sary to \'crify gritl'hlcally or analyllcally where the m;UlnlUm current occurs and thcn substi·
tute that Illstantto gel the peak armature current from the follow1llg equation:

i.(t) ., C~:JISin(W,t ... n(3 + (l - Ii) - ~in{J1(3 + a - 6)e ''T,} - C~J(I -c ''1,)

The armalure currCllI nppk magnitude, .1i. '" 2411.5 - 23OS.1 = 103,4 ,\

The ripple torque m;lgllllUde,.1T<" K~.1I.'" 2.646 0 WJ.4 = 273,86 N'm

Average air gap IOrquc.T
Ol

.. , = l.vKb ;a. 112411.5 +- 2308.11 * 0.51 0 2.646" 6244 N'm

Note that the ripple current magnitudt: IS les~ than 5% and 1herefore IS approxim:l1ed as a
straight line hct""een liS m1ll1ll1Unl and mllXlmum .'alues III each part of its cycle.

Torque ripple as a percent of the opcfllling II,'crage torque is

j,T 27186
6T._ = --' 0 100 ~ ----- • HXl = 4.4%

T"", 6244

3.5 Two-Quadrant Three-Phase
Converter-Controlled DC Motor Drive

The control schematic of i'l two-quadrant convcrlcr-controlled separately-excited dc
motor drive is shown in Fig.ure 3,26.'loe motor drive shown is a speed-controlled sys
fern. The thyrislor bridge converter gets it~ ae supply through a Ihree-phase trans
former and fast-acting ac contaciors. The dc output is fed to the armature of the dc
mOior. The field is separately excited. and the field supply can be kept conSlant or
regula led, depending on the need for the field-weakening mode of operation, The dc
motor has a tllchogener,lIor whose outpUI is utilized for closing the speed loop, The
motor is driving a load considered to be friCIioni'l1 for this treatment. The output of
the tllchogeneratOf is filtered 10 remove the ripples to provide the signal. Wm,. The
speed command w; i~ compared to the speed signal to produce a speed error signal.
-rnis signal is processed through a proportional-plus-integral (PI) controller to deter
mine the torque cOlllmand.The torque cOllllllanJ is limited. to keep it within the safe
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current limits.. and the current command is obtained by proper scaling. The armature
current command i: is compared to the actual armature current i.to have a zero cur
rent error. In case there is an error. a PI current controller processes it to alter the
control signal Vc- The control signal accordingly modifies the triggering angle Q to be
sent to the convener for implementation. The implementation of v, to 0: in the con~

vener is discussed under control circuit in section 33.3.
The inner current loop assures a fast current response and hence also limits

the current to a safe preset level. This inner current loop makes the convener a lin
ear current amplifier. The outer speed loop ensures that the actual speed is alwa}'5
equal to the commanded speed and that any transient is overcome within the shorl·
est feasible time without exceeding the motor and converter capability.

The operation of the c1osed~loop speed-controlled drive is explained from
one or two particular instances of speed command. A speed from zero 10 rated
value is commanded. and the mOlor is assumed 10 be at standstill.This will generate
a large speed error and a torque command and in turn an armature current com·
mand. The armature current error will generate the triggering angle to supply a pre
set maximum de voltage across the motor terminals. The inner current loop will
maintain the current at the level permitted by its commanded value. producing a
corresponding torque. As the motor starts running. the torque and current are
maintained at their maximum level. thus accelerating the motor rapidly. When the
rotor attains the commanded value. the torque command will scule down to a value
equal to the sum of the load torque and other motor losses 10 keep the motor in
steady state.

The design of the gain and lime constants of the speed and current controllers
is of paramount importance in meeting the dynamic specifications of the motor
drive. Their syslematic designs are considered in the next section.
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3.6 TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF THE SUBSYSTEMS

3.6.1 DC Motor and Load

The dc machine contains an inner loop due to the induced emf. It is not physically
seen; it is magnetically coupled. The inner current loop will cross this back-emf loop.
creating a complexity in the development of the model. It is shown in Rgure 3.27.
The interactions of these loops can be decoupled by suitably redrawing the block
diagram. The development of such a block diagram for the dc machine is shown in
Rgure 3.28. step by step. The load is assumed to be proportional to speed and is
given as

(3.61)

To decouple the inner current loop from the machine·inherent induced-emf loop, it
is necessary to split the transfer function between the speed and voltage into twO
cascade transfer functions. first between speed and armature current and then
between armature curren! and input voltage. represented as

where

_Wm_('_) ~ _--,K".c.".~
1.(5) 8,(1 + sTm)

1.(5) (I + sTm )

V.(s) ;; K"C(J;-c+","'T:",)"'(,""'+","'T-o,)

T =..:!.-
m B,

Three'phasc
a<.'suppl)' T,

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.65)

(3.66)

,Curren. Phase,
conlroUer COfIlroUed

·-L------1 H<1.:~~'~"~"~'-.'::::====:::t-lK.I- J

~lIU", 3.27 DC mOlor and currenH:onlrolloop
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K.

Step 1

.-__--,l.(s)

V.{s)
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V.(s)

V.ts )

E(sl

Sl"p 2

~
I 1.(5) K.
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E(s)
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B1+B1+51
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3.6.2 Converter

(3.67)

(3.68)

The converter after linearization is represented as

(3.69)

The delay time T, and gain are evalualed and given in seclion 3.3.4.

3.6.3 Current and Speed Controllers

The currenl and speed conlrollers are of proporlional-integrall)'pe. They are repre
sented as

(3.70)

(3.71 )

where the subscripts cand s correspond to the current and speed controllers. respec
tively. The K and T correspond to Ihe gain and time constants of the controllers.

3.6.4 Current Feedback

The gain of the current feedback is He' No filtering is required in mOSI cases. In the
case of a filtering requirement. a low-pass filter can be included in the analysis. Even
then. the lime constant of the filter might not be greater than a millisecond.

3.6.5 Speed Feedback

Most high performance systems use a de tachogcrlcrator. and the filter required is
low-pass. with a time constanl under 10 ms. Tne transfer function of the speed feed
back filler is

(3.72)

where K. is the gain and T. is the time constant.
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3.7 DESIGN OF CONTROLLERS

The overall closed·loop system is shown in Figure 3.29. It is seen that the current
loop does not contain the inner induced-emf loop. The design of control loops starts
from the innermost (fastest) loop and proceeds to the slowest loop. which in this case
is the outer speed loop. The reason to proceed from the inner to the outer loop in the
design process is that the gain and time constants of only one controller at a lime are
solved. instead of solving for the gain and time constants of all the controllers simul·
taneously. Not only is thai logical; it also has a practical implication. NOie that every
motor drive need not be speed·controlled but may be torque--controlled. such as for a
traction application. In that case. the current loop is essential and exists regardless of
whelher the speed loop is going to be closed. Additionally. the performance of the
outer loop is dependent on the inner loop; therefore.lhe tuning of Ihe inner loop has
to precede the design and tuning of the outer loop. Thai way. the dynamics of the
inner loop can be simplified and the impact of the outer loop on its performance
could be minimized. The design of the current and speed controllers is considered in
this section.

3.7.1 Current Controller

The current.controlloop is shown in Figure 3.30. The loop gain function is

{
KIKcK,Hc} (1 + sTcHI + sTm)

GH;(s) = Tc . s(1 + sTd(1 + sT
2

)(1 + sT,) (3.73)

Om,

Spced
conlroller Limiler

Currenl Converter
controller

'. KJB,
I +sTm

Agure 3.29 Block diagram of lite molor drive

Kc{i"sTc) V, K, V. l+sTm ,... l- f- K,-y ,T, l+sT, (I +sT1) (I +ST1)j

i.m
-

H,

-
Figurt 3.30 Currenl-controlloop
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111is is a fourth-order system. and simplification is necessary to synthesize a con
troller without resorting to a computer. Noting that Tm is on the order of a second
and in the vicinity of the gain crossover frequency. we see that the following approx
imation is valid:

(I + s1'",)iills1'm

which reduces the loop gain function to

(3.74)

(3.75)

where

K = cK~,~K~,~K~,~H~,T~.,
T,

The time constants in the denominator are seen to have the relationship

T, < T2 < T,

(3.76)

(3.77)

The equation (3.75) can be reduced to second order. to facilitatc a simple controller
synthesis. by judiciously selecting

T '" T., . (3.78)

TI,cn the loop function is

(3.79)
K

GH,(s)iIf (I + s1',)(1 + sT,)

The characteristic equation or denominator of the transfer function between the
armature current :lnd its command is

(I + sTd(1 + sT,) + K (3.80)

This equation is expressed in standard form as

T1T'{S2 + s(T~;~,) + KTI~,l}

from which th~ n:\lural frequency and damping ratio are obtained as

(3.81 )

(3.82)

(
T,+T,)

TIT,
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K+I

(T~TJ
(3.84)

Realizing lhal

K» I

T 1 »1',

(3.85)

(3.86)

tells us that K is approximaled as

T; T(
K~--~

2T,T, 2T,

By equaling (3.76) 10 (3.87).lhc currenl-controller gain is cvalua\t;d a~

K ::.!... T1T~ .( I )
c 2 1', K,K,HcTm

(3.87)

(3.88)

3.7.2 First-Order Approximation of Inner Current loop

To design the speed loop. the second-order model of Ihe currenl loop is replaced
wilh an approximale first-order model. This helps 10 reduce the ordt.:r of lhe over·
all speed-loop gain function. -1l1C clIrrcnt loop is approximated by adding the time
delay in Ihe convertcr block 10 1', of the motor: because of the cancellation of one
motor pole by a zero of the current controller. the resulting current loup can be
shown in Figure 3.31. The transfer function of the current and its commanded
value is

1+

1,(5)

1;(5)

KcK,T,Tm I
Tc (1 + sT1)

= -----.:,.-i;,;~'---..:..:+_
K,KcK,li cTm I

T< (I + 5T1)

(3.89)

"..{)- '" f--> f---- " I" ...
~'- KT, , I +sr,

H,

FiIlU",3,J1 Smlphficd currem-conlrolloop
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where TJ ::::: T l + T,. The transfer (unction can be arranged simply as

K,

+ sT;)
(3.90)

where

T,
T~--

, I + Kn

Kli 1
K, = H~ .7(1:-:-+"K;-,')

(3.91)

(3.92)

(3.93)

The resulting model of the current loop is a first·ordersystem.suitable for use in the
design of a speed loop.lne gain and delay o( the current loop can also be found
experimentally in a motor-drive system.lnat would be more accurate (or the speed
controller design.

3.7.3 Speed Controller

The speed loop with the first-order approximation of the current-control
shown in Figure 3.32.1ne loop gain function is

loop is

(3.94){
K,K,KbH .. } (1 + sT,)

GH (s l ::::: .""--,-"",+,--,-'::;''';;-;-:-:0;",,,
, BIT, s(1 + sT,l{l + sTmHI + sT,.)

This is a fourlh-order system. To reduce the order of the system for analytical design
of the speed controller. approximation serves. In the vicinity of the gain crossover
frequency. the following is valid:

(3.95)

w;
K,{I +sT,) .i.- _K_,_ .2- Kt/B,

ro-,
I -sT..,. .T, 1.~T,

Speed controller Currelllioop

w_ ~
1"~T..

Figure 3.32 RepresentaliOn of the QU1Cr speed loop ,n the de mOlO. dnve

w.
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The next approximation is to build the equivalent time delay of the speed feedback
filter and current loop. Their sum is very much less than the integrator time con
stant, T•. and hence the equivalent time delay, T•. can be considered the sum of the
two delays. T j and Too. This step is very similar to the equivalent time delay intro
duced in the simplification of the current-loop transfer function. Hence, the approx·
imate gain function of the speed loop is

(3.96)

where

T. '" T; + Too (3.97)

K,KbH ..
K,: BT (3.98), .

The closed-loop transfer function of the speed to its command is

w.(.) I [ ~I + .T.) ] 1 (>, + >,.j
w~(s) = H.. 'T + Z K K KzK, = H.. (ao + als + azs1 + 3}SJ) (3.99)

s.s+sz·+T
•

where

ao = KzK/f. (3.100)

a l = KzK. (3.101)

"I = I (3.102)

aJ '" T. (3.103)

This transfer function is optimized to have a wider bandwidth and a magnitude of
one over a wide frequency range by looking at its frequency resJX>nse.lts magnitude
is given by

IWaouW)I I ~ + cda~-- = - (3.104)
w;(jw) H. {~+ wl(ai - 2a032) + m'(a~ - 2a,a}) + m'a}}

This is optimized by making the coefficients of ul and w· equal zero. to yield the fol
lowing conditions:

,,~ '" 2a032

a~ '" 2ala}

(3.105)

(3.106)

Substituting these conditions in terms of the motor and controller parameters given
in (3.100) into (3.103) yields

(3.101)
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Similarly,
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(3.IOB)

(3.109)

(3.112)

(3.113)

(3.115)

T~ 21';1'4

K~Kj = K,K 1

which, arter simplification, gives the speed-controller gain as

I
K ~ -- (3.110)

• 2K 2T4

Substituting equation (3.110) into equation (3.108) gives the time constant of Ihe
speed controller as

1'. = 41'. (3.111)

Substituting for K, and 1', inlo (3.99) gives the closed-loop transfer function of the
speed 10 its command as

w",(s) I [ I + 41'4s ]
w;(s) = H.. 1 + 41'4s + 8T~s! + 81'~sJ

It is easy to prove thaI for the open-loop gain function the corner points are ]f41'.
and Iff4, with the gain crossover frequency being 1121'4' In the vicinity of the gain
crossover frequency, the slope of the magnilUde response is -20 dB/decade. which
is the most desirable characteristic for good dynamic behavior. Because of its sym
metry at the gain crossover frequency, this transfer function is known as a symmet
ric optimum function. Further, this transfer function has the following features:

(i) Approximate time constant of the system is 41'•.

(ii) The step response is given by

I
w,(\) = H.. (1 + e-1rrr• - 2e-l,.4T·cos(V3t/4T4»)

with a rise time of 3.11',. a maximum overshoot of 43.4%, and a sell ling lime of
16.51'•.

(iii) Since the overshoot is high_ it can be reduced by compensating for its cause,
i.e.. the zero of a pole in the speed command palh. as shown in FIgure 3.33. The
resulting transfer function of Ihe speed to ils command is

:;;:; = I~JI+ 41'.s + ~~s! + 8T~Sl J (3.114)

whose step response is

w,(t) = ~ .. (I - e 1/4T. - ~ e- ,/•T'sin(V3t/4T.d)
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I I l+4T.s -.- I +4T.s - -
". 1+4T.S+IIT/s2+8T.V

Spc'ed·1oop
lran$fer funcllOiI

Filur" J.33 Smoothmg of the o\'ershoot VIa a oompenSatOi

(3.116)

wilh a rise time of 7.6T•. a maximum overshoot of 8.1 %. and a settling time of
13.3T•. Even though the rise time has increased. the overshoot has been
reduced 10 approximately 20% of its previous value. and the scnling time has
come down by 19%.

(iv) The poles of the dosed-loop transfer function arc

I I . v'3
s "" - 2T.; - 4T. '1. J4T•

The real parts of the poles are negati\·e. and there are no repeated poles at the
origin. so the system is asymptotically stable. Hence. in the symmctric Opll
mum design. the system stability is guaranteed. and there is no need 10 chcck
for it in Ihe design process. Whether Ihis is true for Ihe original systcm without
approximation will be explored in the following example.

(v) Symmetrk optimum eliminates the effects due to the disturbance very rapidly
compared to other optimum techniques employed in practical systems. such as
linear or nlOdulus optimum. This approach indicates one of the possible meth·
ods to synthesize the speed controller. Thallhe judicious choice of approxima·
tion is based on the physical constants of the motor, on the converter and
transducer gains. and on time delays is to he emphasized here.

ThaI the speed·loop transfer function is expressed in terms ofT. is siglllficant 111 thaI
it dearly links the dynamic performance to the speed·feedback and current-loop
time constants. That a faster current loop wilh a smaller speed-filter tl1l1o.: constant
accelerates the speed response is evident from this. Expressing 1', in terms of the
motor, the converter and transducer gains. and lhe time delays by using expressions
(3.91) and (3.97) yields

T ~ T + "I' =~ + T T l + T.,--, .. - , .. = +T.. (3.\17)
I+Ktt I+Kr•

Since Kr, » I. T~ is found approximately after substilUting for Kr. from equation
(3.93) in terms of gains and time delays as

(Tl + T,)T, I
T4 - • ;:-:;'::-;:- + T.. (3.ll~)

Tm KIK~K,H<

This clearly shows the innuence of the subsystem parameters on the s} stem dynam
ics. A clear understanding or this would help the proper selection of the ~uhsystcll1'
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to obtain thc required dynamic performance or the speed-controlled motor-drive
system. Further. this derivation demonstrates that the systcm behavior 10 a largc
degree depends on the subsystcm parameters rather than only on the current ilnd
speed-controllcr parameters or on the sophistication or their design.

Example 3.6

Design ~ speed-controlled de motor dnve maintillnmg Ihe field flux c(\n~tant The mUlOf
pammeters and ntlings arc as follows:

220 V.8.J A. 1470 rpm. R, • 4 n. J "'" 0.0607 kg - mI' L. '" 0.072 H. 11, .. (1.086\1 N'm I
mdlsee. K~ '" 1.26 V/nld/sec.

The eonyerler I~ SUI)plied from 230V. J'phase ae al tiO 1·1 .... The COlwerter" linear. and Ih

maxunum C(lllHUI mput voltage I~ ::: 10 V. The lachogcncralor has Ihe Iran,fcr tunClltll1

G) (lJJf>5 'm d f I h . fIOV'!1..{s .. (I -+- O.OOh)· e spee re erence \'0 la~C as iI maximum (/ . 1e md\tmUm

current renll1l1ed II1lhe molur IS 20 A.

Solulion til Clln\L'rlcr transfer function:

1.35 V
K,' ---.

V,.
1.35 x 2;\(1 _ 11 (" V/V

10 .. :')

V....(mltx) = 310.5 V

The raled de \<llta~e re4U1red IS 220 V. whieh corrcsp()lId~ 10 ,I control ~oltllgt' 01 711'} Villi:
lransfer funehlln of the cnn'·... rler IS

G(')- 31.05 V/V
,S - (I + O.(XlIJR,)

(iiI Currenl tTalhdlJcer g3111:11IC lllaXlmum safe ctllHftll voltage I' 7.09 V. ;tI1d Iht- h,,, \0

curre~pond ttl the IlhtSllllum currenl error:

' ..., ~ 20A

7.09 7.f1)
II, .. -,- = -,- = 0..155 V/r\

"''' (}

(iii) Motor lr,m_kr lunetltm:

,
1",'

_![~+ R.]~
r, 2J L.-

II = O.1077scc

T. = 0.0208 sec

I" "'J.... .. O_7 "Cc
• B,

R )',-'
L. ( K~ ~ R).l,)

JL.
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The subsystem transfcr functions 'He

I,(s) 7C"c-l,,',,+-i;'TC""C')=
-V-.(,-) = K'(l + sT,)(l + sT1)

oo",(s) KJB, 145

',{s} '" (I + sTm) (1 + 0.75)

(h') Design of current controller:

0.0449(1 + 0.7s)

(1 + 0.0208s}(1 + O.I077s)

T.
Te-

, 1 + Kr.

T, = Tz = 0.0208 sec

K"'..:!!-'" 0.1077 =388
2T, 2 X 0.001388 ..

KT, 38.8 x 0.0208 = 2.33
K, = K,H,K,Tm 0.0449 x 0.355 X 31.05 x 0.7

(v) Currcnt.loop approximation:

Us) K,

1:(5) (I + sT,)

where

27.15 I
:. K; = 28.09 '~O~35~5 = 2.75

0.109
I + 38.8 = 0.0027 sec

The validity of the ilpproximations is eV~llu,l\ed by plotting lhe frequency response of the
closed-loop currell! lO ils command. with ilnd without the approximiltions. This is shown in
Figure 3.)4. From this figure. it is evident thill the approximations are quite valid in the fre
quency range of interest.

(vi) Speed-controller design:

T. = T, + TO' = O.<X)27 + 0.002 = 0.0047 sec

K,KbH.. 2.75 x 1.26 x 0.065
K, .. ~~- .. '" .3.70
,- B,Tm O.0&i9 x 0.7

K = _'_ = I '" 28.73
• 2KzT~ 2 x 3.70 x 0.0047

T, = 4T. = 4 )( 0.()l":W7 .. 0.0188 = sec

'l1Je frequency responses of the speed to its command are shown in Figure 3.35 for cases
with and without approximations. That the model reduction with the :!pproximations has
given a tran.~fer function very close lO the origin:!1 is obvious from this figure. Further. the
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smoOlhing of Ihe overshoot by Ihe cancellation of Ihe zero .....nh a pole al -1f4T. is show"
III figure 3.36. This figure contains the approximated lransfer funClion o( Ihird order for
the speed 10 its command-transfer function and lhe one wilhoul any apprOXimaliolls
Agllin.th~ closeness o( these Iwo solutions justifies Ihe apprOXImations.

The lime responses are important to verify thc design of lhe controllers.. and lhey are
shown in figure 3.37 for the case without smoothing and wilh smoothing. The case without
any approximation is included here for the comparison of all responses.

Example 3.7

Assume mOlor poles are complex. Develop a design procedure for lhe current controller.
Solulion If motor poles Ilre complex. then the procedure outlined above is nOI applic-

able for the design of the current and speed controllers. One aherniltive is as (allows: the cur·
renl controller is designed by using the symmelric oplimum criterion thaI was applied in lhe
earlier speed controUer design.lltc steps are given below.

Assuming (I + sT.) .. sT. leads 10 lhe following current-loop transfer function:

K,
K1-(1 + sT.)

i.(s) ;-;-~T~,;-:-,;-."
i:{s) - bo + bls + b1s1 + II,S'
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15 r__--r--~~~-~--r__-.__---~-~-~

05 -
With smoothing

tl.lOiNU.08IlU7

oLL.<e::.-c_---'-__~ ___J

o om O.Q2 0.03 0.04 0.05 0,{)6

Figure.l..J7 lime response of the speed controller

where

b, = T 1 + T) + T, + K1K<H<

b~ = (T, + T!)T, + T,T2

b, = TtT1T,

Applying symmetric-optimum conditions.

bf = 2n.,b)

(TI + T2 + T, + K2K<H,)1 = 2( I + K~ ~: H, ){(Tj .. T:lT, + TIT1)

bj = 2b1bJ

((TI + TI)T, + T1T!)l = 2(T1 + T) + T, + K:K,H,)(T,TlT,)
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:. (TI + TllT, < < T1T2

(TiT!)l
2(TTT) = TI + T2 + T, + K2KcH,, , ,

TIT: [ TIT1 ]
~~.iiI! K1KcH. ": T I + T1 + T, «-
2T, H,

T 1T! I
:. K. = 2T, K1H,·

(
T,T')' ( T,T, )

T1 + T2 + T, + 2T, = 2 I + 2T,T. (T1 + T1)T, + TjT))

(TIT1)2 (TIT, )
~-,- iii 2TtT! 1 + --'
4T~ 2T,T,

1 1
-a--
4T; T,T,

4T1
T,.~' iii 4T,_

T,

The next step is 10 obtain lhe fiT1it-order approximation of the current· loop transfer
function for the synthesis or the speed controller. Since the time conSlant T. is known. the
first-order approximalion of the current loop is wrillcn as

i.(s) K,
--.-~-
i:(s) 1 + sT,

where lhe slcady-st31e gain is obtained hom the c.xael transfer function, by setting s = O. as

K1K,

K; = - ..T",'voc
K1K,H,

1+--
T,

andT, =T,.
From this point, the speed-controller design follows lhe symmetric-optimum procedure

outlined earlier for the case with the real motor poles.

3.8 TWO-QUADRANT DC MOTOR DRIVE WITH FiElD WEAKENING

Flux weakening is exercised in the machine by v<lrying the voltage applied 10 the
field winding. The applied voltage is varied via a single-phase or three-phase half
wave controller rectifier. Because of the large inductance or the field winding. the
field current is smooth and hardly has ripple. The converler time lag is negligible
compared to the field time constant, and the speed of response is determined pri
marily by the field time constant. Therefore, there is very little justification for using
full-wave converters in motor drives of rating less than 100 kW. A schematic of the
two-quadrant de motor drive with nux weakening is shown in Figure 3.38.
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l1u«-phase 2
at" supply 1---+------,

3
Field ""'Kcircuit
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cOI'1lrollcr

t v. rmalur
• n

=
onvetler

t
"

Figu~ J.Jll A two·quadrant de molor dnve wnh field weakemng

The command field current is determined by the induced-emf error function.
The induced-emf error is the difference between the reference induced emf and the
cstimated machine-induced em( The machine-induced emf is found by subtracting
the resistive and inductive drop from the applied vollage. This induced-emf estima
tor is machine-parameter sensitive and needs to bc adaptive. The induced-emf error
is amplified by a PI controller and limitcd to yield the field-current reference. The
field-current reference is enforced by a current-control loop feedback very similar
to the armature current-control loop. The outer induced·emf feedback loop
enforces a constant induced emf for speeds higher than the base speed. This
amounts to

(3.119)

If the induced emf Cfl is kepi at rated valuc, say I p.ll .. then the field nux is inversely
proponionalto the rOlOr speed. This condition also enables constant-air gap-power
operation.

3.9 FOUR-QUADRANT DC MOTOR DRIVE

A four-quadrant dc motor drive has a set of dual three-phase conveners for the
power stage. Its control is very similar 10 that of the two-quadrant dc motor drive.
Converters have to be energized depending 011 the quadrant of operation.
Conveners I and 2 are for forward and reverse dirccllons of rotation of Ihe motor,
respectively. The changeover from one converter to another is safely handled by
monitoring speed, current-command. and zero-crossing current signals. These sig
nals form the inputs 10 the selector block. which assigns Ihe pulse-control signals to
the appropriate converter. The converters share the same current and speed loops. A
control schematic of the four-quadrant dc motor drive is shown in Figure 3.39. The
selector block will switch the converters over only when the current in the outgoing
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Figure 3.39 A four-quadran' de mOlor dnve

convener has come 10 zero. Apan fr0111 Ihal.somc other conditions have to be satis
fied 10 transfer the control of cOllverters. Assuming that a positive speed command
is required for forward running and a negative speed command is required for
reverSe running. the crossover control for converters is discussed. The machine is
rUllning at rated speed and the speed COlllmand is changed to reverse rated speed.
111e current command becomes negative. indic;tting that the machine has 10 become
regenerative in order to decelerate th ... motor in the forward direction. Forward
regener:Hion is possible only in quadrant IV <lnd the converter to provide this quad
rant of operiltion is converter 2. Before Ih... current is reversed. it has to go through
zero. -1l111t b achicved by increasing the triggaing angle of converter l. When the
current is zero. a certain dead time is given to enable the thyristors in converter I to
recover reverSe hlocking capability. Afta Ihi~ interval. converter 2 is enabled. At
this time.tht.: armalUrc curn::nt has been fon:t.:d to zero. but the speed is still positive.
l1le triggering angle of converter 2 is st:t such that its output voltage equals and
opposes the induced emf. Then. slowly decreasing the lriggering angle increases the
armature current in Ihe oppositc direClion. B~' a varying of the triggering angle. the
armature current is fully rcvers.:d and then 1~ maintained at the reference level.
When the molor reaches zero speed. the opt.:r;nioll of converter 2 is continued by
hringing it into reclification mode. i.e.. with 0: less than lJO~.111at will accelerate the
motor ill the reverse direction until it m.ltches thc spe<..'J reference.

"nle function of tht.: selector block IS 10 d.:tcrmine which converter has to be
operating. In (he previou~ discu~sion. a~ Wl/n a~ the current command goes nega
tive.the selector block willlransfer the control from converter I to converter 2 with
proper initial triggering anglc. If the triggcnng angle of converter I is a,.then Ihe
illitialtriggenng angle. 0:2, of converter 2 is (I~U - 0 ,). to match the output voltage
of converter I. If circulating current is nol allowt.:d \),::tween the converters. zero
crossing of the armature current is reqUlr<,d 10 lrallsfl'r the control from one con
verter to another. The actual rotor s~cd IS rc.:quirl'd to determine Ihe quadrant of
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operation. Based on the rotor speed. the lIrmature current. and its command. the
selector block identifies the converter for control find operation. 111e method dis
cussed here with Figure ).)9 docs not allow circulating cunent bet\\ccn cOl1\crters
I and 2. This type of control has a drawbllck: slower turrent transfer from one to the
other bridge. due 10 the dead time; but it has the advantage that no additional pas
sive componelll in the form of <tn interph<tse reactor is needed 10 limit the circlIlill
ing curren!.

The other type of crosso\'er conlrol uses a circulating current heh\een lhe
thyristor bridges. It has the advalllagc of f""ter current crossover and high d~'llamic

response. but it has the disadvanlages of requiring additiull!!1 interphase reilC!f)f';
and losses associated wilh them during the operation, 111l,' operaliot1:!1 detail., of
such an arrangement can be found in references.

3.10 CONVERTER SELECTION AND CHARACTERISTICS

The ralings of the converter and its 1'0\\1:1" ~\\itches arc deri\<'d from the motor and
load specifications. Some approximate den\ at inns arc gi\ en in 1hl<; '~·Ctl\ll1.

Let the maximum currenl al[owed in the molar he I,"". Th<' rtlh \ alue llllh~'

current in each dcvic~ is then based on Ih", f"ct Ihat it is conducting !pr 120 dectricill
degrees in a cycle and that the current i... Oat. Such an a~:.umplll"l tmghl not be
strictly valid under discontinuous conducli,m. ;'Ind. any\\<1}'. at thll~e points th", ('ur
rent will be vcry much [ower th<lll the rated \,;'I[ul:.11H: n"... 1':'Ilue III the current In
the power device is

L1 I ~OJ

The voltage raling i~ Ihe lI1a;l:imumline-lo-l!llL' vullage oflh<' ac 111<1111'

v, '" \ 2V 13 I ~ I J

II IS the fundamental rill'" component llf lh~' ,Ie !I11lLll cun<'n!. \\hlCh I' dal\cd ,1'"

1 2v3
1=-·_·'

I \2 .. ~l."

The output powcr(lf th~ convcrt~r is gl\~'l1 b~

P" = V"l m" = fl.J5VCIl ... ujl,",,, = 1.3:\VI,"",ol... \.

Neglecting lo.;.;es III the C01l\'erter. the IIlput 1'0\\1,'1' cqu;ll~ th~' output pl1I\er
Sub.;tilllting for I""" III t<'rrns of the fundM11ellldi ,K Itlpll\ current Irom C(lu.lIhll1
(3.122) give ...

p. = P" = 1.35VIm." ':{I~ II - \ 3VI IC\l~ (.

This equation gives thc re!!1 power in .1 h,llanced lIH<'e·ph.h<' d(; ,\,tem IIllh ,I

power factor of cos u. 1l11;rdore.lhc angle (I ,!!.ivc' Ill,: power f,IClot' .1IlJ!lc. SlInil.lrI\.
the reactive power is g.iven by
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The input apparent power is

PVA = V(Py + (Oy = 1.35VI"",. = V3Vl r (3.126)

Because of the reactive power consumption of the phase-controlled converters.
they are expensive to operate where the reactive power is to be paid for. lbey
also generate harmonics. which may be unacceptable to power utilities beyond a
cenain limit. The above two features are the primary disadvantages of the phase
controlled convener-fed motor drives.

3.11 SIMULATION OF THE ONE-QUADRANT DC MOTOR DRIVE

The equations for various subsystems are derived and then assembled for computer
simulation in this section. Key results are discussed. The simulation for either a two
or four-quadrant de motor drive is very similar to the present development. In the
present one-quadrant speed-controlled motor-drive simulation. it is assumed that
the field current is constant in the constant torque mode and is varied through a
three-phase controlled rectifier for the field-weakening mode of operation to pro
vide constant power over a wide speed range.

3.11.1 The Motor Equations

(3.ll7)v ~•

The motor equations. including that of a simple load modeling. are given below:

. dia .
Ral. + L'di + MlrWm

L di r
f dt (3.128)

(3.129)

These equations can be rearranged in the following form to facilitate their solution
by numerical integration:

(3.130)

(3.131)

(3.132)

Choose i•. if. and wmas state variables and denole them as

(3.1J3)

(3.134)

(3.135)
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From the motor equations and the above SCi of definitions. the equations of the
motor are written as

R.
XI:::: --,

L. '
(3.136)

. R l VI
X~ :::: - ~ Xl + L.

. M B TI
X)=jXIX!-jX'-j

3.11.2 Filter in the Speed-Feedback loop

(3.137)

(3.138)

(3.139)

Figure 3.40 shows the speed-feedback filter. The transfer function of the filter and
tilchogeneralor can be represented as

w",,(s) 1-1 ..
G.(s) = -() = "'-?~T

WmS + S ...

In time domain. this can be rearranged by Icuing

resulting in

X4 = ~ (H..x\ - x4 )

•

(3.140)

(3.141 )

TIlt: state variable x~ forms one of the inputs to the speed error/controller block, and
that is considered next.

3.11.3 Speed Controller

The speed-controller block diagr<lm is shown in Figure 3.41. The lransfer function
of the speed controller considered in the present an3lysls is a proportional-plus
integral controller, given as

K.
G,(s) :::: Kp> + ,

The stale diagram of this block is shown in Figure 3.42. Leuing
. .

Xs = w, - W m , :::: W, - X 4

(3.142)

(3.143)
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Fil"n J,.41 Speed<Onlrolkr block. dLigram
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FiIUl'f: 3.42 Siale diagram of lhe speed oontrolicl

the torque command signal is derived as

T; :: Kpo.(w~ - x.) + K ..x~ (3.1+1)

In order 10 maintain the drive system in Ihe safe operating region.lhe torque refer
ence is limited 10 allowable maximum limits determined by the converter and molor
peak capabilities.. In this case. lei that be +T-.' This lorque reference Iimil is inte
grated inlO the simulation as

(3.145)

3.11.4 Current-Reference Generator

The curren I reference is derived from the torque reference by using the relalionship

T; K", w; K", x, K.. Xj
la:: -. -.- - _.- + -.- (3.146)

Mi, M Xl M x~ M X~

3.11.5 Current Controller

The current controller is of a proponional-plus-integrallYpe with limiter. The trans
fer function of the current controller is

K·
G,(s) :: Kpo + 2, (3.141)

Similar to Ihe speed-controller equations. the current-controller equations are

(3.1~8)
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(3.149)

11tis control voltage Vc has to be limited to a value Vem corresponding to Irna., given
in the present case as

where 1m.. is the maximum allowable current in the motor and converter. 1·lence.
the limiter is prescribed as

OS"'eSVcm (3.151)

The lower limit for Uc is made zero; the current in the phase-controlled rectifier
can nO! be re...ersed. In the case of a four-quadrant dc motor dri ...e. that limit can
be-Vern'

linearizing controller: The linearization of the output· ...oltage to input
control signal is accomplished by the following:

It could be seen that, when control-signal command goes maximum for maximum
positi ...e current error. the result is the triggering angle. Ct. of zero. That pro... ide,; the
maximum ...oltage to the armature of the dc motor. building up the armature currenl
and reducing the current error.

Bridge converter: 1ne bridge converter for continuous current can be
modeled with its delay as

V. = V2V sin(w.l + -rr/3 + n) (3.153)

Note lhat, for e ...ery 150 degrees. w,t rolls o...er. and n is updated at the begin 1111l!! of
each 60 electrical degrees. This can be incorporated into the simulation as

w. = 2-rrf,
TI

w,t > ).w,1 = 0

When w.t = O. update 0.

and maintain the same 0.

until w,t = -rr/3

3.11.6 Flowchart for Simulation

(3.154 )

A flowchart for the digital computer simulation of lhe one-quadrant dc drive is
shown in Figure 3.43. The phase-controlled con ...erter modeling for variations of 0

greater than 60 degrees has 10 be considered: accordingly. the algorithm has 10 he
emhedded in the software. For precise prediction of SCR and mOlor-voltage
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~
Read motor & conlrol paramelers
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8
Figure 3.43 Aowc:han for the: simulation of a single-quadran! phase-controlled de: motor drive
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waveforms to validale the design of the converter. the u<;e of the right aletlrllhm I~

required.
In the case of discontinuous armature current. note Ihat a non7.~ro Mmalurc

current exists for the conduction duration. which will be less than flO electrical
degrees. For the remaining part or the cycle or 60 electrical d~'grees dllr,llion. the
armalUre current is Zero: accordingly. the algonthm has to he modified.

3.11.7 Simulation Results

A sct of typical simulation results for a step change In speed refert:n..:e fnlln ~t,lnd

still to 0.5 p.u wilh rated field current is shown in Figure 3.44. 11,e ~pl'~'d error IS
maximum at the start. resulting in a maximum-torque reference. which I~ limited 10
2 p.u. As the speed approaches the set value. the torque reference decreases. "1l1c
average armature current senles 10 0.25 p.u.. to generate the e1ectromag.netlc IOr4u~'

to counter the load torque. which IS set at 0.25 p.ll III thiS simulation.11Ml happen<;
when lhe rotor speed drops below the sct <;peed b~ a small measure. 1'111,' lflggning
angle delay is switched 10 the extremes because Mlhe high proportional gam HI lhe
current controller. The speed oscillations arc due to high proportional galll of tht'
speed controller. The induced emf follows lhe rOlor speed as the field nu~ IS mam
lained conSlant in this simulation.
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3.12 HARMONICS AND ASSOCIATED PROBLEMS

The ac input supplies pure sinusoidal voltages and has no harmonic contents in it. It
stands to reason that there will be no harmonic currents from the source for a linear
load. The SCR control in the converter causes lhe load 10 have harmonic voltages
besides the dc component. lhe harmonic voltages produce harmonic currents.
which refleci onto the ac-source side. Since Ihe ac source docs not contain har
monic sources, Ihe harmonic currentS and voltages can be allributed to the phase
controlled converter.lllerefore.the phase-controlled converter can be considered
a harmonic gcnerator.1l1ese harmonics result in healing and torque pulsations in
the motor and cause resonance in lhe power system network.llle latter is treated
in this section.

3.12.1 Harmonic Resonance

The interaction of the power faclOr-improving capacitor hank connected to the
input of the ac source or the input filters with the phase-colli rolled de motor drive
provides an ideal setting for reSOI1<lnce. because lhe circuil is an R. L. <lnd C net
work. This seclion cont<lins the resunanee condition for such a network illld the
derivation of the naturill system fr<:qllcncy of the power syslem. An illustr<ltive case
slUdy and methods to <lvoid reSOllllllce arc outlined.

The input currents to tho.:: phase-controlled converter are assumed to be
ideally rectangular blocks of alternate polarity and of duration equal to 120 elec
trical degrees. These waveforms. when resolved into Fourier series. have a num
ber of harmonics besides the dominant fundamental. The fifth and seventh are
1/51h ilnd 117th of the strength of lhe fundamental. respectively. Most of the
power-system inputs are instalieLl with large capacitor banks for pow<:r-faclor
correction. The capacitor bank whose reactance is Xc COIllC~ in parallel to the
impedance of the network including. loads R + JX I • as shown III Figure 3.45. Thai
the circuit will resonate under th..: cundition that XI := X, I~ ~een from Ihe equiv
alenl impedance.

jXc(R + jXd

R+j(X1-X c )
(3.155)

When it is in resonance. lhe equiv<llent impedance is

__ jX,(R + jXil _ (
Z"~- R --1 (."1.156)

(3.157)

If X/R » 1. then the equivalent impedance of the network i~ al1proximatcd as

_ X,
Z,.~ := RXc

The n'h harmonic equivalent impedanc<.' is th..:n

X,
=-X

R '
(3.15H)
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'. DC m,lhll

lllill harmolHc cquivillcrll imp<:J.llH:C Jon Ilt11 change from the fundamental" to
be nOled in thiS network. Morcm ..:r. 'WI<: tilL' Importance of the faclm X/R in the
calculation of lhe equivalent ;mpCtbllCC of lh~ network. By IhL' 5:lIllC approach. the
harmoni..· e<tpaCilor current l<n and harmunic capacitor voltage V,n fur lhe n'~ har
monic arc Jenvcd in lcrlll~ of the input ..·urrL'nt to the power system network. In. as

( X ")I," ~J R I" (.ll ~t))

(.l1(0)

It is seen from the above that Ill.: r,t\l~1 X/R l~ an imp0rlanl factor III such power·
~yslcm ell lculall()Jl~ as Ihe equi vaknl Il1lpctla lice. Cap<lCilOr cunt'nl. ;tnJ C1I p;lCItor
\foliage. Note that the ro.:aClance of the power-w'lem nelwurk dWI1g.cs dynamically.
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depending on the loads in the power system. The ratio Xj/R is calculated from the
various impedances of the power-system network. such as source. transformer.
transmission and distribution lines. and electrical motors and generators. 111e
ralio Xt/R is calculated for the supply frequency. The harmonic currents gener
ated by the phase-controlled converter. In. arc calculated from the spectrum of
the ac currenlS input to the phase-controlled converter as.1 function of the trig
gering angle and load conditions. Alternativcly. the harmonic currents can be
dctermined from the output harmonic voltages and harmonic impedances of the
load. The harmonic currents are generated by the converter and hence are prl'
sented to the network as current sources. as is shown in Figure 3.-16.11le effect of
resonance mthis network is illustraled with lhe following example:

Line-to-line voltage. VI -= 13.8 kV
Capacitive reactance. Xc = 8.96 n
X I/R of the power system = 16
Fifth harmonic current. I, = 60 A
When XII = X<~.

( iXI') (Xu) (X,)I" ~ I + R (I,) ~ R (I,) ~ (5) R (I,) "(5)(16)(60) "4"00 A

111C voltage across the capacitor bank is

V, = Vr.YC;',-+---:yC.',

where Vel is the fundaml'lltnl-phasc voltage and V<~ is the phase ",-,Itage due to the
fifth harmonic current. given by

13.8 x I(XX) = 7%7 V
v'J

" ("') 8.96 x 4800V<~ = X,-< '( I,.~ = <; I~ = 5 = XftOl V
- .
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Vc = V7967 z + 8601 1 = 11.724 V per phasc

which results in an overvoltag~ of 47%. This could result in exce~ding the voltage
and current rating of the capacitor bank. The higher currents could also exceed Ihe
circuit breaker rating. Both of lhese effects can kad to catastrophic failures in lhl.'
power system. and such a case is cit~d in ref~rCllc~ [15J. -111e resonance is indiC<lli,;d
by Ihe manifold incre<lsc in the harmonic currents no..... ing inlo Ihe capacitor bank
and lhe rcsullingovervoltagc. Whether resonance mighl occur can be determined hy
finding the natural frequency of lhe power system and whelher il coincides wilh ;IIlY
of the harmonic frequencies generated by lhe com erter. Coincidence of the nalural
frequency with a hllrmonic frequenc~ ..... ill resuh in lhe resonance. To evaluate such a
condition, the l1<ltur;l1 frequency of Ihe power system is dl,termincd as follows.

short·circuil volt-ampere raling
=

capacitor \'oh-ampcre raling

\ 3". V· I...

\."'3. V· I,
(J.lh2)

cglecting the short·cin:uit resistance. and considNing only the short-circuit real'
Wnce. X". the ratio is gin~n hy

short-circuit VA

capacitor VA
= (3.16~)

Let f;, = Ij({2nf· L.... · C). when: L" is the ~hort-clrcult inductnnce nnd C is the
capacitance of the capacitor hank. and substitute lhi~ relationship into Ihe r:uiu (If
shorH:ircuit-to-cap;lcitor VA rating:

sh\ITI-circuil VAofthe plant

capacitor VA cap:lclty

(
= .. - r'
~-"

13.1(4)

where fn is lhe nalural frequency of the powcr-s~'stem pl:int cxpre~scd in multiple,
of supply frequcncy. f,.11lc ,Iwrh'ircuit raling of the pl;lllt is;1 variable dept:ndin~

011 thc topology of the ncl\\ork and ~~~tem loads. To c;llculat~ the shOTl-circuit r:lt
ing of the plant. refer 10 an~ ~1;llldard text on power-s~'~tl'lll ;LJmIY~ls.

111e harmonic rcsonanl.'e can bt: eliminated b~ alteI1U;H;Jl~ th~ harmonic cur
rents al their source of genenltioll hy IIls1alling LC filters selecti\'c1) tuned to absorh
the fifth and other harmonlC~ (If conCl'rn. Altcrnalivdy. inductof'o, GIn he added in
~erics with the capacilor hnnks to minimize the current inrush by changing tlwir
impedance. It is usual to instnl1 LC filtcrs nt the input 10 the COIl\erters. These LC
filters should nol affect the normal functioning of the re~t of tlte p\lwer syslems. ",
predetermined by lhe ann lysis of the nelwork. -Ill is lype of sulullUIl 10 the hnrmonic
resonancc is ideal for retrofil appllcallons '" here lhe addition uf 111.'\\ loads ha~

changed the natural frequcncy. There are olh~r soluliom In the harmoni~ and lhelr
resonance. They arc of twO hroad kinds.

Instead of using a six-pulse eon'<t:rter. it is possible 10 usc a l\\che-pulsc con
vcrter. thereby eliminating the fiflh and seventh harmonics completely. It is
reminded thaI lhe mOSl dominanl harmonic crealing rc~ollance-relalcd problem in
thl' installations is usually Ihe fifth. very rarely the se\enth. By diminating these hM
monies. the basic probll'lll (If rC"nnance I" tad. led. -Illl.' twelH'-plll"e Ctlll\t:rter I'
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made upoftwo six-pulse con\'eners in parallel. The converter sets can be fed through
an isolation transronner with twO secondaries. one of which is delta-connected, the
other star-connected_ to provide the displacement in the voltages and hence the steps
in the input current drawn from the ac supply. This form of solution to the harmonics
is passive and uses a lime-honored reliable convener topology with line commuta·
tion. Even though the cost of the system will go up (two converter sets.. isolation
transformer with two secondaries.. etc.). there will be considerable reduction in the
filter size, and this converter configuralion is ideal for high power. 111e twelve-pulse
controlled convener is considered in the following subsection in some detail.

The other kind of harmonic control involves the switching control of the convert·
ers.111is requires either forced commutation of the SCR switches or self-commutation
by using transistors.GTOs.IGBTs. MOSFETs.etc. By a switching of the supply input in
a scleetive manner. the dominant harmonics are selectivelyeliminated.111is is an active
solution, but il will involve additional cost compared to the line-commutated convert
ers. Perhaps wilh time the cost of the self-commutating switches will come dowll fur
ther. to make this oplion economically ,H1ractivc for fUlure installations.

3.12.2 Twelve-Pulse Converter for DC Motor Drives

Two six-pulse phase-controlled convcrters deriving their ac inputs from a set of star
(wye) della-L'"Ol1ncClcd secondaries whose primary is delta-connected conslitute a
Iwel\'C-pulse converter. TIle power schematic is shown in Figure 3.47.The output oftllc
star-connected secondary 1011ages lags lhe della-connected secondary vollages by
.30 degrees. 111e convcrtt:r OUlputS are connected through an interphase reactor. This
reactor limits the circulating current between the hridge converters and further serves
the purpose of parallding the 1\\'OOUlPUlsofdifferent magnilUde provided by the bridge
conveners. The OUlPUI voltage is lhe average of the two bridge convertcrs' outputs.

lhe control of the bridges is very similar 10 the control of a six-pulse phase
controlled converter.lhe operation of the lwelve-pulse converter is explained by
using Figure 3,48, When \ .1~1 b posilive and 60 degrees from its positive-zero cross·
ing, devices II and 12 can be turned on. \Vilh a triggering delay angle Cl.the output IS

VI' This OUlput. vI' is 60 e1ecttlcal degrees in duration following the line voltage. v.I~I'

;md. hence. has six pulses per cycle. The output v2 is very similar to VI but is phase
displaced 30 electrical degrees by lhe phase shift of their ac input voltages. 111e
interphase reactor averages Ihese IWO output voltages to provide lhe resullant load
voltage v•. indicated by dashed tines in Figure 3.480 lhe load voltage contains a
twelflh harmonic. TIle input ac current contains zero 5th and 7th harmonic. as Ihere
is no renected sixlh-harmonic current in Ihe load, Hence the minimum higher har
monic present in the ac input i~ the eleventh. 1111.' average output voltage of this
twelve-pulse converter (or cOlllinuOlls load current is

where lhe average bridge converter outputs arc

\1 = v! = 1.35Vcosa

13.1651

(3.1661
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Hence.

va = L35V COS a (3.167)

The twelve-pulse convener eliminates the lower hannonics « elevemh) but does
not affect the power factor. This implies that. at low-speed operation of the motor
requiring low dc output vollage. the triggering angle a will be close to 90 degrees.
This will result in low power factor. and it will be dependent on the motor speed.
very much as is the six-pulse con\'crtcr-control1ed dc motor, 'll1e improvement in
power factor requires additional switching of the bridge convencr to control the
reactive power. and that IS described in Ihe nexi section,

3.12.3 Selective Harmonic Elimination and Power Factor
Improvement by Switching

Increasing the number of switchings in a cycle eliminates the harmonics lower than
the switChing frequency. For instance. a si.~-pulse convener has 110 harmonics below
6 al the output and 5 at the input. Simultaneously. the phase of lhe input current
with respect (0 its phase voltage can be controlled. resulting in powcr-f<lctor control
and Obtaining a desirable operation ncar or at unity power factor, Such a convener
circuit has to have self-com mutating s" itches. i.e.. switches capabk of turning off
regardless of the polarity of the voltage and current, Considl.'r a convener with
GTOs. shown in Figure 3.49 with input filter network. The filter contains an inductor
t.... and a capacitor Cf per phase. Ihe source has an inductance L.. per phase. Since
turn-off is achieved by gate control of the GTO.lhe switching constraim of the six
pulse SCR converter is remo\'cd in this arrangement. The switches can be gated if
the anodes are positive "ilh respect 10 the cathodes m'er and abmc their conduc
tion vOllage drops. Suppose T, and T~ are conducting and are 10 be turn~d ofr. If the
armature currem is cominuous. a path for its continued 110w need.. to be ensured.
Otherwise. a large vollage due to the inductive drop will arise and appear across the
switches. resulting in their destruction. It is a\'crted by gating T, and T~ and shorting

I, C

I-~I ~ Setf-cummuI3Un&r'le. -- COIl"rrUr

• '.,
'T, I " '" ~"nSIT, T,

0 I, ev.,
T,I' 'J. ' T~

FI~kl\;
l, C,

c,

'.
Three· :=~~~~=3=~-~==~=t-j,phase

AC
supply L,

"gu~.l..t9 Sdf<OmmulallRlI.:on,e:ller-corllrollrd de mol". d",~
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lhe armature. Due to lhe delays in turning off T I and turning on T.t • an instant may
occur with no path for the curren!. resulting in a large voltage across the devices,
That is avoided by overlapping the control signals of T 1 and T j . As for the <Ie side,
the filter provides a path for the converter inpul currenl during de\'ice turn-off,
During turn-on of a pair of swilches.. Ihe vollagc across the filler will appear across
lhe load, resulling in a large inrush currenl.lllis may vcry well exceed lhe critical
rate of rise of Ihe current of lhc switches.. To prevent such an effecl.the filler is pro
vided with the inductor ly.

The output vohage is controlled by the conduction duration of the power
devices. lliis is in contrast to phasc control. in which the Outpul voltage is varied hy
moving the 6O-degree segmenl of vultage 10 give the desired average output volt
age, Such a movement of Ihl' \oltagc segment resullS in a movement of current and
hence in Ihe phase di~placement of the currenl and a poor po.....er factor. In the
presenl arrangelllellL the \ult<lge and current are nOl moved, resulling in Leru
phase shift of the currenl. TIlis i~ illu~traled wilh Figure 3.50.l1le conlrol of the
voltage starts at 60 dcgrees from lhe positive-zero crossing of the line voltages. as
in the case of the pha~e control. Each GTO is used for 120 degrees. during which
the device 011 <lnd of! tltllCS <HI.' varied to provide the desired <lwr<lgc voltag~ to
lhe machine armaturc. The de oUlput vultage cOlltains approximalely the firsl har·
monic at switching. frequellc~. and the ripple current is minimized by appropriatcl~

choosing the maximum fl\llIhthlc ~""llching frequency consistent \\ith the switch
characll'ristics and los\. "Ilh.' reduction llf harmoll;c armalure currents means lhat a
dc reaclor mighl not be nect.'s~:lry ;n lhis converter arrangemenl. hence. nonc is
shown in Figurc ]A\). "11Ie phase curren!. i..... consists of the on-lime currents of lhe
armature only.

The conlrol of OUlPUI \ ollagc n,'ljuires consideration of lhe turn-on and turn·
off times of the power ~\\itche<;, l11cre is ;l minimum duration of conduction
required for thc SWitch. bekl\\ which thc .;;witching losses .....ould duminate Ihe
quantum of power transfer from the "Durce to load or vice versa. Hcnce.low-speed
operation requiring. lu\\ \'Ollflgl'S WIll ha\c prublems ..... ilh pulse'\\ldlh control. In
lhal region.lhell, il is Ilcce~~:lry 10 a{IOpl phase controL 111is ConK'S III the expense
of low power factor and high harmOlllcs. 111e encouraging ractor III thi<; mode of
operation is Ihat it I" r\'quir<:d only fur Il'<;s lhan 10% of lhe speed ran~e III many
application", beyond \\hlch pulse·width conlrol can be resorted to. !lIe conlrol i~

idenlical for regl:l1erall{lll mode for bOlh the pube-width :lnd pha',' cCllltrol of this
converter.

Care rnu~t he exercised III the >;election of filler component ratings and snubhcr
rHtings for lhc sy~tell1.ltJa\'lJid ,I reson;InCl~ due to the coincidence of lhe <;\\ Itching fre·
qUl'IlCy wilh thl' nalur,,1 fl'cqul'ncy of the cirt·ull or the resonanl frequcnc~ (If lhe filler.

"Illc,,' COll\erl\'r ("Jllfiguratlon, <Ire in pruclic,~ at f..rKl·kVA ralll1R' for ~ome

elevator appllcllllun~'111.; ralln!!s of lhe:'<-' converters will increase III lhc future. a~

lhe harmonic reductiun :uuJ power-faclor impro\Clllent required b~ the ulililles for
energy sa\ Illg.' heconw a I..c~ l'COnUIllIC faclor in the day"to-day operatlllil of indlh
Iries. To rl'ducc the cu~t of lhese converl<.:r arrallgcment~. Ihe lower half {'If the
hridge can havl' SCR '\\Itch",,: onl~' the Upf'l'1' half of the bridge llel'd have 'e1I
cornmulatl1ll! 1,\\ Ilene'
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3.13 SIXTH-HARMONIC TORQUE

Section 3.13 Sixth·Harmonic Torque 107

'Inc prcvious section delllt wilh thc input-side hllnnonics of the phase-controlled
converter and the associatcd problems.. TIlis seclion presents lhe effecl of lhe hllr
monics on the output side of lhc six-pulse phase-controllcd convcrter. Le.. lhe input
harmonics 10 Ihe de motor. Thc dominant harmonic in Ihe six-pulse convcrter;s thc
SiXlh harmonic, and only lhat onc is considered here. Compared to lhe effects of
the sixth harmonic. lhe dfects of other harmonics arc ~maller. because the har
monic impedllllccS are ver~ high for higher-order harmonics and thus result in the
allenualion of harmonic currents. Tlte approach for calculating the crfccts of lhe
olhcr harmonics can follow along the same lines as the calculation for lhe erfects of
sixth harmonic dcveloped III lhe following.lh,: effeci of the domin(lnt harmonic is
10 produce a tOrque who~e average;'i zero and ~hlch b.lIll'rdore u-;dess from lhe
poinl of vicw of driving a load. II also create~ losses in the form of healing hy
incrcasing lhe rms value of lhe mpul <lrmalUre current. "111e harmonic lorque can
contributc to speed ripples at low speed if the mechanical impedance is not ade
quate to fillcr il. II can ah.tI eXCIle some of Ihe resonant frequenci..: ... tlf the load and
diSllble the smooth funclioning of the motor-drIVe ",ysle111. 11 is c~senlialto evaluale
Ihe l1lagnitud~ of the harmunic lorque and ih dk," on lhe armalUrc healing, for
application consideratiorh. Fm Mth the ..:unlinuoll~ and dbetllllinuous currel1t-con·
dUClion modes..thc relevanl e4u,lllon~ arc demcd: sam,' arc used from lhe pre\ ious
section on steady-slat..: allal~,i,.

3.13.1 Continuous Current Conduction Mode

111e armalure vollage and currenl \\avdorms corre~polld1l1g10 1-1,\:ur,' .'.22 (given in
secl;on 3.4.2) arc considert'J for harmonic anal~·~is. '111'" ,trmature Hlltagc call \1c
rC'iolvcd inlo Fourier "erh':~ ,h

" L(;,."in Ill!. h,,(:o~ntll •.1

" "

:I" \I. = 1.35Vco'1l (.'.16\))

""
'\' r -~ 'Ill n - III

n 1l I

~1II ~u '::

" ,1 I"
(3 170)

n .,. Jb =
"

fII - '- "
"

(317lj

(3.172'

(.ll7:l )

where 11 IS Ihe harmonic number dnd fnUll \\ hieh thl;' si.~th l1<Lrrnlllllt· ClllllPOIl..: 111" arc

.'\ 2V['in1l~ sin 5111
<1,. - ;;- -,- - 5 J

.'\2VI'-"'7(1 cos5uI\1= -- ---, ;; 7 'i
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The peak value of the sixth-harmonic armature voltage is

Vep=V~+b~

which. upon substitution of (J.I72) and (J.I73).yields

3v'lv 1 ..--~;-c~
V :--·-v'74 70 cos 20

"" 'If J5

(3.174)

(3.175)

This peak sixth-harmonic armature voltage is maximum at a triggering angk of 90
degrees and is giv~n as

VI.fI = 0.463 V

The sixth·harmonic current and electromagnetic torque are derived as

V."
l~ = z;:-

T.... = K h l 6

where lhe sixth-harmonic impedance is given by

Z~ = R. + j6w,L. i!' j6w, =6X.

The peak sixth·harmonic lorque expressed in p.u. is

= O.00b-I3~v''''74-:--7'''0'-,-'''-20
X~

(3.176)

(~.I77)

(3.178)

(3.179)

70 cos 20

(3.IM)

where V. is the normalized \'oltage and X_ is the normalized armature reaclance
gi\(~n by

V
V. = \jP'u., (3.181 )

(J.I~2)

NOle Ihal the sixth-harmonic torque is a function of the tnggering angle. which
would change with the induced emf and armature currenL Hellce. the triggering
angk corresponding to llle i11l.luccd emf and armature currenl has to be cvaluatcd
to find the sixth-harmonic torque. For a large dc machine with a base volta!!-c of
.sOU v. base current of 2650 A. 0.027 p.u. resislance.0.2 p.u. inductance. emf conSlant
of 8V/r'ld/scc. and inpul rms line-w-line voltage of 560 V.the peak sixth harmonic is
compuled: it is shown III Figure 3.51. The torque pulsations at low speeds are higher
in magnitude than Ihose al high speeds. because the Iriggerll1g angle will become
higher wilh decreasing speeds. thus contributing to increasing sixth·harmonic \loh
age:. The fact Ihat the torque pulsation can be as high as OA2 p.u. at zero speed can
make It un~uitable for high-preci~ion applications. If need he. the pulsations call he
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reduced by increasing the harmonic impedance \\i1h an t:xlt:rnaJ re:lctor. Tht: (llher
solulion for decreasing the harmonic voltage IS tll'ill1 wllh in the next chapter: using
a chopper control.

Calculation of armature resistive 1055: "me rm~ armature current l~ found
from

I,,,,, = Vii, + I~r 1

where the average dc current is obtained from

tJ IK1)

I., '"'
l.35V cos Q - E

R.
(.1.1.'1-1)

-me ratio of armature rc~,sli\'c loss for phase contrullcd mputlO a pure de inpul l~

. I~

1;'+2" 1('''')'---;;,....=. '"' J + -J;, 2 I"

where

I"" VJ6X.-.
I., (I.J5VcOSQ El/R.
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(3.187)

By substituting for Y~.the ratio of currents is

=--~~16p OJXI643 V74 - 70 cos 2u
=

I.., tanl} 1.35 cos n - E/V

111e increase in armature resistive loss due to the sixth-harmonic component is

'(1",)' 0 '[ 74 - 70 "" 20 ]- - ::: .2067 x HJ~ , ,
2 I., (1.35 coso - E/V)-·tan-13

(3.'><8)

This is difficult to interpret when the average current becomes zero; hence. an alt..:r
native formulalion isgiven below.-Ine normalized armature resistive loss is

P,
P"n = p:::

.'

]~, + 1;';2
=I:,

(
1.J5V cos 0' - E)! OJK)64Y Y'

+ '-(74-70cos20)
R. 2 X;

(
1.35VnCOSO - E/V~)! 0.2067 X lO-lV~

::: +, (74 - 70 cos 20)
R.n X~n

and this equation is valid for all

a ~ cos-I(-~_v).rad
1..)

(3.189)

(3.190)

If V, = V, then Vn "" I and hence the normalized armature resistive loss is given hy

(
1.3SVnCOSO - en)! 0.2067 X 10- 1

Pon "" R + " (74-70coslo:).p.u. (3.]91)
,n X~"

where the normalilcd induced emf and normalized resistance and reactance arc

E
cn = V· p.u.

Ron ::: R.JZ~. p.u.

X.n = X.JZ~. p.u.

(3.192)

(3.1',n)

(3.194)

For the same machine given in the previous '1'....... calculations. the normalized arma
ture resistive loss against en is calculated with the above procedure. as shown in
Figure 3.52.111C average armature current is assumed to be 1 p.u. The copper losses
have increased by approximalely 9% at zero speed. and at I p.u. speed they have
increased only by 5%. For conlinued operation. this increase in losses has tll be
compensated for by derating. the machine. and note this i~ nat negligible.

3.13.2 Discontinuous Current-Conduction Mode

-nle discontinuous current-conduction mode has been dealt with in the steady·st,lte
analysis section. The normalized average and sixth-harmonic voltages are found.
from which the respective currents are derived as

I,,," = (V." - En)'
II,

R,n' rr/."l,
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where the normalized dc input voltage is

Va" =
, r. _w,,,',-("'.'1::3cc+.":='-.O"")v2VnV2 ~ 2cosO,'-

II,
(3.1%)

(3.1"7)lit = tan t( sin 0, )
I-cosO,

Note that the average norl1laliz~d motor input voltage is for Ihe conduction dura
tion, since only it contributes !O the current. The l'Urfl'nt is averaged over the period
of TT/J instead of 9,.111e sixth-h<irmonic currcnt has a pC<ik givell by

v. [ 1
I~r" = -X ' . r.;: (a,

,n 'IT V 2

where

+ a,) - 2~cos(2o: + 2'11"/J + II, - I):)] (1.198)

2 -2cos7U,
(3.1"")al 4"

~ - 2 cos :if!,
a, = (J.200),.-,

flo = I( sin SU,
1)

(3.201 )l<in
cos 50, -

0, "" t<ln
I( sin 70,

1)
(J.202)

cos 711,

111(' triggering angle should be greater th,11l itscritical "alul'. dl:fi\ ed l'<lrlicr, to ensure
that the operating point is in the di~t'Untinu\lus currcnt-conduction 1ll00kllie peak
normalized sixth-harmonic turque i~ 1:4ual tu the nurmali/l'u peak si.~th-harmonic

current, and the resistive loss dUl' tu it in the armature is givl:ll 111 llorlllaliLed units as

(3.203)

11le algorithm for the computation of the sixth-l1<lrmonic t0rque is as follows:
(i) Find the impedance angle Il and th" critical triggering angle llc' (ii) Choose an
0: greater than 0:< that will give lhe desired average armature current for the
assumed normalized induced emf (Iii} Find the t-onductioll allgll', tl" ll~ing equa
tion (3.60), by Ncwton-Raphson tcchniquc. (Iv) 111e sixth-harnH.ll1ir rurrent and
the corresponding armature losses ilre evalU<lled from thl: rxpressioll derived
above. For the same machine pariuneters a~ in the cOlltinuolls-colHJucl;oll mode
and an average armalllre current of 1.15 p,u .. the triggering angk (n) and con,
duct ion angle hJ vs. normalized induced emf arc shown in Figure .1.5.\ 111C peak
normalized sixth-harmonic torque and its c\)rrcspulldillg lo~' \'~. the normalized
induced emf are shown in Figure 3.5-l. -Illl: maximum harmonic IOrque occurs al
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I p.u. induced emf or at I p.u. speed and nas a minimum value at zero speed. This
is contrary to tne continuous current-conduction mode, wnere tne maximum
sixth-harmonic torque occurs at zero speed and the minimum occurs at I p.u.
speed. The maximum sixth-harmonic torque is approximately 0.16 p.u. for tne
example considered: that is very high for many high·performance applications.
·rne harmonic currents and torques are lower in the discontinuous current·
conduction mode compared to the continuous current-conduction mode. for this
machine.

3.14 APPLICATION CONSIDERATIONS

'ne torque-speed characteristics in steady-state and intennitlent operation provide
the power and speed ratings of the dc motor. Torque-speed characteristics translate
into voltage and current ratings of the motor and converter. The controller design
coordinates the steady-state with the dynamic requirements of tne motor drive. There
are a numbe:::r of factors to be::: considered in tne selection of the motor. converter. and
controller. Some of these factors are listed in the following. from reference 1191:

I. Motor
• Power. hp.
• Service factor
• Armature and field voltage
• Armature and field current
• Efficiency
• Preferred direction of rotation
• Rated speed
• Maximum speed

Motor friction ,lI1d inertia
• Load friction and incrtia

Type of enclosure
Class of insulation
Cooling arrangements
Safc temperature rise
Tachometer char:lctcristics
Encoder details
Brush resistance. life span. and maintenance

• Mountingdetails
• Gears forspced reduction

Protection features
2. Converter

Input ac volt:1gc. output dc voltage
• RMS current ralillg

M aximulll current rating (short-t imc rating)
• Efficiency vs. load

Cooling
Safe thermal limits
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• Proteclion features
• Overvollage
• OvercurrelH

• Contactors
• Enclosure

3. COni roller
• FealUres such as regeneration
• Reversal of speed
• Steady-slale accuracy or error
• Dynamic responses (overshoot, bandwidth, ri~c limc, ~tr,)
• Flexibility 10 change colltroller g<lins
• Metering and data logging
• Prolection coordination of the mOlor and converter
• Inlerface capahilit), 10 other processes
• Loss of field supply. mains supply. ctc.

The motor mighl have 10 be uer<lled to accuunl (or the addllionallosses pro
duced b) the harmunic Currenls. lllisdcraling h,h III be ,I fUllcliun Ilf load and uf lhe
type of converter u~..:J.

3,15 APPLICATIONS

Because lhe phase-conI rolled de mOlar drive i~ nn..: ul lh..: c:1flil"1 and most reliahle
variable·speed dri\es. it has found a Illr~c numhcr of inJU'ilnal applicatipn.......\n
example of its appllcalion is dcscrihcd here tu imp,ln .t ~nw uf re.tllt~ lU the lhellr~

anu analysis dcscnh~d abo, c.
A schematic for a r1ying 'ihclIr IS loho.....n in hgurc .'5.:' I'I~ Illg ,hcar, an.: uwd

III lhe metal-rolling inuuslry fur clilling 1l1aler"lah hI uc,lrl'U 1c11~lhs 10 sui I eu,·
lomer needs. A 11~111g. 'ihcar cun,ish of lwo IllaU.:' nll,lllllg III oppOSill' dircCli\llh
from lheir initial JXl~llinn'i of (' and f' al a vclocl1~ ur V~ Ill .... 11\\.' IIHllo.:nal1O 1'1.' nil
llloves in at a \'elocil~ of V n, lllll>. Tho.: hladcs arc dn\ ell h~ tho.: ,hall ~ {,f two scparalo.:h
o.:\"cited dc mOlm drhc'i conno.:ctcd HI serie<; anu l'\1l11wlkd lwm a dUlIl 'icl III

c=
I

("III mctal
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figure 3.56 Flying·,hear "flllirol <~Slcm

three-phase conlrolled·rectificr bridges. as shown in the power schematic of
Figure 3.56. When Ihe material is to be cut. the blades are accelerated until they
come to positions II and lI'. The acceleration is made to be a function of the velocity
of the material inflow. Vm' of Ihe acceleration of the blades. Vb' and of the posilions
of the blades and the material. A slight deceleration is iniliated at this point as the
shearing starts and the hlades reach point d. At position ti, the front end oflhe mater·
ial has been Clli off. In order not to be in the way ohstructing Ihe flow of the mater;31.
the blades arc accelerated till they reach points band b', and then they arc deceler·
ated to slide inlo their original positions c and (". The drive systems controlling the
blades have to be highly responsive and arc position-controlled drive systems.lhc key
variables of the system arc shown ill Figure 3.57 for a cycle of operation. The hlade
velocity exceeds 20 mfs nominally for a short period. and at the time of the metal cut·
ting it equals the velocity of the materiaL llle annaturC-CUTrcnt commands ftlT the de
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motors are at positive and negative maxima during accclcralion and deceleration.
respectively. 11,e aclUal motor currents have l(l follow their conummds closely for
precise opercUlan of the flying shear. This requires a fasi-acting curr~nl loop. Le.. a
very high current-loop bandwidth for the system. For example.lhe flying-shear dri\c
~y~tcm might COl1~ISt of two 1250-k W motors of fi(X) V. Tl1c rated current of this system
i~ approxim:l\c1y 2200 A. Current reversals and ramping ,II lhi~ magnilUde within 01
few milliseconds. say 50 to 100 IllS. arc desirabk fur <l f:lst~acting nying·'h..:ar ~yslcrn
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3.16 PARAMETER SENSITIVITY

A change in temperature increases the armature resistance of the dc machine. In the
closed-loop drive. this will not have an effect on such output variables as torque and
speed. It can increase the armature resistive loss; for example. a temperature rise of
150°C varies the resistance and loss hy more than 70% from its nominal value at
ambient temperature. Therefore, reconsideration of the thermal limits of the
machine and of derating is essential.

In an open-loop motor drive. the changes in armature resistance will decrease
the rotor speed. Assuming that the load torque is a constant amounts to a conslant
armature current: hence, the induced emf decreases for a given input voltage.
because the resistance drop has increased.

Decreasing induced emf means a reduction in rotor speed. Note thaI the ambi
ent conditions and changing conditions are denoted by the subscripts 0 and c.
respectively.

V. - i.oRoQ

K.
v. - i.oR""

K.

(3.204)

(3205)

The change in speed due to parameter sensitivity is

Wmc V. - i.oR...

Wma V. - ilOOR.o
(3.206)

The changing variables can be written as a sum of ambient or normal values and the
incremental changes:

(3.207)

(3.20R)

When EU'''m is the change in speed due to oR. change in armature resistance, then by
substituting equation (3.207) and (3.208) into (3.206) we get

from which the incremental change in speed ;s expressed as

oWm i.ooR. i.o8R.
"---"---

WrnO eo KbWmO

Hence.

(3.209)

(3,210)

(3.211)[ ;~ ]
oWm = - K

b
bRa

Likewise. the effect due to saturation can be computed. In the case of salUration the
field nux will change and hence so will the emf constant Kb •
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"Ille dynamic performance is afrecled along wilh the changing armature resis"
tance and saturation level. Th<lt is bound 10 <lffect the transient response if the con
trollers are fixed.

3.17 RESEARCH STATUS

Currl:nt research is focused mainly on the following aspects of the dc motor drive:

(ij Adaptil'e controllers

(ii) Impro\'etlll:nt of power factor and reduction of h;lrmonlcs

Adaptive controllers ha\'c bccome necessary to meet changing load condition...
wllhout affectiny. d~ 11l1111ic performance. This is evidcnl. for example. in I he I ;matioll
'lfinl:rlia <IS a r\lhol'~ arm is gnldually moved. (\ numhl:r of processe~ lh'l:d to avoid
lnrsional rt'sonanCt'. and they can he conI rolled by changlllg either lhe t-nntrollcr
configuration or lhe controller gains. New conlrol algorithms using fuzz~. neur<ll.
<lnd other nonlinear lechniques are 011 the d"c: most of them are implemented willt
microproce'isor...

Wilh dellce~ such as GTOs. transi<;tors. and r-,..IOSFETs,lt is p<.Js<;lb1e to resml
to pulloe-width lI1\\dulaliun of Ihe input ac voltage to elimin,lh:: the harIl1UI1l(:~ loeke
lively. lhal would keep the input currl:nt more nearly sinUSOIdal and the pollcr f<lc
tor close 10 lImt~. EI'en though such switching techniques incrc<lse thc compk~IIY 01

control and the "I itching losses. they are worth invc<;tigating with tht' dc\ Ices and
com rollers no" hecollllllg cosl-effeCliw.
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3.19 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

I. The ratio belween the field and armalure lime conSlants is or Ihe order of 10 to 1000
in the separatcly·e)[ciled de machines. Will it bt: of Ihe same order In snics field de
rnachines1

2. Single-phase conve~tcrs are avmded in high-performance applications. Why?

3. Three-phase converters are OCHer than single-phase converlers when harmonics arc
considered. Wililhis advantage be of any usc in motor drives"

4. Three-phase conveners are faster in response Ihan single-phase con\erters. Compare
their speed of response.

5. The converters require a filter to tackle the harmonics. Which one ot the following is
preferable:A filter on the inpul side or one at the output side?

6. A freewheeling diode reduces lhe harmonics in the output currenl. 1111s IS true for
lriggering angles above a certain value. What is thai lirniting triggering angle"
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7. Freewheeling can be accomplished without using a diode across thc load by using the
thyriston in the phase legs. Such a lechnique requires a modification of the lriggering
signals. Discuss the conceptual aspects of the modification.

8. Is a microprocessor necessary for implcmcnting lhe modificiltion in queslion 7?

9. Steady-state analysis of the de motor drive assumes lhal lhere is no speed rirple. I,
that justifiable'.'

10. Precise control of 0 IS requm,:d for accurale control of a dc IllOtOr. HO\\ can thiS bt.'
ensurcd in praclicc'!

11. A de mOlOr dnve with an inner currenlloop :llone is a 10Hlue amplifier. Is lhere an~

use for such a dri-'c'!

12. The spced-eomrolled de drive uses actual speed for feedback control-In the absenc...
of a t3chogeneralOr. whal w\luld be done lo close the spec:d Il'op?

1J. Current feedback Ciln he uhlamcd hy scnsll1g lhe ac-side currems and reellfylng lhem
to find lhe lUrtlllturc current. Whal I) the advantage of lhi~ melhod of current ~cnsll1~

O\'er dlreCI M:nslng of armat ure current'!

14 Supply lransformer~arc pan of Ihc dc mOlor-dnve syslem:..An.. the~ cssentllli for all
ranges of the motor drive?

15. Even lhough a dc !llnlu,-dn\e ,ystell1 is ,.1 slxlh-order sampled·dala conlrol ~yStem. ,I
numhcr of aprroxlln;llions hav~' o..:en made 10 synlhesile lh.... cOnlrollers. Why not
deSign the conlrollers Without r~'SQrtlng 10 any approximations'?

16. Can ~t:ltC feed"ack control ~ u-.cd III Ihe desiSll of currenl and speed COlli rollers ,n
lhe de motor dnv... ·.' DISCUSS lhe lI11plementation of such a c0l11rol scheme.

17. For ~peed·eonlrolkr deSIgn. lhe f'lunh-onJcr inn..:r curre11l IUtlp h:ls been approximaled
Into" finl·order Inlnsfcr funelion. Discuss lhe merits and dements of lhe llpproximation

Ill.. 110'" cnllcal" the currenl loop de"lgn in a (wo./four-quadrant dc motor drl\'e?

19. D,<;cus.« the d,,:slgn o( lhe cnntrol and galingcm::Ults in lhe four-quadranl de motor dm L'

20. 'l1,e power sWllehes h1l\'''' hcel1llS;;;lInwd In he ideal. i,e .. lh...y 11OI\e no furward voHlIg,·
drops and Il>s~s. A dc motor dn\'e is driven from a 12·V ae malll. Can Ihe ,w'lch..., he
c'lII~ldered Ideal no ....' for lhe :In:llv~i, ofthi~ dc mOlor drive?

21 DI'-Cuss lhc dfiClcn~'of the thre..:-pIMse (ully-cunuolled con\'<:rh:r-kd de n1l>wr drl' l'

22. ···Inc phase-cnTllrollcd eun\ erl~'l I' 11 hanm>rllc generalor." JU~lIf~ lhi, comment.

V. Load changes have <l profound effeel on lhe dynamic respon'e IJf the dc mucor dnw
Whal Me lh..: h..chn"lu~·, to ,'OUlller thc load -.cnsitivil)' un lh..: p..:rformanee of lhL' de
mulOr dnvc'!

3.20 EXERCISE PROBLEMS

Den\e Ihe m,rmalll.cd "l~'ad\·,t.'l~· !X"rforn"Ince equatIon.. III it ....'f'e'·excilcd de
nWlor un\c

2. A 1I.II)·hp 1I1:k:11 Jnp-pmnf de n](ltm filled al SilO V and 175lJ rplll hd' Ihe (ullow,"!:,
pMarnelcrs al rated field Cunenl

1,=IS3.7IA R.=tl.~n

L•• tiB ml-I K~ : 2.M6 YJradls..:c

Draw ill> tof4ue. mduced emf. ptl ...·cr, and field nux vs. speed In nmlllah,...J Ull1" fot
nlled art1lillur~' curren I and for ,HI Inll.'rnllllenllll:k:ral,on :II 1,2 I' u. arm:l1llre curr.:nt
r.'r lhL' 'l:k:ed r,1I1ge ,,(0 to 2 p.ll.
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]. The dc motor given in Problem 2 is operaTed from a fully-controlled three-phase con
verter fed from a 460-V. 6O-Hz. ]·phase ac main. Calculate the triggering anglc whcn
The machine is delivcring raTed IOrque at rated speed. The armature currenT is
assumed to be continuous.

4. Assuming The current is continuous. draw 0 vs. speed. maintaining the load torquc aT
rated value. for Problem]. for a speed range of 0 to I p.lI.

5. A separately-exciTed dc mOlar is controlled from a three-phase full-wave converter fed
from a 460-V. ]-phase_ 6O·Hz ac supply. The dc mOTOr details are as follows: 250 hp.
500 V. 1250 rpm, R. = 0.052 O. L. = 2 mHo
(i) Find the rated current and Kb when the field is maintained at rated value_

(ii) Draw the torque-speed characteristics as ,I function of triggering angle_ o.

6. The moTor drivc given in Examplc ].1 is driving a load proportional to the square of
The speed. Draw The tOrque-speed charactcrlsTics of the drive s~,qem ami 0) vs.
speed characteristics_ The combined mOTOr and loaJ mechanical constantS lire a,
follows:

8, =- 0_06 N·m/rad/sec.J =- 5 kg-m:

7. DeTcrmine the electrical and mechanical Time cnnstants ,If Ihe dc motor in Problems 5
and 6. respecTively

8. The converter in on..: case IS linearizeJ anJ 111 Ihe (llh,:r C,ise I~ nOI nl<>dified. nlC
conlrol voltage;s::': III V lit ax 111 b.... th cases. DeSign lhe eurrent controller ~ain, (PI)
for the mOTOr drive gwen in Prohlt:m 5. COIlSIJ<.:r B, .. i).Ob N·m Irad/sec anJ J =

5 kg-rn:. Evaluate the lime and frequency re'llI.lrtse' of the l·urrenl IllOP for the t\ln
cases.

lJ. All innermost unity feedback I'ollag<.' loop is introduced In Prohlcm 8_The vOl13ge COIl

troller is of proportion,i1 type. with gain K,. Derive tht.' curr<.:nl-Inop transfer function.
and expl<tin the impact uf thc voltage loop on the performance of the currcl1tloop.

10. ,\ two-quadran I dc motor driw is feJ from " three-ph;I~<' conI Tlliled converter opt:ral
111£ 011 a 2]0-V.60-HL ae main_ -1l1e motor Jt:tlllls ille a' fullow,.

no V. .jO hI'. 1500 rpm.

R, '" 0.066 n L, = 6.5mH J =- 25 kg-Ill"' B, = (1.1 N-mlraJ/'\Cc
H( = 0.05 VIA H,. '" 0576 Vlradfsec 1'w '" 0.002 '<·l- K~ = IJ3 \·fr;tJlscc

The loaJ is friction;l!. (i) Calculale Ihc controlkr constanh hy usrng Ih<, methoJ Jelel
opeJ in the book. (ii) EVilluale the sI<lhility of the nl\ll,l[ tlnve. ming the complete
model. (iii) Draw the Bode pi01S for Ihc complete and 'Implttlctl tram,fer function,
hetwe..::n speed and its comrn,lIH,kd value. (iv) Coltlmo,:nl 011 thl' dl~crc'pancy in Ihe
ro,:sults. (v) Selectlhe rlltlngs uf the conl'<.:rter p<.lwer s\llldt.::>. 111e maXtmum arm;tlure
curr<.:nt is nOlto exceo,:d 1.2 p,u.

II. ·l1lC dc motor drive gil("n III Fx,lmple 3.:1 hilS its inner cUI!'t.:ntloop disabled anJ also
Its current controller remnll;J. Compare Its sp.:ed po.;rh'rmance In Ihe drilC gilen in
Example 3.5. In the pre,ell\ Cilse_tho,: ~po,:t:d cOlllroller CUllslallts "Ill bt: Jlffcfl::nt anJ
ho,:nce WIll have to be rl·cakul'lt..::J.

12, Prol'e that. when To '" 1'1. the Jampmg cot:fficwnt ;intl nailiral Irequcncy of lhl'
curreTlt-loop transfer function remall1 equal 10 the Cii'C· for T. - T::. Assume T, 1<;
vcry. wry small comp,lfed hI 1'1 ilnu T:.

\3 Design gating and control cirCUItry for ;( half-controlkd thrl·c-phase COl1lCflCr \(>

Jrive il dc 1ll00or. A llal~/e the lk uu Ipul voltage into hilrnlllnlCs anJ plut the Jommmll
harmonic as a function of trig.g<:IlTlg angle.
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14. A fuJJy.-controlied three-phase conl'Crler is driving. a separately-excited dc motor in
open 1001). Plot its torque vs. speed characlcristics as a function of triggering angle
both in the continuous and in the discontinuous modes of operation. Usc the motor
parameters given in Problem 10.

15. The fiying·shear conlrol system described in Ihe application section is to be designed
with separately·e,,"cited dc mOtor drives. 1111.' polOoW schematic of the drive system is
shown in Figure J.56(I); the conlrol schemallC is shown in Figure 3.S6(iil. The system
details arc: Rated po""'cr = 1500 kW per motor, Rated "oltage - 6IXI V per motor,
R:lled current: 1650 A per motor. Rated speed"" 600 rpm. Armature resistance. R.
'"' 0.003645 (} I)o.'r motor, Armature induclltnce, L•• 0.0001 H per mOlOr. Emf con·
Slant, K" - 9.36J Vlradfscc, Circulaling current reac!()rs. L. = 0.001 Ii per motOr. Total
moment ofinertla,J - 1500 Kg-m~,Gear ratiO = 7, Radius of blade path - 0.75 m.

[)etermine the C<Jnl roller gains and currt'nt.loop bandwidth If the input \,oll:l£es sup·
plied to the cnn'erler through an isolatinn transformer ar... 1000 V, 3·phasc. 60 H1..
Assume 10 V elIU,II'<:' m/s ,tnd 10 V equals 21m A for the mnuol 'Igoals and that th ...
mctill inpul vel(lcl1~ I' ~.2 m/s. Wnlc:l computer prugraml'l ~Imuillte the dme ~plem

and show the key .,triahle.. II" a function of lItne.

Refer to the p,lpcr l~ clIed for relevant equilllOn'< of tit.' tl~IO!!-,<hear contn,l ~~stem.

16. Write a uS(.·r-ff1endl~ comruter pr.'gram III II languag..' of ~our chOIce to Simulate the
phase-con1rol1ed r":Cllfkr·fcd ~epanl1cly·c~clled dc motor drive. 111e specifications of
the drivc sys'~'1I1 itr..: :1' f\lll\lw~: 'l1,e motur pmame','r, .lfe 15f1 hI', 220 V. 1500 rpm,
base torque .. 711.7 N·m. R•• 0.05 n. L•• 0.002 !-t. Mi, "" "'~ '" 1.6 V/radlsec.
J '"' 0.16 kg - rn:. B 001 N·m/rad/....c. The C'lOl'ert.'r p,lr:lm.'ter, <Ile Supply Input: J.
phas.c. 230 V.60 liz: (\Inl nliler paramcter,: V"" '" I0 V. II .. '" (1.116.'164 V/rad/:.cc. T.. =

0,002. He '" am 12~ VIA. KI" .. \00. K. 3 1.5. KI" 10. K" '" I. T_, '" 2 x Bas.:
torque. T l '"' 0 f'Il·m I'll" the speed command. rotor 'l}Ccd. torque command. torque.
current. currenl cumm,II1<l. Inggering angk. and apphl'J • ulla,!!.!;" \~ lime.



CHAPTER 4

Chopper-Controlled DC
Motor Drive

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the case of single stage ac to dc power conversion phase-controlled converters
described in Chapter 3 are used to drive the dc machines. Whenever the source is a
constant-voltage dc, such as a battery or diode-bridge rectified ac supply, a different
type of converter is required to convert the fixed voltage into a variable-voltage/vari
able-current source for the speed control of the dc motor drive. The variable dc volt
age is controlled by chopping the input voltage by varying the on- and off-times of a
converter, and the type of converter capable of such a function is known as a chopper.

The principle of operation of a four-quadrant chopper is explained in this
chapter:The steady-state and dynamic analysis of the chopper-controlled dc motor
drive and its performance charact.eristics are derived and evaluated. Some illustra
tive examples are included.

4.2 PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE CHOPPER

A schematic diagram of the chopper is shown in Figure 4.1. The control voltage to
it's gate is ve. The chopper is on for a time ton' and its off time is toft". Its frequency of
operation is

and its duty cycle is defined as

ton
d=-

T

1

T
(4.1 )

(4.2)

The output voltage across the load during the on-time of the switch is equal to the
difference between the source voltage Vs and the voltage drop across the pO\\i'er

124
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+

CHOPPER

+

LOAD

(i) Chopper
vc

~

0 f-+--tun~ I I I I
I I I I I
~ toff r+- I I I

V s
I I I I I

~

vo

0 T 2T 3T

(ii) Voltage Waveforms

Figure 4.1 Chopper schematic and its waveforms

switch. Assuming that the switch is ideaL with zero voltage drop. the average output
voltage Vde is given as

(4.3)

where Vs is the source voltage.
Varying the duty cycle changes the output voltage. Note that the output volt

age follows the control voltage. as shown in Figure 4.1 ~ signifying that the chopper is
a voltage amplifier. The duty cycle d can be changed in two ways:

(i) By keeping the switching/chopping frequency constant and varying the on
time, to get a changing duty cycle.

(ii) Keeping the on-time constant and varying the chopping frequency. to ohtain
various values of the duty cycle.
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A constant switching frequency has the advantages of predetermined switch
ing losses of the chopper, enabling optimal design of the cooling for the power cir
cuit, and predetermined harmonic contents, leading to an optimal input filter. Both
of these advantages are lost by varying the switching frequency of the choppec
hence, this technique for chopper control is not prevalent in practice.

4.3 FOUR-QUADRANT CHOPPER CIRCUIT

A four-quadrant chopper with transistor switches is shown in Figure 4.2. Each tran
sistor has a freewheeling diode across it and a snubber circuit to limit the rate of rise
of the voltage. The snubber circuit is not shown in the figure.

The load consists of a resistance, an inductance. and an induced emf. The
source is dc, and a capacitor is connected across it to maintain a constant voltage.
The base drive circuits of the transistors are isolated. and they reproduce and
amplify the control signals at the output. For the sake of simplicity. it is assunled that
the switches are ideal and hence, the base drive signals can be used to draw the load
voltage.

4.3.1 First-Quadrant Operation

First-quadrant operation corresponds to a positive output voltage and current. This
is obtained by triggering T 1 and T1 together, as is shown in Figure 4.3: then the load
voltage is equal to the source voltage. To obtain zero load voltage, eitherT} orT2 can
be turned off. Assume that T 1 is turned off; then the current will decrease in the
power switch and inductance. As the current tries to decrease in the inductance. it
will have a voltage induced across it in proportion to the rate of fall of current with a
polarity opposite to the load-induced emf, thus forward-biasing diode D~. D~ pro
vides the path for armature current continuity during this time. Because of this, the
circuit configuration changes as shown in Figure 4.4. The load is short-circuited.
reducing its voltage to zero. The current and voltage waveforms for continuous and

+
Vs T-

+

Figure 4.2 A four-quadrant chopper circuit
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Figure 4.3 First-quadrant operation with positive voltage and current in the load

+
..--------Vo--------

Figure 4.4 First-quadrant operation with zero voltage across the load

discontinuous current conduction are shown in Figure 4.5. Note that. in the discon
tinuous curren t-conduction mode~ the induced emf of the load appears across the
load when the current is zero. The load voltage, therefore, is a stepped waveform.
The operation discussed here corresponds to motoring in the clockwise direction, or
forward nUJ[oring. It can be observed that the average output voltage will vary from
oto Vs~ the duty cycle can be varied only from 0 to 1.

The output voltage can also be varied by another switching strategy. Armature
current is assumed continuous. Instead of providing zero voltage during turn-off
time to the load, consider that Tl and T2 are simultaneously turned off. to enable
conduction by diodes 03 and 04. The voltage applied across the load then is equal
to the negative source voltage, resulting in a reduction of the average output volt
age. The disadvantages of this switching strategy are as follows:

(i) Switching losses double, because two power devices are turned off instead of
one only.

(ii) The rate of change of voltage across the load is twice that of the other strat
egy. If the load is a dc machine, then it has the deleterious effect of causing
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Figure 4.5 Voltage and current waveforms in first-quadrant operation

higher dielectric losses in the insulation and therefore reduced life. Note that
the dielectric is a capacitor with a resistor in series.

(iii) The rate of change of load current is high, contributing to vibration of the
armature in the case of the dc machine.

(iv) Since a part of the energy is being circulated between the load and source in
every switching cycle, the switching harmonic current is high, resulting in addi
tionallosses in the load and in the cables connecting the source and converter.

Therefore, this switching strategy is not considered any further in this chapter.
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Figure 4.6 Second-quadrant operation, with negative load voltage and positive current
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Figure 4.7 Second-quadrant operation of the chopper

4.3.2 Second-Quadrant Operation

Second-quadrant operation corresponds to a positive current \vith a negative voltage
across the load terminals. Assume that the load's emf is negative. Consider that T) or
T 2 is conducting at a given time. The conducting transistor is turned off. The current in
the inductive load has to continue to flow until the energy in it is depleted to zero.
Hence, the diodes 0 3 and 0 4 will take over, maintaining the load current in the same
direction, but the load voltage is negative in the new circuit configuration, as is shown
in Figure 4.6. The voltage and current waveforms are shown in Figure 4.7. When
diodes D~ and D-l are conducting, the source receives po\ver fronl the load. If the
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source cannot absorb this power, provision has to be made to consume the power. In
that case, the overcharge on the filter capacitor is periodically dumped into a resistor
connected across the source by controlling the on-time of a transistor in series with a
resistor. This form of recovering energy from the load is known as regenerative brak
ing and is common in low-HP motor drives, where the saving in energy might not be
considerable or cost-effective. When the current in the load is decreasing, T2 is turned
on. This allows the short-circuiting of the load through T2 and 0 4, resulting in an
increase in the load current. Turning offT2 results in a pulse of current flowing into the
source via D~ and 0 4 • This operation allows the priming up of the current and a build
ing up of the energy in the inductor from the load's emf. thus enabling the transfer of
energy from the load to the source. Note that it is possible to transfer energy from load
to source even when E is lower in magnitude than Vs.1l1is particular operational fea
ture is sometimes referred to as boost operation in dc-to-de power supplies. Priming up
the load current can also be achieved alternatively. by using T , instead ofT,2.

4.3.3 Third-Quadrant Operation

Third-quadrant operation provides the load with negative current and voltage. A neg
ative emf source. - E. is assumed in the load. Switching on T3 and T4 increases the cur
rent in the load. and turning off one of the transistors short-circuits the load.
decreasing the load current. That way, the load current can be controlled within the
externally set limits. The circuit configurations for the s\vitehing instants are shown in
Figure 4.8. 'The voltage and current waveforms under continuous and discontinuous

+ c·I +

(i) Increasing load current

T.,.'

+..-----vo----

(ii) Decreasing load current

Figure 4.8 Modes of operation in the third quadrant
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current-conduction modes are shown in Figure 4.9. Note the similarity between first
and third-quadrant operation.

4.3.4 Fourth-Quadrant Operation

Fourth-quadrant operation corresponds to a positive voltage and a negative current
in the load. A positive load-emf source E is assumed. To send energy to the dc
source from the load, note that the armature current has to be established to flow

o T 2T

------ --- ------ --- ------ --- Vo

(i) Continuous Conduction

o 3T

-E

o

o I
I I

T;T.:IT;O,I

I
I I I

I T)~ IO;-T.:1

I
I I ,

ITJ.l :-!":D ~

(ii) Disconlinuou~Conduction

Figure 4.9 lllird-quadrant operation
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Figure 4.10 Fourth-quadrant operation of the chopper

from the right side to the left side as seen in Figure 4.2. By the convention adopted
in this book, that direction of current is negative. Assume that the machine has been
operating in quadrant I with a positive current in the armature. When a brake com
mand is received, the torque and armature current command goes negative. The
armature current can be driven negative from its positive value through zero.
Opening T 1 and T2 will enable 0]" and 0 4 to allow current via the source. reducing
the current magnitude rapidly to zero. To establish a negative current. T4 is turned
on. That will short-circuit the load, making the emf source build a current through T4

and 02. When the current has reached a desired peak. T4 is turned off. That forces 0 1

to become forward-biased and to carry the load current to the de input source via
D2 and the load. When the current falls below a lower limit, T4 is again turned on, to
build up the current for subsequent transfer to the source. The voltage and current
waveforms are shown in Figure 4.10. The average voltage across the load is positive,
and the average load cut:rent is negative. indicating that power is transferred from
the load to the source. The source power is the product of average source current
and average source voltage, and it is negative, as is shown in Figure 4.10.

4.4 CHOPPER FOR INVERSION

The chopper can be viewed as a single-phase inverter because of its ability to work
in all the four quadrants, handling leading or lagging reactive loads in series with an
emf source. The output fundamental frequency is determined by the rate at which
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the forward-to-reverse operation is performed in the chopper. The chopper is the
building block for a multiphase inverter.

4.5 CHOPPER WITH OTHER POWER DEVICES

Choppers are realized with MOSFETs, IGBTs, GTOs, or SCRs. depending upon the
power level required. The MOSFET and transistor choppers are used at power lev
els up to 50 kW. Beyond that, IGBTs, GTOs, and SCRs are used for the power
switches. Excepting SCR choppers, all choppers are self-commutating and hence
have a minimum number of power switches and auxiliary components. In the case
of SCR choppers, commutating circuits have to be incorporated for each main SCR.
Such a circuit is described in Chapter 7.

4.6 MODEL OF THE CHOPPER

The chopper is modeled as a first-order lag with a gain of Kcho The time delay corre
sponds to the statistical average conduction time, which can vary from zero to T. The
transfer function is then

(4.4)

where Kr == V/Vcm' Vsis the source voltage, and Vern is the maximum control voltage.
Increasing the chopping frequency decreases the delay time. and hence the

transfer function becomes a simple gain.

4.7 INPUT TO THE CHOPPER

The input to the chopper is either a battery or a rectified ac supply.lne rectified ac
is the prevalent form of input. The ac input is rectified through a diode bridge, and
its output is filtered to keep the dc voltage a constant. The use of the diode bridge
has the advantage of near-unity power factor, thus overcoming one of the serious
disadvantages of the phase-controlled converter. It has a disadvantage: it cannot
transfer power from the de link into ac mains. In that case. the regenerative energy
has to be dumped in the braking resistor. as shown in Figure 4.11. or a phase
controlled converter is connected antiparallel to the diode bridge to handle the
regenerative energy. as shown in Figure 4.12. In the latter configuration. the phase
controlled converter can have a smaller rating than other po\\'er converters, because
the rms value of the regenerative current will be small-the duration of regenera
tion is only a fraction of the motoring time for most loads.

The regenerating converter has to be operated at triggering angles greater
than 90°, to reverse the output de voltage across the converter to match the polarity
of V". The phase-controlled converter is enabled only when \'~ is greater than the
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allowable magnitude dV over and above the nominal de voltage obtained from the
ac source. It is usual to set d V to be 15 or 200/0 of V. In such a case, there is a need for
a step-up transformer in the path of the phase-controlled converter, to match the
de link voltage Vs. The phase converter is disabled when Vs is slightly greater than
1.35 V, where V is the line-to-line rms voltage, to prevent energy flow from source to
dc link and from dc link to sour<;e via the phase-controlled converter.
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Figure 4.1 t Front-end of the chopper circuit
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Figure 4.12 Chopper with regeneration capability
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4.8 OTHER CHOPPER CIRCUITS

Not all applications demand four-quadrant operation. The power circuit is there
fore simplified to accommodate only the necessary operation. Power devices are
reduced for one- and two-quadrant drives, resulting in economy of the power
converter. Apart from the chopper circuit shown in Figure 4.2 and its variations
for reduced quadrants of operation, shown in Figure 4.13, a number of unique
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v, I~
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E

(i) One-quadrant chopper

T) °1

+ + Ra La
Vs Cf

T-t

(ii) Two-quadrant chopper

+

(iii) Two-quadrant chopper

Figure 4.13 Variations of Figur~ 4.2 for one- and two-quadrant operation
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chopper circuits are used. Morgan and Jones circuits are some of the commonly
used choppers for dcmotor speed control. They differ in their circuit topologies
and commutation of the current from the circuit discussed in this chapter but
they all have identical transfer characteristics. Considering this aspect, these cir
cuits are not described and interested readers are referred to power-electronics
textbooks. .

4.9 STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS OF
CHOPPER-CONTROLLED DC MOTOR DRIVE

The steady-state performance of the chopper-controlled dc motor drive is obtained
either with average values, by neglecting harmonics. or including harmonics. The jus
tification for using average values is that the average torque is the useful torque that
is transmitted to the load. The torque components due to the current harmonics
produce an average torque of zero over one cycle of switching. They do not con
tribute to useful power production. Further. they result in increased armature
losses., because the harmonic currents increase the effective motor current. From an
output pointof view, neglecting harmonics and using only average values gives eas
ier steady-state computation. The analysis by this method is known as analysis by
averaging.

When losses, maximum steady-state current. and precise electromagnetic
torque are required to fully analyze and design the drive system for an application,
the true current waveforms in steady state need to be computed. Therefore, the har
monics cannot be excluded in the steady-state computation. A computationally effi
cient, analytical closed-form expression is obtained by the novel technique of
boundary-matching conditions. This method is referred to as instantaneous stead)'
Slale computation.

It is assumed that the rotor speed is constant and the field is separately
excited. For the following analys.is, the field flux is maintained at rated value. For
any other value of the field flux, the derivations need to be changed only with
regard to the induced-emf term.

4.9.1 Analysis by Averaging

The average armature current is

where

The electromagnetic torque is

V dc - E
I == ----.-

av R
a

•

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)
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The torque, written in terms of duty cycle and speed from equations (4.5), (4.6) and
(4.7), is

(4.8)

The electromagnetic torque is normalized by dividing it by the base torque, T b , and
by dividing both its numerator and denominator by the base voltage, Vb' The nor
malized torque is obtained by simplifying the expressions and substituting for Vb in
terms of the base speed, w, and emf constant:

Kb(dVs - Kbwm)/Vb

KbIbRa/Vh
(4.9)

where

(4.10)

(4.11 )

(4.12)

Ran' V n' and W mn are normalized resistance. voltage. and speed, respectively. By
assigning the product of normalized torque and p.u. resistance on the y axis, a set of
normalized performance curves is drawn for various values of duty cycles, normal
ized voltage, and speed, as is shown in Figure 4.14. From the characteristics and the
given duty cycle and voltage, the torque can be evaluated for a given speed, if the
normalized resistance is known.

4.9.2 Instantaneous Steady-St~te Computation

The instantaneous steady-state armature current and electromagnetic torque
including harmonics are evaluated in this section. both for continuous and discon
tinuous current conduction, by boundary-matching conditions. The relevant wave
forms are shown in Figure 4.15. For each of the current-conduction modes, the
performance is evaluated separately.

4.9.3 Continuous Current Conduction

(4.13 )o :S t :S dT

The relevant electrical equations of the motor for tHl and off times are as follows:

. dia
Vs = E + Rala + Laili'

dT :s t :s T (4.14)
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Figure 4.14 Nornlalized torque-speed characteristics as a function of duty cycle and source voltage

The solution of equation (4.13) is

. Vs - E -I I

la{ t) ==. (1 - er:) + Iaoe - T •
Ra

where

o < t < dT (4.15)

La
Ta == Armature time constant == 

Ra
(4.16)

Similarly, the solution of equation (4.14) is

i.{t) = - : (I - e-~) + lale- ~ ,
a

and

t1 == t - dT

From Figure 4.15, it is seen that

dT :S t :S dT (4.17)

(4.18)

(4.19)

By using this boundary condition, laO and Ial are evaluated as
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Figure 4.15 Applied voltage and armature current III a chopper-controlled dc motor drl\ L'
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aO Ra(eTT'-l) R(I

(4.20)

(4.21 )

(4.22)

Having evaluated laO and lal' you can use equations (4.15) and (4.17) to evaluate the
instantaneous armature current in steady state.

The limiting or minimum value of duty cycle for continuous current is evalu
ated by equating laO to zero. This value is tefIned the crirical dll!.V cJ'cle. de and is
given by

(
Ta ) [ E . _L ]de = T loge I + \/s (e r. - 1)

Duty cycles lower than de will produce discontinuous current in the motor. Note
that this critical value is dependent on the ratio bet\veen chopping time period and
armature time constant and also on the ratio hetw-een induced emf and source
voltage.
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4.9.4 Discontinuous Current Conduction

The relevant equations for discontinuous current-conduction mode are obvious
from Figure 4.15~

with

Hence,

. dia
Vs == E + Rala + Ladt' 0 < t < dT

. diao == E + Rala + Ladt' dT < t < (tx + dT)

ia(t x + dT) == 0

ia(O) == 0

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.28). E ( ") I,la(t x + dT) == -- 1 - e-~ + Ia1e-r::
Ra

This equation is equal to zero, by the constraint given in equation (4.25), and, from
that, tx is evaluated as

r IalRa]
tx == Ta 10gc

L
1 +~

The solution for the armature current in three time segments is

V s - E 'T
ia{ t) = R

a

(I - e - t '). 0 < t < dT

ia{t) = Ia1e-I't
l

- :a (1 - e-" tJ dT < t < tx+ dT

ia(t) == O. (tx + dT) < t < T

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)

The steady-state performance is calculated by using equations (4.30) to (4.32).

Example 4.1

A dc motor is driven from a chopper \vith a source voltage of 24V dc and at a frequency of 1
kHz. Determine the variation in duty cycle required to have a speed variation of 0 to 1 p.u.
delivering a constant 2 p.u. load. The motor details are as follows:

1 hp, 10 V. 2500 rpm, 78.5 % efficiency. Ra = 0.01 n. La = 0.002 H, Kb = 0.03819 V Irad/sec

The chopper is one-quadrant. and the on-state drop voltage across the device is assumed to
be 1 V regardless of the current variation.
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Solution (i) Calculation of rated and normalized values

Vb = 10 V

Vs 24 - 1
Vn = - = -- = 2.3p.u.

Vb 10

2500 X 27T
W mr = 60 = 261.79 rad / sec

Output 1 x 7-t6
I = = 95 A = I
ar Voltage x Efficiency lOx 0.785 h

loRa 95 X 0.001
Ran = V

h
= --1-0-- = 0.095 p.u.

T~n = 2 p.u.

(ii) Calculation of duty cycle

The minimum and maxinlum duty cycles occur at 0 and 1 p.u. speed. respectively. and at
2 p.u.load. From equation (4.9).

2 x 0.095 + 0
dmin = 2.3 = 0.0826

2 x 0.095 + 1
d max = 2.3 = 0.517

The range of duty cycle variation required. then. is

0.0826 :s; d :s; 0.517

Example 4.2

The critical duty cycle can be changed hy varying either the electrical time constant or the
chopping frequency in the chopper. Draw a set of curves showing the effect of these varia
tions on the critical duty cycle for various values of E/V~.

Solution

(
' T., ) r E (!- ) 1

de = ,~ loge II + V
s

\eT, - 1 J

In terms of chopping frequency.

de = fcT)Ogc[ I + ~s ( eT~( - I) ]

Assigning various values of E/Vs and varying feTa would yield a set of critical duty cycles. The
graph between de and feTa for varying values of ENs is shown in Figure 4.16. The maximum
value of feTa is chosen to be 10.
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Figure 4.16 Critical duty cycles vs. the product of chopping frequency and electrical time constant of the
dc motor, as a function of induced emf and source voltage

Example 4.3

A 200-hp, 230-V, SOD-rpm separately-excited dc motor is controlled by a chopper. The chop
per is connected to a bridge-diode rectifier supplied from a 230-V, 3-<t>, 6O-Hz ac main. The
motor chopper details are as follow~:

Ra = 0.04 fl. La = 0.0015 H, Kb = 4.172V/rad/sec. fc = 2 kHz.

The motor is running at 300 rpm with 55% duty cycle in the chopper. Determine the average
current from steady-state current waveform and the electromagnetic torque produced in the
motor. Compare these results with those obtained by averaging.

Solution The critical duty cycle is evaluated to determine the current continuity at
the given duty cycle of 0.55.

( Ta ) [ E T ]de = T log~ 1 + Vs(ef.: - 1)

0.0015
Ta = 0.04 = 0.0375 s

1 1
T =- = ---~ = 0.5ms

. fc 2 X 10-'

TaT = 75

V s = 1.35 V cos ex = 1.35 X 230 X cos 0° = 310.5 V

27T X 300
E = Kbwm = 4.172 X 60 = 131.1 V

[
131.1 1- ]de = 75 log~ 1 + --(e75 - 1) = 0.423
310.5
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The given value of d is greater than the critical duty cycle; hence, the armature current is
continuous.

VledT/Ta - 1) E 310.5(eo.55/75 - 1) 131.1
I = - - = - -- = 979 A

aO Ra(e
T/ Ta -l) Ra 0.04(e l/ 75 -1) 0.04

Vll - e-dT/Ta) E 310.5(1 - e-055,i7S) 131.1
I = - - = - -- = 1004 7 A

al R
a
(1 - e-T;rra) Ra 0.04(1 - e~I/75) 0.04 .

The average current is

Iav = ~[ fT (V,~ E(I - e 1 T,) + laue -tiT)dl + tldrt
(_ :.0 -e-tff,) + Iale -l!T')dl ]II V

s
; E{dT + Ta(e dTT, - I)} + IauTa(l - e -dTT,) ]

- - a = 991.8 A
- T _ :a{(I - d)T - Ta + Tae-II-dITT,} + IaIT,,(1 - e -(I-d)T/T,)

Tav = Khl av = 4.172 X 991.8 = 4137.7 N'm

Steady state by averaging

(dVs - Kbwm ) 0.55 X 310.5 - 4.172 x 31.42
lav = = = 991.88 A

Ra 0.04

Tav = Khlav = 4138.1 N'm

There is hardly any significant difference in the results by these two methods.

4.10 RATING OF THE DEVICES

The chopper shown in Figure 4.2 is considered, for illustration. The armature cur
rent is assumed to be continuous. with no ripples. If Imax is the maximum allowable
current in the dc machine, the rms value of the power switch is dependent on this
value and its duty cycle. The duty cycle of one device is slightly more than the duty
cycle of the chopper, because one of the power switches continues to carry current
during freewheeling while the other is turned off. In order to equal the current load
ing of the switches., the power switch carrying the freewheeling current is turned off
in the next cycle and the previously inactive switch is allowed to carry the free
wheeling current alternately. Accordingly, the current waveform of one power
switch and the diode is as shown in Figure 4.17. Note that the diodes are, like their
respective power switches, alternately carrying the freewheeling current, and only
motoring action is considered for the calculation.

The rms value of the power switch current and average diode current are
given by,

11
2 ~+dI ==, I max (T + dT) == -- . I

t V 2T 2 max

(1- d)I d == -2- . I max

(4.33)

(4.34)
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Figure 4.17 Transistor and diode currents in the chopper for motoring operation in the continuous
conduction mode

where the subscripts d and T refer to the diode and power switch, respectively. The
average diode and rms power switch currents vs. duty cycle for continuous conduc
tion are shown in Figure 4.18, for design use.

The minimum voltage rating for both the devices is,

(4.35)

Whenever regeneration occurs in the motor drive, the current in the freewheeling
diodes would change, and, depending on the frequency and duration of regenera
tion, the diode currents have to be recalculated. To optimize the chopper rating in
comparison to the mot9r and load demands, the operating conditions have to be
known beforehand. The extreme operating conditions would then prevail on the
design and hence on the final rating of the chopper.

4.11 PULSATING TORQUES

The armature current has ac components. These ac components or harmonics pro
duce corresponding pulsating torques. The average of the harmonic torques is zero,



and they do not contribute to useful torque and power. Some high-performance
applications, such as machine tools and robots~ require the pulsating torque to be a
minimum so as not to degrade the process and the products. In that case. an estima
tion of the pulsating torques is in order.

The pulsating currents are evaluated from the harmonic voltages and the har
monic armature impedances of the dc machine. The applied voltage shown in Figure
4.10 is resolved into Fourier components as

(4.36 )

(4.37)

(4.38)

(4.39)

(4.40)

o.s
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Figure 4.18 Device currents vs. duty cycle for continuous-conduction mode
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and n is the order of the harmonic. The armature current is expressed as

00 A
ia(t) = lav + n~ IZ:I sin(nwct + 6n - ~n)

where

V - EI
a

\, == _a__

Ra

Zn == Ra + jnwcLa

I{ Ra }<f> = cos-
n VR2 + n2(02L 2

a c a

and Zan is the harmonic impedance of the armature. The input power is

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43 )

(4.44 )

(4.45)

x 00 A
Val av + Iav 2: An sin(nroct + Sn) + Va 2: IZ

n
sin(nroct + Sn - <Pn)

n:: \ n = 1 nl

+ ±(A~ sin(nwct + en}sin(nwct + en - <l>n)'
n=\ IZnl ')

The right-hand side of equation (4.45) can be simplified further, because the follow
ing pulsating terms reduce to an average of zero.

x

Iav 2: An sin(nffict + Sn) == 0
n=1

The other terms tend to zero~ as is shown below.

(4.46)

(4.47)

(4.48)

±(A~ sin(nwct + en)sin(nwct + en - <1»
n=1 IZnl I)

"- (A2 1 )2: _n. - {cos <Pn - cos(2nffict + 2Sn - <Pn)}
n=1 lZnl 2

The average of the double-frequency term is zero, and the power factor is nearly
zero because

(4.49)

Hence~ the expression (4.48) is almost equal to zero. The average input power
becomes a constant quantity and is expressed as

(4.50)

Power calculation can use the average values, and there is no need to resort to har
monic analysis~ as is shown by the above derivation. The fundamental-harmonic
peak pulsating torque then is

(4.51 )
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(4.52)

(4.53 )

and the fundamental-harmonic armature current is given by

. 2Vs . (WcdT)
tal = SIn --

1tv'R2 + w2L2 2a c a

The fundamental armature current can be alternately expressed in terms of duty
cycle as

2Vs
tal = - sin( ltd)

n:v'R; + w~L~

When the duty cycle is 50%
, the fundamental armature current, and hence the pul

sating torque, is maximum. For a duty cycle of 100%, there are no pulsating-torque
components. The instantaneous electromagnetic torque is the sum of the dc and har
monic torques, written as

(4.54)

where h is the harmonic order. The harmonic torques, Teh , do not contribute to the
load: their averages are zero.

The fundamental pulsating torque is expressed as a fraction of average torque.
to examine the impact of duty cycle on the pulsating torque. It is facilitated by the
following development.

2Vs sin(rrd)/(rrVR~ + u}~L~)

(dV~ - E)jRa

2Ra v's.
--:::::=::========- ------ sln(rrd) (4.55)

1t\/R~ + w~L; (d\'" - E)

= (~cos ~I) (:n~rr~) = kl (:~~rr~)

where 4>, is the fundaInental power-factor angle. which can be extracted from

R a
cos<b 1 == ----::===========

v/R~ + w~L~

and

)

k 1 == -=-cosd> I
7T

(4.Sh)

(4.57)

A set of normalized curves is shown in Figure 4.19 to indicate the influence of duty
cycle and of the ratio between the induced cnlf and the source voltage on the nlag
nitude of the pulsating torque.

By noting that the fundamental is the predoOlinant component among the ac
components. the rnlS value of the armature current is approximated as

where II is the fundamental rms current. given by

ial vlVs .
11 == - == - ---r---=:==:----==:= sIn ( 'ITd )

v1 -\i/R~ -+- (')~L2
Ii v ,,' v c a

(4.58)

(4.59)
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Figure 4.19 Normalized fundamental torque pulsation vs. duty cycle as a function of the ratio between
induced emf and source voltage

The armature resistive losses are~

(4.60)

This indicates that the thermal capability of the motor is degraded by the additional
losses produced by the harmonic currents.

Minimization of the dominant-harmonic torque is of importance in many
applications, mainly in positioning of machine tool drives. The key to mitigation of
the harmonic torque is revealed by the expression for harmonic current given by
equation (4.53). Given a fixed voltage source, there are only two variables that
could be utilized to reduce harmonic current: the chopping frequency, and the
machine inductance. Note that d cannot be used; it is a variable dependent on the
speed and load. The chopping frequency is limited by the selection of power device~

by its switching losses, and by other factors, such as electromagnetic compatibility.
The advantage of varying the carrier frequency is that it is machine-independent,
and hence the solution is contained within the chopper. This may not be feasible, as
in the case of large (> 100 hp) motor drives, but it is possible to increase the arma
ture inductance of the machine during the design of the motor or to include an
external inductor to increase the effective inductance in the armature path. The lat
ter solution is the only practical approach in retrofit applications.

Example 4.4

A separately-excited de motor is controlled by a chopper whose input dc voltage is 180 V.
This motor is considered for low-speed applications requiring less than 20/0 pulsating
torque at 300 rpm. (i) Evaluate its suitability for that application. (ii) If it is found unsuit-
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able, what is the chopping frequency that will bring the pulsating torque to the specifica
tion? (iii) Alternatively, a series inductor in the armature can be introduced to meet the
specification. Determine the value of that inductor. The motor and chopper data are as
follows:

3 hp, 120 V, 1500 rpm, Ra = 0.8 n, La = 0.003 H, Kb = 0.764 V/rad/sec, fc = 500 Hz

Solution Rated torque.

3 x 745.6
Ter = 21T x 1500/60 = 14.25 N· m

Maximum pulsating torque permitted = 0.02 x Ter = 0.02 x 14.25 = 0.285 N'm

To find the harmonic currents. it is necessary to know the duty cycle. That is approximately
deternlined by the averaging-analysis technique. by assuming that the motor delivers rated
torque at 300 rpm.

Ter 14.25
[11 = - = --- = 18.65 A

K I1 0.764

21T X 300
Va = E + IavR a = Kbwm + [~lVRa = 0.764 x 60 + 18.65 x 0.8 = 38.91 V

Va 38.91 .
d = -- = --- = 0.216

V s 180

(i) The fundamental pulsating torque is assumed to be predominant for this analysis.

2Vs 2 x 180
(al = sin(7id) = sin(0.2161T) = 7.6 A.

n viR~ + w;L;' n VO.82 + (21t X 500 x 0.(03)2

Tel = Kl1 ial = 0.764 x 7.6 = 5.8 N· m

TIlis pulsating torque exceeds the specification. and, hence. in the present condition. the
drive is unsuitable for use.

(ii) The fundamental current to produce 20/0 pulsating torque is

Td(spec) 0.285
lalr"pt'c\ = --- = -- = 0.373 A

Kh 0.764

2Vs
lalisp~c' = , sin(1Td)

nVR; + w~L~

from which the angular switching frequency to meet the fundamental current specification is
obtained as

Wei
fet = - = 10.23 kHz

2n
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Note that fel is the chopping frequency in Hz, which decreases the pulsating torque to the
specification.

(iii) Let Lex be the inductor introduced in the armature circuit. Then its value is

2 . "( .., .,,, ( 0.8 ) 2(4 x 180 Sln- 0.2161T))/(1T-(21T x 5(0)-(0.373)-) - - 0.003 = 71.5 mH
21T x 500

Example 4.5

Calculate (i) the maximum harmonic resistive loss and (ii) the derating of the motor drive
given in Example 4.4. The motor is operated with a base current of 18.65 A, which is inclusive
of the fundamental-harmonic current. Consider only the dominant-harmonic component. to
simplify the calculation.

Solution

By dividing by the square of the base current. the equation is expressed in terms of the nor
malized currents as

I~vn + lin == 1 p.u.

where

where

Vs Za YR; + w~L;
Vsn = ~ ~ ~an

Vb Zb Zh

Vb 120
Zh = - = -- = 6.43 n

I b 18.65

180
Vsn = 120 = 1.5 p.u.

Za = YO.82 + (21T * 500 * 0.(03)2 = 9.42 fl

9.42
Z3lI = 6.43 = 1.464 p.u.

For a duty cycle of 0.5, the dominant-harmonic current is maximum and is given as

V2 1.5
I 1n = --6- = O.46p.u.

1T 1.4 4

(i) The dominant-harmonic armature resistive loss is

? ., 0.8
PIn = IlnR an = 0.46- -- = 0.02628 p.u.

6.43
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(ii) For equality of losses in the machine with pure and chopped-current operation, the aver
age current in the machine with chopped-current operation is derived as

la\'n =~ = V1=A62 = 0.887 p.u.

which translates into an average electromagnetic torque of 0.887 p.u.. resulting in 11.3% der
ating of the torque and hence of output power.

4.12 CLOSED-LOOP OPERATION

4.12.1 Speed-Controlled Drive System

The speed-controlled dc-motor chopper drive is very similar to the phase-controlled
dc-motor drive in its outer speed-control loop. The inner current loop and its con
trol are distinctly different from those of the phase-controlled dc motor drive. This
difference is due to the particular characteristics of the chopper power stage. The
current loop and speed loop are examined. and their characteristics are explained.
in this section. The closed-loop speed-controlled separately-excited dc motor drive
is shown in Figure 4.20 for analysis. but the drive system control strategy is equally
applicable to a series motor drive.

4.12.2 Current Control Loop

With inner current loop alone, the motor drive system is a torque amplifier. The
commanded value of current is compared to the actual armature current and its
error is processed through a current controller. The output of the current controller.
in conjunction with other constraints, determines the base drive signals of the chop
per switches. The current controller can be either of the following types:

(i) Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM) controller

(ii) Hysteresis controller

DC Supply

I
IChopper
Po\ver

ICircuit

Current
Controller

L.--------i He ...------------1

PI Speed
Controller
& Limiter

Figure 4.20 Speed-controlled dc-motor chopper dri\'e
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The selection of the current controller affects its transient response (and hence the
overall speed loop bandwidth indirectly). These two controllers are described in the
following sections.

4.12.3 Pulse-Width-Modulated Current Controller

The current error is fed into a controller, which could be proportional (P), propor
tional plus integral (PI), or proportional, integral, and differential (PID). The most
commonly used controller among them is the PI controller. The current error is
amplified through this controller and emerges as a control voltage, ve. It is
required to generate a proportional armature voltage from the fixed source
through a chopper operation. Therefore, the control voltage is equivalent to the
duty cycle of the chopper. Its realization is as follows. The control voltage is com
pared with a ramp signal to generate the 00- and off-times, as shown in Figure
4.21. On signal is produced if the control voltage is greater than the ramp (carrier)
signal; olf signal is generated when the control signal is less than the ramp signal.

o

T
I 1 I I

I -P

0 I
I I I I

I
I

T] t--- t__~--_i

I
I
I
f
I
I
I
I

on-time
signal

o I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I I I
~

0

T

Figure 4.21 Generation of base-drive signals from current error for forward motoring when One is using
the chopper shown in Figure 4.2
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This logic amounts to the fact that the duration for which the control signal
exceeds the ramp signal determines the duty cycle of the chopper. The on- and off
time signals are combined with other control features, such as interlock, minimum
on- and off-times, and quadrant selection. The interlock feature prevents the turn
ing on of the transistor (top/bottom) in the same leg before the other transistor
(bottom/top) is turned off completely. This is ensured by giving a time delay
between the turn-off instant of one device and the turn-on instant of the other
device in the same phase leg. -Simultaneous conduction of the top and bottom
devices in the same leg results in a short circuit of the de source~ it is known as
shoot-through failure in the literature.

Figure 4.21 corresponds to the forward motoring operation in the four
quadrant chopper shown in Figure 4.2. When the motor drive is to operate in the
third and fourth quadrants, the armature current reverses. This calls for a change
in the current-control circuitry. A block diagram of the current controller is
shown in Figure 4.22, including all the constraints pertaining to the operational
quadrant. The speed and current polarities, along with that of the control voltage,
determine the quadrant and hence the appropriate gating signals. The on-time is
determined by comparing the ramp signal with the absolute value of the control
voltage. The current-error signal, which determines the control voltage vc' is recti
fied to find the intersection point between the carrier ramp and Vc A unidirec
tional carrier-ramp signal can be used when the control voltage is also
unidirectional, but the control voltage will be negative when the current error
becomes negative. It happens for various cases, such as reducing the reference
during transient operation and changing the polarity of the reference to go from
quadrant one to three or four. Taking the polarity of the control voltage and

Tl.T:..T.,.T~

ia

ZCO-21<Urn • -I l
Vc

Ramp ... -.J

Signal

Absolute value
circuit

Note: ZeD - Zero Crossing Detector for polarity detection

Figure 4.22 PWM current-controller implementation with ramp carrier signal
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combining it with the polarities of the current and speed gives the operational
quadrant. The chopper on and off pulses generated with the intersection of recti
fied Vc and carrier ramp will then be combined with the quadrant-selector signals
of speed, current, and control-voltage polarities to generate the base-drive signals
to the chopper switching devices. An illustration is given in the drive-system simu
lation section.

Instead of a ramp signal for carrier waveform, a unidirectional sawtooth wave
form could be used. It is advantageous in that it has symmetry between the rising
and falling sides of the waveform, unlike the ramp signal. Its principle of operation
is explained in the following.

The voltage applied to the load is varied within one cycle of the carrier signal.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.23. The switching logic is summarized as follows:

i: - ia ~ carrier frequency saw tooth waveform magnitude. Tp == 1, Va == Vs (4.61)

(J

o

l~ - ..-

T

r--- -~- -

Of-..... 10- ____

I I I

o
T

--- ...
I i I

Figure 4.23 Principle of P'VlM operation
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i: - ia < carrier frequency saw tooth waveform magnitude, Tp = 0, Va = 0 (4.62)

For a fast response, the current error is amplified so that a small current error would
activate the chopper control. The PWM controller has the advantage of smaller out
put ripple current for a given switching frequency, compared to the hysteresis cur
rent controller described later.

The pulses generated from the PWM controller are substituted for T p in the
block diagram shown in Figure 4.22. They are then processed for quadrant selection,
interlock. and safety features, and appropriate base-drive signals are generated for
application to the chopper circuit.

4.12.4 Hysteresis-Current Controller

The PWM current controller acts once a cycle, controlling the duty cycle of the
chopper. "The chopper then is a variable voltage source \vith average current control.
Instantaneous current control is not exercised in the PWM current controller. In
between two consecutive switchings, the current can exceed the maximum limit~ if
the PWM controller is sampled and held once a switching cycle, then the current is
controlled on an average but not on an instantaneous basis. The hysteresis con
troller overcomes such a drawback by converting a voltage source into a fast-acting
current source. The current is controlled within a narrow band of excursion from its
desired value in the hysteresis controller. The hysteresis window determines the
allowable or preset deviation of current, di. Commanded current and actual current
are shown in Figure 4.24 with the hysteresis windows. The voltage applied to the
load is determined by the following logic:

.li --.,-

.li

itt ~ i: - ui, set Va == Vs

ia 2: i: + Lli, reset Va == 0

- l(j

(4.63)

(4.64)

(j

Figure 4.24 Hysteresis-controller operation
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Figure 4.25 Realization of hysteresis controller

TABLE 4.1 Comparison of current controllers

Characteristics Current Controllers

Hysteresis PWM

Switching Frequency
Speed of Response
Ripple Current
Filter Size
Switching Losses

Varying
Fastest
Adjustable
Dependent on ai
Usually high

Fixed at Carrier Frequency
Fast
Fixed
Usually small
Low

The realization of this logic is shown in Figure 4.25. The window, ~i, can either be exter
nally set as a constant or be made a fraction of armature current, by proper program
ming. The chopping frequency is a varying quantity, unlike the constant frequency in
the PWM controller. This has the disadvantage of higher switching losses in the devices
with increased switching frequency:

The Tp pulses issued from the hysteresis controller replace the block consist
ing of the comparator output in the Figure 4.22. All other features remain the same
for the implementation of the hysteresis controller. This controller provides the
fastest response, by means of its instantaneous action. A qualitative comparison of
the PWM and hysteresis controllers is summarized in Table 4.1.

4.12.5 Modeling of Current Controllers

(4.65)

(4.66)Gr(s) = ( ST)
1 +

2

The current-error amplifier is modeled as a gain and is given by

Gc(s) = Kc

lbe chopper is modeled as a first-order lag, with a gain given by

Kr

• s
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(4.67)

(4.68)

(4.69)

The PWM current controller has a delay of half the time period of the carrier wave
form, and its gain is that of the chopper. Hence, its transfer function, including that
of the chopper, is

GeGr(s) == (. ST)
1 +-

2

where Ke is the gain of the PWM current controller, Kr is the gain of the chopper,
and the time constant T is given by,

1
T == -------

carrier frequency fc

The gain of the PWM current controller is dependent on the gain of the current
error amplifier. For all practical purposes, the PWM current control loop can be
modeled as a unity-gain block if the delay due to the carrier frequency is negligible.

The hysteresis controller has instantaneous response: hence, the current loop
is approximated as a simple gain of unity.

4.12.6 Design of Current Controller

The current loop is not easily approximated into a first-order transfer function.
unlike the case of the phase-controlled-rectifier drive system. The chopping fre
quency is considered to be high enough that the tiole constant of the converter is
very much smaller than the electrical time constants of the de motor. That leads to
the converter model given by the product of the converter and current-controller
gains. Then the closed-loop current-transfer function is written as

ia(s) (1 + sTrn )
-*- = KeKrK)
ia(s) (1 + sTd(1 + sT2 ) + HeKrKcKJ(l + sTrn )

B
where K I == :> t and Kc and Krare the current-controller and chopper gains,

Kb + RaB t

respectively. The chopper gain is derived as

VK ==_S
r Vern

(4.70)

where Vs is the de link voltage and Vern is the maximum control voltage.
The gain of the current controller is not chosen on the basis of the damping

ratio. because the poles are 010st likely to be real ones. Lo\ver the gain of the current
controller; the poles will be far removed from the zero. ~The higher the value of the
gain, the closer will one pole move to the zero, leading to the approximate cancella
tion of the zero. The other pole will be far away from the origin and will contribute
to the fast response of the current loop. Consider the worked-out Example 3.4 from
the previous chapter. The values of various constants are:

K I = 0.049 He == 0.355 Trn == 0.7 T] == 0.1077

T2 == 0.0208 Vs == 285 V Vern == lOV Kr == 28.5 V
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The zero of the closed current-loop transfer function is at -1.42. Note that this is
not affected by the current controller. The closed-loop poles for current-controller
gains of 0.1,1., and 10 are given below., along with their steady-state gains, in the fol
lowing table.

Kc Poles Steady-state gain

0.1 -7.18. -65.11 21.33
l.0 - 3.24. - 203.45 213.3g

10.0 -1.66. -1549.0 2580.30

It is seen that, as the gain increases, one of the poles moves closer to the zero at __1_,
TO'

enabling cancellation and a better dynamic response.

In high-performance motor-drive systems., it is usual to have a PI current con
troller instead of the simple proportional controller illustrated in this section. The PI
controller provides zero steady-state current error, whereas the proportional con
troller will have a steady-state error. In the case of the PI current controller, the
design procedure for the phase-controlled dc tuotor-drive system can be applied
here without any changes. The interested reader can refer to Chapter 3 for further
details on the design of the PI current controller.

4.12.7 Design of Speed Controller by the Symmetric
Optimum Method

The block diagram for the speed-controlled drive system with the substitution of
the current-loop transfer function is shown in Figure 4.26. Assuming that the time
constant of the speed filter is negligible, the speed-loop transfer function is derived
from Figure 4.26 as

where

Wm(s) 1 ao(1 + sTs )

w;(s) - H w • ao + atS + a2s2 + a3s
3 (4.71 )

(4.76)

(4.72)

(4.73)

(4.74 )

(4.75)

K s
ao = KST

s

at = 1 + HcKrKcK t + KsK s

a2 = T1 + T2 + HcKrKcKITm

a3 = T1T2

HwKrKcK tK s = K b----Bt

This is very similar to the equation derived in Chapter 3, from which the following
symmetric optimum conditions are imposed:
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Ks(l +sTs)
.* ia(s) ia Kb/Btl a Wm

sTs i:(s) (l +sTm)

Speed controller Current loop Motor and load
+ Limiter

W mr Hw

l+sTw

Tachogenerator
+ Filter

Figure 4.26 Simplified speed-controlled dc motor drive fed from a chopper with hysteresis-current control

ai = 2a03 2

a~ = 2a,33

(4.77)

(4.78)

Conditions given by equations (4.77) and (4.78) result in speed-controller time and
gain constants given by

(4.79)

(4.80)

For the same example, the speed-controller gain and time constants for various
gains of the current controller are given next, together with the closed-loop poles
and zeros and the steady-state gains of the speed-loop transfer function.

Current Speed Speed
controller conlroller controller time Steady-state

gain gain constant gain Zero Poles

0.1 106.7 0.045 1628 -22.22 -18.3 =!= j31. - 36.9
1.0 102.9 0.0188 38,000 -53.2 - 52.7~ j88.9, -105.1
10.0 597.0 0.0026 1.6 x 107 -384.6 - 393 =!= j666.8. - 792.4

Increasing current-controller gain has drastically reduced the speed-loop time
constant without appreciably affecting the damping ratio of the closed-loop speed
control system. Because of the large integral gain in the speed controller, its output
will saturate in time.. An anti-windup circuit is necessary to overcome the saturation
in this controller design and thus to keep the speed controller responsive. The anti
windup circuit can be realized in many ways. One of the implementations is shown
in Figure 4.27.
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J

Dead Zone
Circuit

Figure 4.27 Anti-windup circuit with PI speed controller

The saturation due to the integral action alone is countered in this imple
mentation. It is achieved by a negative-feedback control of the integral-controller
output through a dead-zone circuit. This dead-zone circuit produces an output
only when the integral controller output exceeds a preset absolute maximum, i.e.,
when the controller output saturates. This feedback is subtracted from the speed
error and the resulting signal constitutes the input to the integrator. When the
integral-controller output saturates, the input to the integral controller is
reduced. This action results in the reduction of the integral controller's output,
thus pulling the integral controller from saturation and making the controller
very responsive. If there is no saturation of the integral-controller output, then
the feedback is zero (because of the dead-zone circuit); hence, the anti-windup
circuit is inactive in this implementation. The outputs of the integral and the pro
portional controllers are summed, then limited, to generate the torque reference
signal. By keeping the outputs of the proportional and integral controllers sepa
rate, their individual tuning and the beneficial effect of the high proportional
gain are maintained.

4.13 DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF
THE SPEED-CONTROLLED DC MOTOR DRIVE

A dynamic simulation is. recommended before a prototype or an actual drive system
is built and integrated, to verify its capability to meet the specifications. Such a sim
ulation needs to consider all the motor-drive elements, with nonlinearities. The
transfer-function approach could become invalid, because of the nonlinear current
loop. This drawback is overcome with the time-domain model developed below. The
speed-cuntrolled drive shown in Figure 4.20, but modified to include the effects of
field excitation variation and with a PWM or a hysteresis controller, is considered
for the simulation.
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4.13.1 Motor Equations

The de motor equations, including its field, are

. dia
Va == Rala + Lad! + K<I>rWm

. die
Vf == Rfl f + Lcdt

dWm
Te - T, == Jili + Btwm

Te == K<Pfi a

\vhere

and M is the mutual inductance between the armature and field windings.
The state variables are defined as

The motor equations in terms of the state variables are

. Ra M 1
Xl == --XI - -X2X3 + -Va

La La La

. M B) T,
X2 == T X I X3 - T X2 - J

.. Rr 1
X3 == --X1 + -VfLr - Lr

4.13.2 Speed Feedback

The tachogenerator and the filter are combined in the transfer function as

The state diagram of equation (4.92) is shown in Figure 4.28, where

and the state equation is obtained from the state diagram as

. I
X4 == - (H(tJX2 - x~)

T(d

(4.81 )

(4.82)

(4.83 )

(4.84 )

(4.RS)

(4.86)

(4.87)

(4.88)

(4.89)

(4.90)

(4.91 )

(4.92)

(4.93 )

(4.94)
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1
Tw

f

figure 4.28 State diagram of the speed feedback

f

Figure 4.29 State diagram of the speed controller

4.13.3 Speed Controller

The input to the speed controller is the speed error. and the controller is of a PI type
given by

Ks(l + sTs)

sTs

(4.95)

The state diagram of the speed controller is shown in Figure 4.29. where

YI == (w; - wmr ) (4.96)

The state equation and the torque equation are

x) == K,YI == Ks(w; - wmr ) == K/w; - X4) (4.97)

* x) • Xs. Xs * 1 *
Tc == - + Xs == - + K,Yl == - + Ks{wr - X4) == - KsX4 + -Xs + Kswr (4.98)

Ts Ts T s T s

There is a limit on the maxinlum torque command, which is included as a constraint as

(4.99)

(4.100)

4.13.4 Command Current Generator

The current command is calculated from the torque command and is given as

.* T; T; 1
1==-==-·-

a Mil' M X3
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Substituting for T; from equation (4.98) into (4.100) gives the current command as

(4.101)

4.13.5 Current Controller

The current error is

. ..;:: .
l-:r = 1(1 - I"

\vhich. in terms of the motor and controller parameters. is

. (K'\) X4 (1) Xs (Ks "') 1ler= -- .-+ -- .-+ -·(Ur .-- XI

M. x.~ T"M X3 M X3

lne current-controller logic is illustrated for hysteresis control. It is given as

(4.102)

(4.103)

in > LlL

ier < -~L

set Va = V.;

reset Va == 0

(4.104)

(4.105)

Note that the control logic considers only the forward-motoring mode. Suitable
logic has to be incorporated for the rest of the quadrants' operation. For PWM con
troL the logic given by equations (4.61) and (4.62) is used.

4.13.6 System Simulation

Tne anti-windup controller for the speed controller can be modelled and can be
incorporated in place of the PI speed controller. For the example illustrated in the
following pages, the anti-windup circuit is not incorporated with the PI speed con
troller. Equations (4.89). (4.90). (4.91). (4.94), and (4.97) constitute the state equa
tions: equations (4.100). (4.104). and (4.105) are to incorporate the limits and
current controller. The solution of the state equations is achieved by numerical inte
gration. with w; serving as the only input into the block diagranl. A tlowchart for the
dynamic simulation is given in Figure 4.30.

Typical dynamic performance of a speed-controlled chopper-fed dc motor
drive is shown in Figure 4.31. The current controller is of hysteresis type, and a 0.25
p.u. steady-state load torque is applied. 0.5 p.u. step speed is commanded, with a
nlaximum torque limit of 2 p.u. resulting in the armature current limit of 2 p.u. The
current \vindow is 0.1 p.u .. sufficient to cause low switching frequency for this drive
system. The references are shown with dotted lines. The torque response is obtained
in 1.3 ms. and the speed response is uniform and without any noticeable oscillations.
Note that. as the rotor speed reaches the commanded speed. the speed error (and
hence the electromagnetic torque command) decreases. During this time. to reduce
the electromagnetic torque. only zero voltage is applied across the arolature termi
nals. When the armature current goes below its reference value, then the source
voltage is applied to the armature.
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STAR

Read motor, drive, controller,
command parameters, torque, limiter,

integration step interval. final time tf, etc.

Read controller gains/ current
windows/ sawtooth frequency

and magnitude, etc.

Start the integration of system
equations and apply the constraints

No
t > t f

Yes

Displayl Print
the results

Figure 4.30 Flowchart for the dynamic simulation of the chopper-controlled de motor drive
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Figure 4.31 Dynamic performance of a one-quadrant chopper-controlled separately-excited dc motor
drive for a step command in speed reference. in normalized units

Figure 4.32 shows the performance of a four-quadrant drive system with hys
teresis-current controller, for a load torque of 0.25 p.u.. The reference speed is step
commanded, so the speed error reaches a maximum of 2 p.u., as in the
first-quadrant operation described in Figure 4.31. When the speed reference goes to
zero and then to negative speed, the torque command follows, but the armature cur
rent is still positive. To generate a negative torque, the armature current has to be
reversed, i.e, in this case to negative value. The only way the current can be reversed
is by taking it through zero value. To reduce it to zero, the armature current is made
to charge the dc link by opening the transistors, thus enabling the diodes across the
other pair of nonconducting transistors to conduct. This corresponds to part of the
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o 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Time. s

Figure 4.32 Dynamic performance of a four-quadrant chopper-controlled separately-excited dc motor
drive for a step command in bipolar speed reference. in normalized units

second-quadrant operation, as shown in Figure 4.7, with the diodes 0304 conduct
ing. When the current is driven to zero, note that the speed, and hence the induced
emf, are still positive. The current is reversed with the aid of the induced emf by
switching T4 only, as in to the fourth-quadrant operation shown in Figure 4.10. The
induced emf enables a negative current through 02' the machine armature, and T4.

The current rises fast~ when it exceeds the current command by the hysteresis win
dow, switch T4 is turned off, enabling 01 to conduct along with 02' The armature cur
rent charges the dc source, and the voltage applied across the machine is + Vs during

•
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this instant. If the current falls below the command by its hysteresis window, then
the armature is shorted with T4 again, to let the current build up. This priming and
charging cycle continues until the speed reaches zero. The drive algorithm for the
part discussed is briefly summarized as follows.

W r T* W r la ia Conditione

+ + + + + If W r < w;. ier ~ die set Va = V s

ier ::s -di. reset Va = 0
(Quadrant I)

+ + + If W r > w;. Va = -Vs until ia ~()

(Quadrant I)

+ + If W r > w;. itT ~ ~i. set Va = V.
ier ::s -.:ii. reset Va = 0

(Quadrant IV)

To reverse the rotor speed, the negative torque generation has to be contin
ued. When the stored energy has been depleted in the machine as it reaches stand
still, energy has to be applied to the machine, with the armature receiving a negative
current to generate the negative torque. This is achieved by the switching of T~ ·and
T4 . From now on, it corresponds to third- and second-quadrant operations for the
machine to operate in the reverse direction atthe desired speed and to bring it to
zero speed, respectively. For the operation in the reverse direction, the input arma
ture voltage conditions can be derived as in the table given above. TIle quadrants of
operation are also plotted in the figure, to appreciate the correlation of speed,
torque, voltage, and currents in the motor drive system.

4.14 APPLICATION

Forklift trucks are used in material-handling applications, such as for loading,
unloading, and transportation of materials and finished goods in warehouses and
manufacturing plants. The forklift trucks are operated by rechargeable battery
driven dc series motor-drive systems. Such electrically operated equipment is
desired, to comply with zero pollution in closed workplaces and to minimize fire
hazards. The dc series motor for a typical forklift [6] is rated at 10 hp, 32 Vdc.
230 A, 3600 rpm and is totally enclosed and fan-cooled. It operates with a duty
cycle of 200/0. Four-quadrant operation is desired. to regenerate and charge the ~at

teries during braking, and both directions of rotation are required, for moving in the
forward and reverse directions. The torque is increased by having a gear box between
the motor and the forklift drive train. A schematic diagram of the forklift control is
shown in Figure 4.33. The presence of an operator means that the forklift has no
automatic closed-loop speed control; the operator provides the speed feedback and
control by continuous variation of speed reference.

Chopper-controlled dc motor drives are also used in conveyors. hoists, eleva
tors, golf carts, people carriers in airport lobbies, and some variable-speed hand tools.
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Figure 4.33 Block-diagram control schematic of a battery-fed chopper-controlled d~ series
motor-drive system

Example 4.6

A separately-excited chopper-controlled dc motor drive is considered for a paper winder in a
winding-unwinding controller. This application uses essentially constant horsepower because
the tension of the strip decreases as the build-up increases on the roll~ hence, the winder can
be speeded up. The maximum increase in speed is determined by the output power of the
drive system. The motor ratings and parameters are as follows: 200 kW, 600 V, 2400 rpm,
Ra= 0.05 fi, La = 0.005 H, Kb = 2.32 V/rad/sec, BI = 0.05 N·m/rad/sec, J = 100 K g_m2

,~ = 30 fi,
Lf = 20 H, Input = 460 V :t 100/0,3 ph, 60 Hz :t 3 Hz.

Design the chopper power circuit with a current capacity of 2 p.u. for short duration and
dc link voltage ripple factor of 1% for dominant harmonic. (The ripple factor is the ratio
between the rms ac ripple voltage and the average dc voltage.)

Solution



+
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Figure 4.34 Harmonic-equivalent circuit of the de motor drive

v.. = _1_(3V2V .~)
In V2 11" 35

from equation (3.175). which when substituted for nominalline-to-line voltage of 460 V. gives

V in = 25.1 V

V
Given ripple factor = 0.01 = ~.

Vdc

where Von is the output voltage ripple across the capacitor and V de is the average de voltage.

Von = 0.01 Vdc = 0.01 X 1.35 X V = 0.01 X 1.35 X 460 = 6.21 V

Hence, the ratio of sixth-harmonic output voltage to input voltage is given as

Von = 6.21 = 0.247
Vin 25.1

The sixth-harmonic equivalent circuit for the filter and motor load is shown in Figure 4.34.
From the figure. it is seen that. to minimize the harmonic current to the load. the capaci

tive reactance has to be approximately 10 times smaller than the load impedance:

from which C f is evaluated as

C. = 10
t 6ws VR; + (6wsLa )2

10
-------;============================== = 433 ~F
(6 X 358.14)V(0.05)2 + (6 X 358.14 x 0.005)2

where Ws corresponds to the lowest line frequency, i.e.,

27r(fs - 3) = 211"(60 - 3) = 358.14 rad/sec

The load impedance is 10 times the capacitive reactance: for the purpose of finding the ratio
between the capacitive voltage and the input source voltage, then. the load impedance can be
treated as an open circuit. This gives rise to

1
nwL r ---

S nwsC,

----- = 0.247
n2w;LrCr -
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from which LeCr is obtained as

1
--+1

_ 0.247 _ -6
LrCr - 2 2 - 1.09 x 10

n Ws

Hence, the filter inductance is obtained, by using the previously calculated Cf' as

1.09 X 10- 0

Lf =----
Cf

(iii) Chopper Device Ratings

1.09 X 10-6

---- = 2.52 mH
433 X 10-6

IT = Imax = 686 A

Vo = VT = V2(V + O.lV) = 715.6 V

(iv) Device Selection
IGBT.

A single device per switch is sufficient in both these categories.
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1. Why is the duty cycle usually changed by varying the on-time rather than the chop
ping frequency?

2. Very small duty cycles near zero are not possible to realize in practice. What are the
constraints in such cases?

3. Similarly, a duty cycle of one is not feasible in the chopper. What is the reason?

4. Draw the gating pulses for each of the four quadrants of operation of the chopper-
controlled dc motor drive.

5. Is a sine-wave output current possible from a chopper circuit?

6. Is a sine-wave voltage output possible from a chopper circuit?

7. The chopper can be switched at very high frequencies. What are the factors that lin1it
high-freq uency operation?

8. A S-hp dc nl0tor is to be driven from a chopper for two applications: a robot. and a
winder. Discuss the power device to be selected for each of the applications.

9. Compare a four-quadrant chopper and a phase-controlled converter fed fronl a
3-phase ac supply with regard to the nurnber of power devices, speed of response. con
trol complexity. and harmonics generated.

10. A two-quadrant drive to operate in FM and FR is required. Which one has to be rec
ommended between Figures 4.13(ii) and (iii) '?

11. The averaging and the instantaneous steady-state conlputation techniques give identi
cal results in the continuous-conduction mode. Is this true for the discontinuous cur
rent mode, too?

12. Ripple current is minimized by either increasing the chopper frequency or including an
inductance in series with the armature of the dc motor. Discuss the merits and demerits
of each alternative. Are the alternatives constrained by the size of the motor drive '?

13. Discuss the control circuit design for a two-quadrant chopper circuit.

14. Discuss the impact of the choice of the current controllers on the dynamic perfor
mance of the dc motor-drive systenl.

15. Design a digital controller for.a hysteresis-current controller.

16. Design an analog version of the PWM current controller. Use commercially available
integrated chips and operational amplifiers in the design.

17. Which one of the current controllers produces the highest switching losses and motor
copper losses?

18. Is an innermost voltage loop necessary for fast response of the dc motor drive?

19. The hysteresis window. ~i. can be made a constant or a variable. Discuss the merits
and demerits of both alternatives.

20.

21.

22.

7~....,.

Likewise, the PWM carrier frequency can be either a constant or a variable. Discuss
the merits and demerits of both alternatives.

The window in the hysteresis controller and the carrier frequency in the PWM controller
are made to be variable quantities. What are they to be dependent upon for variation?

Is the parameter sensitivity of the open-loop chopper-controlled dc motor drive dif
ferent from that of the phase-controlled de motor drive?

Time-domain simulation can eliminate the errors in the final construction and testing
of a chopper-controlled dc ITIotor drive. Discuss a nlcthod of including the front-end
uncontrolled rectifier and filter in the simulation.
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24. The time-domain dynamic model derived and developed in this chapter has to be very
slightly modified to treat either a series or a cumulatively-excited dc motor drive.
What are the changes to be introduced?

25. The transfer-function model is true for both small- and large-signal analysis of the
separately-excited dc motor drive. A chopper-controlled dc series motor drive has to
be considered for its speed-controller design. Will the same block diagram be ade
quate for the task at hand?

4.17 EXERCISE PROBLEMS

1. A chopper is driving a separately-excited dc motor whose details are given in
Example 4.1. The load torque is frictional and delivers rated torque at rated speed.
Calculate and plot the duty cycle vs. speed. The maximum electromagnetic torque
allowed in the motor is 2 p.u. The friction coefficient of the motor is 0.002 N·m/rad/sec.

2. Consider the de motor chopper details given in Example 4.2. Compute the
torque-speed characteristics for a duty cycle of 0.4, using the averaging and instanta
neous steady state computation techniques. Do the methods compare well in the dis
continuous current-conduction mode?

3. Compare the switch ratings of the two-quadrant choppers shown in Figures 4.13(ii)
and (iii).

4. A chopper-controlled dc series motor drive is intended for traction application.
Calculate its torque-speed characteristics for various duty cycles. The motor details
are as follows: 100 hp, 500 V, 1500 rpm, Ra + R f = 0.01 n, La + Lse = 0.012 H, M =

0.1 H, J = 3 Kg· m2
, B} = 0.1 N·m/rad/sec. The chopper has an input source voltage of

650 V and operates at 600 Hz.

5. The motor chopper given in Example 4.4 is used in a position servo application. It is
required that the pulsating torque be less than 1°1<> of the rated torque. At zero speed,
the motor drive is producing a maximum of 3 p.u. torque. Determine (i) the increase
in switching frequency and (ii) the value of series inductance to keep the pulsating
torque within the specification:

6. The above problem has an outermost position loop. The position controller is of
PI type. Determine the overall-position transfer function and find its bandwidth for
Kp = 1 and Tp = 0.2 sec, if the system is stable. Assume that the speed controller is of
proportional type, with a gain of 100. The current controller is a hysteresis controller.

7. A chopper-controlled dc motor has the following parameters:

6.3 A, 200 V, 1000 rpm, Ra = 4 n, La = 0.018 H, Kb = 1.86 V/rad/sec, J = 0.1 kg . m2
•

B} = 0.0162 N·m/rad/sec, fe = 500 Hz, Vs = 285 V

Determine the following:

(i) Torque-speed characteristics for duty cycles of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 in the forward
motoring mode~

(ii) The average currents at 500 rpm, using averaging and instantaneous steady-state
evaluation techniques~ (Assume a suitable duty cycle.)

(iii) Critical duty cycle vs. speed, with and without an external inductance of 20 mHo
(Draw it.)
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8. Determine the speed-controller gain and time constant for the following separately
excited chopper-controlled dc motor drive:

250 hp, 500 V, 1250 rpm, 920/0 Efficiency, Ra = 0.0520, La = 1 mH,
Kb = 3.65 V/rad/sec, J = 5 kg·m2

, B, = 0.2 N·m/rad/sec, Vs = 648 v.

The current controller has a PWM strategy with a carrier frequency of 2 kHz.
Calculate also the speed response for a speed command of 0 to 0.8 p.u., when the load
torque is maintained at 0.5 p.u. {Hint: Calculate the speed controller gain and time
constant~ assuming B1 = 0.1



CHAPTER 5

Polyphase Induction
Machines

5.1 INTRODUCTION

A hrid introduction 10 the theory and principle of operation of induction machines
is given in this chapler, llle nOI:1tions :Ire introduced. And consistent usc of them in
Ihe text is adhered IO.llIC principle of operation of Ihe induction molar is devel~

oped to derive the steady-slate equivalcllI circuit and performance calculations,They
are required to evaluate the steady-slalc response of variable-speed induction-molor
drives In the succeeding chaplCrs.lhe dynamic simulation is olle of the key steps in
Ihe validalion of the design procc!>S of the mOlor-drive systems. eliminating inadver
tent design mistakes and the rc~ulting errors in the prototype construction and lest
ing and hence the need for dyllllmic modds of the induction machine. The dynamic
model of lhe induction machine in dire<.:t~. quadrature-, and zero·sequcllce axes
(known as dqo axes) is derived from fundam/;,lltals. This is generally considered dif·
ficuh and is avoided by many practicing engineers. Hence. care is taken 10 maintain
simplicity in the derivation. while physical insight is introduced. The dqo model uses
two windings for each of the stator and rotor of the induction machine. The transfor·
mations used in the derivation of various dymullic models arc b;l~cd on simple
trigonometric rehllionships obtainco :.IS projections on a set of axes. '!1,e dynamic
model is derived with the frames of observation rotating at an arbitrary speed. The
most useful models in stationary. rotor. and synchronous reference fr:unes are
obtained a~ p:'lrlicular caSes of lhe arbilrar} rderence-frames modcl. The dynamic
model is u:>cd 10 obtain transient responses. small-signal equations. and a multitude
of transfer functions. all ot which arc usdul in the study of converter-fed induction·
motor drives. Space-phasor appro<lch has further simplified the polyphase induction
machine model 10 one equivalent stator and one rotor winding. thereby evoking a
powerful similarity to the dc machine to correspond with its armature and field
windings. lhc "pacc-phasor modeling of the induction motor is introduced as it sim
ple extension of dqo models. The merits :.IIld demerits of the space-pha~or rcpresen·
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Note that the slip does not enter in this; the ratio between the stator and rotor
induced emfs viewed at stator frequency does not contain it. and rotor impedance
absorbs this slip. Substitution of equation (5.14) into equation (5.13) yields

(5.16)

where R, find L1, arc the stlltor-referred rotor rc:sistance and leak3ge inductance.
respectively. given as

15.17)

As the fictitious rotor and statur at the air gap have the s:!me induced emf. E,. the
physic:!1 isul:llion can be reml)\'cd 10 gct a connected clrcuil.l"e final equivalent
circuit. referred to the stator. is shown in Figure 5.3. Magnetization is accounted for
h~' the magnetizing branch of the equivalent circuit. consisting of the magnetizing
inductance that is lossless and hence cannot represent core losses. An equivalent
resistance can represent the core losses. This core·loss resistance is in parallcllo the
magnetizing inducwnce. because the core losses are dependent on the nux and
hence proportional to the nux linkages and the resulting <lir gap voltage E1•""e self·
inductances of the stator phase winding. ~,and of the rotor phase winding referred
10 the stator, L,. are obtained as the sum of the magnetizing inductance and respec
live leakage inductances:

L,=L",+L" (5.18)

(5.19)

'I"c corresponding react<lnces are obtained by multiplYlIlg the inductances by thc
~l:Itor angular frequency. A simple phasor diagram of the induction motor is drawn
hy using the equivalent circuit given in Figure 5.3. The basis is provided b} the fol·
lowing relationships. contained in equations from (5.20) to (5.25).

When the machine is energized wilh no load on the rotor. then the rotor cireuil
i~ upcn-cireuited.beeause the slip is zero.The stator currenl drawn during Ihis condi
tion. known as the no-load current. contributes to the magnetization of the machine

1
"- jX!, 'm " "

JX Ir

./
v. 'Xm E, .. ~,

Fi~lln' s..\ Eqlll\ aknl "'f"llll "'lIh lhe rotor at ~lah'( ff~qllcnc~
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and resulting core losses. Then this no-load current is viewed as the sum of the mag
netizing and core-loss components of the current and accordingly is written as

(5.20)

(5.21 )

(5.22)

where I" is the no-load phase curren!. 1mis the magnetizing current. and Ie is the
core-loss current. The magnetizing curren! in terms of the air gap voltage and the
magnetizing reactance is written as

E,
1=

m jX
m

where E l is the air gap voltage and Xm is the magnetizing reactance. Similarly, the
core-loss component of the stator current is wrinen as

E,
1,,"'

R,

where Re is the resistance to account for the core losses. TIle rotor phase current is
given by

where If is the rotor phase current. The stator phase current then is

I •• '" I, + I"

(5.23)

(5.24)

In terms of the induced emf. stator current. and stator parameters. the applied stator
voltage is expressed as the sum of the induced emf and stator impedance voltage
drop and is given by

(5.25)

where V.. is the stator phase voltage.
The phasor diagram is shown in Figure 5.4. The angle 4J between the stator

input voltage and the stator current is the power factor angle of the stator, and Am is
the mutual flux. The steady-state performance is taken up next by using the equiva
lent circuit.

5.4 STEADY·STATE PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS
OF THE INDUalON MOTOR

The key variables in the machine are the air gap power. mechanical and shaft output
power, and electromagnetic torque. These are derived from the equivalent circuit of
the induction machine as follows. The real power transmitted from the stator. P,. to
the air gap, p., is the difference between total input power to the slator windings and
copper losses in the stator and is given as

PI = P, - 31~R. (W) (5.26)
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E,

•

~i:::::"-__L ...
'.

"JUri' 5.4 Simplified rhasor diagram of III<' IndUCIIOn molOI

Neglecting the core losses. the air gap po.....er IS equal 10 the total po.......:r dissi
pated in R,Is in the three phases of the machine: there is no other clemen! 10 con
sume power in the rotor equivalent circuit. It is given as

, R,
p. '=' 31", - (5.27),

which could be wrillen allernatively as

, , (1-')
p. '=' JI;R, + 31;R, --

s
(5.2H)

The I:R, term is recognized as the rotor copper los~ and hence the rcmamJcr.

I~Rr!..!.....=....:. gives the power converted inlO mechanical forlll. llle rotor copper,
losses are equal to the product of the slip and lm gap power from equation (5.27).
and this is referred to as stip power. The common term of lhree In equations (5.27)
and (5.28) accounlS for the number of phases in lhe machines. which throughoulthis
text is taken as three. The mechanical power outpUt. Pm. is obtained as

(I - ,)
P '=' 312R -- (W)

m " S
( 'L~q)
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Alternately, in terms of the electromagnetic torque and rolOr speed. the mechanical
power output is equal to their product:

(5.30)

where Tc is the internal or electromagnelic torque, derived from equations (5.29)
and (5.30) as

T = 03,,1~:..:R",(,,-1_-_',,)
c SWm

(5.31 )

(5.32)

Substiwling for the rolar speed in terms of the slip and stator frequency, given by

w, w. (I - s)
w m =P/2= P/2

into (5.29).lhe electromagnetic or air gap IOrque is obtained as

T
c

= 3(.J:)I:R,
2 sw,

(5.33)

To obtain the shaft output power of the machine, Pi' the windage and friction losses
of Ihe rolor, denoted as Pew' have 10 be subtracted from the mechanical output
power of Ihe machine, symbolically given as follows:

(5.34)

The friction and windage losses are two distinci and separate losses: Ihey are pro
portional to the speed and the square of Ihe speed. respectively. therefore they
have 10 be represented as a function of speed for evalualion of the variable-speed
performance of the induclion motor. There are also losses due to stray magnetic
fields in the machine; they are covered by the term stray load losses. llJe stray-load
losses vary from 0.25 to 0.5 percent of Ihe rated machine output. The stray-load losses
are obtained from the measurements on the machine under load from the remainder
of the difference between the input power and the sum of the known losses such as
the stator and rOlor copper and core losses, friction and windage los!>es, and power
output. Note thai the stray-load losses have not been accounted for in the equivalent
circuit of the machine. Various analytical formulae and empirical relationships are in
usc, but a precise prediction of the stray losses is very difficult.

Example 5.1

(i) Find the efficiency of 3n,induction motor operaling at full load. The machine details arc
given in the following:

2000 hp. 2300 v, 3 phase, Star connected. <I polc,6() Hz. Full load slip"'" 0,03746

R, = O.02l'l;R, = 0.120:1{" '"' 451.2 l'l: X.. '"' so l'l: X" '"' Xj, = 0.32U

(ii) The line power factor needs to be improved to unity by installing capacitors at thc input
terminals of the induction motor. Calculate the per-phase capacitance required to obtain
a line power faclor or unity.
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Solution (I) The equivalent circuit of the induction mowr is utilized to solve the
problem. First, calculate the equivalent input impedance of thc induction motor. This is
achieved by finding the equivalent impedance between Ihe magnetizmg and core-loss resis
tance, and then the combined impedance of this with the rotor impedance is found, which,
when added to the stator impedance. gives the equivalent impedance of the induClion
machine,

·x '"Magnetizing·branch equivalent impedance. ZQ = I~ +'" jX.... 5.-17 + l49.:W n

R, 0.12 0 n
Rowr Impedance. Z, = -; + lXI, = O.03~-l7 + J .32

Equivalent rolor and magnetizing impedance. Zc.... z,,~z, % 313 - JO 51 n
z" +

Motor equivalent impcdanee.Z,... = R..' jX... + Zc.."' 3.15 + JO_H.~11

V. 2300
Phase input volta" v • - • -- '" 1327.9 V

'. y'j y'j

V.. .
Stator current. I, '" z,,,, = 394.2 - )104.1 A

z..Rowrcurrent,l, - - I, '" 393.87 - J78.07 A
Z,m

No-load current. I.... I, - I, - 0.33 - j2fi.OJ A

Core-loss current, I, - ~ 10 - 2.85 - ;0.28 A

Rotor angular speed.
w, 21Tr, 2 • 11" • 60

W", '" (I -~) P/2 .. (1 - s) P/2 '" 0.03746 4/2 - 181.43 rad sec (mechJ

.. P, R,
Air-gap torque. 1< .. J - 11,1- - '" 8220 1 N-m

2 "".
Mechanical power. P "" lU",T, .. 1491.2 kW
Shaft power output. P", '" P, - p.. '" 1491.2 - () = 1.f912 kW

Stator rcslsth'c los~ p.. '" 311iR.. '" 3 • 407.74~· 0.2 "' 9.975 kW

Rotor reslsm'e losses. P", = 311,J1R, '" 3 • 401.531• 0 12 '" 58.04 kW

Core losses. P", = 311 01
2R.,' 2.8652 • 451.2 - 11.11 (kW)

Input powcr.P, = p.. + P..,. + P", + p.... ., 149\.2 - 1).1)15 + 58W ->- 11 II "'" 1570,5 kW

. P, 1491.2
% EffiCIency. '1 .. 1', 100" 1570.5 100 - 94.%%

(ii) The prinCIple of power-factor imrro\'em~nl Will! capacl\or In,tol!latlO,)n ,It thc
machine stator terminals is based on lhe capacitor's drawlIlg II Icadlllg reacllve curr.:nl from
the supply to cancellhe lagging reactive current drawn by the inductIOn nll\dl1no::..ln order for
Ihe lille power factor 10 be unity. the reacth'e component of the hne curreOl mu~t be lero. rhc
reacti\'e line current IS the sum of the capacitor and IlldUCllon machille r~'actl\'': currents.
Therefore. the capilelll"'e reactive currenl (10"") has lfl he equal III magnlHl(k hUI flPP()~IIC in
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direction to the machine lagging reactive current, but the machine reactive current is the
imaginary part of the stator current and is given by

lap + imag(I,l - 0

Hence. luI' - - imag(l,) - -(-j104.1) "" jl04.1 A

This current is controlled by the capacitors installed !:It the input. and therdore the capacitor
required is

leal' j 104.1
C = jw,VI» = j377. 1327.9 = 20.792 flF

5.5 STEADY-STATE PERFORMANCE

A flowchart for the evaluation of the steady-state performance or the motor is
given in Figure 5.5. The relevant equations for use are from (5.22) to (5.33). A set
or sample torque-vs.-slip characteristics for constant input voltage is shown in
Figures 5.6(a) and (b).

The torque-vs.-slip characteristics are shown for slip \<arying from 0 to 1. The
slip is chosen in place of rotor speed because it is nondimensional and so is applica·
ble 10 any motor frequency. Near the synchronous speed, i.e.. at low slips. the torque
is linear and is proportional to slip; beyond the maximum torque (also known as
breakdown torque), the torque is approximately inversely proportional to slip. as is
seen from the Figure 5.6(3). At standstill. the slip equals unity. and, at this operating
point. the torque produced is known as standstill torque. To accelerate a load.lhis
standstill torque has to be greater than the load torque. It is preferable to operate
near low slips to have higher efficiency. This is due to the fact that the rotor copper
losses are directly proportional to slip and arc equal to the slip power. and. hence. at
low slips, the rotor copper losses are small.

llll:~ positive-slope region of the lorque-slip characteristics provides stable
operation. Consider the machine operating at 1 p.u. with a low slip. and let the load
torque be increased 10 \.5 p.u. The rOlor slows down and thereby develops a larger
slip. which increases the electromagnetic torque capable of meeting lhe load torque.
The new steady state is reached at 1.5 p.u. torque after a transient period with oscil
lations in torque. If the operating point at I p.u.lorque at a slip of 0.85 is considered.
the load torque disturbance will lead to increasing slip. resulting in less and less
torque generation, thereby diverging more and more (rom the new load torque
leading to a final pullout of the machine and reaching standstill. As this discussion is
addressed to the steady-stale charaCleristics of lhe machine. the two regions are
named statically stable and unstable, as indicated in Figure 5.6(a).

Figure 5.6(b) shows the torque vs. slip for a wide range of slip. from -2 to 2.
with the stator supplied with rated voltages and frequency. Consider the motor as
spinning in the direction opposite to that of a phase sequence abc. Assume that a set
of statOr voltages with a phase sequence abc is applied at supply frequency. This cre
ales a stator nux linkage counter to the direclion of rotor speed. resulting in a brak
ing action. This also creates a slip greater than one: the rOlor speed is negative ~ith
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respect to synchronous speed. This braking action brings rOlor speed 10 stand:.liIlm
lime. Consider the rotor electrical speed to be greater than Ihe synchronous speed.
resulting in a negative slip. A negative slip changes the generalion of positive
(motoring) to negative (generating) torque as Ihe induced emf phase is reversed.
Hence. for negative slip. the torque-vs.-slip characleristic is ~imilar to the mOlOnn~

characteristic discussed earlier. except that the breakdown torque is much higher
with negative-slip operation, This is due to the fact that the mUlual nux linbges arc
strengthened by the generatOr aClion of the induction machine. The reversal of rOlor
current reduces the motor impedance voltage drop. resulting in a boost of magnetll
ing current and hence in an increase of mutual nux linkages and torque.

The performance characteristics are shown in Figure 5,7 for rated vollag..- and
frequency.llie stator currelll at standstill on full vultage is 5.35 p.u.l1le efficiency is
approximately equal to (1 - s). Even though there is torque generated at standstill.
the power output is zero (because of lero rotor speed). For \ariable-spced applica·
tions. the range of interest for the slip is 0 to 0.13 p.u" i.e.. in the positive slope
region of the lorque-vs.-slip dHlracleristics. [I is ~l'cn 111<lt the efficiency is high ill
thiS region. as explained elsewhere.

Shlrling Torque: The starting torque is obtained from Ihe torque cxpre~sion h~

substituting for s = I. Neglecting the magnetizing current, the eleclromagnetlc
torque at starting is approximately

T a~·f
• W, 2

v;.. R,

(R. + R,)! + {X" + x"f
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This torque can be augmented for motors started directly with full line voltages
(what are commonly termed line starr motors). by increasing the rotor resistance That
increases the numerator proportionally and lhe denominator only slightly in equation
(5.35). contributing to a higher torque. Rotor resistance is increased through the con
nection of external resistors in the slip-ring rotor. In the case of the squirrel-cage rotor.
it is realized through either deep-bar or double-cage rotors. shown in Figure 5.8. Note
that. at standstill, the rotor currents are at supply frequency. and therdore the rOtor
conductors have considerable skin effect. resulting in a higher resistance. Further. the
larger slot height. 2 to 3 times the slot width. results in higher leakage nux. which pre
vents the now of current in the inner part of the rotor bars. further decreasing the
cross-sectional area of the rotor bar for current conduction and resulting in increased
rotor resistance. When the machine is operating near synchronous speed. the rotor cur·
rent frequency is very low, and hence the skin effect becomes negligible. resulting in an
even flow of current in the rotor bar. That reduces the rotor resistance and hence pro·
vides an efficient operation of the motor in steady state. By similar reasoning. il could
be seen that the outer bar becomes effective during starting and the inner bar predom
inates during steady-state operation in the double-cage rotor shown in Figure 5.8(ii).
Note that the outer bars have smaller area of cross-section compared to the inner bars.

Induction Motor Classifications: The National Electrical Manufacturers Associ
ation (NEMA Class A, B. C. and D) has classified induction motors based on the
torque-slip characteristics. Typical dHlracleristics of a NEMA Band NEM,\ 0
induction motor are shown in Figure 5.9. Class A machine charactcristic is similar to
Class B machine. NEMA Class A and B an: for general·purpose applications. such
as fans and pumps. Class C has lower peak torque but has a higher starting torque
than class B. NEMA Class C is for driving compressor pumps. NEMA Class D is 10

provide high starting torque and a wide statically slable speed range of operation.
with the disadvantage of low efficiency comparcd EO other types.
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tat ion are described. There is a small but significant following among international
engineers for this model. This fact necessitates an understanding of this model to
follow their research work and patents using Ihe space-phasor model. A number of
worked examples are given 10 iIluslrate the key concepts and methods in the analy
sis of induction machines.

5.2 CONSTRUCTION AND PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

5.2.1 Machine Construction

This section outlines some salient aspects of the machine construction but docs not
go inlo dcsign aspects. Design details may be found in many of the standard texts.
some of which are cited in the references.

Magnetic IJart: l'he stator and rotor of the induction machine are made up of
magnetic steel laminations of thickness varying from 0.0185 to 0.035 inch (0.47 to
0.875 mOl), machine-punched with slots at the inner periphery for the stator and HI
the outer periphery for the rOlor. -Illese slOls can be partially c1m.ed or fully open in
the stator laminations to adjust the leakage inductances of the stator windings. In
the rotor laminations.lhe slots can be partially open or fully closed. The rotor slots
can be very deep compared to lhc width <Ind might contain from two tu five COIl1
partmenls to hold rotor bars of different shapes placed in them. In such a case.lhe
rotor is known as a (lee!) bar rotor. Depending on the number of parallel copper
bars placed in a sial. the machine is referred to as a double-.triple-. or multiple-cage
induction motoLllle multiple-cage rotor is intended 10 maximize lhe electromag
netic torque during starting and to minimize lhe rotor copper losses during stcady
state operation. The stator laminations arc :lligned and stacked in <l fi ... turc and
presscd by heavy presses of capacity varying from 40 to 80 tons. 10 pack lhe lamina
tions vcry closely and to remove the air gap bt:tween them. With the~ ~lep... the sta
tor magnctic part of Ihe machine is ready for insertion of windings.

The rotor windings arc skewed by one half or a full slot pitch from one end 10
the other. 10 minimize or to completely cancel some of the time harmOniCs. 10
accommodate such skewing, the rotor laminations are assembled .... lth a skew in a
jig and fixlure and then pressed to make the rotor magnetic block.

Stator ~nd Rotor Windings: Consider a three-phase induction m<lchine having
three windings each on its stator and rotor.111c phase windings are di.,.placed in
space from each other by 120 electrical degrees. where

Electrical degrees = ( Pairs of poles) x Mechanical degrec~ (5.1)

The three-phase rotor windings arc short-circuited either within lhe rotor or OUlside
of the rotor. with or without external resistances connected to them. If the rotor
windings are connC('ted through slip rings mounted on the shaft and adjacent to the
rotor of the induction lllotor to provide external access 10 the rotor windings. the
machinc is referred to as a ~'I;tJ-riflg ;mJ/lclioll 1110tor. Allernately. the rulor windings
can be bars of copper or 111uminum. with IwO end rings all ached to ..hort-circuit the
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From the previous discussion on startmg lorques. il is seen Ih"l ",mous type'>
of motors arc realized by means of different mtor slot and bar con"truclions.

5.6 MEASUREMENT OF MOTOR PARAMETERS

The measuremenl of mOl or parameters i" ha'iecl nn the equivaknl o.:lrcuit of Ihe
induction motor. The various test .. to rnea"ure the mUlur parallleto.:r\ aro.: dc,cribcd.
and the calculation of lhe paramclers is con"idcn:d.

5.6.1 Stator Resistance

With the rotor at standstill.lhe stator pha~l' l"e .. i.. lanCe is measured hy applying a de
voltage tlnd Ihe resulling current. While thi" prnccuuro.: g.ives only tho.: de n:sist:lrlec
at a certain temperature. the ac resislanc... ha, 10 l~ calculated by e\)nsldering thl.:
wire size. th ... slatar frequency. and lhe operallllg tcm!X'ralUrc.

5.6.2 No-load Test

The induction motor is driven at synchronou.. speed by another motor. preferably a
de motor.'nlen the stator is energized by ,lpplying rakd vollage at ralcd frequency.
-nl(, input power pa phase. PI' is measured. The wI"I"c:.ponding cquivatenl circuit
for this condition is shown in Figure 5.10.111... ~Iip is /ero. ,,0 the rOlor Circuit is open.
For lhe prcscnl. the statur impedance can lx' ne~lecteJ: It is small compart:d to th~
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R, '.
I,.

Figure S.IO Ell""31c11Il"fCU'1 orlh~ 111.1""1"'11 tlH'U>f;lI n" 1"".1

efkctivc impedance of the l11ag.netizing and core-los" nranches. The mUllial induc
tance and tile core~loss resistance ;lre calculmcd as follow ..:

The no-load power factor is given by

P,
cos 40" -= VI

~, "

from which the magnetiling current is calculated as

[m = In sin lb,.

and the core-loss current is givt:n by

1111: magnetizing inductancc is computed from
V.

and the core-loss resistance is gi\cn by

(5.36)

(5 ..'?)

(5.3S)

(5,31))

(5.40)
v.
1,

ror most applications. such:1I1 approximate procedure for the evaluation of Lm:lIld
Rc is sufficient.

5.6.3 Locked-Rotor Test

llu:: rotor of the inducrion motor i, locked to keep it at stand"lill amJ a SCi (If low three~

phase voltages is applied to circulate raled stator currents. 'lllC inpul power pl:r phase.
P.c' is measured along with the IIlput voltage and statm currcn!. 'nle slip is unity for thc
locked-rotor condition and hence the circuit resembles that uf a secondary-shorted
transformer. 'Ille equivalent circuit for this situation is shown in Figurc 5.11. The l1l<lg
nctizing branch impedance is vcry high compared to the rolor impedancc. (R, + jX1,).

and hence the approximate effectivc impedance is only the smaller of lhe two. which is
the rolor impedance in this casc.lll": parameters are calculatt:d as f(JlIu\\'~
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~tgun' 5.11 Equ,,~k[\l CIICU,1 uf lllc' 111<.I1""',,,n nWh,r "I -tallo,hll

'1l1e shon ·circuit power f;lctor obl<linell iWIll thc' ~~lul\ ,.klll nrcult l',.
cos<b.... = V ~

"
and Ihe short-circuit impedance IS gin'n h}

V
7-... = I.••·'

from which the rotor resistance and 10lalkakagc r~a{'lance ,Ire compuled <I'

R, = Z..,cos 4.. - I{,

(~.41 )

(~...l2)

(5,-U)

(:'i...l4)

where the total leakage reactance per pha~e, X ~' I:. lhe '(1111 uf Ihe ,laltlr ,tnt!
referred'TOwr leakage reactanCl'~.given a~

X.~ = XI, ... XI' \:'i...l:'il

It is usual to assume Ihal lhe :.lator kakag.e Illduclal1("e I' C'4ual III the rotor
teak'lgc inductance. For precise cakul;llion. 11 i~ 11 good pral'\In,' III cun'uh the man·
ufacturers data sheet. Some rule<; of Ihumb arc ;1\ Jtlab1e a~ lU tlll'lr rel<l110n"hlp for
varioulo types of mOlars.

Example 5.2

The I1fl·load and locked·rOlor le~l re,ull, lor <I Ihree'l'h,,'c. 'IM·"'llIh'c'leJ. "nlt,. ;!Ul).hp
Il1dU<'II\l11 !ll;lChlllc with a ~1 .. lor pha,c rc",t,\l1CC' ,It tUI;! II "rc' .1' 1"110,,,,'

Tcst

Nul.,Jd
,""dcd r<.ltol

Input 1m" t"
hne vollag", \ lon.· cun"lIl. A

fl""" rh.'....· II1rUI
p""''''' L\\
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Find the machine equivalent-circuit paramelers.

Solulion (i) From the no-load test results:

Input power. p. = 11.61713 • 3.872 kW/phase

PI 11.61PHP "0.109'Power factor. cos do" '" VI '" _/:
.,,, v3 ~ 2;<00' 26.55

Magnetlzmgcurrenl.l .. ., I" ~1l1 do" .. 26.39 (A)

Core-loss branch currenl, I. "I"coscb," 2.'J216(A)

Neglecting Slatur impcdanc\'. the follul' In~ "r... calculateu:

.. \... .Huu \.1
Magneuzmg mduClanCC......... "-,I • 2 • 60 • 2.' = U.I ..35 H_;'t, .. 'll' •• 'J

V.. 2300 VJ
Core-loss reSIstance. R,... -', = "" <155.37 (0)

2.':/16

(ii) From the locked-rotor test results·

p.
Puwer ("etm cus dl .. --

. "\'"1,,,

(319.22/J)· Ill'
(46U>!'l VJ). -In7.75 .. 0.2137

Pha!><.' angle. cb,. .. IJ55 r;lU

V", -162.68/ v'i 267 I'
Locked-rotor Impcdllncc.Z", '" - .. .. ~-'-' "" 0.65510

I,. 407.75 -107.75

Slawr-referred rotor rcsl~tance pt:rphasc. R, = z... cos cb.. - R,," 0.120

T~ltalleakagereaClanl;C. X"l ., z.c sin <II... 0.64 0
The per-phase Slator lind rotor leakage reactances arc h,llr of the IOtal leakagc rcac·

tance: hence.

and Ihe leakage induclancc~ arc

(iii) Further refinement of the equl\alcnt-clrcull parameters: The stator Impedance "as
neglected 10 the calculallon of magnellzmg lOductance :md core-loss resistance becaus.c. at
th:lt time, the stator leakage mduelancc was nOI ilvailable. Now, haVing obtained it from the
locked rotor test, we can usc the no·load equhalcnl circuit Iv recalculate the magnetiZing
inductance and core-loss resistancc: theIr final values arc obtamcd as 0.1326 Hand 451.2 II.
rcspecti\'e1y.

5.7 DYNAMIC MODElING OF INDUCTION MACHINES

The steadY-Slate model and equivalent circuit developed in earlier seelions arc
useful for studying the pcrformant'e of the machine in steady state. 1his implies
that all eleClricaltransients are neglected during load ch"lnges and stalor frequency
variations. Such variations arise In applications involving \'ariable-speed drives.
The variable-speed drivcs are COI1\crtcr-fed from finite sources. unlike the utility
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sources. due to the limitations of the switch ratings and filler sizes. This results in
their incapability to supply large lransient power. Hence. we need to evaluate lhe
dynamics of converter-fed variable-speed drives 10 assess the adequacy of the con
verter switches and the converters for a given motor and their interaction to deler
mine the excursions of currents and lorque in Ihe converter and mOlOr. The
dynamic model considers Ihe instantaneous effecls of var~ mg voltageslcurrellh. Sla

lor frequency, and lorque dislurbance. The dynamic model of the induction lTlotur is
derived by using a two-phase mOlar in direct and quadrature axes."1l1is approach is
desirable because of the conceplu:l1 simplicity obtained \\llh two sets of \\indlOgs.
one on the stator and the otllt'r on tllc rotor. '1110.= eqmla1cnce betwel'll Ih... Ihrel'
phil:.e anl! two-phase rnachll1e Illo<.kb IS derl\cd lrom ~Implc obscrvatlOll. anJ thl~

approach is suitable for exlt:nding II to model an I/-phasc machine by means of a
two-phase machine. The concept of power invariance is Inlroduced: the po.... er muSI
be c<Iual in the three-philsc machine and its eqUIvalent two-phase mudd 1he
required transformatiun in vollages. currents, or nux linkages is derived 111 a gener
alized way. 111e reference frames arc chosen to be ilrblwlry. and pHrticular e;lSl,.'s.
such as slationary, rotor, and synchronous reference frames. arc simple inSlance) of
the gencral case. Deri\'ation~ for clectromagncllc torque Involving the currelll) and
nux linkages arc given.-'lll.: differential equations describing the induction motor arc

nonlinear. For stabililY and conlroller design studies. it is important to linearil.c lhe
machine cquations around a steady-slale operating poml to obtain small-Signal
equal ions. Such a small·signal model is derived in thiS chapler. Algorithms and no"'·
chart arc given to compute the eigenvalues. transfer functions. and frequency
responses of the induction malOr. Various stages in the dynamic modeling 01 the
Ihree-phasc induction machine arc shown in figure 5.12. For the sake of complele
nes~ the spaee·phasor model is derived from the dynamic model in direct and 4uad·
rature axes. 11lC space-phasor model powerfUlly evokes the similarity anl!
equivalence between th..: imluctian machines and dc machines from the modclin~

and control poinls of view. Examples are included in thl~ section to illu:.trate the
es:.ellti<ll concepts.

5.7,1 Real'Time Model of a Two-Phase Induction Ma(hine

The following assumplions arc Illade tu dcrivc the dynamIC model:

(i) uniform air gap;

(ii) balanced rolor and statur windings.. wilh sinusoid<lll~ l!istrihuted mmf:

(iii) inductance vs. rotor positIon is sinusoidlll: and

(i,') saturalion and panllllcter chang('~ arc n..:glected.

A two-phase induction nHlchinc wilh stator and rotor \\lndings 1'\ shown in Fig·
un.: 5.13. -111e windings arc displaced in space by YO ckl·trical degrees. anl! the
rOlDr winding, o. is at an angle 0, from Ihe stator II aXI~ .... lllding. It is assumed tholl
the d axis is leading the q axis fnr clod. wise direction of rotalioll 01 the rolDr. If the
clockwise phase sequence is IIq. Ihc rotating magnetic fidd will be revolving at the
angular speed uf lhe supply frequency hut counter to the phase sequence of the sta
lor :.upply.
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Two·phase machine ==:,; TIl'oJ-phase machille ==:,; Three·phase 10
...ilh lime varying ",uh constanl tWQ-pha~ -
indtK:lanc:e Lnduclance transformation

DerivMtion of
¢:=

Generalized model
¢:= Power ~

~ electromagnellc In arbitrary
equlvalenulorque r.-f",,,nce rrame

~
Slationary. roto! alld

~ ==:,;synchronous reference Model ""lh Paunll
frame modd and llux linkages model tJenvllllon -
lrans/ormation

Slal>tllty anal~sts. k= Small SIgnal
~lransfer funcltonsand model and

frequency re~pon><:~ normalt~.al"ln

Figure 5.12 D~'namlc modehng or lhe three·phase mduclion malar

Therefore. the rotor is pulled In lhe direction or the rotating magnetic l1cld
that is. counler clockwise. in this case. The currents and vollages or the SlalOr and
rotor windings are marked in Figure 5.13,The number or turns per ph as.: in the sta
tor and rotor. respectively are T 1 and T 1. A pair of poles is assumed for this figure.
but it is applicable with slight modificOltion for any number of pairs of poles if it is
drawn in terms or electrical degrees. Note that 0, is thc electrical rowr position al
any inslan!. oblained by multiplying the mechanical rotor position by pairs of elec
trical poles. The terminal vollagcs of the stalor and rotor windings can be expressed
as the sum or the voltage drops in resistances and rates or change of nux linkages.
which are the products or currents and inductances. The equations arc as rollows:

v'l' = R4i", + p(L'l'ii,!,l + p(L'I'!i~.l + p(L""i,,) + p(L4~illl

v... = p(Ldlji",) + R~i(), + p(L""i<l<) + p(Ldui,,) + p(L~lIill)

Vo = p(~~.) + plLu~i... ) + Roiu + p(L,."i,.) + P(L..ailll
VII = p(Lllqiqo) + p(Llklidl;) + p(L""I,,) + Rlli~ + p(LLlBilil

(5.46)

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.49)

where p is Ihc difrercntial operator dldl, and the various inductances arc explained as
follows. vl!" Viis' vo ' v~ arc the terminal voltages of (he stator q axis.tl axis. and TOwr {l and
j3, windings. respectively. i", and i"" arc the slator q axis and d axis currents. respectively.
i" and i8 arc the rOlor 0: and j3, windings currcnts., rcspeclively. Lqq• Ldd • L,.... and~ arc
lhe slator q and d axes winding and rotor 0: and ~ winding selr-inductanccs. respecti\·ely.
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Figure 5.0 Slalor an<l rOH}f "mdmp "f a l"o-phase InduellOn malor

The mutual inducl;lnces bel\\ccn any Iwo windings arc denoted by L wilh two
subscripts. the first subscript denoting the winding at \.lrhich the emf is measured duc
to the current in thc other winding. Indicated by the second subscript. For example.
Lqd is the mutual inductance between thc q and d axes windings due to a current in
the d axis winding. Under Ihe assumption of uniform air gap. the sclf·inductances
arc independent of angular positions: hence, Ihcy are constants:

L,,,, = L 111l = L"

L,w "" L'!'l .." L,

(5.50)

(5.51 )

The mutual inductances between Ihc Slator "mdm£> and belween the rOtor wmdings
arc :r.ero. because Ihe nux SCI up by a current in one winding will not link with the Olher
winding displaced in space by 90 degrees. This lc<ld" 10 Ihe followingsimplifications.

L"ll "" LIlo = ()

L-.kl=L<j<l=lI

(552)

(5.53)
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The mutual inductances between the stator and rolor winding~ are a function of
the rotor position. Or' and they arc assumed 10 be sinusoidal functions because of
the assumption of sinusoidal mmf distribulion in the windings. Symmetry in wind
ings and construction causes the mutual inductances between one stator and one
rotor winding to be the same whether they are viewed from the stator or the rotor:

L"J = L<lu = L" cos 0, (5.54)

Ljlo.l = LJ13 = L" sin 0, (5.55)

L,,~ = L'l" = L" sin 0, (5.56)

LJl<1 = I '~~ ~ - L" cos !I, (5.57)

where L" is the peak value of the mutual inductance between a st,lIor and a rOlor
winding.llle last equation has a negative term. because a positive current in 13 wind
ing produces a negative flux linkage in the q axis winding" and vice versa.
Substitution of equations from (5.501 to (5.57) inlO equatiuns from (5.46) to (SAY)
results in a system of differential equations with time-varying inductances. The
resulting equations are as follows:

where

v~, = (R, + L,p)i~> + L"p(i,,~ina,) - L"p(i13cosO,)

VoJ-, = (R, + L,p )iJ, + L"p(i" cos a,l + L"p(i~ sin 8,)

v" = L"p(i~,sin8,) + L"p(i", cos 8,) + (R" + L"p)i"

v6 = -L"p(i ..... cosO,l + L"p(id,sin8,) + (R" + L"p)i(l

R, = R~ = Rd

R" == R" = Rl3

(5.58)

(5.5\))

(5.60)

(5.61)

(5.62)

(5.63)

The solution of these equations is time-consuming. because of their dependence
on the product of the instantaneous rotor-position-dependent cosinusoidal func
tions and winding currents. and an elegant set of equations leading to a simple
solution procedure is necessary. Transformations performing such a step are dis
cussed subsequently.

5.7.2 Transformation to Obtain Constant Matrices

The transformation to obtain constant inductances is achieved by replacing Ihe
actual with a fictitious rotor on the q and d axes. as shown in Figure 5.14. In that
process. the fictitious rotor will have the same number of turns for each phase as the
actual rotor phase windings and should produce the same I11mf. That leads to a can~

cellation of the number of turns on both sides of Ihal equation, resulting in a rela
tionship of the actual currents to fictitious rotor currents i~" and idff' Then the
fictitious rOtor currents iqlf and idrr are equal 10 the sum of the projections of i~ and i~

on the q and d axis, respectively, as given below:

(5.64)
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t"igu~ 5.14 Transforman"" or ~~lUai 10 ficrillous rowr' d""t>I~,

Equation (5.64) is written compactly as

where

and

iJ~" = lid" i~" J'
i..~ = [i" i~]'

(5.65)

(5.66)

(5.67\

(5.68)
_ [wse, sin S, ]T.-

o sine, -cosa,

This transformation is valid for voltages. currents. and nux·linkage~ in a machine.
That the transformation from 0.13 axes 10 d, (/ axes and vice versa is deg,1nt IS due tl)

the fact that

(:'i.69)
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lllis matrix is both orthogonal and symmetric. Applying this transformation to the (I

and 13 rotor-winding currents and rotor voltages in equations (5.60) and (5.61), the
following matrix equation is obtained:

o
R, + L-r

-L"e,
'-<,P

I....,p
o

R" + L"p
L"S,

(5.70)

where 0, is the lillle dl:'rivative of (I,. 'n11:' rotor equations need to be referred to the
stator. as in the case of the transformer-equivalent circuit. lhis step removes the
physical isolation and facilitates Ihe corresponding stator and rotor d and q axes
windings in becoming. physically conllected. The steps involved in referring these
rotor parameters and variables to Ihe stator are as follows:

a =

R, = <l2R"

L, = a~Lrr

where

Stator effcctive turns per phase

ROlor effective turns per phase

Note that the magnl:'tizing anti mulu;!l indUCtlmces are.

Lm 0: Tf

L" 0:: TIT!

(5.71 )

(5.72)

(5.73)

(5.7-l )

(5.75 J

(5.76)

(5.77)

(5.78)

(5.79)

From c4uations (5.77) and (5.7lJ). Ihc magnetizing inductance of the stator is
derived as

(5J':O)

SubstilUlill~ equations frum (5.71) to (5.80) into (5.70). the lll<lchine equations
referred to the stator arc oblailleu a~

11

R, + L-p
-Lm9,

LmP

LmP
o

R, + L,p

L,S,

(5.81 )
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bars on the rotor itself. thus making the rOlOr very compact. Such a construction is
known as a sqflirrel-cage ;II(IIIClio,1 mOior.

lhe numbers of slots in Ihe stator and rotor are unequal to avoid harmonic
crawling torques. The windings are distributcd in the slots across the periphery of
the stator and rotor. 'flle windings can have different progressions., such as concen
tric or lap windings. In concentric windings. the windings are centered lIround slots
within a pole pitch. In the case of lap windings., a coil is spread over a fixed pitch
angle. say, ISO eleclrical degrees, and connected 10 the coil in the adjacenl slot, and
so on. With a coil pitch of 180 electrical degrees. the induced emf of lhe coil side
under thc north pole will be equal but opposite 10 Ihc induced emf in the coil side
under the south pole. The induced emf in the Call is equal 10 the sum of Ihe induced
emfs in both the coil sides. which will be twice the voltage induced in one coil side.
l1le windings need not have a pitch of 180 electrical degrees and might have less
than that. to eliminate SOllle fixed number of harmonics. This case is known as shOrl
chorded winding. Short chording reduces the resultanl voltage, because Ihc coils are
nOi displaced by ISO degrees but by less. with the outcome that their phasor sum is
less than their algebraic sum. Such an effect is induded in the pitch factor,cp .

11,e slots have a phase shift, both 10 allow for mechanical integrity and to con
trolthe short-chording angle. so lhe induced emf in the adjacent coils of a phase will
have a phase displacement. Whcn the emfs in these coils of a phase are summed up.
the resultant induced emf is the sum of the phasor voltages induced in these coils. A
reduction in the voltage results because of the phasor addilion compared to their
algebraic sum. The factor 10 accounl for this aspect is known as the dislribution fac·
tor. Cd'

The resultant voltage in a phase winding is reduced both by Ihc pitch and dis
tribution factors. Therefore. the winding factor. k... whIch reOccts the effectiveness
of the winding. is given as

(5.21

Induced Emf: With this understanding. the induced emf in a stator phase winding
is derivcd from the first principles. lbe mutual nux linkages arc distributed sinu
soidally. The induced emf is equal in magnitude to the rate of change of mutual flux
linkages, which in turn is equal to the product of Ihe effective number of turns in the
winding and the mulual nux. From this. the induced emf in a phase winding is
derived as

d>
--'"

dt
(5..1)

where f, is the supply frequency in Hz. (Il", is lhc peak value of the mutual nux. T 1 is
the total number of turns in phase (I, and k.... 1 is the stator winding factor. The m,~

value of the induced emf is given by

Ie..'
E;o<o '" V2 '" 4.44k .... IT I (II"'f, (SAl

TI,e expression for the induced emf in the rolor phase windings is very similar to
equation (5.4) if appropriate winding f'lCtor. number of turns. and frequency for the
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This equation is in the form where the vohage vector is equal 10 Ihe product of the
impedance matrix and current veClor. NOle Ihal Ihe impedance matrix has con
stanl induclance terms and is no longer dependenl on the rotor position. Some of
Ihe impedance malrix elements are dependent on Ihc rOlor speed, and only when
they are constant. as in sleady stale. does Ihe syslem of equal ions become linear.
In the case of \'arying rotor speed and if its variation is dependenl on thc currenl'.
then Ihe system of equations becomes nonlinear. It is dCrI\cd laler Ihal Ihe dl.·c~

tromagnelic torque, as a funClion of \lo inding currents and rolor ~peed, is dell.·r·
mined by Ihe electromagnetic and load lorques along \\llh load parameters "ul·h
as inertia and friclion. In Ihal case. il can be sc:en Ihal Ih... IIlduCIIOlHll<lchHll' ,\,.
tern is nonlincar.

5.7.3 Three-Phase to Two-Phase Transformation

The model lhal has been dcq:lopcd :.0 far IS for a lIlli-phil ..... 111'l("hino:. ·Illrl'l·
phase induclion machines are common: I.... o·phase machl11O:s arc rardy useJ in
induslrial applicalions. A dynamic model for Ihe lhree·ph"..c inducliun machil1l'
can be derived from Ihe Iwo·phase machine if Ihe &::(jllll<llcllce hl.'lweell lhn:l.' and
IwO phases is established. nle equiv<llellcc is based nn Ihe equalit~ of Ih... mml
produced in Ihe Iwo·phase and thr...... ·phase winding.. ,md cljuall'urrc:nl mag.!H·
lOdes, Figure 5.15 shows Ihe Ihree·phase and two·phas... \linJing~, A,>sutl1lllg Ihal
each of the three-phase \\l1ldings ha.. T 1 IUrn~ per pha..e ,l1Id cqu,!1 curr... nl maglH·
lOdes. the Iwo·phase winding~ \\ill h,we JTj"2 lurns pl.'r phas... fur I11mf ...quallt~.
The (/ and q axes mmfs art" ruund by resolving Ihe mmf.. III Ihe thr...... ph,bl::'> along.
the (/ and q axes.

The common lerm.lhe number (If turns III Ih....... mJmg..l' c,ml:...kJ lin I::ilh~'r

.. ide of Ihe equations.le,tlm!! Ihl: currcnt qualilic.... Th'" II a\I" I' a..,>umed Inix' la~-

gmg Ihc 1I axis by 6~. The relallOn..h;p Ocl een dqo and "hi' l:urrl.'nl.. i.. a<; (ollu\\<;

cos l(

,

cos(tt, - 2
J
J\)

Sin (0, _~,n)

, ,
"111C currenl in represcnb Ih<:' lI11h.tl;ml:l.'<; in Ihe fI, h. and I ph,l ..e l·urrl.'llh and l:<Lll he
rccogl1izcd as Ihc zero·~"'qLlclIcc COI1lI'IOlh:111 or the curr ... nl 1-'411,HII'11 (;').7'11 l:;\11 he
c~presscJ in 11 compacl fmm b~

whl.'rc

I"",. =-0 1«' I", i I

1.-., "" I .. I ... I"

l:UWI

C'iX"i\
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Figure 5.15 TW{}- and three-phase stator windings

and Ihe transformation from abc to qdo variables is

T,

c

cos 6, cos (Oe _2;) cos (Oe + 2;)

2
sin (ee - 2)1t) sin (Oe + 231t)[T••! = 1 sin Oe

I I-
2 2 2

(5.86)

TIle zero-sequence current. io. does nOI produce a resultant magnetic field. The
lransformation from two-phase currents 10 three-phase currents can be obtained as

i.!'c = [T.Dcf\,I., (5.H?)

where

cos a,
[T.be J-1 = cos (Oe - 2)1t)

cos (Oe + 2)/t)

sin 9"

. ( 2n)
Sin \Oe - 3

. ( 2')
Sin \Oe + 3

15.88)
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ll1is transformation could also be thought of as a transformation from three
(abc) axes to three new (qdo) axes: for uniqueness of the transformation from
one set of axes to another set of axes. including unbalances in the abc variables
requires three variables such as the dqo. lhe reason for this is that it is easy to
convert from thrce lIbc variables to two lid variables if the abc variables have an
inhercnt relationship among Ihemselves, such as the equal-phase displacement
and magnitude. Therefore. in such 3 case, there are only IWO independent vari·
abies in abc; the third is a dependent v<Jriable. obt<Jined as the negative sum of
the other two variables. Hence a qd-to-ubc tr<lnsformation is unique under thilt
circumstance. When the nbc variables have no such inherent relationship. then
there are three distlllct and independenl vanables: hence. the third variable call
not be recovered from the knowledge of the other 1',1,'0 variables only. It :dlso
means that they arc not recoverable from tllO variables qd but require another
va riab1e. such as the le ra-sequence componc nt. to recover the lIbc variables from
the dqo variables.

Under balanced conditions only. there are four system equations, as given in
(5.81). Under unbalanced conditions, nOte Ihal 1',1,'0 more system equations, one for
the stator zero-sequence voltage and the other for the rotor zero-sequence vol13ge,
emerge. They arc given as [81

v"" 0:=- R, t- L1, pi,,,

v"' 0:=- R, + Lh pi,,,

(5.l:19)

(5.901

where in the variables the first subscripl. o. denotes the zero-sequence componenl
and the second subscripl denoles Ihe stator and rotor by~' and r, respectively.l11ey
could be derived from the stMor and rolOr induclance mal rices in Ihe nbc frames,
then converted into dllo frames by using the Iransformation derived above. 11 is
interesting to observe that only leakage inductances and phase resistances influ
ence the zero-sequence voltages and currenls. unlike in Ihe (Jq component I'ari
ables, which are influenced hy the self and mutU<Jl inductances and ph<lsl.'
resistances.

[I is usual to align the q axis with the phase (I winding: this implies thaI the qd
frames are fixed 10 Ihe stator. '111e model is known as Sianley's model or Ihe S/(Ilur

reference fromel' model. In Ihat case, 0< = O. and the transformation from abc to lido
variables is given as

I--
2 2

2 '/3 v1
l"",:tx 0 (5.91 )

3 2 2

I I- -
2 2 2

In a balanced three-phase m,Khlll .... lhe sum of Ihe lhree-phase (urrents is zero <Ind
IS given as

i" + io-, + i", "" 0
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leading 10 a zero-sequence current of zero value:

. I (. . .) 0
10 ="3 L.. + t", + I"" = (5.93)

With equations (5.86) and (5.88). the equivalence between the two-phase and three
phase induction machines is established. It is instructive to know that the trallsfor
mation derived is applicable to currents. voltages. and nux-linkages.

Example 5.3

An Induction motor has the fnllowing parameters:

5 hp. 200 V. 3·phast:. 60 Hz. 4-polc. star-connected: R, -= 0.277 11
R, -= 0.183 0 lm -= 0.0538 H l, -= 0.0553 H l, -= .056 H

Effeclivt: stator 10 rOlOr turns ratio. <l -= J

l'he motor is supplied with liS rated and balanced voltages. f'-ind Ihe q and d axc~ skadv-state
voltages and currents and phase currents Jq... I~". t. and l~ when the rOlor;s locked. Use Ihe
stator-reference·frames model of the induction machinl.'.

Solution The applied phase voltages are as follo ....s:

200 .
Vb -= v'3 x v'2~lnW.t '" 16.t3slnu>,1

\'.... -= 163.3 sin ~<J,t _ 2;)
v", -= 163.3 sin (W,I + 2;)

The d and q axes voltages are

,[' ]Hence. ",/, -= J ".. - 2" (vI» -.- "",j

For a halanced three'phllse input.

Substituting for v .. and v" in terms of".., yields

,. ='[3,]=,.'/' 32"

Similarl)'.

and "0 -= 0

\'q, -= v... -= 163.3 Sill W,I 163.JLOQ
-= 163.3 V
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I
" ... = v'3(v", - v",,) - 1613c05""t 163JL9O" - j163,3 V

The rotor is locked; hence.

8, = 0

For "teady slate evaluation.

p : Jw. = J2nf. = J2r..60 = J377 rad sec

The SYSlem equal ions in steady state are

o ] [;~]jw.,L", I..,.
o i~,

R, + Jw.,L, iJ ,

Note lhat lhc rOlOr windings are shtln-clrcul1ed. and hence rutor voltllges nre (ero. The numer
ical valucs for the parameters and varillhks arc suhSlitulcd 10 solve for lhe currents. 'Ille cur·
rents arc

i'l' '" 35.37 - jlOH.IK., 11J.8IL-71.90

I", '" lOos.18" J35.37 '" IIJ,RILHUO

t~, '" -34.88 .. JIOJ.63 = 109.34LI08.6

I", = -10363 - )34.&1 = 109_34L -161 .J

Note that the stator and rotor curren IS are dtsplaced h~ 90" among Iho:m...:h~·,-ii' c~rccted In
a two-phase machine. The zero-sequence currenl~ are lero. becau~ (ero'\<:quence voltages
are nonexistent wilh balanced supply \·ohago:s.

The phase currents are

[10] ['~'" = -I 2
In -I 1

The vanous rowr currents arc

:][~] [

"3,8--"9 ]
113.8L 161t!
II3.8LJS.1

t"" '" at~, - 32l:1.02L 108.6

I.J., '"' a~~ = .'28.02L-16U

The 0 and IJ currents, a~suming It, - O. arc

['0] _['"",
I~ Sin EI,

Example 5.4

oJ['""]-I i~"
[

J28.01L 161A']
- 328.02.: 1(j,", 6

Derive the steadY-Slale equt\'alcnl CirCUlI from the dynamIC equal10ns of the mduclton Illowr.

Solutilln The <;tead~-<;Ialeequivalent CtrCUII of Iht;" mducllon mOlllr ~'an Ilt; derived
by substilUllng for the d and q ates \'oltag;:<;ln the ~~'slcm cquallons
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\ V. sin ( t _ 2;)
v"V.sin ( t + 2;)

In slcady Slale.

P '" JW.

v'l' '" vd' '" 0

SublitilUlIng lh..-se mtO 'hc S)s!t;ln l'qu3ltOnS yields

o 1r"'1JUl,L. \h

-L,w, t.,.

R, -<- Jw.L, ""

Tll ... mput voltag...s ar... 10 quadnHureo so the currents ha~e to he 10 quadrature. hecau~... lh...
~y~tem m stcady SllUl" IS Imcar.and they ClHl he represented as

IJs = JI".

id! = ji",

SuhstllUtlng these equations inln lhe 3ho~c equation and consldermg only one SlalOr ,HIU
folnf equation with rms \alue" yictd~

v, = (R, oj. JIlI,L,ll, ... J.....L.I,

0'" JL.<w., ...,)1. + (R, + j(.... - w,IL,ll,

where V, IS lhe SlalOr rms ,oollage .md I, and I, are lhe statOr and rotor rms currents., respot:co
tl\ely. Rearrange Ihe rotor equation "Ilh lhe aid of

""'- .... -w,=sw,

The rotor eqUiltion lhen IS

0"" iL",wJ,"" (~' + jw,L,)I,

11,.' rotor and ,tRIOr cqullIions. whl,'n c,lmbincd. give the equivalent circUlI. wllh an undcr
standing thai thc ~um of stator and fOtor currents gives the magm.'tllmg current. Note: lhat
the slalOI and slatur-rcferrcd r0101 !>elf-mductances are equal'" their magnetll'mg ,nduc
tance and respeclh'C' leakage inductancC$ and are given as

L.-L.+4.

L, a L.... 4.
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The power input to the three-phase motor has to be equal to the power input to the
two-phase machine to have meaningful interpretation in the modeling. analysis. and
simulation. Such an identity is derived in this section.lhc three-phase instantaneous
power input is

From equation (5.R2). the flbc phase currents and voltages arc lnlrlsformed illto
their equivalent qd-axes currelllS and voltages as

i.... "" [T.l><]-'i...,., (5.95)

\ ..... '= [To",} l V.p. (5.96)

Suhstiwtingequations (5.95) and (5.96) into equation {5.1)-1Il!lVC~ the power input as

- , ([-r 1-')' [-I- I- ,- (_<_"71p, - V"d"."" .1... 14J"

Expanding the right-hand side of the equation (5.1)7) gi\'e~ the power input in (/1/0

variables:

For a balanced three·phase machine. the zero-sc(luellce
hence. the power input is compactly represented hy

current docs not exist

111c model dc\clopmcnt ha~ so far kept the ,{ and '/ axe~ stallonar~ with respecl to
the sl;·IlOr. lllesc axes or frame~ M\' known as rderenc... frames, A g... IH,'ra1i7ed
tre,llment where the speed of the reference frames IS arbilrar~ IS derived in lhe
next section. The inpul po\\\'r gi\en by equation (5.98) remains \alld for all occa·
sions. provided that the voltages and currents correspond 10 the frames under
con~ideriltion.

5.7.5 Generalized Model in Arbitrary Reference Frames

Reference frames are ver~ much like observer platforms. in thai each of the plat
forms gives a unique vie\\ of th\' ~)'stem at hand as well a~ a dramatic .. implifica·
tion of tht: system equation~ For example. consider lhal. fur lhe purpos('~ of
control. it is desirable to hiH'" the syslem variables as dc quanlilies. allhough the
<lelUal variables arc sinusoidi.ll ·l1l1s could be accomplished by ha\'Hlg a rder\~nce

frame reVOlving al the same angular speed as that of lhe 'iillu"Oldal \'MiaMle. As lht'
reference frames are moving at an angular speed equal to the angular frequency of
Ihe sinusoid,,1 supply. say. then the differential speed bcl\\\'en lhcrll ... reduced to
zero. resulting 111 the sinusoid heing perceived as a de ~ignal froll) the reference
fmmcs. -Illen. by moving to that plane. it becomes easier tll devdop a "ll1all-~i~n;tl
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equation out of a nonlinear equation. as the quiescent or operating point is
described only by de values; this then leads to the linearized system around an
operating point. Now. it is easier to synthesize a compensator for the system by
using standard linear control-system techniques. Likewise. the independent rotor
field position determines the induced emf and affects the dynamic system equa
tions of hath the wound-rotor and permanent-magnet synchronous machines.
111erefore. looking at the entire system from the rolor. i.e.. rotating reference
frames. the system inductance matrix becomes independent of rotor position. thus
leading to the simplificalion and compactness of the system equations. Such
advantages are many from using reference frames Instead of deriving the transfor
mations for each and every particular reference frame. it is advantageous to derive
the generill transformation for :'In arbitrary rotating rckrence frame. 11,en any
particular reference frame model can he derived by suhstituting the appropri:lle
frame speed and position in the generalized reference model

Reference frames rotating at an arbitrary speed are hereafter called <lrbilrary
reference framl:s. Other reference frames are particular cases of these arbitrary rd
erence frames. The relationship between the stationary reference frames denoted by
d and q axes and the arbitrary reference frames denoted by d' and q" axes arc shown
in Figure 5.16. From noll' on. the three-phase machine is assumed to have hal anced
windings and bal:'lnced inputs. thus m'lking the zcro,sl:qucnce components h.: Il'ro

and eliminating the zero-sequence equations from runher consideration. Note th"t
the zero-sequence equations have to be included only for unballlnccc operatiun of
the motor. a situation cOl11mon with a fault in the machine or converter.

q

"•

'" eo Ii, ,

•

"igur~ 5.16 $tal",,,ary and a,bllrarr rdn~"cc Ira me_
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Assuming lhallhe windings hilve equal number of !Urns on bOlh of lhe refer
ence frameS-lhe arbitrary reference frame currents arc resolved on lhe tl and q axes
to find the currents in Ihe stalionary reference frames. Thc relationships nclwccn
the currents are wriuen as

i"", = [T"li~ 15.tOO)

where

i'fd' = [i...

i~=li~

:md

I" :;:: [ cos 6.
- sin 6,"

The speed of Ihe arbitrllr~ rekn:ncc (rames is

. ,
,~

i:"]'

sin 0,]
cosO,

(5.IUI)

(5.102)

1:\ 111.')

• (5.10-1)

Similarly. tho: fictillou' rotor current" arc transformed inlo arbitrary frame" h~ U\lllg

T'"_ and they arc \\ Tlilen ,l'

i'l'!' = [TCli~,

whero:

i"", = [i'l'

i:f'!' = [i~.

LikcWI"c. the vollago: rcl,ltlon"hir~ arc

v'fd' = [P] v''fd'

vof'l' = [1"'] ,,~,

\\ here

v<l'!' = ["'I' v<J-l'

v:.." = [""-'f' v'"", I'
"'I't. :: [vqt v..,]!

v:;.., = [~, < I'vd ,

(5.105)

t5.IfHl)

(5.107)

('i,Il~-:)

ISltll.Jj

(5.1l(l )

15.111 )

(51 Ln

(5.113)

By ~ubstitUlll1gequitll,t1l:) frulll (5.100) to (5.113) inll' l'qu,lIiol1 (5,S I). th ... iIlJUl'IIUII

mOlur mudcll1l arbllrary rekn.:nce frames is Obt<lltled. It 1\ gl\en 1X'lo\\ for uw III
-:u,"",cqu...nt "CCIl{ln~

[n [R, ~ I "
-UJ.!....

L.r
\W, - (II, 1I ...

w.L.
R. ;. I....p

(w w, lL".
1...... 11

lop
"""L.

R, + L,p
-(00, - w,)I..,

",L. ] ['~' ]L",p 1~

(UJ - (.II,)t l~

R, ... I.r I;'

(5.11-1)
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where

Polyphase Induction Machines

W, = (I, (5.115)

w. is the rotor speed in eleclrical radians/sec. The relationship between the arbitrary
reference frame variables and the a. b, and c variables is derived by using

i~ = (TT'i"", (5.116)

By substituting from equal iOn (5.91) for i"", in terms of (I, h, and (' phase currents in
the stator reference frames. the qtlo currents in the arbItrary reference frames are
obtained as

., _ [(T']"'
'"" - (0]

(5.117)

where [OJ isa I x 2null vector. Note thatth~ I..~ro·sequence currellls remain unchllnged
in the arbitrary rderence frames. This transfonnat ion is valid for currellls, voltages.. and
nux-linkages for both the stator and the rotor. Panicular cases of the rderence frames
<Ire derived in a laler section. The next section contains the derivation of the electro
magnetic torque in terms of the current variables in the arbitrary rdercncc frames.

5.7.6 Electromagnetic Torque

The electromagnetic lorque is an important output \'ariable that determines such
mechanical dynamics of the machine as the rotor position and speed. llierdore. its
imponance cannot be overstated in any of the simulation studies. It is derived from the
machine matrix equalion by looking at the input power and its vanous components,
such as resistive losses.. mechanical power. rate of change of stored magnetic energy.
and reference-frame power. Elementary reasoning leads 10 the fact that there cannot
be a power component due to the introduction of reference frames. Similarly. the rate
of change of stored magnetic energy must be I..ero in steady state. Hence. the output
power is the difference bel ween the input power and the resistive losses in steady state.
Dynamically, the rate of change of stored magnetic energy need not be zero. Based on
these observations. the derivation of Ihe electromagnetic IOrque is made as follows.

The equal ion (5.114) can be wriucn as

v = [R]i + [l]pi + [G]w,i + [Fjw,i (5.118)

where the vectors and matrices are identified by observaiion. Premultiplying the
equation (5.118) by the transpose of the currenl vector gives lhe instanlaneou~

input power as.

p, = l'V "" i'[R] i + i'[l] pi + jL(Gjwfi + i'[F]wri (5.119)

where the IRj matrix consists of resislive clements, the ILl matrix consiSIS of the coef
ficienls of the derivative operator p. the [G] matrix has clements Iha\ lIrc the coeffi
cients of the electrical rotor speed w" and IFI is the frame matrix in terms of the
coefficients of the reference frame speed_We- -11](' tenn i'(R] i gives stator and rotor
resistive losses. The tenn i' IFI W.' is the reference frame power.and upon expansion is
found to be identically equal to zero. as it should he_ because there cannot be a po.... er
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induced emf in the rotor arc inserted into equation (5.4). More all this is deferred
for thc present.

Winding Method: Two types of winding methods are common in induction
machines. TIley are known as ralldom- and form· wound windings. They arc brieny
described in the fOllowing.

(i) Random-Wound Windings: lhe coils 3rc placed in the slots and separated
from the magnetic steel with an insulation paper. such as a mica sheet. Each
coil in a slot contains a number of circular but stranded enameled wires which
are wound on a formcr. -nlis type of winding is referred to as random-wound.
lhey arc used for low-voltage «600 V) molOrs. lhe disadvantages of thIS
method of winding the coil are: (i) l1lc adjacent round wires in the worst case
can be the first and the last turn in the coil. Because of this. the turn-to-turn
voltage can Ix: maximum in such a casc and will equal the full coil voltage but
not equal the sequential turn-to-turn voltage. which is only a small fraction of
the filII coil voltage. (ii) TIley are likely to have considerable air pockets
between the round wirl.'s. These air pockets form capacitors between strands
of wire. With the application of repelilive voltages at high frequcncy with high
rate of change of voltages from the inverter. a discharge current nows into lhe
air capacilor. This I~ known as partial discharge. '1llese partial discharges cause
insulalion failures.

Random-wound machines arc economical. have low losses. and hcncl'
havc a higher efficlcncy and tend to run cooler. Random-wound machines use
a semiclosed slot. which reduces the nux density in the leeth. resulting in lower
corc losses-as much as 20 to 30%. Some methods have very recently been
~uggcsted to reduce lhc parti:ll·discharge possibility of random-wound
machines. The methods recommend using (i) heavier insu13tion: (ii) a wind~in·

placc inscrtion method. making thc wire placement sequential: (iii) exira
~tratcgically placed in~ullltlon within a phase of the motor: (iv) extra insulating.
~leeveson the lurns nearer to the line leads.

(ii) Form-Wound Windings: Higher-voltage (>600 V) induction machines arc
u~uall)' form-wound. meaning thai each wire of rcct3ngular cross section I~

placed in sequence with a strand of insulation in betwcen them and then thc
hundle is wrapped with mica ground wall insulation. over which an amlOr cover
109 is applied to keep all the wire arrangement firmly in place. 'Ihe form·wound
coils llrc placed ;n a fully open slol. as it is not possible to use the semi··dosed
sial for this arrangement. with the consequence that thc machine will have
higher core losses.lhis is 1'CC;tuSl' the toolh nux dCllsity incrcases: therc is a siz
able reduction of its cross s<:cllonal area compared to a semi-closed slolled
tooth. On the other hand. form-wound windings have a much higher resistance
to partial discharges. as their turn·to-turn voltage is minimal and a heavier insu
latIon build between them also helps mitigate them. The disadvanlage of ,hiS
winding is that it is relatively expcnsive compared to random windings.

ROhlf ConSlruction: Two method:. of rolor construction are used for induction
machlOcs. -mc)' arc fabflc{/{uII/ and nli' outmg of the rOlor. Fabricated rOlor
con:-,lruction is possible for helh "runllnllll1 i1nd con[)Cr hilr rntnr~ hill ·,It""""""
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associated with a fictitious clement introduced for the Sllke of simplifying the model
and analysis. The term iliLl pi denotes the rate of change of stored magnetic energy.
Therefore. what is left of the lXl .....er comlXlnent must be equal to the air gap lXl cr.
given by the term il [01 wri. From the fundamentals. it is known that the air gap po er
has to be associated ..... ith the rotor speed. The air gap IXlwer is the product of the
mechanical rotor speed and air gap or electromagnetic IOrque. Hellce air gap torque.
T.> is derived from the tenns involving the rotor speed.tIlm in mechanical radlsec.as

wT =P =il[G]ixwm ~. I

Substituting for WI in terms of wm leads to electromagnetic torque as

(5.120l

(5.121)T P ·'[G]·::;:-1 I, 2

By substituting for [G[ in equation CU21) by Ollservll\lOn from (5.11-I).the electro
magnetic IOrque is obtained as

(5.122)

The factor i l~ introduced into the right-hand side of equation (5.122) from the

I>ower-equivaience condition between the three-ph<lse and two-phase induction
motors. TIle IIC,xt section considers the frequently used models in variolls refcrenc('
frames and theIr derivation from the generalized induction-motor model in arbi
trary reference frames.

5.7.7 Derivation of Commonly Used Induction-Motor Models

lhree particul,H cases of the generOllized model of the induction motor in arhitrilry
reference ffillllCS arc of general interest:

(i) stator reference frames model;

(ii) rolOr reference frames model;

(iil') synchronously rotating reference frames model.

Their derivations and transformation relationShips arc considered in this section.

5.7.7.1 Stator reference frames model. 1'he speed of the reference
fmmes is that of tilt' stator. .....hich is zero; hence.

w" = 0 (:'i.12Jl

is substituted into c:quation (5.114). The resulting model i~

o
R, + L,p

-«>,L.

L.r

L.r
o

H, t L,l'

m,l,
o 1['"1L",p I",

-w,L, l~,

R, + L,p I~,

(:'i.124 )
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(5.125)

For convenience, the superscript &: is omilled for the stator rderence frames model
hereafter. The torque equation is

T 3 P '(.. ..)
e = '22 ..... 1q<ld. - to.tq,

Note that equations (5.124) and (5.81) are identical. The transformation for vari·
abies is obtained by substituting 6e = 0 in IT.] and will be the same as (1".1.
defined in equation (5.91 ).l'his model is used when stator variables are required to
be actual. i.e.. the same as in the actual machine stator. and rOlor variables can be
fictitious. This model allows elegant simulation of statoHontrolled induction~motor

drives. such as phase-controlled and inverter-controlled mduction-motor drives.
because the input variables are well defined and could be used to find the stator q
and d axes voltages through a set of simple algebraic equ3l1ons. for a balanced
polyphase supply input. given by:

V<r> = v••
(va - vl>s)

v'" = V3

(5.126)

(5.127)

Such algebraic relationships reduce the number of computation~ and thus lend
th~msclves to real-time control applications in high-performance variable·speed
drivc~ requiring the computation of stator currents. stator nux linkages. and electro~

magnettc torque for both control and parameter adaptation.

5.7.7.2 Rotor reference frames model. The speed of the rotor reference
frames is

and the angular JX)Sition is

We = w. (5.128)

(5.129)

Substituling in the upper subscript, for rotor reference frames and equation (5.128)
in the equation (5.114), the induction· motor model in rotor rderence frames is
obtained. The equations are given by

[".j [R.+L'Pv'", '" - w,L,
v'q, L..p
vd, 0

"L,
R, + L,p

o
L.p

L.p
-w,L",

R, + L,p
o

"L. j[;~'jL..p .~

-0 I~,

R, + l.,P i~.

(5.130)

and the electromagnetic torque is

T 3 P '(.'.' ., ., )
e = 22 ....... 1",1", - ,,,,'q, (5.131 )

The transformation from abc to dqo variables is obtained by substituting (5.129)
into (T.bel. defined in (5.86) as
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cos 9,

2
{T:b<] ::: '3 sin a,

1

2

00' (e, _2;)
sin (0, - 2

3
11:)

1

2

cos (a, + 2
3
1t)

sin (a, + 2
3
1t)

1
2

(5.132)

The rotor reference frames model is useful where the switching elements and power
are controlled on the rOlOr side. Slip·power recovery scheme is one example where
this model will find use in the simulation of the motor-drive system.

5.7.7.3 Synchronously rotating reference frames model. The speed of
the reference frames is

~ == w., ::: Slator supply angular frequency/rad/sec (5.133)

and the instantaneous angular posilion IS

(5.134)

By substituting (5.134) into (5.114). the induction-mOlar model in the synchronous
reference frames is oblained. By using the superscripl f.' to denOle this electrical syn
chronous reference frame.lhe lllodl.'l is obtained as

",L,
R, + L,p

(ttl, - w,)L.

L.p

L.p ",L. J['~]-w,L.. L",p i:"
R, + L,p (w, - w, IL, l~.

-(w, - w,)L, R, -<- L,P l~.

(5.135)

'Inc eleclromagnetic lorque is.

3 P
T~ = 22 Lm{i~,i:l. - id,i~.) (N'm) (5.136)

The transformation from abc to dqo variables is found by 5uh~tltullng (5.134) into
equation (5.86) and is given as

cos 9, cos (9, - 2311) cos (0, ~ ~111)

[T:",] = ~ sin 0, sin (9, - ~311) . (9 2n) (5.137)Sill '+J
1 I I- - -
2 2 2

It may he seen that the synchronous reference frames tran.;form lhe sinusoidal
inputs into de signals. This model is useful where the variahles in steady state
need to be de quantities. as in the development of small-signal equations. Some
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high-performance control schemes use this model to estimate the control inputs:
Ihis led to a major breakthrough in induction-motor control, by decoupling the
torque and flux channels for control in a manner similar to that for separately
excited dc motor drives. This is dealt with in detail in Chapter 8. on vector control
schemes.

Example 5.5

Solve Ihe problem given in Example 5.1 when liS speed IS 1400 rpm. usmg Ihe synchronous
rderence frames model and rotating rderence frames model.

Solution (il Synchronous Reference Frames

where

....... V,..sinw,t

v,,"" v,..Sin( ""t - 2
3
11)

"'.. " V.Sin( ....1 + 2
3
11)

...... 163.3 V

SubsululIng Ihese. and sol\ing for the d and q axes slator voltages In Ihe synchronous refer
(net: (rames, yields

The d and q axes stator vollages are dcquanlilies: hence. the responses will be dc quanlillt:s.
too. because the s}'siem is linear. Hence.

Substituting these into the system equ:llions gives

where

"'" - "" - .... '" slip speed
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The currents are solved by inverting the impedance matrix and premultiplying with the
input-vollage vector. The currents in lhe synchronous frame art:

[ ~] -[~::; ~ ]
~ -1.69A
~ -14.60A

The electromagnetic torque is given by

T. - i~ L.(~ i~, - ~ ~.)(N·m) .. 25.758 N·m

The actual phase currenlS are obtained by the following procedure:

. IT J"'.'1.11< = .bc Iqdo>

Henee.

i•• 17.00sin(w,t - 0.57)

ibo; - 17.08 sin(w,t - 2.67)

ia - 17.08 sin(w,1 + 1.52)

Note thattht: three-phase currents arc balanced and that the po"..:r-factor angle is 0.57 radl'
ans (32.9~) lagging.

(iiI Rotor Reference Frames

Sllbstitullng for the uanSfOrmlltion from equation (5.118) gives

[~:J- [~:~~~]-[~:i~~]
The stator voltages appear at slip frequency in rotor reference frames: hence. the currents arc
:u slip frequency in steady state. By substituting ror p .. jw" in the system equations. the fol
lowing is obtained:

[

- jV. ] [R' + j"",L,v'" _ -w,L,
o jw...L.
o 0

"L,
R, + jw"IL,

o
jtJ),jL.,

joo.."L",
-w,Lm

R, + iw...L,
o

from which the rotor reference frame currents are

[
;~] [17.08';01""" - 0."1]i:t. .. 17.08cos(oo.,t - 0.57)

~ 14.69sin(Wolt - 3.03)
id, 14.69 cos(oo..tt - 3.0.1)

from which. hy using lhe inverse transformation [T"bc:] I. the actUfll pha~ stator currents can
he e~'alullteJ It can be secn that the stator q and d ax..:s curr..:nt~ are di~placed from each
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other by CJOO. and so are the rOlor q and d axes currents in (he rotor refercnce frames. They
can be wrinen as

I;" - I,L.,: I. "" I,L., + CJOO - j ':"; I~" I,LT);I. = I, LT) + CJOO,. jl,L T) = j ';"

where I, - 17.08 A: .. = 14.69 A;., .. -0.57 rad ; T) = - 3.03 rad.

Using lhe lorque expression shows that T. = O. e\'en though il is Incorrect. In sicady slate.
speed 's conslanl. and therdore Ihe air gap power is proportIOnal to Ihe torque: however. the
lorque IS a funeuon of produCls of two eurrenls, as seen from the upression derived earlier.
The currents are complex variables in sleady stale. so when producls are Involved. one of
(hem in each prodUCl has 10 be a complex conjugale. as in Ihe case of Ihe evaluation of power
in at circuils. Hence.. the IOrque expression for use in Ihis case is modified as follows:

_3P .IT .Tl"'"
T. - "2"2 L,.(I",I. - ldo'",) (1'01'01) = 25.758 1'01 m

NOh~ the bar on the rotor currenls. to indicate Ihal th ...y are complex conjugales of their respec
tive values. This gi,'cs Ihe correCI value for the torque and matches that from IlSlIlS synchronous
reference frames. gi,-en in the above. llte solution for torque. like lhat for other output vari
ables. such as lhe rOlor speed and input and oUlput power. is independenl of reference frames: it
is important to realize thatlhe observation frames C:lnnot affeclthese machine values. A similar
approach is to be used in the Slator reference (rame modt:l also. for lhe evalualion of the steady.
state electromagnetic torque of Ihe machine: Ihe curr...nts lurn out 10 be complex values.

5.7.8 Equations in Flux linkages

The dynamic equations of the induction motor in arbitrary reference frames can be
represented by using nux linkages as variables. l"his involves the reduction of a
number of variables in the dynamic equations. which greally facilitates their solu
tion by using analog and hybrid computers. E"en when the voltages and currents
are discontinuous.. the nux linkages are continuous. This gives the advantage of dif
ferentialing these variables with numerical stability. In addition. Ihe nUX-linkages
representation is used in motor drives to highlight the process of the decoupling of
the nux and torque channels in the induction and synchronous machines..

The stator and rotor nux linkages in Ihe arbitrary reference frames are
defined as

"c "" L,i~ + L".i~,~

,,~ "" I...,.i~ + Lmi~,

A~, • L,i~, + L",i~,

,\~, L,i~, + Lmi~

(5.13S)

The zero-sequence nux linkages are

The q axis stalor \'ollage in the arbilrary reference frame is

v'"qs = R<i~ + w«L,i~ + L", i~,) ... L,"pi~, + L,pi~

(5.139)

(5.140)
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Substituting from the defined flux-linkages into the voltage equation yields

.r", ::: R,~ + wcA~ + p),,~ (5.141)

Similarly. the stator d axis voltage. the d and q axes rotor vollages. and the zero
sequence voltage equations are derived as

ve... ::: R,~ - wcA~ + p~
v", ::: R,i.". + p>.""

~, "'" R,~ + (wc - w,)~ + p),,~,

~, ::: R,~ - (wc - w,)~, + p),,~,

v", '" R,i", + p>'QI

(5.142)

(5.143)

(5.144)

(5.145)

(5.146)

These equations can be represented in equivalent circuits.
Power-system engineers and design engineers use normalized or per unit

(p.u.) values for the variables. The normalization of the \ ariablcs is made via reac
tances rather than inductances. To facilitate such a step. a modified flux linkage is
defined whose unit in volts is

(5.147)

(5.148)

(5.149)

(5.150)

(5.151 )

(5.152)

where wI' is the base frequency in Tad/sec. Similarly the other modified flux linkages
are written as

'""~ :z X.ld, + Xmij,

l.II~ = X,i~ T Xmi~

'""~ "" X, i~ ~ Xmij,

41", = XI>~ ...

,""", = XI,i...

Substiluting the flux linkages In lerms of Ihc modified flu..: linkages yields

~ ¥ ¥ ~. ~ < ~
A~ = ~. .\~ = ~. A~ =~. >,~, = -. Ad' = -. A," "" - (5.153)

WI' WI' WI' WI' WI' WJ,

and. by substituting equation (5.153) into equal ions from (5.141) to (5.1-46J. the
resulling equal ions III modified flux linkages are

, _ R .< We < p < ..... - R .,
v", - .1", + - Wd' T -ljl~ •. ~'" - ,I",

WI> WI'

v", "" R,i", P
+-llI",w,

. P
R.I, .. + -W,...

W,

tw. - w,) I' P ,I,'
l'~, + -'+'J,-

WI' WI'

(5.154)

111c ciL'ctromagnetic torque in flux linkages and cunelllS IS derived as

T - 3 P L (-" ·c
c - 22 ",1.,.1..,- i' i~_, = ~~(i' (L i'l

........ 2 2 '" '" ..I,
i:"(l", i~,») (5.155)
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The rotor currents can be substituted in terms of the stator currents and stator flux
linkages from the basic definitions of the flux linkages. From equation (5.138).

(5.156)

Hence.

(5.157)

(5.160)

Similarly.

L",i~r = p,,~, - l.si~,) (5.158)

Substituting equations (5.157) and (5.158) into equation (5.152) gives the electro
magnetic torque in stator flux linkages and stator currents as

T _ 3P (.,(" L") "(" L")) 3P(., '< <) (5159)
< - 22 _", 1\.<1> - ,I", - 1<1> 1\.'1' - ,1'1' = 22 1~.A<l. - Id,Aqs .

Alternatively. the electromagnetic torque in terms of modified flux linkages and
currents is

T - 3 P I ('e c 'C C)• - "22 Wh 1q;'1Jd' - 1,J,;'1Jq<

The electromagnetic torque can be expressed in only rotor variables and in many other
form~ Note that they are all derivable from equation (5.152) by proper substitutions.

5.7.9 Per-Unit Model

The normalized model of the induction motor is derived by defining the base vari
ables both in the abc and the dqo variables. In the abc frames. let the rms values of
the rated phase voltage and current form the base quantities, given as

Base Power = Ph = 3VhJ 'hJ (5.161)

where VbJ and IbJ are three·phasc base voltage and current, respectively. Selecting
the base quantities in dq frames denoted by Vb and Ib to be equal to the peak value
of the phase voltage and current in abc frames, we get

Hence. the base power is defined as

Vb = V2VhJ

Ib = V2I bJ

(5.162)

(5.163)

(5.164)

The arbitrary reference frame model is chosen to illustrate the normalization process.
Consider the q axis stator voltage to begin with. which is given in the following:

(5.165)
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Writing the inductances in terms of reactances al base frequency of Wb gives

.c X,·c wcX.·c X m ·c wcX m 'e
...e = R,l4' + -pI", + --,~ + -plq, + --1~, (5.166)
'" Wb Wb Wb Wb

It is normalized by di ... iding by the base ...oltage. Vb:

e 0", R,.c X..c weX,.c Xm •c
"'4'" = - = -I + ~Plq, + -" I,,, + -" '.,

Vb Vb 4' Wb Vb Wb b Wb b
(5.167)

Substituting for base ...oltage in terms of base curren!. lb' and base impedance. z,.. as
follows..

(5.168)

(5.169)

into equation (5.167) yields

".. = (~JC:) + ~"G:)OC:) + (::)GJC:)
1(Xm) (i:,) (w,)(Xm)(i:,)

+WbZbPJ:+Wb Zm J:
By defining the normalized parameters and ...ariables in the following manner.

R, •
Rm = Zb p.U .• X,"

R, X, w,.c i~, ...~
R", = 7 p.u.. x... =- p.u.. Wm .. = - p.u .. I".... = - p.u .. v'"," = - p.ll.

"-+ z" Wb Ib Vb

X it ie '1':,
_' 'e~ ·c_<l. _4
- -Z p.u.. l'f'n -I p.U•. I",n - -I p.u.. ~,n - V p.ll.

-b b b b
" ..;Xm WC 'c 14f • 4' V~,

X...... = 7 p.U.• Wen = - p.U.. I,,'n = -I p.U........... = V p.U.• ~,n = V p.U.
y, wt. " b b

(5.170)

and by substituting equ3tions in (5.170) inlo appropriate places in (5.169). '-7;," is
obtained as.

(5.171)

Similarly.lhe other equal ions are normalized and gi ...en below:

x. x...
w,.X,••

.,
R '-P W,.X ... -P '..

[~'"]
. '" '"-w,.x'"

X.
-w,,,X m •

xm•
R .-p -p IJ,,,

...~'"
• w. w•

=
"'~m x... (w,. - w,.)X... R,. x" (w,. - w,.)x,".-p .-P I~,.

~.n "" ""
- (w,. - w,.lX .."

x••
- (w,. - w,.lX,.

x,.
-P R,"'" -p

,

"" W. I",.

(5.172)
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The electromagnetic torque is.

_3Pl.« .«
T. - 2" '2 Wh (lq.'1J<15 ~ Id''1J",)

but the base torque is.

Pb P PbTb = - =--
Wb 2 Wb

P/2

from which the normalized eJectromagnelic IOrquc is obtained as

(5.173)

(5.174)

3P 1

T _ T. _ 2 2 Wh ('< ,1,< .< ,1,<) 3/2 ('< .1.< .< .1.< )
on - T

b
- f. P

b
Iq''I'ih - 1<15'1''1' = J>; lq,'I'd, - ld,'I'q,

2 W.

where

(5.175)

(5.176)

",< ~~, }'l'd<n = - p.u.
V.

< '1J~.
'1Jq ,n = Vb p.u.

Note that the modified flux linkages.'1J~ and '1J~. are in volts. and hence t/!:'t.n and '1J~,n

become dimensionless. The electromechanical dynamic equ<l!ion is given by

(5.177)

where J is the mornenl of inertia of motor and load, T I is the load torque. B is the
friction coefficient of the load and motor, and W m is the mechanical rotor speed.
Normalizing this equation yields

where

(5.179)
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rabricated rotors are hardly ever used. The reason is that a rabricated aluminum
rotor is expensive. whereas a die,ast aluminum rotor is inexpensive. The rabricated
copper-bar rotor is used in large machines where the aluminum die-casl rotor is nOl
available or in high-inertia loads demanding rrequent starts..such as in crushers and
shredders.. Frequent line-supply starlS or the induction machine result in higher
inrush currents that are multiple times the rated currents and hence produce more
losses and rorces capable or dislodging the rotor bars..

The aluminum die-cast rotor construction is used in applications h;wmg lo.....er
load inertia than rerommended by National Electrical Manuracturer" A'isociation
(NEMA) and nOl required to meet slall condition or very high startinglorquCs. This
rotor type is used prevalently and covers as much as QO% of appllcatlun...

Insulation: The stator and rotor with windings on the magnetic circuit ar Immersed
in varnish and heal-treated fordrying.llle insulation sheets between the 'iIOI'i andreils
and on the enameled wires and bel ween turns in lhe coil consist of insulalion male rials
or different classes, known as A, B. F,and H.The choice depends on the maximum tem
perature rise permissible for each class.. 111e NEMA MG I and American National
Stand<1rds Institution CR50Al specifications for allowable stator lemperature rise for
various insulation classes arc given in 1~1ble 5.1. Service faclor is lhe ralio bel ween Ihe
steadY-Slate maximum power output capability and Ihe raled power uutpUI of the
machine. Because of Ihe uncertainty in sizing some loads. service factor.. gre:ner lhan 1
are recommended in field applications. Note thai a scrvkc factor of 1.15 means lhatlhe
machine can generate 15% more power than its nameplate raling.A majonl) of induc
tion machines have class F insulation: motors ror seT"Yo-drive application~ usually need
class H insulation. Underutilized machines in non rigorous applications With practically
no overloads and infrequent starts can use lo.....er-class insulations. Higher \\ mding tem
peratures usually result in transmission or heat to bearings. resulting in rallures and rre
quent replacements.Thererore.higher operating winding temperalure is nOI preferred.
and that is the reason ror a majority or molOrs to ha\'e an insulation class of F or lower.

Rolor Shaft: The rotor shaft is usually made or rorged steel for higher ~peeds

(> J,6al rpm) and has to conrorm to sizes recommended ror po"cr 1c\c1s by
NEMA or other applications-specific induslrial standards such as American
Petroleum Inslitute (API) standard 541.

TABLE 5.1 Standard~ for $tator temperature riM!

~tolor Ralmg M~llHld orTernperalun: MaXlIllUni WitldrngT~mpo::ralur~ r ('I ("!

& Vollage Me~suremcnl \"an"u~ ctaSSC$ "r Ulsulal'Oll

Scrv" .. Fa"l"r" I Scrltlre ~a'l"f - 1.15

A " F Ii A II F

All Reslstan,e 60 OJ 10' 125 70 .. 1I'i
s 1500hp Embedded DcI«IO!) 7Il OJ 11.'i ,., OJ lUI l~'i

>1500hp.s700V Emhedded Dcl«lors " " 110 lJ~ 7S "'i l~l

> 1500 hp. > 700V Emhedded DcI«lOfS 50 O' "" '" 7Il ., ll'i
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is known as inertial constant. and the normalized friction constant is

Bw'
B. = P.(P/;)' (5.180)

The normalized equations of the induction machine in the arbitrary reference
frames are given by equations (5.172). (5.175). and (5.178).

5.8 DYNAMIC SIMULATION

The dynamic simulation of the induction machine is explained in this section. TIle
equations of the induction machine in arbitrary reference frames in p.u. are cast in
the state-space form as

PIPX l + QIX I = u l (5.1~1 J

where

X.
0

Xu,,,
0w. w.

0
X.

0
X~

w. w.
P,

X~ X..
(5.182)

0 0w. w.
0

X_
0

Xm
W. W.

[ R
'" wCflX", 0

w,"X"" ]
0 1 =

-We"X... R~ - w".X m• ( _0 IX (5.183)

-(Wen -OW,nlXmn
(Wca - w,.)X"", R.. Wen Wm ,.

0 - (""" - w,nl X," R..
XI = [i~

., ., 'e J' (5.1><4)''''" 14,. '"m
Ul = [v'"lfSn " \~f. \~,n]' (5.185)-

The equation (5.178) can be rearranged in the Slate-space form as follows:

pX l "" P· l
(Ul - OlX I1

This can be written as

pX I "" AlX\ + Blu l

where A I = - pllO l and 8 1 = PI-I, and they arc cvaluat.::J [0 be

[ X.
0 - Xmn

-~"" ]Bl = Pi l

= ±-~""
X.. 0
0 X,"

- X"," 0 X",

(5.186)

(5.187)

(5.18R)
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where

Polyphase Induction Machines

(5.189)

[

R. X..
I -k l -W,nX~,nAI :=--

.}, -R""X mo

W,,, Xn... X""

where

k t + W,nX~n

R,n X,.
- W,n X n,. X",

-R ... Xmn

-R,nXn,,,
-W,,,X,,,X,,,n

R,. X,n
-k t + W,,, X,. X..

w,.X.. X... ]
-R,n X"',, (5.190)

k , - w,,,X,,,
R,n X,n

k , '" wrn(X",X,,, - X~.)

The clectromech:lnical equation is

T~" = 2HPW,n + Tin + Unw,n

where

(5.191 )

(5.192)

(5.193)

The modified flux linkages require additional computation: the torque C;lll be can·
venientl} expressed in terms of the normlllizcd currentS ;IS

(5.19~)

and hence the electromechanical equation can be ",rillen as

(5.195)

Solving equations (5.187) and (5.195) by numeric:l1 integration gives the solutions for
currents and speed from which the torque. power outpUt. and losses are calculated. A
nowchart describing lhe sleps in the dynamic simulation is shown in Figure 5.17.

Example 5.6

An induction motor has the (0110\\'10& constants and r:llll1gs:

200 v'4 polc.] phasc.60 III.. Y connccted

R. '"' 0.18] n. R, '" 0.277 11. L.... 0.0538 Ii

L, .. 005531-1. t, .. 0.056 II. B '" 0

Load torl.lue" T, '" 0 N·m.J .. 0.0165 kg_ml

Base p<)\Ol:r ,s 5 hI'

The motor is at standstill. A set of balanced three.phase vollages at 70.7% of rated values at
60 liz. is apphed. PIOI the starting ch<lracteTlstlcs 01 speed vs-torque. instantaneous SI,lIor and
rotor currentS in all the three reference: frames. and St:1101 nux linkages and nux I,hasor.
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C7
Read motor paramders

I
Inil,ali7.c time and read

.1pplied "ollagl's and finaltiml'

j

Ch,,,-,,,,, Ihe rderence frames

Find lhe d'lo ...,llages

I

Sl/,,"e the ml/I .... d,rrtT<·nrial equal'u",
uSing Runge·Kulla nume,"eal melhud
rur IIlkgrallon

I l'llle '" t,nle • ..:ll

Cumpule lUr'luc. various nux Imkl'J!.es
Jnd I.be ph:l,e currents

j

Sln,c Ih<, valu<,s uf varrables

"
No

finallnnc
,...ached ?

Y...,

Prllllhl"pla} til ... 'lin... reSp',">es

8
Fil:"rc 5.17 f1""·ch,,n for dynam,c "mula'h'" "I Ihe ,nducl,,,,, I1u""r
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Solution The plots are shown in l-lgurcs 5.IX(u). (b) ,tnd (cl. The llI11chinc outputs.
such as air gap torque, speed. actual stator ,tnd rotor phase currents. and magnitude of st,1I0r
nux linkages are all the same rcgardlcss of reference franles- Also note that the flux linkagcs
are in real units. white other variables arc in normalized units. Line start produces higher cur
rents. flux linkilgCs. and dc offsets in them. The torque pulsations arc vcry severe. and
repealed line starting could cndanga thc I11cch,tnical intc~rily of thc motor. Higher stator
and rotor curn:nts also producc resistiv..:: losses thm ,Ire multiple till1e~ the design linlll.

5.9 SMAll-SIGNAL EQUATIONS OF THE INDUCTION MACHINE

S.9.1 Derivation

'nle electrical equations of the induction machine and the ('leclromcchanical sub·
systems given in (5.IR7). (5.194). and (5.195) combine to give Ihc dynamic equations
of the motor-load system. Thesl' dynamic equ<ltions an: nonlinear: some of the
terms arc the products of twu currellt variables or a current variable and rotor
speed. lnc transient responSes or the solution of till: dynamic equations arc
obtain cd by numeric:11 integration. While any of the sl:lndard subroutinc~ can be
used for numerical integration. thc fourth-order Runge-Kutta melhod is adnjualc
for the study of induction machincs. For the solution. the equations hah' to hc
arranged in the state·space form. Fur controller design with linear contr'll-~ystcm

design techniques. the nonlincar uynamic C{llIations cannot be Jin:ctly uwd, lncy
havc to be linearized around an upcrating point by using pcrturhation techniques,
For small-signal inputs or dist urbances. the linearized equations arc val id. The ideal
model for perturbation to get the linearized model is the Olll' with stcady-stale
operating-statc variables as dc valul's.llJis is possible only with the synchronously
rotating reference frames model of the Induction motor. 'lnc tincariled equations
are obtained as follows.

lne voltages. currents. torque. stator frequency. and rotor speed ill their stead v
state are dcsig,nated by an additional subscript with an '0' in the var;'lhk~. and the
perturbed increments are designated hy a I) prl'ceding the varia hies. Accurdingly.
the variables in Sl units after perturhation are

\." "
,

+ ov~, (5,1%).' V'I'"

V·' " vJ.,.. + ov" (:'i. t(7)", ",
i~, i~", + 1i." (s.pm)'.,
,

" i~~., , oi~ (5.199)'",
j~r ~

" ,
oi~r (5.200)1,1'''

iJ1 ~ " , O;~h (5.201 )t~",

T" ~ T,,, + oT,. (:'i.202)

T, ~ 1'1"
, &1'1 (S,20:;)

w, ~ w",
, 8w, l:'i.2(4)

w, e
Win T Sw, (:'i.20S)
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Enclosure: Windings are inserted in the stator laminations and the stator lamina
tions are fined inside of a nonmagnelic steel housing. Two end covers will be
attached to the steel housing with part of the bearings attached to them. 11ley then
will be assembled with through bolts afler inserting the rotor with shaft. The non
magnelicsteel housing is intended for prolecling the stator and rotor assembly from
environmental faclors (such as rain. water, sno..... insects. birds. and rodents making
an iTlgress into the machine), for providing'lI\ intermedia~ medium for exchange of
heat bet.... een the machine windings and ambient. and for pro\ iding mechanical
strenglh and ease of assembly. Commonly used endosurclo arc ()~n drip-proof
(ODP). weather-protected types I and II (WPI. WPII).tutilll) l'ndm..:d .Iir·to-air
cooled (TEAAC). tOlall} ..:nduloCd fan c()(lkd (TEFCI.•md total1} ..:nclu"L'd \\<It..:r
to-air cooled (TEWAC) types. 11lese provi(k var~ing dL'grce, of prtllection from
environment and com..: with cost differentiill~ among them. -111e enclo,>ures arl'
hrieny sunllllari/..cd in the following.

QDP: It will resi~tthe entrance of wlller that falls at an angle ks~ than IS from lhc
vertical. II is widely used. bUI it is 110t ~llited for an oUldoor application or a dirt
filled envirOlllllent.

WPI: It is an OOP with lhe additional ~CrL'elh or IUlllerlo tu prevenl Ihe L'lllr,HlCe of
objects with diameter greater than 0.7.'1" (I·gcm). II is not ideall} ..uileJ for har~h

outdoor llpplication or persistent pollution with :lirhorne materiah or ahr""I\e dust.
Examples are intextik~ manufacturing and minL's.

WPII: This is suitable for outdoor application:- <lnd can prcvenl wmdt-loll n rain or
snow. The heavier panicles in the air are caught .....ilh bIO\\-throughs .... hich arc 90
hcnds creating a 10\\ velocity area whcr..: the hea\'ier particles drop out hefon: the~

reach inncr eleclncal parts of the machlne.llle'>C can also he pro\'Ided \\ nh filtcrs to
eliminatc particles grcat"r than 10 microns in size. Perioolc cleaning and n:place
ment of filters becomes nccessilf)' in this situation but comelo .... Ith the ad\,IIHage of
longer life for IhL' motur.

Totally Enclosed \'loIt1ro;' These enclosure~ offer th" greatelot protecllon dgalllq
dirt and environment. TEAAC and TEWAr h,,\(' higher po.... er de'Nt~ wmpared
10 TEFC machine... 1l1e~ enclosure.. are e\:p"nsi\e compared to olh...'r I~res.

TEAAC has heat pipc~ abo known as cO\llmg tuhe, or heal exchanger... that
increase lhe overall volumL' of the machine I\ith their mounting un IUp 01 Ih..:
machine and also carr~ the disadvantage of peril'ldic maintenance of the c(loling
tubes. which could dog. TEWAC hlls lhe dis<tdv<lntage of requirinl;!. a dean \\ater
supply and auxiliary pump for Ihe operation of its <':o\lling system. II ha~ till' advan·
lagL' of being pr'll·tlc,tll) indcpendent uf local <Jmhienll',lllditi(ln ...

lndustrial-gradl' molors lhat are nol operated {'untinuou.. l} ,huuld he
eljuipred with a drain,:t hrealhL'r. and a spaee heater to prevenl conden';l1iol1 of
Illoistllir due 10 Ihe brl'alhing in of air that takes placc II ilh alltypcs (If L'ndu,ures.

Hearings: With tilL' pfllper L'nclosure chmL'n for an appltc.uion. the h...·armg
selection and maliltenance is the n..::xt slep. Beh\l'cn th .... ~haf1 alll.! the end {'o\<,r~

of the lotator structur<'.llll .... he'lfing on each end 1:1> mounted, Tllo kind, ullx'anng..
arc available: lolc<,\e anJ antifnction hearing... Antifrictlllll hcaring.~ arl' l'heilpcr
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T - ~ ~ L ('~ .~ -'~ '. )
e<J - 22m I...., Iilro 1<Ito l"fO (5.206)

By substituting from equations (5.196) to (5.206) into equations (5.114). (5.122). and
(5.177), by neglecting the second-order terms. and by canceling the steady-stale
terms on the right· and left-hand sides of the equations. the small-signal dynamic
equations are obtained:

ayC... :c: (R. + L,p)ai~ + w",L,&i~ + LmpS~, + w",L",ai~

(5.207)

&yCd< c= -w..>L.ai~ + (R, + L,p)6i~ - W<W)L",&I~f + L".pSi~, - (L,i~, + L",i~nl)&..' (5.208)

&\'~, "" L",pSi~ + (w... - w,o)L",&il + CR, + L,p)&i~, + (w.., - w",)L,&i~,

a~, "" -(w.., - w",)Lmai~ + LmpSi~ - {w.... , - w,,,)L,&i~, + (R, + L,p)&i~,

- {Lmi~, + L,i~n,)&wf - (L",i~ + L,i~",)&w.

I'
Jp&w, + BIlw, =2(n, - n,)

(5.209)

(5.210)

(5.:!11 )

<'._ 3P L(·· .. ·• ~ ~) (-"21° ~ - "22" '" I"",old' + 'droOl", - 'dIo0l"r - 1",,,01,,, :1.-

Combining equations from (5.207) to (5.211) and casting them in state-space
form gives

(5.213)

where

x = [ai~ 6i~ &i~, &i~, &w,]!
U ~ [&,,~ a~", 6v~, Sv~, Sw, 6Tdt
A = PIIO I

HI"" PjlRI

L, 0 L. 0 °0 L, 0 L. 0

PI "" L. 0 L, 0 0
0 L. 0 L, 0
0 0 0 0 J

(5.214)

(5.215)

(5.216)

(5.2171

(5.21~)
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~R. ~"",L, 0 ~"",L.

w.L, ~R. "",I.. 0
0 1 = 0 -{ro.., - (tl,~)Lm ~R, ~(w", - w,~)L,

(00", - w,a)Lm 0 (w..., - w,~)L, ~R,

kli~,a -k!i~,a -k1i~ kli~",

k~ = ~(~rLm

1 0 0 0 - L,iJ", + Lmi~", 0

0 1 U U L,i~", + Lmi~", 11
R, 0 11 1 0 - LmiJ-" + L,i:J", 0

0 '0 0 1 Lmi~.., + L,i~,,, 0
P

0 \I 0 0 0 -

2

o
o

L",I~", + L,i~,a

-(L",i~", + L,.i~,e)

~B

(5.219)

(5.220)

(5.221 )

111e output of interest can be a function of the state variahlcs and inputs. expressed as

y = ex + DU (5.222)

where C and D <Ire now vectors of appropriate dimensions_ -Ille system and its out
put are described by the equations (5.213) and (5.222). rcsJX'ctively

5.9.2 Normalized Small-Signal Equations

-nl": small-signal equations for the normalized modd can b..: dc::riwJ a~ in tlw procc~

dure:: adopted for the SI-unit moJe1.111": equations thus obtained are presented in this
sectinn. '111e small-signal equations for the torque and voitag..:s arc gi\en as follows:

(5.223)

(5.224)

(5.225)
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X
liv*.... = - (w,.., - .......}X_Si~ +~plii~ - (w.... - w...)X,.lii~...

+ ( R,. + ~ P)Sid.-" + (XIIIII~ + Xrai~ ....)&wra - (X"",i~. -+- X,.. i~,...,)Sw", (5.227)

IS.22K)

Combming the equations from (5.223) to (5.228) and casting them In Slate'~paCt:

form gl"es

where

\: = [lii~ 0.:;'"

u ::: [l)~",.. Sv""<NI

A PIIOI

BI ::: PI IR I

Sw'B

(5.22'1)

IS.2JO)

15.:!JII

(5.1.12)

15.2.1'11

x'" ()
X_

() fIw, "'"
() X.

()
X_

fIw, w,
X X

PI = - () • () fI

"'" "'"X X.
() - () fI

"'" "'"() () () () ~Il

-"'-' () -w..,X_ fI

• -I<,. w.....X... () fI

0,- () -~X .... R,. w.....,x,.. X...i~... X,olJ
ltl..l...,Xm.. () W,I"".'<' .. -R... Xff\fIl:""~. " X,..I'I' ....
X.....;~...., -Xff\fli~,..., X",.. iJ"", X.....i~"". ().

..... here

W'l.... = W,..., w,n,,::: slip spcl'd (p.u.)

I () () () -X",i:i....., + X...n;J,,,,, fI

() I () () X",i~'" X.....i~"... ()

R, : () () I () -(X_i:i...., + X"'iJr"..) II

() (] () I Xmnl~, f- X,.I:,..... ()

() () II (] () I

(5.2.l-J I

15.235)
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The output of interest can be a function of the state variables and inputs, expressed as

y = ex + Du (5.238)

where C and 0 are now vectors of appropriate dimensions.
The system and its output are described by the equations (5.229) and (5.238).

respectively. They can be used to study the control characteristics of the system. as
shown in the next section.

5.10 EVALUATION OF CONTROL CHARAGERI5TIC5 OF THE
INDUGION MACHINE

lhc comrol characteristics of the induction machine consist of stabilit~ and of fre·
quency and time responses. They require the evaluation of various transfer func·
tions. Stability is evaluated by finding the eigenvalues of the system matri.~ A in the
equation (5.213). It can be found by using standard subroutines available in a soft
ware library. The evaluation of transfer functions and of frequency and time
responses is available in control-system simulation libraries. Simple algorithms to
develop the above are given in this section.

5.10.1 Transfer Functions and Frequency Responses

Taking the Laplace transform of equations (5.213) and (5.222) with the assumption
of zero initial conditions gives

sX(s) = AX(s) + Blu{s)

y(,) = eXt,) + Du(,)

(5.239)

(5.240)

By manipulating equations (5.239) and (5.240), the output can be expressed as

yes) = (C(sl - A)-lSI + O)u(s) (5.241 )

where I is an identity matrix of appropriate dimensions.
The transfer function involves one input. so the input matrix product Blu(s) is

then written as

(5.242)

where b, is the i'h column vector of B matrix and i corresponds 10 the element num
ber in the input vector. Then. correspondingly,

Du{s) = diUi{S)

Then the resulling equations arc

sX(s) = AX(s) + b,ui(s)

y(,) = eX(,) + d,u,(')

(5.243)

(5.244)

The evaluation of transfer functions is made simple if the canonical or phase-vari·
able form of the slate equation given in equation (5.244) is found. Assume that is
effected by the following transformation,
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x = TI'XI'

Then the state and output equations are transformed to

pXI' = ArXI' + Bru,

y = CI'XI' + d,ll,

where

A '" rlAT, " ,
BI' '" T~'hi

CI' '" err

These matrices and vectors are of the form

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0
A ~ 0 0 U 1 0,

0 0 0 n 1

-m, - m! - m, -m l - m,

Br '" [0 0 0 0 1I'
Cr = [n l 0, n, 0, n,,]

and the transfer function. by observation. is written as

(5.245)

(5.246)

(5.247)

(5.248)

(5.249)

(5.250)

(:".251 )

(5.2S2)

1.':;_25.~ )

(.".25~ )

The problem lies in finding the transformation matrix. T r. An algorithm 10 COIl'lrllC\

Tr is given below:

T r '" [til l t, t4 !~] }
I, = b, (5.2551

Is ~ = At~_k'l + m"_k.lb"k == 12.:'.4

where.t l ,'" .Is are the column vectors. The last equation needs the coeffiCIents 01
the characteristic equation and is computed beforehand by using lhe Len'mer
algorithm. The Leverrier algorithm is given in lhe following.

m,'"

m4 =

m,

-trace(A): H~ = A ... md

1
-itrace(AHs): H~ '" AH, - 1l1~1

(5.25A)
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where the trace of a matrix is equal to the sum of its diagonal elements. The fre
quency response is evaluated from equation (5.241) by substituting s = jw wherever
s occurs. The magnitude and phase plots can be drawn over the desired frequency
range for the evaluation of control properties. A flowchart for the computation of
transfer functions and of frequency and time responses is given in Figure 5.19.111e
compulation of time responses is considered next.

5.10.2 Computation of Time Responses

If the slate equation given In (5.213) is transformed into diagonal form by thl."
transformation

then the transformed equations are

Z = TdIAT~Z + T~ 181U = MZ + HU

where M is a diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues and

M = T.l1ATJ

H = T~ IB

(5.257)

(5.258)

(5.259)

(5.260)

Solving for 7. 1"" ,z" from equation (5.2fiO) gives

'!!, (-1 + e~·I)
Z"{I) = (L HnJu j ) (5.261)

J~I An

where An is the n'h eigenvalue and !II is the number of inputs. Once vector Z is evalu
ated via equation (5.263), the output y is obtained from Ihe following:

Example 5.7

y = ex + DU = CTJZ + DU (5.262)

For the induction motor given III EXflmpk 5.4 and for the steady-stale orerating conditions
given hclnw. find the transfer function !J,,;!ween the rOior speed and load torque and the poles
of the system.

""". = ]77 rad/sec

""Oo' "" 370 Tad/sec

SOluliulI The steady-stale current wctLlr is obtained <IS follow~: The impedance
matrix in synchronous reference frame IS

[ R,
'--00.., 0

Z "" ~L,w.., R, ~L",w...,

-L~()J""
Lmw,.." R,

Ii ~L.w,",
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~

START )

Read moror p~r~melcrs.

frequency. volrage and
slead!' Slale ~hp

Compule the ~teady· ISlale o!,<,rarrng pornl

j

CompUle A and B
marriccs and spcxrfy C

and 0 malnCltS,
('ampuw

ltlgenvalues

What Conslruct Tr ma1fn :Ind

" obtam 1he phd'" \,mablt"
requIred? canonlcall"tm

Find the dIagonal

I
W,,,,,rh,,

l.ans.T~& H lransfet/un,tI.,n

Compule

I
Oh1311,lhe

Ihe OUIPUl frequenc\ ''''I'"n",

l'rm1 the resull~

1
STOP )
-

Figllre ~.l" ~ll1\H'harl lor thc cOmpurallon of tran.fct funcllons and fr"(lu"nn r"'I"'I1<'"
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where

Polyphase Induction Machines

W", == 317 rad/sec

Wol<, == W", - W ru == 31 - 310 = 1 rad/sec

The q axis stator voltage in synchronous reference frilme is

v~", == 0

V2
v~ == . I'i V == 16J_-, V

v3

The steady-slate torque is

J P
T«' == 2"·2· L",(I:"" 1~<" - [.'i....I~",)

.. 18,98 N'm

The next step is 10 com pUle the system matrices A ;Ind 8 1 ilS follows:

A = PI-IQ

B, == pI1R1
where

[L'
0 L. 0

;]P,' ~.
L, 0 L",
0 L, 0

L. 0 L,
0 0 0

I 0 0 0 -C, 0

0 I 0 0 C, 0

R1 == 0 0 I 0 -C, 0

0 0 0 I C, II
p

0 0 0 0 0
2
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0,

-R. - ........ • -L,..... •........ -R. L,..... • •
0 , '= • -L,..... -R, -L,.... C,

-L,..... • -........ -R, -C,
K,I~ -k,l~... -k,1d-.. k,l~ -.

",hefe

C1 .. L.I:;'" -+ L.I'" = 0.007

C~ "' L.I~. -+ L.I~ .. - 0.J22

C, .. L.I~ -+ L,I:t... ., - 0.05

C. = L..I~ -+ L,I:;'.. '= - O.JOJ

'( P)'k, .. 2" '2 L", "" 0.313

Th..: fiflh column lI\ Ihe R, milln.~ IS du..: will..: 0<<1. term, 11le output is increment:tllorque'.
whICh is Wflll..:n as the d..:menl~ o( C vCClor as follows:

" here'

J P
k, '= - L.

. 2 2

Nut..: D '" O.
'Ill..: co..:ffici":nls of thc l-haraclcnst,c polynomIal arc nl"ltamed from Lc\'crrl!:r'~ algll

nlhm h~ uSIng Ih..: ,\ maln\.<t<;

nil J 132 X 10"

m~ - 2.706 x 10"

m, '" 1.646 '( WI

m, - 1.75 x lOS

m. '" 253.63

-I" wmpule: the numcr"lOr p<lJ~t1onll.11. th..: column \'eClOr o( lhe 8, malrix ,s ,dcnllfied .1'
CHrr~~p'(lndlng 10 the input whICh,s Ih..: ,"xlh column for the load torque mput:

(,'h cnlumn of 8, - [ ~ ]

- -,:'"
B~ USIIll/. A. Ill, to 01,. and h,.lhe column vectors 1~ to I, are found vIa the algorithm

(orn",5
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1

111e transformalion matrix Tp is

[
~2'31 x 10'"
9.25 X 1010

., 2.51 X lU'v

-9.48 X lOw

-4.57 X 10111

lind

Tp ., [t l

l.39 x 10"
\88 x 10~

-1.17 x 10"'

-1.93 x 10~

-1.71 x 1ll"

-2.91 x 1O~

1.62 x let

3.07 x 10'

-1.7:' x l(f
-1.90 x 10'

-1.5R X (0)

1.19 x 10'

InJX 10-'

-l.J2 x 10'
-3.0.1 x 10'

11
II
II
11

-II'I.~J

A,'Te' ATe.[
~I

Cp = C' Tp = [1.13 X 1011

11 I

o 0
11 II
11 11

13 X 10" -2.7 x 10"

2.32 x 10" 2.12 x H1'

II U

" ]I U "II 1 "
II II

2'\ II.'-!.h:i x 111 -1.75 x 10'

1.62 x 10' (I] == [n, 0, ", 0, 0,

Th..: lfansf.:r fUflctl\lIl thl:n is

nl + n~s + n,"- + 11,.. ' - n;s'

llli + Ill,S Till,,' + Ill,~' + m,~'''','

Complll<: Bp '" Tr I . hi 10 ch.:ck the calculatiun!".

proving the correclness of the solution.

5.11 5PACE·PHASOR MODEl

5.11.1 Principle

loe stator and rotor nux-linkage phasors are lhe resultant ""ltor anu rotor tlU\ Iin"
ages and are found by taking the vector SUlTl of the respective II and If cUlllpllnenl~

of the nux linkages. Note thai the nux-linkage ptHlsor describes its spalial Jlstrihu
tion. Instead of using two <lX('S such as lhe d and II for a billanced pllhph.l'c
machine. the nux-link<igt' phasors can bt' thought of as b~'ing produced b~ cqul\<I'
lenl single-phase stator and rotor windings. Such a repres..:nllllion has man;. aJl'an
tages: (i) the system of equations could be compact ,lllU be reduced frOIll f,)ur to
lwo; (ii) the system rt'duces to a two-willding syslem like Ihe de machint'-hcllec lhe:
apparent similarily of them in controlla obtalll a decouplcd independenl flux i1nd
lorque control <IS in Ihe dc machine: (iii) a clear conceptualizalion of the J;.namics
of the machine-it is easier to visualize the interaction (If lwO windings ralha than
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than sleeve bearings and require lubrication (grease) at periodic intervals.
whereas the sleeve bearings need to be checked on a daily basis for oil level
and vibration. Fun her, sleeve bearings cannot take side or venicaJly upward
loads. Assembly and disassembly arc much easier with antifriction than with
sleeve bearings. Sleeve bearings arc not good with underload or overload.
whereas the anti friction bearings have a moderate tolerance for both the situa
tions. All of these facts make iHltifriction bearings a popular choice in a majority
of applications.

Rolor B:II:mcing: Before final assembly, the rotor is dynamically balanced so that
no eccentricities of My kind arc presented to the bearings. The balancing is
achieved either by removing some magnetic iron material in smaller motors or by
adding a magnetically and electrically inen material compound in larger machines.

For detailed information on the construction details of the mach me. refer to
the papers and standard texts cited in the reference section of this chapter or 10 a
multitude of textbooks on electrical machines.

5.2.2 Principle of Operation

It is well known that. when a sel of three-phase currents displaced in time from each
other by angular intervals of 1200 is injected into a stator having a set of three-phase
windings displaced in space by 1200 electrical. a TOtating magnetic field is produced.
This rotating magnetic field has a uniform strength and travels at an angular speed
equal to its stator frequency. It is assumed that the rotor is at standstill. The rotating
magnetic field in the stator induces electromagnetic forces in the rotor winding.~As
the rotor windings are short-circuited. currents start circulating in them. producing a
reaction. As known from Lenz's law, the reaction is to counter the source of the
rotor currents. i.e.. the induced cmfs in the rotor and. in turn, the rotating magnetic
field itself. 'n,e induced emfs will be countered if the difference in the speed of the
rotating magnetic field and the rotor becomes zero. The only way to achieve it is for
the rotor to run in the same direction as that of the stator magnetic field and catch
up with it eventually. When the differential speed between the rotor and magnetic
field in the stator becomes zero. there is zero emf. and hence zero rotor currents
resulting in zero torque production in the motor. Depending on the shaft load. the
rotor will seule down to a speed, w" always less than the speed of the rotating mag
netic field. called the syllchronous speed of the machine, w,. The speed differential is
known as the ~'lip speed. 1.1\1' The elementary relationships between slip speed. rotor
speed. and stator frequency are given below.

Synchronous speed is given as

W, = 2nf" rad/sec

where f. is the supply frequency.
If W m is the mechanical rotor speed. slip speed is

(5.5}

(5.6)
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four windings. resulting in an in-depth understanding of the dynamic process used in
developing high-performance control strategies; (iv) a meaningful interpretation of
the eigenvalues of the system. regardless of the reference frames considered in a
study; and (v) easier analytical solution of dynamic transients of the key machine
variables, involving only the solution of two differential equations with complex
coefficients. Such an anlllyt ical solution illlprows the understanding of the machine
behavior in terms of machine parameters. bIding to Ihe formulation of thl' machine
design requirements for variable-speed llppliclltions. Such a space-vcctur modd is
derived in this section.

5.11.2 DQ Flux-linkages Model Derivation

'111e induction-machine Illudel. in terms of the flux link<Jgc~ descriheJ in ~cctiul1

5.7.H. is made usc of in this "cction. -nle eqllation~can he cast in th ... llonn;lli/ed form
by finding the curr"'lllS in terms uf the flux rinka~e~ from equatiun (S.i.'X):

where..\1 = (l,L, - L~,)

Then. substituting for the currents in Ihe flux-Iillkag... "'lluatiolls givcn 111 (5.1-il).
(5.142).(5.J44).i1lld {5.1-i5l.lh... model in arhitrar~ rCkrl'llCl' fram.::" in nml11"li/l'd
units is derived a"

-W•. "

n

k II,
t,

l;'~"J l' "J
k,

" A~,o (I
I [v~'''115.~fl5)t,

'~'" + 0 o vJ,"
(w,n - wen)

AJ," (I n
t,

o (t,) " - (Il,")
l, l,

where k, = loll, = statur cuupling factor. k, = Lo,lL, = rotor coupling faCI,)f. <T - I
- L2

m l (L,L,J = I - k,k, '" leakage coefficient.,-, '" L)R, '" stator time constal1l."
= L/R, = rotor lime constant. r: = (J'-, = tral1~i'::llt qalor limc ('(llhl,1Il1.
T; = (1'-, = transient rohJr tl111C ...onstant.,- = w~t = n(lrlll~t1i/l'J timc. To galll fur
ther insight. v:lrioll~ time l'OIl~taIl1S and normalizeJ lillie arc introduc.::J inlll thl~
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,-------1 t,

v:. __--I

.... '---,--1

v~ ----11--1

•
•

•

t,

•L---------------'---0--- w,.
tlgu~ 5.20 Slgn~l·ntJw l;.r;.ph of lhe inducl1ol1 IIl~ChIllC

model. llH~ signal-now graph of the systcm is shown in Figure 5.20. This docs not
give :lny additional advantage in ilrl:llyzing the system and therefore is not consid
ered any further.

The eigenvalues of the syslcm as the rotor speed is increased from zero to 0.5
p.u. are shown in Figure 5.21 for a machine with normalized parameters of R.. =
O.O.J46 p.u.. R,n = 0.054 p.u .. L.. = 2.89 p.u.. L... = 3.005 p.u.. and L,. = 3.13 p.u and
in Slator reference frames. The rOOI loci on Ihe left represent the IWO rotor eigen\al
ues: the other represents the stalor eigenvalues.Theirdislinclion comes from the faci
that Ihe rotor eigenvalues increase in their imaginary values as the rolor speed
Illcreascs. As the slator docs not experience the physical rotation. its eigt:nfrcljucn·
cies arc mon.' or less slationary.The stalor and rOlor eigen\'alues arc complex conju
gates: thus. it is sufrlCicnllO consider one of each to oblain a full picture of the dynamic
characteristic. of the machine. Note thai by combining Ihe two rotor and t"·o slator
equations inlo a resultant rOlor and slator equalion.lhe orderof Ihe syslem is reduced
from four 10 two. resulling in the rOOlloci containing one of the rOlor and slalort:igen
values. That is precisely whal the space-phasor model allempts to caplure. with the
allendant advantages. as shown in the succeeding sections. '!11C real values denoting
the transient time constants aSSOCiated with the stalor and rotor arc 10 he noted: lhal
they approllch dose to eilch other in value at higher speeds is also seen clearly.

5.11.3 Root loci of the DQ Axes Based Induction
Machine Model

figure 5.22 sho.....s the loci of the eigenvalues when the reference frames arc fixed
arbilrarily at a speed of 0.5 p.u. instead of al zero reference frames spt:ed as in the
Figure 5.21.The eigenfrequeneies (the imaginary part of the eigenvalues) are shiftt:d
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by the reference-frames speed, i.e., 0.5 p.u. in both the stator and rotor root loci. The
negative eigenfrequencies are added to the reference-frames speed. whereas the
positive eigenfrequencies are subtracted from the reference-frames speed. as
becomes dearly discernible in this figure. In effect. the root loci computed for onc
frame arc convertible to another reference frame by simply adding and subtracting
the reference-frames speed from their eigenfrequencies. 'Ibis has great significance
in Ihat it demonslrates thc interrelationship of Ihe machine eigenvalues in various
reference frames.

Consider thai every eigenvalue contributes to a response term of exponenlial
nalUre. with one. due to Ihe real part. indicating the damping and the other. due 10

the eigenfrequency term (i.e., imaginary value of the rool). in the form of a phase.
The reference frames merely displace the cigcnfrcquencies so that the phase term
of the response cancels the phase rOlation added to the input variables. resulting in
Ihe elimination of the contribution from the reference-frames speed lerm in the
responses. but by having intact the real parts regardless of the reference frames. the
damping is preserved uniformly in the responses in all of the reference frames.

An alternative approach is to look at the induction machine with a set of two
windings, one in the stator and the other on the rotor, using a space-phasor
approach,

5,11.4 5pace-Phasor M&:tel Derivation

Let the space phasor of the stalor flux linkages in arbitrary reference frames be
given by ,

(5.266)

(5.267)

This definition is valid for currents. voltages. and flux linkages in the machine for
both Ihe stalor and rotor variables. Such a relationship can alternatively be
expressed in complex phasor form as

~ = e--'{3()'- + e)2a!3AbPI + e}4""A"",)}

where the firsl exponential term gives Ihe reference-frame rotation at an arbitrary
speed of Wu ' Note that the operation in the parentheses denotes the resolution of
the three phases from abc axes to the q and d axes. with the q axis aligned to phase
A, The resolution from abc to qdo axes is achieved by projecting the abc axes vari
ables onto the q and d axes through simple trigonometric relationships developed
in section 5,7,3, Further, the expression inside the parentheses. on expansion.
results in

~~ .... + eJ!-I'~ ..... + e"'-f3>.a.,) = 5{~.", - O.s(~b>n + ~Qn) - j V; p.."", - ~b>n)}

~ {,_ - j~ ('~ - ,,~)} ~ ' ... - j.... (5.268)
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(5.269)

The vcclQr rOlation at the reference-frame speed converts these stator reference
frame variables into the arbitrary refercnce-frame variables. Similarly. to recover
the phase variables in stator referencc frames from the arbitrary reference-frame
variables. the procedure is reversed. First. the variables are separated into the real
and imaginary values. which are then identified as the q and ,'axes variables in the
arbitrary reference framcs. Using (he qdo-to-abc axes transformation T~ (devel
oped in seclion 5.7.3). the variables in the stator reference frames are reco\·ered.
Alternately. it could also be derivcd compactly as

" .... = R~ te,....,,,~}

A"", = Re{ e"'-'e' ~: "~n}

A "" Re{e,..,.oe l ':':'''" }'''n 1 ....

Applying the space-phasor definition given in the abo\'e LO the expressions g;VI::I1 in
the matrix equation (5.265). Ihe (ollowing syslem of equations is derived in arbi
trary reference frames:

(5.270)

\\here the voltage and current phasors are similarl~ defined. The signal-flo"
graph for these equations is shown in Figure 5.23. It IS very compact and Iend~

iuelf elegantly to a similarity with the dc machine. "ith which the engineers arc
much marc familiar than they arc with the mulliphase ac machines. It consists of
t.... o time conSlanls. corresponding to the armature and fil'ld of the dc machine.
bUI Ihe .... llldings are coupled in the induction machine. unlike in the dc

k,

•\',. ,; •
t.n;

.~ ---------"------------,--<;>.--- ....
•
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machine. In the dc machine, a coupling exists only between the field and arma·
ture but nm vice versa. The space-phasor modeling is uni4uely suitable only for
induction machines. because of its symmetry between the stator and the rotor.
Such symmetry docs not exist in the permanent-magnet synchronous machines.
where the direct and quadrature axis inductances are not equal. because of the
saliency of the rotor, and therefore the space-phasor model is not attempted in
that case.

5.11.5 Root loci of the Space-Phasor
Induction-Machine Model

The root loci of the space-phasor-model-based induction machine for lhe same
constants used in the previous figures are shown in the stator reference frames in
Figure 5.24. Note thai there exiSI only two eigenvalues in this system, and they
correspond to one stator and rotor eigenvalue from the qri model with their
complex conjugates removed. However. the elegance of lhis model comes into
play in the compactness of its expression and the insight gained through it
in comparison to the qd model. The eigenvalues for any arbitrary reference
frames are obtained by adding the reference-frames speed 10 the eigcnfrequen
cies of the roots of the stator reference frames. much like the qd model-based
eigenvalues.
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5.11.6 Expression for Electromagnetic Torque

The electromagnetic torque in S.1. unils is found 10 be

T :~!:L.{"" _""}
~ 2 2 III ","do do qr

and in normalized unilS is derived as

Note that
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(5.271 )

(5.272)

(5.173)

where l..t, is the hase inductance. Substituting the above relationships into the torque
expression results in

c;-.;T",,,,-
T~n = l .

H~)
which. on subslilUtion ofT~.leads to the normalized IOrque as

Tn = (L...L.~ L;..) {A~A~~ - AJ..,A~r~}

(5.174)

(5.275)

(5.276)

The normalized torque can be wrillen compactl} also In terms of the stalOr and
rotor nux phasors as

T" = L.. , {lm('~'"lI = ,t....L, {Im(~';.lI
(I.,.L. - t.,;.) u,," "

where A~.. is Ihe complex conjugate of the rotor flux linkage phasor and 1m implies
the imaginary component of the variable inside Ihe parentheses. This lends itself 10
the interpretation that the stator and rotor flux linkage phasors are interacting to
provide an electromagnetic torque. very much as the armalUre and field flux link
ages in a dc machine interact to produce the electromagnetic torque. Similarly. the
normalized torque could also be writlen as

(5277)

This expression portrays the torque as the interaction of the stator CUTTen! <lnd sta
tor flux linkage phasors: similarly. the following expression gives it in terms of the
interaction between the stator eUTTent and rotor flux linkage phasor:

Tn ::: ~ (Im(i~)'~)} (5.278)
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Various torque expressions contribute to a variety of control schemes for induc
tion motors, as demonstrated in Chapter 8 on vector~controlled induction-motor
drives.

hample 5.8

The parameters of an induction motor are

2000 hp. 2300 V. 4 pole. 60 Hz.star-connected stator

R. = 0.0211; R, = 0.1211: L", = 0.1326 1-1: L. = L, '" 0.1335 Ii

J = 10 kg_m l : 8 = 0; Load torque is zero.

Plot (i) the frcc·acceleration characteristics of the machine and (ii) the dynamic performance
when the machine is staned with linearly varying input voltages from 0.03 p.ll. to 1 p.u. in one
second. The space·phasor model of the machine in stator reference frames is recommended
for solving this problem.

Solution (i) The stator reference-frames model of the induction machine in 51 units
derived in section 5.7.7.1 is considered here for deriving the- space-phasor model.'''e
four dq equations in (5.128) are reduced to two space-phasor equations by the following
steps:

-", = 'I", - jV<h = (R, + L,.p)(i'l" - jid') + L",p(iq, - ji J ,) = (R, + L,p)i, + L",pi,

Similarly. the rotor equations are combined as

'I, = vq, - jVd' = (R, + L,p - jUl,L,)i, + Lm(p ~ lUl,)i,

Then these two equations are cast in slate·space form as

[p,,] I ([(-L,.R.+jL~Ul,)

pi, = (L,L, L;.) L", (R. + jUl,L..)

The air gap torque is derived as

L.(R, - jw,L,) J[p;,] [L,])
L,(-R, + jw,L,) pi, + - L", v,

T 3 P L (.. ..) 3 P L [I (- J
< = 22 m tq,Jd, - td,tq , = 22 m mag 1,1,)

TIle mechanical equation is given by

dw, P
J-=-T

dt 2 <

because thc ffiction and load torques are zero for the given problem. The three differential
cquations are solved by numerical integration. and the phasor magnitudes of stator ,"oltage.
current and nux linkages and rotor flux linkages. air gap torque. and rolor speed are plot1ed
in normalized units, as shown in Figure 5.25. The stator and rotor nux linkages phasors are
derived from the stator and rolor currents as
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SImilarly. the rOlor nUll-linkages phflsor IS delln:d as

A, == ~Il' - jAd' == (L,i~, + Lmi'l'l - j(L,ld' + Lmi",) == L,I, ... Ln,l,

NOle lhal only phasor magnitudes an~ sho"'n In the simulalion r.:sulls rh.: ,p;lee-pIHlslH
simulation has reduced lhe Iota I number of d,(ferclllial equ3110ns from j 10 J. bUI lhe
reduclion comes al Ihe e~pense of their bemg in comp1e~ \·ariables. E'.:n lhoug.h Ihell~ IS
no diSlinct ad"anlage in simulming the system In complell vanable... slgfllficam m~lghl

can be gamed by \'lCwlng Ihe phasors ralh.:r Ihiln dq compon.:nlS oflhe I.e\ \ari.lbles

Oi) Lincnrly varYlllg Ihe input voltages ha~ limited lhe stalu! curr~'nh tu 7 p.u .. liS
shown in Figure 5.26. [I h,IS dimina,ed osclilatluns III lhe currenlS and flu\ Iinkag.es and
hence has eliminated emirdy the lorque pulsalluns. The stMI-Up lime IiiI' II1crcas\'d h~

75% as compared to ,he line sl3r' with full suppl~ \-"Ilag.:!>. E\en In lhl~ me' hod. muillple
limes the rUled resls,j\'e losses occur, and hence 'ho: ~1;,rtS per hour ,lTe rC"lrJcled for
large machines such as the one simulaled here.
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S.11.7 Analytical Solution of Machine Dynamics

The space-vector approach not only provides compact and conceptual represen
tation of the induction machine but also assists in the direct closed-form solution
of the dynamic processes in the machine. neglecting mechanical dynamics. The
solution of the stator and rotor flux-linkage phasors for a step input in the stator
voltage phasor can be analytically found: it involves the solution of only two first
order differential equations with complex coefficients. This. in detail. is given
below.

The roots of the system. PI and P2- are found from the space-vector model
derived from equation (5.272) as

i = Ax + Bu

k,
= -;a" =

T, --

where

a, "[~. <:OJ: 0 " [,~.]

-{~ + i<wc. - w,.)}
(5.279)
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where P is the number of poles.
The differential speed between Ihe stator magn~tic field and rotor windings is

slip speed. and that is responsible for the frequency of the induced emfs in the rotor
and hence their currents. 111ercforc. Ihe rotor currentS are at slip frequency. which
can be obtained from the angular slip speed by dividing il by 2'lT.1l1e slip is defined as

w,
s= 

w,
(5.7)

Note thai slip is nondimensional. [I is proven Itlter that Ihis i~ one of the most
Important variables in thl' control and operallon of the induction rmlchine~

Combinmg equ<ltions (5.6) nnd (5.7).lhe rotor electrical ,peed is given as

W, '" w,(l - s).radjsec

From this. the rolor speed in rpm. denoted by "",~ expressed as

n, = n,{1 - s)(rpm)

(5.81

(5.9)

where rl. is Ihe synchronous speed or the speed of the qalOr magnetic fiekl in rpm.
given hy

12or,
n, =-p-rpm

.3 INOUCTION-MOTOR EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT

15.lUI

'nlC equivalent circuit of the induction motor is vcr~ Similar to that for a trans
former. f\[though Ihe rotor currents arc at slip frcqucnc}.thl· rotor i:. IrlclIrrnralcd
into the clfcuit in 11 simple way. Recognizing the fact that the stator and rotor wind
ings havc resistances and le<lkage inductances and that the mutual inductance for
modeling the mutuaillux links the stalQr and rOtor v.indings. Figure:i.l gl\CS the
elementary eqUIvalent circuit. The parameters arc slator resistance rer pha:.c. R,.
rotor re~ist~nce per phase. R". mutual inductance. L",. Sialor leakag.c inductance

.. ,

K. L" I.

v I.. E)..

1 1• r~.

t;ll.t1,~ 5.1 Element:'lr) t'qtl" alcm ClrCUIl f"r Ihe ,mJlKllon mulur
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The roots of lhe S)'Slem are found from the characteristic equalion. i.e.. det IA -pI]
=O. The roots. PI and Pl' are evaluated as

pl,P2:: ~{3:tVa2 - 4b}

where

(5.280)

In taking the squarc root of thc discriminant. which is a comple" number. use has 10
he made of DcMoivrc'S theorem converted into exponential form. Arter having
solved for the roots. and keeping the Slator frequency and rotor angular speed con
Slant. )'ou can derive Ihe slator and rotor flux linkage phasors for a unit step inpul of
Ihe stator voltage phasor of -jl p.u. as

h~"(r) = (1'2 ~ pd[ {-(p\ + ( 22 )( h~"{O) + ~J

+ allh~" (O)}e P,' + {(PI + (21)(~~ (0) + ~J -al~II.;" (U)}c

h:~(T) = I [{a 21 (1 + h~"(O)\ - (PI + all) h~"(O)}e rlf
(P2 PI) PI ~

J ""p., + jpl~2

(5.281)

+ {-1121 (1. + ~(O)) + (1'2 + all)h~~ (OJ}c p"J _j all
~ PI~

where h~ (0) and h~~ (0) arc Ihe initial values of the stalor and rOlor flux linkage
phasors. respectively. NOle that the normalized time is used here. The rotor and sta
tor nux-linkage phasors are spatial distributions of Ihc llu,~ linkages and are avail
able as a function of motor parameters and initial conditiuns. These analylical
solutions arc easily obtained compared to the (Iq axes model case. They help in
underslanding Ihe magnclic-energy propagation within Ih... machine during tran
SI ...nts [14.171.

5.11.8 Signal-Flow Graph of the 5pace-Phasor-Modeled
Induction Motor

Based on the system of equations derived in the above.lhe sIgnal-now graph of the
induclion machine is drawn as shown in Figure 5.23. Th... s~'mbol } denotes the
Laplace operator in this figure. Addition of Ihe mcchanicallo:td to 1hc machine and
load inertia. friclion constant. and load torque will complete the block-diagram rep
resentation of the induclion motoLln this case, the system involves th ... solution of a
lhird-order syslem in complex variables. From this point onward, the spacc-phasor
modeling docs not provide an advanlage O\'er Ihe dq model: numerical solution is
resorted to in the solulion of linearized syslems of equations of third order in the
case of space-phasor approach. as againsl Ihe fifth order in the d(/111OOel. and the
elegance of the meaningful analytical solUlion is lost in both casel>.
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Example 5.9

Consider a set of three-phase sinusoidal input "'oltages 10 an induclion mOlor with a fre
queney of w,. Express lhe stator-"'ollage phasor in arbitrary rderence frames.. and. hence. find
from illhe slalOr-\'ohage phasors in 'he rotor and synchronous rderence frames.

Sclulion The lhree·phasc slnusoidallnpu, \Ollages are defined to he

( '") (,.)v =V sm9·v.-V Sin e -- .\' .. v Sin 9 +....- .'.\'''. '3

The sl31or-vollage phasor in staler rderence frames IS gl\cn by

SUbslituting for Ihe pha!'.C ",ollllges from !he tkfinl1lOns and l'xpllndlng the," \lith the expo
ncntiallcrms simplifies the Slat or-voltage phasor l(l

v, '" V.. (sin 9, - je'hllJ

The stalOr-voltage phasor in the arhitrary reference rr~me IS given b~

By sUbstiluling for the vollage phasor In slator reft-rence frames Intllthe above equation.lhe
slalOr-\'ollage phasor In arb"r:lry reference frames i~ uer1\ed as

\~ = V.(sIn6, - cos8,)e" '" V.f-Jl,..... fe ...... -JV.~" _,J

from which lhe St3IOr-"ohage phasors In rotor refnence frames and synchronous frames are
found by substituting ee '" 8, and 8< '" e,. respccll\·d~. JO the SlalOf-\ollage phasor expression
In Ihe arbitrary reference framcs'

v~ = Vm(sin(9, - 9,) - J cos (A, - Or)}

~=Vm{O-jl}

5.12 CONTROL PRINCIPLE OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR

The conlrol principle of Ihe induclion machine is derived in Ihis section. A physi
cal interpretation is given that indicates its close resemblance to the separately
excited dc machine. A transient-free oper;llion of the induction machine is
achieved only if the stator (or for Ihat mailer rOIOr) flux-linkages phasor is main
tained constant in its magnitude and its phase is statiunary with respect to the cur
rent phasor (or the current phasor is varied in such a way that it counterbalances
the rate of change of the flux-linkages phasor). This fundamental theorem for the
control of ac machines is proved in the following for induclion machines. Such an
understanding is crucial 10 developing appropri:ltc control techniques and their
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implementations, including vector-controlled drives of various kinds. with and
without position and speed sensors.

Consider the induction-machine model in the synchronous reference frame.
In this frame, the sinusoidal variables become dc quantities, i.e.. constants. and
hence their derivatives, such as those of the currents and flux linkages in steady
state, are all zero. This step helps in visualizing thc steady state much more sim
ply than the models in other reference frames. The phasor is defined 10 be the
resultant of the respective q and d axes variables such as currents. voltages. and
flux linkages. The stator currenl phasor and sfator flux-linkages phasor are
defined as

i, =' i~, - ji;j,

.\, =' A~, - jh~"

The input power for balanced supply voltages is given by

(5.282)

(5.283)

(5.2R5)

Substituting for the voltages in terms of the mach inc parameters. currents. and sta~

tor angular frequency. the input power is obtained as

where p is the differemial operator and w, is the stator frequency at which the rdcr
ence frames are rotating. Recognizing the electromagnetic torque as

J p ('~ ." .•.~ ) _ 3 P •."
T. = -:;- L m '"h, - 1.n14! - JJ(hJ ,l4'-2 _ _ _

where the stator d and q axes flux linkages are given by

A~ =' L,i~ + Lmi~,

""d-.. =' L,i:i, + Ln,i:i,
(5.2X6)

gives the power input in terms of the torque and flux linkages and currenls. by sub
stituting equations (5.285) and (5.286) into eq uation (5.284). as

(5.287)

By substituting the phasor in the place of the individual q and (/ componellls of the
currents and stator flux linkages. and by substituting for the electromagnet ic torque
in terms of the stator current and stator flux-linkages phasors. the input power is
compactly written as

(5.2SR)
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where Re and 1m are the real and imaginary pari of the functions. respeclively.
and I. is the complex conjugate of the stator nux-linkages phasor. There are three
distinct components of the input power. as is seen from equation (5.288). The first
term corresponds to the stator resistancc losses: the remaining two tcrms consti
tute the power crossing the stator and entcring into the air gap.1lle sccond term
corresponds to the sum of the rotor slip power and mechanical power. because the
stator frequency is the sum of the slip and rotational frequencies. The laller part of
the second term supplies shaft power and friction and windage losses in the
machine.llle slip power corresponds to the rotor resistance losses. Note that the
electromagnetic lorque is the product of the stator current and nux-linkages pha
sors. as in the case of the dc machine. where it is equal to the product of the field
nux linkages and armature current. This expression makes the direct equivalcnce
between the dc and induction machines eumpkte. The understanding that came
out of this is that the induction machines could also have equivalent cOnlrol. i.e.,
decoupling conlrol.like tllat of the de m3ehincs. The onl~' difference in the induc
tion machine is that the variables arc phasors. unlike in the dc rna.:hines. where
they are scalars. In the case of the induction machine. the nux linkages have to be
controlled through the stator~current phasor \lnly. which also controls the electro
magnetic torque. Thereby, only one variable. the current phasar alone. cOl1trols
both torque and nux-producing channel currcnts in the machine. resulting in an
inherent coupling of these channels. By knowing the instantaneous posilion of the
stator nux linkages and current phasor~. they can be controlled to occupy any
posiiion, with the desired magnitudes resulting in a class of control schemes
known as veclor control.

loe third term in the input-power expression denotes the rate of change of
magnetic energy. In steady state. this term is I.ero: the stator nux-link ag('s phasor is
a constant. hence its derivative is zero: but this term nced not be zero during tran
sients. Only if it is made zero at all times does the power drawn by the machine go
only to provide for the slator resistance losses and synchronous power to meet the
load demands and rotor copper losses. This reSultS in minimum exchange of po.....er
between the power supply and the induction machine. enabling the transient free
operation of the induction machine even during dynamic load or speed changes.
Such an operalion is desirable when the induction machine is supplied from a
finite source, such as an inverter. whose capacity is \'cry limited. Then the key to
the control of the induction machine is that this ler1l1 has 10 be identically zero at
all times of its operation. This term can be maJe zero only under one of the follow
ing conditions:

(i) 1lle rate of change of (he stator nux·linkages phasor is zero. This IS possible
only when the stator nux-linkages phasor remains constant in magnitude
when seen from (he synchronous reference frames. Also. for the derivative
to be zero. the phase of the stator nux linkages is constant in synchronous
reference frames. In stalor reference frames. the phase of the stator nux
linkages phasor has to be synchronous with Ihe current phasor. Le .. lhe dif
ferential velocity between them has to be zero. Therefore. the phase angle
between the Slator current phasor and ~'alor nux-linkages phasor. kno.... n as
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torque angle, has to be a constant whell viewed from both the stator and
synchronous reference frames. Note that kceping the derivative of the sta
tor-fiux linkages phasor zero is not always possible: sometimes, in the case
of nux weakening to increase the range of speed. it may be intentionally
varied from its rated value. Then the change of the stator nux·linkages pha
sor is not zero, leading to a transient operation in the machine.

(iii The re:.1 parl of the product of the SWtor current phasor and derivative of the
stator nux-linkages phasor is zero. This condition is required W he s:l\isfied for
transient-free operation during intcntlonal nux-linkag.e.. variation in the
machine, 'n,is is achicved by lldjusting lhe current phasor in \lIch a way thaI
the resulting nux-link:lgcs variation isohtlllned while the real parl of the prod
uct of the stator current and derivativ(' uf the nux-linkagc" phasors becomc\
identically 7ero.

(iii) The ""ttor current phawr i.. ICro: Ihl~ 1<; a Imml cundilllll1 and hcnce I!>
negkl'ted in furtherconSltkratlUl1.

Note Ihal.lO achieve condition (i) or (ii).lhe !owlor !lux-linka.!!.e.. pha<;or has 10 be
known in hoth its ma.!!.nitudc and its position. along with the CtlrT<•.'lll phasur. From
this inform'llion, the relative position octllecn them can ~ uscd tn l'untrol both the
electromagnctic torque ,tnd stator nux lin!..iI!!c,. rc\ulting in d tr'IIh1<:nt·frcc opera
tion of the induclilln machine con~idercd in Jl'ta,lln Chaptl'r}.:
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S.'4 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

I'll pns...,I'<te to opera I ... lh.' IIlductllm machine a~ a gener.II,'r I \\ hall~ Ih\· pularl1~ ,'f,llp
In Ih,1l mllde of opcr:ltlort"'

1 Clle Ill'lances in which the machllle m;ty I'<e u..ed 1tl regerk'r,t1.'

... 111\' "e.:adY·'lilte m"del of lltl.' InJucll,m machine I.. gelll.·r.tlil ,I~,umed h' ha\t.· C\ln~l;tIll

IJdramel..."" It is kno\\ n lhal i1111h'hl.' parametcr. \ar~ 1\ 11h .'I....·r;lllng. cnnthtlon" Dt~U~~

lh\' melhod h)' which pllr:lI11cl"r ';mallOn.. can h... cOIl'IJeH'J 111 Ihe compulalnlll nf
'l\'"dY"lalc performance

~ IksllJcs C,lre <lnd coppa ILl"e,. \>!Wl other losse~ neeJ tIl bt.: c\ln~iJered 111 Ihe perll'>l
nwnce e\'alualion oflhe II1duell"nl11lJlOn.:!

:'I Pro\·e.: Ihallhe relallve SI)C\'d h..'II, ...cn ~lalOr and wtor mmh I~ h'ro. Wh,lI I' Ih\' pnm,ul
e'lIlscqucnce if Ihclt ~pcl.'ds ,lr..' unequlll'!

I, DI~lI"S 1he.: ~hor1C1lllllng, "t lhe Il1uUClllln·mUlur dynamll.' llh,dd from lh..' \ le\\ 1)I)Ini 01
IO">loC'\.

7. In Ihl\ cllmpuler agc. wh~ n"1 U'C lhe actual mllior model 1\llh llllll.'·\.lf~lng mdueI3n.:c,
1I1<;lead of rc~rting 1114/ and II ;I~"" Ill(luc!s"!

S lJl,eu\s lhe ~uilabilit)· of 'l<lllpn,ln Ide.:rel1cc rrarnc~ tor lh..' II1duClll\ll Illlll\Jr In pl'"'cr·
'V"Ie.:l\l"Udlcs.

'J C.lII the.: d lind f/ modeh 0.-. u'\'d fl'r ,uppl~ ·\o1taj;e-unhalancc ,'u"it:, >

IO. If lhc InpUl \'Illlagcslcurr\'ru~ arc rCcl;-mgular ur tr.tllezold.ll In \\ .l\·... ,h[I!>..•... t:~lllal1l hu\\
lht: II and II modds arc u~<:d hi predlCl Ihe "lcHdy·Slate hch;l\lor. (Ihllt. An~ perroJu::
"'a"dorm eall he rcsolved mll'., IUIll];llllenlal and a numhe.:t l,f h:lflllOnlc, ,,"11 ~1tHI·

....udal W:II c shapcs.)
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11. Wmthe lype (Y or al of Ihc stator conneCtion change the dynamic moods lhal have
been derived in this chaplcr'!

12. Will the parameter sensitivity affeci Ihc Siahility of Ihe induction nlotor'! (HlIlt:
Reference 11.)

13, Which is the most important Iransfcr function rnr Ihe IIlduction mowr'l Why'! (I·lIm:
Referencc 13.)

loJ ll1e induction motor responds dlfferenll~ 10 V;1II0U~ IIlpuh dunng d~n.lIllll: Silu,tlnllh.
Discuss Ihe merits of one IIlput o\'er another :lnd hll"' hI <jUllllllfy Ihe.r erfcc". (Hull

Reference 10.)

15. '!lle machine paramelers could have \\Ide \llrmllon~ du~' In conlinucJ "1'Clmion. \\Ilh
rcsultant increase in t.::mpcr:lture Jue to 1{)'\SC~.l"hange~ 111 IIlpUl voll:lge' Ihat \ilr~ Ihe
magnetic: saturation. and frequency variallon J)I'\CU~S th<, 'lgmfic:1I1ce and magnlluJI.' III
variation in paramcters du<, 10 lhesc chill1g<,<;,

](1 -me modeling docs not "CC(lunt for slral lo,,~',11Ie'<· h", ..·, ,Ir~' difficult [(l flr~·dlcl ;jUII

u~ually vary from 0.5 10 1% Ilf the input J>O"'er, DI'cu" \\<1\' "I IIlclulhng Ih.., 'Ir;(~ 1,,,,,0.:'
III performance calculailOns and lhcir slgmfic:1I1t·0.: III pr<,dIClllm.

17. The frictIon and wind..ge los~~ arc nOllllciuded mlhe 'lo.:ad~·'I'IlC C'jUI\ilkm I:llCll1l
Could they he included in the f"fm of ro.:~I'\l\'e it",<,' ~IITlilar III Ihe cme 1,1"0.:'"

IN. Iloweould magnelic S,llurnlion t'C included III Iho.: 'l<'ady-'I!llo.: and tr,ln'lem Ill'llkilitg ,'I
lllduetion nlotors"!

III l~ It pusslhle to operate the induellon mmor Illihe 'l,ltIClllh un'l"hk re~l<m '

21J During free llcccicrallon.lhc ciCCI romagncllC hlrque hl1' I,ll ~o.: ",cll1;ullHl... \\ hal :lrc Ih..:
c<ll\~equenees of such o"Ci1Ialion~'!

h It I>os~ibie 10 elimmale or nllligillo.: lhe'e u-.(IIl"llun' \Iuh:. COn't,1I1I In.:qu<'I"."\ .1('

,upply'!

Wllh Ihe availability of \'armhle'Hllla~w :lI1U \,mahk Iteql(~'ncl ",ure..', l'llUIJ lh~'\ lx'
u~eJ fur lhe damping of the usciliallon~·'

5.15 EXERCISE PROBLEMS

lnc slip speed at breakdown can ho.: 'lpprO\lllldlo.:l\ ro.:pr<"o.:l1I",J llllo.:fm, "I Ih..: rtllllr ,m.!
'tiitllr pilrllnletel"S. DCrt\·e Ihi~ c~pre~~1l1l1

1. An mdUCllon motor hilS the follO\I 1I1~ rattng' and pJraml'h;r,

40 hp. 460 v. oJ IXlle, 3 ph'l'e.t;,() HI.. Y rOIlT1..:clo.:U

R. = 0.22 fl. R, <00.11/1} Il, t .. ~ O(l.J II

L. = 0.0415 II. L. ;. 0 l).lJ II, B 0= Il

Load lorqu..: '1 '" II. J II l~~ k~ - nl .(

[lle ~Iat.callystable slip region IS rellulr~'t.l hI 1'C lh\uhkJ. 111;'1 ":,1\1 Do.: ,IlIIlC\..:J III ..:,'n·
necting elClernal resislOrs in th<, mlllr ph.l,e ... Ciltcul;u~· .lppm\lln'l\o.:I\ tho.: \ .tlue ul ","er
nal rotor reslSlancclphasc to he add~·u

J Neglcellng motor copper los~cs nnu core 11",e, pH"·e Ih<11 th~· <.'fIlClenn 01 Ihe meluc·
lion mOtor is equal 10 (1 ~ s). DI\CU'~ lho.: 1IllI'ItC;;lhlll~ I,r Ihl' Jo.:ri';IllIIn \ll,<~r Iho.: \,trI·

ilhlc-~pceuoperation of the inductli\[\ rn,)I<lr II hcn lh.: .tpl'h",d 1ll,1Im \"I1"~,,, .Ire l,lfICU
(Mure ""'In he given in Chapler h on Ih.)./
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4. CapacilOrs arc connecled to the stalor windings of the induction mOlor. Deri\'e an
expression to quantify the impro\ ement in polll'er factor duc 10 thc capacilors.

5. The starling IOrque can be in<:reased by increasing rotor resislances lIl'ith the insertion of
external resistances in slip·ring Induction rOlor mOlOr... Find the cxtcrnal resiSlor per
phase to be introduced. in tcrms of Ihe stawr and rotor resistances and tOlal leakage
inductances. to double Ihe Slanlng torljue. Consider an <.'quivalent circuit. negk"Cting the
nmgnctit.mg branch.

6. ConSider a current SO\lfce al 60 III supplymg Ihe mductlon mowr gl\'en In problem 2
WIth rated statOf currents. Dralll Ih lorque·\-s.·shp CharaCh:ristics and compare them lIl·ilh
the characteristics obtained b~ u'mg. a \ollage source at rated voltages and 60 Hz.
Commenl on the s,11ienl kalurc, (~lore 111'111 be gl\en In ChaPler 7 on this.)

7. A NEMA D mOlOr wuh thc follOWing parilmetc~ IS chosen to drive a pump. 'flle
load-torque CharaCienstlC of Ihe pump IS mUdeled as slmpl) proportional to the
square uf the rtll\lr speed and .11 f.lled ~I><:ed re4ulre~ raled torque fOf lIS operalion.lls
speed has 10 be varkd from filled _alue In the 111,,"e'l 'alue.0.7 p.u. Compule Ihe effi·
ciencies at U.7 p.u. speed when Ihe speed IS varied by uSlIlg rotur resistllncc (onlml and
allcrn,ltivcly hy varying Ih..:: ~tillnr IllpUI voltages. The p,lr,lmclcfS and r:llIngs uf Ihc
nlOlnrs ;lrc

100 hp.460 V.4 p'llcs. ] ph.~) HI. '1"1 C0nlh,:cled. 1050 rpm. R, = 0.05 fl.
R, = U.2AA.'i II. L.. '" (l1)11'(<;6!-t. L, .. I.... O,{l!lJ36 1·1.

8. Consider Iho: mulur gi\'CIl ttl Example 5.6. runnmg lI\ ~Ieildy ~tille wllh rated lorque and
supplied from a 200 V. flO HI ..l·ph.l~ ae main. It IS de'lr,·d 10 Stup Ihe mOlOr quickly h}
eUllll1g orf supply 10 the slatnr '" Indlngs and hy shnrUIl!!. Ihem. This is known as pluggll1g.
Analyze Ihis OptTdllon. uSIng d~ namle sll11UlallOn m Ih,· Slator reference frame...

Q. An inductIon motor h; operatm!!. at raled '<llues in slead~ ~tale. The ae power suppl)' 11'
shul orf for 0.1 second and rem"ullcd al Ihe end of III second Anal)7.e Ihts Slluatlon
from d)'namic Slmulat,on results. The parameters and ralmgs Oflhc motors are

15 MW. IROO V(hne 10 hne). "MA. 14St1 rpm. 50 HZ.'lar conn<."Cted.~ :z- 0.01934 n.
R," O.OI34JO.L., =U.O.105 H.I "1__ ,, 0.0)15 H.B ""002Nm/radfsec.J" JOkg-m:

(H1l11: This is known a~ r(c1o~ln,!!. trllnS1ClUS m the mduel1un mOlor. It 15 instructu'e to
look althe rotor nuxeS dur1l1g the off·lImc and the Il1duced ",mfs In the stalOr lIlindll1gs
10 apprecIate Ihe phase "h,fl I'o,·I"ccn Ihe Incomlll!!- ~uppl~ ,",ultages and IIlduced emf~)

10. A~sume an induction mulur" running In "Ic;ldy Stille "'llh r.. tcd ,"put "oltagcs amI rull·
IOlld torque:. Anal~7e Ihe Slluat".n when 11110 of Ihe Ihr,'e phases arc Il1tcrchanged b,
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f1cu... 5.17 Load duty cycle for lhe molor

using dynamic simulation. This results in change of phase sequence 10 the m:tc'hlne
Comment on the results. The induction mOlor given In E~<Imple 5.6 can be uscd fllr lhe
SImulation.

II. An induction motor is desired for an applicauon wllh lhe load duty cycle requiring th..:
speed and air gap polOoocr shown in Figure 5.27. The absolute air gap power IS malntalncd
at 2 p.u. whenever the spet:d IS above I p_u.. and the lo~,d torque is only 0.1 p.o. al -.t p.o.
speed. Calculate the nominallOrque of the induction mOlor 10 be chosen for this applica.
tion. (Hint:llte rms value of the eh~ctromagnclic torque is thc nominallorque.,
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per phase. Lis' TOlar leakage inductance per phase. L lrr• stator turns per phase. Tt •

rotor turns per phase,1'2, induced emf in the stator per phase, EJ.and induced emf in
the rotor per phase, E2. Effective stator or rotor turns per phase is equal to the prod
uct of the number of turns per phase and the winding faclor of the stalor and rotor
and. respectively. is denoted as k....1 and k....2• The winding factor is the product of
pitch and distribution factors that account for the specific winding characteristics.
The evaluation of these factors can be found in any standard textbook on electrical
machines.

The relationship between the induced emfs is

(5.11 J
E! T,," s
-=os-~-

E j 1'1. a

where Tit and 1'2. are the effective stator and rotor turns per phase. and the turns
ratio. a. between the stator-to-rotor effective turns per phase is given as

(5.12)

The rOlor current Irr . then. is

(5.13)

(5.14)=

Substituting for E-z from equation (5.11) into equation (5.13). the rotor current is

E I EJla

Equation (5.14) is incorporated into the equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 5.2.
Note that both the rotor and stator uniformly have the same frequency. which is thaI
of the stator in equation (5.14). The rotor current renected into the stator is denoted
as I, in Figure 5.2 and is given in terms of the rotor currelll [rr as

I"1 =0 ~, , (5.15)

"
R, Jw,t..,

"'.
v•• J"';l", E, II E,

'"

R >/
,?,;.

figure S.2 Equ,valcnl CIrCUli or llle induction mOlot



CHAPTER 6

Phase-Controlled
Induction-Motor Drives

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The speed of the induction motor in terms of slip, frequency. and pole numbers is
written as

W r 2 47T
W m = P/2 = P' W S (I - s) = p' fs (1 - s) (6.1)

The rotor speed of the induction motor can be varied by changing the number of
poles, the slip, or the supply frequency. Pole-amplitude-modulated motors oper
ate by changing the pole numbers, which in turn, is achieved with a change of
winding connections. They require relays and circuit breakers to change winding
connections. They provide a very limited but stepped (2 or 3) form of speed con
trol, because the supply frequency is constant. They are not prevalent in practice
nowadays.

The slip speed control is effected through the variation of applied voltage or
insertion of external resistors in rotor or stator. They take different forms in imple
mentation. As the maximum efficiency is (1 - s), efficiency is poor at low speeds
with slip-controlled drive systems. In this chapter, slip control with stator voltage
control and slip energy-recovery control are considered for study. These drives are
studied with special emphasis on the converters used, control strategy'! steady-state
performance analysis, harmonics and their impact on the performance and rating of
the motors and converters for various applications, starting provisions, feedback
control, and modern developments. Speed control with frequency variation is dealt
with in Chapters 7 and 8.
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6.2 STATOR VOLTAGE CONTROL

6.2.1 Power Circuit and Gating

Section 6.2 Stator Voltage Control 263

By having series-connected power switches in the induction motor, the instant of
voltage application can be delayed. This is accomplished by controlling the gating /
base drive signals to the power switches. A power-circuit configuration of stator
phase control methods is shown in Figure 6.1. The power switches can be SCRs, tri
acs, power transistors, or GTOs. The power switches are numbered to reflect the
sequence of their gating control. This is very similar to the control of a three-phase
controlled-bridge converter discussed in Chapter 3.

The gating signals are synchronized to the phase voltages. and they can be delayed
up to a maximum of 180 degrees. The angle of delay, a. is termed the triggering angle.
The gating signals are spaced at 60 degrees interval from each other. For sustained con
duction. the gating signals are more than 60 degrees wide so that two power devices in
two different phases conduct at a given time for current flow. The load is inductive, and
the gating signals need to be maintained for the entire conduction time to ensure con
tinued conduction (or until the current is higher than the latching current of the SCR).

6.2.2 Reversible Controller

For the phase controller shown in Figure 6.1, the power can flow only fronl the 3
phase supply to the machine, and it can run in only one direction for only one possible
phase sequence of the output voltage. Thus. it has only one-quadrant torque-speed

a

Induction
motor
stator

Figure 6.1 Phase-controlled induction-motor drive
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a

T3
T2r

3-Phase Induction

ac b motor

supply stator

T6 T3r

c

Figure 6.2 Reversible phase-controlled induction-motor drive

performance. To make this motor run in the other direction, the phase sequence of the
input supply voltage is reversed. Two terminals of the stator windings need to be inter
changed for phase-sequence reversal. It is accomplished with the addition of two pairs
of antiparallel power switches. as shown in Figure 6.2. These power devices are
denoted by an additional subscript, r. The sequence of gating for one direction of rota
tion (say, clockwise) is TIT2T3T4TsT6~ the sequence of gating for counterclockwise rota
tion is TIT2rT3rT4TSrT6r. During the counterclockwise rotation, note that the devices T2,
T3, Ts' and T6 are not gated and hence remain open. By gating their counterparts, the
phase sequence has been changed," to change the rotational direction of the motor.

The reversible phase-controlled induction-motor drive operates in the first
and third quadrants of the torque-speed characteristics. It cannot operate in the II
and IV quadrants and avoids regeneration. In avoiding regeneration, this motor
drive becomes slow in going from one speed in one direction to another speed in the
opposite direction. This is explained by using Figure 6.3.

Considering the present operating point, PI (Wml , Tel)' and the required point
to be reached, P2( -Wm2, - Te2 ), the motor has to be slowed down to zero speed if sta
tor currents are not allowed to exceed the rated values. The triggering angle is
delayed so as to produce zero torque, and then the load slows down the rotor. This is
shown in the diagram from P1 to A and then to 0, respectively. At zero speed, the
phase sequence is changed and the triggering angle is retarded until it can produce
currents to generate the required torque trajectory, - Te2, shown from 0 to B.
Maintaining the torque at -Te2 accelerates the rotor and load to P2, shown as a line
from B to P2' It is assumed that Tel and - Te2 are the maximum allowable torques in
their respective directions of rotation.
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Figure 6.3 Quadrant change in the reversihle phase-controlled induction-motor drive

If faster speed reversal of the motor is required, then the phase sequence of
the supply is changed at PI instead of at O. Then the induction motor is running
opposite to the rotating magnetic field. This results in a slip greater than one.
keeping the motor operation in the braking region. This would slow down the
motor much faster than the load alone, but it is necessary to maintain the stator
currents within safe levels, which is made possible by advancing the triggering
angle. Even then, there will be excessive currents at the beginning of the phase
sequence change, and they will last for a very short time. The current loop will
force the triggering angle to advance to an appropriate value to keep the current
below the safe level.

6.2.3 Steady-State Analysis

The torque-speed characteristics of the phase-controlled induction motor are required
to evaluate its suitability for a load. The only control input is the triggering angle, a.
Consider simplified but conceptual voltage and current waveforms for a phase shown
in Figure 6.4. When there is no current in the stator, for instance between (a + ~) and
(1T + a), the induced emf in the \vinding is reflected onto the phase terminal voltage.
This induced emf is due to the air gap tlux linkage. which is the resultant of stator and
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o I I
1 I

1

4-a---..:~ ~
f I
~ I

Figure 6.4

a - Triggering angle

f3 - Conduction angle

Phase voltage and current waveforms

rotor tlux linkages. Due to the inductance in the rotor winding, even when stator cur
rent goes to zero. the rotor current continues to flow but decays exponentially. That
rotor current contributes to the rotor and hence air gap flux linkages, resulting in the
induced emf. The induced enlf due to the air gap field will be sinusoidal, because the
stator winding is sinusoidally distributed. Note that this reflected induced emf will be
lower than the applied voltage. For a specified triggering angle, the detennination of
the conduction angle (3 is cumbersome. as it is an implicit function of the above para
meters. A number of methods have been developed to compute ~ (and hence the
steady-state currents and torque) by using state-variable techniques. They require the
simulation of the motor in d and q frames and use of a computer, thus excluding a sim
ple solution [1,2,3.4]. Some simple analytical methods have come to the fore to give
approximate results [2.5.6]. For most of the design and application studies, the accu
racy of these methods is adequate. The analytical methods use the single-phase steady
state equivalent circuit of the induction motor. The performance of the induction
o10tor with phase control is considered by one of the following methods:

(i) The applied voltage is resolved into Fourier components and their individual
current responses are added to compute the resultant current [5].

(ii) lne conduction angle is calculated by using the machine-equivalent circuit.
and then the current is calculated [2].

(iii) A closed-form solution approach [5] is used.

Method (ii) is considered here because of its simplicity; even though method (iii)
is elegant. it requires significant computational effort. Method (i) requires consid
eration of a large number of harmonic equivalent circuits, with higher computa
tional burden.
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6.2.4.1 Motor model and condu<tion angle. The induction motor is
modeled as an equivalent resistance, Rim' in series with an equivalent reactance, Xinl'

by using the equivalent circuit. These equivalent parameters are written in terms of
the motor parameters and slip as

(6.2)

(h.3 )

The voltage applied to this equivalent circuit consisting of Rim and Xim is

v(t) == Vm sin«dst + a) (h.4)

as shown in Figure 6.4, where a is the triggering delay angle.
The stator current is then

V
ias{t) == Z~l [sin(wst + a - <!» - sin (a - <!»e forO:s; wst s f3 (h.))

1m

where the induction-machine equivalent impedance and power-factor angle are

...l-.. _1(X'.m)w == tan -
RIm

(6.6)

(h.7 )

The conduction angle. ~. is obtained from equation (6.5) \vhen the current beconles
zero. Such a condition is denoted by

and hence.
~ ,

sin(~ + a - <p) - sin(a - <p )e-(r:ll1\IJ = 0 (h.Y)

'Ine flowchart is given in Figure 6.5 to solve the equation (6.Y). using the
Newton-Raphson technique. When the triggering angle is less than the po\ver-factor
angle, the current will conduct for the positive half-cycle. say fronl ex to (11" + <b).
When the negative half-cycle is applied at (1T + ex), and as 0' < <1>. still the positive cur
rent is flowing. Note that the voltage applied to the machine is negative. As the cur
rent goes to zero, the negative half-cycle has already been activated by triggering at
(1T + a). Therefore, the machine receives full source voltage. and hence the current-
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Start

Read a. <1>. ~o
Error criterion (EC)

n=1

Calculate f(~)

from equation (6.g) and its derivative
and hn = f(~)/f'(~)

No

Yes
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Yes

Stop

Figure 6.5 Flowchart for the computation of triggering angle vs. conduction angle as a function of power-
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Figure 6.6 Conduction angle vs. triggering angle for various power-factor angles

conduction angle is 180 degrees. For the case when a < 4>, the condition that r3 ==
180 degrees has to be included in the solution of equation (6.9).

The solution of the transcendental equation (6.9) gives the value of B, and the
instantaneous current ias(t) is evaluated from the equation (6.5). The relationship
between the conduction angle and triggering angle for power-factor angles of 15°,
30°, 45°, 60°, and 75° is shown in Figure 6.6. Table 6.1 contains the relationship
between 4> and Bfor various a. for easy reference.

The stator voltage has to be resolved into its Fourier components, from which
the fundamental current and torque developed in the motor are computed. The res
olution of the stator current is derived in normalized form so that the results can be
generalized.

Let the normalizing or base variables be

Vm
Vh == v'2 == Rated rms phase voltage of the motor

where Vm is the peak-phase voltage

In == Rated rms current of the machine

(6.10)

(6.11 )

(6.12)

6.2.4.2 Fourier resolution of voltage. The fundamental of the input
phase voltage is derived to be

(6.13 )
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TABLE 6.1 <t> vs. f) for various triggering angles

o.deg IO 20 30 40 SO 60 70 HO LJO 100 110 120 130 140
-

<f>.deg ~.deg

lJ 17Y IflY.OO 15lJ.OO 14Y.OO 13lJ.OO 129,O() I tlJ,{)O IOll,OO YY.OO XlJ.()O 7H.YY 0~(()7 58.93 48.80
12 IXO 172.0() I 62.0() 152.00 I 42.0() 132.0() I 22.()O III.()() 101.()LJ ()l.lJ7 Xl.lJ] 71.HS 61.68 51.33
IS lXO 175.0() 165.00 IS5.00 145.00 I 34.LJlJ I 24.YlJ 114.lJ7 I04.LJ4 lJ4.XX X4.77 74.57 64.21 53.57
IX 180 17H.OO 16KOO 15H-OO 147.lJ() I 37.LJX 127.lJ5 117.lJI 107.83 lJ7.70 H7.4H 77.11 66.51 55.54
21 IHO I HO.OO 171.00 160.lJlJ t50.lJ7 140.lJ4 130.HlJ 120.XO 110.65 100.41 lJO.05 7lJ.47 6K61 57.29
24 IXO I HO.OO t73.YY t63.Y7 153.lJ4 143.H8 133.7H 123.h3 113.3Y 103.02 lJ2.4X Xl.6X 70.53 5K87
27 180 I HO.OO 176.9Y 166.Y6 156.YO I 46.HO 136.64 126.40 116.04 105.52 94.79 H3.75 72.30 60.30
~o IHO I HO.OO I HO.()O 16lJ.lJ4 15lJ.H4 14lJ.6lJ 13lJ.46 12lJ.11 IIX.63 I07.lJ4 l)6.9l) • X5.70 73.lJ6 61.61
33 H~O I HO.OO tHO.OO 172.Y3 I 62.7lJ 152.57 142.25 131.7lJ 121.15 IIO.2X lll).11 X7.55 75.50 62.82
36 IHO I HO.OO I HO.OO I 75.LJ4 165.74 155.44 145.02 134.42 123.62 112.55 101.14 XLJ.32 76.lJ7 63.Y5
3Y IHO I HO.OO 1HO.()O 17H.YH 16K71 158.32 147.7H 137.04 120.06 114.77 103.12 lJl.02 7K36 65.01
42 IHO 180.00 1HO.OO IHO.OO 171.71 161.22 150.55 13lJ.64 12H.47 Ilo.lJh I05'OS l)2.06 79.6Y 66.01
45 IHO I HO.OO I HO.OO 1HO.OO 174.70 164.16 153.33 142.25 130.H7 11lJ.ll loo.LJ4 lJ4.20 80.Y7 66.97
4X IHO IXU.OO I HO.OO IXO.OO 177.XX 167.14 150.15 144.XX 133.27 121.27 10X.XI lJ5.H2 82.21 67.8Y
51 IHO 1HO.OO 1HO.OO I HO.OO 1HO.OO 170.1lJ t5LJ.03 147.55 13S.oY 123.42 110.07 Y7.36 83.43 68.77
54 180 IHO.OO I HO.OO 180.00 I HO.OO 173.34 161.97 150.2h 13KI5 125.5lJ 112.52 YH.89 84.62 69.64
57 IHO 1HO.OO 1HO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO 176.5Y 165.01 153.05 140.65 127.78 114.3H 100.41 85.80 70.48
60 180 I HO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO lXO.OO loKI7 l55.lJ2 14~.22 130.01 116.27 IOl.LJ4 X6.LJ7 71.31
63 IHO I HO.OO 1HO.OO 1HO.OO IXO.OO I HO.OO 171.4H 15KlJ2 145.K7 1~2.31 llK.lll 10.14H HH.14 72.14
66 IHO IHO.OO I HO.OO IHO.OO I HO.OO IHO.OO 174,Y7 162.06 14K.64 1~4.6K 120.15 105.04 XlJ.32 72.Y5
flLJ 180 IXO.OO 1HO.OO 1HO.OO I HO.OO 1HO.OO 17H.70 165.39 15l.S4 I ~7.14 122.IH 100.64 l)O.52 73.78
72 IHO I HO.OO 180.00 180.()O I HO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO 16KlJ4 154.61 13LJ.73 124.2lJ I08.2Y Y1.73 74.60
75 IHO 1HO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO 180.00 172.77 I 57.l)O I42.4fl 12hALJ IOl).l)l) Y2.97 75.44
7H IHO I HO.OO IXO.OO I HO.OO 1KO.OO IXO.OO I HO.OO 17fl.lJ6 Ifll.44 145.38 12H.H2 111.77 lJ4.26 76.30
HI IHO I KO.OO IKO.OO 1HO.()O lKO.OO I HO.()O I HO.OO 1HO.OO 1()).32 14K.).~ IJI.2lJ 113.6~ lJ5.5lJ 77.17
84 IHO lHO.OO I HO.OO 1HO.OO I KO.OO I HO.OO IHO.OO I HO.OO 16lJ.61 I) I.yo I 33.lJ) 115.61 96.98 78.08
X7 180 1HO.OO I HO.O() I HO.OO I KO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO I HO.OO 174.44 1)5.75 136.H3 117.72 LJH.44 79.02
l)() IHO lXO.OO 180,00 IXO.OO 1HO.OO IXO.OO I HO.OO IXO.OO I KO.OO IflO,OO 140.00 120.00 100.00 90.00
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where

Vm
al = [cos2a - cos(2a + 2~) ]21T

V
b i = [2~ + sin2a - sin(2a + 2~)J~

21T

(6.14)

(6.15)

el==tan~I(::)

In terms of normalized variables. the rms phase voltage is given by

(6.16 )

Van == Val == .1 r.:. [1 + 2132 + 213{sin 2a - sin (2a + 213)} - cos 213)' 12 p.u. (6.17)
V h 1Tv2

A set of normalized curves between Van and ~ for various triggering angles is shown
in Figure 6.7.

6.2.4.3 Normalized currents. The normalized fundamental of the phase
current is obtained from

Van Van
Ian = Z = (Z. JZ ). p.u.

an In h

(6.18)

The normalized rotor current is derived as

(6.19)

1:-<0IhO1404020
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Figure 6.7 Normalized fundamental output voltage vs. conduction angle for various triggering-delay angles
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6.2.4.4 Steady-state performance computation. The steady-state per
formance in terms of torque-speed characteristics is evaluated as in the following:

Step 1: Assume a slip and, using the equivalent circuit parameters, compute
Zan and 4>.

Step 2: Given a and, from the computed power-factor angle, 4>, read the con
duction angle from the normalized graph shown in Figure 6.6 or
Table 6.1.

Step 3: From (3, the fundamental applied voltage is evaluated by using equa
tion (6.17) or from Figure 6.7.

Step 4: The stator current is calculated from Van and Zan' and then the rotor
current can be calculated from stator current and hence also the nor
malized torque.

Step 5: For various values of slip and a, Ian and Ten are evaluated and
torque-speed characteristics are drawn.

Step 4 needs the expression to calculate the normalized electromagnetic torque,
which is derived as

Noting that

Base torque = Tb = (6.21 )

Base power = Pb = 3Vbl b

and dividing equation (6.20) by (6.21) yields the normalized torque as

Te _ _ 2 Rm
-T - Ten - Im·-, p.u.

b s

where the normalized r~tor resistance is

(6.22)

(6.23)

(6.24)
IbRr

Rrn = Vb

Irn and Rrn are the normalized rotor current and resistance, respectively. The
mechanical power output is

_ 2 RmPon - Im-(l - s)
s

(6.25)
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6.2.4.5 limitations. The fundamental current contributes to the useful
torql;le of the machine, while the harmonics produce pulsating torques whose
averages are zero and hence generate losses only. There will not be any triplen
harmonics in the current in a star- (wye-) connected stator of the induction
motor, but for the calculation of losses, thermal rating of the motoL and rating of
the devices, the rms value of the current is required. It is computed approxi
mately by using equation (6.5). Note that increasing triggering angles produce
high losses in the machine that are due to the harmonics. thus affecting the safe
thermal operation.

Calculation of the safe operating region of the machine requires a precise esti
nlation of the rms current. In this regard, the approximate analysis is invalid for trig
gering angles greater than 135°. In such cases. it is necessary to resort to a rigorous
analysis, using the dynamic equations of the motor instead of the steady-state equiv
alent circuit [2,3,4].

6.2.5 Torque-Speed Characteristics with Phase Control

Torque-speed/characteristics as a function of triggering angle a. for a typical
NEMA D, 75-hp, 4-pole. 400- V. 3-phase, 60-Hz machine are shown in Figure 6.8.
The characteristics are necessary but not sufficient to determine the speed-control
region available for a particular load. The thermal characteristics of the motor
need to be incorporated to determine the feasible operating region. The thermal
characteristics are dependent on the motor losses, which in turn are dependent on
the stator currents. Adhering to the safe operating-current region enforces safe
thermal operation. The stator current as a function of speed is derived later for use
in application study. The parameters of the machine \vhose characteristics shown
in Figure 6.8 are

R" == 0.0862 fl, Rr == 0.4 n. XIll == 11.3 ft Xis == 0.295 ft X1r == 0.49 11.
full load s~ip == 0.151, and lb == 82.57 A.

6.2.6 Interaction of the Load

The intersection of the load characteristics and torque-speed characteristic of the
induction motor gives the operating point. A fan-load characteristic superimposed
on the torque-speed characteristics of the induction nlotor whose parameters are
given in Example 5.1 for various triggering angles \vith its upper value at 1200

and lower value at 30° is shown in Figure 6.9. The feasible open-loop speed-control
region is from 0.974 to 0.91 p.li .. i.e .. only 6.4% of the speed. To increase the
speed-control region, either the operation has to be in the statically unstable
region, or the load characteristics have to be modified. The latter is generally not
possible. By using feedback control, the operating point can be anywhere, includ
ing the statically unstable region. Note that the speed is varied from 0.97 to O.J 1
p.u. in the present case. The next step is to calculate the steady-state currents for a
given load.
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Figure 6.8 Nornlalized torque vs. slip as a function of triggering angle
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Figure 6.9 Torque-speed characteristics of the induction motor drive. and an arbitrary load to illustrate
the speed-control region
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6.2.6.1 Steady-state computation of the load interaction. Neglecting
mechanical losses, the load torque equals the electromagnetic torque at steady state.
The load torque, in general, is modeled as

(6.26)

(6.27)

where the value of k is determined by the type of load. and 8, is the load constant.
For instance,

k == 0, for constant load torq ue
== 1, for friction load
== 2, for pump, fan loads

Equating the load torque to the electromagnetic torque and writing it in terms of
the rotor current. speed. and motor constants gives

The rotor current in terms of the slip is derived from (6.28) as

_ IBIw~sws _ ~ I· k
l, - \j 3(P/2)R

r
- K, v s(1 - s)

where

(6.28)

(6.29)

K ==r (6.30)

For a given value of k. the rotor current is maximum at a certain value of slip. It is
found by differentiating equation (6.29) with respect to the slip and equating it to
zero. The maximum currents and slip values for frictional and pump loads are

k == 1.
1

Ir(max) == 0.50 K r• at s == 2

1
== 2. Ir(max) == 0.385 Kp at s == - (6.31 )

3
The stator current is computed from the rotor-current magnitude obtained fronl
equation (6.29) by using the induction-machine equivalent circuit. Note that the air
gap voltage is the product of the rotor current and rotor impedance. The magnetiz
ing current is found fronl the air gap voltage and magnetizing impedance. The stator
current is realized as the phasor sum of the magnetizing and rotor currents. leading
to the following expression:

(6.32)
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Figure 6.10 Typical line-current and phase-voltage waveforms of a phase-controlled induction motor drive

Typical steady-state phase-voltage and line-current waveforms are shown in Figure
6.10. These waveforms portray the actual condition of the motor drive, whereas the
preceding analysis considered only the fundamental component.

Example 6.1

A speed-control range from 0.45 to 0.8 times full-load speed is desired for a pump drive sys
tem. A NEMA D induction motor is chosen with the following parameters:

150 hp. 460 V. 3 ph, 60 HZ,4 poles. star connected, ~ = 0.03 fl, R r = 0.22 n.
Xm= lO.OO,X 1s = 0.1 fl,X 1r = 0.12 !tfullioad slip = 0.1477, friction and

windage losses = (O.Olwm + O.OO05w~) (Nom)

The pump load constant, B/, is 0.027 N·m/(rad/sec)2. Find the range of triggering angle
required to achieve the desired speed variation with stator phase control.

Solution This problem is the inverse of the procedure described in the text, which out
lines a method to find the torque-speed characteristics for various triggering angles and to deter
mine the speed range available by superposing the load torque-speed characteristics on the
motor characteristics. In this.problem, from the load torq ue-speed characteristics, the determi
nation of triggering angle range is attempted as follows.

The upper speed is 0.8 p.u. which should correspond to a triggering angle of 01: the lower
speed is 0.45 p.u.. corresponding to a triggering angle of 02' The rated speed is given by

W rn = w,(l - s) X %= (21r X 60)(1 - 0.1477) X ~ = 160.6 rad/s

Torque corresponding to 0.8 p.u. speed (wm1 = 128.5 rad/sec) is given by

Til = B,w~l + O.Olwml + O.OO05W~11 = 455.5 N . m.



Similarly, torque corresponding to 0.45 p.u. speed (wm2 = 72.3 rad/sec) is

T/2 = Btw~2 + 0.01wm2 + O.OOO5W~2 = 144.35 N· m.

From the electromagnetic torques, the rotor and stator currents, stator phase angles, and
phase voltages are calculated:
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T 11 = 455.5

TL~ = 144.35

201.3
157.6

204.2
159.6

<t>. deg

20.6
31.4

Vas' V

153.2
70.7

The triggering angles of (XI and (X2 with respective conduction angles ~l and ~2 yield the two
stator voltages for chosen operating conditions. There are four unknowns (aI' a l , ~I' ~2) and
two known values of vas' so it is necessary to resort to Table 6.1 to find various choices of (X

and ~ for the given phase angles. They then are substituted in the voltage equation to verify
that they yield the desired voltages. By that procedure,

a l == 1020 with PI == 98°

(Xl == 135° with P2 == 68°

are obtained. thus giving the range of triggering angle variation as 102° to 135°.

Example 6.2

Determine the current-vs.-slip characteristics for the phase-controlled induction motor drive
whose details are given in Example 6.1. Assume fan and frictional loads, and evaluate the
load constant based on the fact that 0.2 p.u. torque is developed at 0.7 p.u. speed.

Solution

VII 460
Base voltage, Vb = .. ~ = .. ;: = 265.58 V

v3 v3

. Pb 150 x 745.6
Base current, Ib = -3 = = 140.37 A

Vb 3 x 265.58

21T x 60 21T X 60
Base speed, Wb = P/2 =~ = 188.49 rad/sec

Base torque, T b = Pb = 150 x 745.6 = 593.33 N ·m.
Wb 188.49

Case (i): Friction load

0.2Tb 0.2 x 593.33
Load constant, B, = -- = 88 9 = 0.8994 N'm/(rad/sec)

0.7Wb 0.7 X 1 .4

K =r

2 BI _

W s (P)2 - 220.03
3 - ·R2 r

K r~ Ir----.-

1m = . = 1.5675 \! s(l - s) p.u.
In
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The normalized stator current is

_ J(R r )2 2[1 1]lasn - 1m - + X1r R + -.- (p.u.)
s ~ +'X JX m

s J ir

Case (ii): Fan load

O.2Tb ""I

Load constant, 8, = ---" = 0.0068 Nm/(rad/sec).c
(O. 7Wb)"

K =r

~ B,
Ws (P)3 = 262.99

3 - ·R2 r

The stator current is computed as in the friction-load case. The normalized current-vs.-slip
characteristics are shown in Figure 6.11. Note that, at synchronous speed. the current drawn is
the magnetizing current: the rotor current is zero. It is to be noted that the speed-control
range is very limited in phase-controlled drives for currents lower than the rated value.

o.g r----r--r---,---r=====F==-r----,---r--~-____,

0.90.8

Friction Load

0.70.60.40.30.20.1

OL..--~--...l.-----I___"'___...L..-_ ___I___"'___...L..__ ____L__....Jl

o

0.0

0.7

0.5

0.3

0.2

0.]

0.5

slip

Figure 6.11 Normalized fundamental stator current vs. slip for friction and fan loads
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Feedback control of speed and current, shown in Figure 6.12, is employed to regulate
the speed and to maintain the current within safe limits. The inner current-feedback
loop is for the purpose of current limiting. The outer speed loop enforces the desired
speed in the motor drive. The speed command is processed through a soft start/stop
controller to limit the acceleration and deceleration of the drive system. The speed
error is processed. usually through a PI-type controller. and the resulting torque
command is limited and transformed into a stator-current command. Note that for
zero torque command. the current command is not zero but equals the magnetizing
current. To reduce the no-load running losses, it is advisable to run at low speed and
at reduced flux level. This results in lower running costs compared to rated speed
and flux operation at no load.

The current command is compared with the actual current, and its error is
processed through a limiter. This limiter ensures that the control signal veto the
phase controller is constrained to a safe level. The rise and fall of the control-signal
voltage are made gradual, so as to protect the motor and the phase controller from
transients. In case there is no feedback control of speed. the control voltage is
increased at a preset rate. The current limit might or might not be incorporated in
such open-loop drives.

6.2.8 Efficiency

Regardless of the open-loop or closed-loop operation of the phase-controlled
induction motor drives, the efficiency of the motor drive is proportional to speed.
The efficiency is derived from the steady-state equivalent circuit of the induction

abc

L Te* lit.?
rT*PI speed . e

controller Function
+ generator

Limiter

W mr t=
Filter

. Tacho-
1-4-

I
..-Ja generator

Absolute
value circuit

Figure 6.12 Closed-loop schematic of the phase-controlled induction n10lor drive
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motor. Neglecting stator copper losses, stray losses, friction, and windage losses, the
maximum efficiency is given as

. . Ps Pm - Pfw
Efficiency, 1") = p = P

a a

2 (1 - s)
1m . --- •Rm

S
2 = (1 - S) = W m (6.33)

1m-·R
S m

Here, Pa and Pm denote the air gap and the mechanical output power of the induc
tion motor, respectively, and Pfw denotes the friction and windage losses. Slip varia
tion means speed variation, and it is seen from (6.33) that the efficiency decreases
as the speed decreases. The rotor copper losses are equal to slip times the input
air gap power. This imposes severe strain on the thermal capability of the motor at
low operating speeds. Operation over a wide speed range will be restricted by this
consideration alone more than by any other factor in this type of motor drive.

The efficiency can be calculated more precisely than is given by equation
(6.33) in the following manner:

where

3I;Rr(1 - s)
Pm = Power output = -----

S

Prc = Rotor copper losses = 31;Rr

Psc = Stator copper losses = 3I;sRs

Pco = Core losses = 31~Rc

(6.34)

(6.35)

Pst is the stray losses, and the shaft output power is the difference between the
mechanical power and the friction and windage losses.

This calculation yields a realistic estimate of efficiency. Energy savings are
realized by reducing the motor input compared to the conventional rotor-resistance
or stator-resistance control. Consider the case where speed is controlled by adding
an adjustable external resistor in the stator phases. That, in turn, reduces the applied
voltage to the motor windings. Considerable copper losses occur in the external
resistor, Rex. In the phase-controlled induction motor, the input voltage is varied
without the accompanying losses, as in the case of the external resistor based speed
control system. The equivalent circuit of the resistance-controlled induction motor
is shown in Figure 6.13.

The equivalent normalized resistance and reactance of the induction motor
are obtained from equations (6.2) and (6.3). The applied voltage is then written,
from the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 6.13, as

(6.36)
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Vas

o------------4----_J
Figure 6.13 E4uivalent circuit of the stator-resislancc-contrnlkd induction motor

The external resistor value for each slip is found by substituting for rated applied
voltage and the stator current required to meet the load characteristics. The latter is
obtained fronl the rotor current, calculated fronl load constants and slip given hy
(6.28) and (6.29). Then the stator current is computed fronl equation (6.32) for each
value of slip. Sunlmarizing these steps gives the following:

I( R )2\j -;; + X;
Ias(s) = . IJ ~ )

XIII

"[he external resistor for each operating slip is

(h.J7)

(6.3~)

(6.39 )Rex = JC~a~J2 -- X;m - R,,"

lne energy savings hy using phase control of the stator voltages are approxirnateJy

(6.40)

where las is obtained from equation (6.38) and R~,\ is obtained fronl equation (6.40).
For Exanlple 6.1, consider a fan load requiring 0.5 p.Ll. torque at rated speed.

"nle speed variation possihle with external stator-resistor control is () to 0.35 p.ll. For
this range of speed variation, the external resistor required and normalized po\ver
input Pin' and power savings, Pexn ' are shown in Figure 6.14(i). "[he efficiency of the
drive with stator-phase and resistor control is shown in Figure 6.14(ii). TIle effi
ciency of the stator-phase control is computed by subtracting the external resistor
losses fro'TI the input and treating that as the input in the stator-phase control case.
~Ille fact that stator-phase control is very much superior to th~ stator-resistor control

is clearly demonstrated from Figure 6.14(ii).
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figure 6.17 Rectifier-inverter power stage for slip-power recovery scheme

ternlinals. The rotor voltages are rectified and. through an inductor, fed to the phase
controlled converter. The detailed diagranl of the bridge-diode rectifier and
phase-controlled converter are shown in Figure 6.17. The operation of the phase
controlled converter has been described in Chapter 3.

The phase-controlled converter is operated in the inversion mode by having a
triggering angle greater:than 90°. Then the inverter voltage Vi is in opposition to the
rectified rotor voltage Vdc in the dc link. A current IJc is established in the dc link by
adjusting the triggering angle of the phase-controlled converter. The diode-bridge
rectifier on the rotor side of the induction motor forces power to flow only away
fronl the rotor windings. A transfornler is generally introduced between the phase
controlled converter and the ac supply to conlpensate for the low turns ratio in the
induction nlotor and to improve the overall po\ver factor of the system. The latter
assertion will be proved in the subsequent section.
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(6.42)

The equivalent circuit is used to predict the steady-state motor drive performance.
The steady-state performance is computed by proceeding logically from the rotor
part of the induction motor to the stator part through the converter subsystem. The
dc link current is assumed to be ripple-free.

The rotor phase voltage, Yap and the dc link current, Ide, are shown in Figure
6.18(a). The current is a rectangular pulse of 120-degree duration. The magnitude of
the rotor current is equal to the dc link current, Idc . The phase and line voltages and
phase current in the phase-controlled converter are shown in Figure 6.18(b). There
is a phase displacement of 0: degrees between the phase voltage and current, which
is the triggering angle in the converter. The magnitude of the converter line current
is equal to the dc link current but has 120-degree duration for each half-cycle. The
rms rotor line voltage in terms of stator line voltage is

Vrt == (kW2
T

2 )sv"
kw,T,

where kW1 are kW2 are the stator and rotor winding factors and T, and T2 are the sta
tor and rotor turns per phase, respectively.

Denoting the effective turns ratio by a, we write

(6.43)

The rotor line voltage is then derived from equations (6.42) and (6.43) as

The average rectified rotor voltage is

1.35sV"
Vdc == 1.35Vrt == --

a

(6.44)

(6.45)

This has to be equal to the sum of the inverter voltage and the resistive drop in the
dc link inductor.

Neglecting the resistive voltage drop, we get

where the phase-controlled-converter output voltage is given by

Vi =: 1.35Vt == cos 0:

where

(6.46)

(6.47)

(6.48)
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Figure 6.14 (i) External resistor, power input. and power savings vs. slip characteristics at rated
voltage input (ii)Efficiency with external resistor and phase control vs. slip

6.2.9 Applications

Current-limited phase-controlled induction motor drives find applications in
pumps, fans, compressors, extruders, and presses. The closed-loop drives are used in
ski-lifters, conveyors, and wire-drawing machines. The phase controllers are used as
solid-state contactors and also as starters in induction motors. Phase controllers are
extensively used in resistance heaters, light dimmers, and solid-state relaying.
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For obtaining maximum speed-control range in open-loop operation, NEMA
o induction motors are used. These motors have a high rotor resistance and hence
provide a high starting torque as well as a very large statically stable operating
torque-speed region, but these motors have higher losses than other motors and
hence have poorer efficiency.

6.3 SLIP-ENERGY RECOVERY SCHEME

6.3.1 Principle of Operation

The phase-controlled induction motor drive has a low efficiency; its approximate
maximum efficiency equals the p.u. speed. As speed decreases, the rotor copper
losses increase, thus reducing the output and efficiency. The rotor copper losses are

(6.41 )

where Pa is the air gap power. The increase in this slip power, sPa' results in a large
rotor current. This slip power can be recovered by introducing a variable emf
source in the rotor of the induction motor and absorbing the slip power into it. By
linking the emf source to ac supply lines through a suitable power converter, the
slip energy is sent back to the ac supply. This is illustrated in Figure 6.15. By varying
the magnitude of the emf source in the rotor, the rotor current, torque, and slip are
controlled. The rotor current is controlled and hence the rotor copper losses, and a
significant portion of the power that would have been dissipated in the rotor is
absorbed by the emf source, thereby improving the efficiency of the motor drive.

6.3.2 Slip-Energy Recovery Scheme

A schematic of the Slip-energy recovery in the induction motor is shown in Figure 6.16.
The rotor has slip rings, and a diode-bridge rectifier is connected to the slip-ring

Figure 6.15 Steady-state equivalent circuit of the induction motor with an external induced-emf source
in the rotor
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Figure 6.18 Rotor current and inverter current
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and nt is the turns ratio of the transformer. From equations (6.45) to (6.48), the slip
is derived as

(6.49)

6.3.3.1 Range of slip. The triggering angle can be varied in the inversion
mode from 90 to 180 degrees. The finite turn-off time of the power switches in the
phase-controlled converter usually limits the triggering angle to 155 degrees. Hence,
the practical range of the triggering angle is

For this range of a, the slip range is given by

o~ s ~ O.906(anJ

(6.50)

(6.51 )

The turns ratio of the stator to rotor of the induction motor is usually less than unity.
The dc link voltage becomes small when the induction motor is operating at around
synchronous speed. This necessitates a very small range of triggering angle in the
converter operation. A step-down transformer with a low turns ratio ensures a wide
range of triggering angle under this circumstance.

The value of a in terms of the slip from equation (6.49) is

a == cos - 1{ __s }
ant

(6.52 )

6.3.3.2 Equivalent circuit. The equivalent circuit for the slip-energy recovery

scheme is derived by converting the dc link filter and phase-controlled inverter into

their three-phase equivalents in steady state. The dc filter inductor is not required to be

incorporated, as its effect in steady state is zero. The dc link filter resistance R~ is con

verted to an equivalent three-phase resistance Rff by equating their losses as follows:

(6.53)

where I rT is the rms value of the induction-motor rotor-phase current, which, in
terms of the dc link current, is expressed as

! r2n j 312 de - I fi - () 8161
7T J 0 de - de\)"3 - ·de (6.54)

Substituting (6.54) into (6.53) gives Rff as

Rtf == O.5R;

The rms value of the fundamental component of the rectangular rotor current is
given by

(6.55)
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Figure 6.19 Per-phase equivalent circuit of the slip-energy-recovery-controlled induction motor drive

The power transferred through the phase-controlled inverter is

This could be viewed as power transfer to a three-phase ac battery with a phase
voltage of [ntVas cos a] absorbing a charging current of Irrl from the rotor phases of
the induction motor. By integrating R ff and the emf of the variable ac battery in the
three-phase rotor of the induction motor, the per-phase equivalent circuit shown in
Figure 6.19(i) is obtained.

The reactive power demand of the variable emf source is met not from the sta
tor and rotor of the induction motor but through the ac supply lines. Hence, that
need not appear in the equivalent circuit of the slip-energy-recovery-controlled
induction motor drive. Further, note that the rotor current is in phase with the vari
able emf source given by [ntVas cosa]. The equivalent circuit is further simplified
and referred to the stator in a similar manner, as described in Chapter 5, with the
following steps, as shown in Figure 6.19 (ii):

(6.57)
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The emf term is combined with the resistive voltage drop because it is in phase with
Irrl : the voltage component of the battery has only a real part in it, and the reactive
part has been removed. This is an important point in the solution of rotor current
from the derived equivalent circuit.

Multiplying (6.57) by ~,we get
s

The rotor current, referred to the stator, is given by

I rrl
I 1==-

r a

(6.58)

(6.59)

The stator-referred rotor and filter resistances and rotor leakage inductance are
given by

Rr == a2Rrr

Rf == a2Rff

L1r == a2Llrr

and let

Combining (6.59), (6.60), and (6.61) with (6.58) yields

(6.60)

(6.61 )

(6.62)

6.3.3.3 Performance charac~eristics. The performance characteristics can
be evaluated from the equivalent circuit derived earlier. The electromagnetic torque
is evaluated from the output power and rotor speed as

where Pais the air gap power, Pm is the mechanical output power, W mis the mechan
ical rotor speed, W s is the synchronous speed, and P is the number of poles. By
neglecting the leakage reactance of the rotor, the electromagnetic torque can be
written as

T = ?p .~.. 1 . [lrlRrf _ antvascosa] == 3P .~.. 1 . E
e 2 W

s
rISS 2 W

s
rl 1

(6.64)
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If stator impedance is neglected, then the applied voltage Vas is equal to the induced
emf E 1; hence,

3P Vas
T =----1

e 2 <Us rl
(6.65)

and

I rrl O.779Idc1 1 ==-==---
r a a

(6.66)

which~ on substitution~gives the electromagnetic torque as

(6.67)

where Kt is a torque constant given by

(
1. 17P ) ( Vas) ( /)K t == -- - N om A

a <Us
(6.68)

This shows thaC for a given induction motor~ the electromagnetic torque is propor
tional to the dc link current. An implication of this result is that torque control in
this drive scheme is very similar to the torque control in a separately-excited dc
motor drive by control of its armature current. Also, the term E/ws is proved to be
mutual flux linkages as follows:

(6.69)

where Pfw is the windage and friction losses and Pi is the Input power to the
machine. It is calculated as the sum of the output power, rotor and stator resistive
losses~ core losses, and stray losses and is given by

where Am is the mutual flux linkages. much like the field-flux linkages produced by
the current in the field coils of a dc machine. Note that this is fairly constant in the
induction motor over a wide range of stator current. Equation (6.65) has given a
powerful insight into the torque control of this motor drive~ and it will be used in the
closed-loop control described in the later section. That the induction motor control
does not involve the control of all the three-phase currents, as in the case of a phase
controlled induction motor, is a significant point to be noted. Sensing only one cur
rent, e.g., dc link current, is sufficient for feedback control; this simplifies the control
compared to any other ac drive scheme~as will become evident when other schemes
are examined in later chapters.

Efficiency of the motor drive is calculated as follows:

(6.71 )

Pm - (windage + friction losses) P - p._____________ == m tw (6.70)
Power input Pi

Shaft power output
11==

Power input
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The stator current is

(6.72)

(6.73)

ant Vas cos ex
s

Angle <t>s is the stator phase angle. The system input-phase current is the sum of the
stator input current and the real and reactive components of the current supplied to
the phase-controlled inverter from the lines through the step-down transformer.
This is wri tten as

1£111 == las - j(ntI rrl sin a) + n(I rrl cos ex
(6.74)

== lalcos <t>s + j sin <t>J - j(an(I rl sin ex) + antI rl cos ex == IIalI L <t>1

where <t>1 is the input-line power-factor angle of the utility mains supply.
In all these derivations, it must be noted that the harmonic current losses in

the rotor have been neglected. This could be accounted for with the harmonic
equivalent circuit. Equation (6.74) clearly shows that a lower transformer-turns
ratio can improve the line power factor by keeping <PI low.

The performance characteristics of the slip-energy-recovery-controlled induc
tion motor drive are obtained by the use of the developed equivalent circuit and
equations outlined above. For the purpose of solving the equivalent circuit, it could
further be simplified by moving its magnetizing branch ahead of the stator imped
ance. This is shown in Figure 6.20.

A flowchart for the computation of performance characteristics is shown in
Figure 6.21. A set of performance characteristics is shown in Figure 6.22. The motor
and systelTI details are as follows:

75 hp. 460 V.3 ph. 60 HZ,4 pole, Class D. Rs == 0.0862 n, R r == 0.9 n. LIs == 0.78 mH.
L

'r
== 1.3 mH. Lm == 0.03 H. ~c == 150 !l, R;. == 0.04 n, a == 2.083, nt == 0.6.

Figure 6.20 Simplified equivalent circuit of the slip-cnergy-rccovery-controlled induction motor drive
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steady-state performance
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Figure 6.22 Performance characteristics of a slip-energy-recovery-controlled induction motor drive
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(6.75)

The following procedure is used to compute Ir1 • Write the voltage-loop equation
involving the rotor emf source from Figure 6.19 (ii) as

{(
Rrf) antVas cos ex} .

Rs + -s- Irl - s + Jws(Lls + Llr)Irl = Vas

It must be noted that the variable emf source in the rotor is in phase with rotor cur
rent; hence, they are kept together as a unit in the expression. Considering only the
magnitude part of the equation, the equation (6.75) is squared on both sides, and
rearrangement yields a quadratic expression in Irl as follows:

hi 1;1 - h2Iri + h3 = 0 (6.76)

where

(6.77)

(6.78)

(6.79)

(6.80)

(6.81)

The stator-referred fundamental rotor-current magnitude is obtained from equation
(6.76) as

h2 + v'h~ - 4h1h3

Irl == 2h}

The positive sign only is considered in the solution of Irl in equation (6.81). Since h2
is negative, only the addition of the discriminant yields a positive value for Ir1 •

Further, the following condition has to be imposed for the solution of Irl :

Real {Ir}} > 0 or Irl = 0 (6.82)

For various triggering angles, the normalized electromagnetic torque-vs.-speed
characteristics are drawn by using the procedure developed above and shown in
Figure 6.22 (i). For a triggering angle of 101.5 degrees, the motor power factor, sta
tor current of the motor, output power, P00' input power, Pin, and feedback power
from the rotor (which is the slip recovery power, Ptbn ) are shown in Figure 6.22 (ii).
Note that the motor power factor remains high for a wide speed range. As the
speed decreases, the slip-energy recovery increases as well as the input power.

Example 6.3

Compare the efficiency of the slip-recovery-controlled induction motor drive with the maxi
mum theoretical efficiency of the phase-controlled induction motor drive. The load torque is
proportional to square of the speed. It is assumed that, at base speed, base torque is deliv
ered. Consider operation at 0.6 p.u. speed. The details of the induction machine and its drive
are given in the previous illustration of the torque-vs.-slip characteristics derivation.
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Solution The following calculations from step 1 to step 5 are for the slip-recovery
controlled induction motor drive.

Step 1: Motor filter parameter for use in equivalent circuit is calculated.

Rtf = 0.5 * R; = 0.5 * 0.04 = 0.02 n
R f = a2R ff = 2.0832 X 0.02 = 0.0868 n

Rrf = Rr + Rf = 0.9 + 0.0868 = 0.98680

Step 2: Compute base values and load constant.

21Tfs 21T60
Base speed. Wb = P/2 = 4/2 = 188.5 radls

Pb 75 * 745.6
Base torque. Tb = - = = 296.66 N'n1

Wb 188.5

Tb 296.66 . ,
Load constant. B, = --; = -.-, = 0.0083 N'm/(rad/s)-

Wb 188.5""

Step 3: Find the triggering angle and load torque.

Rotor speed = 0.6 p.u.

Slip = 1 - speed = 1 - 0.6 = 0.4

_ - l ( s) _ -! ( 0.4 )
ex - cos - ant - cos - 2.083 * 0.6 = 1.89 rad

Load torque. T, = Btw~ = 0.0083 * (0.6 * Wb)2 = 106.8 N·m.

Step 4: Solve for rotor current from the air gap-torque expression. It must be noticed
that electromagnetic torque is equal to the sum of the load torque and friction
and windage torque. As the latter part is not specified in the problem. they arc
considered to be zero; hence. the electromagnetic torque is equal to the load
torque in present case.

The only unknown in this expression is rotor current; it is solved for.
yielding two values. Considering only the positive value. it is found as

I r ! = 21.12A

Step 5: From rotor current, the air gap emf is computed, from which all the other
currents are evaluated. In order to do that. the reference phasor is
assumed to be the rotor current. From the other currents. the stator and
core losses are evaluated, and. from the rotor current. the rotor losses are
calculated.
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The various currents in the circuit are

E 1
Core loss current, Ie = - = 1.05 + jO.069 = 1.06L3.74°

Re

E
Magnetizing current, 1m = :--L

1 = 0.91 - j14.0 = 14.03L-86.26°
JWs m

No load current, 1
0

= Ie + Im= 1.97 - j 13.93 = 14.07L -81.95°

Stator phase current. Is = I rl + 1
0

= 23.09 - j13.93 = 26.97L - 31.1

Stator resistive losses, PSI.' = 3RsI} = 3 * 0.0862 * 26.972 = 188.1 W

Rotor and dc link filter resistive losses. Pre = 3Rrf[~1 = 3 * 0.9868 * 21.122 = 1321 W

Core losses. Peo = 3Rcl~ = 3 * 150 * 1.062 = 503.6 W

Power output. Pm = Tcwm= 106.6 * (0.6 * 18~(5) = 12'()79 W

Power input. Pi = Pm + PSI.' + Pre + P",o = 14.091 W

Pm 12,079
Efficiency. Tl = ~ = 14.091 = 0.8572

Step 6: Comparison of efficiency

Maximum theoretical efficiency possible with the phase-controlled induction motor drive,
ignoring all stator, and core losses. is given as.

TJ = 1 - s = 1 - 0.4 = 0.6

In comparison to the slip-recovery-controlled induction-motor-drive efficiency, the efficiency
of the phase-controlled drive system is 25.7% smaller. When the stator resistive and core
losses are considered for the phase-controlled induction motor drive. the difference in effi
ciency will be even higher. It is left as an exercise to the reader.

6.3.4 Starting

The ratings of the transformer, rectifier bridge, and phase-controlled converter have
to be equal to the motor rating if the slip-energy-recovery drive is started from
standstill by using the controlled converter. The ratings of these subsystems can be
reduced in a slip-energy-recovery drive with a limited speed-control region. In such
a case, resistances are introduced in the rotor for starting. As the speed comes to the
minimum controllable speed, these resistances are cut out and the rotor handles
only a fractional power of the motor, thus considerably reducing the cost of the sys
tem. To withstand the heat generated in the resistors during starting, liquid cooling
is recommended for large machines.

6.3.5 Rating of the Converters

Auxiliary starting means are assumed in the slip-energy-recovery control for the
calculation of the converter rating. If an auxiliary means is not employed, the rating
of the converters is equal to the induction-motor rating. As most of the applications
for slip-energy-recovery drive are for fans and pUOlpS, they have linlited operational
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ranges of speed and hence power. The converters handle the slip power, and there
fore their ratings are proportional to the maximum slip, smax' The ratings of the con
verters are derived separately.

6.3.5.1 Bridge-rectifier ratings. The rectifier handles the slip power pass
ing through the rotor windings. It is estimated in terms of air gap power as

Slip power = sPa = smaxPa = Rectifier power rating, Pbr (6.83)

where Pa is the air gap power and is given approximately, by neglecting the stator
impedance and rotor leakage reactance. as

(6.84)

Hence. the ratings of the bridge rectifier are obtained by substituting (6.84) into (6.83):

(6.85)

The peak voltage and rms current ratings of the diodes are obtained from the peak
rotor line voltage and rms current in the rotor phase as

VJ = v2vs == v2v3vas = 2.45Vas

I ITi
III == O.816Idc == 0.816 x 0.779 == 1.051 rr1 = 1.05al rl

(6.86)

(6.87)

6.3.5.2 Phase-controlled converter. The peak voltage and rms current
ratings of the power switches in the converter are

Vts == v2v3n t Vas == 2.45n tVas

Its = 0.816I d<: == 1.05aIrl

(6.88)

(6.89)

6.3.5.3 Filter choke. The purpose of the dc-link filter choke is to limit the rip
ple in the dc link current. The ripple current is caused by the ripples in the rectified
rotor voltages and phase-controlled inverter voltage reflected into the dc bus.
Considering only the sixth harmonic gives the equivalent circuit of the dc link shown in
Figure 6.23. The sixth-harmonic component of the rectified rotor voltages is written as

(6.90)

(6.<,)1 )

(6.92)

where

a , == - 6sVs r_!. cos 7a - ! cos 5a ]
Jd) a1Tv2l 7 5

6sVs r1 .. 1. ]
boon = a1Tv2l"7 SIn 70. - 5 SIn 50.

By noting that the triggering angle for the diode bridge is zero, the sixth-harnlonic
voltage is evaluated as

O.077sV~
Vdd) == --

a
(6.lJ3 )
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Figure 6.23 Sixth-harmonic equivalent circuit of the dc link

~.-.~...,•....~

Similarly, the sixth-harmonic component of the inverter voltage is

6ntVs /1 1 2
Vi6 = 'ITV2 \j 49 + 25 - 35' cos 2ex

and its maximum occurs at

giving the maximum of V i6 as

V i6m == O.463ntV"

(6.94 )

(6.95)

(6.96)

(6.97)

ll1ese two harmonics are of different frequencies (i.e.. Vde6 at six times slip fre
quency and V i6 at six times the line frequency) and have a phase shift between them~

so it is safe to consider the sum of these voltages that has to be supported by the
choke for the worst-case design. If the ripple current is denoted by ~Idc

Lllde
Lf~ == Vde6 + Vi6m

where

(6.98)

and W s1 is the angular slip frequency. This is found to be lower than the supply fre
quency. The slip frequency preferably has to correspond to the maximum speed of
the drive and hence the minimum slip speed.

By substituting for Vde6 and V i6m from previous equations. the filter inductor is
given as

1 [1T Vs { O.077S}]L f == -- -. -' O~463nt + --
LlILle 6 Wsl a

6.3.6 Closed-Loop Control

(6.99)

A closed-loop control scheme for torque and speed regulation is shown in Fig
ure 6.24. The inner current loop is also the torque loop: the torque in a slip-energy
controlled drive is directly proportional to the dc link current. This torque loop is
very similar to the phase-controlled dc motor drive's torque loop. The outer speed loop
enforces the speed command, w;. In case of discrepancy between the speed and its
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Phase-
Stator dc link controlled

filter converter

3-phase

~ ~ ~11~ac
supply

I Transformer

Figure 6.24 Closed-loop control of the slip-energy-recovery-controlled induction motor drive

command, the speed error is amplified and processed through a proportional-plus
integral controller. Its output forms the torque command. from which the current
command is obtained by using the torque constant. The current error is usually
processed by a proportional-plus-integral controller to produce a control voltage. ve.

This control voltage is converted into gate pulses with a delay of a degrees. The con
trol block of pulse generators is explained in detail in Chapter 3. The only difference
between the phase-controlled dc drive and this motor drive is that the triggering
angle for motoring mode is usually less than 90° in the dc drive and greater than 90°
in the slip-recovery drive. Accordingly, the cantrol signal needs to be modified from
the strategy used in the dc drive. This modification of the control circuit is very
minor. The control signal Vc is limited so as to limit the triggering angle a to its upper
limit of a max ' say, 155 degrees. The similarities between the de drive and the slip
energy-controlled drive are exploited in the design of the current and speed con
trollers. The fact that there is only one control variable makes simple the design of
controllers in the closed-loop system. As this is of one-quadrant operation. the PI
controller outputs are zero for negative speed and current errors.

6.3.7 Sixth-Harmonic Pulsating Torques

The rotor currents in the induction motor are rich in harmonics. The effect of the
dominant harmonics in the fornl of pulsating torque is exanlined in this section.

Writing the rectangular rotor current referred to the stator as a sum of Fourier
components yields .

If = 2V3 Idc[Cosw,t ~ ~cos5w) + ~cos72wt - ~cos Ilw,t + ... 1(6.100)
an ') 7 11 J
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The harmonic rms currents are expressed in terms of the fundamental rms current
from ~quation (6.100) as

1
1m == - Irb n == 5,7,11,13,17,19, ...

n
(6.101)

(6.102)

where n is the harmonic number, and the fundamental stator-referred rotor current
in terms of the dc link current is

2V3 0.779
I rl == ... ~ Ide == -- Ide

a1T V 2 a

Pulsating torques are produced when harmonic currents interact \Nith the funda
mental air gap flux and also when the harmonic air gap fluxes interact with the fun
damental rotor current. The fundamental of the rotor current and air gap flux
interact to produce a steady-state dc torque. The pulsating torques produce losses,
heat, vibration, and noise, all of which are undesirable in the motor drive.

The predominant harmonics in the current are the fifth and the seventh,
whose magnitudes are

1
I r7 == -::; I rl

(6.103)

(6.104)

Note that the fifth harmonic rotates at 5 times synchronous speed in the back\vard
direction with reference to the fundamental. The seventh harmonic rotates at 7
times synchronous speed in the forward direction, as seen from equation (6.100).
Hence, the relative speeds of the fifth and seventh harmonics with respect to the
fundamental air gap flux are six times the synchronous speed. Similarly. the fifth
and seventh-harmonic air gap fluxes have a relative speed of six times the synchro
nous speed with respect to the fundamental of the rotor current. The harmonic air
gap flux linkages are produced by the corresponding rotor harmonic currents. For
example, the fifth-harmonic air gap flux linkages are

Es Ir5 {Rr . }
~mS = Lml ms = Lm• 5X

m
= 5w

s
~ + J5X 1r

where the harmonic slip is given by

(6.105)

n - (1 - s)

n
(6.106)

For small fundamental slip s, the harmonic slip is given as

n±l
Sn == --, + forn == 5, 11, ...

n

- forn == 7,13, ...

Hence, the fifth- and seventh-harmonic slips are obtained from the above as

(6.107)
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(6.109)

(6.108)
6

s~ == - == 1.2- 5

6
S7 == "7

Substituting for S5 in equation (6.105), the fifth-harmonic air gap flux linkages are

Ir ! {R r . } Ir ! .
An!:' = 25w

s
1.2 + J5X 1r = 30w

s
{Rr + J6X ,r }

Similarly, the seventh-harmonic air gap flux linkages are derived as

I rl
A. m7 == -{R r + j6X ,r }

42ws

Because

(6.110)

(6.111 )

(6.112)

the fifth- and seventh-harmonic air gap flux linkages can be approximated as

(6.113 )

(6.114)

Note that these flux linkages are leading the fundamental rotor current by 90
degrees. Representing the harmonic and fundanlcntal variables and neglecting the
leakage inductance effects, in Figure 6.25, leads to a calculation of the sixth-har"7
nlonic pulsating torques.

The fundamental of the electromagnetic torque is

P .
P 3E I ( I E) · 3 0 -2LmIm1w)rl sin <t>1111 p .

a p 1 rl COS L rl - LIP
T1=-o-= --= = 3--2AmIIrISln cP l1H (6.115)

e Ws 2 Ws 2 W"

Because

<Pmr == 9CY (6.116)

(6.117)

when the rotor leakage inductance is neglected, the fundamental torque beconlcs

p
Te ! == 3· 2A.11l, 1rl

The sixth-harmonic pulsating torque is

TeA = 3· f{A ml (Ir7 - Ir5 ) cos 6w,t + Am5[rl sin(90° - 6w,t) + Am7[rl sin(90° + 6w,t)}

(6.118)
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E

Figure 6.25 Phasor diagram of the rotor currents and air gap flux linkages

The maximum magnitude of the sixth-harmonic torque in terms of the fundamental
torque is

ITe61 (Ir7 - Irs) Ir1L 1r( ~ + ~ ) 2 12 IrlL lr
--= + = --+-.--
Tel Irl ~ml 35 35 Ami

and the fundamental air gap flux linkage is approximated as

By substituting equation (6.120) into (6.119),

(6.119)

(6.120)

(6.121)
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For rated operating condition, the following assumptions are valid:

Irl == 1 p.u.

V s == 1 p.u.

and, hence,

2 12
- - + -·X

35 35 Ir

(6.122)

(6.123)

(6.124 )

where X 1r is the p.u. leakage reactance. X 1r is normally less than 2% for large
machines and less than 5% for small machines. From these values. it could be real
ized that the sixth-harmonic pulsating torque is very small and is inconsequential in
fan and pump applications.

6.3.8 Harmonic Torques

As the fifth and seventh harmonics are of significant strength, it is necessary to consider
and evaluate their own torques. Consider the magnitude of fifth-harmonic torque:

where

(6.125 )

S5 ==

I rl
I r5 == 5

-5ws - ws(l - s)

-5ws

6 - s

5

(6.126)

(6.127)

Note that the rotor time harmonics are referred to the stator for ease of computa
tion. Substituting the equations (6.126) and (6.127) into equation (6.125) yields

Expressing Te5 in terms of Tel gives

Tes s

Tel 25(s - 6)

The maximum magnitude of this occurs at a slip of one. Its value is

(6.128)

(6.129)

(6.130){ Tes }max Tel = -0.008

Note that the seventh-harmonic torque is much less and is of opposite sign. Hence.
these harmonic torques can be ignored: they are of negligible magnitude.
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6.3.9 Static Scherbius Drive

The slip-energy-recovery scheme described so far allows power to flow out of the
induction-motor rotor and hence restricts the speed control to subsynchronous
mode, i.e., below the synchronous speed. Regeneration is also not possible with this
scheme. If the converter system is bidirectional, then both regeneration and super
synchronous modes of operation are feasible. This is explained as follows.

The air gap power is assumed to be a constant and is divided into the slip and
mechanical power as given by the equation

Pa == PsI + Pm (6.131)

where

Psi == sPa (6.132)

Pm == (1 - s)Pa (6.133)

For a positive slip, the mechanical power is less than the air gap power, and the
motor speed is subsynchronous. During this operation. the slip power is positive,
and it is extracted fronl the rotor for feeding back to the supply. The drive system is
in the subsynchronous motoring mode.

With the same assumption of constant air gap pow'er. during regeneration the
air gap power flows to the ac source. The torque is the input: hence, the mechanical
power is considered to be negative. To maintain constant air gap power, the slip
power becomes negative as seen from equation for negative air gap power. This
results in input slip power. even though the slip remains positive. This mode of oper
ation is subsynchronous regeneration.

For driving the rotor above the synchronous speed. the phase sequence of the
rotor currents is reversed from that of the stator supply. This creates a field in the
rotor opposite in direction to the stator field. The synchronous speed must be equal to
the sum of the slip speed and rotor speed. Because the slip speed has become negative
with respect to synchronous speed'with the reversal of rotor phase sequence, the rotor
speed has to increase beyond the synchronous speed by the amount of slip speed. The
motor, thus, is in supersynchronous mode of operation, delivering mechanical power.
In this mode, the mechanical power is greater than the air gap power. Note also that
because of this the slip power is the input, as is seen from the po\ver-balance equation
of (6.131), and the slip is negative for supersynchronous operation.

To regenerate during supersynchronous operation. the slip power is extracted
from the rotor. This becomes necessary, because the mechanical power is greater
than the air gap power and hence the remainder constituting the slip power is avail
able for recovery_ Note that the slip remains negative and the rotor phase sequence
is opposite to that of the stator. The present operation constitutes the supersynchro
nous regeneration mode. The various modes of operation are summarized in Table
6.2. A drive capable of all these modes is known as a Scherbius drive.

The converter system has to be bidirectional for the static Scherbius drive.
Such a converter can be a cycloconverter, which is implemented with three sets of
antiparallel three-phase controlled-bridge converters, discussed in Chapter 3. A
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TABLE 6.2 Operational modes of static Scherbius drive

Mode Slip Slip power Pm

Subsynchronous Motoring + + (output) < Pa
Regeneration + - (input) < Pa

Supersynchronous Motoring > Pa

Regeneration + > Pa

3-phase
ac supply

Figure 6.26 Static Scherbius drive

simple implementation of it in a block-diagram schematic is shown in Figure 6.26.
This converter has a number of advantages:

(i) simple line commutation;

(ii) shaping of current, and hence power-factor improvement:

(iii) high efficiency;

(iv) suitable and compact for MW applications;

(v) capable of delivering a dc current (and hence the induction motor can be
operated as a synchronous motor).

6.3.10 Applications

Slip-energy-recovery motor drives are used in large pumps and compressors in MW
power ratings. It is usual to resort to an auxiliary starting means to minimize the
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converter rating. Wind-energy alternative power systems also use a slip-recovery
scheme, but the converter rating cannot be minimized. because of the large varia
tion in operational speed. An illustrative example of such an application can be
found in reference [15] .. The application is briefly described here.

The pump characteristics at rated speed are shown in Figure 6.27. The nominal
operating point is at 1 p.u. flow, where the efficiency is maximum. If the flow has to
be reduced, then the characteristic of the pump is changed by adding a resistance to
the flow in the form of damper control, shown in Figure 6.28. The new' operating
point, b, is obtained by changing the system curve to move from ca to cb by adding
system resistance from a damper control. At this operating point. the input energy
to the pump will not change in proportion to the flow change. resulting in poor effi-
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Figure 6.29 Flow control by speed variation

ciency because the input has to supply the throttling energy loss and friction energy
loss. The flow can also be reduced if the pump characteristics are changed by reduc
ing the pump speed with a variable-speed-controlled induction motor drive, and
then the operating point moves as shown in Figure 6.29. The operating point can be
always attempted on the highest-efficiency point by varying the speed. As the speed
is reduced, the power input to the pump reduces and hence the input power to the
driving motor decreases, resulting in higher energy savings compared to the damper
control. Additionally, the combined efficiency of the motor and pump also improves
by this method, resulting in considerable energy savings. Because the normal varia
tion in the flow is between 60 and 100% of the rated value, the range of the variable
speed control required usually is between 60 and 100 % of the rated speed.
Restricted-speed control requirement makes the slip-energy-recovery-controlled
induction motor drive an ideal choice for this kind of application in the MW power
range. It is not unusual to encounter, for example. 9.5-MW drive systems with a
speed range of from 1135 to 1745 rpm and 11.5-MW drive systems with a speed
range of from 757 to 1165 rpm, olany of these in parallel or in series in many pump
ing stations. Such high-power drives get supplied fronl a 13.8 kV bus and are
equipped with harmonic suppression circuits in the front end of the inverter and
large dc reactors for smoothing in the dc link. They \vill have starting circuits with
liquid-cooled resistors to reduce the power capability of the converters, and the
inverter will be dual three-phase SCR-bridge converters in series, to keep the dis
placement factor above 0.88. Note toat the displaceolent factor, which is the power
factor considering only fundamentals, will be poor \vith a single three-phase bridge
converter in the system. The converter units are force cooled by air or water in
many installations.
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1. Is there a difference in gating/triggering control between the induction-motor phase con
troller and the phase-controlled rectifier used in the dc motor drives?

2. In the phase-controlled induction motor drive, there could be 3 or 2. 2 or 1, 1 or 0 phases
conducting, depending on the load. Envision the triggering angles and conduction pat
terns in these modes of operation.

3. The power switches can be connected in a number of ways to the star- and delta-con
nected stator of the induction motors. Enumerate the variations.

4. Is there an optimal configuration of the phase controller to be used in a delta-connected
stator?

5. A single-phase capacitor-start induction motor is to have a phase controller. Discuss the
best arrangement of its connection to the motor winding.

6. Discuss the configuration of the phase controller for a capacitor-start and a capacitor-run
single-phase induction motor.

7. Discuss the merits and demerits of using a phase controller as a step-down transformer.

8. The relationship between the triggering angle and the fundamental of the output rms
voltage is nonlinear in a phase-controlled induction motor drive. How can it be made lin
ear? Is there any advantage to making it linear?

9. The phase controller is placed in series with the rotor windings as shown in Figure 6.30.

Discuss the following:

(i) the advantages of this scheme over the stator-phase-controlled induction motor
drive~

(ii) the current and voltage ratings of the power switches and their comparison to the
stator-phase controller;

a (}------__e

3-Phase
ac b 0-----....

supply

c

Induction
motor

\\'

n

Figure 6.30 Rotor-phase-controlled induction motor drive
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(iii) the improvement in the input power factor;

(iv) the improvement in line-current waveform and the reduction of harmonics;

(v) the disadvantages of this scheme;

(vi) the reversibility of the motor drive~

(vii) the control-signal generation for this scheme~

(viii) any soft-start possibility;

(ix) closed-loop control and its requirements.

10. Similarly to a phase-controlled converter (used in de motor drives), whose a is limited in
the inversion mode, will there be a need to limit the maximum value of a in the phase
controlled induction motor drive? Explain.

11. Compare the performance of the rotor-phase- and chopper-controlled induction motor
drives.

12. Discuss the performance, analysis, design, merits, and demerits of the rotor chopper-con
trolled induction motor drive shown in Figure 6.31. (Hint: References 15 and 16.)

13. Compare the stator-phase and slip-energy-recovery-controlled induction motor drives
on the basis of

(i) input power factor

(ii) efficiency

(iii) cost

(iv) control complexity

(v) pulsating torque (6th harmonic)

(vi) feedback control

(vii) range of speed control

14. What is the effect of the inductor in the dc link?

15. Suppose that the inductor in the dc link is replaced by an electrolytic capacitor. How
would this affect the performance of the phase-controlled converter and consequently
the slip-energy recovery?

16. The slip-energy-controlled drive, with a current loop controlling the dc link current,
behaves like a separately-excited dc motor. Will a change in the load affect the flux and
hence the torque constant?

Figure 6.31 Rotor chopper-controlled induction motor drive
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17. Discuss the feasibility of replacing the thyristor bridge converter with a GTO- or transis
tor-based converter to control the harmonics fed to the utility.

18. The diode-bridge rectifier in the de link can be replaced by a GTO converter. By suitable
control of this controlled converter, is it possible to control the current to eliminate the
6th harmonic in the dc link and reduce the size of the dc inductor?

19. At the time of starting (assuming that there is no auxiliary starting means), what is the
value of the triggering angle in the phase-controlled converter'?

20. The following applications need a variable-speed motor drive:

(i) a 20.000-hp pump:

(ii) a 50-hp fan.

The options available are stator-phase- and slip-energy-recovery-controlled induction
motor drives. Which one is to be recommended for the above applications? Explain the
reasons for your choice.

21. For open-loop speed control. NEMA class D induction 010tors are preferred in phase
controlled motor drives. Is the same choice valid for open-loop slip-energy-recovery-con
trolled-induction motor drives?

22. What are the modifications required in the controller of the phase-controlled converter
used in a dc motor drive for adaptation to the slip-energy-recovery-controlled induction
motor drive?

23. Can a slip-energy-controlled induction motor be reversed in speed'! How is it done?
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6.6 EXERCISE PROBLEMS

1. Determine the range of speed control obtained with a phase-controlled induction motor
drive. The details are given below.

1 hp. 2 pole. 230 V. 3 phase. star connected. 60 Hz, Rs = 1 ft Rr = 6.4 fl, Xm = 75 O.
X 1r = 3.4 ft Xis = 3 !1. and full-load slip is 0.1495. Load is a fan requiring 0.5 p.u. torque
at 3200 rpm. ex is limited to a maximum of 135 degrees.

2. Calculate and draw the efficiency of the drive given in Example 1 as a function of rotor
speed.

3. A 1000-hp induction motor is to be started with a phase controller. The current is limited
to 1 p.u. Find the starting torque and the range of triggering-angle variation to run the
motor from standstill to 0.9 p.u. speed at a constant load torque of 0.05 p.u. The motor
details are as follows:

Base kVA = 850 kVA, Base voltage = 2700 V, Rated power = 1000 hp. Rated frequency
= 50 Hz, P = 4, Rs = 0.041 fl, Rr = 0.1663 f1. Xm = 80 O. X!r = 0.2 fl. XiS = 0.2 0, full
load slip = 0.0801 (base speed = full load speed).

4. Calculate the impact of rotor resistance increase by 80% on the speed-control range and
efficiency of the drive given in problem 3.

5. The problen1 given in Exalnple I is driving a fan load. At 1500 rpnl. the load torque is
100%. Determine the open-loop stable operating-speed range for the triggering angles of
45° < ex < 135°.

6. Determine approximately the magnitude of the two predominant harmonics present in
the phase-controlled induction motor drive. Are these harmonics load-dependent?

7. A movie theater has been reconverted to a house one-fourth of its original seating. The
ventilation fans have to be accordingly derated to reduce the operational costs. Phase



CHAPTER 7

Frequency-Controlled
Induction Motor Drives

7.1 INTRODUCTION

"Inc speed of Ihc inductilln motor is vcry near to ib ~ynchnHl(lUS"peed. and chan~·

ing the synchronuus <;pl'cd rc<;ulls in ~pt'cd VMi<lllOll. Changing lhe '\uppl)' ffl"

qucney varies lhe syndm.lnnus speed. "tllc rdatiomhip hl'l\\ccn the syllchrotlUlI'
speed and the frcquclKy IS gIven by

[~{Jf.
n ==--, p (7.1 )

where n, is Ihe synehrol)l)Us "I)t:cd in rpm. f. IS lhe ,uppl~ lro.:lju\.'ncy in Hz. and PI'
the number of poles. The utility supply is of constant frequcnc~. "0 the speed control
of the induction motor rcquirc~ a frequency changer to chill1g.e the <;peccl of Ih<'
rOIOr. "111C frequency changl·rs. circuit configuratinn~. upcr.l1lOn and input source'
arc discussed briefly 111 thi" chaplcr. TIle illleraelion (If thl' frl'lJU~ncy changers and
lhe induction motor I~ "tudi~d in detail. TIleY pcrtalll to th~ sleady-stale perfor
manct'. h:lfI11onics and their Impact on the pcrformanc~_C(lntrol of harmonics. and
drive-wnt rol st ralegics and their impacl on drive pcrfornwnce. Tne enhancemenl of
motor-drive efficiency is an inlegral aspect of the qlllh and I~ con~ldcred with illu,
trativc examplcs.ll1e dynamic models of Ihe V:lriOtl~ tld\ e ~~ ~lem~ are derived and
th~ir performance s;mula1t:u ;1I1U analyzed as lhey pl'rl.1I111u dc .. ig.n aspects.

7.2 STATI( FREQUENCY CHANGERS

TIlcrc are basically IwO lypes of stallC frequency ch.lll~l·rs- dlreCI and indirect. TIll'
direct frclluency changer.. arc known as c~c1ocorl\"Cr1er~: thc~ CIlIlH."rl an:le suppl~

of utility fr"quency to;1 \:trIa,",1c frequcnc~.1l1c cyc!I'l:nl1h'ncr (or a .single pl1a....·
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consists of an antipar<'lliel dual-phase-controlled corwerter. It can be a single- or
three-phase-controlled convener: the laller \'t:rsion is very common in practice.
Symbolically. a cycloconverter-driven ae motor drive IS shown in Figure 7.1.lhe out
put frequency has a range of from 0 to 0.5f,. For beller waveform control of the out
put voltage. the frequency is limited to O..33f,. ·rhe smaller range of frequency
variation is suitable for low-speed.large-powcr applications. such as ball mills (llld
cement kilns. For a majority of applications. a wide range of frequency variation is
desirable. In that case. indirect frequency conversion methods are approprialC.llle
indirect frequency changer consists of a rectification (ac to dc) and an inversion (de
to ac) power conversion stage.11ley arc broadly classified depending on the source
feeding them: voltage or currenl sources. In both these sources. the magnitude
should be adjustable.11le output frequency hccortles independent of the Input sup
ply frequency. by means of the dc link.

If rectification is u·l1controlled.the voltage and its frequency are controlled in
the inverter: a pulse·width-modulated inverter-fed induction mOlar drive is shown
in Figure 7.2. The de link filler consists of a capacitor to keep the input voltage 10
the inverter constant and to smooth lhe ripples in the rectified output \"oltage. lhe
dc link voltage cannot re\'erse: it is a constant. so this is a voltage-source dri\'e.l1te
advantage of using the diode-bridge rectifier in the front end is that the input line
power ractor is nearly unity. butthen~ is also a disadvantage. 10 that the rower can
not be recovered (rom the dc link for feeding hack into Ihe input supply.111t" regt'll-
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crative power has to be handled by some' uther controller arrangement :Jnl! i~ dIs
cussed later.

Separating Ihe magnitude and frt:qu(.·ne·~ control funcllons in the' controlled
rectifier and inwrter. respectively. gives a cllnliguratioll shown in Fig.ure 7.3. This
configuration is known as a VAriable-voltage. variable.frequency induction motor
drive. It has a disadvantage: the power faClor is 101\ at 10\\ voltages. from phase
conlrol. Refer to Chapler 3 on the operation of the phase·controlled rectifier. To
recover the regenerative energy in the dc link. the direction of the de link current
to the phase-controlled rectifier has to be n:vcrscd: the de link \ullagc' cannot
re\'erse through the antiparallel diode~ acrm~ the inverter bridge. Hence. an
<lntiparallel-cOlltrolled rectifier is required to tl;lndlc the regenerative energy.
as shown in Figure 7.4. Similarly to Ihe voltag.e-suurce induction motor drive'>.
the current-source drives have a PWM COlllrol and variable-current \:dri3bl~·

frequency control,
In the PWM current source, shown in Figure 7.:1. l11SI3nt:lnCOUS currc'm control

on the ae side is enforced by a sel of fast-acting. current·controlloops.lrwcrlN ~wltch·

ing is based on lh~ current error signals 10 for,',' the actual currents to track their
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respective commanded values. The input source is Yohage: bet:ause of this fact, this
arrangement is sometimes referred 10 as a clIrr/,lII-regll!tlfl'l! induction mo/Or drive.

In the variable-current. variable-frequency (VCVF) systems, the current
magnitude and frequency control ;lre exercised independently by the controlled
rectificr with an inner curren I loop and autoscquentialiy commutated inverter
(ASCI). rcspectively.lhis arrangement is capable of (our-quadrant operation and
is discussed in detail in latcr sub~cctiolls.To maintain a current source. the de link
filter hilS an inductor and a currenl loop enforcing the dc link current command,
very much like lhe inner current loop in the phase-controlled de motor drive. The
current source drive is shown in Figure 7.6. The disadvantages of this drive scheme
are the need for a large dc link inductor and a set of commutation capacitors. A
general schematic of c1asstfication of the static frequency changers is shown in
Figure 7.7.
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7.3 VOLTAGE·SOURCE INVERTER

A commonly used SCR inverter is the modified McMurray inverter in industrial
motor drives. The configuration and principle of operation of thiS mvcner are
explained in Ihis section, For case of Jevelopment. a half-bridge inn:rlcr is cunsiJ·
ered.l11en it is extended tu include a full-bridge inverter. The Iransl~torizcd inverlcr
is discussed. and a comparison hetwecn SCR and transistor invcrlcr~ is given In<ll is
based on Ihc number of switches.

7.3.1 Modified McMurray Inverter

A half-hridge modified McMurra~ IInener IS shown m Figure 7.K Inc inductor L
and capacitor C are known as Ihc cOllltllutating mductor and capaclt!)r. respcctlvcl~.
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This inverter accepts a de voltagl' (source) and provides ,m <llternating voltage of
variable frequency across its load. Its operation is described as follows.

l'he circuit arrangement assumes thAt the snubbers are placed across the
devices to limit dv/dt and its effects. Allhe time of staning.letthe \'oltage across the
commutating capacitor C he 'l.<:ro.

Step 1: T I and T1A .m: gakd un. The st.'quenc~ of operatioll i~ ShtlWll in Figure 7.9(" l
A currelll is estahlished from the dc source which p'lrlly goes through SWitch
T I and the load: the rest gues through T I. L C. and T2A. The capacitor C IS
charged with (I puslll'e and h negative. The clipacitOf will ch;lrge 10 a volt;lge
greater than twice the ,(IUfCe vullage (VJlln an LC circuil.·1lJe polaril~ of h
and the anode orT2A~comevcry much n~gati,"':: hI th.:: e<l1hode of1'2A.thu~

turning off the d'::\'lce. NOle Ihat Ihe current thruugh the luad is m;lintaincd.
The excess charge in lh.:: c;tp,lCilOr due to its (lv~r,"ohag.:: will forward bias D,
if load CUHem i~ /.en) (If nows Ihrough the load and D:A. circulating a curren!
through the MI10m source voltage O.5Vu' L. C. and R. When the t:apacilOr
vohage is equalt" the source voltage. Ihis current ce;JSCs.

Step 2; To turn 1'1 off. 1', , I' llIrncd ell1 as shown in Figure 7,9( h). thus applving a POSl'
tive voltage [HIm cap,lCilUr C to the cathode 01'1' I' rorcill,!! it to cea~e cundue·
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lion. An osclll:llI ...n Ihrough L. C.1'1. and 1'1" lK'CUrs. When Ih... capacItor cur
r...n1 c:l:ceed~ hhlU currenl, Ihe currenl III TI completely cea~... s. The currenl Ifl
e.~ccss of load currenl nows Ihrough DI now. Thl' malOtams ,I negative '·...11
age acrossT1.llll.:111 recover 10 wilhstand furward 1'0Ilagt."111'" voll:lge ncross
C I" revers...d uunn!/. commul;llion. As~umil1~ llml Ihe load j, r~·aclivc.lhe lon<.l
curren! will hi: Ifl Ille sam... directIOn. thus f... rclllg OJ I... b<.' (orwHrd hl[l~e,j.

llecausc of Ihc actiOn of diode D~. Ihe lo;uj \'ullage will hccnme neglill\·...
Similarly. Ih... nt:!/.:lh,c.half-c)'c1e outpul-' oha~c operalion can he n:alil.ed.

The frcquency of Ihe load vollage is detcrmined by Ihe ralc at which T 1and T J Clrc
enahlcd. 11li~ half·bridge inverter docs not full)· util17c the source voltage. A half
bridge inverter is placed 011 each side of the load 10 make a full-bridge invcrter.
shown in Figure 7.10.

7.3.2 Full·Bridge-lnverter Operation

The main thyristors arc cOllImutalcd by the auxiliary thyristors. which arc denoted
by nn additional A in Iheir sub~cripts.The operalion of this circuit is explained here.

Step I: 1'1" T~A. 1',. amJ 1',,, arc galcd on. C I and C~:He ch:Hged wilh /I posillvc :tnd II
ncgalivc. Load \,'Il:t,l(c and load currt:n1 ar... pl\'.lll\e. The exce~s charge III ("I

is draillcd throug.h V~. D:". f~" L1• C1• and 0 1 if Ihere is n... luad current :md
through the load If Ihere is It load current. ·Ille c~cc~~ charge III C! IS draillcd
through V~. D•. L:. C!. R:. an<.l 0,,,.

Step 2: Tu prOVIde a h'r,l ,,)lIl1gc across the load lOr p:trt of Ihc ptJMhve half cyclc.
tum 1'1" on and Ihus lUrn 1'1 off. The load IS shorted \'HI 0:. load. and 1',. Ihu~
dT1\'ing Ihe vohag... 10 zeru The zeroing of Imld \ 011 age is uo;cd 10 change Ih.'
effeclin~ voll-sec ,ICr\K~ Ihc load.

Step J: T I and 1', arc turned off hy lurmng on T IA lIndT..... re~pec1l\·dy.1U prepare for
Ill<.' nt:gall\'c h:llf·eydc Ilero~s tht: load. Thc pnllllllg ot commutallllg capacllors
;lnd gating on of r. ,1lIJ 1', lake placc III a lll;IlIllCr ~lIll1hlf III Ihe IXIsilivc-lmlf.
cycle operation dc,cnbed in sleps I and 2.

Note that this single-phase full-bridge inverler is identical to the four·quadnlnt
chopper de'iCribed in Chapler ~. except lhat the present one is an SCR \'ersion. A
three-phase inverter is made uf three such single-phase inverters.

A chopper with self-col1ullut:uing power switches. ~uch as a Iransistor, has been
Studied ltl Chapler 4. II is recalled that a four-quadrant chopper is also a single-phase
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inverter, A combination of three of the two-quadrant choppers, i.e., with two power
switches. results in a three-phase inverter. The "011 age available to one phase is
always less than the full source or dc link vollage In such a case, A thre~··phllSt- self,
commut3ting invener with transistor switches is shown in Figure 7,11. ote Ih<.' sim
plicity of the configuration and the minimum usc of power devices: the transistors arc
self-oommutating.A comparison of power switches and other factors for the SCR and
self-oommutating inverters is given in Table 7.1, Note that the auxiliary thyristors arc
not rated to be equal to the main thyristors: they operate only for a fraction of time
compared 10 the main SCRs. The same argumclll applies equally to the rating of the
auxiliary diodes.

7.4 VOLTAGE-SOURCE INVERTER-DRIVEN INDUGION MOTOR

7.4,1 Voltage Waveforms

A generic self-commutating three-phase in\'erter is shown in I-igure 7.12 in
schematic, with ilS output connected to the three stator phases of a wye-conneclcd
induction motor. The gating signals and th~ resulting line voltages lire shown III
Figure 7.13. TIle power devices are assumed 10 be ideal: when they arc conductlllg.
the voltage across them is zero; they present <In open circuit in their blocking mode.
The phase vollages arc derived from the line voltages in the following manner by
assuming a balanced three-phase system.
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The line voltages in terms of the phase voltages in a three·phase system with phase
sequence nbc are

Val> = V., - V",

V", = VI>!. - V""

Veo == V", - Vo>

(7.2)

(7.))

(7.4)

where V.b • Vb<_ and V o• arc the various line voltages and V.,. V,... and V,... ar~' the
phase vollages. Subtracting equation (7.4) from equation (7.2) gives

V.I> - Ve• = 2V.. - (V", -,- V,,)

In a balanced three-phase syslem. the sum of the three phase voltages is zeru:

Va,_ V..... V,,_u (7.6)

Using equation (7.6) in (7.5) shows thai the difference lwtwcen line voltages V.I>
and V", is

V.h - Ve• = JV...

from which the phase {/ voltage is given hy

V = V.b - V".
• 3

Similarly. the band c phase voltages arc

(7.7)

(7.KI

(7.9)
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The phase voltages derived from line voltages are shown in Figure 7.13. Although
the line-to-line voltages are 120 electrical degrees in duration. the phase voltages
are six-slcppt:d and of quasi-sine waveforms. These paiodic voltage waveforms.
when resolved inlo Fourier components. have the following form:

() 2V:lv ( . I . I .
v..~ t = -- "" Sllllo',t - ':" ~1Il 5m,t + -7 ~In 7w,1

11" :I
-) (7.11 )

120") - ~,m( :;"'.1 - 120),
) 2\·'v{·\,.(1 = -_- '" ~m( UI,1 ->-

"
120) - itlll( 5",.1->- 110 )

1211 l -

... ~~in( 7w,I ->- l~O}

} (7.12)

} r7.IJ)

The phase voltages arc shifted from the lillc \'ollage' by JH degree,- and lheir magni-
2

tudes are 11" V",. Only the fumJamenlal produce~ useful wrquc. and h",ncc (lnl~ II

needs to be considered for the st<.'ady·slatl.' performance 1.'\ aluallon of In\ erler-fed
ac mOlor dri\'Cs. In Ihis regard, Ihe fundamentHI rillS phase \'nlwgc for the six·
stepped w!lvefnrm is

7.4.2 Real Power

v ) V...
Vrh = ~ =~ .. r. = O-l5V...

\2 To v2
(7.1-1)

111e dl' link lran~fers real power to lhe in\l·rh.:r and induction rnolllr.I\~'llll1irtg lhal
the hannullic powers are negligible. and con~idcring onl~' Ihe lund;ll1lental input
power 10 the mduction mOlor.

(7.15)

where I... I~ the average sleady dc link current. Il'h I~ the phase currell1. ,lilt! d'l i' lhe
fUlldamelllal power-factor angle in Ihe induclion motor. Sut'tstituting fur V1'h frllll1
equation (7.1-1) into (7.15).w(: get

(7.16)

7.4.3 Reactive Power

The induction mOlor requires reactive power for il~ operation. Sill':': the dc l!I1k
does nOI sllppl~' the rcactive power. this rl'<lelivc p(lwcr is supplicel hy lhe Inverter.
It is done by Ihe s\\ltching in the invertcr. and hence the invCrlcr call hl.' COIl'lL!·
crcd a rcacti\c power generator. The faciht~ 10 turn on and off Ihe pha~c currl.·nt~
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allows the inverler 10 vary the phase angle between the current and yoitages.lllis
ability has been endowed by solid-state power switching and has enormous
impact on the control of ac machines. This subject is treated in subsequent sec
tions and chapters. The fundamental input reactive power demand of the induc
tion mOlOr is

Q. = JVI>hlphsin ~I (7.17)

lhc inverter is therefore rated for 3VI'~II>h and in vOlt-lUllf'. which is the <lpparent
power. If the load power f<lCIor is low.lhen the inverter rating goes up.

7.4.4 Speed Control

Speed control is achiewd ill the invener-driven indUCllon Imllor by means of V'lri
able frequency. Apart from frequency. the applied voltage needs to be varied. to
keep the air gap flux constant and not let it saturate. 'This is esplaincd as follows.

Tne air gap induced emf in an ac machine is given hy

(7.1"1

where \.::,.1 is the stator winding factor.<bm is the peak air gap l1ux. f, is the supply fre
qurncy. and 1'1 is th.:: number of turns p.::r phase in the stator. Neglecting the stator
impedance. R, + jX1,. the mduced emf approximately equals the supply-phase volt
age. Hence.

(7.19)

TIle flux is then written as

(7,20)

where

(7.21 1

(7.221

If K~ is constanl.l1u.s is approxinlillely proportional to the ratio between the supply
voltage and frequency. This is represented as

V,.
$01 ~ T X K",

whcre K'l is the ratio between V r~ ;md (.
From equation (7.22). it is set'n that. to maintain lhe ilux CUl1S1ant. K,.! has 10

be maintaint'd constant. ·nlcrdorc. whenever stator fre.quen.:y is changed to obtain
spced control. the stator input voltages have to be changed accordingly to maintain
the air gap flux constanl.ll1is particular requirement compounds the control prob
Icm and sets it apart from the dc motor control. which requires only the voltage COll
trol. TIle implications of such II requiremcnt during the transients made the dc
drives preferable o\'er the ac drives ulltilthe 1970s.
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A number of control stralegies have been formulated. depending on how the
\ullage'lo-frequency ratio is implemented:

(il ConSlant volts f Hz conlrol

(iiI Constant slip-speed conlrol

(iii) Constalll air gap nux control

(i,·) Vector cOlHrol

"Illese control strategies arc considered individually. the first three in Ihe following.
sections: Ihc fourth is reserved fllr the nexl chapter.

7.4.5 Constant VoltslHz Control

7.4.5.1 Relationship between voltage and frequency. llle applied
phase voltage from Ihe equivalenl circuit shown in Rgure 7.14 is

VO'l = E, + I".(R, + jX ,,) (7.23)

where I" is thc fundamemal stator phase current.
TIle dependence of Ihe phase \'ohage on the stator impedance drop in p.u. 1:

derived as follo",s.

(7.24)

0'

(7.25)

where

v V.. , ( )
O,n "" V p.u .

•

(7.26)
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I,
I.n = I' p.U .

•
IbR,

ROIl =-y-.p.u.,

(7.27)

(7.28)

(7.29)

'.Amn =-.pU.

"
The p.u. fundamental input phase voltage is \\ rlllen as

V"", ::; I<fIR,n + jw",(Amn - .Ll,nl,n) (p.u.)

(DO)

(7.31)

where LI,n is the p.u. slawr leakage inductonce and W'n is the p.u. stator frequency.
Substituting equation (7.31) into (7.30) gi\'e~ the normalized inpul-phase stalor
vollage:

(7.32)

where R... is the p.u. stator resistance and Amn l~ the p.ll. airgap flux linkages.
For conslani air gap flux linkages of I p.u"the p.Ll. applied voltage vs. p.tL Sla

tor frequency is shown in Figure 7.15. The SUllor resistance and lellkagl: induclancc
arc 0.026 and 0.051 p.u.. respectively. for thi~ graph, '111e graphs are shown for 0.25-.
0.5-. 1·. and 2-p.u. stalQr currents. Even thoug.h. for constant flux, the relationship
between the applied voltage and the slator trequcncy appears linear. note that it
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docs not go through the origin: we need a small vollagc toovercorne lhe stalor resis
tance at zero frequency.

Figure 7.15 demonstrates Ihalthe volt/Hz rallO needs to be adjusled in depen
dence on Ihe frequency. the air gap flux magnilllde. lhe slator impedance. and the
Illugnilude of the stalor current. Such a complex implementation is nOl desirable for
low-performance llpplicalions. such as f<ln~ and pumps: there it is usual 10 have a pre
programmed volts-Io-frequcncy relalionship. as ~hOlln in Figure 7.16. III is allows for
an offsct voltage at 7..:ro stator frequency to overcome Ihe S1alOr resistance drop.
which is kepi a~ an adjustable paramcler in Ihe inl'crlers. The rcl;lIionship between
lhe applied phase voltage and frequency in general I" wrillen a$

where

v., = I... R.

(7.331

( 7.)4}

Vo is Ihe offsel vuhage 10 overcome Ihe Slllior re~lsll\C drop. 111is can be convcrleJ
inlO Ihe de link vollag..:: hy convening equaTion 17.14) into nOrlnali7cd form and
combining it \\ilh equ,lliull 17.33).11 is carried OUI a~ follows.

v••
V,. V.

O.45V,•." 17.35)= V = 0045 x, V,

V V"
~ "Ip.".)"O! ,

E,.
E, K"f. ',.~ ~ c

V, K" f"

"w
"'n.ll

"'0

"'~

\ u~
>

"'
ILl

112

Il.! -.---
~.

(1.11
no '" tl2 ," '" OJ '" '" (Iii '" '0

f.... p.u

tillurr 7.1(' ""n",allrnpkrn,·III •• I,,'n HI Ihe ,,,Ilag"·lo·fr,,qu,,nn !',,,(,It- III 1I1''''l<"r·(.·<.I ,"d"(11Q1I m"l<Jl
<lr,,'':'
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Hence.

0.45Vdcn = V,,,, + (n:::: V"" + E'n

0'

v....... = 2.22{V,.. + fUl }

.... here V..... is Ihe dc link voltage in p.u. and E t • is the nonnalized induced emf.

(7.36)

(7.37)

7.4.5.2 Implementation of voltslHz strategy. An implemenlalion of the
conslanl volls/Hz control stralegy for Ihe in,'erler-fed induClion molar in open loop
tS sho.... " in Figure 7.17, This type of variable.speed drive is used in lo.... ·perfonnance
applications where precise speed conlrol is nOI necessary. The frequency command
(,. is enforced in Ihe inverler and Ihe corresponding dc link "ollage is controlled
through the front-end converter. The offsel vollage, V"n' is added 10 the vollage
proportional 10 Ihe frequency, and they are mulliplied by 2.22 10 obtain the dc
link voltage.

Some problems encountered in Ihe operation of this open-loop drive are the
following:

I. The speed uf the motor cannot be conlrolled precisely. because the rOlor
speed will be less thall the synchronous speed. NOle that slator frequency. and
hence the synchronous speed, is the only variable controlled in this drive.

1. The slip spt'ed. being the difference octween the synchronous and electrical
rotor speed, callnOI be maintained: the rOlor speed is not measured in this
drive scheme. This can lead 10 operatiQn in the unstable region of the
IOrque-speed characteristics.

3. The dfect discussed in 2 can makc thc stalor currcnls exceed rated currenl by
many ttmes.lhus endangering Ihc inverler-cOllvcrlcr combinalion.
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ContrQlled
R~Clln"r

Th.c~.phas.:

Ac power
~upplr

PI
controlk.

L,rnl1c.

VVVF '---1
Inn'rlcr r

-,

'Illt'sc problems are. to an extent. owrcol1le hy Iw\';ng ,111 outer "p~'o.:d IUl)p In the
Induction motor drive. shown in Figure 7,1l'\. '!lle actual rcllor "pl'o.:d I' l'ompan:d
with its cOlllmanded value, w;. l!lu!the error IS proce~:,ed through a ctllllr\ll!t.:r, usu,
ally a PI. and a limiter 10 obtain the slip-srced command. W:I' '111e limiter ensures
that the sllp-~pecd comnHlnd is within the milXllllum allowable ,Ill' 'pt.'eu of the
induction 11I01Or. The slip-speed command I!'> added 10 ckclrlcal rotor speed 10
obtain the stator frequency command. Therl',lfler.lhe :,lator freqlll'nC} \'ulllllwnd i~

processed a:, 111 an open-loop drive. K.lo. IS tho.: nll1~t:ll1t of propOrllOl1ahl~ hel\\CCn
Ihe dc 10:"lcl voltage (lnd the stator frequency.

In the closed-loop induction motor dmc.lhc limil~ Dilthc ,lip 'pc\·d. off~et

voltage. and reference speed arc extcrnalJ~ adJu~table variahk'i. I'hl'> c~tcrna!

adjustment allow~ Ihe tuning (lnd matchlllg of thc mduetion motnr to thc con·
verter ancl mvcrter and lhe tAiloring of iI' l'haraclcflstlcs t.1 lllillCh lhc load
require1llent~,

Example 7.1

Finc.llh~ rdHIIl\ll,hlp hcl\\-~.:n lhe de hnk '<Jllag~' .tnd Ihe' ,1:ll1lr fT~'4UCIlC\ hl! IllI: eI. ,'cll-h... ,p
Impl~m~mlt\lun 1l1:1 \ult"IIIIIl'cTI.:t·kJ mJU\'ll,>n Ill"I"r ume Ine mot"r p,lr,ttnelcr, MC

a, folio\\-,

:' hp, lOU V, 60 HI. J ph"'I:, ~larconnecleJ.Jp"k,lll-h pI ;IIlU tl.X! dll'I~'!lC'

Sohni,," Inc CllnSI:tnl~ rC'IUlred f,'r lhe Inlplcfllc'lll,llhlll of th~' ch"eJ 10 "'ll In,~· .tre

K". V".:tlld 'he 1I\;J~llllUm ~llp 'l'Ccd
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(i1 . R, 0.183 ,- dl
Maximum slip speed OIl (L

l
, + L

I
.) .. (0.84 + 0.554)/377.0 := 4 .::1 ra sec

whae

hp x 745.6
I" '" Ralcu sUl10r phase current '" 7CC---"''-C'-C~'-cc __

.~Vr" :< pI" x efficiency

Hence

3x

5 x 745.6
I J5.5 "< 0.86 x 0.iS2

15.26 A

\"" =- 15.26 x 0.277 '" U3 V

(iii J ""
(Vp/I - V~)

r,

('",- '.13)
V3

Ii> I The uc link vullage In lcrm"' .,f "1:l1l'r fr"ljucncy i~ given hy

v... '" 2.21V", '" 1.12{\',,· ""f.l =0 2.22{4.2J 1- l.oS54t.l =0 (Y.4 + 4.12(.). V

7.4.5.3 Steady-state performance. TIll:.' steady-statt,' performance of the
conSlant-voltslHz-cOlHrolled induction motor drive is computed by using the fun
damcnllli applied phase voltage given in the expression (7.33). In the equivalent
circui1. the following sleps are laken 10 compule the steady-state performance:

Step I:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
StepS:
Su'p 6:

Start with minimum ~latnr frequency and zero slip.
Calculate magnclil.ing. c, 're-Ioss. fOIOf. and SlalOr phil,': currents.
Calculate the elcclrum;lgnetic torque. power output. coppa. and core losses.
Calculate inpul powa facl<lr and efficiency.
Increment the slip: then go 10 ~!ep 1. un[es." s = sm'"
Innemcntthc st,llor frequcncy: then go tu step 1. unkss f, = f,m,,'

A scI of drivc-torque-vs.-spced chanlCleristics is given in Figure 7. [9 for the motor
COnqanlS given in Example 7.l.111e dissimilarity bel ween Ihe torque-speed charac
teristic~ for various stator frequencies is quite notable. TIle peak torque in the
motoring region decreases as tht' stator frequency decreases. contrary to the genera
tor aclion. Note that the offset voltage is set at zero for this figure. The effects of
off~et·voltage variations, are shown in Figure 7.20 for the same mOlor at a stator
frequency of 15 HZ.llte offset vollage increases Ihe induced ..:mf and rotor currenl.
resulting in enhanced torquc.

7.4.5.4 Dynamic simulation. The dynamic simulation of the constant
volts/H7-controllcd induclion mottlr drivc is developed in this section. The mod
els of th..: motor. inverter. dc link. controlled rectifi..:r. and Jrive controllers afC
de\"ettlp..:d. and lhe equations ar..: comhillcd to ohtain the tf<lllSient response. As a
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on 112 '" '" Oil I (I l!
Spud.p.u,

~_Il

Figurr 7,19 lurquc'-'llCcd cllaraclerisllcs al van<1l1' Sl8h'f (rCllllenc,c,

"
\'~""!Xral d Offso.'l

.,

=" "'I,' ,

",
"

c, , ',,,
'"
",
'",,
,",

1110 nl'~ 11111 0" u:1l II ~~

Sp""d, P U

Figun' 7.211 1""luc"fI'-'cd cllariKlcnslI,'" "f IlIc' '<11t,nh·c"llllollcd IIldllC""" 11"''''. >.Ill" "nh ',II ,ou_
,,,Ilage "fl-.:15 al f, 15 HI

coroll<lr\. a '1Ir.... -:l 1ll .... lhorJ of c",llualing SIC:ldy-sl<ll .... pafonn:ulc'" \\II 110111 gUlIlg

throug.h mlll,,1 lransicnt~ i~ also Olnlincd. The simulation Ctllhll.kr, thL' <lew,,1
VOII<lg,· \\ [1\ L' form, without ignoring harmonic conlen ts in lh~ apphnl \ ult<lg..... ~.

Motor: -Ill .... llIduction motor mudel in ,ynchronously rot:l.tin~ rdt:r<·nl,: .... frames is
chosen. h~C311".; il ~i"c, many aOV<lnI3!!":s. "1l1e ~ame mudel aftL'r p-:rlllrh,l1ion, can
be us....J h'r .,m.dl-,ignal r..:~ponse, ,me..: thc Il1put and outpUt \,uI.1hk., hl'conu.: £I ....
quantllh> le(Hl"dcnn~the fundanwnt:ll alon..:).
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The model is given in Chapler 5. The equations of the induction motor in syn
chronous reference frame are as follows:

L",pR, + L,p
-w.L,
L",p

-(", - w,)L",

w,L,
R, + L.p

(w, - (0,) Ln,

L",p

",L", ]['~]-(JJ.,L", L",p i:1.
R, + L,p (OJ., - w,lL, t~,

-(lll., - w,)L, R, + L,p ld,

(7,38)

and Ihe electrom~chanical system equation is

J
dw

, ;I'(T -'(')-ll
dt 2" I W,

and electromagnetic torquc is

, . _ 3 r (....""- '2"2 L", I",td , (7,39)

TIle synchronous referencc frames voltage vector is

v~, == [l':""]v.,,,

where thc Iransrormation from (Ihe 10 '1(10 variables I~ gl\'CI1 by

[

COSO. cosl". - 1./3) cosl". + 1"/31]
[~""] = ~ sin 0, ~in(e, - 21fjJ) sin(fl, + 21ft3)

J I I I- - -
2 2 2

v" - [v· v'- v I'4,10, - 4' II- "

[
-,

\.'" = \'£> V.... v....

(7.40)

(7.41 )

(7.42)

(7<3)

where the symbols arc cxplained III Chapter 5.

Input voltages: The input phase voltages are thc :.ix ,tcpped waveforms shown in
Figure 7.13. From the transformation given in (7.40) to (7.43). the d and if stator
voltages in synchronously mtatlllg reference frame:. ;tlC as follows.

For Ihe inlerv<ll 0 :5 0, S :. the d and q axes voltagc~ arc
-'

(7.44)

(1A5)

where

17.46)
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n 2n
and for thc inlcrval)":S: 0, S), the \'oltages arc

2
v~,II(e,,:;: JV""cus(HJ

,
V~II(O.} "'" ~ V.... sin(lI.}.,

(7.47)

(7A8)

(7.5{)1

(7.4\)

but Ihe cquations (7.47) and (7AX) call he wrillCll as

v" (0) = ~V COS(II +- 11' _ r.)
~,1I'3"" 'JJ

2 ( To IT)V:J,.II(It,) = - V""sin 0, + - - -
3 3 J

Equallons (7.44), (7.45). (7.49), and (7.50) signify lhal q and d axis voltages arc simi
lar for each 6lY' and lhatlhey arc periodic. Thcy arc "howl1 in Figure 7.21.111C sym·
rnClr~ of lhese voltagc~ is exploited to find thc 'tt:ady qalC directly. NOlt' lhat Ihis
\ollilge representation considers the actual waH'form.. of the inverter: i.e.. thc fun
damental and higher-order harmonics <lrc included.

u
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i, ". l" ,~

Three-phase V

f + -c)ac I)lN'er V. C,
supply

"

Controlled t""Crler
Rccllflcr

~'igure 7.22 DC Illlk:detaits of the moll" dmc

Induction
MOlor

DC link: For 11 realistic de link. as shown in Figure 7.22. the relalionships <lrc

i (. .)Voc =:= -c I, - I,;...
,p

v'" > O. i, ~ ()

(7.51 )

(7.52)

with the constraint that the de link voltag..: never becomc less than 7ero. '111C con
trolled rectifier's output voltage is given by

v, ~ I.J5V, cos 0:

which. in terms of the link parameters, is wrilten as

v, =:= V<l< + (R J + pLJ)i,

(7.53)

(7.54)

By neglecting the inverter and cable losses. the de link power can be equated to the
input power of the induction motor: it is given by

(7.55)

and the zero-sequence power. voi". is zero for a balanccd thrcc-pha~e system. By
substituting for v~ and vds from (7.44) and (7.45) into (7.55). the de link current is
defined as

(7,56)

(7.57)

Stator-referred de link: 111e de link and stator (/ and d axes voltages arc at differ
ent magnitudes. For uniformity of treatment. the de link variables need to be
referred to the stator of the induction motor. It is done by defining a fictitious de
link whose relationship [0 the actual de link v<lriables is as follows:

. 2
v,k = JVoc

i~ = i,k

and hence the impedance transformation ralio is

vd< 2 vd<
=

i~ J i'k

(7.58)
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i.e.. expressed in terms of the impedances as

z;. 2
=

Z" 3
(7.59)

\\here the rKtitious and actual dc link impedances are defined. respectively. as follows:

v",.
4=.,,-

'"
v"Z... :0 -=--'.

(7.60)

(7.61 )

From the Impedance-transformation rallo.the de link filter constants can be wntten as
,

RJ '" ~ RJ

,
LJ '" ~L"l

.'

Similarly.

2
\' '" - V• 3'

and the fictitious rectified dc voltage is

\, = v* ~ (R.I -t- p~)I,

l'ne power balance is expressed as.

\,i, = {v* + (RJ + pL.,)i,)i, = ,,*i, + R.I(I,)!

and the fictitious input power to the IIlverler is

(7.02)

(7.63)

(7.64)

(7.65)

(1.66)

(1.67)

(7.68)

This expression makes the dc link compatible to the motor model. in the sense that
the sum of the lJ and d axis po.....ers is equal to the de link po.....er. The d and q axis
voltages then can be wrillcn in terms of the fictitious variable~ as

Similarly. the d axis voltage is derived as

v~ = ~v,sin( 9, + *) - (R J + L...Pli,Sin( 9. +~) (7.70)
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Controlled
RcdiflCr ""'ellet

"
R, L" ...

lluec-phB!ie f + -qIIC power •• C,supply ,
K,

."

Induction
MOIO!

TBcho~<'neralor
leK,!

K,

.,

C"-
K,

Substituting equations (7.69) and (7.70) inlo equation (7.38) yields a set of equa
tions for simulating the dynamics of the volts/Hz-controlled induction molor drive.

Controller: The drive diagram. with it.; blocks. is shown in Figure 7.23. The exter
nal input v· ;s

(7.71 )

where Vern is the maximum control voltage and is either::!:: 10 or:!:,S V. v* is propor
tional 10 the commanded speed of the mOIOr. and the proportionality constant K· is
defined as

v· V,",
K· =. =' ('}' \'oll/(radjsec)

W, max W,
(7.72)

where w; is the commanded electrical rotof speed in rad/sec. '11C t<lchogcncrillor
in the associated gain block is adjusted to have its maximum output corresponding
to :,:V"", for control compatibility. I-Ience the gain of the tachogenerator and the
filter is

(7.73)

'''e maximum slip speed corresponds to the maximum torque of the mduction
motor: to avoid statically unstable and low-erficiency operation. the motor is nOl
allowed to exceed the maximum slip speed. whose \'alue.thercforc. is

(7.7')
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(7.76)

(7.75)

The sum of the slip-speed signal and IIle rotor electrical-speed signal corresponds to
the synchronous speed: hence, the gain of the frequency transfer block is

I
K, '" -- (Hz/volt)

2nK*

The StalOr frequency and de link voltage arc wriuen as

f, '" K{ K*w<1 + i K.w",) == KrK*(lu, ! w,d. Hi'

TIle control voltage of the output rectirier. obtained from a previous derh':H ion. is

Hence. the Oulput of the rectifier is

v, '" 2.22K,(V" + KiK·K,t(w, + w,rH (7.77)

where K, is the gain of the controlkd rectifier. and the offsd voltage and slip speed
arc generaliz\.'d as follows:

and

v" '" I"R, (7.7H)

W,r"" f"{v· - v,,1 '" f"lv· - wmK,,1 = f"{K·w; - K·w,{ (7.79)

.... here I" i<; the rated stalor current and f" is the speed controller function.
The COlli roller usually is a PI controller in tandcll1 with a pha~e lead-lag

network.
1111' ~yl1chronous speed. then. rs gr\en in terms of the controller constants and

v<lriahlcs as

(7.HO)

B~ using equatIons (7.77) to (7.80), (7.6Q). and (7.70) in the equation (7.38). the
modeling of the inverter-fed induction mOlOr drive is obtained. Solving these equa
lIons hy lISlflg fourth-order Runge-Kulla gives the timc response, uf the rectifier.
in\'erler <lnd motor variables. They can /.le effective!) emplo~·ed III study the
dynamic interaction of the drive system and to design a suit<lhlc cnrllroller and
compensator,.

Simulation Results: -me drive given in Example 7.1 i<; simulatL'd for a one-p.u.
~Iep speed command from Slandstill. AlIlhe important \ariablcs uf the induction
motor drive are shown in Figure 7.24 in parts (i) and (ii). Notal-Ie is the torque
behavior in this drive. Torque is unable 10 follow its command tr;l11~iently,because
the rOlor flux linkages oscillate. resulting ill l<lrge stator current <tnd lorque tran
~ienlS, In an "ctWIl Jrive syslem thi~ CQuid be ;woid~d hy limiting. the stalor cur
rents. -'h~ conI rolled rectifier currents reach peah uf 14 p.u. ·n1f~ could be
controlled hy il1crea~ing the filter inductance or hy reducing the rate of changc of
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the de link vollagc.lhc <Ie 1I1pul 1111<': current rc"chc.; a maximum of 5.5 p.Ll" and the
Cllrll'rH ill the capacitor ha' ;1 IlHlXIIllU!ll of I.) p.u., nn the 1I1VCricr side, the SI;llor

current has a maliimulll \alu..: lJf:; p.u .. Allhough lhi~ j, ,mailer thanlhc controlled
rectifier currents. it is not acn,'ptablc: it increases the inverter rating to mulliple
11lIH.·~ thai of Inc inductioll molor. In practice. current limiting is set in the con
troller 10 keep this under control.

7.4.5.5 Small-signal responses. lhc sll1all·~ignal responses arc Important
111 e\alu3ting the stability anu bandwidth of the lIlolOr drive. "Illey arc il'lscssed by
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fijtu", 7.241;;1 [)ynarn~ pcrforma'l'C<: "r lhe ~<lh"H~.-«lnlrollcd mtl"cll<'" m"h,r d,,,c ~)"Slcm-PartluI

~'oll\idcring only Ihc fund,lInenla] of the input vollage~. 'l\lllrar~ 10 tile dyn,lIlm:
)11llulation. Considcr,llioll of fundamentals only reduces the inpul\ and outputs 10
dc quanti lies: hence. a pcnurh:lIion around Ihe steadY-Slale operatlllg point resull~

111 small-sig.nal equ<lliuns-
Tht: :;>tcady·slate opcratll1g puiot IS determined b) neg.kcl1ng the harmOniCs 111

th~' mput line voltagcs gi\cn 111 equalions (7.11) 10 (7,JJI Inc d and f/ voltages arc
cakulalcd. by u~in£.lhc Ir:tn.. formallon given In equation (7. II). ff(lm Inc phase volt

.1!!C,- \.llIch. In turn. are derl\ed from hne ,·oltagcs. It l~ "ann menuoning. at thl'
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junclUre that choosing the phase voltages in lhe following form will result in simple
d and q voltages.

(7.81 )

resulting in

v",,::: ~ Vdccos( w,t

Ves =' ~V<kCOS(w,t

(7.82)

(7.83)

(7.R4)

Yd, = 0

DenOling the steady-stale values by an additional subscripl '0'. the steady~state cur~

renls arc evaluated from equation (7.71) by making p = 0 and by maintaining w,

constanl. The equations then become algebraic: hence. the currents and subse
quently the torque can be evaluated. The stcady-state currents, neglecting the dc
link filter dynamics. are

R,
-w.L.
o

-(w~ - w,lL",

wJ..
R,

(w, - w,)L",
o

o
- w,Lm

R,

- (w, - w,lL,

(US)

Neglecting the dc-link filler dynamics., we perturb lhe motor equations around a
steady-state operating point. and small-signal equ<ltions arc derived similar to those
in Chapter 5, section 5.9. Likewise, the loop equations describing the relationship
between the speed command and voltage commillld and stator frequenC) arc per~

turbed to obtain the small-signal equations. Comhining the motor and feedback
loop small-signal equations gives the system equations. They can be used 10 study
various transfer functions, stability. and small-signallransient responses and can he
used for purposes of speed-controller design.

7.4.5.6 Direct steady-state evaluation. The steady Slate has been calcu
lated so far by using the fundamental of the input voltages only. The steady~statc

performance for the actual input voltages. including harmonics. is necessary to
select the rating of the convcrter-inverter switches and for computation of losses
and derating of the induction motor. The steady stale 'hen is calculated ei,hl.'r by
using ste'ldy-statc-harmonic equivalent circuilS and summing the responses. or
directly. by matching the boundary conditions. 111e harmonic equivalenHircuit
approach has the conceptual advantage of simplicity but carries the disadvantage
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lhat its accuracy is limited by the number of harmonics considered in the input volt
ages. The direct steady-slale evalualion overcomes this disadvantage but used to be
limited by the requiremenl of a computer for solution. This melhod is derived and
discussed in the section lhat follows.

The direcl method exploits the symmetry of input voltages and currcntS in the
slt::ady state. They arc symmetric over a given inlerval. in this case 50". so Iheir
boundaries are malched 10 extract ,Ill e1eganl solution. Considering lhc inpul volt
ages. il has been provcn in section 7.4.5.4 lhal Ihey arc periodic for every 60 electri
cal degrees. Hence. for a linear system (the case whenever speed is conSlant in the
induction mOlor). the response must also be periodic. 111:\1 is. lhe slator and rotor
currents are periodic. The derivations arc given below.

l11C induclion motor equal ions in synchronously rotaling reference frame ,IfI.'

wrillen in slate-variahle form as

where

-. "
l~dXl ::: [i:',. i:t, i~,

A,::: 0 lp,

B, ::: 0

III ::: [v~, V~" 0 011

(7.X7)

(7.AA)

(7)N)

(7 ,\If))

-wJ..,
-R,

-(w, - w,)lm
(I

ItJ,l",

- R,

(w, - w,ll,

Q- [~'
Lm

o

o
L,
o

L m

L m

(I

L,
(I

(I ]L m
(I

L,
(I

-w,L.,. ]

-(w, ~ w,lL,
~R,

(791 )

(7.92)

From equations (7.44) and (7.45).ll1e voltages arc wflHen in Slate-space form a~

[ p"'~l ~ [(I ~w.][,~]
pY,t, w, 0 'IJ,.

Equations (7,86) and (7.87) are combined to give

where

(7.9.')

(7.l).q

(7.%)
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and matrices Al and 8 1are of compatible dimensions. The equation (7.94). in a com
pacl form, is expressed as

x = AX

where

x = [XI Xl]'

A=r~1 ~l]

The solution of equation (7.97) is wrillen as.

X(I) ~ ,"X(D)

(7.97)

(7.98)

(7.99)

(7.[00)

where the initial steady-state vector X(O) is to be evaluated to compule Xlt) and Ihe
electromagnetic torque. It is found by the fact that the state vector has periodic sym
metry; hence.

X(~) ~ S,X(O)
3w,

where SI is evaluated later.
The boundary condition for the currents is

P.IO[)

(7.[02)X,(~) ~ X,(O)
3w,

The boundary-matching condition for the voltage veclor is obtained h~ expanding
(7.49) and (7.50) and substituting (7.44) and (7.45) into them. The direct axis volt
age is

~11l(O.) >: ~V6<COS(O, + ~ - ~) = jvoc{COS(o. + ~ )COS~ + Sin( 0, + *)Sin *}

(7.[OJ)

Similarly,

(7.[()4)

Hence,

[

2v3
2

v3]~ X,(O) = S,X,(O) (7.[05)
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where

s, = [ 2~ YJ (7.106)

Sll~ obwincd from the equations (7.102) and (7.105) as

wh.:re I is;t 4 x 4 id~ntity matrix.
Subsliluting equation (7.101) inlo (7.100). wc get

x(~) "" SIX(Oj '" CAo1':'IX{O)
3w,

H... ncc.

WX{O) '" ()

wh.:r..:

(7.107)

(7.108)

(7.109)

(7.1111)

(7.111)

wh~'re WI is 4 x 4. W! is 2 x 4, W, is 2 x ~ and w 1 is 2 x 2. II can be proven thaI \\1,
i~ a null matrix. Expanding only lhe uppt:r 1'0\\ In equal ion (7.110) g.ive~ the follow
ing relalionship:

(7.112)

from which the steadY-Stale currenl veClor XliII) IS obwincd as

(7.113)

Having evaluated the initial current vCCIOr. \\ .... could use it in equallon (7 IHOI to
evaluale currents for one full cycle and the d..'{·uomagnelic torque. A ~ampk ..;el of
steady-stale waveforms is shown in Figul'~'~ 7.15(i) and (ii). The peaking of the cur·
relll at no·load and then its becoming qUOtSI-~lllusoidal for fuHload is signlficanl lO
delermine the peak rating of lhe devices in lh..: inverter. NOie lhat lhis approach I~

suitable for steady-state calculation of six-st":Pl'x~dvoltage inputs. irrespt:{·tive I)f Ihe
conlrol strategy used. The electromagnellc tOl'yuc has it sixlh·harmonic npple in the
SiX-SICppcd-voltage-fcd induction motor drh·..: thaI deserves scrutiny. Its cau<;e and
effects arc considered in later sections.
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7.4.6 Constant Slip-Speed Control

7.4.6.1 Drive strategy. llle slip speed of the induction lIlotor is maintained
constant; hence. for "arious rOlor speeds. the slip will be ,arying. as is seen from the
following expressions:

W,=W,+W.,j

W,i '" sw, = constant

(7.114)

(7.115)

frolll which the slip is obtained as

W,i W,i
S = - =

w, w,+w,.
(7.116)

The varying shp control places the drive operation on the ~taliC IOrqu..:-speed char
acteristics. To maintain the slip speed constant, it is necessary to know the rotor
speed. so this scheme involves rotor-speed eSlinHtlion or mea~urel1lcntfor feedback
control. The Slawr frequency is obtained hy summing th..: ,lip ,peed and the electri
cal rotor speed.ll1e required input voltages to the induction malar arc made to be a
function of the speed-error signal. as is shown in Figure 7.26. In place of a propor
tional controller. a PI controller eliminales the steady-stale .:rror in the rotor speed.
NOIC that a negative speed error clamps the bus \'ollag..: at Lera, and triggering
angles of greater than 90° are nOI allowed. Given the configuration of the drive. it
cannOt regenerate: the stator electrical speed is always maintained greater lhan the
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b-
V•• EI IX. .. , "S

"l~ure 7.1.7 SImplifIed equI'aleRl ClfCUI! cORstdered for lhe ~lea,h ·,rale analysIs orthe sltp-cunlrullcd
mducllon mOlOI dnvc

rotor speed. Hence. this drhe is restricted to one·quadrant operation only.
Alternate implementation of de link voltage control is effectl.!d by implementing a
volts/Hz controller. using r:. Note that this alternate ~chcnll' will not give a dosed
loop speed control.

7.4.6.2 Steady-state analysis. The characteristics of the constant-slip-speed
ll1duction motor are derived in this section from the simplified equivalent circuit of
the induction mOlOr. Only thl.! fundtHnental of the applied voltages is considered at
,his stage. Considering the rotor and magnetic circuit shows that the equivalent cir
cuit amounts to Ihe one shown in Figure 7.27.The slip speed is a constant: henct'.;n
terms uf the slip speed. the rotor current is derived as

(7.117)
E,

I, 0 (R )
-: + jX h

and the electromagnetic IOrque is

(7118)

Sllh~littltiog for I, from equal ion (7. I 17) into cqmltlOn (7 .11 ~ I ~ ldds

( ,~:)P Ei -"
T, 0 3'2' w" (R )'

, -' + (L )'w.. lr

(7.119)
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By rearranging all the constants into one term. we gel

T. = K..(~D
where the torque constant for this strategy is defined as

(7.120)

(7.121)

Neglecting stator impedance amounts to making
applied stator voltage: hence. the torque is given by

(V)'T.=K .. w:

the air gap emf equal to Ihe

(7.122)

wh~re V, is the stator voltage per phase.
NOle lhat the torque is independenl of rotor speed. implying ilS capability to

produce a torque even at zero speed. This fealUre is CSSCl1\ial in many applications
where a starting or holding torque needs to be produced. such as in robotics.

A diagram of torque vs. stator phase voltage is shown in Figure 7.28 for three
slip speeds. Here, the stator impedance has not been neglected, and its considera
tion has reduced the torque. notably at low speeds.lhe motor data has been taken
from Example 7.1.

)U

2.5

lU

,
1.5r

I.U

U,j

2

UU L __!!!'l""~~~L-..--L.-L---'---:~
BO 0.1 0.2 O.J OA 0.5 O.1l 1f7 ns 0\1 1.0

V_

t'igul"1' 7.2lI Torque "s. applied vollage for various slip speeds al r;ll~tl ,1,Ilor frequency In p.u.
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Example 1,2

Draw the performance characteristics of the conslant-slip-speed-control1cd induction motor
drive given in Exarnpl..: 7.1. The slip speed is maintained at 9 rl1dlsec. The converter combina
lion is a controlled rectlfit:f and a six·step voltage source inverter. The dove uses a volts/Hz
slrategy for controlhng the dc link voltage.

Solution The steps imoh'cd 3n: as follows:

p
....., "' ....... x"2

V~,.'...ll V""l<~1
K "'--.--~

" f. (....... !,,)

where

v, .. O..t5V"" - K"l,

By USlllg the fundanlClll,11 eqUlvaknt CII(:UII. the st,!lor, lI\<tgn"lIl.llIg. ;lllU rOlor currents art:
computed. From the currcnt~ the motor power factor, \(Jr4ue, \lUtPUl. anJ efficiency arc e ... ,.I
ualcd. The performance charactenstics an: shown in Figure 7.!'}

I.,

"
1.2

>.

"~ 1.0

~
~

!: 08

l
~

0.'
f-

"'
02

T"..-,----1

Effic'ency

0.0 L----::',----",---:':_-:"-_:':-,-:':-_':-----::',----",---"
0.0 01 U2 OJ 0-1 u.s O~ 117 US 0'1 1.1I

Roll), speed. p.u,

Figurt;' 7.2'J I'crfo'mancc chur3clCnsliCS of shp-colL1rollcd mductlon motur <.I"".. aT <~" '" ';l r"dls<:C In p.ll
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7.4.7 Constant Air Gap Flux Control

7.4.7.1 Principle of operation. Consiant air gap nux control rcsoh<cs Ihe
induction motor into an equivalent separately·excited de motor in terms of its specJ
of response but not in terms of deeoupling of Ihe flux and torque channels. Having
conSlant air gap nux linkages amounts to

(7.123)

which. subslituted into equation (7.119). yields the eleclromagnetic torque as

1', (~)
T,.3 2··.·(R,)' .

- + (Lit)·w.,
(7.12~1

Assuming the air gilp nux linkage is maintained constant. the torque i..

where Ihe torque constant in the comrol ~tr:llcgy is written as

I' .
K,m = J 2 . A;"

17.125)

(7.126)

Now the electromagnetic torque is dependent only on the slip speed. a~ is secn
from equation (7.125). Such a featurc signifies a very imporlant phenomenon. in
Ihal the slip speed can be varied instantly. making Ihe lorque response lllSlanta·
neous. A fast torque response paves the way for a high·performance motor drive.
suitable for demanding <Ipplicalions. thu .. replacing Ihe separately-excited de
motor drives. The above facts arc true only If lhe air gap flux is maintllilled eon
Slant. That task is compounded by. for examrle.lhC saluration of the machine or
Ihc need for a sensor to measure Ihe air gap flux. Even if air gap nux is regulaH:d
accurately. the torque is not a linear function of Ihe slip speed. Hence. for:l torque
drive. lhe slip speed has to be programmed 10 generate linear characteriSlics
belween lorque and liS commanded value. Note lhat this programming of the slip
speed has 10 account for the sensitivity of the rotor resistance and leakagl' induc
tance. In panicillar. the rotor resistance will u~ually have a wide variation (from
0.810 2 limes ilS nominal value al ambient lemperature) and this comp'icalc~ the
control lask.

7.4.7.2 Drive strategy. 111e facltha! the constant air gap flux requires con
Iro1 of Ihe magnetizing currenl nccessitalcs slalor current control of tIll' lIlduclion
malar. apan from its stator frequency. A vohage-source inverter drive with mner
current loops would transform il into a variable-currclll. \ariaolc·frcquency ~ource.
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Three·pbase
lie po...·er

supply

Variable·Current. IndUC:lionVariable-Frequency
MOI<X"Souree (VCVF)

--,, I-1,1 ,.,

lX T~h

~"' '<;Y ....

+ ~T' t:: r-®", •
",

L"mler '"COnlrolicr

Fieur.. 7JO Dr,,"e stralegy for ronmmt·alr &~p-nWl-ulmrollcdmdllCl1..... mOl"r tlm·e

More of this is to come in later sections. Assuming that such a current-regulated
\·ariable·frequency source is available. the drive strategy IS shown in Figure 7.30.

The slip-speed command is generated from the speed-control error. which in
turn is added to the rotor speed signal to provide the frcquency-command signal.
The same slip~slXed command detennines the stator current magnitude. maintain
ing the air gap nUl( constant. This aspect is shown as a function generator block. For
reasons of saturation and sensitivity of rotor constants. it is preferable to have on
line computation of the stator CUfTent from the slip-speed command. The current
command is appropriately translated into three-phase stator-current command!>.
Stator-current feedback conlrol ensures that the stator-current commands are
enforced both in magnitude and in phase.

Example 7.3

Draw lhe steady-stale performance charactcristic~ of a conSl;lnl·air gap.flux-controlled
I1\lJuction mOlor drivc.1l1C malar data are given 111 EXilmplc 7 I

Solulion The various steps involved in lhe steady-stale performance computallon arc
as follows:

Slep 1: Calculate the rated value of air gap nUll from the cl,juivalent circultll1c1udll1g
slator lmpcdence when the motor has a rated c1ectromagnt'llc torque.
r"lr"h... m ..on....<"n .. r ..~~..'" "n,1 h ..n .... E,
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Step l: For a gi'<l."n stator frl."qul."ncy. cakulatl." the air gap emr.
Step 3: Starting ....ith a slip. and from the air gap emr. calculate the rotor current. and

then find the stator current. po.....er factor. torque. applied stator ,·ollage. and
efficiency. The equations are

(7.127)
E,

I,· (R )
-; + jX..

I, - I, + I",

v.. = E I + I,(R, + jw,L h )

, R, P
T,'" Jl~·-.. ,

SUI, _

(7.128)

(7.129)

(7.130)

Real(V•.I; )
Po.....er factor .. cos ¢J "" :"::'C',,""'"

IV..I.I

Mechamcal po.... er output
Efficiency .. • s > II

Electrical pov.er mput

Electrical po....a output
.~ < 0

Mechamcal po.....er input

(7.131)

(7.132)

·u

Step 4:
StepS:
Step 6:

Increment the slip. amI go to Sll:p 3.
Increment the stator freljuency. and go 10 step 2.

Draw torque vs. speed for v;lrious stator frequencies ;lnd rotor and stator cur·
rents and voltage and torque vso speed for rated stator frequency.

The normalized e1ectromagnelic tOlque '"S. speed for variOus stator frequencIes is shown in
Figure 7.31. The torque characteristIC IS uniquely symmelric for both the motoring and gener
ating mode and for every stator frequency. The asymmelry In the IOrque characleristics for
the motoring and generating regions In the voltslHz-controlled drive is due to the lack of con·
trol of aIT gap nux hnkages. The Sialor currem and '<ohage vs. speed are sho.....n In Figure 732
for rated stator frequ.!:ncy.

Constant air gap flux linkages result III higher demand for stalOr phase vohages. as is
seen in Figurc 7.32. This is due to the IlIcrcasing rotor and hence stator currents and the
consequent increase in vohage drops across the stalor Impedances. For torques less lhan
2 p.u.. the increase in the stator vohage. although very small. could <:xcecd the dc bus sup
ply. This necessitates proper selectIon of the induction-motor vollage rating for an avail
able dc supply. High-transient-Ior'juc demands of four to five p.u. in emerging
applications such as ele~tric vehick prupulsioll need to consider the stator Voltage
demand al higher speeds.

hampie 7.4

Derive stator current magmtude in tcrms of the motor parameters.. slip speed. and magneliz
ingcurrent to implement a constant-all gap-nu,;-linkagesdn\'e s)'!>tem
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Voltage-Source Inverter-Driven Induction Motor 3S3

.,~~~~C;=:::::;c:::::J
tI olhl 11.:t:tJ U.5 0.661 11.:,\\1

Ru«'r ,peed. p.u.
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Sohtlion The equlvalenl circuil shuwn In Figure 7.27 tS used 10 deriw lhe slalor cur
r...nl m;tgtlthld.... as fullows:

Th... rUlUI currenl t~

[
R, + j"',t(L h + L.. ) ]

1m .
R, + )W,rl."

I,

jL.. lmsw,

R, + jsw,L I ,

JLn,In>'''~

R, .. )"',IL I,

The qahlf CIHfenl IS depelllknl upon lhe Wlul s..:lf-Illduetallcc and Icaka.ll<: Itlduclancc and
on Ih..: r<:SISI;ltlCe of lhe r0101 apall from lhe slip-speed and magne1i7in.ll currenl fkcau~e lhe
nux hnkage~ life conlrolled. lhe varialion uf lhe rUlOr self·induc1ance ;lIlU kak;lge induclance
will nOI vary significanll)'. hUllhc rotor resIstance due 10 lhe lCmperalUre llnu slip frequency
varimiuns will significantly vary, and, in thaI eas..'. the stator current h;l~ h) I....' maJe a funclinn
of the rotor reSlslance 10 maintain the nux constant. It is an lmpor,,,nl COllsiJerilllun III th ...
(ksign u, Ille cot1lwllcr in Ihis drive scheme.
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7.4.8 Torque Pulsations

7.4.8.1 General. Six"stepped-voltage waveforms are rich in harmonics,
"nH:SC time harmonics produce respective rOlOr current harmonics. which in turn
interact with the fundamental air gap nux. generating harmonic torque pulsations.
"nlC torque pulsations are undesirable: they generate audible noise. speed pulsa
tions. and losses. thus decreasing the thermal capability of the motor and eventually
derating the motor. Even though the magnitude of the torque puls,llions can be
evaluated from the steady-state computation by using bound<Jry-matching condi
tions. it is simple to calculate the magnitude of each harmonic torque pulsation by
using the harmonic equivalent circuit of the induction motor. 'Tl1is method has the
adv<lntage of singling out the dominant torque pulsation: when its source is identi
fied. methods c<ln be devised to control it.

7.4.8.2 Calculation·of torque pulsations. By using the Fourier series of the
[inc voltages given in equations (7.1 I) to (7.13). the fundamental. fifth. and seventh
harmonics of the phase voltages are derived as

V..1 = 3. V""sin(w) - 300)
n

(7.134)
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(7.135)
2 .

Va,? = 7n V<lc sm(7w,t - 150°)

11le fifth harmonic is rotating opposite to the fundamerllal. whereas the seventh is
in the same direction as the fundamental. Therefore, the air gap nux linkages due to
the fifth- and seventh-harmonic currents field. are revolving at six times the syn
chronous speed relative to the fundamental air gap nux.

TIle sixth· harmonic torque pulsation is created by

(i) the fundamental air gap nux linkages. interacting with the fifth- and seventh
harmonic rotor currents:

(ii) the fundamental rotor currellt. interacting with the fifth- and seventh-harmonic
air gap nux linkages.

-Illc various variables are computcd. as follows. from the two equivalent-circuit dia
grilffisshown in Figure 7.33.

,"
R, JXI, lXI'

V,.I E, IXm

y

'.,
(IJ Fund~""'nlalequ,valem circ"'1

R,

(II) HarrTklA•• t'tlu,valenl Circuli

Figu",7.33 Equ"nknl C"CUII of lhe mduclton m..,(m
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The harmonic slip for a harmonic of order h, derived in Chapter 6. is given as

~L=_ h± 1. { + for h odd
'" (7.136)

h - for h even

Hence.

6
S5:O -

5

6s a;, 7

The fundamental. fifth-. and seventh-harmonic mutual nux linkages are

1" (R, . )
"m7 = -7 - + J7X h

W, S1

and the harmonic rotor currents arc given by

Va>.\
I, .• = ,----;;--,----"'----

( R,).
R, + ~ + j5(X

"
+ XI!)

(7.137)

(7.138)

(7.139)

(7.140)

(7.141 )

(7.142)

but at frequencies above 0.3 p.u.. the rotor peak currents can be approximated as

V"' 2Voc ( 1 ) (2Voc )( 1 )
1'5:OS(X" + XI,) :OS;- 5X.

q
;;0 ----;- 25X.

q

where the equivalent leakage reactance is given as

and

1" a('~oc) (49~J

(7.143)

(7.144)

(7.145)

By substituting these approximated values of rotor currents into equatiolls (7.139)
and (7.140) and neglecting the resistances in comparison to the harmonic leakage
reactances. the harmonic peak nux linkages arc found to be
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E,

I"

I"

E,

'.,

w,

) . '."

t"ilure 7.34 Phasor diagram of the mduchOO motor, ""'lh harmonIc cQmpoocnl~

where

2V" (L,,), a---
",7 49nw. L~q

(7.146)

(7.147)

x~
L = - (7.I"'XJ
~ w,

These variables are representcd in a phasor diagram. as shown in Figure 7.3.... Tht:
fundamcntaltorque is then computed as

(7.141J)
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and the peak of the fundamental mutual nux linkages is

V~.l 2Vfk
Aml:;;':~- =--

w, nw,
(7.150)

Substituting equation (7.150) into equations (7.146) and (7.147) yields the harmonic
nux linkages in terms of fundamental nux linkages:

, = 'm' (!::!c)
m.\ 25 L'.

A = Ami (!:!!.)
m1 49 L

'"
The sixth·harmonic torque in the anticlockwise direction is

1 P
T,ofI "" ~2 [Aml (I'7 - J,.)sin6w) + l,dAm1sin(6w,t + 90~ + &)

+ Arr6sin( -6w,1 + 90° + &H]

where

(7.151 )

(7.152)

(7.153)

(7.154)

1) is very small in practice: assuming it is zero. the sixth-harmonic torque is approxi
matcd as

(7.155)

The IOrquc is divided by an additional factor of 2 because the nux linkage and rotor
currents arc peak values. Normalizing the sixth-hamlOnic torque in terms of its fun
damental torque yields

T Tfli (I'1- I,Il. L __ (L,,) (2
1
5+4

1
9) L __

~ = - "" Slnuwt + - coSuwt (7.156)
Td 1,Isin 4Im• ' L~ sin 41.... '

(1,,-1,,). (L,,)
a Sin 6w,t + (U.0604) - cos 6w,t

1'1 L~~

Similarly. twelfth-harmonic pulsating torque can be cvaluated frOIll the dcycnth
and thirteenth·harmonic. input voltages. In mOSI of the applications, the dominant
pulsating-tl)rque calculation is sufficient.

These pulsating torques are smoothed by the rotor and load inertia at high
speeds, but. at low speeds. they might induce speed ripples. which arc undesirable.
They could excite and resonate the critical frequencies of the motor drive. In such
cases, corrective measures have to be taken. Elimination of undesirable pulsating
torques is discussed subsequently.
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Example 7.5

Calculate lhe sixth-harmonic pulsating torque for the mOlor drive given in Ex,lmplc 7.l.
neglecting Sll'IIOr impedance.The operllting poinls arc al 60 1i7 with 0 and 1 p,u. shp speeds.

Sululion

Ca.o;e (i) ""1 = O.s" 0:.1'1.0

There is shp speed in regard 10 [he lime-harmonic mput voltage). which 111 Illrn generales
rutor harmoniC currenl and PUISilllllg tClrllUl:.llle rills values <Ire calculated: 'lCCllrdingly.the

lorque expression has the lerm 3 lind nOI. a) 10 the previous dem'ation. 312. The rotnr har·
monic currenlS and air gap nUl linkages lIre

EI v...1 l00/YJ
~ .. I = - ill -- > --- i;< 0..'06 \Vb-Iurn

w, w, 211 X 60

Arn.~ i25 I,~ Lit

Am 7 i25I 'TL It

where

(v.,)
v~, -,- 20:11 V3

1,>--=---" >=331A
, 5~ Sx".. 25 x 2... x 60 x 0.0037 .

V..I 200/V3 .. I.M A
I" '" .l9X 49 x 1.395

~

Hence.

".., '" .1.JI x 0.0022" U.cX)7]Wh-wrn

"n" '" 1.6lJ x 0.0022'" O.OOJ1'l Wh-lUrn

p
T,... " .1"1[,>"",1(1" - 1,1) Sill Ow,l ... 1,1(",,-" "m<)co~bw.tJ,

-= , x 1. 1(0..306)( 1.6lJ - 3..'1) Slll 6",,1) ... - 2.97 Sill 6w,l

2.97
Peak absolute \ alue ufT... ,. 2.97 N· m "" 20.0 '" 0,1.19 p.u

and

....... 6.K82
s - ~,. -- = 0.0183

....., 377

V..I 115.5 115.5
:.1'1.:11 R--' .. '" II 51 A, 0.183 10 .. jO.lm .

- + J.' -_ .• JIUU7
s 0.0183
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The rotor harmonic currenlS and harmonic air gap nux linkages arc the same as in lhe case
where slip is equal to zero. Hence. the sixth-harmonic pulsating torque is computed as

,
T<6 '" 3 x "2 {(0.306)(1.69 - 3.31) sin 6w,t + 11.51(0.(Xm + 0.0038) cos 6w,t}

= -2.97 sin 6w,1 + 0.766 cos 6w,t

Peak value ofT..... \I" 3.062.97- + 0.766- - ],(l6 N· m = 20 = 0.15] p.u.

Note that these calculallons neglect the SI.11or impedance drop. b.::causc., al rated frequ';l1cy.
the effeci of the stator impt"dencc drop is small compared tuthat of the induced emf in the air
gap. At low o~rating fre"lueneics. th,; SIOltor impcd;mce drop will dominate, and hence
reduce the induced emf and henc,; the IOrqUe pulsMlons too. lne torque pulsations will
fatigue lhe shaft and eventually lead to failure.'lltis typ,; of molor dnve IS un~ultable for posi.
lion applications.. because llf high torl.JUC flppl,;s.

7,4.8,3 Effects of time harmonics. The harmonic voltages produce har
monic currents that. in lurn.generate not only lorque pulsation but also increased
losses in the form of copper and core losses. -Ille net dfecl of the torque pulsation
on lhe resultant avcwge lorque is zero. bUI lhc h"rl1lonic losses add to lhe heating
of lhe machine. Since the induction machines are usually designed for sinusoidal
inputs, the additional losses due to Ihe harmonics lax lhe lhermal capabililY of the
mOlar.

For a given cooling Mrangemenl of thc mOlar. lhe allowable Icmperature
risc::: for safe operation is prescribed. To maintain the molor within its class of oper
ation. the molar lhen needs to be derated. It is quite unavoidablc with converter
controlled motors. but the IMgniwde of derating can be kept 10 a minimum by
controlling the harmonic contents of the voltage and currenl inpuls 10 Ihe induc
tion motor.

111e induction motor has Ihe following losses:

(i) Slator copper loss;
(ii) rotor copper loss:

(iii) core loss:

(i\') friction and windage loss:
(,.) stray load loss.

The presence of harmonics causes lhe stalor and rotor copper losscs 10 increase.
As for the core loss. ils increase is due to higher flux density caused by lhe har
monic components. Note that the fundamcntal and harmonic magnetizing cur
rents increase lhe air gap mmf. and hence there is an increase in the nux density
o"cr the fundamental flux densilY. Compared to the harmonic copper losses. the
increase in core loss is usually negligible for frequencies up 10 100 Hz. For very
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high-speed machines operating at hundreds of Hz. the increase in core loss is
considerable.

The friction and windage losses are independent of the harmonics. The stray
losses are dependent on harmonics as some of stray-loss components arc directly
innuenced by them. Its components are

(i) rotor zigzag loss.,
(ii) stator end loss.

(iii) rotor end loss., and
(i,') other undefined losses.

Even though these losses constitute only a minor pan ion of the tOlallosscs,th~~ an.'
considerably increased by the harmonics. llleir dependence on the harmOlllCs is
quantified and made availahle in references.

For standard machines. the total losses of invcner·fed machines can 1I1crea$<'
nearly as much as 50% compared to the losses resulting from a sinusoidal source.
While this should be taken as a guideline. it is necessary to evaluate the losses for
individual cases to appraise their suitability for specific applications.

Example 1.6

Consider lhe mOlOr drive gl\'CII In Example 7.1. Calcul;llC the lIl(rcasc III stator ;tnd TOlor
copper losses and compare them ....nh sinusoidal·source-produccd losses at raled slip ~po:ed

Neglect any mhef loss and harmOniCS greater lhan 19,

Sululiun

115.5
a--"

III
11.55 A

I" if II 55 ... j5.68 ., 12.87 A

The ~lalor and rOlor reSlslive tosses due to lhe fundamenlab alone :lre

31:1R." J x (12.87f x 0,277" 137.7 \V

31;1R.. J x (11.55)! X 0.183" 73.2 W

V.,
I a--
,~ h1 X

"
I,." 331 A

I,," 169 A
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V.1I 1l5.5J II
I'll '" :; :; 0.68 A

II x J<.q 11 x 1.395

115.5/1]
['1) ,. '"' 0.49 A

13 x 1.395

115.5/17
1,11 = 17 x 1.395 :; 0.29 A

115.5/19
I,[~ = 19 x 1.395 '" 0.23 A

V].31 2 + 1.6g2 + .682 + 0.4Q2 + 0.2(j + 0.231 = 3.8] A

Stator currenU, :; VI;[ + Ii.., = VI2.871 + ].83~ = 1].43 A

31~R., =] x 13.4]! x 0.277 '" 149.82 W

I, iii VI~I + [f.., = \fIU51 + 3.831 .. 12.16 A

The stator and rotor resistive losses. including harmonics from 5th to 19th. ar~

31;R, = 3 x 12.161 X 0.183 = 81.29 W

Increase in stator and rotor copper losses = (149.82 - 137.9) + (81.29 - 7],2) '" 20.2 w

% increase over sinusoidallosscs = 20.2 x 100 .. 9.57%
137.7 + 73.2

7.4.9 Control of Harmonics

7.4.9.1 General. Undesirable pulsating torques and additional losses in the
induction motor are generated by harmonic input voltages. Some of the dominant
harmonics can be eliminated selectively by waveshaping the inverter output
voltages. It can be done either by phase-shifting two or more inverters and summing
their outputs or by pulse-width-modulating the output voltages. Both approaches
are described in this section.

7.4.9.2 Phase-shifting control. If the output voltages of twO or more
inverters fed from a common dc source are phase-shifted and summed through a set
of output transformers. a multistep voltage can be generated. The amount of phase
shift and magnitude of individual inverter voltages determine the harmonic con
tents of the resultant voltages. For example, consider the inverters and their wave
forms shown in figure 7.35. The three invc.rtl::r voltages are equally spaced from
each 01 her and summed with different gains through a transfonner. The turns ratios
of the transformers are chosen to be

(7.157)
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KJ=2cos20

It is generalized for x inverters as

K. = 2 cos (x - 1)0. x ~2

where 8 is the phase shift of the inverter voltages, defined as

27T 2'11' 27T 7T
8= =-~-~-

(steps in the waveforms) n 4x 2x

(7.158)

(7.159)

(7.160)

where /I is the number of steps in the voltage. Each inverter introduces 4 steps:
therefore. x inverters introduce 4x steps into the output voltage.lhe output of the
fundamental voltage for three steps is obtained as

V~
V. I =: 4---;-(K j + K~cos8 + K,cos28]sinlu,t

Substituting for the turns ratio from equation (7.157) into (7.160) gives the funda
mental voltage as

Similarly. the fifth and seventh harmonic voltages arc

4V~
V.~= 5'11' [K 1 +K 2 cos50+KJcosI08]sin5w,t=O

4V~
V.7 ", 771 [K 1 + K1cos70+ K,cos148]sin7w,t=O

The eleventh and thirteenth harmonic vollages are.

Vat

(7.\6\ )

(7.162)

(7.163)

(7.164)

(7.165)

Note that there is a complete cancelhlfioll of harmonics in the case of lhe fifth and
seventh. Hence. phase-shifting neutralizes harmonics below the sideband frequen
cies of the Il·step voltages. In this case, the minimum sideband frequencies are n - I
and /I + I. i.e.. II and 13.

The voltage magnitude of the multistcppcd waveforms is varied b~ controlling
the magnitude of dc source voltage. 'Iltis has the advantage of keeping the harmonic
contents to a minimum. Also. the voltage magnitude can be controlled by phase·
shifting the various inverter voltages instead of keeping it a constant, but the total
harmonic distortion will increase with phase-shifting.

This technique of phase-shifting and neutralizing the undesirable ll<lrmonics
in\'olves the use of transformers at the output stage that increases the cost and space
requirements of the inverter drive. but it has the advantage of paralleling many
inverters of small capacities to obtain a larger inverter capability. 111is technique
avoids also the paralleling of devices to obtain higher capacity.
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Iiii I

+--::'-:-~-='.,...,~----e:t------------:-t-- Ekclrlc3Il
o 22.5 4567.5 90 II\() deg•..,es

Example 7.7

USing the phase-shifting principle. find the numt-cr of in\'crters, their pha~ ~hlftS. and tht:
respecllve turns ratio to suppress harmOniCS lo"<:r than the fifteenth.

Solulton To suppress harmonics IO\lon 'han the fifteenth amount" 10 .In acceptable
minimum sideband frequency of fI - 1. where,/ l~ the number of steps In the \tlltagc \Io·avdorm.

(il Therefore. n ;0 15 + 1 s 16 sleps

(iii Number ofin'·cners: x - n/4 .. 1614'" 4
_ 360"

Phase shlfl: 8 = -,- .. 1'6 - 22.5

(h'j K 1 .. I

K1 .. 2 cos 6 '" 1 cos 22.5 '" 1.847

K," 2 cos 26 '" ~Ctls45" '" 1.414

~ .. 200536;0 2 cos 67S .. 0.765

The output-vollage waveform is shown in Figurt: 7.36.

7.4.9.3 Pulse-width modulation (PWM). The conlrol of harmonics and
variation of the fundamental componcnl can be achieved by chopping thc input
voltage. A number of pulsc-width-modulation schemes have been in use in Ihe
inverter-fed induction motor drives. All of these PWM schemes aim to maximize the
fundamental and selectively eliminate a fc" lower harmonics. Some are discussed in
Ihis section.

Figure 7.37 shows Ihe schematic of an Ul,'cner and wa\'eforms for a phase mld
pole voltage. The interscclionsof the CarrtCr<;tgnal " (usually a bidireclionaltriangular
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Figu.... 7.37 SInusoidal pulse-width modulallOn
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wavdonn) and the commanded fundamental v; (usually a sinusoidal wavdorm)
provide the switching signals to the base driv~ of the inverter switches. The switching
logic for one phase is summarized as

(7.106)

(7.167)

-Ille fundamental of this midpoint voltage is

V dc v~1'
vllOl =-.-

2 ,~

where v:1' is the peak value of the (/ phase rderence or command signal and \,<. is the
pC;lk value of the triangular carrier signal.

-Illc resulting output has the frequency and phase of the referenc~ signal.l11e
modulation index or ratio is defined by

which. substituted inlo equation (7 .167). gives

V'"=m-
2

(7.1"")

(7.169)

VarYing modulation in.dex changes Ihe fundamental amplitude. and varying the fre
quency of reference v~ changes the output frequency. The ratio between the carrier
and reference frequencies. flf,. changes the hamlOnics. To eliminate a large number of
lower harmonics. fo has to be very high. Note that this will entail high switching
losses and a considerable derating of the supply voltage. because having many
turn-on and turn-off intervals sizably reduces the voltage available for output. It
is usual to have a fixed value for fo as say from 9 up to the base frequ~ncyof the
induction motor, and then reduced values of fo as higher-harmonic torque pulsa
tions do not significantly affect the drive performance al high sp~ed.The carrier
and reference signals have to be synchronized 10 eliminate the beat-frequency
vollage appearing al the output. If the fc ratio is very high. then synchronizalion
is not very crilica!. A typical relationship between Ihe carrier and reference fre
quencies is shown in Figure 7.JR At low frequencies. less than 40 Hz. the carrier
frequency could be fixed or a variable to have the synchronization feature.

An alternative sinusoidal pulse·width-modulation strategy is shown in Fig
ure 7.3\). The reference contains the fundamental and third harmonic. As the third
harmonic is canceled in a star-connected systcm. the fundamental is ennched in
this strategy.
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Figure 7.39 Ahern3lt' SinuSOIdal pulse·width modulation strategy



7.4.10 Steady-State Evaluation with PWM Voltages

Irrespective of the control stratcgics cmployed in the induction motor drive. the
input voltages arc periodic in steady Slale. Hence. direct steady-state performance
evaluation is possible by matching boundary conditions. In this section. PWM volt
age inputs are considered for steady-state performance evaluation of the induc
tion motor drive system. The PWM can be generated in any number of ways:
sine-triangle. trapezoidal-triangle. space vector. sampled asymmetric method
modulation strategies. etc. Because of their symmetry for either half-wave or full
wave. the boundary-matching technique is ideal for evaluating Ihc steady-state
current vector directly. without going through the dynamic simulation from star!
up.lne algorithm for this follows and is illustrated wilh threc-phasc sampled asym
metric modulated voltage inputs to the induction motor whose parameters arc
given in Example 7.1.

7.4.10.1 PWM voltage generation. 'Illc PWM voltages are generatcd
from the sequcnces of pulses whose turn-on times arc given by the expression

I:!: III sin[a(i))

2f,
+ ror cven value or n

- ror odd value or n (7.170)

where II is the ratio betwcen the carricr and modulation frequencies. t(i) is the illl
pulse width. m is thc modulation ratio. Co is thc carrier rrcqucncy. and

2'l'i1
a(i) '" -. rad:

"
i = 1.2...... n (7.171 )

The pulse widths are !>prcad equally on either side of the pulse centers given hy the
expression.

(
.) 2i - I 2'TT

Po I = --2--;;-

The pulse widths t(i) could bc expressed in electrical radians as

p.. (i) ::: t(i)f•. rad

(7.172)

(7.173)

where f, is Ihe modulation rrequency. i.e.. the fundamenlal rrequcncy desired f(lr
motor input voltages. The posilions of lhe pulses arc found from Po(i) and P.. (I).
During on-time. the mid pole voltage is half of the dc link vollage. O.5VJ,: durin~
off-time. the midpolc vultage is negative hair or lhe dc link voltage. -1I.5V.....
From the midpolc vollagcs.. lhe hne voltages and. in turn from them. the pha~e

voltages arc derived hy using cquations (7.8) to (7.10). In a voltage-source
inverter. note that complementary switching in each phase leg is used to prtl\ id ...·
for a definite predetermined voltage across the load irrespectivc of the Illad
current.
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Further. in digital implementations, the pulse widths arc approximated. depending
on the number of bits involved in the digital controller. For illustration. the follow
ing parameters are chosen:

m =0.5,r, =: 60 Hz.n =: 9.f< =: nf,= 540 Hz,Vb =: 163.3 V

The pulse widths and their approximations for implementation arc given in the fol
lowing table

P. (I). deg. approximalcd P. (il. deg.

, 20 20
2 26.43 "3 29.85 )i), 211.66 29, 23.41 23
6 16.57 17
7 11.33 II
8 10.16 10, 13.59 "

For the direct steady-state evaluation of the current vector and hence of the perfor
mance of the induction motor drive. the PWM phase and d and q axes voltages in
stator reference frames are obtained in p.u .. as is shown in Figure 7.40. Note that the
d and q axes voltages are obtained from the following relationships:

2
vq> = "3[v" - 0.5(vl:» + v",)]

1
v", =: y'Jlv", - VI:»]

(7.174)

(7.175)

and the zero-sequence component is zero because the set of voltages is balanced.
The next step. then. is to use these voltages in the machine model to obtain the
steady-state current vector.

7.4.10.2 Machine model. TIle induction-machine modd in the Slator ref
erence frames can be written in the following form:

v =: (R + Lp) i + Gw,i (7.176)

where

V = [v.. '. 0 OJ' (7.177)

i = [i~, '" '" id, J' (7.178)lR,
0 0

nR = 0 R, 0
(7.179)

0 0 R,
0 0 0
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where

Frequency"Controlled Induction Motor Drives

A = -L -1[R + w,G]

B = L- 1

X = i

u = V

(7.183)

(7.184)

(7.185)

(7.186)

111<.' next step is to use this set of state-space equations to obtain tne stcady·state
current vector directly,

7.4.10.3 Direct evaluation of steady-state current vector by boundary
matching technique. The state-space equations can be discrctizcd as follows. The
solution for the current vector is

(7.187)

111 ,ll1e sampling interval, T., tnc inpu t and stale variables arc constant, by discretiza
tion. Hence.

(7.188)

willch gives rise to a solution of tne form

(7189)

and it could be generalized for the k1h sampling interval (and omitting theT, in the
par"l1theses for simplicity):

wha.:

X(k + I) ~<I>X(k) + F'(k) (7.190)

(7.191 I

No!,' that X(k) can be calculated in terms of X(k -1) and u(k -I) and so on. as in
the f\\lll l ll'ing:

X( I) ~ <l>X(O) + F,(O)

X(2) ~ 'PX(I) + F,(l)

17.192)

(7.193)

and.~ubslituting for X( 1) from the previous relationship and expanding the equation.

X(2) ~ q"X(O) + <1>F,(O) + Fu(l) (7.194)

and >1I111Iarly. for the (k +1)th sampling interval. the current vector is

X(k + I) = <J>k -I X(O) + (l)kFu(O) + ¢k- 1Fu(l) + ... + Fu(k) (7.195)

The lasl expression. by symmetry of the wave forms, must be equal to the initial vec
tor itself if the (k+ I)th sampling interval corresponds to 360 electrical degrees.
Equ.l1ing these. we get
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X(k + I) = X(O) (7.196)

(7. IY7).

but X(k +I) contains the term X(O): rearranging these. the steady-state initial vector
X(O) is obtained as

X(O) = [I - <j)lkoI1]1{<1lkFu(O) + (Ilk-'Fu{l) + ... + Fu(k)}

:= (I - (lJ(k>I)] I{ L (llJFu(k - j)}
J~O k

where [is the 4 x 4 identity matrix. For the example under consideralioll.lhe sam
pling time corresponds to 2 electrical degrees. given as

2
T, := --f' s (7.ltJH)

360 >

The exponential of ATs can be evaluated from the series with!:! 10 IS lcrlll~_lh:

value of k is given by

k + I := 360/2 := 180 (7.199)

which gives k := 179. For wave forms with half-wave symmetry.lhe final and initial
values are related by other than idenlity, as is shown in the section on the six-step
inverter-fed induction motor drive.

7.4.10.4 Computation of steady-state performance. -nle currel1l vcctor
is evaluated for the entire cycle from the discretized state-space equation discussed
and derived above. The electromagnetic torque is compuled as

(7.2ll0}

(7.11111

(7.202)

where lhe currents are the components of the state vector X(k). Bv inverse lransfor
mation.the phase currents are computed as

iAk} = i".(k)

it>o(k) := -O.5i",(k) - O.866i<h(k)

TIle stator q and d axes currents. (/ and b phase currents. and electromagnetic
torque arc shown in Figure 7.41 for the induction machine whose parameters are gin:n
in Example 7.1. but running with a slip of 0.05 for the present illustralion. A significanl
difference between these currenl wave forms and those of lhe six-step inverter-fed
induction motor drives is to be noted: the currents have become more sinusoidal. wilh
the superposed switching ripples. Further. the rate of change of currents and sharpllcss
of the peaks have become smaller by comparison. contributing to lower overall rms
curren\. resulting in lower stator copper losses and beller thermal performance of the
machine. Even though the switching harmonic torque has higher magnitude. note lhal
its frequency has increased in proportion 10 the PWM frequency. indicating thaI it is
easier to filter them with the mechanical inertia of the mach inc and its load than lhal
of the sixth-harmonic ripple present in Ihe six-step inverter-fed machines.
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Example 7.8

Compute the transIent response of the PWM-based induction motor dm'e wilh vollS/Hzcon·
IrolSlrategy. The motor and PWM details are as follows:

100 hp. 460 V. 6 pole. 60 Hz.] phase. star connected Induction malar.

Efficiency" 0.82. Power factor'" 0.86. R, '= 0.055 I n. R, '= 0.] lin. L.. .. 0.02066 H.
L... "'0.0007798 H. L.". OO7798סס.0 H.J - 0.8 kg·m!. B\ '" 0.15 N·mI(radlsec).

r,
PWM'- - 9. f, .

Solution TIle steady state of lhe PWM-fed induction motor was calculated with lhe
preset PWM vohages given in equat ions (7.170) to (7.17]). Alternalely. lhe I'WM voltages clin
be generated from lhe intersections of lhe carrier and modulation Signals. TIle lransienl
response of such a PWM·bascd induction motor drive wilh valls/Hz control strategy and on
open-loop speed control is computed by using the dynamic model of the mduction motor.The
offsel vollllge:. V". aod the volls'lo.frequency conslant. K>1' arc calwilltcd by u~mg stator full·
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tl~urll' 1.421il Slarhnr; m,n\oc:nl IC'IpOnllC of lilt PWM-~d"pen,1oop 'OllyH~md..... ~'"
motor dn'C In flOI"mahzcd Units.

I'MU curr~nl A '<Imp fr~"lu~nc~ cHmmand.,> gt"en. \\,h,ch lI4'T\C' .I'> a SOil ,>lart. and Ihl.' mu.Ju
l:ltlOn ral.o.,> calc..lated a~

2
III '" - (V.. + K'lf,)V.

In~ ph,lsc command \ohagl.' IS also gll"en as

where \, IS the absolutc pcak Cllrricr voltage and in thi.. case IS t<lken 10 be 10 V. The
Intersection or the carrier and thc command voltages is oblaincd by sampling l'\Cr~

microsccond. Then Ihe l1lidpolc \Oh<lgcs. i.e., the midpolllis or de link voltag... <lrlJ
thl.' midpoint or inverter pha..cs arc obtained rrom the lI11cr~ections. The midpoll11

V.
\Ollagcs arc 1; 2' where V.... IS the de hnk Yoltage.

In thIS example,II ... a~umed that V6c = V2 x 460 V

460 I) P"
v .. = \~x ./;V,T,,= .P,,= IOOhp,r" = 60111.1"

vJ 2wt.
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Figure 7.42(iil Stcad} ·SlalC rcsponse of thc PW~t·has<:d 0lk'n·loop "OllslHzlIlduCII(\n mOlor lllwc

From the midpole voltages. the line voltag,L·s an: calculated as

v•• = V~" - V"

V, = V" - V,."

Ve• = Vel' - V.".

from which the phase voltages are derived a~

v'~'C'c-o--V_,~.V., =-
3

V", V.~

3

TIle dq voltages arc derived from the phase voltages in synchronuu~ r..:fL'rcnce
frames and the motor equations are inlegrateJ to obtain the currenb ;md IOrque.
The (Ibc currents arc obtained from the synchronous-reference-framc tit/ currents
by the inverse transformation. The transient response for the start-up IS shuwn in
Figure 7.42(i). 11Je modulation ratio follows the command frequcl1l.:y with the
adjusted magnitude. The stator and rotor current magnitudes are smaller than those
of the six-step inverter-fed volts/Hz-controlled drive.l1Je soft start help~ thi~ reduc-
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,x,

•il\url: 7.4.\ SImplified '''lu"alcnl CircUli of Ihe Inductlon molO!

tion in current magnitude. The stator and rOlor nux linkages reach steady slale ll\

around 0.5 S.1l1C rolor torque has large oscillations.caused mainly by the stator and
rotor nux-linkage oscillations. The rotor speed has a slow rise until the nux linkages
are settled. and then the speed rises smoothly.

When Ihe motor has reached steady slate. the waveforms for a few cycles are
shown in Figure 7.42(ii). These waveforms show the generation of PWM signals.
the mid pole voltages. a line-to-line and a phase voltage. a Sl<'ltor phase currcm.Sla
lor and rotor nux linkages. and eleclromagnetic torque. The motor drive is operat
ing at no-load but overcomes the friction and hence requires only a small <'Ivcrage
torque <'IS shown in the figure. All the varia hies in Figures 7A2(i) and (ii) arc in
normalized units.

7.4.11 Flux-Weakening Operation

7.4.11.1 Flux weakening. The air gap nux of the induction mOlor i~ main
tained constant by keeping Ihe ratio between thc induced air gap emf and "tator fre
quency a constant. The voltage input to the inverter is limited. and. at ih maximum
value. it is designed to give rated fiux operation <II rated frequency of lhe induction
motor. For operation at higher lhan rated frequency. the dc vollage input to the
inverter is clamped and thereafter the induction motor is fed with a cunSlant volt
age. This leads to the fiux weakening. Consider lhe induction-motor equivalent cir
cuit given in Figure 7.43. Stator resistance is neglcclCd in this equivalenl circuit. ll,c
air gap nux linkage is

v.,, :
• W,

(7.203)

With increasing stalor frequency. the air gap flux linkage is decreasing. This has an
interesting consequence on lhe performance of lhe motor drive. Vcry <;imilar 10

the dc motor drives. thc ac motors arc also flux-wcakencd for operallon abovc
rated speed. At high speed. the outpul or the motor will be cxcl.'cdcd If the torque
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is not programmed to vary inversely proportionally to the speed. The torque is
programmed as

1
T '" - (7.204)< W

m

0'

rated output Pm
T = =

~ Wm Wm
(7.205)

where Pm is the output power.
Equation (7.205) is further written as

T = Pm P (7.206)
~ w,{l s) 2

By writing electromagnetic torque in tenns of air gap flux linkage, voltage. and motor
parameters, and by using a simple equivalent circuit with Xm being very large. we get

P V~, ( R, ) P V,,, ( R,)
T~ = 3"2' (R,)2 2' SW, = 3"2' hm ' W

" (~)2 + 2' Sw,
+ X~q Xcq, ,

(7.207)

where

Equating (7.206) and (7.207), we get

V"' (R,)Pm=3hm'W"(R)2 . -;- {l-s}
---!. + X2, ..

(7.208)

(7.209)

From equation (7.209). it is inferred that. to maintain the air gap power constant.
the air gap flux linkage has to be varied inversely proportionally to the stator fre
quency. The stator voltage input is a constant during flux weakening. so. if slip s is
small. then the air gap power becomes a constant. but maintflining air gap power
constant does not guaralllee that the shaft power output is constant. To do so, thc
slip also has to be regulated. The flux-weakening and hence torque-programming is
inherent in the induction motor by simple variation of stator frequency. and this
makes the induction motor drive attractive in high-speed applications. This is true
only in an approximate sense. An accurate control and maintenance of constant
shaft power outpul during flux-weakening is an involved process. taken up in detail
in Chapter 8.
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7.4.11.2 Calculation of slip. Because the input phase voltage is a constant.
the induction motor is controlled by varying its slip speed. For a given air gap
power, the slip is obtained as follows.

The electromagnetic torque is given by

V~, (R,)T ~ 3 • - (7.210)
< (R,)~ 2 2 SW,

- + L:'1W,,
The rated value or torque is

V~., ( R, )
T~, =:= 3(R,)2 l" sw.,

- + L~w;,

"
where the subscript r denotes the rated value of the corresponding variables.

The normalized torque is

T~n =:= T~ = (~)(_l) (~; +,s:~~!
T~, Sf W", (R; + s'W,n -)

where

(7.211 )

(7.212)

(7.213)

and w,,, is the normalized slator frequency. (lis maximum value is usually a fixed
value at the design stage of the inverter.)

Also, the normalized torque in Ihe field-weakening mode is given by

P"", Pm" (I - Sf) w" (1 - S,) I
Tu =-= =p .-=p '-P"

Wmn (w.JW",,) mil (I - s) W. "'" (I - s) W,,,' ..

where P"'" is the normalized output po.....er in p.u.
Equaling (7.212) and (7.214). we get

(7.214)

(7.215)

(7.216)

By noting that the lefl~hand side of equation (7.214) is a constant and by defining

R,
"= -

XC'l'

equation (7.217) is wrinen as

_P".'"(,,I-,---,;''ee)',,',b=
aZ + s~

(7.217)

(7.218)
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from which the slip is solved for as

(I + bW~n)
(7.219)

Note that in open-loop operation, this slip must be less than the slip corresponding
to the breakdown torque or peak torque, denoted as sm' The conslraint for open
loop operation. then. is

(7.220)

Usually, this is accompanied by another constraint. thaI is. the stator current should
not exceed a certain value. In most cases, this is the rated value of the stator current.
denoted by I,.. Then the constraint is expressed as

where

1,< I" (7.22l)

(7.222)[ = V.,I

, (:') + jL,,~w,

Equation (7.219) for slip gives two values, Ihe smaller value being the statically
stable region of the torque-speed characteristics and the larger value correspond
ing to the operating point in the unstable region of the torque-speed characteris
tics. For regeneration. th~ rated slip s, has to be negative. and hence the slip
calculated from equation (7.219) will yield negative values: Pmn will be negative
for this condition.

7,4.11.3 Maximum stator frequency. The maximum operating stator fre
quency for the motor drive is evaluated from the fact thaI the slip cannot be a com·
plex value; hence, from equation (7.219),

(7.223)

The maximum stator frequency is

from which the maximum rotor speed is obtained as

(I - ,)
wmn(n,"xi = w,n(m'xl' ( )' p.u.

1 "

(7.224)

(7.225)
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Calcuhue Ihe SlalOr currenl magnilude and slip al ma;ll:imum stator frequency when the
induction motor drive is in lhe nU;ll:-weakening mode of opcrallon and delivcnng r,lled
power. The mOlar and dfl\'c delails arc gi\'cn in Example 7.1.

Sutulion Air gap power is assumed tu he cqualtu rated \'aluc

s, = O.Ol 83

R, 0.1113
,- - = = 0.131

X,... (0.5.).1 + 0.1<.41)

(I ~ s,)s, 1(1 ~ 0.0183)(O.OIR3)
h = p.,. . ," . , = 1.02<1

"" -<- s; (0.1] 1)- + (OmS) ).

~:h VI 4 x 0.131: x 1.024
." . ., ")5'}p,
__I..... ) 2ab 2 x 0.131 x 1024 ,.

, 'J I 4a~b I
~ = 2(1 -+ bw~) + 1 (I + Ow;")l - (I + Ow~) so 2(1" 1.024 x 1.5'1:)"'" O.(J.15lJll·U.

w" ....... x "'" == 3..'itJ x 377 = 1353.4 rad/sec

V.., '" 115.5 V

I, ., V"I{ (~) , + i""I",} '" 115.5{~1 + 50 .. J135.'.4 ~ O.0538}
s + J1""'I.... 0.018.1 J .

.. 1).24 - J6.2 A

11.1'"' 11.12 A

(I - ,) (J - 0.0359)
"'........) = "'..........). (I _ s,) = 3.59 x (I 0.0183) = 3525 p.u

7.5 CURRENT-SOURCE INDUGION MOTOR DRIVES

7.5.1 General

In a currenl-source drive. the input currents arc six-stepped wavdorms. Ampillude
and frequency are variables. as in VOltage-source drives. Currcll1-source drives ha\'e
a distinct advantage over vollage-source drives: lhe electric"l npparalUs is current·
scn~ilivc.and IOrquc is directly relaled to the current rather lhan the voltage. Henc....
control of current ensures lhe direct and precise conlrol of lhe electromagnetic lorque
and drive dynamics. Current-source variable-frequ.:ncy ~uppli...'5 are realized eith.:r
with an autosequcnlially commulated invener (hereafter rderred to as ASCI) or with
current-regulated inverter drives. lll.:ir operation is explained in the following sections.
TI,e closed· loop four-quadrant current-source invcncr·fcd induction motor and its
performance are discussed. TI,e method of computing sl.:ady-state and dynamic per-
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formallce is given. 111C dfect of lower harmonic!> on thc performance of lhe mOlor
drive is evaluated. and control of harmonics i~ CXpl<ltlled in Ihis seclion.

7.5.2 ASCI

The ASCI·fed induction mo!Or dri\'e is shown III Figure 7044. The convener system
has a conlrolled reclifier for providing Ihe ae-to-de conversion and an invener for
dc-to-ae po.....er conversion. The dc output vollage is fed to Ihe aUloscquenlially
com mutated current·source in\'erter (ASCI) through a filler induclor. This induclor
is provided 10 maintain Ihe de link currenl 31 a slead) value. The operalion of Ihe
connolled reclifier and current source is gi\l~n III Chapter 3.The principle of opera·
tion. to facilitate the understanding of the current·source drive. is given below.

7.5.2.1 Commutation. 111e sequence of firing the ASCI is T,. T~_T,. T~.Ts.
T6 for Ihe phase sequence tlbc in Ihe induCIlon motor. At any lime. two SCRs are
condueling.and Ihey are IUrned on at an inler\'al of 60 eleClrical degrees. lei T, and
1'1 conduct. and let the dc link current be a conSlanl. 111e capacilor C I is charged
positive at the plate connecting it to Ihe cathude ofT l and negalive at the plate con
necting it to the cathode ofT).l11e current is following the path T I • 01' phase tI wind
ing. phase c winding. 02. "2' de source. as shown in "lgure 7.45(i). To commutate
phase a current.T) is gated on. With lhat. the capacitor voltage is applied <ICTOSS 1'1'
which reverse biases it. TIle current will conlinul: 10 flow through T1.C 1• 0l.ll phase,
c phase. 02' T1. dc source. '!1lC SCR T[ is turned off. TllC current flow re\'erses the
charge across C,:I1lis;s shown in Figure 7.45(ii).

The reversing charge in the capacitor C, forward biases OJ; hence. the dc link
current is splil lhrough bOlh Q and b phases. as shown III Figure 7.45(iii).The voltage
across C1 becomes increasingly negative with respeci 10 DI _ which re\erse biases it
and CUlS off conduclion. 111e dc link current goes Ihrough only band c phases. as
shown in Figure 7.45(iv).
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tlgurc 7.45 C<lmnlUl~1I0n sequence in an aUIO"Cqllcnhally comlHulaled currcnHiOllTCC lIl\·crlcr

The current in phase (J has been cornmut,lled completely. LikewIse. gating one
SCR will commutate the parallel SCR. The SlalOr phase currents arc shown in
Figure 7.46 assuming Ihal the stator is Y·conneCled. For purposes of analysis. it is
usual to negieci the rise and fall times of the current and consider only ideal reclan
gular blocks of currenl with 120-electrical·degree duration.

The currenl commutalion is slow: hence. converter-grade SCRs wuh a large
lurn-off time are sufficient for the ASCI. This reduces the cost of the dcvices. The
Iransfer of current from one phase 10 another produces a voltage spike due 10 the
leakage induclances in the malar. Such voltage spikes are undesirable. and they
increase the SCR voltage ratings. The commulation capacitors absorb pArt of this
commutation energy and reduce the magnilude of the voltage spikes.

7.5.2.2 Phase-sequence reversal. Tnc phase sequence of the IIwerter out
put currents is reversed by changing the sequence of firing the SCRs. 11\e sequence
of firing for phase sequence abc is T l.T2..... T6: for phase sequence ncb, it is T I.T6•

Ts.T~. T3. T z. Note that the phase-sequence reyersal command is determined by the
speed command and actual speed of the induclion motor. An abrupt phase-sequence
reyersal in the induction mOlor would result in plugging. accompanied by large Sialor
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currents. ·fherefore.a great amount of caution and control is required to initiate such
an action.

7.5.2.3 Regeneration. To understand regeneration. It IS instructive to go
through the motoring operation of the current-source induction motor drive shown in
Figure 7.47. In the motoring mode. the electrical power input is positi\·e. and the recti
fied de voltage and current are positive.The reflected voltage of the induction motor at
the input of the inverter. V" is positive. and it opposes the de input \'oltage V, in the de
link. Note that the induction motor drive is in the forward motoring mooe with speed
and torque in the clockwise direction. In the regeneration mooe, the rotor speed
remains in the same direction but the torque is reversed. This is achieved by making
the slip speed negative. Ii results in the negalive induced emfs in the stator phases of
the induction motor, which appear as a negative voltage at the invener inpul. as is
shown in Figure 7.48. For stable operation. the rectified vohogc V, is reversed. thus
enabling the absorption of regenerative energy. The input dc link current is positive.
and dc link voltage is made negative. resulting in the input de link power being nega
tive, implying that the induction machine is sending power to the input ac mains.

The same operation results during the regeneration when the rOlor speed is in
the counter clockwise direction.lllUs. four-quadrant operallon IS achieved with one
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controlled rc:=ctifier. as opposed to a dual controlled reclilier in the case of th~ voltage
source-inverter induction mOlar dnv~.

7.5.2.4 Comparison of converters for ac and dc motor drives. i\ compar·
ison of conycrters for dc and ae motor drives is timely to assess th~ rclatlvc cost. TIle
converters arc assumed to use SCRs only. The motor drive has to be rour-quadrant in
operation. 'nle induction motor drives with voltage and current "ouree (ASCI) are
compared with the de motor drives. The comparison is given in Table 7.2. From the
table. it is inferred that the ASCI-fed induction motor drive is more ceonomlcalthan
its voltage-source counterpart but is more expensive Ihan Ihe de motor drive. When
the COSI of the mOlor is included for comparison. particularly above: 100 hp. the ASCI
fed induction mOlor is likely to be thc economical motor drive.

7.5.3 Steady-State Performance

The steady·stale performance of the current-source induction motor (hcreafter
referrcd to as CSIM) drive can be evaluated approximatcly by using Ihe fundamen·
tal of the input currenls or exactly by matching boundary conditions. The approxi
male solution by using the equivalent cirCUlI of the induction motor lend:. insight
into the innuence of the Illotor parameters on the drive performance:. 1111~ exact
solution using boundary-malching condllions offers no such trlSlght into the drive
performance. BOlh solution methods arc dcvclopcd III this S('ctlon.
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TABLE 7.2 Comparison of SCR converters for four-quadrant de and voltage- and current·
source induction motor drives

InduClion MOlor Dnves

Senal Currenl
Number Ilellls DC Dnve Voltage Sourcc Source

SCRs 12 J6 (full "'ave) 12
2 Diodo:s 0 " 0
j Commutaling Reaelors U 6, Filler Capacitors 0 I U

5 Commutaling CapacItors U 6 (small) 6(largcl
6 DC Linl: filler InduCler 0 U t (tar~cl

Equivalent Circuil Approach. The equivalent circuit of the induction motor wilh
constant stator current is shown in Figure 7.49. The rotor and magnetizing currents
as a function of stator current are

jLm
I, = R ",

-' +jL,
sw,

R, .
-+JLIt
Sw,

1m = R ·1,
-' +jL,
Sw,

where the fundamental stator rills current is

(7.226)

(7.2271

I, (7.228)

and 1(10.. is the dc link current.
The electromagnetic torque is

T. = 3'
P

2

L'm

( R )'sw', + W

R,
I~ (7."YI

and the maximum torque occurs at

R,
5~-

w,L,
(7.230\

Substituting equation (7.230) into (7.229) yields

T 3
«ma.1 "" 2"

P
2

L~ 3___ '11 =-"C:J . 2

P
2 L,

Ie (7.231 )
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Ihe maximum torque, when saturation is cunsldered. bcellllll:, mudl smaller loom_

pared 10 the unsaturaled case. From the equl\ alent cIrcuit. the sicady-"t:ltc
torque-speed characlerislics arc drawn ror variou<; value'> of "Iator currcnl and
shown in Figure 7.50. To contrast them. Ihe torquc-\s.-!>pccd characleristlCS of Ihe
voll;-tgc-fcd induclion mOlar is also drawn in the same figurc fur nominal sl<ltor voll
ages. °lllis characteristic reflects operalion at raled air gap tlux linkages if the Slalor
impedance is neglected. The raled air gap-flux-linkag<:s opcratl\lIl is availal:Jle for Ihc
current-source drive only in its statlc"l1~ unst:lblc porliol1 uf the characl<:n... tic. a... I'>
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seen from the intersections of the \'ollage-source and current-source lOrque-speed
characteristics. Points to the left of the intersections indicate operation with higher
nux linkages than rated value and. hence. deep saturation. To operate the current
source motor drives at rated nux linkages..correlation between the slip speed and sta·
tor current amplitude has to be achieved. Further. thcse operating points are in the
statically unst<tble region. so stabilization is required in the form of feedback conlrol.
ThaI both of Ihese features are unncceSS:lry in the voltage-source inverter·fed induc
lion motor drives is to be taken note of. It further simplifies the control and sensor
requirements in the voltage-source drives.. Ihus making them attraClive for 10W-COSI,
low-performance applications.. The steady-state performance without neglecling har
monies is computed by boundary-matchlllg conditions.. as given below. and various
features of the steady-stale performance Will be highlighted from these resulls..

Example 7.10

An induction mOlor is fed from a currenl source wllh base current. The desm;;d operating
point is al rated nUl that i.s obtained with a \'ol1age-«>urcc feed at base \'ohage. Find the slip
and electromagnetic IOrque althc deMred opcr.tlln~ point. The machine details arc as follows:

~o hI'. 460 V.~ pllk. ] ph,l....:.HI III. Y cunnected

R," 112090:L,. "" 0041-i.L,'" 00·*25 H:L, =0.043 H

Ignore the stator resistance and c()n~idcr lhallh.: ma~ne\1l:lIlg branch is placed ah.:ad or the
stator impedance 11\ lhe .:qulvalcnI CirCUit in lln.1cr III ~Imphfy the analytical exprCS~I(ms in
this example.

Solution

w.. .. 2'1l"t = 2'Il" ·6U • 376.99 rad sec

X.. ~ " IS.1<;(1

x.." L.. '" 16U20

x, • L,w, " 16.~1 H

X.... X, - X",. XI, X, X",:

~., Xk ~ XI' - LUll

Bli~ Valul."S:

Ba~ "ullage = 4601\3 .. 16S'" V

Base (urrcm ., P.,/(3V.,) = ~1·N5_6I(3·265.6) = 37.4 A

For approximate soluttlm. Ihc inductlon·molar .:qUI\,tlcni CirCUli shown In Figure 1.49 IS cho
M:n as p..:r the prohlcrn fllrrnulatllJll.

Solution Melhod llic operating point is al the itllersection of the voltage and cur
rent source lorque-vs.·slip characteristics of the induct ion motor; it satisfies the base
current operation from a current source and as wedl a base nux operalion. To find
thaI operating point. lhe air gap torque expressIons for both the current and voltage
source are derived and equated to each olher. [t will yield a solution for slip. and
'hen substitution of the slip in eilher lhe currellt source or voltage source air gap
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torque expressions will e"aluate the operating air gap lorque of the machine. The
following steps in the solution are given.

For base vollage operation. the air gap lorque is

T•• = 3.!:12~ = 3~ Vi, ~
2 sw, 2 ( R.)! , Sw,

R, + - + X~'l
<

For current-source operation with Slator current of base \alue. lhe ,Iir gap lor4ue is
derived from the following:

I, = 1m + I,

jXn,l n• = 1,( R, + ~' + iX,'l)

~nd lhen. finding the rotor current in tcrm<;of the: Slalor current. we ge:l

jXm

which, when suh~tiluled into the lorque cxprehion. yields the final rclation:.hip:

p 2 R, P Xf"l~ R,
=3-[-=3- , -

2 'sw, 2( R.)" , SUI,
R, + -; + (X m ... Xe<l)"

By equaling the torque expressions for currCtll-Source and voltage-source: ulkra
lion, lhe unknown slip is derived. Further. neglecting the SUllor resislance ,HId keep
ing the applied vullage al> base vollage and lhe applied ('urrenl as base curn:nl gi\e:.
the slip as

f, Y' - X' I' --
" m ~ ·2S = :l::R" 1 ' ' = U.U 44

(XmX"'lI,,) (Y,,[X m+ X<.. ])-

The air gap torque: i<; ol;ltaincd hy substituting this Jolip III T,... orT.,:

T. = 128.26 N·m

1.5,4 Direct Steady-State Evaluation of Six-Step Current
Source Inverter-Fed Induction Motor (CSIM) Drive System

It is assumed that the stator currents are allern3ting and reclangular. with 120 elec·
trical degrees of conduction. The risc ilnd fall times of the currents are negligible hut
would be considered (or the computation of the vollag(' spikes generlltcd by the
leakage inductances of thc induction mOlOr. -Illc lcthllique: for the evaluallon of the:
dircct steady-state Illilial curn:nt vcctor (and hence of the performance of the CSIM
drivc) is identical 10 that developed for the Slx·sltp voltage-fed induction tllulnr
drive described in section 7.4.5.6.
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Stator Currents The stator phase currenl~are shown in Figure 7.46. Viewing them in
the synchronous reference frames by using the transformation T':.oc given by the equa
tion (7.41) shows that the quadrature and direct axis stator currents are as follows:

(i) Interval I: 0 < 0, < 60°

i~, ::0 ldo:

it--,::O -I .....

ie- ::0 0

giving the quadrature axis stator current as

i~j::O ~[i .... COSO, + it>-C(l~(ij, _ 2;) . ( 2TI)]+ I,... COS 0, + 3

( 7.232)

(7.233)

yielding for the first interval thl.' lju<ldrature axis current. which i~ indicated by an
additional subscript of [:

where

2
a=-

V1

(7.234)

(7.235)

Similarly. for the direct axis stator current in the synchronous rderence frames.
we obtain

(7.236)

(7.237)

are given

.0 • IT 2lT
(II) mtervalll: 3" < 0, < :3

TIle quadrature and direct axis 5tatur currents by transfor111<1tioil then
with an additional subscript of II:

i~'11 := a 1.,1. C05(O, - ~)

i~'II:= al",Sin(o, -~)

and they could be writlen to resemhle the first interval quadrattlre and dirlocl axis
stator currents as

i~.lJ = al J , COS({ 6, + ~} - ~)

id'lI = al", ~in({o, + *} ~~)
(7.238)
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In this form. it is evident that the" and tI axes currenb arc periodic: hence. the
currents in the second interval can be obtained from the currents in the first inter
val. nms knowledge of the currents in one 6O-degree mten al is surricicnt to
reconstruct the current for one cycle. Expanding the rig.ht-h;lI1d ,ide of the second
intenal" and (/ axes currell1s reo;ults in the terms of the l'ir'tlllterval q and (I cur
rents as

(7.lJIJ)

Silllll.lrly.lh...· dncct a.,,~ ~WI()r currt.'nlllllht' ,>ccol1d IIltel\.III' .tert\cd in terms of
the fir,t in1<:nal q and (f a.' ..... CUIT<;lI1, ,1\.

"2' 1~'1 (7.2-10)

Combining. lhe ahl'\'" IW(\ "'(IUalilllh III 1l1<llri\ rorm <tllJ g.CIlCl.lh/lllg bel ween <lny
t\',o con<;ccut i\ ... inl ... rvals (If f,() (!l;gr...,c' ~ ields

\ "3, ,
]r'.'" I\3 I hi It. I

(7,24' )

, ,
No\\. occau'l' they ilre cont muuu<; fUTlelitln,- thc~ arc dllll'I 'lltl,lbk. Ihus pro\ iding
Ihe follo'lmg rdatJOll<;hip in 'latc-\p.KY form among lh ... m, h ...·,

x ,
'<' IJ_

11 ~,~. ]$1 '" ",

(7.2-12)

(7.24.1)

(7.2-1-1)

Machine Equ:Jlions \Vil h <;1 <'lIOr curr,'nl \,., lht;' IIlPUt\. the pCI tllffllallce eV<lluation
requires only Ihc solulion of rotor ('urrenl~ rrom the rl'tllr \Pl1ae,e equations, Note
that thc <;t:llm currcnt~ arc di~t:onIII1U'llh ill rOIl lime anJ n.tOlJ f1u.x linkages arc
conlinuou~,·lllc l'OlOr equations wilh rotor llu\; link3g.o.:~ a_ I;lTlabk, arc used in the
solution of thl' rotor variabks and ho.:nel· mlhe comput,tlHllllll till' ckctrumagnelic
tOrque. The rotor equations in rotor 11u\; hnk(lgl'~ ;lre dCTI\ ed .I' I, .Ilows.. The rOtor
equations in the s~'nchrollous rdt'rence fr;[l1le~ arc

R,i~, -+- p(L,i~ .... L",l./,J w.,(L,i~, .... L 1:1-) If

K,IJ, • p(L.i~, + L I'" w,,( L,l~, ~ L .1', l II

( L~-I5)

(7.1-101
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Defining the rotor flux linkages in the q and d axes as

~~f '" L,i~, + Lmi~.

~~f '" L,i~, + Ln,iJ•
(7.247)

(7.248)

and substituting these into the rOlar equations yields thl' equations in rotor flux
link:.lges as

p~~, + w'l~jt + Rri~, '" U (7.249)

p~~! - W'I~~I' + R,iJ! = 0 (7.250)

and the rotor currents are obtained from equations (7.247) and (7.24R) as

i~, = ~ (~~, - Lmi~J,
(7.2S!)

(7.252)

Substitution of these rotor currents inlO the rotor flux-linkages equations resulLs in
the followingequalions in Wlor flux linkages:

L
- R~i:i =0

'L, '

(7.253)

(7.254)

Combining these equal ions with the state equations of the stator currents casts the
system equations in a compact stale-space Form:

x = AX

where the state veclor X and stair: ll1;llri~ A are given hy

X: I"~ j\d'
, • C ]'

"'
lq, '",

R, R,Ln!

0
L, ~,' L,

R, a R,Lm
A w" L, L,

0 0 0 - 1OI,

a 0 w, 0

lllC solution of the state-space equation is given by

X(t) = c/"X(O)

(7255)

(7.256)

(7257)

(7.258)

The symmetry of the rotor flux linbges and thl' stator currents for every 60 electri
cal degrees shows that the slate v(ctor III 60 degrees could be equated to the
boundary-matching condition limes lhe initial vector. as follows:
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where

X(t :: ~) :: eA~X(O) :: VX(O)
3w,

v- [' 0]o S,

(7.259)

(7.260)

where I is an identity matrix of 2 x 2 dimensions and 51 has ncen dcfincd above.
Rcammgin£ the above cquatioll as a function of X(O) yields

[v - e"~ ~ X(O) :: 0

We can rewrite this equation in a compact .... ay as

IVX(OI "0

where

I ., [w\V:: V _ c"''-,:: I
• . w,

w, ]
w,

(7.2611

(7.2fl2 )

(7.2(13 )

-nle submatriccs WI. w2• wJ • and .... ~ arc of 2 x 2 dimcnsions. from which the initial
steady-slate rotor nux-linkages vector is obtained as

(J.2f>.lJ

where the vcctors Xl and x~ arc defined as

(7.265)

(7.2flfl)

Once the initial steady-statc vcctor is found. compute the l''(ponen,ial for a small
interval of time corresponding to 2 or 3 electrical deg.rees from the exponential
series. considering 7 to 10 terms (dcp<'nding on the accurac~ of the ..olution
desired). and store this matrix for repctiti\'e computation of the slate variables \'ia
the following recursive relationship:

X(nT):: eA1 X«n - IfT)forn:: O.l.. __ .k

whcre T is the small sampling time of interest and k is related to It hy

k 0:: -"-

Jw.T

(7.267)

(7.268)

(7.269)

NOll' that by storing n of the X \CC\(lr:. and using the boundar~-matching condition
matrix V, the state vectors for the resl of the five of lhe 6O-degree intervals are gen
erated, and from them the electroma.!!-netic torque is round to be

1 P L
To(t) 0:: i 2 i~ (i~;.X.. - i:;">'~,),
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The stator phase voltages are computed from the stator equations in the synchro
nous reference frames by using the transformation on the synchronous d and q axes
voltages; these are given by

v:;" "" (R, + L,p )i~. + w,L,id.- + Lmpi~f + w,L",iJ,
Vd' "" -w,L,i~ + (R, + L,p)i:;, - w,Lmi~, + L",pi:;,

i. l... =:= ['I~l>cr\<lu

(7.270)

(7.271 )

(7.272)

(7.273)

(7.274)

"nit: q llnd rfaxes stHtor currents art:: picccwise continuous. so their derivatives can
be found:

pi:;' =:= -w.iJ, + 8~T1*).m "" O. 1.2 6

pi:;, =:= w.i~, - &~11 *). III "" O. I. 2 6

whcrc &(0) is the impulse function at discontinuities.
By substituling these into the stator equ<ltions and derivativcs of the rotor

quadrature and direct axis currents from the rutnr equations ill terms of the stator
current derivative~ and rotor currents. the Sl<llOr q and d axes vOltllgt:S arc
obtained as

(7.275)

(7.276)

whert: the impulse functions arc of same magnitudc as at the initial value.
From these \{1ltagcs. the phase voltages are computed. and alll)f thl' vari

ables arc shown in Figure 7.51. Note that the impulse function is multiplied by
the stator transient leakage inductance. which is in terms of the stator and rotor
self-inductances <lnd the mUlllal inductance. The magnitude of these spikes is
limited by the commutating C<lpaCilOrs in the invcrter; hence. their values in
steady state are constanl. Note that these spikes occur predominantly at 0 times
in the stator phas<' \ultagl's corresponding 10 the discontinuities in the phase:
currents. As il is not possihlc: to have CUTTents with zero rise and fall time~. the
voltage spikes <lrt' IIl,He of a function of the circuit ilnd induction mOlor panum::
lers. 111ese spikes ha\'<' to he taken into account ror rating thc inverter devices
and commutating otpacitors and for specifying the insulation of the Induction
motor.

TIle rolor nux linkages are constants except at the 60th-degree instant .... where
they seem to have \'cr~ small challgcs:nlC rotor currents have a phase displarem.... nt
of lHO degrees from their r<'spectivt' slator counterparts in synchronous rclcrencc
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frnlll~~ hUI maintain thl: 'dille" l>l:riooH:it}.Tht' q and d ax~~ \ollagl:s ha\·l: the 'rll..~",

al lhe comlllulaling currt:1II il1tl:rvals bUI of opposite pularilY. and lhe ph",~" \011
age~ arc almost SillUO"ollhtl \\ilh superposed volta~e "pike.. due 10 lhe currl"nl JI,'
conlinuities. TIle dectrumaf.l1l:ltC lorque has a largt' .. ,xth-harlllomc pulsalion. ,I' I'>

..cell from the figure. :llHlllll~ I~ one of lhe !>igl1lficanl diS,td\',ttHagl:~ ill lht' ~I\-'lcr

CSIM drive system.
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T... =UI5~1".1l)

1.5.5 Closed-loop CSIM Drive System

The schematic of Ihe CSIM drh'e system is shown in Figure 7.52. lhe induction
molor is supplied by an autosequentially cammutalcd inverter (ASCI) with SICp
currents. The control mpuls 10 lhe inverter are current and rrequcn'0 commands.
The imcrter conlrol cirCUli enforces the stalOr frequency instanlaneou~ly by SWitch·
ing or the inverler po\l,cr deVICes. The lO\erter inpul CUrTent IS u:gulatcd b} the
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Induction
Mulor

ASCIK,

Coni rolled
ReClifier CSI

If '.1<

11lrcc-PhIl5e

"'Inpul

K",.K"

F;~lIr~ 7.52 CSI~t JII' e ,"'Ie III "'l1h 'tlCcd control

KI".K"

v;

1-1. . '.
r',

de link inpul vohag...·. \,. obtained from the phase-controlled rectificilllon of the
three-phase ae supply \·oltages. The control uf v, is eKercised by feedback control of
the inverter input current. with the feedback loop consisting of lhe controlled recti,
fier. dc link inductor. invcrter inpul pon. inn' ncr input curren!. gain of thc currenl
transducer. inverter input current command. and control voltage. This inner current
loop provides Ihe variable current sourc.: for feeding into the invertcr.llie lime lag
involved in the switching of the cOnlrolkd rectifier forces the dc link to be provided
with a large inductor 10 maintain a con~tant current and to provide protection dur
ing inverter and motor short-circuils.

The frequency command is synthesized from the summation of the rOlOr speed
and the slip-speed command. given b) the proportional voltages v" and \'.1. respec
tively. 111e slip-speed command is gencrat ...·d from lhc error between the reference
speed and the rotor speed. given proporllonally hy the signals V' and v". respeclively.
111e slip speed IS limiled. 10 limil the dc link current within the safe ...Iperational
bounds and 10 regulate th.: 'lperation (11 the indUClion motor in th.: high-dficil.'ncy
region. The slip-speed tommand pro\ id<..'s the inverter input-currelll command
through a function generawr whose de~ign is con<;idcred subsequemly. Note that the
inverter inpul-current command has to b<..' positive. irrespective of the slip-~I)Ced com
mand signal.'ntis is due to the facts tho'll till.' controlled rectifier allo .....s current in one
direction only <tnd thaI the regencraliol1 i~ handled by the reversal of the inverter
inpul voltage (and. hence. hy the controlled-rectifier OUIpU( voltage).111e re\('rsal of
the input inverter voltage occurs hecall~e of the rcgl.'llcration induced by the negativc
slip speed ill the inducti(ll1 machine. Nflt ...· thaI the Illverter inpul voltage rclkcIs the
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machine phase voltages. 11le reversal of the voltage at the inverter input results in
inslantaneous increase in de link current. which rcsulls in a negatl\'c current crror.
111is negative current error produces a negative control voltage. lIl<'lking the con
trolled rectifier produce a neg,uive voltage acros~ its output so <'IS to oppose the
inverter input voltage and thereby maintain the de link current at ItS commanded
value. The reversal of the curl\'ener vohage I" made pos:.ible b~ Illcrea:.ing the
lriggering-angle delay to the conventr. resultin~ in the:: operation uf the:: convcrh:r
In ih inverler mode. DUring this time. noIe th,lt the converter Outpul \ollrlgc is
negative but its output current IS positi\'e,lhus producing a ncgati\c pO\\I:'f.lmpl)'·
ing that power from the mflchme is returned 10 lhe ,I( m:lins v;a the dc link

7.S.6 Dynamic Simulation of the
Closed-loop CSIM Drive System

The dynamiC simulation of thl:' CSIM dr;\'C sy"tem I'> cun,>lder...J umkr lhe folio\', ing
as~umptions:

Ii) The stator current~ ha\e negligible risc anu f,,!ltlme ...

(iil TIle \'oltage spikc~ due:: 10 the step current~ arc cun~t;lnt.

(iii) '1111:: time dclay in lhc ill\'erler is ncglcctl·J. even 1l1l1Ugh il cuulJ have a .;uh

~tantial efrect al high ~p........J:..

The \oltagc spikes arc a fUllctiun of the machine le,lkdgl' IIldu~t<lIlC"'" ,IIlU nmll1lU
t<lting cap<lcitors and hence arc determined by I hc machine ;lOU i11\ e rte r dc~igners.

1nl' spikes do not. ;n ge::ncral. affect Ihe c!eClromagnellc IOrque.11lc assumption
that they are of fixed magnitude will nOI affect the u~llal1li~ simulation rcsull~.

except in lhe caSe of the selection and specification uf lhe 1Il\<.'rtcr and contrullcd
rectlficr switch ratings.

Various subsystem modch arc der;\'ed sub~equentl~.and then they arc intc
grmcd.lo obtain the s)'stcm cqu:ltions with Ihe limiter con~rnlil1l:' IIlthc spccd and

current controllers.

Sial or CurrenlS: The referenc... frames l-onsidcrcd arc s~ IIchr()nou~ ,llld 1he .;tmor
currents <Ire gcncffllized as in thc ~lcad)'·stale Illodclin£, ~e('"lion:

where

i~ :: g..iJ<
',. - .
1,1> - g,I<1o,

2 (n n)g., :: -----;::0 cus fl, ... - - {k - 1}~

'\ .' (, -'

g :: ..2.. sin (o + ~ -(k - l}~)
'v'1 '6 J

,,:: 1.2..... 6.1.2..

(7.277)

17.27~)

(7.279)

(7.2"")

(7.2HII
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defines the corresponding 6O·degree intervals of stator phase angle and i<k is the
inverter input current. "Ine inverter input current is the dc link current. unlike in the
case of the VSIM drive systems.

The derivatives of the stator currents are obtained here for subsequent use in
the simulation. They are the same as those derived in the direct steady-state e\'alua
lion section. except that they ha\'e additional terms imolving the denvati\'e of the
ll1\crter inpul current:

SImilarly. the derivatl\\.· of the d aXl:\ current is

pI:" '" g,pl,l. -+ w..g.,i", - S(lk ")- I)e;-
.'

(7.2l.'\J)

(7.284 )

where & is the impulse contrlhuting to the voltage spikes at the IIlstants of current
commutation occurring at ~tator phase angles every 60 electrical degrees.

He Link and Power E(llIi"lIl('nc~ The input inverter power is equal to the power
Il1put to the machine (ne,!!.lectinglosscs in the inverter). and it i~ represented as

\ i = ~ [v' i~ + v' i~ I + ",'" 2 '1'''' d>.ls. ""

'Ine zero-sequence current I~ tero. Oecallsc the stator curn:nts arc balanced three
phase inputs and hence the 7ero-sequence power becomes zero. Substituting (or the
(/ and q axes currents in term.; of the in\'erter input current )'leld~

,
\, '" ;- g",.~ + g,v;;,.

This shows the dependence of the iO\erter input \'01lagc on th..: t/ and q axe.;
machine voltages: it compact' the twO stator equations I1lto one cquallon in terms o(
the invcrler inpul voltage. The next ~tcp in the modeling IS 10 find the stalOr d and 1/
axes voltages. which iO\ohe stator and rotor current.; and thelr defl\·ati\·cs. Rotor
nux IlOkages are emplo) ed. as 10 the dm:ct steady-stale ('\'aluallon. hccause they arc
continuous even ;n the face o( the dIscontinuous stator current~. From these \'ari
ahles. the stator \'oltages arc deri\'cd.

Rotor Eqolltions 111.... rotor c4uatiun~ in terms of the rulOr nux linkages arc

PA~, =
Il,

- W<,lA~,
+ R,L",·c (7.286)L~~' -L-'", ,

p~j,
R, c + < R,L", ,

(7.287)= -"LA", w,.A:., +--,'L ~, •
where ~~f and ~~, are as defined 10 c:quations (7.247) and (7.2~H).
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Stator Voltages The stator (/ and d axes voltages are derived in terms of the rotor
nux linkages and stator currents as

(7.288)

Substiluting for the rotor currents in terms of the rotor nux linkages and slator CUT

rents from the equations (7.251) and (7.252) results in the q axis slator voltage:

where

L;,
al=L'~L,

(7.289)

(7.290)

The slator currenlS arc substituled for in terms of the inverter input current and
their derivatives. yielding

(7.291 )

Similarly. the d axis Slator voltage is

(7.292)

lllese two equations are substituled into the inverter input vollage equ,ttion for
subsequent use in the dc link equation. given by

Lrpide = v, - v, (7.293)

where v, is the product of the controlled-rectifier gain and v;. Its real-time modeling.
is described in Chapter J. Noting that v, has as derivative the inverter input current:
rearnlnging this equation in tenns of the system variables resulls in the following
stale equation of the invener input current:

Load Interaction The machllle and load interaclion is given by the equation WIth
inenia and friction constant:

Jpw", + BWm = T. - T1

where the eleclromagnelic torque is given by

(7.295)

(7.2%)
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which. in terms of the rotor flux linkages. is given by

T JP L. [ , 'J'
< = 22 LAd.&- - ).~J& ld<

•
(7,297)

In terms of the rotor electrical speed. equation (7.295) becomes.. by th... multiplica
tion of the pole-pairs.

B 13plL", 11'
pw, = -TWo + J2 2! ~{).~Ig. - )..~,g..}iJ.. - J 2T (7.2"JH)

Equations (7.291) to (7.2Q7) describe the machine. inverter. and load \lh... rea<; the
stator frequency and rectifier Output-voltage vari;tbks arc ohtained frolll the con
troller structure consisting of the reference speed. speed-colltroller and current
controller constants.. and slip-spced-to-invcrter current-command tfitn\fer hlocl...
These are obtained as follows..

Frequency COlllmand TIle stator frequency is generated by the rotnr <;pccd IlltJp

and the slip-speed command. generated by the speed error between lh~' refcr~'nce

and actual speed. The tachogenerator. with its conditioning circuit. is modeled a\ a
gain block. but. in practice. it will conlain a first-order filter. The tachogcncrill(lr OUI

put is proportional to the rotor speed. and the s1ip-~pecd comrnilnd is oht,ltrlCd lly
passing the speed error through a proportional and inlegral controller \11th thl'
g<lins of KI'" and K", respectively. TIle slip-speed signal i<; limited by lhe facl Ih,lI lhe
operation of the induction motor has to be cOllmained within the high-dfi<:il'IKy
region of the slip torque. which corresponds to the statically slable portion of the
,·ollllge-souree-fed induction~motor characteristlc.._'111e equations of re!c':\tlc~' lire
the following:

V' I "" K,~w,

v:1 = K",(Y· - v,~) + K" f(,- - 'l.)dt

where v· is the externalllpced reference.
Then, Ihe stator frequency command is given hy

(7.~\N)

(7 l(lIl)

(7.J01i

-'~',-+",,'~:'f' =
, 2"1'TK"

TIle slip·speed command l~ then obtained by divldmg equallon (7.JOU) b} K
"

. The
neXI step is to generate the comlllill1d signal for the controlled rectifier. lhl, ,It,'p
requires the generalion of the inycrtcr input-current C'lrllmanu.

DC·Link Currenl COllllII:md From the induction mutor .. tcau)-statt equl\.I!cnt
circuit. the stator rills current is written in terms of the magneti711lg currenl iI"

jwJ.m1m _ [ jSw,Lm ]
R - 1,,, 1 r _

, ' L R, + J<;(JJ,L It
t- JW. It,
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(7.303)

(7.305)

Note that W,I "" sw,: hence.

- [ R, + jw,L, 11. - 1m R, + jW;l4

The relationship between the fundamental stlltor phase and de link currents is

. I,
Id" '" 0.778 = 1.2851, (7.}()4)

Then the inverter input-current command is oblained by combining the last two
expressions:

I
R + J·w L I VR' + (w 'j'

i~ '" 1.2851
m

' • <.l , = 1.285 1m r -.I ....

R, + JW'I~' VR! ... (w I )', ,I -II

Thus. the link-current command is a fUlll·tion of only the slip-speed command.
assuming that the magnetizing current is kept constant. An on-line computation of
the inverter input-current command would facilitate the variation of the magnetiz
ing curren! as a function of slip speed. to optimize the efficiency in steady,slate
operation.

Controlled-Rectifier Vollage COlllmand The IIlvertcr current command is com
pared to the measured value of the invertN input current to produce an error sig
nal. which is amplified through a proportional-plus·integral current controller
whose gains arc Kpo and K". respectively. T11(' output of the currellt controller is lim
ited.lo provide the safe operation of the converter during inversion. The output of
the current controller actwlteS the controlled reclifier 10 provide a proportional
output voltagc. \'f' to generate the inverter mput current 10 match its command. The
control·\oltage SIgnal and the rectifier output \ ollage are given by

(7.306)

where H" is the curr<.'nt lransducer gain. Note ,hal the inverter inpul currenl COlll
mand and slip spe<.'d were derived above. and they should be subsci'uted 11110 this
expression to obtain the voltage-command sIgnal.

S~'slelll InlegnJ1ion and Equations The equations of the various suhsystcllls can
now be assembled III state-space form for simulation. TIle following definitions are
made 10 get them into state-space form:

XI '" i(\o;

.~! "" A~,

x, = hd,
(7.307)

Xi = f (". - K,tw,)dl

X~ = f H.,(i~ - idc:)dt
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The system differential equations in terms of the states defined arc

PXI ==

px, =

-I [ L., 2R,x 1 + 1.5......!!!. {g"px2 + g,px.d
_al+Lr L,

B P- ~x - ~T
J 4 2J I

17.308)

px, == v"' - K,gx 4

px" = H<(i:'" - Xl)

Note that th..:sc equations have only the inverter input·currcnt comll1'II1,L slip fre
quency, st~t,H frequency. and external speed reference as external input ...: they arc
described hy the following equations in terms of the states as

K"x, + Kr-eV"' - K,gx 4 ) K,<x~ + KI"Px,
•

K,g K,g

K"Xi + Kl"(V" - K,gx 4 ) K"x~ + KI"Px~
W, = w, I- W,i == X4 + = X I +

K~ K,~

(7.309)

(7.310)

(7.3 11)

The inverter Illpllh'urrent command is derived from equations (7.305) (lnd (7.3D<')) as

. _V-7(R.,:.'K.:,~.)~'~+~L'::;C;(~Kc;"~'~' ~+~K~";P.=,,:;},
I", = l.2H51 m

V(R,K,g)2 + Lt2,{K"x; + KI"PX5}~
"Ille voltage-command Jiignal is gil'en by

(7.312)

The slip-speed anJ voltage-command signals are limited: their limits arl' gll'l'l1 as

- V,m < v; < + Vem

-\I'm < <I < + V,m

(7.313 )

(70314)

lllese limiters iHL' ;lpplicd to the relevant state vari<lbles and their JL'ri\'<ltivn duro
ingcomputatioll.

A sample CSIM drive system simulation is shown in Figure 7.53 fOl' the induc·
tion motor whose partllllctcrs arc given in Example 5.1: the system parameters arc
given below.

VII = 240 V. L1 == D.I H. KI" = 10. K" == I. KI" = 10. K" = O.I.speed command - I p.u.
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oJ7= I
• "v • ...,,

.~,

.~IIS\A:::ZS; j"

j;~- I

J-~~ .,..-,
-:~ '~-1"

~,:~...""._-----
o 0.5

Timc.§

, 2.<

FI,u.r 7-S.l(ll Normahuu transient respon'll: fOl l·p.lI.·~u:p speeu comm~nd f,om §lamH,1I

A one-p.ll.-step command is given 10 the mOlOr drive system. The lrllnsicnl
responses aTC shown in Figure 7.53(i).1l1C lllachine takes approximately 0.1 s to
raise the rOIOT flux to rated value. Until then, the slalOrcurrcnll,\: u<;cd entirely to
set up the flux. "l1le machine is accelerated 10 I-p.u. speed In OA s lhercaflcr. The
machine has a 0.2 p.u. load; only rriclion has to be overcome. To reach steady
stale,the drive goes through a severe oscillation. This is one of In.: characteristic
disadvantages of the ASCI drive with the rtdopted control stnllegy. Almost an
additional 0.2 s is taken to reach steady state. The steady-state waveforms are
shown in Figure 7.53(ii). The cusps in the front-end converter's outpul are due \0
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the v; vflrialions. and the output of the converter is modeled <IS the product of the
v; and gain of the converter. These cusps in v,n" and hence in i'I<"' are transmitted
10 the ph<lse currents and arc shown in Ihe phase {/ current. The torque shows
large pulsations al six times the fundamental frequency, and so does the inverter
input \'ollag..:.

7.6 APPLICATIONS

Voltage-source induction motor dmcs are used as general-purpose drives in such
applications as fans. pumps. p<ld:aging. conveyor. hand 100ls. and appliances. These
applications do not require posiliomng capabilities. and precise torque conlrol in
the 0-1O-5-Hz range is not critical.

Usc of soflware-based coni rollers and the increasing usc of modern control
theory in Ihe synthesis of the controllers has resultcd rccently in a far wider conlrol
range wilh these dri\'es. Because of this factor. these drives h"we made immense
strides in the markctplace by enlarging their share.

111e hard-current source drives arc popular in limited high-power (>100 hp)
applications. such as paper mills and pulp. sugar, and rubber cellirifuges. where reli
abilit~· and ruggedness arc major considerations. The soft currenl-source induction
motor drivcs have eliminated the disadvantages of the hard current-source drives.
and. with higher controllers such as Vl'ctor controllers, have m(l\'cd into demanding
precision applications such as machine-tool servo ilnd spindle urives.
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7.8 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Wh~ IS it lhal the \aflahlc.fre4uerK~ rcyuircll1enl I~ alwi1~' "ceol11pdTllcd hI :, larl,llIle
1'(IIt,lgC rcyuirelllenl III iK machine~'!

In\,..:rlers provide \ :HI:,hle \ultag..: anu vilri,lhle freyuen.·I. \\ lilllt..:~ prol Ilk ,'UHl'nl COil
Irnl".' II' so. how IS it accul1lpli,hcu?

.'. Wh'll is lhe gre;l1csl ,hoTlcClIning in a I'ullage·source Il1lall'r '

~ Whal is the greale,l ,horlContll1g 111 a currcnl·~ourct: II1I..:rla"

:'i CI1Il1P<lfC \'ol[;lge- and Cllflcl1l-<;()urc..: in\'t:nas in lerms ,'I lh"1f rl'li"blhl~.'·(\llI",I'·lIlll'

plexily. and harmollics.

o For Inuuction mOlor C'1l1Ir,'I.COl1lp:lre lhe SUil'lhilil)' 'If Ih..: 1"ll,lg," ,Inu eurrenl-"'llrce
In\'crlers in lerms of lheir conlfol cnll1plexil)' 'IIlU reli:lhrlit~

7 Compare the performance fc;uure, of six'slep :l1ld 1'\\'\1 ,'onlr,,1 "I "pll.lgc',,"urce
III I'crl..:r; In lerms, ,f hitrm('t1IC'. COlli ft,1 compkxil~. and ":,I'c' "t 'IIII'I,·II1,'l1t.,II' 11\.

I'i Cumpar..: the fealures of lile PWM and hysteresis e(HIln,1 "lln\al,'r,_ ,Ind lu.'nlll~. \lllh
lu,tiflclltion, the mosl deslrabk cuntrul in mosl of IIll: ,lppll(,11111l1'"

'! If lhe pulse-widlh llIuUUlall()[\ ratio i, increas..:d heyond Ollt'_ \I hal h"I'I'"'I1' 10 lhe OUIPUI
voltage? If there is a ,ide erf"Cl to llus mode uf opc:r"lhll1. Ilkl11ll1 II (111m Rekr to ,I
power elcc1ronics tc~t )

111 Whal is the llIaXllnUl1I rnh I'tlllag..: llhwllmhlc \lllh ,I 'I\·~ll·I' "I'cl<lll(>n 111 " \,oIwgc,
source inverter" DC link lulla!!e is V.I<' Ju,lify your :1',lInlpllmh
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11. Whal is the maximuo, rms \'oltage obtainable under PWM operallon by using triangular
carrier frequency and sine modulation signal in a vohage-source in1lerter? Justify your
assumplions.

12. Discuss the differencl"S between a hard (ASCI) and a soft (PWM-based) current-source
m,'ener.

IJ If the Ime-Io-hne "ohages arc unbalanced 10 lhe Invener OUlput. are the phase ,'oltagcs
determined by equatIons (7.8), (7.9), and (7.10)?

I~. An m\'erter has to be rated in apparent power rather lhan 10 real power. Explarn Il.h)

I~ Discuss the crfects nf unbalanced "oltages on lhe opcrallon of lhe mductlon motor.

16 How are unbalanced "oltages delected and «lrrCCled in the in1lerler?
17. Discuss the merits of Ihe voltsIHz control strateg).

18 Draw the control an<! poll.cr schematics of the \ohs/Hl dm'c thaI uses a PWM In\'crter.

I~. Discuss the difference b<:twccn the six-step and lhc PWM imencr Il.uh \olls/I-Il control
for an rnduction mutor

20. Offset voltagc is a "arlable dependenl on Ihe stalor impedance and stalor current.
Discuss a method for an aecurale implementallon of Offscl-1Iultage controlm volts/til
controlled induction mOlor dri1lc.

21. Discuss lhe pammet.:r <iCnSillvily of lhe o(f~ct ,'ohage lhat is due to stlltnr resistance in
volts/Hz conI roller.

22. DynamiC respons.: of a \'olt<;'/Hl.-controllcd lIuJuctiun motor drl\'e is char3ctcol.ed by
large starting stator currents. Explarn why.

2J How can this starllng-eurrent magnitude bt: cuntrolled"

H. Discuss the cause of starllng-currenl transienl In a \'ohs/Hz-controlled mductlon motor

25. Explain the dis.tmct advantages of direCl-steaU)-SlaIC-pcrformance e,'aJuatlOn of lhe
mduction motOf rompartd to the method u.'iang an equI\'alent CirCUit.

26 DISCUSS the Important ad\'lIntagc of slIp-speed ctlfllrol o'er lhe ,oils/Hz conlroll>trategy

27_ Can the dlrcCI-S1ead)-'itatc c"aluatlon method he u'oCd fOf pn:dlctmg the performance of
the constant-slip-spced<ontrollcd mdoclion fnOlor dn"e?

Ztt Compare the pnnCIple of operation of constant·alr gap·flux-lInkages control as agamst
that of the vOhs/til and constant·s1lp·speed controls.

29 Implementation of constant air gap nux require... "lalOf current control. Jusllf) lhls Slale,
menl,

JO Will constant air gap nut be mamtaint:d by using the dfl\'C schemauc shown m Figure 7.JO,
e"en during d}'namIC condItions?

31 DISCUSS Ihe merits and demcrlts of the multistep and PWM-IO,'erter control.

32 How wi11lhe PWM ,nltagcs. as compared to slt·step voltages. affect lhe torque pul'iauun
both in magnillJde and In frequency?

3] PWM Voltages c1imin;Ht luwer·order hllrmomc; hUI increase higher·order h<lrIllOlllC~,

I-Iow does this fact affecl molor losses?

34, Is PWM applicable to hard current·sourcc inverters al.;o"

35 Which of the follOWing Il.II! have a larger sixth·harmonlc torque pulsatIOn: (a) ~IX-'itcr

voltage source_ (b) SIX'Stcp current source? Induclion motor IS operating at r;lled cur,
rent/rated volta!c and at raled speed.

36 Thc load has no Impact on peak,to-peak valuc of slxth-harmoOic torque pulsat",n In a
,01lage-source-in,'crtcr-kd induction motor. Wh) IS that"
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J7, load decrcases lhe ~verity of lhe sixth-harmonic torque pulsallon in lhe curren!,
souree-inverler·fed induction motor drive. as is seen from figures 7,51(i) and 7.51(il).
El>:plain lhe reaSl)n for this.

JR, The inner speed loop in the inducTion motor drive acts to kecp the lIl11chinc in il slalicllll~'

sl;lblc region iH1d therefore in synchronous lock. WilhoUI a sp'Ccd ~cn~or. how can such a
loop be impl<:m<:lIlcd'!

7.9 EXERCISE PROBLEMS

1. Considcr the nHlchine paralllch:rs descrihed III problem 7, ,\ccllon 6.6. Instcad (If
using phase cot1lrol for lhe induction moTor drive, variablc.frcqucncy conlrol wilh il
constant-vOIl"1t1 Slrateg)' is used. Find the efficiency of lhe molor unvl' wilh Ihl'\
uri,'c syslem fllr the slime aPI,licalion.jHint: From the Opt.'rallllg ,pccd,lllrquc. and
volts/Hz reli" 111II,hlp. lhe slip is dert\'cd lhrough lhe solutmll <If II qUlldnlllc equatllln I

2 Assume that Ihl.' pm."\: {If encrgy is SO,05JkWI'1 (k WI-I - kilowatlh,'ur) Tht.' fan Ct.,",\idch::d
III problem I is running eighl hOUN; per day for 356 days In a year -n,t.' pllec of llic pha-.e
conrroller IS $20l)O and the price of thc vllriablc-ffl.:qucncy drivc wllh con'\lfllll-\"llh'ill-iz con·
Iml is $35OJ, II IS pl<lnncd 10 have one of Ihe variahlc-spced drives 1Il~1:Jlled fnr Ihe prohklll
studied. If lhe \·allat-le.frequency drive IS 10 be chosc.:n inst<:ad nf lhe pha...: controUer. what
l~ lhe p<lyhack pcnnd for lh.: difference In the 111111111 1ll"eSlmC"1 100ohed" COll'\lucr lhal
lhe capital is i1C(IUlred lllt.:rcSI-free for lhls prohlem. (In praclicc. lhele IS an Inrl'r.::,l fur
lhe loan.)

.l Consider ihc ~.hp IlldUCllOl1 mawr describt:J in EXaltllllc 5.1. Find liS ,lip 'I'ted. ~latnr

and rotor currenl magnitudes-efficiency. and power (HClor when II I' delivering 12 Nrn air
gap torque for "H. conlrol slralcgies:

(i) 101t:JHI conlrol

(n) shp.speed c\llllrul

.t A 1(X}.hp mdUCI1<'n l1lulor is l<J drive 11 fan in a w:lrchou'\c.lll~ fnund Ihal thl' IIlr ",Iunl\'
hitS 10 be reduced dUring lhe off-peak business hours. 'nllll COrrC'lltIllJ\ 10 an "per,1I10nal
spt:ed of65% Ilf the r:lted speed,lhe motor delall, arc ~ivcl1 ne~1.

I(X) hl'. .mJ V. 3 phase. 00 Hz, 2 polCl>. ~I:lr cUllIll'cted 'ljulrrcl c,tJ;e
mducllon motor, R.. .. 0,05 n. R, ~ 0.02&\ n. X.. = lfi5 fl.

X" .. 0.] O. X.... 0,405 O. Raled ,peed = 355;\ rpm

Find lhe efficienc\ of lhe mOlor drive when il is opcr:llcd from a ~I\'~lep III\Crrer "lIh ,I
volrslH7 cOnlrnl 'lfitlegy for Ih.: follnwing IWO ca,e,

(i) with no otf~l'l voltage

(n) with an Off~l'l "ollage of 4.7 V

The fan has a ralcd lnrque rcquircm<:01 al rated "pecJ

'Ii I'nwe lhaL III an ,Ill ~,tp-nu.~-c(lnlfolled induction mol or dn'e.

(0 air gap lorqul' 1'\ 1I funclIon of only ffiagnc1mn!! cuncllI -Ind 'lif' ~pced. Ix'c.tu'l'
these IWO C~1I1 be independenlly vancd in 111l~ dnve ~)''\lelll.III1J

R,
(nl Ihe mllXlmum lI,rque occurs allhe slip frcqut.'nc\ "',., = -.

L"
(, In J \OllslHz·comrullcd mducllon motor. ollh' apphcd ,uhltg..:: .tIld 'l.tUll Ir'::4ucnq life

cuntrollanahle...
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(i) Detenninc Ihe slip speed at which the air gap torque is maximum for this motor
drive.The magnetizing impedance is considered to be vcr)' large compared to stator
a;d rotor impedances.

(ii) Compare the efficiency of this drive al maximum torque to the air gap-flux·
conlrolled inducllon mOlor dri\e.

7. ConSIder the problem In Example 7.5. Include lhe effects of stalDr Impedance. and recal
culale the magnilUde of the slxlh-harmOnlc torque pulsauon.

8 Find the range of rotor speed for \l,hlch the air gap po"'er IS con~tant for lhe machine
conSidered In Example 7.8. Usc lhe formula dC"dored In the texl. Also, calculale Ihe
aClual range of speed, with Ihe conSlderallon that Ihe ~Ialor pha~ voltage and current
ale constrained to be equal to or less than I p.u..

9. The slip frequency is set as the producl of the raled ~hp and ~1:H(lr frcquenC) I-lux weak·
ening is mtroduced ~yond rated frcquenC)' "';lh

w
resulting in w: = --'-,I'ind the rang<.' uf 'peed for wll1Ch lhe all I!,ap IIO"'er is al rated

1 - s, ~

vallie for 1his nux.weakening sll'aleg~.

10. A Slx·slep current·source inl'erlcr IS k ...dlng lhe llluuellfln mOl<lr whose delilils are given
in Example 5.1. Calculatl' lhl' rna!'lliluuc' of lh<.' ".~'h·h;Hl1llJnIC lorque pulsation whcn
the machIne is delin'rmg raled 1('Hlue :tl i1 ~lill<lr frequenq' of Ilf III

11. Simulalt: a PWM-based. voltS/lll·cont rolled mduClllln mutor um e '" Ilh a ~lalor currenl
IlInll

12. Simula1e the PWM currenH.ourcc·has..'J lllduClltln mOlor urll\, "'llh ~ltl,·speed hmlt.
Commenl on lhe sallenl differences hch...·~·n thl" 'lnlUlallon and Ihe ASCI drive results
gi\'cn In Figure 7.53.

13 Dc\'c1op an algorllhm to t:valual<: Ihe lu"",..~ In d machme ~uprh<"d frum a PWM
\ollage-source In,'erter

14. Thc currenl-.command generalor •.'> ",..n ...III'<: III 'ohJr·r<.'~I~lanco: \,trl,lllllll In current
sourcc drives. Develop a melhod thdl I' not "n-llne-C~lmI'Ulallon·ba,<d to generate lhe
curren! command ",h\'" the fOtor·reM,1 Jneo: <:",llnl,lt: I'> t\\:ulabk a, a '1~ll.I'



CHAPTER 8

Vector-Controlled Induction
Motor Drives

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The various control strategies for the control of the inverter-fed induction motor
havo.: provided good steady-state but poor dynamic response. From lhe traces of
lhe dynamic responses. the cause of such poor dynamic respons\:: is found to be
lhal lhe air gap nux linkages deviate from their SCi values. The deviation is nol
only in magnilOde but also in phase. The variations in the nux linkages have 10 be
controlled by the magnitude and frequency of the stator and rOlor phase currents
and their instantaneous phases. So far. the control strategies have utilized the sta
lor phase current magnitude and frequency and nOl their phases. This resulted in
thl' deviaTion of the phase and magniludo.=s of the air gap flux linkages from their
~l"l vulues.

The oS'"ilJ:ltions in the air gap flux linkages result in oscillatiOIl~ in dectromag
neti\: torque and. if ldt unchecked. reneel as speed oscillations. This is undesirable
in many high-perfcHml:lnce applications. such as in robot ic actuators. cent rifuges. ser
vos. process drives. and metal-rolling mills. where high precision. fa~t positioning. or
sp..'cd control are required. Such requirement w;1I not be met with the sluggishness
of control due 10 the flux oscillations. Further. air gap nux variations result in large
eXl;ursions of ~tutor currents. rC4uiring large peak converter and inverter ratings to
meet the dyn<lmics. An enhanccment of pt:ak inverter rating increases cost and
reduces the wm~titi\'e edge of ac drives in the markctplace. in spile llf e.'(ccllent
ad\'antages of thc ac drives over dc drives.

Separately-excited dc drives are simpler in control becau~e they indepen
dently control nux. which. when maintained constant. contributes tl) an inJcpcndent
control of torque. This ;s made possible with scparatc control of field and flrmllture
currents whi,·h. in turn. control the fiel(1 flux alld the torque ind..::pcndently.
r-Ioreover. the dc motor control requires only the control of the field or ;lfmaturc
currenl magnitudes. providing a simplicity not possible with ac m;lchine control. By

411



412 Chapter 8 Veetor-Controlled Induction Motor Drives

contrast. ac induction motor drives require a coordinated control of stator current
magnitudes. frequencies, and their phases, making it a complex control. As with the
dc drives, independent control of the flux and torque is possible in ac drives. The sta
tor current phasorcan be resolved, say, along the rotor flux linkages, and the compo
nent along the rotor flux linkages is the field-producing current, but this requires
the position of the rotor flux linkages at every instant; note that this is dynamic,
unlike in the de machine. If this is available, then the control of ac machines is very
similar to that of separalely~excited dc machines. The requirement of phase, fre
quency. and magnilude control of the currents and hence of the flux phasor is made
possible by inverter control. The control is achieved in field coordinates (hence the
name of this control strategyJield-oriemed control); sometimes il is known as vector
COlllrol, because it relates to the phasor control of the rotor flux linkages.

Vector control made the ac drives equivalent to dc drives in the independent
control of flux and torque and superior to them in their dynamic performance.
lllCse developments positioned the ac drives for high~pcrformance applications.
hitherto reserved for separately-excited dc motor drives. This chapter describes the
basic pri nciples, classifications. derivation. modeling, analysis. and design of vector
control schemes. The parameter sensitivity of vector~control schemes is analyzed.
and methods for its compensations are described. The design of the speed con
troller for a vector controller is systematically derived by using symmetric opti
mum technique.

8.2 PRINCIPLE OF VECTOR CONTROL

To explain the principle of vector control, an assumption is made that the position
of the rotor flux linkages phasor. A,. is known. A, is at Of from a stationary reference.
til is referred to as field angle hereafter. and the three stator currents can be trans
formed into q and d axes currents in Ihe synchronous reference frames by using the
transformation

(8.1 )

from which the stator current phasor. i,. is derived as

i, = V(i~,)l + (i~Y

and the stator phasor angle is

(8.2)

(8.3)0, = tan-I c:}
where i~, and i:l, are the q and d axes currents in the synchronous reference fmmes
that are obtained by projecting the stator current phasor on the q and d axes.
respectively. That the current phasor magn itude remains the same regardless or the
reference frame chosen to view it is evident from Figure K 1. The current phasor i,
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produces the rotor nux A, and the lorque Te. The component of current producing
the rotor nux phasor has to be in phase with A,.l'herefore. resolving the stator cur
rent phasor along A, reveals Ihal the component if is the field-producing compo
nent. shown in Figure 8.1. The perpendicular component iT is hence the
torque-producing componenl. By writing rOlor nux linkages nnd torque in terms of
these components as

A, X il

T" x A,irx i,iT

(8.4)

(8.5)

it can be seen thai irand iT have only de components;n steady state::. because the:: rel
alive speed with respect to th<lt of the rotor field is zero: the rOlor nux-linkages pha
sor has a speed equal to the sum of Ihc rotor and slip speeds. which is equal to the
synchronous speed. Orientation of A, amounls to considering the synchronous ref
erence frames, and hence the nux- and torque::.producing components of current are
de quantities. Because they arc de quantities. they arc ideal for use as contra] vari
ables: the bandwidth of the computational control circuits will have no effect on the
processing of these dc control signals.
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Crucial to the implementation of vector control, then. is the acquiring of thc
instantaneous rotor flux phasor position. 9f•This field angle can be wriuen as

Or = O. + 0Jl (8.6)

where 0, is the rotor position and 0,1 is the slip angle. In terms of the speeds and
time. the field angle is wrinen as

Of = f(w, + w,.)dt = fw,dt (In)

Vector-eontrol sch~mes arc classified according 10 how the field angle is acquired. If
the field angle is calculated by using terminal voltages and currents or Hall sensors or
flux-sensing windings. then it is known as direct vector COli/wi. The field angle can also
be obtained by using rotor position measurement and panial estimation with only
machine parameters but nOI any other variables.such as vollages or currelllS: usiny,this
field angle leads to a class of conlrol schemes known as imliret·t ~'eClOr ('(mmd, 111C
direct and indirect vector-controlled schemes are explained in the following sect ions.

Vector control is summarized by lhe following algorithm.

(i) Obtain the field angle.

(ii) Calculale the flux-producing component of curren\. i;. for a required rotm tlux
linkage A;. By controlling only this field curren!. lhe rotor flux linbg.:s arc
controlled. It is very similar to the separalely-cxcilcd dc machine. in that the
field currem conlrols the field flux: the armature currem has no impact on it.

(iii) From A; and the required T;. calculate the lorque-proclucing componelll of
stator current. i;. Controlling the torque-producing component current when
the rotor flux linkages phasor is constant gives an independent comral of elec
tromagnetic torque. It is very similar to the case of the armature current's con
trolling the electromagnetic torque in a separately-excited dc machine with
the field current maintained constant. Steps (ii) and (iii) enable a compktc
decoupling of nux- from torque-producing channels in the induction machine.

(iv) Calculate Ihe stator-currcnt phasor magnitude. i:. from the vector sum of i;
and ij.

(v) Calculate torque angle From the flux- and torque-producing components of
,.,

the stafor-currcnl commands. O'r = fan-I -;-;

"(vi) Add 6T and 01 fo obtain the stator currenf phasor angle. 0,.

(vii) By using the stalor-current phasor angle and its magnitude. e. and i:. lhe
required slafor-currcnl commands are round by going through lhe qdo trans
rormation to abc variables:

.. . (0 2n)
1.... =1,510,.-"3

.. ... ( 2n)"",=I,slnO'+"3

(X.X.I
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(viii) Synthesize these currents by using an inverter: when they are supplied to the
stator of the induction motor. the commanded rotor flux linkages and torque
are produced.

The constants of proporlionality involved in the flux and torque will be derived in
laler sections. The correspondence between the separately-excited dc motor and
the induction motor is complete: if and iT correspond to the field and armature
currents of the dc machine. respectively. Even though the induction motor does
not have separllte field and armature windings. finding equivalent field and arma
ture currents as components of the stator-current phasor has resulted in the
decoupling of flux- from torque-producing channels in a machine that is highly
coupled. Unlike the scalar control involved in dc machines. phasor or vector con
trol is employed in induction machines. In the de machine. the field and armature
are fixed in space by the commutalOr. whereas. in the induction machine. no such
additional component exists 10 separate the field (to produce the nux) (rom the
armature (to produce the torque) channels to the optimum space angle of l)(1 elec
trical degrees between them. In the place of the commutator. the induction
machine (and for that mailer any ac machine) acquires the functionality of the
commutator with an inverter. The inverter controls hoth the magnitude of the cur
rent and its phase. allowing the machine's flux and IOrque channels to be decou
pled by controlling precisely and injecting the n ux- and torque-producing currents
in the induction machine to match the required rotor fiux linkages and electro·
magnetic torque. The phasor control of current further adds to the complexily of
computation involving phase and magnitude and of transformations to orienl il
and iT with respect to rotor flux linkages. Note that Ihe orientation need not be on
rotor flux linkages: the computations can be carried OUI in stator or rOlor or arbi·
trary reference frames. Synchronous reference frames llre often used for the sake
of freeing the signal-processing circuits from high handwidth requirements. as is
explained elsewhere.

8.3 DIREa VECTOR CONTROL

8.3.1 Description

A block diagram of the direct vector-control scheme with a current-source
inverter is shown in Figure 8.2. The electrical rotur speed. W,. is compared to the

rckrcncc speed. w;. and the error is amplified and limilcd to generate the rder

ence (command) torque. T;. The rotor fiux linkages reference }.; is derived frum

the rotor speed via an absolute-value function generalor. ,,; is kept al I p.u. for from
u· to I-p.u. rOlor speed: beyond I+p.u. speed. it is varied as a function of the rotor
speed. This is to ensure that the rotor speed is extended beyond the base speed
wilh the available de voltage to the inverter. by weakening the rotor flux link
ages. thus reducing the induced emf to lower thall that of the available output
voltage from the inverter. By reducing the rotor flux linkages for the same
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lorque-producing componenl of Ihe Slator current, Ihe eleclromagnelic torque is
reduced, which. in combinalion wilh Ihe increasing rotor speed. can be con
trolled to produce the constant power output. say al rated value of the machine
in sleady state. The torque and rotor flux-linkages references are compared to
the torque, T., and Ihe rotor flux-linkag~s,hr' rcspeclively. Their errors are ampli
fied and· limiled to generate the reference torque- and flux-producing

components of stalor current, i~ and ij. respectively. Phasor addition of ij and

i~ yields the stator·current phasor reference i;, and the angle between i~ and

i; gives the torque·angle reference. O~. The sum of lorque angle and field angle

gives the position of the stator-currenl phasor. a,. Together wilh ~. this gener

ales the stator-phasr currenl references.. i~. i;". and i;.. These stator-phase-current
requests are simplified by using an inventr and current feedback loops. The
phase-current conlrolloops can use one of the following swilching techniques:

l. PWM
2. hysteresis
J. space-vector modulation (SVM)

Refer to Chapter 7 for a description of PWM, and hysteresis switching schemes and
SVM scheme may be found in references and in some manner in this chapter. By
one of these control techniques.. the inverter oulpUI currents are made to corre·
spond to the reference inputs- The feedback variables 0(. Te• and A, are obtained
from the flux and lorque processor block. This is the key to Ihe direci veclor
control scheme. The realization of Ihis block will be examined in detail.

8.3.2 Flux and Torque Pro<essor

The inputs 10 Ihis block are two stalor phase curren IS and one set of Ihe following:
either (i) terminal voltages or (ii) induced emf from the flux-sensing coils or Hall
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(8.9)

(KIO)

sensors. The selection of (i) or (ii) will determine the computational algorithm.
Hence, for these inputs.computational steps are developed in the following.

8.3.2.1 case (i): Terminal voltages. By using terminal voltages. the air gap
torque. flux, and field angle can be computed with either rotor or stator flux link
ages. The choice has significant impact on the performance of the drive system in
terms of its parameter sensitivity. as is seen from the following development.

A. Rotor·Aux·Based Calculator Two line-to-line voltages can be measured, from
which the phase (line to neulral) voltages can be computed (provided that the volt
ages arc balanced). The q and d stator voltages in the stator reference frames are
obtained from the phase voltages as

I
v"" = v3 (v", - v...)

Similarly, the currents are obtained in the same way; these equations hold true for
them, too. From the stator-reFerence-frame equations of the induction motor. the
stator equations an:

v", = (R. + L,p)i~. + Lmpi~,

v.,t, = (R, + L.p)i~, + Lmpidf

from which the rotor currents. i.., and idr,can be computed as

i~, = ~m {f (vqo - R.i..,.,)dt - L.i..,.,}

iJ , = ~m {f (vJs - R,iJs)dt - L.ick }

From all the stator and rotor currents. torque. the flux and field angle can he com·
puted as follows:

"'" = L,id, + Lmi lh

).,'" = Lfi.., + L m i4• (KI2)

Or = tan-I (",)

'"Equations (8.9) to (8.12) can be implemented with computational circuits, as shown
in Figure 8.3. The same diagram could be used for the code development for imple
mentation in a single-chip processor. Note the circuit's dependence on the motor
parameters R,. L,. L,. and L.,. The changes in stator resistance could be tracked
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indirectly with inexpensive temperature sensors. As for the inductances, they would
have no significant variations in this scheme since nux control is implemented.
Hence. parameter sensitivity would not greatly plague the accuracy of the measure·
ment and calculation of nux. torque. and field angle.

S. Stator-Flux-Based Calculalor Computational steps and dependence on many
motor parameters could be very much reduced by using the stator nux linkages and
calculating the electromagnetic torque. using only the stator nux linkages and stator
currents. Then only stator resistance is employed in the computation of the stator
nux linkages. thereby removing the dependence of mutual and rotor inductances of
the machine on its calculation.The steps involved are summarized brieny as follows.

Ads = J('" - R,ids)dt

... ~ J('~ - R,i",)dt

<•. 13)
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In this case, the nux loop can be closed with the stator nux linkages instead of the
rotor nux linkages. The accuracy of the computation might not be high, even though
this algorithm depends only on the stator resistance rather than on many other
motor parameters. as is proved by an example in the following. The sensitivity of the
stator resistance variation and its impact on the accuracy of the stator nux linkages
and hence on the electromagnetic torque is high when the stator voltages arc small
and of comparable magnitude to the resistive voltage drops. 'rllis is the case at low
speeds: hence, dynamic operation at such speeds is very poor under this scheme.

Example 8.1

Find the errors in the stator nux-link:1ges magnitude and elcc!rumagnctic torque compUla·
tions when the stator resistance has risen from its nominal value hy 50%. The motor parame·
ters are as follows:

R. '" 0.277 n: R," 0.183 n: L. = 0.05381-1: L..- 0.05531-1: L," 0.05606 1-1: P = 4

Operliling painls: (i) w, .. 16.932 raJ/sce: W,I '" 6.932 rad/sec: V .. 17.657 (line to lint,;) rms
(ii) w, .. 306.lJ32 r:uJ/scc: W.1 '" 6.932 rad/sec: V = 172.33 (line to tine) rms

SoIUlion For ca~ of computlillon. the synchronous reference frame is employed.

Operating poini (i): The synchronuus-frame q and d axes voltages arc

viv· =-v", 14.416v:~=O• Vi
The currentS are found as.

L,w, ()

R, -Lmw.

L.,w" R,
0 -L,w..

L.W']-'[ V;'] [17.641]U v~ = 5.176
L,IaI\j 0 -15.722
R, 0 2.459

where R" = 1.5R•.
These machine currents are availahk through turrcnttransduccn> hi lhe flux lind torque

processor. The stator nux linkages arc th.::n calcuhucd. with the nomlllal value of the stalor
resistance in the calculalOr circuit a§

V· - R I'
>"~(R,) .. - do. • "';

w,

~,- R.[~,
"~(R,) .. ---"--'-"

w,

from which. upon subslitution of thc stah.,r fUTrents and voltages for ~li't"r resislllnees of R.
ilnd R'I.lht,; SlalOr flu., linkages art;: ohtilined <IS

~(R.) '" 0.085 Wh-Turn: ~(R..) .. 0.563 Wb-Turn: A,(R,) - 1I.5tl~ Wb-Turn

>"~.(R.d "'- 0.127 Wb-Turn: A~(R..d ., OA19 Wh-Turn: >",(R,I) .. 0.4.'7 Wh-Turn

"T.(R,) .. '2 2- p.:;'(R,JI~, - >"~(R.)I5.f
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(8.14)

from which Ihe IOrque iscalculaled as

T.(R,) - 28.473 N'm; andT,(R..,) ~ 20.179 N·m

The errors in the nux and torque are

a~, '" A,,(R..I) - ~,(R,) .. -0.132 Wb~Thrn

tIT. '" T.(R,I) - T.(R,) .. -8.249 N'm

These errors arc considerable: Ihe nux error is approximately 25% and lorque error is 41 %.
compared to rated values. Consider the second operating poinl.

Operaling point (ii): The currents al R' l are found. similarly to the ahove procedure.

I:' = 15.61 A: I~" 9.614 A

The nux linkages ,He

~~(R,) ~ 0.009 Wh-Turn: ~~(R.) ,. 0.444 Wb-Turn: ;\,(R,) .. 0.444 Wb-Turn

;\~(R,,) - 0.013 Wb-Turn: ~~(R.I) = 0.4)7 Wb-Turn: ~,(R'I) '" O.437m Wb-Turn

The torques are

T,(R,j .. 20.636 N·m. T.{R,,1 ,. 20.178 N'm

The errOrl; in lhe stalOr nux linkages and torque are

il~, .. ;\,(R..I) - ~.(R,) - -0.001 Wb-Turn

ilT. '" T.(R,I) - T.(R,) .. -0.458 N'm

These errors are very small: they constitute less than 2% of rated values.

8.3.2.2 Case Oi): Induced EMF from flux-sensing coils or hall sensors.
Two selS of sensing coils can be placed in slator slols having 90 electrical degrees
displacemenl. and one sel can be placed on Ihe mmfaxis of one phase. say phase a.
These coils can be concentric, making the layout easier. The sensing coils arc iso
lated from the power circuit. to help in tying the outputs of those coils to the logic
level-control circuits directly. Two Hall sensors can also be placed very similarly to
lhe sensing coils; Hall sensors refleci Ihe rate of change of the stator flux linkages.
Let the induced emfs of the q and d axes be eqo. and elb _respeclively. The slalor q and
d axes nux linkages,~.... and ~<b' respeclively, arc defined as

~q, ,. L.i.... + Lmiq,

~ds = L,i", + Lmid•

In terms of induced emfs. they are

~'I'=Jeq.dt

A.n= Jed.dt
(8.15)
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(8.16)

(8.171

from which the rotor q and d axes curre.nlS are derived as.

. '., L, . 1 {I d L'}, :---, =- e t- I
qrLmLm'l'Lm'l' • If'

. Ad. L.. 1 {I . }Id =---1",=- e dt-Ll
, L.. Lm Lm Q$ ''''

From the rotor q and d axes currents and slator nux linkages. the rotor nux linkages
and torque are obtained as

Aq, = L,ill, + Lmi<j>

Ad. = L,id, + L."i",

A, = V(A'IY + (Ad,)lLar

af = tan- I
("')

Ad.

(8. iRl

Note that the torque equation does not involve machine parameters for its calcula
tion. The rotor nux linkages and the field angle are dependent on machine parame
ters: Lm• L., and L,. When there is a change (due 10 saturation) in these parame!Crs.
they will introduce an error in the computation of A, and af. In particular. the error
in the computation of field angle will generate significant errors in the vector con
tro!: that is the most crucial information for control. The nux and torque processor
realized with terminal or sensing coils or Hall sensors have some merits and demer
its. These are discussed in the following.

The merits of these forms of measuring and compming the rOlor nux linkages.
its position. and the electromagnetic torque are as follows.

(i) The sensing schemes use only electronic transducers and do not use any with
moving or rotating parts, such as synchros or optical encoders. The absence of
moving parts in the transducers makes the reliability of these schemes more
robust than from employing mechanical/optical transducers.

(ii) Further, the costly process of mechanical mounting and the loss of valuable
space and volume inside or outside the machine enclosure for the rotating
sensor parts are avoided, The compactness afforded increases the overall
power density of the motor drive system. A saving in labor and parts makes
these sensing schemes very allractive at the low-cost. low-power end of indus
trial applications.

Some disadvantages are as follows:

(i) At zero stator frequency. there is no induced emf in an the measurement
schemes. The result is that neither nux linkages nor their positions are available
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for vector control. Therefore, torque production at zero speed is not precisely
controllable. thus making it unsuitable for positioning applications such as servos.

(ii) The same problem in a different form appears at low speeds. At these speeds.
the induced-emf signals can be so small that signal-processing circuits cannot
use them: they arc comparable to quantization errors in digital circuits and
will be affected hy drifl in the analog. circuits. This. combined with factor (i)
makes the direct vector-control drive unsuitable for precise positioning and
low-speed opera lion.

(iii) The installation of sensing windings or of H;llI-effect sensors. even though it is
an inexpensive production process. adds to the number of wires coming out of
the machine frame.lllis is not acceptahle in high-volume applications. such as
HVAC. because of the cost involved in the hermetic sealing. Extra wires arc
also not desirahle in high-reliahility applications. such as defense actuators
and nudc;lr-pl;trll pump drives.

(iv) In the case of using voltage and current transducers, the fillering required to
obtain the fundamental at high frequencies will produce a large phase shift and
inaccuracy in the computation of field ang.lc, which will deteriorate the decou
pIing of nu.~ and torque controls. II is r<..'kvllnt to observe here that \'oltage sens
ing \\ith gah'anic isolalion can Ix ca5il~ and cost-effectively realized from the
logic-Ievd sv.itching signals of the inverlcr.thc phase currents. and an indica
tion of the de link voltage magnitude. Thc interested reader is referred to 1251,

8.3,3 Implementation with Six-Step Current Source

In the above development. the form of current-source inverter was not discussed,
It could be a six-step in\'erler or an in\ertcr with sinusoidal current outputs. 'me
six-step current,sour.:c imcrtcr can he realill'd either with an ASCI or .... ith a
PWM inverter with mner current loops. di~ussed in Chapter 7. Thc sinusoidal
inverter is realized from a PWM inverter \\ illl inner current loops. Tlic switchin~

of the inverter can he done with different modulation techniques. Thi~ section
considers the six-ste;:p currcnt-source inverter for direci vector-control implemen
tation. Some drives use an ASCI implement,ttion for its advantages in cOSt and
reliability.

The sirnul,l1ioll results of direct vcctor cuntrol with a six-stcp current-source
inverter is shown in Figures K4(i) and (ii). Ideal currenl source is assumed with neg
ligible rise and fall times. One-p.u. speed is commanded from standstill. which pro
duces the maximum torque command. The mtllr flux linkages are at I p.u. whellthe
speed command is applied. Tlie torque co1l1mand is limited to ::'::2 p.u. In a si.,-~to.'P

currenl-sourCe inverter. a high amount of ~i~th-harmonic torque pulsation i, prc,
senL A feedback of ~uch a torque results in larger oscillations in torque in a direct
vector-controlled induction motor. To a\Old ~uch a problem, either the feedback
control of torque and nu~ linkages is deleted or the filtered IOrque signal i, u~d for
feedback conlrol. lhcSl: IWO ca~s are shown III Figures 8.4(i) and (iiI, r<..'spccti\e1y.
In both the control -.cherne"," the key result .. an: similar. except in the case of nU'l;

linkages experiencing a de\ lalinn in the open,loop case, Also, becausc of the torqu,,"
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feedback, Ihere is additional Swilching inlroduecd in lhe phase currenb. 111C wm
mon performance features arc summarized in the following.

The eleclromagnetic torque rises inslantaneously. and its average reaches the
command value. A small swing in rotor nux linkages is seen. due 10 the fael that the
Slator-current phasor can assume only seven disiinci slates and hence is nOI smooth.
As the speed error is decreased,lhe lorque command and. hence,lhe mag.nitudes of
the stator currents decrease. as is clearly seen in the figure.
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Figure 8.5 shows the simulation results of a sinusoidal PWM inverter
controlled induclion mOlor torque drive. A step command of one-p.u. bidireclional
load torque is applied, The torque·producing current rises in a very short time to
match the load torque. and Ihe response is almost inslantaneous. As the speed is
allowed to vary freely. the stator frequency follows the speed as seen from the stator
current. The rOlor nux linkages are steady and are unperturbed by the torque changes.
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8.3.4 Implementation with Voltage Source

Figure ~.6shows the vector-control implementation with a voltage-source inverter.
The current commands i~· and id.· are generated. very much as with the vector
control with current-source inverter. The dq current errors set the required stator
vohage commands "'",. and Y<t<·. By using the transformation matrill:. the two ,,:(;S
vollage commands are converted into three-phase voltage commands. which will
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when the machine has rated r'llor flux linkages. During aen:ler:uiol1 ;lnu dcct:lcm
tion. the torque is mai11laitlcd:lt 2 p.u. lind -2 p.u .. rc'>pl'ctivcly. Note the !>milolh

:lcct::!cration and dcceICrali(lJ\ sp.:.:J proliles... The I.... m-'p...cu CTO!>SO\'('r IS afkcIl·U.
with no oscillations in current.lorque. nux. and speed. h~ m...ans of the prc:'cise con
trol of rolor nux linkages.

8.3.5 Direct Vector (Self) Control in Stator Reference Frames
with Space-Vector Modulation

A llo\'d way of implcl11l·llting. the tllrect veClOr-cuntrolleJ inductiun mOlOr Jme
\\;t1l voltage-sourcc inv...·r1er i.. prc~nted in this s..:..:tiol1 from reference I·Uil.11m
method uses feedback control of torque and stator nU\. "hich arc compUletl fTilm
thc measurcd stator VOIl'I,!!.C' :lIlt! eurr..:nts. As the mdh,l(l dll",s nOI us..: a po,itl\l/1 or
~pecd sensor to conlrolth~' 1l1;t..:hin..: and uses its OWI1 l'Icctrieal UUlput currcnt~ :md
rcsulting terminal vohag..:'. Ihi~ i~ :11';0 referrcd as a dlr..:(·t ~~'If-control ~chell1l'. rh~'

mcthod us..:s a slator rckrenc..: l11'Kkl of the IIldUCtl\l!1 mOlor fur il~ implel11..:nw·
lioll. thereby avoiding tht· trigonomctric operations ill thc coonlin;l!e transfurma
tions of the synchronous refer..:nc..: framcs. This is on~' <ltthc 1,.1:) ad\'<lntages of the
control scneme.111e schcm..: use~ "tator nux-linkage:. C\lllt rol. 'I1'mt cl1"blcs the nu~

weakening operation of the mowr Itl l~ .;traightforwJlrd l'ompared to rOlOr nll~

wc.tkening. in tllat the .;tat,lr flux tS Jirectly prop0rllonal to til..: induced ..:1111
whereas th..: rotor nux d,l":,, nut l1a\..: the ,ame rciluiol1,11ill. Il,i., reduc .... :. tile dept'n-
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."igure 8.7 Dynamic performance or a ~pecd·conlrollcd vollagc·.our,c dllCCI '·~clor·conlrol scheme

dence of the scheme on nwny mOlOr parameters. thus making it a rubust scheme in
the flux-weakening region. The scheme depends only on !>talOr resistance and on no
other parameters. For its flux and torque control. this control scheme requires Ihe
position of the nux phasor. which is difficult to obtain at low and zero speeds from
measured voltages and currellls by using a torque processor. AI such low speeds.
these signals are very small. making scating and accuracy problematic: also. the
stator-resistance variations introduce significant errors in the nux·phasor computa·
tion. Invariably the low-speed operation suffers with this scheme without statur
resistance compensation.
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The implementation of the scheme requires flux linkages and torque compu
tations. plus generation of switching states through a feedback control of the torque
and flux directly without inner current loops.

The stator q and d axes flux linkages are

~'" = f(v", - R.i'l') dt

~~. = f(v ltl - R.idol dt

(8.19)

(820)

(8.21)

(822)

where the direcl and quadrature axis components are obtained from the nbc vari
ables by using the transformation.

. 1 (. .)
Ill> :: Vj I", - II»

This Iransformation is applicable for voltages and flux linkages as well. To obtain
uniformly rotating stator flux, note that the motor voltages have 10 be varied uni
formly without steps too. This imposes a requirement of continuously variable sta
tor voltages with infinite steps. which is not usually met by the inverter because it
has only finite switching states..

Swilching Stales or Ihe Inverter Consider the inverter shown in Figure 80M. The
terminal voltage a wilh respect to negative of Ihe dc supply is considered. and V.. is
determined by a sct of switches.. Sa' consisting ofTt andT. as shown in the Table 8.1.
When the switching devices T I and T4 and their antiparallel diodes are off. V, is
indeterminate. Such a situation is not encountered in practice and. hence. has not
been considered. "me switching of SI! and So sets for line band c can be similarly
derived. The total number of switching states possible with So' Sb' and S, is eight:
they are elaborated in Table 8.2 by using lhe following relationships:

THREE "'IAS£-

ac MAINS -11+-+
SUPPI,.V

I~•

'.

18.23)

lllRH
! P11A,£

··!---t-l-i,,'DI t TlO'
'!-+-"",,"010R

RIU"' Il8 Powe.<irouit configuralion or the indut:tion mOtor dri~e
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TABLE 8.1 Switching state'S of inverter pha~ leg a

T, T. S. v.

0' off , V.
off 0" " II

TABLE B.2 Inverter switching states and machine voltages

State5 S. S, S, V. v, V, V. V, v" V. v, V. V. v.
, I I ,

U 0 V. 0 0 V. U -v", -v -jV. _jV", 'V 0.' . .' .
!v -~V !V

, v

" " V. U V. V. -V. " )"V... -"-.' . .' . ) . ~
I I 'V I v.

'" 0 " U 0 V. 0 -v. V. _ -V", _jV", - .i:V'") ) . ~, I , ,
'v 0 0 V. V. -V. 0 V. _~v", jV"" jV" -J"\ .... ,

,
'V I ~\' V.V , U " V. U -V. V. " _)"V... .' . -"3 V

"" -.\ .... ,~

"
, , 2 ~v V.

VI V. V. 0 0 V. ~v'" )"v.... -V. _-v""
-~.' ) , .

VII U II II II U "
, 0 II " 0 ,

" "VIII , I I V. V. V. 0 0 II " 0 0 "
,

and machine phase voltages for a balanced system are

(v.h - v.. )
v.. ==

3

(vhe - \'",,)
VM; ==

3

(v... - v",), ~• 3

(1':.24)

and q and d axes voltages are given by

(K251

The stalor q and d vollages for each state are shown in Figure 8.9. The IimilCd slates
of the inverter crealc distinct discrete movement of the stator-voltage phasor. v,
consisting of the resullant of v'lS and vd$' An almost continuous and uniform nux
phasor is feasibl~ with these discrete voltage states, one <Jue to their integration over
time as secn from equal ions (8.19) and (8.20).

For canuol of the voltage phasor both in its magnitude and ph a:...:. lhe
requested vollage vectors phase and magnitude arc sampled. say once every
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q
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swilching period. The phase of the requested vollage veClOr identifies the nearest
two nonzero vollage vectors. The requesled voltage vector can be synthesized by
using fraclions of the two nearesl voltage vectors. which amounts to applying these
two veClors. one at a time. for a fraction of the switching period. The neareSt zero
voltage veClOr 10 the IWO voltage vectors is applied for the remaining switching
period. The duty cycle for each of the voltage vectors is determined by Ihe phasor
projeclion of the requesled voltage vector onlO Ihe IWO nearest vollage vectors.
This method of controlling lhe input voltages to the machine Ihrough a synthesis
of voltage phasor rather than the individualline-to-Iine voltages has the advantages
of: (i) not using pulse-width modulation carrier-frequency signals. (ii) higher funda
ment<ll voltages compared 10 sine-triangle PWM, based controllers. (iii) given the
switching frequency, the Swilching losses arc minimized, and (iv) lower voltage and
current ripples. This melhod of switching the inverter is known as space vector
modulalion (SVM) and.many varialions are available in literature.

Aux control A uniform rDlaling stalor nux is desirable. and it occupies one of
the sextanls (in the phaser diagram shown in Figure 8.10) at any lime. The stalor
nux phasor has a magnitude of).". with an inSlantaneous position of Ok' The corre
sponding d and q axes componenlS are ""do; and "".... respeclively. Assuming Ihal a
feedback of stalor nux is available, ils place in the sextant b" identified from ils
position.1"l1en the innuencing voltage phasor is idenlified hy gi\'ing a 900 phase
shifl. For example. if the stalor-nux phasor is in sextant <2>.thc: right influencing
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volt'lgt.: phasor has to be either VI or I. Voltage phasor J is 90° - Or. and VI is 150
- 9.. from the nux phasor. One of these two sets increases A.,. the other decreases
A.,. This is found from the following explanation obtained from Figure It! I.

Consider the e(feCi of swilching voltage phasor sct I, v,. and phasor set VI. v\ I'

As seen from the phasor diagram. in the case of set I. the flux phasor increases in
magnitudc from ,l." to ,l."I: in Ihc case of set VI. it decreases to A.., I' This Implies that
the closer vollage-phasor set increases the nux and the fanher voltage-phasor set
decreaSeS the flux. but note thai both of them advance the flux phasor in position.
Similarly for all olher sextants. the switching logic is developed. A flux error. ,l.,<,.

thus determines which voltage phasor has to be called, and this nux crror is con
verted 10 a digital signal with a window comparator with a hysteresis of &,l.,. (let il be
S~).'nlC switching logic to realize S~ from ,l.,., is given in the following:

ConditIOn

1
U

O\'cr and above the flux control. the control of eleclromagnclic torque is
required for a high-performance drive. It is achieved as follows.

Torque control Torque control is exercised by comparison of the command torque
to the l<lrque measured from the stator nux linkages and stator currents as

(X-2SJ
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figure 8.11 Effect of switching vI and "VI on SlalOf·nUX phasof

The error torque is processed through a window comparator to produce digital out
puts, s,., as follows:

COlldition Sf

(T; - T,) > .IT, I
-ST, < (T; - T,) < &T, 0
(T; ~ T,) < -ST, -J

where ST. is the torque window acceptable over the commanded torque. When the
error exceeds ST•. it is lime 10 increase the torque, denOling it with a +1 signal. If
the torque error is belween positive and negative torque windows. then the voltage
phasor could be at zero state. If the torque error is below -oT•. it amounts to calling
for regeneration, signified by -I logic signal.

[nlerpretation of ST is as follows: when it is I amounts to increasing the vo[t
age phasor. 0 means to keep it at zero, -I requires retarding the voltage phasor
behind the flux phasor 10 provide regeneration. Combining the flux error output S".
the torque error output ST_ and the sextant of the flux phasor S8' a switching table
can be realized 10 obtain the switching slates of the inverter: it is given in Table 8.3.
The algorithm for S8 is shown in Table 8.4.
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TABLE 8.3 Switching states for possible S._ S" and S.

S,

S. S, <I> <2> <'> «> <'> <.>

VI I 11 III IV V
(1.1.0) (1.0.0) (1.0.1) (u.0.1I (0.1.1 ) «(1.1.11 J

0 VIII VII V1I1 VII VlJI \' II
( 1.1.1 ) (0.0.0) (1.1.1) (Il.U,OI (I.l.l) (11.11.0)

-I 11 III IV V VI I
(1.0.1l (0.0,1) (0.1.1 ) (n.l.o) • (1,l.O) (I.Om

0 V VI I 11 111 IV
(0.1.0) (1.1.0) (lAO) (l.O.I) (0.0.1) (0.1.11

0 0 VII VIII VII VIII VII VIII
(0.0.0) {l.UI (0.0.0) ( l.l.]) (0.0.0) (1.1.11

0 -I 111 IV V VI I 11
(0.0.1) (O.LlI (0.1.0) n.l.lIl (1.0.0) (w.n

TABLE 8.4 Flu... ·phasor se...tant logic (SJ

$cllam

Osfl,,501If).

-,,13"'11.. :5:11
- 21113 50 fI.. :S -11/)
-11 S flf<,5O -2,,13

21113 50 Ilf< 50 "
1113 50 tI(, ::s 2,,1).

<2>
<'>
«>
<,>
<.>
<I>

Consider the first column corresponding to S. '= <I>. The switching states of
the inverler are indicated in parentheses: they correspond 10 S•. SI>' and St' 'Ilie nux
error signal indicates I. which means the nux is less than its request value and th..:re·
fore the nux phasor has 10 be increased. At the same time. torque error is positive.ask·
ing for an increase. Merging Ihese two with the position of the nux phasor in <I >. Ihe
voltage phasor I and VI satisfy the requirements only if the nux is within the first ;\()O

of thc sextant <1 >. In the second 30°. note that the voltage phasor I will increase Ih~

Oux·phasor magnitude but will retard it in phase. This will result in a reduction of
the stator frequency and reversal of the direction of torque. The control requires the
advancement of the nux phasor in the same direction (i.c.. counterclockwise in Ihis
discussion): fhat could be salisfied only by vohage phasor VI in this 30°. Voltage pha·
sor VI is the only one satisfying the uniform requirements throughout the Se~lll1lt

< I>. so the voltage phasor VI is chosen for ST and S~ 10 he equal to +1 with the nux
phasor in sextant <I>. When the torque error is zero.lhe only logical choice is 10
apply zero line vollages: because the previous state had twO + I states. it is easy IU
<lchieve zero line voltages by choosing the switching stale VIII with all ones. If the
torque error becomes negative wilh S'r :: -I. the machine has to regenerate. with a
simultaneous increase in nux phasor due to s~ '= I: hence. the voltage phasor is
retarded close 10 the nux phasor. and. hence. switching sHue III 1.0. I) is selecfcd.
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If SA =0 (i.e" Ihe flux phasor has exceeded its requesl by Ihe hysteresis win
dow amount, &~J)' then it has (0 be decreased to malch ils request value by choosing
a voltage phasor away from flux phasor, i,c" V. This accelerates the flux phasor and
increases the slip speed, resulling also in an increase of electromagnetic torque. thus
satisfying ST ::: I demand. When ST ::: O. reach zero line-voltage states by going to
VII. because V contained two zero states in iL If ST = -1. then regenerate. increas
ing the negative torque but decreasing the flux phaser: this is achieved by retarding
the voltage phasor behind the flux phasor. but far away from iI.and hence III ischo
sen. Note that it has two zeros in it, and. therefore, transition from VII to III
requires a change of only one switch signal.

Implementation The drive scheme is realized as shown in Figure 8.12. Further. to
reduce the voltage transducers. the information of line and phase vollages could be
obtained from a single dc-link voltage transducer and the gate drive signals. Similarly.
the phase currents can be reconslructed from a single dc-link current transducer and
the gate drive signals of the inverter. In all, only two transducers are required. both of
which are electrtcal; it40es not require moving paris. thus making this control scheme
robust and reliable. Further, the cost of the drive-system comrol is very low compared
to that of posilion-sensor-based veclor-controlled induclion mOtor drives.

Performance The dynamic performance of this drive scheme is shown for both the
torque· and the speed-comrolled drive in Figures 8.13(a) and (b). respeclively. The
motor details are given in Example 5.4. The hysteresis windows for the torque and
flux linkages are 0.05 p.u. and 0.001 p.u., respectively. The propoTlional and integral
gains of the speed controller are 50 and 0.05. respectively. The base values of torque.
speed, flux linkage, currenl. and VOltage are 20.3 N·m. 377 rad/sec. 0.4213 \Vb-turn.
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18.94 A, and 200 V, respectively. The dc-link voltage is set at 285 V. The rolor is free
of load for roth torque- and speed-controlled operation.

For the torque drive, note thai the machine Slarts from standstill and. hence.
takes a time of 2S ms to eSlablish the stator nux linkages with high currents of
4.5 p.u. This is unusual and is nOI allcmptcd in practice. The stator nux phasor
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Figure 8.U(b) Dynamic performance of tile speed·conTrolied drive system in normalized units

becomes uniform, as seen from its plol. The torque response is almost instanta
neous, with considerable switching frequency ripples on it. The ripple torques have
no effect on the speed, a·s shown from the speed-controlled drive.

The speed command is a step of 0.5 p.u. at staning and a step of 0.5 to -0.5 p.u.
at 0.1 s. It is assumed thai the machine has rated nux linkages at the time of applica
tion of the speed command. The electromagnetic IOrque is limited to ~2 p.u., which
provides a faster acceleration, as is seen from the Figure 8.13(b). The rotor speed
takes a smooth ramp profile with no oscillations, while the current is limited to two
p.u. The locus of the stator flux-linkages phasor is almost a uniform circle, even dur
ing large speed changes and hence torque commands, thus showing the complete
decoupling of the flux- from the torque-producing channels in the drive system.
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It is noticed that stator frequency is not a distinct input in the direct self-control scheme. How
can that be extracted for possible use in speed-sensorless control application?

Solution The synchronous speed is the speed of the stator flux-linkages phasor. It
may be recalled that the synchronous frequency is equal to the stator frequency. It is obtained
as the derivative of the stalQr flux-linkages-phasor position. As the stator flux linkages and its
Ii and q components are available. this task is made easier in the cont rol scheme. The synchro
nous speed. then. is derived as

0\.",0\.0. - o\.dsA",

>.i + >.~

(vq, - R,i'l'J>..n - (v", - R.idsJ)..~,

"Note th<lt differentiation of the q and d axes stator flux linkages is avoided with measured
st<llOr voltages and computed resistive voltage drops with measured currents. The denomina
tor is zero to start with. so caution must be exercised at start. After the initial start mode. the
denominator. which is the stator flux-linkages phasor, is always nontrivial. As the stator volt
ages are pulsed. the stator frequency signal is fraught with noise and. therefore. filtering is
required to enable its use in feedback control applications.

Parameler sensitivity The scheme is sensitive to stator resistance instrumented in
the controller. Note that, in comparison to many other schemes. the parameter
dependency of this scheme is restricted to only one parameter: other control
schemes are dependent on many more parameters. The stator-resistance change has
a wide variation (from 0.75 to 1.7 times its nominal value). due 10 a large extenlto
temperature variation and to a smaller degree to stator-frequency variation. It dete
riorates the drive performance by introducing errors in the estimated flux linkage's
magnitude and position and hence in the electromagnetic torque estimation. partic·
ularly at low speeds. Note that, at low speeds. the stator-resistance voltage drops
constitute a significant portion of the applied voltages.

A few control schemes have been proposed to overcome this p<lrameter sensi
tivity. A partial. operating-frequency-dependent hybrid flux estimator has been pro
posed for stator-resistance lUning: it has as problems convergence and slowness of
response. Adjustment of the stator resistance in conformance to the difference
between the flux current and its command has the problem of identifying the actual
flux current. Finding stator resistance from the steady-state voltage equation has the
shortcoming of using the direct axis flux linkage. which itself has been affected by
stalor-resistance variations. The usc of Slator-current phasor error with PI and fuzzy
estimators demonstrates good performance in the tuning of the stator resistance. The
fuzzy estimator seems to outperform the PI-based estimator. thereby necessitating
the use of intclligent control techniques to synthesize the adaptation mechanism.

There is a possible instability problem. due to parameter sensitivity. that arises in
the direct self-control scheme. Thc drive ,ystem becomes unstable if the instrumented
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slator resistance in Ihe controller is higher than the machine resistance. Such cases
can arise in practice.Two possible scenarios follow:

(i) The stator resistance can be lower than its controller-sct-point nominal value
in an externally housed drive system in colder climates; the operating temper
ature could be different from the motor temperalUre at slarting. The con
troller resistance might correspond to the operating temperature that is
justifiable for operation in the parameter-uncompensated system.

(ii) If the drive system has parameter adaptation and if its performance is poor,
then the estimated stator resistance might at limes be higher than the actual
stator resistance. leading to instability.

This section presents a solution; to tT:lck the stator resistance. so Ihat the perfor
mance degradatwn and a possible inslability problem can be avoided. A signal pro
portional to stator-resistance change io; developed by using the error bel ween the
reference and actual stator current phasor. A simple proportional-integral (PI) con
troller is used in the Slator-current phasor feedbad: loop to adapt the slator resis
tance instrumenled in the controller. An analytic expression to evaluate the stator
current command from the torque and slator nux linkage commands (35) is used
here. The performance of the controller is shown. with dynamic simulation resulls
for a wide variety of operating conditiOns. including nux-weakening.

Inslability Due 10 Parameler Mismatch A mismatch between the controller-sct sta
tor resistance and its actual value in the machine can create instability. as is shown in
Figure 8.14.This figure shows the simulations for a step stator resistance change from
100% to 80% of its nominal value at 0.5 s. with a rated torque command applied at
0.1 s. The drive system becomes unstable, This could be reasoned OUI as follows: As
the motor resistance decreases in the machine. ilS current increases for the same
applied voltages. which increases the flux and electromagnetic torque. The controller
has Ihe opposite effect: the increased currents.. which are inputs to the system. cause
increased stalor-resistance voltage drops in the calculator. resulting in lower flux
linkages and electromagnetic torque estimation. They are compared with their com
mand values. giving larger torque and flux-linkages errors. resulling in the command
ing of larger voltages. causing larger currents. all leading 10 a run-off condition.

The instability result of a step change is not realistic: the stator resistance does
not in practice change in a step manner. A linearly decreasing stator resistance is
simulated. and the performance is shown in Figure 8.15. Even for such a gradual
change of stator resistance. nOle that the system becomes unstable. The controller
calculated electromagnetic torque and stator flux-linkages are almost equal to ref
erence values and contrary to the real situation in the machine. But the ST.S~.and S.
signals 10 command the voltage vector signify an increase in voltage magnitude and
a decrease in slip speed. Hence. any scheme using reference torque and flux link
ages for parameter compensation would not be effective. For example. the air gap
power-feedback control for parameter compensation in the indirect vector
controlled drive system is successful, but it will not work in this drive system.

The parameter mismatch between the controller and the machine also results
in a nonlinear relationship between torque and its reference. making it an imperfect
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Figure 8.14 Instability due to parameter mismatch (or a step Stator·resi,tance change

torque amplifier. This will have undesirable consequences in a torque drive and to a
smaller extent in the speed-conlrolled drive systems. The motor-resistance adapta
tion is essential to overcome instability and 10 guarantee a linear torque amplifier in
the direct torque-controlled drive. A stator-resistance parameter adaptation scheme
to achieve these objectives is described in the next section.

Stator-Resislance Compensation

A. Scheme A block-diagram schematic of the stator-resistance compensation
scheme is shown in Figure Klo: its incorporation in the drive schematic is given ill
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Figure 8.17 and shown in dotted lines. lllis technique is based on the principle that
the error between the measured stalOr-fecul:lack current-phasor magnitude i, and its
command i: is proportional to the stator-resistance variation.

The incremental stator resistance for correction is obtained through a PI con
troller and limiter. The current error is processeu through a low-pass filla that has
very low cutoff frequency. in order to remove high-frequency components contained
in the stator-feedback current. The low-pass filler docs not generate any <Idvcrsc
effect on the stator-resistance adaptation if the filter time constant is ..::hosen to be
smaller than the adaptation time constant. Incremental stator resisr<lncc. 6.R,. is
continuously ~dded ro the previously estimated slator resistance. R~,.ll1C final esti
mated value. ~. is obtained as the output (If another low-pass filter and limiter. This
low-pass filter is nt:cessary for a smooth variarion or the eSlimateu resistance value.
The final signal is the updated slator resist:lI1ce and can be used directly in rhe con
troller. The above algorithm requires the stator current·phasor comm<ll1d for imple
mentation. An analytic procedure to compute the stator current command from the
torque and stator nux-linkages commands is presentcd in reference [351.

B. Dynamic Simulation Results Dynamic simulations arc performed t~l villid<lte the
performance of the torque-controlled drive system wirh the compensation technique.
llie induction motor and drive system details used in rhe simulation are given next:

5 HP. 200 V. 60 Hz. J Phase. Y Connection. 4 Poles. 1766.9 rpm. R, = 0.277 n.
R, = O.1830.L, =0.0553 H.L, =0.056 H.Lm = O.05JS H.J = O.OI667kg.m2•

B = 0 N·m-slrad. Rated l<., 0= o.4:n V-so

The proportional and integral gains of the adaptation controller are OJ/} and (}.l)(X15.
respectively. The stator-resistance sampling time IS.:' ms. and the cutoff frequencies
for Ihe current and resistance low-pass filters arc 2 and 0.24 Hz. respectivdy.

[n the implementation of the drive algorithm. only six nonzero voltage vectors
are used, and two zero voltage vectors are excluded. II is nOled that this has no impact
on the basic performance of the system. Because rhI.' stator-resistance voltage drop is a
significant portion of the applied voltage at low sp....ed. rhe perrormance of rhe system
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at low speed. from variation in the stator resistance. deteriorates much more com
pared with the performance at high speed. Therefore. the rotor speed is limited to 0.1
p.u. in the simulations, to illustrate the performances in the most affected region.

Figure 8.18 shows the simulation results for a step change in stator resistance in a
parameter-uncompensated torque-<lrive system and in a compensated system. The sys
tem controller has the nominal value of stator resistance; after 0.5 s. stator resistance is
changed to twice its nominal value. and the corresponding effects are studied. Rated
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torque command is applied at 0.1 s after the stator nux linkage has reached the steady
state. Parameter adaptation is initiated arter 0.2 So. In the uncompensated system, right
after the change of resistance. the generated electromagnetic torque decreases by
nearly 25% in steady state, with much higher drop during the transient. The stator nux
linkages and stator current show similar worsening. In the compensated system, it is
noticed that stator-resistance estimate suffers in the initial transient state and converges
gradually to its final actual value in steady state. All the other variables also have initial
transient state but reach their final values in steady slate. A step variation in the stator
resistance is rather an extreme test and nOt a significant case encounlered in practice.

In actual operating conditions. the rate of change of temperature is very
slow and so is that of the stator resistance. Figure 8.19 covers this situation. Stator
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resistance is increased linearl~ from nominal value 10 twice ils nominal value in 7 s.
then dt'creas~d linearly· from til icc to 0.8 times ils nominal value. The slator-resis
lance estimate. stator current. lllrquc. and stator flux linkages arc tracking the refer
ences very closely and experience no oscilhllion or transient during tracking. Note
that Ihe instability problem encountered with no parameter adaptation is solved by
using this adaptive compensation scheme.

Step changes in torque command from I to 2 p.u. and Ihen from 2 p.U. (0 -1
p.u. while the stator resistance is being ramped up have no adverse effects on the
drive system. as is shown in Figure IUO. The nux linkages hardly vary during the~
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changes. and lorque linearity is perfectly maintained between the torque and its
command in this adaptation scheme.

The dynamic performance in the nux-weakening range is shown in Figure
8.21. The stalor resistance is ramped from nominal value to twice its nominal value.
Stator flux·linkages command and torque command are proportionally decreased
from and increased linearly again to original reference values. The tracking of motor
variables and stator resistance is achieved with hardly any transienl§. lhus proving
lhe effectiveness of the adaptive controller in the flux-weakening region also.
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8.4 DERIVATION OF INDIRECT VECTOR-CONTROL SCHEME

In th'is section, the indirect vector oontroller is derived from the dynamic equations
of the induction machine in the synchronously rotating reference frames.
Reference could be made to the derivation of dynamic equations of the induction
machine in Chapter 5. To simplify the derivation, a current-source inverler is
assumed. In that case, the stator phase currents serve as inputs: hence, the slator
dynamics can be neglected. In turn, that leads to omitting the slator equations from
further consideration.

The rotor equations of the induction machine containing flux linkages as vari
ables are given by

where

R,i~, + pX~, + W,I Xd, '" 0

R,id, + pXJ, - W'IX~, = 0

X~f = Lmi~ + Lfi~,

Ad, = Lmid. + L,iJ,

(K27)

(~.2R)

(R29)

(K30)

(8.31 )

In these equations. the various symbols denote the following: R,. the rderred
rotor resistance per phase: Lm• the mutual inductance per phase: L" the stator
referred rotor self-inductance per phase: i~, and i~,.the referred direct and quadra
ture axes currents, respectively: and p. the differential operator dId!. W,I is slip speed
in rad/sec, w. is electrical stator frequency in radfsec. w, is electrical rotor speed in
radlsec, and Xd, and A~, are TOtor direct and quadrature axes nux linkages. respectively.

The resultant rotor flux linkage, X" also known as the rotor flux-linkages
phasor, is assumed to be on the direct axis. to reduce the number of variables in
the equations by one. Moreover. it corresponds with the reality that the rotor flux
linkages are a single variable. Hence. aligning the d axis with rotor flux phasor
yields

X, = Xd,
X~, = 0

PA~, = 0

Substituting equations (.8.32) 10 (8.34) in (8.27) and (S.28) causes the new
equations to be

R,i~, + W'IA, = 0

R,i:J.. + pX, = 0

(8.321

(833)

(8.34)

rotor

(8.351

(8.36)

The rotor currents in terms of the slator currents are derived from equations (8.30)
and (8.31) as
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.~ Lm ••
1'1' = - Llq>, (8.37)

(8.38)

(8.39)

Substituting for d and q axes rotor currents from equations (8.37) and (8.3g) into
equations (8.35) and (8.36), the following are obtained:

. I
Ir = -(I + T,p]A,

L.

where

ir = id,

(8.40)

(K41 )

(8.42)

(8.43)

(8.44)
22

K'l = 31'

The q and d axes currenlS arc relabeled as torque- (iT) and flult-producing (ir>
componenls of thc slator-current phasor. respectively. T, denotes the rotor time
constant. The equation (8.39) resembles the l"ield equation in a separately-excited
dc machine, whose time constant is usually on the order of seconds. Likewise. lhut
the induction-motor rotor time conslant is also on the order of a second is to he
noted.

Similarly, by the same substitulion of the rotor currents from (8.37) and (8.JH)
into lhe torque expression. the electromagnetic torque is derived as

where the torque constant K,., is defined as

J P Lm

KI~=22l,
(8.46)

Note that the lorque is proportional to the product of the rotor flux linkages and
Ihe stator q altis eurrenL This resembles the air gap lorque expression of the de
motor, which is proponional to the product of the field flux linkages and the anna·
ture current. If the rotor nux linkage is maintained constant. then the lorque is sim·
ply proportional to the torque-producing component of the stator current, as in the
casc of the separately-cxclt<.:d de machine with armature current control, where the
torque is proportional to the armature current when the field current is constant.
Similar to the dc machine armature time constant, which is on the order of a Few
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milliseconds. the time constant of the torque current is proved to be also on the
same order in a later section and is equal to the stator-transient time constant. The
rotor flux linkages and air gap torque equations given in (8.40) and (8.45). respec
tively, complete the transformation of the induction machine into an equivalent
separately-excited dc machine from a control point of view.

The stator-current phasor is the phasor sum of Ihe d and q axes stalor currents
in any frames; it is given by

i = V(i< )' + (i< )', 4' ~,

and the dq axes to abc phase-current relationship is obtained from

(8.47)

[i:,] = ~[cos"
1~, 3 .

Sin 9 r

compactly expressed as

where

(8.48)

(8.49)

,[cosa,
IT] =-

3 .
Sin Or

i4~ "" [i~, i;;']'

i'b< = [i as rt» i",J'

cos(91 - 2
3
1t)

sin ( Or - 2
3
1t)

(8.50)

(8.51)

(8.52)

where i.., it><. and i" are the three phase stator currents. Note that the elements in the
T matrix are cosinusoidal functions of electrical angle. Or' The electrical field angle in
this case is that of the rotor flux-linkages phasor and is obtained as the sum of the
rotor and slip angles:

°r=O,+O,r

and the slip angle is obtained by integrating Ihe slip speed and is given as

0'1 = fw,rdt

From these derivations.,a drive scheme and its phasor diagram are developed.

8.5 INDIRECT VECTOR-CONTROL SCHEME

(8.53)

(8.54)

A vector controller accepts the torque and flux requests and generales the torque
and flux-producing components of the stator-current phasor and the slip-angle. 0'1'
commands. The request/command values and the controller-instrumented parame
ters are denoted with asterisks throughout this text. From equations (8.39). (8.40).
and (8.44), the commanded values of iT' if. and W,l are
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(8.55)

(8.56)

(8.57)

The command slip angle. a;, is generated by integrating W:l' The torque-angle com
mand is obtained as the arctangent of i~ and i;. The field angle is obtained by sum
ming the command slip angle and rotor angle. With the torque- and nux-producing
components of the stator-current commands and rotor field angJe.lhe 'Id axes cur
rent commands (and. hence. abc phase-current commands) are obtained as follows.
"me transformalion from the nux- and lorquc-producing currents to the 'I(faxes
current commands are derived from the phasor diagram shown in Figure It 1. The
relevant steps involved in the realization of the indirect vector controller arc as fol
lows:

.od

where

[ ;~l- ['0'0, ';09,][;;]
i~ - -sin 9, cosO, i;

I 0

T-1 =
I VJ--
2 2
I VJ- - -
2 2

(8.58)

(8.59)

(K601

By using equations (8.58) to (8.60). the stator q and d axes and abc current com
mands are derived as

i~ = li:lsin t(

i~ = I~lcos 0:

i:' = 1~lsin 0:

i~ = 1~lsin (0: - ~"IT)

i;' = 1~lsin (a: + ~"IT)

(8.611
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Figure 8.22 Funclional hlock diagram of a current-source indirect veClOr controller

ib,.

(8.62)

The current commands are enforced by the inverter with suitable control tech
niques outlined elsewhere. A realization of the scheme in block-diagram form is
shown in Figure 8.22. The Oowchart for the generation of control variables in the
indirect vector-control scheme is given in Figure 8.23. An implementation of the
indirect vector-control scheme on an inverter-fed induction motor is discussed in
the next section.

8.6 AN IMPLEMENTATION OF AN
INDIRECT VECTOR-CONTROL SCHEME

An implemenlation of the indirect vector-controlled induction motor is shown in
Figure 8.24. The torque command is generated as a function of the speed error sig
nal, generally processed through a PI controller. The nux command for a simple
drive strategy is made to be a function of speed, defined by

w,--,.
- I I "w,

(8.63)
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where AI> and WI> are the rated or base rotor nux linkages and rotor speed. respec
tively. The nux is kept at rated value up to rated speed: above that. the nux is
weakened 10 maintain the power output at a constant. very much as in the de
motor drive. In such a case. the rotor nux-linkages programming is a complex
task: it is considered in detail in section 8.10. By following the now chart given in
Figure 8.15. the three-phase stator-current commands are generated. These cur
rent commands arc simplified through a power amplifier, which can be any stan·
dard converter-inverter arrangement discussed in the earlier chapters. For small
motor drives (of less than 25-hp rating), the power amplirier is of the type shown
in Figure 8.8. The regeneralive energy is dumped in the brake resistor in this
power circuit. The output of the inverter is connected to the induction-motor sta
tor terminals. The third-phase current is reconstructed from the two measured
phase currents if the system does not have a grounded neutral.

The rotor position. 9,. is measured with an encoder/synchronous resolver and
converted into necessary digital information for feedback. Some transducers are
currently available to convert the rotor position information into velocity: they can
be used to eliminate a tachogeneralOr to obtain the velocity information. The oon
trollers are implemented with microprocessors: a vast amount of literature is avail
able for reference on this topic. Next in order are the tuning considerations for the
indirect vector controller.

Example 8.3

Prove that the !Tanskr functIOn between the rOlOr flux linkage and its command is unity;
from that. prov~ that the transfer rdationship between th~ torque and its command is unity
in the indirect veclor controller for the induction machine. Assume Ihal the machine and
controller parameters match and that there is no lime delay betwecn the currents and their
commands..

Solution From the nux-linkage equation derived from the rotor equation. the rotor
flux linkage is given as
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i,(s)
>..~s) .. L"(I + sT,)

but the flux-producing component of the stator current. i" is equal to its command value, i;.
because there is no time delay and the vector controller enforces the command faithfully
through thc inverter. which thcn is wrilten as

i, = I;
The nux-(:urrcnt command obtained from the vector controller is gi\"cn by

(1 + sT')
.o()o "~'(IIrS L;" ,s

From these equations.. the flul'>producing component of the StalOr-current phasor is suhsti·
tuh,'d in terms of the nux linka!!c command and motor parameten as

L", (I + sT;) ,
>..,(s) = L~ (I + sT,) >..,(s)

AS the motor and controller parameters match, the rotor flux linkages and its command
become equal. giving the transfer function between the rotor nux linkage and its command as
unity. Then the transfer relationship between the electromagnetic torque and its command is
derived as follows:

T'
K •
'~'K'>"",

As the mOlar and controller parameten match. the torque constant for the controller and the
machine become the same. and the ratio between the rotor flux linkage and its command is
unity. That makes the torque equal to its command value. resulting in a unity transfer reln
tionship between them.

Example 8.4

Derive the time constants aSSOClilled .....ith the flux- and torque-producing channels in an indi
rect vector-controlled inducllon motor drive.

501ul;00

ti) Flux channel: From the equation of the rotor flux linkages. it is seen that the timc con·
stant of the rotor flUX-linkages channel is the rotor time canstan!. denoted byT,.lts value
is on the order of seconds. like the field constant in the separately-excited dc machine.

(ii) Torque channel:To derive the time constant in this channel. it is assumed that the rotor
nux-linkages phasor is mHinl3lned constant.lben the torque is influenced only by Ihe
tOrque-producing component of the stator-current phasor. ir' Thcreforc. the time con·
Slant associated with this channel will be the time constant involved in the transfer
function between this curr.::nl and the corresponding voltage. which is the quadrature
axis voltage in synchronous rderence frames. It is derived as follows.
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The stator quadralUrc al'is voltage in synchronous frames is

v"",: (R, + L.p)i~ + w,l,~ + L.p~ + w,l..i~

'" R,~ + p~ + W,A~

whcre

A:" .. L,,:" - L",I;j,

~ .. L,i4., T L.i~

SubstitUling for the rotor q and d axes currents in terms of the stator q and d axcs currents
and rotor nux linkages. the d and q axes statOr nux linkages are

< L,L, - L;. ',' .,
Aq, • L 1... = (JL,'q,,

_ A, - L.i:t, L. L,l, - L;.
A.·L,I~+L .. L "'L A,+ L i~, , ,

where u is the leakage coeHicienl of the induction machine. defined as

L'
lJ":I--"-

L,L,

but in steady statc.lhe rOlOr nux.linkages phasur is given by

which. upon substitution. reduces the d axis stator !lux linkages:

~ .. L,i~

resulting in the q axis voltage:

v"", '" R,i:' + lJ"L,pi~. + w,L,i~

This gives the time constant in the q axis current path.i.e.. ll path. which is the torque channel
in the induction machine:

11 '" U L, =0 lTl, • 1; .. stator-lrilOSienltime constant
R.

Note that it is of the same order, a few mS,as the armature time constant in dc machines.

8.7 TUNING OF THE VECTOR CONTROLLER

The tuning of the vector controller requires the exact values of rotor resistance.
mutual inductance, and rotor self-inductance of the induction machine. Implementing
these values in the vector controller with proper normalization for the torque and
nux commands completes the tuning task. The tuning task is simple if the motor
parameters remain constant. The fact that lhe rotor resistance changes with tempera
ture and frequency and the leakage inductance changes with the magnitude of the
stator current complicates the tuning problem. The natural question is. then, what
values are to be instrumented in the vector controller'! Changes in the rotor resis
tance are of paramount imporlance. Hence. it should be possible to have the value of
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rotor resistance adjusted or to keep it as a nominal value (most usually a value corre·
sponding to some steady-state operating point). The need for parameter compensa·
tion becomes apparent when the consequences of parameter changes are studied
with the vector controller having fixed parameters..This is taken up in later sections..

Example 8.5

An induction motor with Ihc following data is h) llc used with an indirect veclOr controller:

5 hr. Y - conncctcd.] 41.60 Hz.4 polcs.200 V. R•• 0.277 n. R•• 0.183 n.
L.... 0.0538 H..... 0.05606 H. L.. • 0.0553 H.J .0.01667 kg-m!.

Rated speed. 1766.9 rpm.

Find the rated rotor !lu.~ linkages and torque commands and the corresponding nux- and
torque'producing C'lmptJncnts of thc stator-current command. thc stator-current phasor com·
mand.the torque-angle command. and thc slip-~pt:ed command. The dri\'c is as~umcd 10 be a
torque amplifier.

Solution The II and d aKCS voltages in ~ynchHlnous refert:nce frallles lire

v'l ..v:. = V,v'J = ItlJ.J V and ~ ;- 0 as" IS equal to the pctlk \alue or phase II milage.

The fated speed i~ 17M,'} rpm: in mechanical tIIdi<lns. it is

2nN,
"'. = -- '" 11'15.029 fad/sec

60

The steady-statc nu~ hnkag.es arc evaluatcd fmnllhe sh.:adY-St3te currents: Ihey. in lurn. arc
found by using synchronous reference frame equ3\ions wi1h the suhstitution or p = 0 and
with the slip speed l">eing fero. (Refer to eKplan,l1ions in Chapter 5.) Because the slip speed is
zero, the machine dlle~ 11<)1 produce ckctfomagnetic lmquc: thus Ihe stator currents arl' uti
lized 10 produce !'Olcl~ the ~Ialor and rotor nux Imkages.

[
,~,] [R' w,L,
[~. "" -w,L, R,
I~, n ",~L ..
I~ --.....jL.. 0

o O"L",] ,[,;,] [0104]u '15, 7H32
....,L, 0 U

R, 0 0

Electromagnetic toryuc unJer thIS cundition is.

Rotor OUK linkages 'Ir..:.

~~, = L,.I~ + L,I~, • O.U5b Wh -Turn

~J' .. L,.I~ + L,I~. O.·m .. Wb-Turn

The resultant rotor 11ull linkage IS.

.\, "" V'''I'-~'-}~' -+~(-,"~}~l = OA21-4 Wh-Turn
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It is instructive to note the difference between the stator flux-linkage magnitude and that of
its rotor counterpart from the following calculations:

A~ = t....l~ + L..I~, -'" 0.0058 Wb - Turn

A~ = L):l, + 1..,1:;" = 0.4331 Wb-Turn

which is et.jualto the flux-producing stator curn::nt in the machine and is denoted as Ir. Note
that this is peak value and not rms value. The friction and windage losses arc not given. so
they can n.: neglected. Therdore.the electromagnetic torque is equal to shaftlOrque: its rated
value is obtained as

T '" p~ = 5°745.6 =20178N'm
< W m 185.029 .

The IOrquc cunSl<Im K,< is

3 P 1....
K '" -.-.- = 2.88,. 2 2 1..,

and, by using this. lhe torque-producing component of the stator current and the stator
current phasor arc obtained as

1 = l 20.178 '" 16.63 A
, K!<A, 2.882 x 0.4213

I, '"~ = 18.38 A

The torque angle is

Or'" tan-I{t}

111e slip speed is wrified from Ihe above as

1.13 rad

R, I, 0.183 16.63
11>'1 = -. - = --.-- '" 6.932 rad/sec

L.- If 0.056 7.832

The actual variahlcs will equal their command values in steady state. Therefore. the com·
puted variabk values arc the respective command values for rated operation,

Example 8.6

Consider Example 8.5. Compute the stator-voltage magnitude at rated operating conditions
with rated rotor nux linkages. ilnd comment on the finding.
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Solution The steady-state conditions, determined in Example 8.5 to produce rated
torque at rated speed and rated rotor nux linkages, are

IT - I~ '" 16.63 A

If = l~ - 7.832 A

From the steady-slate rotor equations-the rotor currents arc found as follows:

[ ~,] _ [R, W,L'J-'[-'"]
l:i, - w~L.. ~~L. R, I~,

I~, - -15.96 A

I~, - 0

Then the slator ,"ohages are computed from the slator steady-stale equations as

v:,. "" R,I~ + ....,l,.I5. + w,L.,.I:i, '" 167.85 V

V~ = R,15, - w,l,.l~ - w.L",I~. =< -20.84 V

The mllgnitudc of stator voltage is

which. in terms of the line-to-line voltagc. is given by

vi
V = -:: V. '" 207.2 V

V,
II is 7.2 V higher than the rated value. Therefore. 10 upcrate within rated ,'ullage and hI

deliver rated power. the rotor nux linkage has to t'lc decreased. Flux.weakening is lro.:aled in <I

later section.

8.8 FLOWCHART FOR DYNAMICS COMPUTATION

It is useful to determine the transient response of the indirect vcctor-conlrolkd
induction motor. in order to evaluate its application to a specific rl~quirt.'mo.:l11.

Also. such a study is a vehicle for aVOiding the costly process of prototype con
struction and tesling. The guidelines adopted for the flowchart an.' that the
machine and VeCtor controller parameters are specified along with the invcrtt.'r
and switChing logic. Note that any converter can be used in the simulation. The
system equations are assembled by s1llning from the speed controlkr. vt:C1Ql"
controller. invertc:r. switching logic. and the machine wit h the curren ts. spccJ. and
position feedbacks. The speed command and torque diSlUrbance need to he spec
ified to evaluate the response. The nonlinear equations of the machine arc used
in the simulation. and stalor dynamics are included. The nowchart i.. given III
Figure 8.25.
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( ""IT )

I
Read MOlor ParllTl<'ters

I

Read Vector Com roller.
~ittoniSpecdiCurrertt

Controllcr Parametcrs

I
Spcafy the In'·crter

Default,s Converter-In''Crter
sIlo,r..n m Figurc 8.8. Cunent

and Its logK
Controller IS or tile H)-slerC'Sis typt.

I
R~ponsoc: Large or Small SIgnal'
Speed Of Torque Input Command

or a Load Torque Disturb<mce

I
A.s<:mbk MaChine Equation" Vector
Controller. Speed Controller. Inverler

L08tC for Numcriullntegrallon and Solution

I
For Small Sipl Study. Perturb t~ System
Equallom ilfOllnd the Operating f'tMnt and

Solve ThO!iC EquatlOll$

I
Print or Plot

Ihe Responses

I
( STOP )

Fi~urc 8.25 Flowchart for dynamIC simulation of the vector-controlled induction motor drIVe

8.9 DYNAMIC SIMULATION RESULTS

A functional block diagram of an indirect vector<ontrolled induction mOlor drive
with dq axes current control is shown in Figure 8.26. The pha!>e-.(:urrent feedback
loops are substituted with the qd axes currenl-feedback loops. thus enabling the
indi,·idual design of the respective current controllers.. considering their different
lime constants dominating the lorque and flux responses. This is the diSlinct advan
tage of such a configuration.
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tl~u,e 11.26 functional block diagranl of a vollogc'SQurce indire<:1 "~'lor cnnlrollc'r

A O.25·p.u. bidirectional-step speed reference is given: its response is shown in
Figure K27. The electromagnetic torque command is limited 10 2 p.u.. and rolor nux
linkage: is ill raled value al the time of application of Ihe SlXcd command. The
response of the IOrque is almost instantaneous. and the spcc:d response is very
smooth without ripples. Further. the drive goes through the IirSI-. fourth-. and third
quadrant operation without any curren!. nux. and torque oscillations. "Illc drive uses
PWM voltage control 31 the final Slage of the conlroller.

lhe performance of the drive system for a sinusoidal spt:ed reference is shown
in Figure 8.2K Small-signal sinusoidal response is helpful to determine the speed
loop bandwidth of Ihe system. For a low-frequency sinusoidal command. nOle that
the response is a true replica of tilt: reference itself. For hight:r frequencies of the
refert:ncc. both atlenualion and phase shift occur in the response,,"
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8.10 PARAMETER SENSITIVITY OF THE INDIRECT
VECTOR-CONTROLLED INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE

A mismatch between the vector controller and induction motor occurs as a result
either of the motor parameters changing with operating conditions such as temper
:llurc ri~..:: :lnd ~[\lur:llion or of thl' \lrong in~lrlll11.:nl:lli()nof thc paraJ11.:".;r~ ill lh.:
vector controller. The laller phenomenon is comrollable. but the former is depen
dent on the operating conditions of the motor drive and hence is uncontrollable.
The mismatch produces a coupling between the flux- and torque-producing chan
nels in the machine, This has the following consequences:

(i) The rotor nux linkages deviate from the commanded value.
(ii) The electromagnetic torque. hence. deviates from its commanded value. produc

ing a nonlinear relationship between the actual torque and its commanded value.
(iii) During torque transients. an oscillation is caused both in tlte rotor nux link

ages and in torque responses. with a sell ling time equal to the rotor time con
stam. The rotor time constant is large: on the order of 0.5 second or greater.

In a torque drive. consequences (ii) and (iii) art: most undesirable. Although. in the
speed-controlled drive. the nonlinear torque-to-lOrque command characteristic
will not have a detrimental effect on the steady-state operation. its effect is consid
erable during the transients. The load and motor inertia are required to smooth
these torque excursions so that they do not appear as speed ripples. For the pre
sent. the parameter sensitivity effects are quantified in the steady state and the
transient state. considering both open and closed outer speed loop.

8.10.1 Parameter Sensitivity Effects
When the Outer Speed Loop Is Open

With the outer speed loop open in the vector-controlled induction motor drive. the
external commands are the rotor nux linkages and electromagnetic torquc. 'nIl.'

actual slip speed and commanded value are equal in this mode of the drive.
Therefore. the mismatch between the vector controller and induction motor induces
deviations in the nux- and torque-producing stator,urrent components and hence in
Ihe torque angle. The net effects are the deviations in the magnitude of the rotor nux
linkages and electromagnetic torque.'£1ley are derived in the following seclions.

8.10.1.1 Expression for electromagnetic torque. In the steady state.
an expression for the rotor nux linkages is obtaincd by substituting p = 0 in
equation (8.56);

(8./i4)

Substituting equation (8.64) into equation (8.57) gi\'es the command value of the
slip speed as

w;,=[~:l[~l (8.05)
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(8.66)

The torque-angle command is known to be

~,. lan- I [%]
Substituting equalion (8.66) into (8,65) cause the torque·anglc-to-slip-speed rela·
tioi1\bip In ';l1h:r~.; .1\

(8.67)

from which the sine and cosine of the torque angle are found as

(8.61<)

(8.69)

(8.70)

cos ~ = -;;=~="C
VI + (w:IT;)l

The command ....alue of the torque. from related equations. could be written as

T: = K,)..;ii- = Kl~L~ii-i; = I (L~.)l (i;f cos OJ· sin 0·;
K" L,

Likewise.lhe actual electromagnetic torque generated in the mOlar is expressed as

T IL;., 0" 0'
~,. KL1:cOS TsmUT

" .
because the command and actual torque angles are equal
torque mode. the conSlraints in force are

1, = I,

(8.7\ )

in steady state. In the

(872)

(8.73 )

(8.74)

Substituting equations (8.67). (8.68). (8.72). and (8.73) into (8.70) and (8.71). the
ratio of torque to its command ....alue is obtained:

T, [Lm]'[t.;][T,][\ + (w;,T;)']
T:" L~ L, T; I + (w:1T.)z

Defining the nondimensional ....ariables between the motor (actual) and controller
instrumented rotor lime constants and magnetizing inductances to generalize the
results and their inlerprelation. we get

T,
o· -

T',
(8.75)

(8.76)

and making lhe approximation that Ihe leakage inductance is negligible compared
to the mutual inductance leads to the elimination of one more parameters. rcsuhing
in a simpler and compact representation of the parameter sensitivity effects:
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(8.77)

(K78)

L; t.;, I
-a-=-
L, L.. a

Substituting equations from (8.75) to (8.77) into equation (8.74) gives the actual· to
command torque value in terms of the normalized values 0: and aas

1< t- J T lW'lloi' J.
-r" = 013 (. T.)'
I~ l+OW.I,-

Note that the ractors 0: and aembody the aspects of controller mismatch. satura·
tion. and machine temperature, as reflected in the rotor resistance.

8.10.1.2 Expression for the rotor flux linkages. The parameter variations
affect primarily the rotor nux linkages. The change in steady·state rotor flux link·
ages gives an indication of the change in the electromagnetic torque. In steady state.
the actual and the commanded rotor nux linkages are

h; = L~i;

A, = L...i r

(8.79)

18.80)

Substituting ror il in terms or stator current and finding the ratio or th~ acwal to
command rotor nux linkages gives

18.81)

1'.82)

A set of normalized curves between the torque ratio. nux ratio. and 0 ror various
slip speeds and saluration levels aare presented in the rollowing section.

8.10.1.3 Steady-state results. The rationale ror choosing the rang...: ur val
ues for 0: and ais discussed berore the resulls arc presenled.

Ranges of a and a The practical temperature excursion of the rotor is approxi
mately 130Ge abo\'e ambient.This increases the rotor resistance by 50% o\'er its ambi
ent or nominal value. Magnetic saturation can decrease Ihe selr-inductancc to XO% or
its nominal value. Hence. the lower limit of 0: Clln be oblained from the following.:

O.8L~ .
T, = -~. :![ 0.533T,

1.SR,

Since 0: = T,/T;. the lowest value of 0 is approximately 0.5. The upper limit or 0

approaches I.S.depending primarily on errors in the instrumented vector cOlltroller
and an increase in rotor self-inductance because or unsaturated operating puint on
the BH material characteristics of the lammations during flux weakening. Hence.
the range of value for 0: is chosen to be

0.5<0<1.5 18.83)

A typical value of J3, in the magnetic saturation region is around 0.8. and operation
of the induction motor drive in the linear portion of the iron B-H characteristics
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Figure 8.l9(i) Torque and il. command versus Q for various slip speeds

increases ~ to 1.2. Note that these values are given for stator currents not exceeding
twice the rated value. Hence, the range of values for 13 is chosen as

O.8<~<1.2 (8.84)

Steady-State Torque and Flux The steady-state responses for commands of torque
and rotor nux linkages as a function of a arc shown in Figures 8.29(i) and 8.29(ii),
respectively. In these figures, the S<lturation factor 13 is maintained at I while the slip
speed is varied from rated to three times rated value. For a < I, mainly signifying
the increase in rotor temperature, the rotor nux linkages and the electromagnetic
torque are greater than their command values. Though the rotor nux is shown to be
increasing to value exceeding 1.2 p.u., it is difficult to maintain this high value.
because of saturation. Increasing motor saturation at ambient temperature
increases a; for such operating points, the torque and rotor nux are less than their
commanded values. Note that a increases when the induction motor drive is started
at a temperature less than the assumed ambient temperature that usually is used to
set the nominal vector-controller values. The same figures also delineate the charac
teristics resulting from a,'mismatch between the instrumented-controller parameters
and the actual value of the motor parameters.

The linearity of the input--output torque relationship has degraded. and this
induction motor drive is unsuitable for usc in torque-control applications. A parame
ter compensator is essential to achieve a linear torque amplifier. High-performance
applications. such as robotic drives. require precise control of torque; the torque takes
precedence over the speed loop and comes directly after the position loop. Those
applications can elude the uncompensated induction motor drive. Saturation affects
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Figure 8.29fiiJ Rotor nux linkage and it$ command versus (l for ,arIUU$ slip speeds

thc torque and nux proportionally, as is seen from equations (8.78) and (8.81):
hence. it will nOl be elaborated any funher.

In general. increasing temperature causes saturation and an increase in the OUI

put lorque. However, for torque commands less than 0.5 p.u.. output torque is reduced.

Example 8.7

The induction motor given in Example 8.4 was run in the torque mode.llte ratio of rotor nux
linkaltc to its command value was observed to be L 1. The pertinenl Jata availablc for Ihc
operating point ;Irc

II - 0.6

~: 0.9

Find the ralLO of 3Ctualtorque to its command value. the slip-speed command. and the torque
command. if /I.; - 0.4 Wb-turns.

Solution

'. J1+ (W:,T;f' J 1+ (O..3l)IlJw:,f
-;=l.l=~ ".-0.9 .,
>-, I + (ow'IT,)- I + (0.6 x nJOOJw.d-

Rearnlngc this and solve for W:l: w.:1 ,. ].]75 rad/s and

T, [ I + (W;lT;ll ] [I + (0.]06] x 3..'7;f ]
-;- = O:~ 'T' 1 .. 0.6 x 0.9 1 .. 0.806
T< I ... (aw,1 ,) I + (0.6 x 0.3063 x .1.375)

, L,:"i~
W,I '" T',,'

••
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(8.85)

from which the torque current and torque command arc obtained as

.• ~IA;T; 3.375 x 0.4 x 0.3063 96
, = --- = = 7.6 A
T L;. 0.0538

T• •.• 3 P L;. •.• 3 4 0.0538 696 86= K" IT "" - - - AIT = - X - X--- x 0.4 x 7. '"' 8. 2 N·m
< " ~::!L: f 2 ~ I\05(.,()(,

8.10.1.4 Transient characteristics. Simulation results for the dynamic opera
tion of the parameter·sensitive induction motor drive are obtained by solving the
rotor equations given in (8.27) and (8.28) and the electromechanical equation given by

dw, P
J dt = "2 (T, - T)

where J is the moment of inertia and T is the load torque.
The effect of switching delays in the control logic of the inverter and in the

inverter itself is considcred to be negligible.lne stator dynamics are omitted, as
they can be for a high-performance transistorized inverter with a 5 kHz current
loop bandwidth. Experimental results have confirmed the accuracy of the above
assumptions PI].

It can be shown that the flux and torque have a time constant equal to the
rotor time constant when the rotor flux linkage is allowed to vary and the natural
frequency of oscillation of the system corresponds with the slip speed. The system
damping factors are detcrmined by many factors, including 0. and 13. Different
behavior has been observed for the motoring and the regenerating operation of the
drive on the open-speed loop. A sample simulation result is shown in Figure 8.30 for
a stator temperature rise of 100°C. This figure contains the torque command, actual
torque, and the rotor flux linkages for a shaft speed of 300 rpm. Note that the rOior
flux linkages have not been modified for saturation. It is symbolic of the behavior
for unsaturated conditions in the motor drive.

Although the developed flux and torque increase for rising temperature, the
oscillatory responses are undesirable and make the induction motor drive a non
ideal torque amplifier. The transient performance of the indirect vector-controlled
induction motor drive is derived analytically in the following for both the rotor flux
linkages and the torque responses. These derivations demonstrate the validity of the
statements in the preceding discussion and help us to understand the parameters
influencing the transient responses. A time delay. Te, involved in the currents by sta
lor dynamics. is also incorporated. along with the parameter mismatch between the
controller and motor.

Rotor Flux Linkages Response Considering parameter sensitivity in the indi
rect vector-controlled induction motor drive and a time lag of Te between the cur
rents and their commands. the transfer function between the rotor flux linkage
and its command is derived. From the steady-state~parameter sensitivity effects
on Ihe rotor flux linkages, the ratio between the current and its command is
derived as
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The torque angle and slip speed arc enforceable instantaneously, but nol the currenl
magnitude (because of the stator dynamics of the induction machine). The above
relationship can be writlen in terms of rotor time conStAnt and slip speed as

I, 1\ I + (w.IT;)l
= IH.87)

If i: 1 + (ow'IT;)2

Considering the time lag between the stator current and its command. its transfer
function is written as

Ibl 1+ (w..T;l-
= ~~I

1;(5) (I + ST<) 1 + (aw'IT;f

from which the transfer function between the rotor nux linkage and its command is
derived as

(8.89)

The rotor flux linkage. including the initial condition. is derived as

(K,,}())
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'.(1) • ~

(8.94)

For a step command of rotor nux linkages with a magnitude of A;. the time response
is obtained from the above as

1 + (W_I1';)22 [A; + 1. [(T; _ Te)A; - T;A;(O)]e-/c
1 + (awllT;) To aT,

+ T:[,;(O) + ,;(a - I il<-;ir] + ,,(O)e-;ir (8.91)

The derivative term in the flux command path causes a large flux-producing compo
nent of the stator-current command to be generated. which is usually limited to
rated value or slightly above it. Hence. to correspond with this reality. the solution
for the response has to be modified by dropping the derivative term in the flux com
mand path. resulting in the following solution:

I ( T ·)' ['; + 'To!'''': - T;,:(O)]e-,,]+ W,I , Te 0:, _ .....

A,(t) "" 13 1+ (aw'IT;)2 + T;(A;(O) + A;]e-:tr + A,(O)e "" (8.92)

Torque Response The torque-producing component of the stator-current response
to a step command is evaluated: when combined with the rotor flux-linkages
response. it gives the torque response. [t is derived as follows. Like the transfer func
tion between the rotor flux linkages and its command. the transfer function between
the torque current and its command is derived as

It<s) 0: I + (WslT;)2
- = (8.93)
I;.(s) (1 + STc) 1 + (awslT;)2

The time response due to a step command of torque current with a magnitude of iT
including an initial condition is derived as

o "I ,:-'_+..".(w=.~,T.:=.;):,,2 , .1irtt) = oi';" • ,[1 - e-i;J + irtO)e-~
1+ (ow'IT,)-

Then the torque response is written as

3 P L. .
T,(I) = 22L,,(I),,{I),

(8.95)

where the instantaneous values of rotor flux linkages and torque current arc substi
tuted from the equations derived in the above.

8.10.2 Parameter Sensitivity Effects on a Speed-Controlled
Induction Motor Drive

The closure of an outer loop ensures that the electromagnetic torque. T;. will be
modified until the actual output torque is equal 10 the load torque in steady stale,
regardless of Ihe parameter variations in the induction motor. The ratio of torque to
its command value can be denoted by C. The relationship is expressed as

To = '1", = CT~ (8.%)
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The manner in which this relationship is enforced in the induction motor drive has
consequences for many key variables of the drive. Insight into the drive's perfor
mance is possible by fixing the value of C and then evaluating the stator current. slip
speed. and nux for a given load torque. The key variable to be solved for is the
torque command for a given load torque, The relevant equations are derived next.

LeI t·I:. "": wriUt'n fr....m l'quatiN! rlo: ;;7\ :l"

where the following arc defined:

W~, = mT;

R'
m = K"(x.;')l

x = w:,T; :: hT;

(8.97)

(8.98)

(8.99)

(8.101 )

(8.102)

R'T' 4L'
h ~ K" (:;); ~ lP(';)' (8.100)

By substituting equation (8.99) into t:quation (8.78). the ralio between the torque
and its command is derived as

T. [I + " ] [ I + (hT;)' ]
T; = a13 I + a2x= = a13 I + (ahT;)2

Note that Te :: T, and that solving for -r; leads 10 the following cubic equal ion in T;;

".. , ' '(.) ,( I) ( T,)\'e) + (Te) -fiT, + T~ h~ + - a~h2 = 0

The roots of the equation are obtained by using one of the standard numerical
methods. One real root constitutes the solulion of equation (8.102): complex roots
have no physical identity for the system considered. From T;, the solulions for w;,
and the rolor nux linkages are obtained from equation (8.99) as

and hence the ratio of rotor nux linkage to its command is given by

(8.101)

I + (hT;)2

I + (ahT;)l
(8.104)

Peak stator current can be computed from h. T:.. and W;l'

8.10.2,1 Steady-state characteristics. Since the key drive variables are
not related by simple expressions. as they are in the case of the torque mode of
operation. a sct of graphs is drawn to illustrate the effects of parameter sensitivity
on the operation of the indUClion motor drive. All the graphs are drawn with load
torque as the x-axis and the variables of interest on the y-axis. The major variables
considered for study are the actuaVcommand torque. actuaVcommanded rotor nux
linkages,slip speed. and peak value of the stator currenl.
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Figures 8.31 and 8.32 show the 3CtuaUcommanded torque and actuall
commanded rotor flux linkages for extreme values of Ct. = 0.5 and 1.5 and with a
nominal value of I, maintaining j3 al a value of 1. The torque and flux follow their
command values for a = 1.0 independent of operational speed. With decreasing Ct.,

the torque is less than its commanded value up to 0.75 p.u. of load torque. at which
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point the aClUal torque increases over its commanded value. The opposite trend in
the behavior of the output torque is noticed with 0: greater than J. Increasing 0: to
greater than one radically decreases actual torque up 10 0.75 p.u. of load torque.
after which it remains al a constant level. At CI '= 0.5. the actual flux increases monot
onically with load torque. The saturation of the motor has a damping effeci on this
l":lri'lhk ;11,(1 only m(1c1l'~1 inCTl';l~t'~ in il~ rn;lJ;niHlclc rl'~t1h Th,.' effect of saturation
on torque and rotor flux is displayed in Figures K33 and 8.34. As expected. saluralion
(with 13 '= 0.8) decreases the flux level by 20%. whereas the torque decreases with
respect to its commanded value. The value of CI is maintained at 0.5 in these graphs.
Values of 0: greater than I have not been considered in these graphs. The reason lies
in the fact that it is the lower values of 0: that are usually encountered in practice.
Oper<ltion of the motor drive in Ihe linear region of the B-H characteristics
incrC(lses the value of 13 and. for a value of 1.2. the figures show the increase in both
the nux and torque over their commanded values. The ratios of the actual 10 com
m<lnd values are plotted in order to appreciale the generalized nature of the charac
teristics. Values of 1.2 for the ratio of actual to commanded rotor nux at very low
flux levels are a distinct possibility. but caution must be exercised in interpreting the
flux. hecause the simulations are for the linear operating region.

Slip-speed characteristics are shown in Figures 8.35 and 8.36 for varying 0: and
13. Thc slip speed is linear for 0: '= I but exhibits other trends for 0: greater than and
less lh"n I. Defining the nominal value of a variable as that for 0: = I. if saturation
is accounted for. in the case of 0: '= 0.5. the slip speed increasl:s over its nominal
value. There is a slight decrease in the slip speed for operation on the linear region
of the B-H characteristics of the iron. Overall. for 0: less than 1, the slip speed is
higher lhan the nominal value up to a reasonable fraction of full load. at which point
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it becomes slightly lower than the nominal value. This signifies that the rotor losses
increase for load torques less than 0.8 p.u. In the field-weakening region of the
drive, the losses increase for load torques higher than 0.4 p.u., as evidenced by
the curve with a equal to 1.5. otably, at a = 0.5 and around I p.u. of load torque.
the drive will have slightly lower losses than its nominal value and designed peak
capacity. even when saluration is included in the computation.
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Peak values of the stator phase currents for discrete values of 0 and ~ arc
shown in Figures 8.37 and 8.38 againsl the load torque. A close resemblance 10 the
Slip-speed characteristics is evident. Saluralion of Ihc induction motor increases the
input slator current as shown in Figure 8.38. The drive operation is usually confined
to I p_u. torque and lower: within this region, the Irend to have higher SI;lIor losses i~

evident for 0 less than I. 'n,is is highly undesirable from the point of view of thermal
rating and system efficiency.

8.10.2.2 Discussion on transient characteristics. It is well known that the
stability of this drive system is not affected by machine-parameter sensitivity.
Notably. the dampings of the oscillations in the flux and torque responses an.'
dependent on the machine parameters. These oscillatiol1~ in the flux and torque ilrc
not transmitted to the rotor shaft for 111.'0 reasons:

I. the high bandwidth of the ouler speed loop. which forces the torque demand
to match the load torque in a vcry short lime:

2. the filtering introduced hy the momenl of inertia of thc induction motor ilnd
the load.

Saturation of the machine increases the field component of the stator currenl
and decreases the torque component. Depending on the value of the magnetizing
inductance. the field component of the stator current can vary from 0.25 1011.7
p.u. Saturation curtails peak r~scrve electromagnetic torque. which. in turn.
affects the dynOl mies of the d rive. as reflected in incre;lst.:d acceleration and dect.:l
eralion limes.
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8.10.2.3 Parameter sensitivity of other motor drives. Ceramic permanent
magnet dc and synchronous mOlOr drives have 20% less flux for a JOO°C rise in
temperature. A typical induction mOlOr drive has almosl the same sensitivity as
a permanent-magnet motor drive. excepl Ihat it is of positive sensitivity.
The Samarium-Cobalt permant:n1-mllgnt:l machines have a sensitivity less by
an order of magnitude compared 10 ceramic permanenl-magnet motor drives.
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Increasing temperature reduces the stator·currenl magnitude in the induction
motor drive, whereas the drives with ceramic permanent magnelS experience an
increase in the armalure/stator current; it is inversely proportional 10 the flux for
a given torque. This factor not only contributes to an increase in the stator losscs
but also reduces the power output capability with a given invener. For e~ample.
ll«uming:l t::r11rH:',llur..: l'i~..: uf IOU C iHlJ all IIlv~n~r r<lted for 2 p.u. power at
ambient-temperature operating conditions. the outpul of a ceramic permanent
magnel motor drive is reduced to 1.6 p.u. at IOQ°C because of a loss of 20% nux
in the rotor. Consequently. there is a 20% reduction in the capacity of the motor
drive. This is an interesting consequence; the induction motor drive has the
opposite effecE. enhancing power OUlput under a similar situation. Including
saturation effect. it could be conservatively stated that the capacity of the induc
tion motor drive will not suffer from operation at temperatures higher than the
ambient.

8.11 PARAMETER-SENSITIVITY COMPENSATION

The effects of mismatch between the induction motor and vector controller can be
minimized by adapting the parameters in the vector controller to the actual mOlor
parameters. at all times. This requires monitoring of the motor parameters. but
direct monitoring is difficult while the drive is in operation. Several mel hods have
come to the fordront to minimize the consequences of parameter sensilivity in indi
rcct vector-control schemes. These are parametcr-adaptation schemes bascd on one
of the following strategies:

(i) direct monitoring of the alignment of the Ilu~ and the torque-producing stillor
current component axes or real-lime measurement of the instantaneous rotor
resistance or both:

Hi) measurement of modified reactive power. measurement and eSlimatiun of
rotor flux or the deviation of the field angle. or a combination of lhe rOlOr flux
and the torque-producing component of the stator current. (An error in these
measured variables is an indication of the amount of the parameter variation
present in the induction motor.)

While strategy (i) can be classified as a direct scheme for parameter adaptation.
strategy (ii) is an indirect parameter-adaptation scheme. Note thai this classifica
tion is based on how the parameter-compensation signal is generated: by direct
measurement of the parameter/alignment of the axes. or by indirectly monitoring
the system for parameter variations as in strategy (ii). Most of the parametcr~

adaptation algorithms arc themselves parameter-dependent. This particular
aspect can cause significant error in the computation of the variables used in the
parameter-compensalion schemes. Besides such Olher critical factors as the
speed of computalion or method of measurement of the variables and complex
ity of the implementation. the error due to the parameter dependency of the
algorithms could very well provide a yardstick to assess one scheme vis-,)-vis
other candidate schcml:~.
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8.11.1 Modified Reactive-Power Compensation Scheme

A scheme using the modified reactive power, F, is discussed in this section. for para~

meter compensation of the indirect vector-controlled induction motor drive. The
modified reactive power is defined by

F--~ ."~- L W,l<ls ,,
(8.105)

and its command value is given as

(8.106)
L' •

P = - -;- w;i:J. ~;
L,

and they are estimated from terminal voltages, phase currents. and other com
mand variables. The modified reactive power command. F*. is obtained from the
command variables of rotor speed, slip speed, flux-producing component of sta
tor current. and rotor flux linkages. The computation of modified reactive power.
F. can be shown to be, in terms of phase currents. their derivatives. and phase
voltages.

(8.107)

where

(8.108)
L,

K I1 = (L,L, L;,)

The paramctt:r K11 is dependent on motor inductances: hence. their variation will
affect the computation of F and, in the final analysis. the parameter compensation.
A change in the operating point will alter F* and. accordingly. F. Note that any
parameter variation in the induction motor will change F and make it deviate from
its expected or commanded value P, indicating a change in the rotor time con
stant. The error between P and F is amplified through a controller and a correc·
tion signal is obtained to correct the rotor time constant in the vector controller.
This correction signal is made equivalent to the incremental slip speed required to
compensate for the parameter variations in this particular implementation.

The implementation of this parameter-compensation scheme is shown in
Figure 8.39.The error in the modified reactive power is converted into an incre~

mental slip-speed signal and added to the slip-speed command of the vector con
troller. Figure 8.40 sho'ws an experimental result from a laboratory prototype
when the stator temperature was at 30"C. The motor drive is originally luned at
20"C. where the parameters in the controller match those of the induction
motor. With the temperature change. the torque characteristic has become non~

linear, as expected. In that situation, modified reactive power F is diverging from
its command value, as shown in the plot. The parameter adaptation is achieved
by closing the modified-reactive-power loop shown in Figure 8.3\} by using esti
mated phase voltages and measured stator currents. Even without much tuning
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of the controller in the modified reactive power path, the torque characteristic
has become linear. The parameter compensation is effective only from 2.5 N·m.
Le.• 0.125 p.u. torque of the motor under parameter-compensated conditions.
and that the estimated modified reactive power closely follows its command
value is seen.

8.11.2 Parameter Compensation
with Air Gap-Power Feedback Control

A parameter compensation scheme using air gap power is described in some detail in
this section 10 overcome the dependence on induclances in the modified-reactive
power melhod. The basis of the scheme is that the air gap power in the machine is
equal 10 its reference value when the controller and motor parameters match. but
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develops an error in case of a divergence between the controller and motor parame
ters.. This control scheme is shown in block-diagram (arm in Figure 8.41. with the dc
link voltage and stalor curr~nts as feedback variables. From the stator phase currents
and inverter gate drive logic signals. the dc-link current can be reconstructed: when
multiplied with the dc-link vollage. it gives the input power from the dc link.
Subtracting the three-phase stator copper and inverter losses from the dc-link po.....er
provides the air gap power. p•. The reference air gap power. P:. is gcnerated by the
product of the torque and slalor frequency references. The error between the refer
ence and measured air gap power is amplified. then limited with a proportional.plus
integral controller to provide a parameter·compensation signal. Since Ihis is a singk
signal and three parameters are involved in the vector controller. il is judicious to
view this signal as an adjunct 10 Ihe most sensitive parameter. i.e.• rotor resistance in
the controller. Hence. it is approximately identified as AR;. which is summed wilh R;
in the block diagram of the slip-speed signal generator in Ihe vector controller. The
place of this parameler-compensation scheme in the overall indirect vector-con
trolled induction mOlor drive is shown in Figure 8.42 to appreciate the implementa·
lion aspect. NOle that the parameler·compensation control is secondary to the
indirect vector controller; accordingly. a lower priority is assigned during the execu
lion of its control in software implementations.

8.11.2.1 Steady·state performance. The performance of this control
scheme in steady state is explored for independent variations in rotor resistance and
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magnetizing inductance of the induction machine. The mowr-phase rms currenl is
oblained as

1• -, - (8.1091

where

, ,,;
1 -
1- L'

m

J~ = ~ . .s..T;
JP Lm ,,;

This mOlOr current. when applied with a Slator frequency of w, given by

where

4 R;T;
w.r = 3p· (,,;)2

gives a rotor phase current. which is compuled from the equivalent circuit as

(KIlO)

(l:UII)

(8.112)

(8.113)

(8.114)
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The air gap power is then calculated as

P :::< 31! R,. , , (8.115)

and the reference air gap power is given by

(8.116)

where the parameters with asterisk indicate that they are the instrumented values in
the controller.

These equations enable the determination of parameter sensitivity on air
gap power.

The effect of rOloHesislance variation in the machine from 0.5 to 2 times its
nominal value. with nominal value set in the controller, on air gap power is shown in
Figure 8,43. The nux and torque commands are maintained at rated values with the
speed at rated value. The parameters of the machine are given in Example 8.4.
Invariably, the air gap power is at rated value for the nominal value of rOlor resis
tance that matches with the controller instrumented value. If the rotor rcsiSlance in
the controller is made equal to the actual value in the machine that amounts 10 exact
compensation. the air gap power remains at rated value, as is shown in the figure.

The effect due 10 variation in magnetizing inductance from 0.8 to 1.2 times nom
inal value is shown in Figure 8.44 for the same conditions as for the above. Both
the variations produce a distinct error in air gap power from their reference value of
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one p.u.• thus dearly indicating that this air gap IXlwer error could be effectively
employed to compensate for the parameter sensitivity of the indirect veclOr controller.

The magnetizing-inductance varialion also is 10 be compensated in the vector
controller. only in the slip-speed-signal generation. i.e.. through the variation of the
R; value. In thai c<'tse.the new value of R; for variation of Lm can be calculated from
the air gap equation with the following steps:

1 R, 3W~I(W, + w;tl(Lml,)lR,
P.=31,-= l'" (KI17)

s R, + w,dLm + L l ,)-

from which a quadratic equation in slip speed is obtained as

(KIIH)

where

a = 3(Lm l.)2R, - P.(Lm + Llr)l

b = 3w,R,{Lml-f

c = -P.R:

Solving for the slip-speed command gives W;l as

-b± Vbl - 4ac
W.I = 2a

(SollY)

(l'I.120j

(KI21)

(K1221
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F1gur~ 8.45 V.iation of rOtor resistance in tht: vector controller vs. magnelilll1~·induclance variatIon
rodeliver rated air gap power

from which the rotor resistance to be instrumented in the controller is obtained by

RO = (3P)",,(';l'
, 4 T;

The rotor-resistance variation in the controller required to overcome Ihe magnetiz
ing inductance variation from 0.8 to J.2 times nominal value is shown in Figure 8.45
for the same conditions discussed for the previous two figures. This figure verifies
that the parameter compensation can be achieved through the slip-speed variation
alone for all parameter changes in the vector controller.

8.11.2.2 Dynamic performance. The dynamic performance of the para me
ter-compensated vector-controlled drive with a step change in the rotor resistance
from nominalto 1.5 times the nominal value is shown in Figure 8.46: Ihal for a linear
variation in R, from nominal to 2 times nominal is shown in I-""igure '8.47. The
responses demonstrate that the air gap-power feedback control for parameter com
pensation works and that the error in air gap power reduces \() lera. Even that it
takes 0.75 seconds to reach steady state is acceptable, because changes in rotor
resistance are slowed down by the thermal time constant of thc rotor. The steady
state error is not exactly zero: there is a window in the implementation of the air gap
power error. If the error is within this window, Ihe controller does not generate a
correction signal. Steady-state error can be reduced to zero with a zero window
error si7.e, leading to oscillations in the dynamic response of the drive system. For
the linear change in TOtor resistance, which is more realistic in the motor. the para
meter compensation is fairly swift and smooth. with oscillations only in the begin
ning as is evident from Figure 8.47.
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FiCLl~ 8.48 Effects of increase in mulual induclanu

A step change in mulUal inductance by 20% likewise is effecti\'ely handled by
this scheme. It is shown in figure 8.48. Note that the rotor nux linkage is nOt prop
erly compensated: that is the penalty for using the same compensation signal to
counter three different parameter variations. The torque linearit)' is maintained
intact in this parameter-compensation scheme.

8.12 FLUX-WEAKENING OPERATION

Principle of flux Weakening The motor drive is operated with rated nux linkages
up 10 a speed where the ratio between the induced emf and slator frequency. known
as volts/Hz. with neg~cted stator impedance. can be mainlained constant. i.e.. at
rated value. After a CCrlain stator frequency, known as the base frequency. the
volts/Hz ratio. and hence the stator nux linkage. will become lower than its rated
value that is due 10 the fixed dc-link-voltage magnitude. The operation above the
base speed necessarily involves the weakening of the flux. resulting in the reduction
of torque for the same torque-producing component of the stator current. By coor
dinating the torque level for each operating speed, the pov,'er output can be main
tained constant in the flux-weakening region. much as in the de mOlOr drive ease.
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This section covers the flux-weakening algorithms for Slator (direct schemes) and
rotor (indirect schemes) nux-linkage-controlled drive systems.

8.12.1 Flux Weakening in
Stator·Flux-linkages-Controlled Schemes

Consider the normalized stalor vollage equations of the induction machine with
flux linkages as variables. Neglecting the stator resistive-voltage drops and consider
ing only the steady state. the equations arc

v~n = R.i~n + pA.:;'" + w...":hn "" P"~,n + w,":l...
v:;," = R ,i~" + pA.d,n - w.."~,n '"" P"ln - w,""~.n

The stalor flux-linkages phasor is derived as

'..A =
.n w'n

(8.124)

(8.125)

(8.126)

(8.127)

In Ihe case of the direct vector-control scheme. as with the indirect vector-control
dllrivation. it may be assumed that the stator flux-linkages phasor is aligned with thc
{f axis stator flux linkages. Thereby. the q axis stator flux linkages arc forced to zero.
with the resulting elegant torque expression in terms of the product of the stator
f1ux.linkages phasor and the q axis current obtained as

":;.. = L.ni~... + LlI1ni~rn = 0

,,~" = L,.id.n + LlI1n id,n = ,,=.
which. upon substitution in the torque expression. results as

T~n = {i~nA.d.... - id.n"~} = i:;"'''~"

The air gap power is calculated as

(8.128)

(8.129)

(8.130)

(8.131 )

By substituting (or torque and flux linkages phasor from the previous equations, the
normalized air gap power is derived as

(8.132)

If Ihc q axis stator current is maintained constant, note that. in the flux-weakening
region. Ihe air gap power remains constant as the stalor voltage phasor is main
tained constant. The OUIPUI power is the difference between the air gap power
and the slip power. By keeping the slip constant. the output power becomes con
stant for a cunstant air gap power. Therefore. constant-power operation
is obtained in the entire flux-weakening region of the stator-flux-linkages
controlled drive hy forcing the stator flux linkages to be inversely proportional to
stator frequency.
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8.12.2 Flux Weakening in
Rotor·flux-linkages-Controlled S<hemes

To oblain the maximum speed of operation at rated power. a simple inverse varia
tion of rotor flux linkages as a function of speed is not sufficient. During flux
weakening, the flux linkages arc controlled in such a way that the stator-voltage pha
sor is within the admissible limil of the applied voltage. It is more natural, then. to con
trolthe stator flux linkages., which are directly related to the stator voltages.lhan the
rotor flux linkages. which are indir~tly related to the stator voltages. Note that high
performance drive systems are based on indirect vector control, in which the rOlOr
flux-linkages phasor is varied as a function of the rotor speed. It is important. there
fore. to have the flux weakening with the modified rotor flux linkages in indirect vec
tor controL to effectively exlend the range of speed of operation of the drive system.

Control of the rotor flux linkages affects the stator flux linkages.. bUI not in a
proportional manner. This resulls in the stalOr flux linkages being greater than the
desired value. i.e.. rated value, requiring stator voltages greater Ihan rated values
when the stator frequency exceeds the rated value. Since that could not be supplied
from the limited de link. constant-power operation is not possible to maintain in the
flux-weakening mode. -rnis is proven analytically in this section. to gain an insight into
the proce!iS of the flux-weakening mode of operation in the indirect VClM drives.

Consider the case where rotor flux is set inversely proportional 10 rotor speed.
The relevant equations in steady state and in normalized units are

I, .
• w.

(6.133)

(8.134)

where ~fn is rotor flux linkages in p.u .. W,n is the rotor speed in p.u.. 1'0 is the field
current in p.u .. and Ir," is the rated field current in normalized units.

The stator equations in these variables are.

where

V~ :::: R<nITo + L""w",l,o

V~,o :::: R<nl,o - aoW,nlTo

(SOU5)

(8.136)

18.137)

Neglecting the stator resistive-voltage drops. we h,I\'e the stator voltages in sleady
state as

V~;n iii L)ow",l fo

V~ iii -a.w,oITo

and (he stator-voltage phasor as

V,o :::: V(V~,")2 + (V~,0)2 :::: ~... W'O V~fo + (o-Lmo ITo )2
••

IIU:l8)

18.139)

PU-IU)
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from which the rotor flux-linkages phasor is derived as

(8.141)

(fU42)

This equation demonstrates that the rotor nux linkage is not simply inversely propor·
tionalto the stator frequency: it is also strongly influenced by the torque-producing
component of the current. The contrast between the rotor flux linkages in the indirect
vector-control scheme and the stator flux linkages in the direct vector-control scheme
is significant. In the laller case. the product of the stator flux linkages and stator fre
quency is constant for a fixed stator-voltages phasor. The product of the rotor flux
linkages and stator frequency is not a constant for a fixed stator-voltage phasor in the
indirect vectoHontrol scheme. This fact implies that the air gap powcr cannot be
maintained constant even if the rotor flux linkage is forced to be invcrsely propor·
tional to stator frequency. The stator flux linkages increase under this circumstance.
thus demanding a higher stator-voltage phasor. which may not be possible with a
fixed dc-link voltage. The stator flux linkages increase under this circumstance. as
shown in the following by rearranging equation (8.141) in terms of stator flux link
ages. rotor flux linkages. and torque as

L. . 'bT' •
l\,n = (L ) v en + l\,n

mnAm

wherc

(KI43)

This equation indicates cle<lrly that the stator flux linkages are influenced by the
rotor flux linkages and electromagnetic torque. As the electromagnetic torque is
generated. the linear relationship between rotor and stator flux linkages is lost.
Figure 8.49 shows the rotor flux linkages. electromagnetic torque. and voltag.e pha
sor versus rotor speed for a I-p.u. stator current. Note that the stator voltage
requirement excceds I p.u. as the stator flux linkage increases. The key. then. to the
control of flux-weakening operation is to maintain the stator flux linkages inversely
proportional to the stator frequency. The constraint of a I-p.u. current in stcady
state has to be further incorporated. as is given in the next section.

8.12.3 Algorithm to Generate the Rotor Flux-linkages
Reference

For the sake of simplicity. the stator resistances are neglectt:d in the following deriva
tions. -mis will introduce an error of 2 to 3% in the estimation of such variables as the
torque and power in small machines, but much less error in large machines. Note that
the following development makes it simple to incorporate the effects of the stator
resistance if required for final tuning of the solution. To modify the rotor nux linkages
(0 keep the stator voltage requirement to 1p.u.,a factor x is inlroduced.leading to

,
A ~-

rn w,n
(1'1.1-141
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'nd

1
T•• = ~ (8.145)

w"

and the torque-producing campanellI of the stator current In terms of the above
equal ions and rated values in normalizc:d units is

T,.
1 --Tm A ,.

where

=~, (8.146)

and the rotor nux linkages in p.u. is

where

I"
If'. = T;:"

from which the field current is obtained as

(8.147)

(8.148)

(8.149)

(8.150)
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The torque component of the stator current is

Flux-Weakening Operation 489

I = ITrn = \1"'[''---;['','" ~
Tn X W (8.15[)

where the permissible stator current phasor is I,n'
The synchronous speed is written as the sum of the rotor speed and slip speed.

in normalized units:

(8.[52)

(8.153)

By substituting for the slip speed in terms of ITn and Ifn • the stator angular frequency
is obtained as

R,l l
W,n = W,n +--

L,l r W~

Substituting for the torque- and nux-producing components of stator currents. in
terms of the variable x from equations (8.146) and (8.150). into the stator angular
frequency equation gives

W,n = W,n{l

where the constant K. is given by

K,}+-

"
(8.154)

K =, (8.155)

Then the stator voltages are obtained, by substituting for the stator frequency into
stator-voltage equations in steady state, as

(8.156)

(8.157)

The magnitude of the stator-voltage phasor is given by

V,n = V(V~,.)l + (V:l.n)l (KISH)

By the combining of the last three equations, a polynomial in variable .\' is obtained:

where

d l = bi - a~lir.

d 1 = -v:. + 2K,b~ - 2K,a11i,n + a~w;"I~"

- " (K I )' 'K ( ,d, - b~K, - a ,fm + _ ,<l"l,"w,.)

(fUW)

(8.160)

(KI61)

(KI6::')
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TABLE 8.5 Required rotor flull linkages 'is. "',.

w,.,p.u. • A,. = 1lI(I.OJw..) p.u.

1.0 1.030 1.000I., 1.013 0.6S6
'.0 0.... 0....

" 0.958 0.312
3.0 0.919 0.297
3.' 0.1170 0.241
4.0 0.809 0.1%
4.' (J.B3 O.ISll
'.0 0.636 o.m

d 4 = (a.K,wm l... )2 (8.163)

b2 = L... l fm (8.164)

Solving the polynomial equation for the roots of x wilileau to the rotor flux linkages.
and, together with the torque reference, the flux and torque components of the sta
tor current and the slip speed can be evaluated, Note that the real root provides the
solution for x: the other roots have no physical significance. The solution leads to the
possible maximum torque and power output for a given stalOr voltage phasor and
current phasor magnitude under the nux-weakening conditions. For the machine
given in Example 8.4, the required rotor flux linkages 10 operate the drive system
with I-p.u. voltage and current magnitudes are given in Table 8.5 for various speeds.

At I-p.u, speed, the rolor flux has 10 be I p.u.. but x and X. have turned out 10
be I.OJ p.u. The additional 0.03 p.u. l1ux is due to the voltllge that must have been
dropped by slator resistance. Hence, to account for its neglec1.the rOlor flux linkage
is modified by adjusting to I p.u. at I-p.u. rolor speed. This is done by dividing all the
ensuing rotor nux linkages by L03 in the nux-weakening region.

The rotor and stator nux linkages. torque. and power output versus rotor
speed are shown in Figure 8.50 for this control with I-p.u. \'oltage and current, The
power output is not maintained at I p.u. beyond 2's'p.u. speed. Increasing stator
frequency rapidly increases the d axis stator voltage, neeessitaling a reduction in
the q axis vollage by reducing the field current component of the stator current.

8.12.4 Constant-Power Operation

Conslant-poweroperat!on is not obtainable over a wide speed range, such as 4 p,u,and
abovc. in the illustrated' case, but constanl-power operation o\'~r a wide speed range is
desirable in many applications.. such as machine-lool spindles. electric vehicles. hand
tools.,and centrifuges. One of the solutions 10 this problem lies in having a reserve of dc
link voltage to meet the constant·power requiremenl. For example, the above illustra
tion in Figure 8.49 shows that with 1.26-p.u. voltage. constant-power operation is
achicvlld up to 5-p.u. speed with a I-p.u. stator current. Scveral ways are available to
incrcilsc the dc-link voltage or available voltage from Ihc dc-link to the machine wind
ing.... Among them are increasing the dc-link voltage through a haast front-end rectifier,
incrcasing the ac voltage by a step-up or tapped transformer. and (hanging the stator·
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windings connection from star to della. While all of them are fcaSlok.the solution using
a step-up or tapped transformer is cenainly not desirable: it increases the space
requirement ror the installation and also the cost. The other <llternatives, using the
boost rront-end rectifier and changing the winding connections. arc e1eganl solutions.

The boost front-end rectificr solves more than the on..: probkm of varying the
dc-link voltage: it also provides ncar-unity power ractor while drawing near-sinusoidal
currents. thus reducing the ac-line harmonic currents. Furth..:r. it makes the de link
independent of tine variations compared to a diode-bridge recllfier in the rront end.
Such a solution is desired for emerging applications. 10 impnHc the line quality and
todraw the minimum peak curren' and hence minimum kVA from lhe utility.

The star-delta change of winding connections enabk~ higher voltage 10 be
obtained for the machine phases. thus relieving the problem of illsurricienl VOltage
ror flux weakening in the induction motor drives. Note thallhi, m":lhod provides an
inexpensive solution.

The solulion methodologies suggested arc suitable ror general-purpose induction
machines: no special design or the machines is required. and h~ pr\l\ iding a reserve or
dc-link voltage. such as 20 '0 30%. constant-power operation O\t:r a wide speed range
could be obtained. The other approach is to coordinate thl' nU\-\\~tlk..:nillg control
with a mOlOr or prespccified design pM~ltlleters thai would lend 1l~c1r to working within
the available dc-link voltage. yet be capable of providing the de~i red range or conSlant
power operation.lltis, then. would lnvoll/c the coordination of mlllor design. which
could be expensive for small·volume production but could turn out to be the most
cOSI-effeclivt: ror high-volume applications. In the light of incre"slll~demand for ac
drives as against dc drives. Ihis solution becomes feasible for I:ugc-drive system
manuracturers. llle problem or determining the ideal mach in..: paramt'ters to pro
vide conslanl-powcr opera Iion over a wick range or speeds ,1' a rllnct ion or inverter
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variables along with other design constraints will be crucial in the product develop
ment of such drives in the future.

8.13 SPEED-CONTROUER DESIGN FOR AN INDIRECT
VECTOR-CONTROLLED INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE

11le principle. derivation. and implementation of decoupling nonlinear COnlrol1ers
for both the direct and indirect vector-control schemes made JXlssible the indepen
dent control of nux and torque in the induction machine. In addition to torque con
trol. speed conuol is required in a large number of applications. For speed regulation.
usually an outer speed loop is closed in many applications. Then the design of the
speed controller is of importance. An analytical approach using the transfer function
is considered in the design of the speed controller. The vector controller transforms
the induction motor drive into a linear system. even for large signals. when the nux
linkages are maintained constant and hence resembles the separately-excited dc
motor drive in all aspeclS. including in the development of the block diagram and
hence in the synthesis of speed controller.This section contains the systematic devel
opment of the transfer-funclion derivation for the speed-controlled indirect vector
controlled induction motor drive. That similar derivations are possible for the direct
vector controller goes without saying. Based on the transfer function. the speed COIl
troller is designed by using symmetric optimum method. but other methods could
well be employed effectively. too. Use ofs)'mmetric optimum is made to maintain the
uniformity of the speed-controller design for all ac and de drive systems in this text.

8.13_1 Block Diagram Derivation

The block diagram of the indirect vector<ontroiled induclion motor drive is
derived in this section by developing the transfer funclions of Ihe various subsystems.
such as Ihe induction machine. inverter. speed controller. and feedback-transfer
functions. By combining the subsystem block diagrams. the final block diagram of
Ihe induction motor drive is assembled. which has an overlap between Ihe torque
current feedback loop and the induced-emf feedback loop. That overlap is overcome
by block-diagram reduclion techniques. making the inner current loop lotally inde
pendent of the motor mechanical·transfer function: this approach lends itself to a
simpler synthesis of thc currcnt controller. if need be.

8.13.1.1 Vector-controlled induction machine. To design the speed con
troller for the indirect vcclor<onlrolled induction mOlor drive. the key assumplion
of constant rotor nux linkages is madc. Symbolically.lhe assumption leads 10

k, = a conSlan I

pA, = 0

The stator equations of Ihe mOlor are

~. = (R, + L,p)i~ + wsL.i. + Lmpi~, + w,Lmi~

~<b = -w,L,G. + (R, + L,p)i~ - w.L",i~r + L",pi~r

(8.165)

(8.166)

(8.167)

(8.1611)
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but from the vector controller, the following relationships of the rotor q and d axes
flux li,nkages are made use of to recast the stator voltage equations as

(8.169)

(8.170)

Substitution of the rotor currents into the stator-voltage equations results in

e '. '< Lm
v'l' = (R. + UL,p}I~, + UL,W.ld' + w,-',

L,
(8.171)

(8.172)e '.". Lm
Vd, = (R, + UL.p)ld' - UL,W,lds +~ P',

L,

where u is the leakage coefficient. It is known that the nux-producing component of
the stator current is constant in steady state. and that is the d axis stator current in
the synchronous frames. Its derivative is also zero. giving the following:

it = i~,

p~, = 0

(8.173)

(8174)

The torque-producing component of the stator current is the q axis current in the
synchronous frames, given by

(8.175 )

Substituting these into the q axis voltage equation gives

L
vq, = (R, + L.p liT + w,L.i f + w,~~,

L,
(8176)

where L. is given by

L~aL ~(L _L")
• ',' L,

(8.177)

Substituting for ~, = Lmi f gives the q axis stator voltage in synchronous reference
frames:

(8.178)v~,=(R,+ L ). L· ~..P IT + W, .I[ + W,-I[ =
L,

The seeond stator equation is not required; the solution of either will yield iT'
which is the variable under control in the system, Now, the stator frequency is rep
resented as

;T(R,)
W, = W, + W,t = W, + -;- 

tf L,
(8.179)
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(8.180)

The electrical equation of the motor is oblained by substituting for w. from (8.179):

v"", = (R. + L.p)iT + w.{L,i,) + w'IL,i f = (R. + Lop)iT + w,(L,i,) + iTR~L.,

(
R,L. )

= R. + T + L.p iT + w,L,i f

from which the torque-producing componenl of the stator current is derived as

where

L,
R = R +-R• . L, '

1
K =

• R.

L.T :
• R.

(8.181)

(8.182)

(8.183)

(8.184)

From this block. which converts the voltage and speed feedback into the torque cur
renl.the electromagnetic torque is wrillcn as

(8.185)

(8.186)

(8.187)

where the torque constant is defined as

.l P L~.
K=---I

I 2 2 L, I

The load dynamics can be representl;;;d. given the electromagnetic torque and a load
torque that is considered to be frictional for this particular case. as

dW m .
Jd( + BWm = T< - T 1 = KilT - B/wm

which, in terms of Ihe electrical rolor speed. is derived by multiplying both sides by
Ihc pair of poles:

dw, P
J- + Bw, = -2 Kli r - B,w,

dl
(8.188)

and hence the Iransfer function between the speed and the torque-producing cur
rent is derived as

(8.189)
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P K, J
K =~-'S =S+S'T =-

m 2 S' , /. m B, , (8.190)

(8. [91 )

(8.1()2)

(S- ]IJ))

8.13.1.2 Inverter. The stator q axis voHage is delivered by the inverter with
a command input that is the error between the torque-current reference and the
torque-current feedback. This current error could be amplified through a current
controller. The gain of the current controller is considered unity here. but any other
gain can easily be incorporated in the subsequent development. The inverter is
modeled as a gain, Kin' with a time lag of T,n' The gain is obtained from the dc-link
voltage to the inverter. V dc' and maximum control voltage. Vern' as

K," == 0.65 V dc
Ven,

The factor 0.65 here is introduced 10 account for the maximum peak fundamental
voltage obtainable from the inverter with a given dc-link voltage. The interested
reader is referred to Chapler 7 for details on this. The torque current error is
restricted within the maximum control voltage. Vern' The time lag in the inverler is
equal to the aVt:rage carrier switching·cycle time. i.e., half the period. and is
expressed in terms of the PWM switching frequency as

I
T =-

Ln 2f
c

8.13.1.3 Speed controller. A proportional-plus-integral (PI) controller is
used to process the speed error between the speed-reference and filtered speed
feedback signals. The transfer function of the speed controller is given as

K,(l +sT,)
G,(s) = sT,

where K, and T, are the gain and time constants of the speed controller. respectively.

8.13.1.4 feedback transfer functions. The feedback signals are currcnl
and speed. which are processed through firsl-order filters. They are given in the
following.

(i) Currenl Feedback Transrer Funclion: Very little filtering is common in the cur
rent feedback signal: the signal gain is denoted by

(ii) Speed-Feedback Transrer Function: The speed-feedback signal is processed
through a first-order filter given by

Wnn( S) ..cH".,,;;-
G.(s) : -(-) : 7

w, S + sT..

where H.. is lhe gain and T.. is the lime constant of the speed filter.

18.195)
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L.if 1--------

----Ekctril;all----

til,.. ....!!.....+. _
HsT..

Speed Filter

Alun 8.51 Block diagram of lhe vcctor,cOn1rolled induction mowr Wilh conSlanl rOIOf nUl
linkagcl

The speed filter accepts the speed signal as input and produces a modified
speed signal for comparison to the speed-reference signal. w;.

This completes the developmenl of all the subsystems of the vcctor-controlled
induction motor drive with constant rotor nux linkages. By incorporating equations
(8.ISO). (8.181). (8.183). and from (8.191) to (8.195) with the mcchanical impedance
of the load. speed filter. speed controller. and iT loop. the block diagram shown in
Figure 8.51 is derived.

8.13.2 Block-Oiagram Reduction

Further. the speed-feedback pickoff point for the electrical system can be moved to
the iT point resulting in the diagram shown in Figure 8.52(i) which can be further
simplified as in Figure 8.52(ii). where the current closed loop transfer function

K~K,ft( I + sTm)
G (s) = (8.196)

, {(I + sT",)[(l + sTa)(1 + sTm) + K.K,,] + HcK.K,n(1 + sTmH

where the emf constant is given by

(8.197)

8.13.3 Simplified Current-loop Transfer Function

This third·order current transfer function. IT~•• can be approximated to a first
HelT

order transfer runction as rollows. T," is usually negligible compared to T 1•T z•and
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-, -®- 1(,(1 +sT.)
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T "" and, in the vicinity of the crossover frequency, the following approximations

are valid:

1 + sT;"iE I

(I + sTaHl + sT,.) iI I + s(Ta + T.,) Of I + sT..

where To. = Ta + Tin'
Substitution of these into G,(s) results in

K,Kin(l + sTm)

which is wrinen compactly as

where

(8.197)

(8.198)

(8199)

4ar:
(8.200)

a =To,'Tm
b=T1, +T", + H,K"K,nTm

c E 1 + KIK~ + H,K.K,n

The transfer function G,(s) is simplified by using the fact that T 1 < T: < Tm' and.
near the vicinity of the crossover frequency, the following approximations are valid:

1+ sT",asTm

I +sT!asT1

Substitution of these into G,(s) gives

G (,I = K.K"T,.".-,,,I= = ;-c-;.::K,~
, T., (I + sTd (I + sT,)

(8.201 )

(8.202)

(8.203)

where K, and T, are the gain and lime constants of the simplified current-loop trans
fer function, given by

(8.204)

T, = T, (8.205)

The model reduction of the current loop is necessary to synthesize the speed con
troller. The loop transfer function of the speed is given then by the substitution of this
simplified transfer function of the current loop. as shown in Figure 8.52(iii). and by
combining all the blocks to obtain the final block diagram, as shown in Figure 8.52(iv).
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8.13.4 Speed-Controller Design

The loop transfer function of thc speed loop is given by

G K, _,+.I_+,--"CTc,-,H(,) --K
- T. 8 s!(l + sT...,)

(8.206)

where approximation I + sTm 3: sTm is made and the current-loop time constant
and speed-filter time constant are combined inlO an equivalent lime constant:

T.... = T.. + T,

H.
K8 = K,KmT•

The transfer function of the speed to its command is derived as

(8.207)

("-21»»)

w,(') I { I + 'T, }-- ~ - (8.2081
w;(s) H.. I + T + T, 2 + TT....1

s, ~ ~
8 • 8 '

and, by equating the coefficient of the denominator polynomial to the coefficient of
the symmetric optimum function, K. and T. can be evaluated as given in Chapter 3.
The symmetric oplimum function for a damping ratio of 0.707 is given by

(I + sT.l

from which the speed-controller constants are derived as

T. = 6T.., (8.210)

4 I
K =--- (8.211)

• 9 K
8
T..,

The proportional and integral gains of the speed controller are. respectively, Ihcn
obtained as

4 I
K=K=---

r '9 K~T""
(8.212)

K K, 2 I 82
, = T, = 27 K~T~, ( . 13)

The overshoot can be suppn:ssed by canceling the zero with the addition of a pole
(1 + sT,) in the path of the speed command. Consider Ihc following example to
tcst the validity of the various assumptions made in the derivation of the speed
controller design.
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Example 8.8

Consider the induction motor given in example in Section 8.4, with tbe inverter and load
parameters given below:

If = 6 A, fo = 2000 Hz, B, '" 0.05, H.. = 0.05,T.. = 0.002, VcO' = 10 V.
J = 0.0165 kg - m1. Vd< = 285 V. Ho = 0.333 VIA

Calculate the speed·controller constants, and verify the validity of the assumptions in
design.

Solulion

L. 1 ~
R. '" R, +- R,'- = 0457 O' K. = -R =- 2.1885; L. '" L. - -L = 0.0047HL, . .• ,

L. J PK,
T.=-=0.0104sccT",=-=UJ3scC"K =--=36.224

R. B,' ''''2B,

3 P ~
K =-'-'-1 =-0.9056·N·m/A, 2 2 L. ' '

T, I
T = - '" - = 0.00025 sec'
'"22[< '

V.
K,n = 0.65-" 18.525 V/V

V,m

P
K~ =- -

2
K, .

L.lf = 11.9672 v/rad/sec:
B,

Too '" T. +- T,. = 0,01065 sec: T , = 0.00074 sec: T1 = 0.1173 sec

Approximated current loop:

Kin
K, .. - .. 2.8708; T, .. T , = 0.00074sec

R.

Speed controller:

K;K Ii
K =~ = 104 I' ToO '" T.. +- T i = OJJ0274 sec; T, = 6T.. = O.OI64$cc:• TO' ..

4
K. = --T- == 1.5605

9K~ oO

Proportional gain. KI" = K, = 1.5605

K.
Integral gain, K" '" - '" 95.0655

T.
With these calculated values. the following transfer functions are obtained:

G,.(s)Gds)
Exact current loop transfer function. G,(s) = ~c7""'-;:';;,'-;:"

+- HoG;,,(s)G,z(s)
where

K,. -;-iG~,(~,~)"'" K. K~G,(s) =---: Gds) "', 'G(s) - --'G(s) ---
to 1 +- sT," +- G ,(s)G1(s)') - 1 +- sT.' 2 - 1 +- sT..

K
Simplified current·loop transfer function. O,,(s) = --'

1 +- sT,
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w,(s) G..A:s)
Exact speed-loop transfer function, Gw«s) = -'(- = ;-CCOc";":C;",,,

w, s) I + G..A:s)G..(s)
where

o ' 1 K... K,(I + sT,). G,I'I' 0.1'1 =~
..t\s = (1 + <T_I T 1 + T• ••• 5 • S ..

Simplified speed-loop transfer function: Obtained from simplified currem loop·transfer func·
lion and given by

G...(s)
G~s)

+ G~s)G ..(s)

where

K. K,(I + sT,} K,
G~s) .. (I + sT.. ) sT, (1 + sT,)

1
The smoothed speed-loop transfer function is obtained by introducing a pole of - T, in the

forward path of the speed reference, resulting in approximate and exacl smoothed speed·

loop transfer functions:

G...(s)
Approximate: O....(s) = ~-

1 + sT.
O_{s)

Exact: G_(s) = ---
I + sT.

All these transfer functions are computed: lheir gain and phase plots are given in Figures
8.53(i), (ii), and (iii). Evell though there seems to be a significant discrepancy ocllO.'ecn the
gains of the simplified and the exact current-loop transfer functions. note that their phases
are identical in the frequency range of interest. The discrepancy due to the approximlllion llf
the current loop from third order to first order has hardly affected the accuracy of th..: speed
loop transfer functions. a~ is clearly seen from the gain and phase plots. This justifies the
assumptions made in v<'lrious approximation5.

10

••
7

6
m 5
~

0 ,,
0 J

1,
0-,
10'

s;m Iified

2 J 4 5 2 J 4 5

w,. radls..:c
,II' 2 J

Figure 8.53\;1 Fr"qucncv response of compkt~ and simplified current loops
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-10

simplified+smOOlhed /
-20 '7-~.L----'----'---LLLLl""""'-~~~c.LL.L1J

101 1.5 2 J ~ 5 6 1()2 1.5 2 J ~;; 6 10_'

...... rad/sec

Figu~ 8.S.l(iiJ Comparison of speed·loop frequency responses wilh and without smOOlhing with
complete and simplified current loops

<,10

0

-10

· -.,•
~ -60•0

-Bl)

-100

-120

-140
10' 1 10'

w. rad/sec
1

<.

10'

Figure 8.53(iiil Phase plOIS for current· and speed-loop transfer funclions

Note thal~.. is the simplified current-loop phase.~, is its exact phase. 'P" is lhe simplified.
and ~, is the exact phase of speed-loop transfer functions. The phase plot for the smoothed
speed-loop transfer function is not shown: it is evident from~;, and <P,-

8.14 PERFORMANCE AND APPLICATIONS

The vector-controlled induction mOlor drive has delivered high performance. Some
of its key performance achievements are given in the following:

(i) more than 6 kHz of lorque bandwidth:
(ii) 200-Hz small-signal speed-loop handwidth:

(iii) precise and smooth zero-speed operation:
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(iv) trouble-free four-quadrant operation:

(v) fast torque and speed reversals.

Such performance figures have enabled these mOlOr drives to lind applications in

(i) machine-tool servos and spindles:

(ii) robotic actuators:

(iii) punch presses:

(iv) d~clric lraclion and propulsion:

(v) rolling mills:

(vi) paper and pulp drives:
(vii) centrifuges.

An illuSlrative example of the vector,controlled induction motor drive for cen
trifuges is given in the next section.

8.14.1 Application: Centrifuge Drive 158J

Centrifuges ,He used 10 separate lhe granular and crystalline parts from saturaled solu,
lions hy spinning them at controlled speeds for set times. For example. a sugar cen
lrifuge applicalion is described with its speed and torque requirements over a cycle of
operalion. 'me sugar centrifuge has a basket which is conneCled to the motor shaft
lhrough an elastomer coupling. as shown in Figure 8.54.The supersaturated sugar solu·
lion. with a thick suspension of sugar crystals. will be poured into the baskel when Ihe
centrifuge is spinning at 250 rpm. After charging with the solulion.lhe centrifuge bas
ket is accelerated 10 a speed of 1200 rpm. TIlis speed is maintained until the sugar solu
lion is forced lhrough Ihe perforalions in lhe bottom of the basket. This operation is
known as the spin cycle. During spin. note that the mOlor is delivering friclion and
windage losses and hence requires the development of a very small electromagnetic
torque. During the spin cycle. the sugar crystals stick to the walls of the basket and
become dry. Bdore the removal of the sugar crystals. the basket has 10 be stopped. To
stop it in a short time and 10 recover the kinelic energy stored in the basket. a maxi
mum braking torque is applied to the centrifuge. The removal of dry sugar crystals is
effecled hy spinning fhe basket in the reverse direction at 35 rpm and requires nearly
0.5 p.u. of torque to loosen the crystals. The sugar crystals are discharged through the
001101\1. A complete cycle of operation is shown in Figure 8.55. From the operational
cycle it is evidenl lhat, 10 improve productivily.fhe acceleration and deceleration have
to be swift. which requires peak torque cllpability from standstill 10 maximum speed.
The deceleralion ellll be smOOlh and fasl only if it is done under regenerative condi
tions. FUrlher. a controlled speed rev..:rsal and low-speed operation with 0.5 p.u. of
torque to loosen the sugar crystals for final discharge to packaging requires a four
quadrant drive with vcry high torque and sl>ced bandwidths. The power requirement
can be up to 250 kW for the cenlrifugcs: the baskets are 1219 mm (48 inches) in diame
ter and 762 mm (30 inches) deep and weigh considerably with the charge in them. From
these requirements.. the autoscquenlially commulated current-source inverter (ASCI)
driven induclion nmtor emerges as the slrongchoice for lhis application. provided that
lhe following modificalions are incorporalcd;n the design of the inverter conlrol.
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DRIVE
MOTOR

SHAFT I

LOADING GATE

I

BASKET

,----

FiKua 8.54 Sugar centrifuge schemallc

CURB

• To reduce Ihe torque pulsations al low speeds. PWM of Ihc current pulses has
to be provided for.

• For faster lorque response. vector control is required to overcome the oscilla·
tory responses and 10 develop the maximum torque per ampere input.

Note thai the ASCI induction motor drive is superior to dc drives, because it can be
operaled under hazardous environment. having no commutator or brushes.
Compared 10 other inverter drives.. ASCI is cost effective. highly reliable. and sim
pler in construction.

8.15 RESEARCH STATUS

The present research is directed 10 Ihc formulation and experimental verification
of parameter-compensation schemes. speed and position sensorless schemes
in the vector-controlled induclion motor drives.. Given the variely of parameter
compensation schemes available, effort is made 10 compare and contrast and to
choose the best of them. AU the compensation schemes require feedback of many
machine variables.. Inexpensive means of acquiring them remains 10 an extent a seri-
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figUri! 8.55 A complclc cycle of operation in a sugar cenlr\fuge

ous problem in Ihe implementation of paramctcr-compcnsillion schemes. This is
being realized, and some efforts are being made in this direction.

Selftuning algorithms are emerging 10 match a vector controller to an induc
tion motor with unknown parameters. This is the best approach to overcome the
secondary problem of parameter compensation.
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8.17 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

I. The command variables if and if arc In synchronously rotating reference fram~s in th~

vcrlOr c\lnlrul scheme. Is it passihle to have them in rotor refer..:nce frames'! Are
there lIny ~p.:cial advantages in doing so'.'

2. The field lIngle a, could be obtained by lJsing flux-sensing coils. Discuss the measur..:·
men I schem..: in a block·diagram form. DISCuss the situation when the SlalOr windings
arc fcd dc ClJrrents.

3. Using nux-sensing coils and output signals. devise a scheme to measure the rotor flux
linkages and dcctromagnetic torque. (Hinl: Reference 39.)

4. Vector wnlrol is lhe instantaneous control of the stator-currenl phasor. This implies
thaI the performance of the motor driv", is ver)' much dependent on the respons.: of
the Inverter. DIscuss lh..: impact of SwiTching speed on the transient response of lhe
motor dn'·e.

5. In high·p..:rfurmance drives. IWO types of current control are commonly devised. They
are hysler.:sis conlrol (or bang· bang control) and PWM control. Discuss the impilcl of
these conlrollers on lhe performance of lhe motor drive.

6. Which is the mOSI significantly chllOging parameter in the induction motur and why?
In thall·ase. identify a simplc and inexpensive paramctcr-compen!lation scheme.
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7. A nUlC or torque feedback control is sufl'icicnI 10 overcome lhe effects of parameter
sensitivily of the induction mOIOl drive. Justify this statement.

8. Is there a method 10 differenliate among the various parameter<ompcnsation
schemes? Explain the basic principle of such a method. Discuss the merits and demer
its of Ihe melhod. (Hinl: Reference 28.)

9. Discuss Ihe high performance of vcclor-controlled induclion motor drives \'is-d-\,is dc
mOlor drives and permanenl-matnet synchronous mOlor drives.

10. There are many variations of \'cctor control based on Ihe same principle of inSlanta·
neous control of the stalor-current phasor. Summarize the key varialions.their merilS.
and demerits. (Hint: Reference 37.)

II. Prove that position or speed signal is nOI obtainable hom lhe fundamental model
with sinusoidally distributed windings llnd with no salienc}' in Ihe rOlOr Siructurc.

12. Saliency on the rotor can be introduced lly anyone of tilt: following:

(i) varying the rotor copper fill.

(ii) varying the rotor slol opening:

(iii) varying Ihe rotor slot height:

(iv) varying the looth lip thickness.
Will these methods lend lhemselves 10 realistic implemcntation in an aClual drive sys·
tern? Discuss Ihe mcrils and demerits of usc of salkncy for pusilion dett:clion.

13. ROlor-slot harmonics can be delermined from the stator-current spectrum. This then
has indirectly Ihe position and speed information. This signal is eXlracted by passing
through a band-pass filter and cxtracted with a phltse-Iockcd 10011. Atlu ..... speeds.. this
signal has a largc time conSlant and is not usable for high dynamic performance at
zero and low speeds. Ju~tify this statement.

14. Direct self<ontrol docs not rely on position sensor feed hack. I~ this corr~ct?

IS. For high performance. slator or rotor nUlC-linkages-position information is required in
the veClor controller. Explain why'?

16. How does direct self CUlilrol get its position informallt,m'!

17. Stator resistance is the only machine parameter Ihat direct ~df control is dependent
on for ils implementation. St<llor·cuTrent error can be used to ,,,Japt the stator resis·
tance. What other signals can be used for stator-resistance il(.h!pHlliun·!

18. Air gap power feedback is ineffective for tracking stator-reSIstance variations.
ElI:plain why.

1<). A stator-flux-linkages-hased vector controller does not give a simple decoupling of
flux and torque channels. as in the indirecl vector cont rolla. Prove this statement.

20. When the stator flux-linkages posilion is unavailable or has significant error at zero
and low speeds. how can Ihe direct-self-control·based induction motor operate? Will
there he a degra~ation of performance. and. if so. how can it he ,werted·.>

21. In the torque arid flux fcedhack loops. the fundamental cOnlptll1ents uf currents and
\'oItages or Iheir actual values.. including lhe harmonics.. can bt.' uscd. Discuss the mer
its and demerits of the 1\00'0 options. and. from the discussion. explain \Oo'hich one is
appropriate for high dynamic performance.

22. How can fundamelllal cumponents be extracted from the switched machine input
voltages? Will this affeci the dyn~mic performance of the driv..: system?

2J. "The flulI: componenl of stltlOr-current computalion usu;lll~' n..:glccts the derivalive
term hetause it can produce a hllge nUl[ current command in the indirect vcclQr con-
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troller for variations in the flux-linkages command. Is it safe to neglect it for small
variations in the flux-linkages command?

24. Indirect vector controller is dependent on three mOtor parameters. Direct online
measurement of these parameters is not possible. Indirect methods to detect all the
parameter variations with one variable. such as reactive or real power errors. are eas
ier. These variables are then used to adjust the slip-speed reference. for example.
Justify with reasons how this can be adequate in parameter compensation, although
individual parameter update is required in the indirect veCtor controller.

25. Enumerate all the possible signals that can be measured or extracted for use in the
parameter adaptation of the indirect vector controller.

26. By adapting parameters in the vector connoller.tuning is automatic. but compensat
ing the paramelf:r variations with only a slip-speed signal is not exacl; il Ica\'cs out
other input variables. such as if and ir. Comment on the quality of the tuning of the
vector controller achieved in this casc.

27. Air gap powcr feedback control for parameter adaPIlHion is beller than modified
reactive-power·feedback controLJustify it with reasons.

28. Will switching strategies affect the performance of the vcctor<ontrolled induction motor
drive, parlicularly from the point of view of torque. speed. and l)OSition responses?

29. Develop a procedure to symhesize the current com rollers.. assuming that each
phase current is individually controlled in the indirect \·cclOr·control!cd induction
motor drive.

30. Devclop a procedure to synthesize the torque- and flux-component current con
trollers for a direct VectOf,controlled induction motor drive. What are the salient dif·
ferences between these and the controllers discussed in question 29?

31. A flux-weakening controller is least paramcter-sensitive in the stalor and rotor f1ux
linkages-based vector controllers. Comment on the veracily of Ihis statement.

8,18 EXERCISE PROBLEMS

L Consider an induction motor whose parameters are given 10 worked Example 5.1
with J - 0.01667 kg,m1and 8 '" 0.0 N·m/rad/sec.1t is being driven by a current-source
PWM inverter. [t has a flux and torque processor for estimating the torque. the rotor
flux linkage. and its angle. Assume that the control strategy used is the direct vector
contrbl (per Figure 8.2) and the drive is in the torque mode with no dynamometer
aU ached.

(I) Develop a subsystem of the inverter with Ihree inner currenl feedback loops. The
inverter isopcraling in the PWM mode with a switChing frequency of 6 kHz. The
current error is amplified by a PI current controller (or. (or case. usc a high-gain P
cOnlrollcr) and limited tu the ratcd current. Then this Cllnlrol signal is compared
with the triangular PWM carrier signal to find the switching signals from which
the applied line-to-line and hence phase voltages arc found. Assume that the 5)'5
tern is balanced.

(ii) Use the algorithm givcn in the text and the block diagram shown in Figure 8.310
realize the nux and torque processor.

(iii) Once thcse subsystems are developed. close the IOfquC <lnll the rotor flux-linkages
fecdhack loops 10 comrol turque and rotor flux-Irnkages. The flux-linkages
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command is maintained at 0.405 Wb-turn and the torque command is set at
20.178 N·m. The PI (or P) limiters are set at 7.49 and 17.27 A for the flux- and
torque-producing-component command currents. respectivcly. TIII,:n this gives
rise to a peak stator-phase current of 18.84 A. Note that these are not rms valucs
but peak values.

(iv) Test each subsystem before integrating the system completely. Plot the torque
and its command. rotor flux linkage and its command. field and torque compo
nents of the stator current and their commands. stator-current phllsor magnitude
and torque angle. field angle, phase a current and ilS command. phase a Voltage
and rotor speed. Exercise care when you find the field angle by properly imple
mentingthe arctangent function for alll.juadrants.

2. Consider an indirect \'ector-controlled induction motor drive with rotor-position
feedback. The inverter has three inner current feedback loops and works with a PWM
frequency of 20 kHz. The parameters of the motor and drive are from the above prob
lem. The field aniJ torque Cllrrent commands are limited to their rated and twice their
rated values. respectively, The dc-link voltage can be considered to be 285 V. and the
parameters of the controller match those of the machine. The load torque is zero
throughout this problem. The following dynamK: simulation results are required to
enhance your understanding of the indirect vector-controlled induction motor drive:

(i) With lorque command kept zero. apply a rated rotor f1ux-linkllges command.
(The drive is in torque mode with speed loop opened.)

(ii) When the steady state is reached in (i), apply a step tOrque command of I p.u. for
20 ms. then a step of -I p.u. for 10 ms. and then 0 p.u. for 5 ms. (The drh'c is in
torque mode with open speed loop.)

(iii) Oose the speed feedback loop with a high proportional gain in the speed con
troller and with the rated rotor flux linkages in steady stale in the machine; then
apply a slep speed command of 0.75 p.u. for 100 ms. then apply a -0.75 p.u. for 50
ms.and then 0 p.u. for 10 ms.

Plot alllhe key variables. such as the speed. torque and color f1ux·linkages commands
and their responsc.:s, flux and torque current commands and their responses. phase a
voltage and phase a currenl and its command. Plot these results in p.u.

3. Realize the indirect vector controller with discrete analog and digital integriltcd chips.
Give only a hlock.diagram schematic of the realil.alion. Minimize the number uf com
ponents in the realization.

4. Stability is laken for granted. in general. in veclor·controlled induction motor drives.
Instability can arise when the controller and machine paramclers do not malch. as
is shown in the case of the direct self control. Examine the stability of the indirect
vector-controlled induction motor drive.

S. A perfect matching of machine and controller parameters is an ideal case that hardly
ever arises in practice. Explore control strategies that use modern control theory to
make the vector conlroller highly insensitive to machine-parameler variations.

6. Most o( the parameler-compensation schemes are lhemselves parameter·dependent.
Consider an example. and illustrate the effects on the performance of the indirect and
direct vector-controlled mOlor drives.

7. Devise a conlrol scheme to maximize the efficiency of the motor drive operating wilh
a vector-control strlltegy.



CHAPTER 9

Permanent-Magnet
Synchronous and Brushless
DC Motor Drives

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The availability of modern permanent magnets (PM) with considerable energy den
sity led to the development of dc machines with PM field excitation in the 1950s.
Introduction of PM to replace electromagnets, which have windings and require an
external electric energy source, resulted in compact dc machines. The synchronous
machine, with its conventional field excitation in the rotor. is replaced by the PM
excitation; the slip rings and brush assembly are dispensed with. With the advent of
switching power transistor and silicon-controlled-rectifier devices in later part of
1950s, the replacement of the mechanical commutator with an electronic commuta
tor in the form of an inverter was achieved. These two developments contrihuted to
the development of PM synchronous and brushless dc machines. The armature of
the dc machine need not be on the rotor if the mechanical commutator is replaced
by its electronic version. Therefore, the armature of the machine can be on the sta
tor, enabling better cooling and allowing higher voltages to be achieved: significant
clearance space is available for insulation in the stator. The excitation field that used
to be on the stator is transferred to the rotor with the PM poles. These mach ines are
nothing but 'an inside out de machine' with the field and armature interchanged
from the stator to rotor and rotor to stator, respectively.

This chapter contains the description of the PM synchronous and brushless dc
machines, derivation of their respective dynamic models, principle of control, analy
sis of the drive system_ various control strategies_ design of speed controller, f1ux
weakening operation, and position-sensorless operation. Some converter topologies
for low-cost operation are also included at the end of the chapter.

513
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9.2 PERMANENT MAGNETS AND CHARACTERISTICS

Permanent-magnet characteristics and their operation within a magnetic circuit are
described. The air gap or load line to determine the operating point of the magnet is
derived. The energy-density definition and magnet-volume calculation are given to
clarify the rudiments of application considerations for the magnet in machine design.
The design <;omputation for the rotor magnet in ac machines is outside the scope of this
book~ the interested reader is directed to the cited references at the end of this chapter.

9.2.1 Permanent Magnets

Materials to retain magnetism were introduced in electrical-machine research in
1950's. There has been a rapid progress in materials in the interim. Materials that
retain magnetism are known as hard magnet materials. Various materials, such as
Alnico-5. ferrites'l samarium-cobalt'l and neodymium-boron-iron are available as per
manent magnets for use in machines. The B-H demagnetization characteristics of
these materials are shown in Figure 9.1-for second quadrant only, because the mag
nets do not have an external excitation once they are magnetized and therefore have
to operate with a negative magnetic field strength. That includes the second and third
quadrants of the B-H characteristics. It is not usual to encounter the third quadrant in
operation: hence, only the second quadrant is considered here. The last three listed
materials have straight-line B vs. H characteristics, whereas Alnico-5 has the highest
remnant flux density but has a nonlinear B vs. H.

The flux density at zero excitation is known as remnant flux density, Bp shown in
Figure 9.2 for a generic hard permanent magnet. The low-grade magnet has a curve,
usually termed a knee, at low flux density, and at around this point it sharply dives
down to zero flux density and reaches the magnetic field strength of HcI known as
coercivity. The magnetic field strength at the knee point is H k• If the external excitation
acting against the magnet is removed, then it recovers magnetism along a line parallel
to the original B-H characteri~tic. In that process'l it reaches a new remnant flux den
sity, BIT'I considerably lower than the original remnant flux density. The magnet has lost
this difference in flux density irretrievably. Even though the recoil line is shown as a
straight line, it usually is a loop, and the average of the loop flux densities is repre
sented by the straight line. In the case of a high-grade magnet, the B-H characteristic
is a straight line. and its coercivity is indicated by Hch ' The line along which the magnet
can be demagnetized and restored to magnetism is known as the recoil line. The slope
of this line is equal to J.LoJ.lnn, as derived from the relationship between the flux density
and magnetic field intensity'l where J.Lrm is relative recoil penneability. For
samarium-cobalt and neodymium-boron magnets, the recoil permeability. J.Lrm' nearly
has a value between 1.03 to 1.1.

9.2.2 Air Gap Line

To find the operating point on the demagnetization characteristic of the magnet,
consider the flux path in the machine. The flux crosses from a north pole of the rotor
magnet to the stator across an air gap and then closes the flux path from the stator
to the rotor south pole via an air gap. In the process. the flux crosses two times the
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Figure 9.1 Second-quadrant B-H characteristics of permanent Inagnch

magnet length and two times the air gap, as shown in Figure 9.3. The mnlf provided
by magnets is equal to the mmf received by the air gap if the mmf requirenlent of
stator and rotor iron is considered negligible. Then.

Hm/m + Hg/g == 0 (9.1 )

where H m and H~ are magnetic field strengths in magnet and air, respectively. and, 1m

and 19 are the len-gth of the magnet and air gap. respectively. The operating flux den
sity on the demagnetization characteristic can be modeled, assuming that it is a
straight line, as

(LJ.2)
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Demagnetization
due to stator current

Figure 9.2 Operating point of magnets

Stator

Substituting for Hm from (9.1) into (9.2) in terms of Hg, and then writing it in terms
of the air gap flux density, which is equal to the magnet flux density, gives the oper
ating magnet flux density:

(9.3)

Rotor
SN

Figure 9.3 Simple layout of the stator and rotor of a machine
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This clearly indicates that the operating flux density is always less than the remnant
flux density, because of the air gap excitation requirement. Note that the excitation
requirements of iron and leakage flux are neglected in this conceptual derivation.

The operating point is shown in Figure 9.2, and the line connecting the operat
ing flux density 8 m and origin is known as the air gap line or load line. The slope of
this line is equal to a fictitious permeance coefficient JLc times the permeance of the
air. If the stator is electrically excited, producing demagnetization, then the load line
moves toward the left but remains parallel to the original load line, as shown in the
figure. The operating flux derisity is further reduced from Bm• Note that the perme
ance coefficient is derived for an operating point defined by Bm and H m as

8 m == Br + JLo IJ-rmHm == - JLo JLcHm

from which the permeance coefficient is derived as

(9.4)

IJ-c == - IJ-rm ==
-J..loH m

- JLoJ.LreHm
_ J.LoH~ - IJ-rm == J..lre - JLrm (9.5)

(9.6)

where IJ-re can be considered as external permeability. The variations in the remnant
flux density are due to temperature changes as well as to the impact of the applied
magnetic field intensity, both of which are induced by external operating conditions,
as is clearly seen from this formulation of IJ-c' and therefore it is appropriately
labeled as external permeability. As the demagnetizing field is introduced by exter
nal operating conditions, it is seen that the permeance coefficient will decrease as
the external permeability also decreases for that operating point. In hard perma
nent magnets, the external permeability is on the order of from 1 to 10 in the nomi
nal operating region.

9.2.3 Energy Density

The energy density of the magnet is found as the product of its magnetic field
strength and its operating flux density. This measure serves to differentiate magnets
for use in machines from those having higher values preferred for high-power
density machines. The peak-energy operating point is optimal from the point of
view of magnet utilization. It is found by differentiating the energy density with
respect to magnetic field strength and equating to zero to find the magnetic field
strength at which it is the maximum. The maximum energy density for a hard high
grade permanent magnet shown in Figure 9.4 is

8 2
E

max
== r_

4f.Lt)f..Lrm

and the flux density at which the maximum energy density available is at 0.58 r • The
operating line for this flux density is shown as giving the required magnetic field
strength. Note that this operating point for maximum energy density requires a con
siderable amount of demagnetizing field strength from the stator excitation of the
machine. Moreover, it will not be possible to maintain this operating point in a vari
able-speed machine drive: the stator currents will be varying widely over the entire
torq ue-speed region.
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9.2.4 Magnet Volume

The magnet volume is found in terms of operating point and air gap volume, as
follows:

(9.9)

(9.7)

(9.8)

Bglg == f.LoHm1m

BmAm == BgAg

From these ideal relationships, magnet volume is

(
BgAg) ( Bglg ) B~(A~Jg) B~VgV-Al- -- -- - ---

m- mm - Bm f.Lo~J - f.LolBmHml - f.LojEml

where Vg is the air gap volume, Em is the magnet operating energy density, and Am
and A o are the magnet ~nd air gap area.

From this relationship, it is inferred that the maximun1 operating energy density
point of the magnet will yield the magnet with the minimum volume and, hence, cost.

9.3 SYNCHRONOUS MACHINES WITH PMs

Prevalent rotor configurations of PM synchronous machines and their impact on
the direct and quadrature axis inductances and the distinct differences between the
PM brushless dc and synchronous machine are discussed in this section.
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9.3.1 Machine Configurations
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The permanent magnet (PM) synchronous machines can be broadly classified on
the basis of the direction of field tlux, as follows:

1. Radial field: the flux direction is along the radius of the machine.

2. Axial field: the flux direction is parallel to the rotor shaft.

The radial-field PM machines are common~ the axial-field machines are COIning into
prominence in a small number of applications because of their higher power density
and acceleration. Note that these are very desirable features in high-perfornlancc
applications.

The magnets can be placed in many ways on the rotor. The radial-field versions
are shown in Figure 9.5. lne high-power-density synchronous 111achines have surface
PMs with radial orientation intended generally for low speed applications. whereas the
interior-magnet version is intended for high-speed applications. Regardless of the n1<:H1
ner of mounting the PMs. the basic principle of operation is the same. An important
consequence of the method of mounting the rotor nlagnets is the difference in direct
and quadrature axes inductance \alues. It is explained as follo\vs. The rotor magnetic
axis is called direct axis and the principal path of the nux is through the magnets.lllC
permeability of high-flux-density permanent magnets is almost that of the air. ~nlis

results in the magnet thickness becoming an extension of air gap by that amount. -nH:
stator inductance when the direct axis or magnets are aligned \vith the stator winding is
kno\vn as direct axis inductance. By rotating the magnets from the aligned position by
90 degrees. the stator flux sees the interpolar area of the rotor. containing only the iron
path. and the inductance nleasured in this position is referred to as quadrature axis
inductance. The direct-axis reluctance is greater than the quadrature-axis reluctance.
because the effective air gap of the direct axis is nlultiplc tinlcS that of the actual air
gap seen by the quadrature axis. The consequence of such an unequal reluctance is that

(9.1 ())

\vhere L d is the inductance along the magnet axis (i.e.. direct axis) and L
ii

is the
inductance along an axis in quadrature to the magnet axis.

This is quite contrary to the wound-rotor salient-pole synchronous machine.
\vhere the quadrature-axis inductance is always greater than the direct-axis induc
tance. Note that, in the wound-rotor salient-pole synchronous machine. the direct
axis. having 'the excitation coils, has a small air gap, whereas the quadrature axis has
the large air gap.

Figure 9.5(i) shows the nlagnets nlounted on the surface of the outer periph
ery of rotor laminations. This arrangement provides the highest air gap flux density.
but it has the drawback of lo\ver structural integrity and Inechanical robustness.
~1achines with this arrangement of magnets are known as Sill/lIce f110unt PMSI'vls.
lney are not preferred for high-speed applications. generally greater than 33)00
rpm. There is very little (less than 10 %

) variation bet\veen the quadrature- and
direct-axis inductances in this Inachine. This particular fact has consequences for the
controL operation, and characteristics of the surfaCe-1l10unt PMSM drives. ~rhe

details are deferred until later sections.
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(i) Surface PM (SPM) synchronous
machine
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N

(ii) Surface inset PM (SIPM)
synchronous machine

N

(iii) Interior P~1 OPM) synchronous
machine

(iv) Interior PM with circumferential
orientation synchronous machine

Figure 9.5 (i) Surface-PM (SPM) synchronous machine

Figure 9.5( ii) shpws the magnets placed in the grooves of the outer periphery
of the rotor laminations~ providing a unifornl cyclindrical surface of the rotor. In
addition, this arrangement is much more rohust mechanically as compared to sur
face-mount machines. The ratio between the quadrature- and direct-axis induc
tances can be as high as 2 to 2.5 in this machine. This construction is known as inset

PM synchronous machine.
Figure 9.5(iii) and (iv) show the placement of magnets in the middle of the

rotor laminations in radial and circumferential orientations. respectively. This con
struction is mechanically robust and therefore suited for high-speed applications.
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The manufacturing of this arrangement is more complex than for the surface-mount
or inset-magnet rotors. Note that the ratio between the quadrature- and direct-axis
inductances can be higher than that of the inset-magnet rotor but generally does not
exceed three in value. This type of machine construction is generally referred to as
interior PMSM.

The inset-magnet construction has the advantages of both the surface- and
interior-magnet arrangements: easier construction and mechanical robustness, with
a high ratio between the quadrature- and direct-axis inductances, respectively. Many
more arrangements of the magnets on the rotor are possible, but they are very
rarely used in general industrial practice. Flux-reversal machines with magnets and
armature windings on the salient stator poles and salient rotors with no windings or
magnets are another possible construction. As they are in the early stages of devel
opment, they are not considered any further in this book.

9.3.2 Flux-Density Distribution

The flux plot and flux density vs. rotor position of a surface PM with radial orienta
tion are shown in Figures 9.6 and 9.7, respectively. The dips in the flux density at var
ious points occur because of the slot opening of the stator lamination where the

Figure 9.6 Flux distribution in the machine at no-load
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figure 9.7 Radial air-gap flux-density profile in the nlachine at no-load

reluctance is much higher and, hence. the flux and its density are lower. The slotting
effect also affects the induced emfs in the machine armature, clearly raising design
and practical concerns about possible ripple effects. The slotting effect exists regard
less of whether the machine is designed with sinusoidal or trapezoidal flux-density
distribution. For these distributions, predetermined sinusoidal or rectangular cur
rents are injected to produce the torque. Invariably, that results in ripple air gap
torque capable of causing undesirable effects at low speed.

9.3.3 Line-Start PM Synchronous Machines

Sonle PM synchronous machines are intended and designed for constant-speed
applications, to improve efficiency and power factor in comparison to induction and
wound-rotor synchronous nlotors. Such machines have a squirrel-cage winding to
provide the torque from standstill to near-synchronous speed. The same cage wind
ings also serve to damp rotor oscillations. Once the motor pulls into synchronism,
the cage windings do not contribute to electrical torque, because there are no
induced voltages and hence no currents in them at zero slip.

Variable-speed PM synchronous motor drives have no need for the damper
windings to offset hunting and oscillation. The damping is provided by properly con
trolling the input cuirents from the inverter. This results in a compact and a smaller
rotor than that of the machine with darnper windings. The way damping is produced
in the PM synchronous motor with and without damper windings deserves a com
ment. The machine with the damper windings operates to suppress the oscillations
with no external feedback. The feedback comes internally through the induced emf
due to the slip speed in the cage windings. In the inverter-controlled PM drives, the
control has to be initiated by an external signal or feedback variable to counter the
oscillation. Its dependence on an external feedback loop compromises reliability.
Wherever reliable operation regardless of the accuracy in speed control is a major
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Hr' degrees

Figure 9.8 PM de hrushless-motor wavefofIns

concern or requirement, the synchronous motor with damper windings might prove
to be an intelligent choice.

9.3.4 Types of PM Synchronous Machines

The PM synchronous motors are classified on the basis of the wave shape of their
induced emf, i.e.. sinusoidal and trapezoidal. The sinusoidal type is known as PM
synchronous motoc the trapezoidal type goes under the name of PM de brush less
machine.

Even though the trapezoidal type of induced emfs have constant nlagnitude
for 120 electrical degrees both in the positive and negative half-cycles, as sho'A'n in
Figure 9.8. the po\ver output can be unifornl by exciting the rotor phases with 120
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-..
"11

degrees (electrical) wide currents. The currents cannot rise and fall in the motor
windings in zero time; hence, in actual operation, there are power pulsations during
the turn-on and turn-off of the cur-rents for each half-cycle. The severity of such pul
sations is absent in the sinusoidal-emf-type motors.

PM de brushless machines have 15% more power density than PM synchro
nous machines. This can be attributed to the fact that the ratio of the rms value to
peak value of the flux density in the PM de brushless machine is higher than in the
sinusoidal PM machine. The ratio of the power outputs of these two machines is
derived in the following, based on equal copper losses in their stators.

Let Ips and Ip be the peak values of the stator currents in the synchronous and
dc brushless machine. The rms values of these currents are

(9.10)

(9.11 )

Equating the copper losses and substituting for the currents in terms of their peak
currents gives

(9.12)

i.e.,

(9.13 )

from which the relationship between the peak currents of the PM synchronous and
brushless dc machine is obtained as

(9.14)

The ratio of their power outputs is obtained from these relationships as follows:

. PM de brush less power
Power output ratIo = PM h

sync ronous power

v3
2 x E p x -2- x Ips

= 1.1547
Ep x Ips

3x---
2

(9.15)

Note that the power output ratio has been derived under the assumption that the
power factor of the P~1 synchronous motor is unity.

From the waveforms of the PM dc brushless motor, it is seen that its control is
simple if the absolute position of the rotor is known. Knowing the rotor position
amounts to certain knowledge of the rotor field and the induced emf and, hence,
instances of applying the appropriate stator currents for control.
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9.4 VECTOR CONTROL OF PM SYN-CHRONOUS MACHINE (PMSM)

A dynamic model of the PMSM is required to derive the vector-control algorithm to
decouple the air gap-flux and torque channels in the drive system. The derivation of
the dynamic model is easily made from the dynamic model of the induction
machine in flux linkages from Chapter 5.

9.4.1 Model of the PMSM

The two-axes PMSM stator windings can be considered to have equal turns per
phase. The rotor flux can be assumed to be concentrated along the d axis while there
is zero flux along the q axis. an assumption similarly [nade in the derivation of indi
rect vector-controlled induction motor drives. Further. it is assumed that the
nlachine core losses are negligible. Also. rotor flux is assul11ed to be constant at a
given operating point. Variations in rotor tenlperature alter the magnet flux, but its
variation with time is considered to be negligible. There is no need to include the
rotor voltage equations as in the induction [notor. since there is no external source
connected to the rotor magnets. and variation in the rotor flux with respect to time
is negligible.

The stator equations of the induction machine in the rotor reference fraIlles
using flux linkages are taken to derive the model of the PMSM. The rotor fralne of
reference is chosen because the position of the rotor nlagnets determines, indepen
dently of the stator voltages and currents. the instantaneous induced eOlfs and sub
sequently the stator currents and torque of the machine. Again. this is not the case
in the induction machine: there, the rotor fluxes are not independent variables, they
are influenced by the stator voltages and currents, and that is why any frame of ref
erence is suitable for the dynamic modeling of the induction machine. When rotor
reference frames are considered, it means the equivalent q and d axis stator wind
ings are transformed to the reference frames that are revolving at rotor speed. 'TIle
consequence is that there is zero speed differential between the rotor and stator
magnetic fields and the stator q and d axis windings have a fixed phase relationship
with the rotor magnet axis. which is the d axis in the nlodeling.

The stator flux-linkage equations are

v~s == R4i~s + pA~s + WrA~1s

V~1s == Rdi~s + pA~s - wrA~ls

(9.16)

(9.17)

where Rq and Rd are the quadrature- and direct-axis winding resistances, which are
equal (and hereafter referred to as RJ, and the q and d axes stator flux linkages in
the rotor reference frames are

A~s == L)~" + Lmi~r

A~ls == Lsi~" + Lmi~tr

(9.18)

(9.19)

but the self-inductances of the stator q and d axes windings are equal to Ls only
\vhen the rotor magnets have an arc of electrical 180°. That hardly ever is the case
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in practice. This has the implication that the reluctances along the magnet axis and
the interpolar axis are different. When a stator winding (say d axis) is in alignment
with the rotor magnet axis, the reluctance of the path is maximum~ the magnet reluc
tance is almost the same as the air gap reluctance, and hence its inductance is the
lowest at this time. The inductance then is referred to as the direct-axis inductance,
Ld . At this time~ the q axis winding faces the interpolar path in the rotoe where the
flux path encounters no magnet but only the air gaps and iron in the rotor~ resulting
in lower reluctance and higher inductance. The inductance of the q axis winding is
Lq at this time. As the rotor magnets and the stator q and d axis windings are fixed in
space, that the winding inductances do not change in rotor reference frames is to be
noted. In ordee then. to compute the stator flux linkages in the q and d axes. the cur
rents in the rotor and stator are required. The permanent-magnet excitation can be
modeled as a constant current source~ ifr . The rotor flux is along the d axis. so the d
axis rotor current is itr' The q axis current in the rotor is zero, because there is no flux
along this axis in the rotor, by assumption. Then the flux linkages are written as

~~s == Lqi~s

~ds == Ldids + Lllli rr

(9.20)

(9.21 )

where Lm is the nlutual inductance between the stator winding and rotor tllagnets.
Substituting these flux linkages into the stator voltage equations gives the sta

tor equations:

(9.22)

The electromagnetic torque is given by

(9.23)

\vhich~ upon substitution of the flux linkages in terms of the inductances and cur
rents, yields

(9.24)

where the rotor flux linkages that link the stator are

(9.25)

The rotor flux linkages are considered constant except for temperature effects. The
temperature sensitivity' of the magnets reduces the residual flux density and, hence~
the flux linkages with increasing temperature. The samarium-cobalt magnets have
the least amount of temperature sensitivity: - 2 to - 3 % per 1000 e rise in tempera
ture. Neodymimunl magnets have -12 to -13% per lOOoe rise in temperature sen
sitivity; the ceranlic magnets have -19% per lOOoe rise in temperature sensitivity.
Therefore, the temperature sensitivity of the nlagnets has to be included in the
dynamic simulation by appropriately correcting for the rotor flux linkages from
their nominal values.
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9.4.2 Vector Control
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The polyphase PMSM control is rendered equivalent to that of the de machine by a
decoupling control known as vector control. The vector control separates the torque
and flux channels in the machine through its stator-excitation inputs. The vector
control for PMSM is very similar to that derived in Chapter 8 on vector-controlled
induction motor drives. Many variations of vector control similar to that of the
induction motor are possible. In this section, the vector control of the PM synchro
nous machine is derived from its dynamic model. Considering the currents as inputs,
the three phase currents are

(9.26)

(9.27)

(9.28)

where W r is the electrical rotor speed and 8 is the angle between the rotor field and
stator current phasor, known as the torque angle.

The rotor field is traveling at a speed of W r rad/sec; hence, the q and d axes sta
tor currents in the rotor reference frame for a balanced three-phase operation are
given by

(9.29)

(9.30)

Substituting the equations from (9.26) in (9.28) into (9.29) gives the stator currents
in the rotor reference frames:

[~~s] == is [ sin D]
Ids cos 0

The q and d axes currents are constants in rotor reference frames, since 8 is a con
stant for a given load torque. As these are constants, they are very similar to arma
ture and field currents in the separately-excited dc machine. The q axis current is
distinctly equivalent to the armature current of the dc machine; the d axis current
is field current, but not in its entirety. It is only a partial field current~ the other
part is contributed by the equivalent current source representing the pennanent
magnet field. It is discussed in detail in the section on flux-\veakening operation of
the PMSM.

Substituting this equation into the electromagnetic torque expression gives
the torque:

3 P[l( )'''' . 2 .. ]T~ == 2" . 2 2 Ld - Lq I~ SIn b + Aaris SIn 8 (9.31 )
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Figure 9.9 Phasor diagram of the PM synchronous machine

For 8 == n/2,

where

3 P

2 2

(9.32)

(9.33)

Note that the equation (9.24) is similar to that of the torque generated in the dc
n1otor and vector-controlled induction motor. If the torque angle is maintained at
900 and flux is kept constant, then the torque is controlled by the stator-current
magnitude, giving an operation very similar to that of the armature-controlled sepa
rately-excited dc m9tor.

The electromagnetic torque is positive for the motoring action, if 8 is positive.
Note that the rotor flux linkages Aaf are positive. Then the phasor diagram for an
arbitrary torque angle B is shown in Figure 9.9. Note that

i~s == Torque-producing component of stator current == iT

ids == Flux-producing component of stator current == if

and the torque angle is given by,

(9.34)

(9.35)

(9.36)
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Figure 9.10 Vector-controlled PM synchronous motor drive

The equations (9.34) to (9.36) complete the similarity of the vector-controlled
PM synchronous and induction motors. Note that the mutual flux linkage is the
resultant of the rotor flux linkages and stator flux linkages. It is then given as

~m == V(Aaf + Ldi~s)2 + (Lqi~s)2 (Wb - Turn) (9.37)

If B is greater than TT/2, i~s becomes negative. Hence, the resultant mutual flux link
ages decrease. This is the key to flux-weakening in the PM synchronous motor dri
ves. If B is negative with respect to the rotor or mutual flux linkages, the machine
becomes a generator.

9.4.3 Drive-System Schematic

From the previous derivations and the understanding gained from them, the vec
tor-controlled PM synchronous motor drive schematic is obtained and is shown
in Figure 9.10. The torque reference is a function of the speed error, and the
speed controller is usually of PI type. For fast response of the speed, a PID con
troller is appropriate. The product of torque reference and air gap flux linkage
A~, in p.u., generates the torque-producing component, i~, of the stator current.
The reason for this block is to adjust the torque-producing component of the sta
tor current both in the constant-torque and in the constant-power regions of
operation. It is proved as follows: l'he function generator on the speed has the
following characteristics:

== l~

(9.38)

and

(9.39)
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,
Substituting the function from (9.38) into (9.39) gives the air gap power for the
constant-torque region:

Pa == wmT* (9.40)

and, for the constant-power operation region, the air gap power is similarly
obtained:

(9.41)

The base speed and T* are constant; hence, the constant-torque and -power modes
of operation are implemented with this function-generator block, as seen from the
equations (9.40) and (9.41), respectively. Note that subtracting shaft losses from air
gap power gives the shaft power output.

The function generator, f( wbm)' sets the reference for the resultant mutual flux
linkages, involving a constant Kf• The output of the function generator being in p.u.,
the value of Kf is unity. The flux-linkages reference, ~~, determines the field current
reference, i;, required to counter the flux linkages due to the rotor magnet. Note
that, in the field-weakening region, i; is negative; by making this positive, the mutual
flux linkages could be strengthened, even though it may lead to saturation and
therefore is not usually resorted to in practice. The flux-producing component of the
stator-current phasor, i;, can be predetermined and programmed in a function gen
erator, such as in a Read-Only Memory (ROM).

The stator-current phasor magnitude i: and the torque angle &* commands are
evaluated by

i; == V(i;)2 + (i~)2

&* = tan- 1[%]
The instantaneous position of the stator-current phasor command is given by

(9.42)

(9.43)

(9.44)

from which the stator-phase current commands are obtained for a balanced three
phase operation by substituting for i~ and i; from (9.24):

[~=s] _
cos Or sin Or sin(Or+ B*)

cos (6r - 231t) . ~ 21t) [.* ] . ( 21t)IT .* (9.45)lbs - sin Or - 3 i; == Is SIn Or + &* - 3
.*
Ics

cos (6r + 2;) . ~ 2IT) . ( 21t)sin t)r + 3 sin Or + &* + 3

These stator-phase current commands are amplified by the inverter and its logic and
fed to the PM synchronous n1achine. The rotor position is obtained with a position
encoder or synchronous resolver. The velocity signal, W p is extracted from the rotor
position by using signal processors available commercially at present. In the deriva
tion of stator-current commands, it was assumed that the zero-sequence current is
zero. but the derivation is not limited by this fact; it can be included easily by an
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(9.46)

additional first-order differential equation similar to the stator zero-sequence equa
tion in the induction-machine model.

9.5 CONTROL STRATEGIES

The torque-angle control provides a wide variety of control choices in the PMSM
drive system. Some key control strategies are the following:

(i) constant torque-angle control or zero-direct-axis-current control;

(ii) unity power-factor control;

(iii) constant mutual air gap flux-linkages control:

(iv) optimum-torque-per-ampere control~

(v) flux-weakening control.

These control strategies are derived systematically and analyzed in the following,
but illustrated for steady-state operation only.

9.5.1 Constant (8 = 90°) Torque-Angle Control

In this control, the torque angle 8 is maintained at 90 degrees; hence, the field or
direct-axis current is made to be zero, leaving only the torque or quadrature-axis
current in place. This is the mode of operation for speeds lower than the base speed.
Such a strategy is commonly used in many of the drive systems. The relevant equa
tions of performance in this mode of operation are

_ 3 . P .·r 3 P I
Te - 2" "2Aaf lqs = 2" . 2"Aaf · s

and torque per unit of stator current is constant, given by

T" 3 P
Is~ = 2". 2"Aaf

and normalized electromagnetic torque is expressed as

(9.47)

TeT =-
en T

h

(9.48)

indicating that torque equals the stator current in p.u, which gives the simplest con
trol for implementation in the PMSM drives. Note that Isn is the normalized stator
current phasor magnitude. Relevant equations to determine the steady-state
performance of the PMSM drive with this control strategy are derived in the follow
ing. The q and d axes voltages, in steady state, are

(9.49)

(9.50)
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Figure 9.11 Constant-torque-angle control

Note that the rate of change of currents is zero in the rotor reference frames,
because the currents are constants in steady state. The magnitude of the voltage
phasor is given by

(9.52)

V s == V(V~s)2 + (Vds)2 (9.51)

and Vs in normalized units is obtained from combining equations (9.49) to (9.51 ):

Vs Vs "' I ) 2Vsn == - == -- == V (wrn + RsnIsn )- + (LqnIsnwrn)
Vb Wbh.af

From the phasor diagram shown in Figure 9.11 and the axis voltages, power factor is
obtained as

(9.53)

(9.54)

1

1 + )2
(

RsnIsn
1 +--

Wrn
This equation implies that the power factor deteriorates with increasing rotor speed
as well as with increasing stator current. The maximum rotor speed with this control
strategy for a given stator current (and neglecting stator resistive drop) is obtained
from the voltage magnitude expression (9.52) as follows:

Vsn(max)
W rn (max) == V .

1 + L~nI;n

where Vsn(max) is obtained from the dc-link voltage, V dc' approximately, as

Vsn(max) == v2 X O.45Vdc (9.55)
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Figure 9.12 Performance characteristics for constant-torque-angle control

assuming that six-step switching is performed in the inverter and neglecting device
and cable voltage drops. It is realistic to consider a PWM-based inverter, in which
case the available voltage is further reduced by a factor of KdP usually in the range
of from 0.85 to 0.95, giving the voltage phasor as

Vsn(max) == 0.636KdrVdc (9.56)

A PMSM with

Rsn =0.1729 p.u., Lh =0.0129 H, Lqn =0.6986 p.u., Ldn =0.4347 p.u.,
W h =628.6 rad/sec, Vb =97.138V. Ih = 12 A

is considered for the plotting of performance characteristics utilizing the constant
torque-angle control strategy, as shown in Figure 9.12 for a I-p.u. rotor speed. Note
that the volt-ampere (VA) in p. u. is also plotted as a function of stator curren t. to
assess the VA rating required of the inverter and for the purpose of comparing vari
ous control strategies under discussion. The change in power factor from 1 to O.R59
over a zero-to-l p.u. change in stator current is significant: this creates a need for
reactive VA, thus demanding a higher VA from the inverter.

The dc-link voltage required to operate this PMSM at I-p.u. speed and current
is approximately estimated by using equation (9.56). Consider the derating factor to
be 0.8, to allow for a margin of voltage for current control. V sn required for this
operating point is computed as 1.365 p.u. From this. the required dc-link voltage is
obtained as

1.365 _ "\ _ _
V dc = 0.636 x 0.8 - L.68 p.u. - 2.68 x 97.138 V - 260.6 V

If current control is not required and six-step voltage-source operation is resorted to
in the inverter, the derating factor Kdr will go up to from 0.92 to 0.95. This would
generate peaky currents. resulting in higher copper losses in the machine, in addition
to increased peak inverter-current rating, but the six-step operation will contribute
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to significant enhancement of the electromagnetic torque and power output, partic
ularly in the flux-weakening region. The maximum speed for this drive (neglecting
stator-resistive voltage drop), from equation (9.54), is 1.18 p.u. for I-p.u. current.

9.5.2 Unity-Power-Factor Control

Unity-power-factor (UPF) control implies that the VA rating of the inverter is fully
utilized for real power input to the PMSM. UPF control is enforced by controlling
the torque angle as a function of motor variables. The performance equations in this
mode of operation are derived and given below.

The q and d axes currents are

I~s == Is sin 0

Ids == Is cos 0

and normalized torque is obtained as

{
(Ldn - Lqn). .}

Ten == Isn Isn · 2 . SIn 20 + SIn 0 (p.u.)

The q and d axes normalized stator voltages are

from which the stator-voltage phasor magnitude is obtained as

Vsn == V(v~sn)2 + (vdsn)2 (p.u.)

The angle between d axis and the resultant voltage Vsn is

v~sn
tan(o + 4» == -r-

Vdsn

Since the power factor has to be zero in this control,

4>==0

which gives the following relationship for the torque angle:

v~sn
tan 0 == -r-

Vdsn

Upon substitution of equations (9.60) and (9.61) into (9.65),

(9.57)

(9.58)

(9.59)

(9.60)

(9.61)

(9.62)

(9.63)

(9.64)

(9.65)

sin 0

cos 0
(9.66)
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Figure 9.13 Performance characteristics for UPF control

which~ upon simplification, gives

Isn(Lqn sin2 B + Lon cos2 8) == -cos 8

from which torque angle is computed as

(9.67)

(9.68)
_ -1 {-1±V1 - 4L4nI~n(Ldn - Lqn)}

8 - cos 21 (L _) (rad)
sn on Lqn

Note that torque angle has to be greater than 90°; hence, depending on the value of
the denon,inator, a positive or negative sign in the above equation has to be
employed. Torque angles less than 90° will result in an increase of flux linkages con
tributing to saturation in the machine; that is undesirable from point of view of
losses. This expression provides the enforcement of UPF control; its implementation
requires the motor phase current magnitude and motor parameters Lqn and Lun '
Note that it is independent of rotor speed.

For the same machine cited in the illustration of constant-torque-angle con
trol, the performance characteristics with UPF control are shown in Figure 9.13. The
torque per unit current is less than one, indicating that this control strategy is not
optimal in terms of torque generation~ its efficiency will be reduced by increased
copper losses for the generation of same torque. Its overall volt-ampere require
ment is only 1.09 p.u., as against 1.355 p.u. for the constant-torque-angle control. The
motor-voltage phasor requirement is 1.098 p.u. against 1.365 p.u. for the constant
torque-angle control. This demonstrates that the reserve voltage availability with
UPF control would extend the constant torque region, resulting in higher output of
the PMSM drive. This feature is very desirable in Illany applications requiring
extended speed range.
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9.5.3 Constant-Mutual-Flux-linkages Control

In this control strategy, the resultant flux linkage of the stator q and d axes and
rotor, known as the mutual flux linkage, is maintained constant most usually at a
value equal to the rotor flux linkages, X-af. Its main advantage is that, by the limiting
of the mutual flux linkages, the stator-voltage requirement is kept comparably low.
In addition, varying the mutual flux linkages provides a simple and straightforward
flux-weakening for operation at speeds higher than the base speed. Hence, mutual
flux-linkages control is one of the powerful techniques useful in the entire speed
range, as against other schemes that are limited to operation lower than the base
speed only. The mutual flux linkage is expressed as follows:

X-m == V(X-af + LdI~s)2 + (LqI~J2

and, for example, equating it to the rotor flux linkages as

(9.69)

(9.70)

(9.71)

(9.72)

and substituting for the direct- and quadrature-axis currents in terms of the stator
current phasor and torque angle in the above equations results in

2X-af [ cos B ]
Is = - Ld cos2 0 + p2 sin20

where

L q
p ==-

Ld

Two distinct cases arise here, depending on the saliency ratio p. For surface-mounted
magnets, p is around unity; for buried or interior PM rotor construction it could have
values as high as 3. These two cases are analyzed separately in the following.

Case (i): p == 1
This amounts to a value of torque angle, 8, given by

Note that the base voltage is defined as

Vh == WbAaf (V)

and the base impedance,'is

(9.73)

(9.74)

(9.75)
Vb

Zh == WhLb == - (0)
In

Using these for normalization of the motor current given In (9.71) yields the
torque angle:

(9.76)
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Figure 9.14 Performance characteristics for constant-mutual-flux-linkages control

Case (ii): p # 1
This yields the torque angle as

{
I ){ 1 }2 1}8 == cos - I 2 ± 2 - 2 ( rad ) (9.77)

LdnIsn(l - P ) Ldn(l - p )Isn (1 - p )

The minimum of the two possible values of & is chosen, so that the demagnetizing
current is small. Note also that & has to be greater than 90°. Otherwise, the d axis sta
tor current will strengthen the mutual flux over and above the rotor flux linkages,
resulting in saturation of the stator core. The other performance equations are as
given in the previous section, and so also are the machine parameters.

The performance characteristics are shown in Figure 9.14. The torque per
ampere is slightly less than unity, and stator voltage is approximately 1.17 p.u. (less
than is required for constant-torque-angle control), and the VA rating is also less for
this control. The power factor is close to unity, up to 1 p.u. of stator current, indicat
ing that this scheme is much closer to UPF control than to constant-torque-angle
control.

9.5.4 Optimum-Torque-Per-Ampere Control

A control strategy to maximize electromagnetic torque for unit stator current is
valuable from the optimum-machine and inverter-utilization points of view. As in
other control strategies, this control strategy is enforced with torque-angle control.
The theoretical basis for this control strategy is derived as follows. The ele'ctromag
netic torque is

T - 3 . P[ ... ~ t(L L )·2 .' 2~1
e - 2" "2 Aarls sin u +"2 d - q Is sin U J (9.78)



which, in terms of normalized units, is

Teo = iso[ sin 8 + ~(LdO - Lqo)iso sin 28 ] (p.u.)

where the base torque is defined as
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(9.79)

(9.80)

(9.81)

The torque per ampere is given as

(::0)= [sin 8 + ~(LdO - Lqnliso sin 28 ]

Its maximum is found by differentiating with respect to 8 and equating to zero to
obtain the condition for f> as

{ 1 I( 1 )2 I}8 == cos- I ---.- - ~ I --'.- + - (rad)
4a l l sn V 4a l l sn 2

(9.82)

where

(9.83)

Only the negative sign in the argument is considered. because 8 has to be greater than
90° to reduce the flux in the air gap. To illustrate the superior performance of this con
trol as against constant-torque-angle controL the torque vs. stator current is shown in
Figure 9.15. It has 3.2 DID and 11.05 DID torque enhancenlent for 1- and 2-p.u. stator cur
rents, respectively, compared to the constant-torque-angle operation, and this control
strategy requires stator voltages of 1.286 and 1.736 p. u.. respectively. This is the

v
3

2.01.81.6LA1.21.00.80.6O..f0.2
O~-""""""_----J.__.-J..-_---4-_----..L...--_--'-------'I..----_~---------'

0.0

Figure 9.15 Maxin1un1-torquc-per-amperc control performance
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penalty paid for using this control strategy in terms of the poor inverter utilization.
which needs a 3.472-p.u. VA rating at 2-p.u. stator current, as against 2.8 p.u. for con
stant-mutual-flux-linkages control with a torque derating of 0.065 p.u. only. Note that
the torque enhancement could be nearly 100% for p =3.5 at a 2-p.u. stator current
with this control strategy. This ~ontrol strategy is, in general, preferred for highly
salient machines with p > 2.

9.6 FLUX-WEAKENING OPERATION

The upper limits placed on the available dc-link voltage and current rating of a given
inverter cause the maximum motor-input voltage and current to be limited. The volt
age and current limits affect the maximum-speed-with-rated-torque capability and
the maximum torque-producing capability of the motor drive system, respectively. It
is required and desirable to produce the rated power with the highest attainable
speed for many applications, such as electric" vehicles. people-carriers in airport lob
bies, forklifts, and machine-tool spindle drives. Corresponding to the maximum dc
link voltage and hence to the maximum input machine voltage and rated torque. the
machine attains a speed known as the rated speed. Above this speed. the induced
emf will exceed the maximum input voltage. making the flow of current into machine
phases impractical. To overcome this situation. the induced emf is constrained to be
less than the applied voltage by weakening the air gap flux linkages. The flux-weak
ening is made to be inversely proportional to the stator frequency, so that the
induced emf is a constant and will not increase with the increasing speed.

This section considers the operation of the permanent-magnet synchronous
motor drives when they are constrained to be within the permissible envelope of the
maximum inverter voltage and current to produce the rated power and to provide this
at the highest attainable rotor speed. The rated po\ver is intended for steady-state
operation~ multiple times that is preferred for fast accelerations and decelerations
during transient operation. Effective current control during the flux-weakening oper
ation, with high transient capability. is preferable to a saturation of the current loop.
resulting in significant harmonic content in the stator currents, resulting in higher
torque ripples and higher losses.

Two approaches are considered in this section: (i) The demagnetizing current is
predetermined only by rotor speed~ this approach is called direct approach; (ii) Tlle
demagnetizing stator current is derived as a function of not only rotor speed but also
the electromagnetic torque. This method is referred to as the indirect approach.

9.6.1 Maximum Speed

To understand the scope of the flux-weakening of the PMSrv1 drive. it is essential to find
the maximum speed.The maximum speed for a given set of stator voltages and currents
is obtained analytically for the purpose of design calculations. The lnaximum operating
speed with zero torque is calculated from the steady-state stator voltage equations as
follows. The normalized stator equations in the rotor reference franles are given as

v~"n = (R"n + LttnP )i~sn + wrn(LJni~l,n + 1)

V;I"n -(JJrnL4ni~sn + (Rsn + LdnP )i~l"n

(9.X4)
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(9.85)

where the abc-to-qd transformation valid for voltages, currents, and flux linkages is

[
V~sn] 2 cos 6r COs( 6r - 231t)
Vdsn 3 . ( 21t )sin 6r SIn er - "3"

The steady-state stator-voltage equations are obtained by setting the derivative of
the current variables to zero in equation (9.84):

v~sn = Rsni~sn + Wrn (Ldnidsn + 1)

Vdsn = - wrnLqni~sn + Rsnidsn
(9.86)

when i~sn = 0, and the stator-voltage phasor is given as

2 _ r 2 r 2 - 2 (1 L·r )2 R2 .r 2Vsn - Vdsn + Vqsn - Wrn + dnIdsn + snIdsn (9.87)

from which the maximum speed for a given stator-current magnitude of idsn is

"' / 2 R2·r 2V Vsn - snIdsn
wrn(max) = (. ·r )

1 + LdnIdsn
(9.88)

(9.89)idsn(max) <

Note that the denominator of equation (9.87) has to be positive, giving the condition
that the maximum stator current to be applied to counter the magnet flux linkages is

1

9.6.2 Direct-Flux-Weakening Algorithm

The direct-flux-weakening algorithm finds the demagnetizing component of stator
current satisfying the maximum current and voltage limits only. It is very similar to the
field control of a separately-excited dc machine, where the field current is determined
usually by the speed alone. Such a method has the advantage of simplicity, but it has
the disadvantage of not optimizing the stator current by considering the operating
torque in the machine. Such an optimization is possible with a torque-request feedfor
ward. The PMSM drive-system control with both constant-torque and constant-power
operation is presented in this section. Flux-weakening algorithm, control scheme. con
troller realization, simulation, and performance are described in this section.

By considering the steady state, the voltage phasor is written (neglecting the
resistive terms) as

(9.90)v;n = w~n{(l + Ldnidsn)2 + (Lqni~sn)2} (p.u.)

where the voltage phasor, vsn ' is defined as

Vsn = V(v;s/ + Vdsn2) (p.u.) (9.91)

The quadrature current i~sn can be written in terms of the stator-current phasor and
the direct-axis current as

·r "' /·2 ·r 2 ( ')lqsn V Isn - ldsn p.ll .. (9.92)
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Substituting equation (9.90) into (9.89) gives the following equation relating the
voltage phasor, current phasor, and rotor speed.

v;n == w;n{L~n(i;n - i~sI12) + (1 + Ldni~sn)2} (p.u.) (9.93)

Note that the voltage phasor and current phasor (vsn and isn ' respectively) are the
maximum values that could be obtained from the inverter operation. Hence, for the
tlux-weakening operation, these are considered to be constant. That leads to the
appreciation that the equation contains only two variables, W rn and iJsn ' Therefore,
from one of these two variables the other could be computed analytically. This is the
key to the control and operation of the PMSM drive in the flux-\veakening region.
Further, equation (9.93) is written in terms of iJsn and W rn as

where the constants are

a == L~n - L~n

b == 2LJn

C == I + L~ni~n

(9.94)

(9.95)

(9.96)

(9.97)

(9.99)

Assuming the rotor speed is available for feedback control and using equations
(9.93) to (9.97) gives the d axis stator current. which would autonlatically satisfy the
constraints of maximum stator current isn - and stator voltage, vsn ' From the stator
current magnitude and the d axis stator current by using equation (9.92), the maxi
mum permitted q axis stator current could be calculated. The d and q axes currents
then determine the stator-phase currents obtained by using the inverse transforma
tion from equation (9.85):

[iasll
] _

cos er sin er

cos (Sr - 231t) . ~ 21t) [i~sll J (9.98)Ihsn - sin 8r - 3
Idsn

Icsn
cos (Sr + 231t) . ~ 21t)sin er + 3

Combining equations i~sn == isn sin Band iJsn == isn cos B with (9.98) yields the nor
malized stator phase currents via the following relationship:

r . sin (er + 8) 1
l::::] = sin ( S, + 8 - ~1t) iSIl

I
csn

( ., ) I
sin S, + 8 + L.

3
1t J

The torque angle is obtained as,

(9.100)
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Block 1

Tee ...
r-----.., ias

(9.101 )

Figure 9.16 Schematic of the PMSM-drive control strategy

Note that the calculated q axis stator current, together with d axis stator current.
determines the torque, Tef, that could be produced, and it is then used to modify the
torque command, Tee' generated from the speed error in a drive system.

If the torque request. Tee' is more than Tef, the torque calculated by the flux
weakening module, then the final torque request is made equal to the calculated
one. If Tee is less than Tee' then the final torque command is maintained at Tee
This final torque request is denoted as T;. From this T;. the required q axis cur
rent in the machine could be calculated from the torque equation. since i~sn

request is known:

T*
{ ( e )"'} (p.u.)1 + Ldn - Lqn idsn

Although the above relationships were derived for steady-state performance, it is to
be noted that some voltage reserve is to be available for dynamic control of cur
rents. With a smaller voltage reserve, the current loops will become sluggish: beyond
their limit points, they will no .longer control the current, thus making the applied
voltages six-step. This results in currents rich in harmonics and hence in higher air
gap-torque pulsations in the machine.

9.6.2.1 Control scheme. The control scheme for the PMSM drive both in
the region of constant torque and in that of flux-weakening could be formulated
from the derivations and understanding provided in previous section. Schematically,
the control scheme is shown in Figure 9.16. Assuming a speed-controlled drive sys
tem, the torque com~and Tee is generated by the speed error. Depending on the
mode of operation., this torque command is processed by Block 1or Block 2. Block 1
corresponds to the constant-torque-mode controller; Block 2 corresponds to the
flux-weakening-mode controller. These blocks are explained in the subsequent
paragraphs. The outputs of these controllers are the stator-current-magnitude com
mand and the torque-angle command. They, together with the electrical rotor posi
tion, provide the phase-current commands through the transformation block. The
current commands are enforced with an inverter by current feedback control, with
anyone of the current control schemes available. For illustration. pulse-width mod-
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Figure 9.17 Stator-current magnitude and torque angle vs. electromagnetic torque

ulation for the current control is chosen. The rotor position and rotor speed are
obtained with an encoder and a signal conditioner, respectively.

9.6.2.2 Constant-torque-mode controller. Block 1 contains the constant
torque-mode controller, with maximum torque per ampere. as explained in 9.4.4.
The torque-vs.-stator-current magnitude and torque angle are computed from equa
tions (9.81) and (9.82). Note that, fOf easier computation, the stator-current magni
tude is varied and the torque angle and torque are evaluated. For implementation,
note that the inverse is needed, Le., given the torque request. the stator-current mag
nitude and torque angle are to be made available. That could be accomplished by
curve-fitting the characteristics and programming it in menl0ry for retrieval and
use. The characteristics of stator-current magnitude and torque angle vs. torque are
shown in Figure 9.17.

These characteristics, for the drive system under illustration. are curve-fitted
by the following expressions with minimum error:

isn = 0.01 + 0.954Ten - 0.189T~n + 0.02T~n

B = 1.62 + 0.715Ten - 0.3T~n + 0.04T~n

(9.102)

(9.103)

Algorithnl and procedure for obtaining a curve fit can be obtained from a standard
textbook on numerical analysis. The detailed schematic of the torque-mode con
trollee then, takes the form shown in Figure 9.18. The equations (9.102) and (9.103)
can be realized in the form of tables to realize Block 1. The speed signal determines
the mode of operation of the drive system. In the torque-control mode of operation,
if the rotor speed is less than the base speed, then it enables Block 1 in the form of
onward transmission of the torque-command signaL Tee' The torque signal is limited
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Figure 9.19 Schematic realization of the nux-weakening controller

by the maximum torque that could be generated with the maximum permissible
stator-current phasor. Its magnitude can be a variable, depending on whether the
drive is in steady state or in intermittent peak operation. Then the resulting torque
signal provides the stator-current-magnitude and torque-angle commands from the
memory that may have characteristics given in equations (9.102) and (9.103). For
regenerative action, the torque angle is negative.

9.6.2.3 Flux-weakening controller. From the flux-weakening algorithm,
the flux-weakening controller emerges, which could be schematically captured as
shown in Figure 9.19. The inputs to this module are three variables: the torque
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request, rotor speed, and maximum permissible stator current. The module's out
puts are the stator-current-magnitude request and the torque-angle request.

The rotor speed determines the d axis stator current request through the
equation (9.94) in a slightly modified form:

.r _ (-b +){b2
- 4a(c-~)})

Idsn - 2a (9.104)

(9.105)

where a, b, and c are given in equations (9.95) to (9.97).
Note that constant c is dependent on the maximum stator-current limit. This

could either be programmed or be captured in a tabular form for retrieval and use
in the feedback-control computations. This d axis current request. indicated with an
asterisk in Figure 9.19, then, along with the maximum stator current, determines the
permissible quadrature-axis current, i~sn'

This q axis current, with the d axis current, determines the maximum electro
magnetic torque allowed, Tee, within maximum voltage and current constraints. This
is compared with the torque request Tee' generated by the speed error. Then the fol
lowing logic is applied to find the torque-command input to compute the command
q axis current:

If Tee> Td , then T: == Td

If Tee < Teh then T: == T~c

This logic submodule adjusts the torque request depending on the load and maxi
mum capability of the motor drive system as a function of the rotor speed. From this
final torque request, T:, the stator q axis current is computed by using equation
(9.93). The direct- and quadrature-axis stator-current requests are then used to cal
culate the stator-current phasor magnitude and torque-angle requests. The torque
mode or flux-weakening controller module is chosen. based on the rotor speed
being lower or higher than its base value, respectively.

9.6.2.4 System performance. The drive-system performance with the strat
egy incorporating both the optimized constant-torque mode and flux-weakening
controllers is modeled and simulated to evaluate its performance. The PWM fre
quency of the inverter is set at 5 kHz. The dc-link voltage is 280 V, and the load
torque is zero. To prove the operation in the four-quadrant operation, a step speed
command from 7 p.u. to -7 p.u. is given, and various machine and control variables
are viewed. The machine variables of interest are the torque and speed. Likewise.
the control variables, such as speed and torque request are monitored. The simula
tion results are shown in Figure 9.20. The torque command follows the maximum
trajectory as a function of speed, and the actual torque very closely follows its com
mand. The power trajectory is maintained at its set nlaximum in the flux-weakening
Inode, and the drive speed envelope is smooth during the entire speed of operation.
Note that the base speed is 1 p.u.~ beyond it, flux-weakening is exercised in the drive
system.
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Figure 9.20 Simulation results

Example 9.1

A PMSM has the following parameters:

Rsn =0.173 p.u, Ldn =0.435 p.u, Lqn =0.699 p.u, Vsn = 1.45 p.u, Isn = 1 p.u.

Find (i) the maximum speed with and without neglecting stator resistances and (ii) the
steady-state characteristics in the flux-weakening region.

Solution

Part (i): Maximum Speed

Note that Id')f} = - I sn; hence,

V~~~-=-O.1732
w (max) = ------ = 2.547 p.u.

m 1 - 0.435
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Figure 9.21 Performance characteristics of the PMSM in the tlux-weakenin~ region

Neglecting stator resistance gives the maximunl speed of the PMSM:

Vsn 1.45
wrn(max) = (1 _ L I ) = - 0 ·35 = 2.565 (p.u.)

dn sn I .4_

The effect of the stator resistance is usually negligible in the maximum-speed prediction. but
not for small machines. because they have proportionally larger stator resistances conlpared
to large machines.

Part (ii): Steady-State Performance Computation in the Flux-Weakening Operation

The steady-state nux-weakening performance is computed from the following steps.

Step 1: For computing Idsn during field-weakening when l~sll = O. the effect of resis
tive drops is, in general, as much as IsnRsn (approximately): hence. reduce Vsn to
approximately 1.25 p.u.

Step 2: With Y"n = 1.25 p.u.. compute I;lsn frolll

for each value of increasing W rn . Select the smaller of the roots for l:lsn- From
this. conlpute I~sn with Isn set at ] p.u.

Step 3: Compute V~sn' Vdsn ' and V.,n to check on \vhether it is equal to or less than the origi
nal assigned value of 1.45 p.u. Otherwise. go to step 2 to give a snlaller value of Vsn '

Step 4: Compute voltage-phasor angle and current-phasor angle. hence po\\/cr-factor
angle. torque, and power output. all in p.u.

The performance characteristics are plotted and shov.'11 in Figure 9.21.
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9.6.3 Indirect Flux-Weakening

An alternative flux-weakening control strategy is based on controlling directly the
mutual flux linkage, which is inversely proportional to electrical rotor speed. This is
very similar to controlling the field flux of a separately-excited dc machine. The
mutual flux linkage is defined as

Amn = \/(Ldnidsn + 1)2 + (Lqniqsn)2 (9.106)

with the assumption that the base flux linkage is equal to the rotor flux" linkages.
Neglecting the stator resistance voltage drops gives the stator-voltage phasor in
terms of the mutual flux linkages and electrical rotor speed by using the equation
(9.90) as

(9.107)

(9.108)

This implies that, during flux-weakening, when the dc link voltage and hence the
stator-voltage-phasor magnitude is constant, the mutual flux linkage has to be
decreased inversely proportional to the rotor electrical speed. Such control is straight
forward and simple in the high-speed operational region, when compared to other
schemes in the literature. To implement this, the independent references to be com
manded are the mutual flux linkages and electromagnetic torque. In order to incorpo
rate any control strategy (such as the maximum torque per ampere. constant air gap
flux linkages, unity power factor, or constant torque angle) below the base speed
region, the corresponding mutual flux linkages are calculated and preprogrammed in
the mutual-flux-linkages controller. For the region above the base speed, the mutual
flux linkage is made to be inversely proportional to the rotor electrical speed in order
to work within the limited dc-link voltage. The machine will be operated within its
maximum torque capability for a given mutual-flux-linkages command.

9.6.3.1 Maximum permissible torque. The maximum electromagnetic
torque for a given mutual flux linkage is found as follows. The torque in terms of
motor parameters, mutual flux linkages. and d axis stator current is given by

(Ldn - Lqn)idsn + 1~ I
Ten = V X.~n - (1 + Ldnictsn)2

Lqn

By differentiating this with respect to the d axis stator current and equating to zero,
the condition for maximum permissible electromagnetic torque for a given mutual
flux linkage is found. Substituting this condition for the d axis stator current in
(9.108) yields the maximum permissible electromagnetic torque for the given
mutual flux linkages.

Figure 9.22 shows such a relationship for Lg,n = 0.699 and Ldn == 0.434. It can be
seen that, for the given system parameters, the Tenm vs. A~n relationship is nearly lin
ear. This means that a simple first-or second-order polynomial can be used to
implement this relationship. In general. the function T:nm-vs.-x.~n can be computed
off-line for the appropriate range of X.~1II and subsequently incorporated into the sys
tem as a simple lookup table.
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Figure 9.22 Maximum permissible torque command as a function of flux command
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Figure 9.23 The speed-control system with mutual-flux-linkagcs-based controller

9.6.3.2 Speed-control scheme. The mutual-flux-linkage-weakening and
torque controls are incorporated in a speed-control system as shown in Figure
9.23. T:cn is the output of the speed PI controller. The command-processor weak
ens T:cn in inverse proportion to speed when the speed is higher than I p.u., in
order to limit the machine's power. Note that the torque command is limited to its
maximum permissible value, which depends on the mutual-flux-linkage com
mand. The command-processor also generates the mutual-flux-linkage command.
The mutual-flux-weakening operation begins at base speed, which could be less
than or equal to one p.u.. The outcomes, T:n, along with the commanded mutual
flux linkage, A~n, are provided to the current and angle resolver to generate the
appropriate commands for the stator current, i:n , and its angle, S*. The angle S* is
added to the rotor's absolute angle to provide the desired current angle with
respect to the stator's reference frame. The {i:n, S*} pair is itself a conlmand input
to a PWM current controller. Figure 9.24 shows the operations performed by the
command processor.
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Figure 9.24 The command processor

9.6.3.3 Implementation strategy. In this section, an implementation
strategy for the on-line computation of {i;n' B*} from {T:n'~~n} is discussed. The
strategy follows this general format:

(n == O(Ten*, ~mn*) (9.109)

8* == A(Ten*, ~mn*) (9.110)

A method for realizing the functions 0(., .) and l\(., .) based on lookup tables is pre
sented. The method is illustrated via an example using the model parameters of a
PMSM. These values are

Ldn == 0.434 p.u.. Lqn == 0.699 p.u. and Rsn == 0.1729 p.u. The base values are
Vb == 97.138 V. Ih == 12 A, Lb == 0.0129 Hand W h == 628.6 rad/sec.

Lookup Tables Realization Equations (9.109) and (9.110) can be realized by
using separate three-dimensional lookup tables. These lookup tables are gener
ated off-line by solving sys"tem equations numerically. Two of the independent
axes of each table are assigned to T:n and ~~n' Off the third dimension, the respec
tive i:n or 8* is read. Note that the tables need only provide the data for positive
torque commands. For negative torque commands, the respective angle from the
table must be applied with negative sign. ~~n is limited to values between 0 and 1,
since the only interest is in weakening the mutual flux linkage. The numerical solu
tion to the system variables for the following range of the normalized mutual-flux
linkage command:

0.2 ~ ~mn* ~ 1 (p.u.)

and for the motor parameters given earlier, yields the viable ranges for the other
three variables as

o ~ T:n ~ 2.44 (p.u.)

o ~ i sn ~ 3.3 (p.u.)

1.57 ~ 8 ~ 3.14 (rad)
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Figure 9.25 Current command as a function of torque and mutual-flux-linkage commands
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Figure 9.26 Angle command as a function of the torque and mutual-tlux-linkage commands

Figures 9.25 and 9.26 depict the three-dimensional tables for this system. The vari
ables are digitized under the following constraints.

T;n: 9 bits: A~1n: 7 bits~ i;n and S*: 8 bits each

Once the torque command reaches its maximum pernlissible value. the current and
angle commands are frozen. The fact that each graph has two distinct areas is due to
this limitation. In each graph. the border between these t\VO surfaces appears to be a
straight line~ which can be attributed to the fact that the T~nm-VS.-A~n relationship is
nearly linear. The T:nrn-VS.-A~m relationship suggests that. for the given parameters.
the relationship can adequately be approximated with a first- or at most a second
order polynomial. Thus, either of the following two polynomials can be used for on
line calculation of T:nm from A~ln in this example.

T;nm == O.21A~1n2 + 2.23A~n + .()059
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or, more simply,

The polynomials are both derived by using the least-squares-fit method.

9.6.3.4 System performance. Utilizing these tables results in the accurate
enforcement of the commanded torque and the commanded mutual flux linkage. As
a result, the voltage requirement is closely maintained at a maximum level of 1 p.u.
Figure 9.27 shows the simulation results for a speed-control system that utilizes the
two tables for a speed-controlled operation with +3-p.u. and - 3-p.u. speed com
mands. The dotted lines represent conlmanded values, the solid lines actual values.
The PWM is operating at 20 kHz, and the current error is amplified by a factor of
200. The stator resistance is taken into account in the simulation: therefore, the
mutual flux-weakening is initiated at a speed of .53 p.u. instead of 1 p.u. As a result,
the voltage requirement is successfully limited to 1 p.u. The limited bandwidth of
the current controller decreases the ability of the system to enforce desired currents
as speed increases. As a consequence, the mutual-flux-linkage error increases with
speed. Note that memory chips are required to store the relatively large look-up
tables. Each table has 2 16 entries. Therefore, each table requires 64 kilobytes of stor
age capacity.

The table-look-up approach provides a high level of accuracy in terms of
enforcing the torque and mutual-flux-linkage commands. Utilizing the look-up
table method results in meeting the specified voltage req uirements of the drive sys
tem, which is one of the key factors in the drive's performance. The system is also
relatively fast: implementing it mainly involves reading data from a memory chip,
plus the performance of minimal calculations. However, implementing this system
requires a considerable amount of digital memory. For the example considered, 128
kilobytes of ROM is required to store the tables.

9.6.3.5 Parameter sensitivity. Parameter variations are a major source of
error in model-based motor controllers, such as the one discussed. The effects of the
variations of three of the PMSM parameters (namely, stator resistance, q axis induc
tance, and rotor flux linkages) on the input-voltage requirement of the simulated
example are briefly discussed in this section.

(i) Stator Resistance The stator resistance can vary in the range of approximately
1 to 2 times its nominal value. As the rotor resistance increases, the input-voltage
requirement also increases. Figure 9.28 shows the effect of a stator resistance
increase of 100% on.the voltage requirements of the simulated system. If maintain
ing a I-p.u. input voltage is the main objective, the solution is to initiate the mutual
flux-weakening operation at lower speeds. Note that, as the mutual flux linkage is
further weakened, the maximum permissible torque also decreases. This, in turn,
increases the response time of the motor.

(ii) Rotor Flux Linkage The rotor flux linkage of a PMSM can decrease as much
as 20 percent depending on the kind of magnet used. Figure 9.29 shows the effect of
a 20-percent reduction of A.af on the simulated example. It can be seen that the over
all voltage requirement is higher than the case when the rotor flux linkage is at its
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Figure 9.27 Simulation results for a 2:3-p.u.-step speed command
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Figure 9.29 Input-stator phasor-voltage requirement when A.af decreases by 200/0 from its
nominal value
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Figure 9.31 Input-voltage requirement for a 10-percent increase in Lq

nominal value. Under identical torque requirements, as the rotor flux linkage
decreases, the current requirements increase and, therefore, the input-voltage
requirements increase.

(iii) q Axis Self·lndu~tance The q axis self-inductance, Lq, can vary in the range of
approximately from "0.8 to 1.1 times its nominal value. Figures 9.30 and 9.31 show
the effect of Lq variations on the input-voltage requirement. The increase of Lq over
its nominal value results in higher voltage requirements. 'The voltage requirement
exceeds the I-p.u.limit at some points.111is indicates that a good reserve margin in
the dc-link voltage has to be given to handle the parameter variations that are
bound to affect the performance. The extreme cases need to be taken into account in
the design process. Alternatively, estimating the individual parameters directly and
using them in the controller can compensate for the effects of parameter sensitivity.
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The design of the speed-contr.oller is important from the point of view of imparting
desired transient and steady-state characteristics to the speed-controlled PMSM
drive system. A proportional-plus-integral controller is sufficient for many indus
trial applications; hence, it is considered in this section. Selection of the gain and
time constants of such a controller by using the symmetric-optimum principle is
straightforward if the d axis stator current is assumed to be zero. In the presence of
a d axis stator current, the d and q current channels are cross-coupled, and the
model is nonlinear, as a result of the torque term.

Under the assumption that ids == 0, the system becomes linear and resembles
that of a separately-excited dc motor with constant excitation. From then on, the
block-diagram derivation, current-loop approximation, speed-loop approximation,
and derivation of the speed-controller by using symmetric optimum are identical to
those for a de or vector-controlled induction-motor-drive speed-controller design.

9.7.1 Block-Diagram Derivation

The motor q axis voltage equation with the d axis current being zero becomes

v~s == (Rs + Lqp )i~s + wr~af

and the electromechanical equation is

where the electromagnetic torque is given by

_ 3. P 'r
Te - 2" 2" ~aflqs

and, if the load is assumed to be frictionaL then

T, == B,wm

which, upon substitution, gives the electromechanical equation as

(Jp + Bt)wr = {~(~r Aaf}i~s = Kt ' i~s

where

(9.111)

(9.112)

(9.113)

(9.114)

(9.115)

(9.116)

(9.117)
3 ' P)2

K t = 2C2 .Aal

The equations (9.t 11) and (9.115). when combined into a block diagram with the
current- and speed-feedback loops added, are shown in Figure 9.32.
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1
Tin ==

2fe

where Vdc is the dc-link voltage input to the inverter, Vern is the maximum control
voltage, and fc is the switching (carrier) frequency of the inverter.

The induced emf due to rotor flux linkages, ea, is

Aaf

Gs(s) = 1(,,(1;STs)
eas s Inverter

<.0.
r

PI Controller Gr(s)
<.or

He

Tach + Filter
Gw(s)

Figure 9.32 Block diagram of the speed-controlled PMSM drive

The inverter is modeled as a gain with a time lag by

Kin
Gls) == 1 T+ S in

where

V
Kin == O.65~

Vern

(9.118)

(9.119)

(9.120)

9.7.2 Current Loop

This induced-emf loop crosses the q axis current loop, and it could be simplified by
moving the pick-off point for the induced-emf loop from speed to current output
point. This gives the ~urrent-Ioop transfer function from Figure 9.33 as

i~s (s) KinKa (1 + sTrn )
-----------------(9.121)

i~s*(s) HeKaK in (1 + sTrn ) + (1 + sTin){KaKb + (1 + sTa )(l + sTrn )}

where

(9.122)
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Figure 9.33 Current controller

The following approximations are valid near the vicinity of crossover frequency:

where

1 + sTr == 1

I + sTm == sTill

(9.123 )

(9.124)

(9.125 )

(9.126)

(9. 128)

With this~ the current-loop transfer function is approximated as

i~s(s) (KaKinTnJs (TmK in) s
i~s*(0 == K(iK h + (Tm + KaKjnTmHc)s + (TmTar )s2 == ~ (I + sT,)(1 + sT2)

(9.127)

It is found that T) < T2 < Tm~ hence. on further approximation. (I + sT~) == sT2•The
approximate current-loop transfer function is then given by

i~s(s)::::: K j

i~s*(s) - (1 + sTj )

where

TmK inK ==---
I T

2
K h

T j == T,

(9.129)

(9.130)

This sinlplified current-loop transfer function is substituted In the design of the
speed controller as follows.
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*Wr

Figure 9.34 Simplified speed-control loop

9.7.3 Speed-Controller

The speed loop with the simplified current loop is shown in Figure 9.34.
Near the vicinity of the crossover frequency, the following approximations

are valid:

(1 + sTm ) == sTm

(1 + sTj)(l + sTw ) == 1 + sTloj

1 + sTw == 1

where

The speed-loop transfer function, with these approximations, is given by

KjKmKtH w Ks (1 + sTs)
GH(s) == . - '-,---

Tm Ts s-(1 + sTwj )

from which the closed-loop speed transfer function is obtained as

KsK g-(l + sTs )
Ts

where

(9.131)

(9.132)

(9.133)

(9.134 )

(9.135)

(9.136)

(9.137)

(9.138)

Equating this transfer function to a symmetric-optimum function with a damping
ratio of 0.707 gives the closed-loop-speed transfer function as

wls) ~ __~ . (1 + sTs )

w;(s) Hw 1 + (T,)s + (~T; )S2 + (l~T~ )sJ

Equating the coefficients of equations (9.136) and (9.138) and solving for the con
stants yields the time and gain constants of the speed controller as
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(9.139)

(9.140)

Ts = ,6Twi

4
K =--

s 9KgTwi

Hence, the proportional gain, Kps ' and integral gain~ Kis ' of the speed controller are
derived as

4
Kps = Ks == 9K T . (9.141 )

g WI

K s 1
Kis ==T) (9.142)

s 27KgT~i

The validity of various approximations is verified through a worked example.

Example 9.2

The PMSM drive system paranlcters are as follows:

Rs = 1.4 n~ Ld = 0.0056 H, Lq = 0.009 H, Aaf = 0.1546 Wb- Turn, Bt = 0.01 N'm/rad/sec,
J = 0.006 kg - m1

, P = 6. ( = 2 kHz. Vern = 10 V, Hw = 0.05 V/V. He = 0.8 VIA, Vdc = 285 V.

Design a symmetric-optimum-based speed-controller. and verify the validity of assumptions
n1ade in its derivation. The dan1ping ratio required is 0.707.

Solution

\/
Inverter: Gain, Kin = 0.65~ = 18.525 V/V

Vcm

1
Time constant, Tin = - = 0.00025 s

2fe

Kin
GJS) = ---

I + sTin

18.525

(1 + 0.00025 s)

. . 1 . Lq
Motor (electrIcal): GaIn, Ka = -R,. = 0.7143:TIme constant. Ta = - = 0.0064 s

Rs

G s =~ = 0.7143
a(. ) 1 + sT a (1 + 0.0064 s)

3(P\"Induced emf loop: Torque constant. K, = 2" 2/ 0 Aaf = 2.087 Nom/A

Mechanical gain, K rn = ~ = 100 rad/sl Nm
B,

32.26

(1 + 0.6s)

where the mechanical time constant is

J
T =-=06sm B

l
.
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. KmKt 208.7
Motor (mechanical): Gm(s) = (1 + sTm) (1 + 0.6 s)

Equivalent electrical time constants of the motor: Solve for the roots of as2 + bs + c = 0, where

a = TmTar

b = Tm + KaKinTmHc

c = KaK o

where

Kb = KtKrnA.af = 32.26

Then the inverse of the roots will give T 1 and T 2 as

T 1 = 0.0005775 (sec)

T2 = 0.301 (sec)

K·
Simplified current-loop transfer function: Gis(s) = __I T

1 + S i

T i = T 1 = 0.0005775 (s)

TK
K i =~ = 1.1443

T2K o

Gr(s) . Ga(s)j[l + Gis) . Gb(s) J
Exact current-loop transfer function: Gi(s) = -------------

1 + He' Ga(s) . G(s)j[l + Ga(s) . Go(s)]
Speed controller:

T!I)i = TW + T j = 0.0025775 (s)

Ts = 6Twi = 0.0155 (s)

4
Ks = -- = 8.6638
. 9KgT wi

{

Ks }K g-(l + sTs )

Simplified speed-loop transfer function: Gss(s) == ~ T
s

K

w S3(T .) + S2 + K ---2( 1 + sT )
WI gT

s
" <;

. Gm(s) . Gj(s) . Gs(s)
Exact speed-loop transfer function: Gse(s) = G ( . G ( ) . G.( ) . G ( )-

1 + "w s) m SIS Is s
where

Ks (1 + sTs) (1 + 0.0155 s)
Gs(s) = -' . = (560.2) 2

Ts s

G (s) _~ - (lOS
w - 1 + sT

w
- (1 + 0.002 s)

Smoothing: It is achieved by canceling the zero, (1 +sTs)' with a pole inserted in series with
the speed reference. Note that this leaves the final speed-loop transfer function with only
poles. The smoothing can also be thought of as the soft-start controller employed in almost all
of the drive systems in practice.
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Figure 9.35 Exact and simplified current-loop-gain plots
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Figure 9.36 Gain plots of various speed-loop transfer functions

All the transfer-function gains and phases are plotted in Figures 9.35, 9.36. and 9.37. In
the frequency regions of interest. note that the approximations hold good both in nlagnitude
and in phase, in spite of the reduction of the fifth-order system to an equivalent third-order in
the case of the speed loop and of a third to a first in the current loop.
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Figure 9.37 Phase plots of exact and simplified current and speed-loop transfer functions

9.8 SENSORLESS CONTROL

The PMSM drive requires two current sensors and an absolute-rotor-position sen
sor for the implementation of any control strategy discussed in the previous sec
tion. TI1e rotor position is sensed with an optical encoder or a resolver for
high-performance applications. The position sensors compare to the cost of the
low-power motor. thus making the total system cost very noncompetitive com
pared to other types of motor drives. As for the current sensors, they are not as
expensive as the rotor-position sensor~ note that other types of drives also require
their use in feedback control. .Hence, the control and operation of PMSM drive
without a rotor-position sensor would enhance its applicability to many cost
sensitive applications and provide a back-up control in sensor-based drives during
sensor failures. One method of rotor-position sensorless control strategy is dis
cussed in this section.

The basis for this control strategy is that the error between measured and
calculated currents from the machine model gives the difference between the
assumed rotor speed and the actual rotor speed of the motor drive. Nulling this
current error results ~ the synchronous operation of the motor drive by estimat
ing its rotor position· accurately. The relevant algorithm for sensorless control is
developed next.

The following assumptions are made to develop this control algorithm.

(i) Motor parameters and rotor PM flux are constant.

(ii) Induced emfs in the machine are sinusoidal.

(iii) The drive operates in the constant-torque region, and flux-weakening opera
tion is not considered.
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Figure 9.38 Control schematic diagram of the sensorless PMSM drive

The basic control schematic diagram is shown in Figure 9.38. Two phase currents
constitute the inputs to the electrical rotor position and speed estimator. The error
between the reference speed, w;, and the estimated rotor speed, W rm , is amplified
and limited to provide the torque-producing component of the stator current, i~,

which is the q axis stator current in the rotor reference frames. The estimated rotor
position, together with i~, provides the stator current commands, which are enforced
by a three-phase inverter feeding the PMSM. The position and speed estimator is
derived from the machine equations.

Consider that the machine is running at a speed W p whereas the nl0del starts
with an assumed rotor speed W rm . This is shown in the phasor diagram given in
Figure 9.39. The assumed rotor position arm lags behind the actual rotor position er

by se radians. They are related to the actual and assumed or model speed as follows:

Or == fwrdt (9.143)

8rm == f W rm dt (9.144)

08 == 8r - 8rm == f (W r - Wrm ) d t (9. 145 )

The machine model is utilized to compute the stator currents: note that it is carried
out in a reference frame at an assumed rotor speed. That implies the reference
frames are ex and ~ axes and not d and q axes, which are the usual rotor reference
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Figure 9.39 Phasor diagram corresponding to an error between the actual and assumed rotor position

frames. Therefore, the machine equations in the assumed rotor-speed reference
frames are

(9.146)[ P~exm]
Pl~m

Rs Ld [wrm~af]

~: -W:sLq [:::] + -~ + ~:
wrm L

d
L

q
L

d

In the model a and ~ reference frames, the actual machine equations are written
from the d and q axes as

(9.147)

Rs Ld Wr~af Vex
Lq - W

rm
Lq [ ll~a~] + - L:- cos 08 + Lq

Lq Rs wr~ f v~
__a sin 88

W
rm Ld L

q
Ld Ld

The variables without the second subscript indicate that they are actual machine
variables~ the machine model (or estimated) variables end with subscript tn. 'The
actual machine equations are derived on the understanding that a-~ axes are the
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considered reference axes and hence the rotor flux linkages have components on
them from the d axis given as a function of the error in rotor position, Be. It is
assumed that the entire rotor field is aligned on the d axis.

Discretize the two sets of model and actual current equations, respectively, as

[
~am (kT)] = [~am (k - IT)] + [P~am (k - 1T)]T
113m (kT) 113m (k - IT) pl13m (k - IT)

(9.148)

(9.149)

(9.150)

where T is the sampling time and k is the present sampling instant. Substituting for
the derivative terms in terms of the currents, induced emfs, and input voltages from
equations (9.146) and (9.147) into (9.148) and (9.149) and finding their respective
current errors yields the following:

Aaf

[ B~a (kT)] = [~a (kT) - ~am (kT)] = T - Lq (wr
cos 09 - wrm

)

BI13 (kT) 113 (kT) - 113m (kT) WrAaf .L:- SIn Be

A number of assumptions have been made to derive (9.150): (i) The difference
between the model and actual currents, when multiplied by T, becomes negligible:
(ii) The sampling time is very small compared to the electrical and mechanical time
constants of the drive system.

If Be is smalL then the following approximations are valid for use in interpret
ing the above results:

sin BO == Be

cos Be == 1

Hence, substituting these into error currents results in

from which the actual rotor speed is obtained as

Lq 1 .
W r = -- -T Bla (kT) + W rm

Aaf

and the error in estimated rotor position is

Ld 1 Bi13(kT)
BO=---

Aaf T W r

(9.151 )

(9.152)

(9.153)

(9.154 )

(9.155 )

(9.156)
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Figure 9.40 Block-diagram realization of electrical rotor position and speed estimation

Substitution for the rotor speed in the error rotor-position equation gives 88 as

(9.157)
( Ld )&i

J3
(kT)

TAaf88=-------

[
Lq . ]

W rm - TAaf SI,,(kT)

Note that 8e, W rm, and W r are for the sampling instant of kT also. They have to be
evaluated for each sampling instant to follow the rotor position closely. The rotor
position then is

(9.158)

which becomes the estimate for 8rm in the next sampling interval for feeding into
the controller to compute stator-current commands. Filters are required to sn100th
ripples in the current errors due to PWM voltages fed to the machine. The realiza
tion of the position and speed estimator is shown in block-diagram form in Figure
9.40.

Starting from standstill is achieved by bringing the rotor to a particular posi
tion by energizing the stator phases accordingly. Alternatively, a sequence of pulse
patterns is issued to the inverter, which would enable the motor to achieve a signifi
cant but small rotor ~peed to start the estimation. During this time, the estirnator is
kept inactive: it is brought into the control process by switching off the starting
process. The input of initial values of speed and rotor position serves to sn100th the
transition process from initial starting to estimation for continued operation and
control. Low-speed operation continues to be a challenge with this technique.

Several other methods exist to estimate the rotor position. For one. the
induced emf of the stator phases could be estimated from the measured stator cur
rents and voltages. This method has the problem of finding the position at zero
speed; there are no induced emfs at that point, and at low speeds they would be dif-
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ficult to estimate accurately because of small magnitude. Hence, this method has to
incorporate an initial-starting process, as discussed above.

Ideally, rotor position can be obtained from stator self-inductances. The reluc
tance variation between, say, q and d axes in the machine occurs when the magnets
have a pole arc less than 180 electrical degrees, regardless of the methods of magnet
placement in the rotor. This variation in the reluctance can be measured by nonin
vasive measurement techniques, and then they can be used to extract the rotor posi
tion information. This reluctance variation is prominent in machines with high
saliency. Even the surface-magnet machines exhibit a 100/0 variation in their reluc
tance between the d and q axes. References contain research papers discussing
alternative methods of estimating rotor position.

9.9 PARAMETER SENSITIVITY

Temperature variation changes the stator resistance and flux remanence in the per
manent magnets. The loss of magnetism for a IOOoe rise in temperature in ceramic~

neodymium, and samarium-cobalt magnets is 19%, 11 %, and 4ok, respectively. from
their nominal values. The effect due to the loss of magnetism with temperature vari
ations is predominant compared to the effect of stator-resistance variations on the
performance of the drive system. Further, the stator-resistance sensitivity is over
come in current-regulated drives by the nature of closed-loop control. That the cur
rent-control has no impact on the drive system is due to temperature sensitivity of
the magnets. A closed-loop speed-controlled drive system will minimize. the effects
due to temperature sensitivity of the magnets. To have an understandin·g· of· this
operation, consider that the drive system is in steady state and that the magnet flux
density has decreased in a step fashion (not usually the case, but taken up here as an
extreme case for illustration). The torque will decrease instantaneously, because the
current-magnitude command is a constant in steady state. With the decrease in the
torque, the rotor will slow down, resulting in higher speed error, higher torque com
mand, and hence higher current command. The torque then will rise and hence the
rotor speed. and this cycle of events will go on. depending on the dynamics of the
system, until the system reaches steady state again. In the wake of such a distur
bance in the magnet flux linkages, the drive system will encounter electromagnetic
torque oscillations as explained, and that may not be very desirable in high-perfor
mance drives.

Saturation usually will affect the quadrature-axis inductance rather than the
direct-axis inductance. It is due to the fact that the direct axis, with its magnets. pre
sents a very high-reluctance path~ the magnets have a relative permeability compa
rable to that of air. In the quadrature axis, the reluctance is lower, because most of
the flux path is through the iron.

By denoting the temperature-variation effects by ex and the saturation effects
by ~, the relationship of the torque to its reference and of the mutual flux linkage to
its reference are derived with the speed loop open for the PMSM drive. It is further
assumed that the drive has inner current loops and that the stator currents equal their
references.
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Figure 9.41 Ratio of electromagnetic torque to its command for various saturation levels, with speed
loop open

9.9.1 Ratio of Torque to Its Reference

Ratio of torque to its reference is derived as

Te aA:fi~s* + (Ld - f3 Lq )ids *i~s*
T; A:fi~s* + (Ld - Lq)ids*i~s*

aA:f + Ld(l - ~p )ids*
A:f + Ld(l - p )ids*

(9.159)

(9.160)

Note that the ratio of torque to its reference is independent of the q axis stator cur
rent. By dividing the numerator and denominator by the base flux linkages, Lblb, the
torque-to-reference is derived as

Te aAafn + (1 - f3p) Ldnidsn

T; Aafn + (1 - P)Ldnidsn

where the normalized rotor flux linkage is given as

Aaf Aaf
Aafn = Lbl

b
= Ab' p.u. (9.161 )

Note that

i~sn == (i~sn) * (9.162)

For the same machin~,detailsused in the previous illustrations, the ratio of torque to
its reference, plotted against a, is shown in Figure 9.41 for various values of ~ rang
ing from 80% to 100% of the nominal value of Lq . Note that
idn = -1 p.u., p = 1.607, and Ldn = 0.435 p.u.. a is varied from 0.7 to 1. Lower val
ues of a indicate increased rotor temperature: the value of 1 corresponds to the
operation at ambient temperature. Higher rotor temperature reduces the output
torque for the same stator current, and saturation further decreases it from the
nUllliodl \ alul:. 111c variation is linear. unlike in the case of the indirect vector con
trolled induction motor drive described in Chapter 8.
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Figure 9.42 Ratio of mutual flux linkage to its reference value for various saturation levels, with speed
loop open

Note that, when torque angle is set at 'Tr/2, idsn = 0, and hence the torque-to
reference equals a. Then it becomes independent of saturation. This is contrary to
the performance of an indirect vector-controlled induction motor.

9.9.2 Ratio of Mutual Flux Linkage to Its Reference

The ratio of mutual flux linkage to its reference is derived as

Am V(aAafn + Ldnidsn)2 + (r3Lqni~sn)2 V(aAafn + Ldnidsn)2 + (f3pLdni~sn)2
,,' V 2 2 v' (9.163)

m (Aafn + Ldnidsn) + (Lqni~sn) (Aafn + Ldnidsn)2 + (pLdni~sn)2

where p is the saliency factor given by the ratio between the quadrature- and direct
axis inductances. For the same values considered in the previous illustration, the
ratio of the mutual flux linkage to its reference vs. a for various f3 values is shown in
Figure 9.42. They follow the trend of the torque-to-reference-vs.-a characteristics,
except that they are not linear any more.

Temperature and saturation variations produce a nonideal torque and mutual
flux-linkages amplifier of the PMSM drive, with the consequence that the motor
drive is not suitable for precision torque and speed-control applications. The
changes in the parameter variations could be detected and compen.sated in a man
ner similar to the methods described for vector-controlled induction motor drives.
One such method is given in the following section.

9.9.3 Parameter Compensation Through Air Gap Power
Feedback Control

Air gap power is a variable that is a clear indicator of the variations in rotor flux
linkages and saturation in the q axis of the PMSM. Air gap power is computed from
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T*e

A*m

Figure 9.43 Parameter compensation of PMSM drive with air-gap-power feedback control

the input power of the machine by subtracting the stator resistance losses. If this air
gap power is filtered to remove the switching ripple due to stator currents and tran
sient magnetic energy~ then it is a dc signal for a given operating point. This is
denoted as

where input power~ Pi~ is

P _ 3 { r or r ·r } _ ° • •

i -"2 V4~·;lqs + Vdslds - Vasl as + Vnsl hs + Vcsl cs

(9.164)

(9.165)

The variations in the machine rotor flux linkages are embodied in the q axis voltage,
and saturation effect in the form of Lq variation is contained in the d axis voltage.
Hence, air gap power indicates the effects of major parameter variations, including
that of Rs. The closure of air gap power feedback control requires the determination
of reference air gap powe r.

The reference air gap power is obtained from the reference or actual speed
and the torque reference in the drive system as

(9.166)

The error between the reference and the computed/measured air gap power is
amplified and then limited to provide a q axis stator-current correction signal to
compensate for the parameter variations, as is shown in Figure 9.43. This signal,
denoted as Lli~s, is summed \vith the calculated q axis current. (i~sc)*' to provide the
compensated q axis"current reference, (i~s)* °

The working of this feedback loop is explained as follows. Assuming a reduc
tion in the rotor flux linkage from its nominal value, it is deduced that q axis voltage
will be reduced; hence, a reduction in the measured/computed air gap power, Pa, sets
in. This will result in a positive and a larger ili~s* ~ thus increasing the stator q axis
current and so resulting in increasing air gap power to equal its reference, P:.
Similar reasoning would show that compensation for saturation effect also is
achieved with this control strategy.
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(9.168)

9.9.3.1 Algorithm. The correction signal is denoted as ~i~s* and is given by

~i~s* == Kp(Pa* - Pa) + K i f (Pa* - Pa) (9.167)

where Kp and Kj are the proportional and integral gains of the PI controller.
Assuming no d axis stator current, the q axis current command in rotor refer

ence frame is obtained as

Te*if * == ---
qs 3 P

22 ~af*

The reference torque component of the current is augmented by the correction
signal as

(9.169)

from which the magnitude of the reference stator current is obtained as follows:

(9.170)

(9.172)

(9.171)

The tlux-producing component of the stator-current conlmand~ i;, is zero for B ==
90°, but it is nonzero for B other than 900

• i; is nonzero \vhen tlux-weakening is
resorted to, as incorporated later in this section.

rIlle phase angle of the reference stator current is given by

Ss* == B* + Sf

where the torque angle is calculated as

0* = atan(*)
The reference stator-phase currents can be generated frool i" * and Ss* by using the
transformation equations (9.45):

ias* == is* sin(Os*)

. .. ( 21T)
1 * == 1 * sIn S * - -hs S s 3

i * == i * sin (s * + 21T)
~ s s 3

(9.173 )

(9.174)

(9.175)

The reference currents are fed to the inverter, in this particular case illustrated with a
hysteresis controller, which makes the actual motor currents follow the commanded
values at all times. Current feedback is required for the hysteresis controller to
achieve this. A description of the hysteresis current controller can be found in
Chapter 4. The reference phase currents are compared to the actual line currents by
the hysteresis controller. which in turn controls the s\vitching of the inverter and
hence controls the average phase voltages supplied to the PMSM. To operate above
the rated speed, flux-weakening is applied. The block labeled as q and d axis currents
in Figure 9.43 is elaborated in Figure 9.44 by using a siolple tlux-weakening control
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Figure 9.44 Schematic of the q and d axis command current generator of Figure 9.43

strategy_ In Figure 9.44, the block labeled as FW (for flux-weakening unit) has the
following output:

(9.176)

(9.177)

If the speed is less than the rated or base speed, the output of block FW is 1, and
hence i~s == i; == O. If the speed is greater than the rated speed, the flux-weakening
component of the stator current is

.* (f(wr ) - 1)"-:f
Ids == Ld

Note that i~s < 0 for flux-weakening. The q axis reference current, i~s*, is obtained
as follows:

T:c == T:.f(W r )

T:c
i~s* == ---------

%~ [haC + (Ld - Lq)i~s]

(9.178)

(9.179)

This completes the algorithm for the q and d axis command current generator
blocks shown in Figure 9.43.

9.9.3.2 Performance. Dynamic simulation results of the drive system with
parameter compensation shown in Figure 9.43 are presented in this section.

Torque-Drive Performance: Figure 9.45 shows the simulations for a step change of
rotor flux linkages in the uncompensated and compensated torque-drive system.
The system starts with nominal rotor flux linkages~ after t == 0.02 s, Aaf is changed to
850/0 of its nominal value and the corresponding effects are studied. It is observed
that, in the uncompensated system, since Ai~s* == O. is* does not change. thereby
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Figure 9.45 Simulation results of the constant-torque-angle-controlled torque drive system with and
without parameter compensation when a step change in the rotor flux linkages is applied

reflecting a lack of changes in phase currents due to this step change in rotor flux
linkages. Therefore~ a decrease in the electromagnetic torque from its reference
value is seen, resulting in a corresponding decrease in the actual air gap power. In
the compensated system, it is noticed that torque rises to match its reference after
initially dropping to a lower value. A corresponding rise in the value of ias~ the phase
a current, is seen. In this torque-drive system~ the rotor speed is assumed to be con
stant at W r == 0.5 p.u. which is the rated speed for the machine under consideration.
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Figure 9.46 Simulation results of the speed-controlled drive system with constant torque angle for a
step change in x'af

Speed-Controlled-Drive Performance: The second set of simulations is for a
speed-controlled drive system with a step change in its speed frool 0 to 0.5 p.u
applied initially~ then, a step change of load torque from 0 to 1.65 p. u. is applied
when the speed equals its command. Finally, A.af is changed from nominal to
0.85 times the nominal value. The results for both the uncompensated and compen
sated speed-controlled drive systems are shown in Figure 9.46. The reference torque
Te* is limited to 2 p.u. In the uncompensated system. the change in rotor flux linkages
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causes a reduction in torque and hence in the speed, momentarily. This increases the
torque reference through the action of the outer speed-feedback loop, resulting in
an increase in the air gap power reference (as is shown by dotted lines). The q axis
stator current increases to meet the load torque resulting in the speed's being main
tained equal to its reference in steady state. In the compensated system, the torque
reference and air gap power reference do not change, but the stator q axis current is
increased until it delivers torque equal to its reference. Resulting compensation has
the advantage in that it does not change torque reference and hence will not lead to
a speed reduction, as it can in the uncompensated system. For example, consider
that the torque reference is altered by the speed feedback loop in the uncompen
sated system from 2 to 2.5 p.u., with the torque limiter having a maximum of 2 p.u.
That means the stator q axis current will be generated only for 2 p.u. torque refer
ence, hence generating less than 2 p.u. torque with the reduction in rotor flux link
ages. If load torque is 2 p.u., then the speed will have to come down. That this is not
the case in the compensated system is obvious..

Flux-Weakening-Drive Performance: The third set of simulations is for the speed
controlled drive system operating in the flux-weakening region. The condition for
the simulation is to have a step change of Aaf from nominal to 0.85 times the nomi
nal value with the drive system operating in the flux-weakening mode. The simula
tion results are shown in Figure 9.47. The flux-weakening process is initiated in
this drive when the speed is greater than 0.5 p.u .. where the reference torque Te*
and hence the actual torque start falling as expected until the cornmanded speed
is reached. When a step change is applied to Aaf, a rise in reference torque is
observed, but the actual torque does not rise to match the reference torque, because
of a drop in rotor flux linkages. The compensated system, however, shows a perfect
matching of the torque and its reference. via almost instantaneous stator current
compensation.

Effect of Quadrature-Axis Inductance Variation: The final set of siolulations
shows the step change of Lq from nominal to 0.85 times the nominal value in
Figure 9.48, including the operation in the flux-weakening mode. rrhe variation of
Lq would not have any effect on a constant-torque-angle-controlled system where
B == 90°, because the controller parameters and the output torque are not depen
dent on the quadrature-axis inductance, but it does affect the system in the flux
weakening mode: both the controller parameters and the torque output are
dependent on the quadrature-axis inductance. The compensated system, however.
corrects for changes in Lq, as is shown in Figure 9.48. The effects are similar to the
case where Aaf changes.

Effect of Stator-Resistance Variation: Since the air gap power calculator is depen
dent on the stator resistance, which changes with temperature, simulations for a step
change of stator resistance are necessary t.o verify the adequacy of the air gap
power-compensation scheme to neutralize the variations in stator resistance. The
effects were seen to be negligible on the cOlnpensated system. The stator resistance
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Figure 9.47 Simulation results of a speed-controlled drive system operating in the flux-weakening
mode with a step change in ~af

variations can also be compensated for via direct temperature measurement. The
quadrature-axis inductance variation can be compensated with the q axis current
magnitude. No direct monitoring of the rotor temperature or rotor flux linkages is
possible to compensate for rotor-flux-linkages variation. Hence. schemes such as the
air gap-power feedback control are necessary to overcome the parameter sensitivity
of the rotor-flux-linkages variation, and the same then could be used to compensate
for other motor-parameter variations.
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Figure 9.48 Simulation results of the effect of variation of Lq on the speed-controlled drive system,
including the operation in the flux-weakening mode

9.10 PM BRUSH LESS DC MOTOR (PMBDCM)

PM synchronous machines having trapezoidal induced emf are known as PM brush
less dc machines. The advantage of such a machine in comparison to the PMSM was
discussed in the early part of this chapter. The major reason for the popularity of these
machines over their counterparts is control simplicity. To initiate the onset and com
mutation of current in the phase of a machine, the beginning and end of the constant
portion of the induced emf have to be tracked. That amounts to only six discrete posi
tions for a three-phase machine in each electrical cycle. These signals could easily be
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generated with three Hall sensors displaced from each other by 120 electrical degrees.
The Hall sensors are mounted facing a small magnet wheel fixed to the rotor and hav
ing the same number of poles as the rotor of the PMBDCM, or the extra magnet
wheel may be dispensed with by extending the rotor beyond the stack length of the
stator and using .the rotor magnets to provide the position information. Such an
arrangement tracks the absolute position of the rotor magnets and hence the shape
and position of the induced emfs in all the machine phases. In contrast to the PMSM,
which requires continuous and instantaneous absolute rotor position, the PMBDCM
position-feedback requirement is much simpler: it requires only six discrete absolute
positions for a three-phase machine, resulting in a major cost saving in the feedback
sensor. Further, the control involves significant vector operations in the PMSM drive,
whereas such operations are not required for operation of the PMBDCM drive.

9.10.1 Modeling of PM Brushless DC Motor

The flux distribution in a PM brushless dc motor is trapezoidal; therefore, the d-q
rotor reference frames model developed for the PM synchronous motor is not
applicable. Given the nonsinusoidal flux distribution, it is prudent to derive a model
of the PMBDCM in phase variables. The derivation of this model is based on the
assumptions that the induced currents in the rotor due to stator harmonic fields are
neglected and that iron and stray losses are also neglected. Damper windings are
not usually a part of the PMBDCM: damping is provided by the inverter control.
The motor is considered to have three phases, even though the derivation procedure
is valid for any number of phases.

The coupled circuit equations of the stator windings in terms of motor electri
cal constants are

o
() ] [ias] rL;ld

o ~bS + pl L ha

Rs lcs Lea

where Rs is the stator resistance per phase, assumed to be equal for all three phases.
The induced emfs eas ' ehs ' and ecs are all assumed to be trapezoidal, as shown in
Figure 9.8, where Ep is the peak value, derived as

Ep == (Blv)N == N(Blrwm) == N<!>awm == "-pwm (9.181)

where N is the number of conductors in series per phase, v is the velocity, 1 is the
length of the conductor, r is the radius of the rotor bore, W m is the angular velocity,
and B is the flux den.sity of the field in which the conductors are placed. This flux
density is solely due to the rotor magnets. The product (Blr), denoted as <!>a' has the
dimensions of flux and is directly proportional to the air gap flux, <Pg:

1 1
<b == Blr == -Bnlr == -<!> (9.182)
·3 1T 1T g

Note that the product of flux and number of conductors in series has the dimension of
flux linkages and is denoted by "-p. Since this is proportional to phase a flux linkages

by a factor of l. it is hereafter referred to as modified flux linkages.
1T
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If there is no change in the rotor reluctance with angle because of a nonsalient
rotor, and assuming three symmetric phases, the following are obtained:

Laa ==Lbb == Lee == L ~ and Lan == Lha = Lac = Lea = Lhe = Leh == M (H) (9.183)

Substituting equations (9.182) and (9.183) in equation (9.180) gives the Pi\1BDCM
model as

[
vas] [1 0
Vhs == Rs 0 1
Ves 0 0

O][ias
] [L MM] ria] [easlo ~hS + M L M P ~h + ebSJ

lIes M M L Ie ecs

(9.184)

The stator phase currents are constrained to be halanced, i.e., ias + ihs + ic" == O.
which leads to the simplification of the inductance matrix in the model as

[
:::] = [~s
Ves 0

o o ] [ ~ as.. ] [( L - M)
o Ills + 0

Rs ics 0

o
(L - ·M)

o
~ ] p[ ::] + [:;:: (l). 185 )

(L - M) ic ec,

The electromagnetic torque is given by

(9.186)

The instantaneous induced en1fs can be written fron1 Figure 9.8 and equation
(9.181) as

eas == fas(8r)Apwm

ehs == fhs(8r ) ApWm

ec, == fcs(8r)Arwm

(9.187)

(9.188)

(l).l Xl))

where the functions (,Jar)' fns(flr)' and fcsC8J have the same shape as eas ' en,,' and elY

with a maximum magnitude of 2: 1. The induced emfs do not have sharp corners. as is
shown in trapezoidal functions, but rounded edges.lllc emfs are the result of the flux
linkages derivatives, and the flux linkages are continuous functions. Fringing also
makes the flux density functions sn100th with no abrupt edges. The electron1agnetic
torque then is

(9.1l)())

It is significant to observe that the phase-voltage equation is identical to the anna
ture-voltage equation of a dc machine. TIlat is one of the reasons for nan1ing this
machine the PM brushless dc machine. The equation of Illotion for a simple SYStCI11

with inertia 1. friction coefficient B. and load torque 'f, is

dWm ~
J -- + BWm == (Tc - 1 1)

dt

and electrical rotor speed and position are related by

der P
- ==-w
dl 2 m

(9.1 <) J )

(9.192 )
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Combining all the relevant equations, the system in state-space form is

x == Ax + Bu

where

x == [i a" Ihs lcs Wm Or]t

Rs
0 0

A.p
0

L1
- r=;- fas (6r )

0
Rs

0
A.p

0
L j

- r=;- fbs (aT)

A== 0 0
~ A.p

0
L 1

- r=;- fes (a r )

A.p A.p , A.p .
-8/1 ()T fas (8J T fhS(8r) T tcs (Or)

0
p

0 0 - 0
2

0 0 0 lL j

0 0 0
L j

B== 0 0 0
L1

0 0 0
1

- -
1

0 0 0 0

L j == L - M

u' == rV.,- Vhs Ves T 1t
L d~ JJ

(9.193)

(9.194)

(9.195)

(9.196)

(9.197)

(9.198)

The state variable Sf' rotor position. is required so as to have the functions fas(8r),
fbs(8r), and fcs(Or) which can be realized from a stored table. This completes the mod
eling of the PMBDCM.

9.10.2 The PMBDCM Drive Scheme

For constant-torque operation at speeds lower than the base speed. this drive
requires six discrete pieces of position information. They correspond to every 60
electrical degrees for energizing the three stator phases. as shown in Figure 9.8.

The flux-weakening is slightly different for this motor and is discussed later.
The control scheme for the PMBDM drive is simple and is shown in Figure 9.49. The
resolver gives absolute rotor position: it is converted into rotor speed through the
signal processor. The rotor speed is compared to its reference~ and the rotor speed
error is amplified through the speed controller. The output of the speed controller
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-+- v dc _

Inverter

~ ~~rn~rl~·~6_r~I~~~~~~~~~~__~~~~~~~~~
Figure 9.49 Speed-controlled PMBD\1 drive scheme \vithuut nux-weakening

provides the reference torque. T\.:. The current-magnitude comnland. ll~' is obtained
from the torque expression as

(9.199)

Only two machine phases conduct current at any time, with the two phases being in
series for full-vv'ave inverter operation. so the phase currents are equal in nlagnitude
but opposite in sign. The rotor-position-dependent functions have the sanle signs as
the stator phase currents in the nlotoring nlode. but opposite signs in the regeneration
mode. The result of such sign relationships is simplification of torque command as,

(9.200)

(9.201)

The stator-current conlmand is derived fronl (9.200) as

-r
i,~= ~",-A r

The individual stator-phase current conl111ands are generated frorn the current-mag
nitude command and absolute rotor position. TIlese current comnlands are Clrnplified
through the inverter by comparing thenl with their respective currents in the stator
phases. Only two phase currents are necessary in the balanced three-phase system to
obtain the third phase currenL since the sunl of the three phase currents is zero.

The current errors are amplified and used with pulse-\vidth Inodulation or
hysteresis logic to produce the switching-logic signals for the inverter switches. as
explained in Chapter 4.

9.10.3 Dynamic Simulation

The simulation results for a step speed reference input of fronl 0 to 1 p.u. are shown in
Figure 9.50 for the PWM current controllers. The rotor is at standstill at tinlc zero.
With the onset of speed reference, the speed error and torque references attain a max
imum value, which is linlited to 2.0 p.u in this case. The current is made to follow the
reference by the current controller. Therefore. the electronlagnetic torque follows its
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Figure 9.50 Performance of a speed-controlled PMBDCM drive system \\ilh PWM current controllers

reference very closely. The ripples on the torque are due to current ripples produced
by the switching. The PWM control considered in this case is operating at 2 kHz, and
the current controller has an amplification of 100.

9.10.4 Commutation-Torque Ripple

TIle desired current waveform is rectangular and 1200 wide in each half-cycle for a
three-phase PMBDCM drive. The leakage inductance. L 1• causes the stator currents
to take a finite time to rise and fall. thus distorting the ideal \vaveform into a trape
zoidal shape. The effect of this is the torque ripple generated at the current transi
tions. For a three-phase machine. there will be six torque ripples for every 3600

electrical, as the six current transitions occur. They will also reduce the average
torque if the conduction time is maintained at 1200 electrical. \vhereby the constant
current region is reduced below 1200 electrical. The consequences of a set of practi
cal currents on the performance of the PMBDCM drive can be analyzed by using a
Fourier-series appro,ach as follows. The torque expressions are given considering
only a two-pole machine: for a P-pole rnachine, the expressions have to be multi
plied by the nunlber of pole pairs.

The phase current is generalized. as shown in Figure 9.) 1. The phase a current
can be resolved into Fourier series as
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Figure 9.51 General phasc-curr~nlwaveform of the P!vl BOCrvl
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Figure 9.52 The rotor-nux-linkage waveform

Similarly, the Fourier series of the flux linkages of phase G, assuming a trapezoidal
waveform and constancy for (7T - ~h) electrical degrees in each half-cycle~ is

4~ [ 1 1 ]~af(Sr) == _P sin h sin Sr + ~ (sin 3h sin 3ar) + 1" (sin 5h sin 58r) + ... (9.203)
7Th _)- 5"'-

where ~p is the peak value of the nlodified nux linkages and the flux linkage wave
form is shown in Figure 9.52.

Similarly~ the band c phase currents and their modified flux linkages can be
derived.

The fund~mental electroll1agnetic torque is computed by considering the
product of fundanlental terms in the air gap flux linkages and respective stator cur
rents for a 2-pole machine:

(9.204 )
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Substituting the fundamental terms and expanding the expressions yields

161 A
T et = 2 ( P P ) [sin h(sin 92 - sin 9, )sin 2 9, + sin h(sin 92 - sin 9 t ) sin 2 (9, - 21T/3)

1T h 82 - 91

+ sin h(sin 82 - sin ad sin 2 (9 r + 21T/3)] (9.205)

For h == rd6, the electromagnetic torque for three phases is evaluated as

Figure 9.53 Th~ fundarn~ntal torque VS. (J:, for el = O.52-l (rad) and h = 0.524 (rad) for [" .~ 1 p.u

O.n 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5

82, rad

(9.207)

1.0

0.9

O.X
~

t-

0.7

4 4 l' { 1 (. .) 1 (. . }]+ -h· ( ) sin h --:) sin 502 - sIn 50, + -:;- sin 782 - sin 78 1)
1T 'iT 82 - 81 , .)- 7-

The normalized fundamental torque in p.u. as a function of 02 for 0\ and h equal to
30° is shown in Figure 9.53. for a I-p.u current. This shows that increasing the rise
time of the current decreases the fundamental torque. At higher speeds, for the
same rise time of the current, note that 02 increases; hence, there will be a greater
reduction in the fundamental torque of the motor drive.

For 1200 electrical rectangular current, the fundamental torque is

which closely approxiluates the available torque calculated from Figure 9.8.
The c0l11ffiutation torque is at six times the fundamental frequency. It can be

seen as the result of the sum of the fundamental rotor flux linkages interacting with
the fifth- and seventh-current harmonics and the fundamental of the current interact
ing with the fifth- and seventh-harmonic rotor flux linkages. It is derived as follows.

4A~) p r

l
{ II}] 4

Te6 == ( ) (sin 82 - sin 81) ---; (sin 5h) + --;(sin 7h) -
1T 82 - elL 5- 7- 1Th
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(9.208)16A.pl p [ {I 1 }= 2 ( ) (sin O2 - sin 8 t ). - 2 sin 5h + 2 sin 7h
7T h O2 - 01 5 7

+ sin h {- ;2 (sin se2 - sed + ;2 (sin 7e2- sin 7ed }]

In general, the harmonic torque of frequency m tinles the fundamental is given by

16ApIp [ {I - 1 - }Tern = 2 (sin 82 - sin 8d . ., sin m - 1h + ) sin m + 1h
7T h(82 - 8d (m - 1)- (m + 1)-

{
I - - 1 - --}l+ sinh -----:;(sinm - 182 - sinm - 18 1) + .,(sinm + 182 - sinm + IH , ) J

(m - 1)- (m + 1)-

m = 6, 12, 18,24, ... (9.209)

Note that this is for one phase only. The negative sign attributed to the fifth-har
monic rotor flux linkage and current is due to the fact that they are revolving
against the fundamental rotor flux linkage and current: hence, their torque contri
butions are considered negative. The detailed calculation for the sixth- and twelfth
harmonic torques are given in Tables 9.1 and 9.2, respectively.

The harmonic torques are normalized on the basis of the fundarnental
torque for a perfect rectangular current. It is rational from the point of view of

TABLE 9.1 Sixth-harmonic torque for various 82 with 81 = 30° = h

Harmonic Number Sixth-Harmonic Torque Component

Rotor Flux Stator
Linkages Current e., = 32.5 35" 37.5° ~(r ~5~ 50

1 5 O.42~ 0.439 0.447 OA~8 O.42X 0.3:-'.1
I 7 -0.258 -0.221 -0.178 -0.132 -0.037 (}'()4~

5 1 -0.079 -0.078 -0.077 -0.076 -OJ)75 -0.071
7 1 -OJ)41 -OJ)40 -0.039 -0.039 -0.037 --O.03A

Total T ehn 0.047 0.10] 0.153 0.202 O.2RO 0.320

TABLE 9.2 Twelfth-harmonic torque for H, = 30° = h

Harmonic Number Sixth-Harmonic Torque Component

Rotor Flux Stator
Linkages Current e2 = 32.S-- 35° 37.5° -to: -t5 5et<'

1 11 -0.201 -0.203 -0.190 -0.163 -O.OHX -O.OIX
1 13 0.122 0.078 0.031 -0.012 -0.063 -OJ}57

II 1 O.OIA 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.015 0.015
13 1 0.012 0.012 0.011 0.U11 0.011 0.010

Total T C12Jl -OJ)51 -0.097 -0.131 --(),149 --0.12f> -0.0)
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application considerations. Hence, the normalized harmonic torques for the
three phases are

3Tem 24 [. . { 1 . - I . - }Ternn = -- = 2. (sin 62 - sin 6\) ') sin m - Ih + ----I sin m + Ih
Tel 'IT h(62 - ( 1) (m - 1)"" (n1 + 1)-

{
I - - 1 - -}]+ sin h ') (sin m - 182 - sin m - l8d + ') (sin m + 182 - sin m + 18.)

(m - 1)~ (m + 1)-

for m == 6, 12,18,.. . (9.210)

9.10.5 Phase Advancing

The magnitude of the induced emfs increases with increasing speed. When the mag
nitude of the line-to-line induced emf COOles close to the magnitude of the dc-link
voltage, it will not be possible to maintain the currents at desired level. Then, the cur
rents can be advanced in phase so that the line-to-line induced emf is lower than the
dc-link voltage, facilitating the establishment of the desired current magnitude. As
the line-to-line induced emf becomes greater than the dc-link voltage, the current
cannot flow frool the dc link to the motor windings. The energy stored in the leakage
inductance, (L-M). \vill keep the current circulating in the windings through the free
wheeling diodes of the inverter. During this intervaL the currents will decrease. This
translates into a reduction of torq ue. I f the speed is increased beyond rated value,
then the power output can be maintained at rated value for a small range even with
decreasing torque production. Note that this mode of operation is uS'-;1ally attempted
for a very small speed range. The phase-advancing effect is quantified as follows.

Considering an ideal current with 1200 constancy and an ideal flux linkage
waveform, they can be resolved into hannonic components and written as

Advancing the current by an angle Sa can be represented as

ias(Or + aa) = 4:Ip[ sin(ar + (la) + ~ sin {5(Oa + er)} + ... J

(9.211)

(9.212)

(9.213)

Similarly, expressions for the other phase currents. ihs(Sr + 8a) and ics(8 r + 9a ), can be
written. Substituting these into the torque expression gives the fundalnental torque:

Tel == A.tifl(Sr)iasl(f)r + Sa) + lthfl(8r)ibs\(8r + Sli) + Acfl(6r )i\.'S,(Or + Sa)

96 /1
= 4V;_ Aplp[sin ar . sin(Or + ea) + sin(ar - 2rr/3) . sin (Or - 2rr/:' + aJ

'IT" .. /). ( . ~ ( 9.214)
+ sln( t}r + 21t/3 . Sin Sr + 21t/3 + aa) J
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For speeds less than rated value, the advance angle is zero, giving the fundamen
tal torque:

:. Tel = 2.0085Ap l p = T er (9.215)

where Ter is the rated value of the electromagnetic torque.
For speeds higher than rated value, the phase-advance angle, Sa' is nonzero.

Then, the torque can be represented in terms of the rated value and advance angle
from equations (9.213) and (9.214) as

(9.216)

Assuming that the base flux linkage is equal to Ap and the base current is Ih, then the
torque in normalized unit is

(9.217)

(9.218 )

where Ipn is the normalized peak current in a nlachine phase.
It is to be noted that these expressions are valid only for ideal current wave

forms; in a practical situation, they will deviate from the ideal considerably. The
phase-advancing of currents not only decreases the available torque but also drasti
cally increases the harmonic torque. As the current is advanced in one phase, ini
tially the air gap flux linkage is not a constant but a ramp. The result of the
interaction is a ramp-shaped torque, giving way to a significant pulsating-torque
component. Their quantification can be achieved by following a procedure similar
to the one given in the commutation-torque-ripple section.

9.10.6 Normalized System Equations

The equations of the PMBDCM can be normalized by using base voltage Vh' base
current Ih , base flux linkages Ah , base power Ph' and base frequency Who Considering
only phase a for normalization, it is achieved as follows.

v 1
Vasn = ~s = V [Rias + (L - M)pi as + Apwmfas(Sr)J

h h

but the base voltage can be written as

Vh = Ih ' Zh = Ab . Wh (9.219)

By substituting this in the voltage equation, the phase a normalized voltage expres
sion is obtained as

where

Vasil = (9.220)

(9.221 )

(9.222)
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(9.223)

(9.224)

(9.225)

(9.226)

(9.227)

Similarly, the other two phase equations can be derived. The electromechanical
equation is derived as

dWm
Te == TI + BWm + Jili

and, in normalized form, the electromagnetic torque is given as

Te
Ten == - == Tin + Bnwmn + 2HpwmnTh

where
Te

Ten = T
b

(p.u.)

T" .
Tin == T

h
(p.u.)

Bw~
Bm-(p·u.)

Ph

1 Jw~
H = "2 P

b
(P/2)2 (s)

(9.228)

(9.229)

(9.230)

(9.231)

(9.232)

(9.233)

The electromagnetic torque in terms of the flux linkages and o1otor currents is
derived as

and in norn1alized units it is given as

. P
Ten == 4" [iasnfas((\) + ihsnfhs(8r) + icsnfcs(8r)J(p.u.)

Tb == 2Aplp

9.10.7 Half-Wave PMBDCM Drives

(9.235)

Several converter topologies e01crge if the PMBDCM is operated in the half-\vave
mode, i.e., each phase is operated for 120 electrical degrees instead of an alternating
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current injection for 120 electrical degrees in each half-cycle in a three-phase
machine, which is known as the full-wave operational mode. This full-wave opera
tion has been described earlier in previous subsections. This mode of operation pro
vides very limited opportunities for innovation in the inverter topology; six-switch
full-bridge topology has stayed on as the most nearly optimal topology thus far.
Cost minimization of the PMBDCM drives is of immense interest to the industry at
present, with the opening up of a large number of applications to variable-speed
operation. Such applications are to be found in HVAC, fans. pumps, washers, dryers,
treadmills and other exercise equipment, wheel chairs, people carriers in airport
lobbies, golf carts, freezers, refrigerators, automotive, handtools, and small-process
drives with velocity control for packaging, bottling, and food-process applications.
With the high-volume nature of these applications, cost minimization is of para
mount importance, not only to save materials and labor (and possibly, by parts
reduction. to enhance the reliability of the product) but also for the fact that with
out such a cost minimization many of these applications with variable-speed drives
can not be realized, almost certainly in the present and probably in the future.

The cost of the motor and controller with single chips has been optimized; the
only other subsystem available for optimization is the po\\'er converter. Half-wave
operation is a major asset in this aspect, because many power-converter topologies
are possible with minimum number of switches. Such a reduction in number of
power devices has an impact on the reduction in logic power supplies, heat-sink vol
unle, packaging size. enclosure size. and hence the overall cost of the drive system.
Three power topologies for half-wave operation of the Pfv1BDCM drive are pre
sented and discussed in this section.

9.10.7.1 Split-supply-converter topology. The po\ver-converter topology
with a single switch per phase and minimuo1 number of diodes in the rectifying sec
tion. ideal for fractional-horsepower (fhp) PMBDC motor drives. is shown in Figure
9.54. This topology is similar to the split-voltage. single-switch-per-phase topology for
the switched-reluctance motor drive. except that in switched-reluctance motor drives

Figure 9.54 Spiit-supply converter torology
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Figure 9.55 First-quadrant operation

it is advocated usually for machines with an even number of phases. The unidirec
tional current-handling capability of the converter is ideal for switched-reluctance
motor drives~ but a restriction in the form of half-wave operation is imposed in the
PMBDC motor drive with this converter. While such a restriction results in the under
utilization of the motor, it leads to other advantages and very welcome features.

By using bifilar windings for the machine~the emitters of the power switches can
be tied together and connected to the negative of the dc-link voltage. This simplifies
the gate circuitry and further can do away with the split supply (and hence one power
capacitor in the dc link)~ but the bifilar windings would have leakage inductances due
to the nonideal coupling of the bifilar windings, resulting in high switching turn-off
voltages. The bifilar windings~ in addition, also take up slot volume. thus decreasing the
area for the main winding, resulting in lower power and torque densities. Before a dis
cussion of merits and demerits of the split-supply converter topology is considered, it
is instructive to see the operational modes of this converter with the PMBDCM drive.

A. Operation of the PMBDC Motor with the Split-Supply Converter
Consider the four-quadrant operation of the PMBDCM with the half-wave

converter with a restriction of unidirectional current capability. The operation
would be taken on a quadrant-by-quadrant basis.

The first quadrant operation is shown in Figure 9.55. where the phase
sequence is maintained abc \vith the current injected into the windings when their
respective induced emfs experience flat region and for 1200 electrical.

Assuming that phase A operation is followed, for example. switch T, is turned
on at the instant when the stator /4-phase induced clnf is 30° from its positive-zero
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crossover point. Turn-on of the switch T} results in the application of voltage Vs to
phase \vinding A, assuming that the switches are ideal. If the phase current exceeds
the reference current for that phase, the switch T, is turned off, depending on the
chosen switching strategy, such as PWM or hysteresis.

During the turn-off ofT I , the phase current is routed through the diode OJ' A
phase winding, and the bottom capacitor in the dc link, resulting in a voltage of - Vs

applied to the phase A winding. The negative voltage application to the phase
reduces the current swiftly by transferring energy from machine phase to the dc
link. Thus, the current is controlled between desired limits in the machine phase
with only one switch operation. When phase A has to be commutated, note that the
switch T, is permanently turned off. The average power flow from the dc-link source
to the machine winding is positive, indicating that the machine is in motoring mode.
i.e., first quadrant. Air gap power Pa and instantaneous input power Pi are shown in
Figure 9.55, indicating the sanle.

To brake when the motor drive is in the forward direction of motion, the elec
tromagnetic torque has to be reversed from positive to negative polarity~ thereby.
the drive system will be in the fourth quadrant. Since the current cannot be reversed
in this converter, the only alternative to get into this .node is to delay the onset of
current in machine phases until their induced emfs have negative polarity and .i()')

from their negative-zero crossover point, as shown in Figure 9.56. This results in

0

V~1S
VS -------

0

-vs

0

Pel

Pel(i-tve)

Pit ave) --+-------'"-+--+--+--+-+--.-+---f-+--~7I__-__._
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I

Figure tJ.56 Fourth-quadrant operation
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TABLE 9.3 Modes of the proposed converter

Mode T1 T~ D1 D2 ias ibs Vas V bs

1 on off off off >0 0 Vs ()

2 off off on off >0 0 -Vs 0
3 on on on off >0 >0 -V s V
4 off on on on >0 >0 -Vs -V s

negative torque and air gap power in the machine, with the consequence that the
drive system is in the fourth quadrant. The current control is very similar to the
technique described in the first quadrant.

The third-quadrant operation is reverse motoring~ it is obtained by changing
the phase sequence to acb to obtain the reversal of rotation direction. Other than
that this mode is very similar to the first quadrant. Similar also is the second-quad
rant operation to the fourth quadrant but in the reverse rotational direction. For
the sake of brevity, these two quadrants of operation are not considered in detail,
even though they are dealt with in the nlodeling. simulation, and analysis later.

B. Operational Modes of the Converter
The operational modes of the converter are obtained from the above discus

sion and summarized in Table 9.3. Current conduction in one phase. which usually is
the case during most of the operational time. and conduction in two phases. which
occurs during the comnlutation of one phase and energization of the incoming
phase, are considered here.

The distinct difference between the full-wave inverter modes and the proposed
converter modes is that the proposed converter applies either a positive or a nega
tive voltage across the phase winding when there is a current in it. This has the draw
back of higher energy circulation in machine phases. resulting in a small reduction in
efficiency and creating torque ripples higher than those in the full-\vave-inverter
based PMBDC system that could result in higher acoustic noise in this drive system.

C. Merits and Demerits of the PMBDC Dri\le with the Split-Supply Converter
'The PMBDC motor drive with this converter topology has the following

advantages:

(i) One switch and one diode per phase halves the power-stage requirement of
the switches and diodes compared to that of the full-wave inverter topology,
resulting in low cost and high compactness in packaging.

(ii) Reduced gating driver circuits and logic power supplies leads to cost reduction
and high compactness in packaging.

(iii) Full four-quadrant operational capability provides the attendant possibility
for high-performance applications, such as in smalJ-process drives. Note that
the regenerative brake is to be added. which is common even for the full-wave
inverter topology.

(iv) High reliability is due to the switch being always in series with the nlachine
phase winding, thus preventing a shoot-through fault.
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(v) It is possible to operate with one switch or phase-winding failure, whereas it is
not possible under these conditions in the PMBDC drive with full-wave
inverter. This is an important and an attractive feature for applications such as
wheelchair drives and some process drives.

(vi) Lower conduction losses are due to one switch and diode per phase as com
pared to two switches and two diodes being in operation for the full-wave
inverter-fed PMBDC motor drive, resulting in half the losses compared to the
full-wave drive, with the current being the same in both the drives. Further, the
turn-on losses are reduced by the higher machine inductance in the PMBDC
motor for operation with the proposed converter topology, because this allows
for a soft turn -on of the power devices.

(vii) This topology allows for sensing of the induced emf across the machine phases
by looking at the switch voltages during their turn-off intervals, and mechani
calor optical sensorless operation becomes possible by using these signals to
generate the control signals. Note that two-phase s\vitches have a common
return, thus doing away with isolation requirement for the transducer signal,
and also the fact that two phase voltages are sufficient for generation of the
control signals for a three-phase PMBDC motor drive.

The disadvantages of this are as follows:

(i) Poorer utilization of the motor is due to the half-wave operation. The torque
density in terms of the torque per unit stator coppeT losses is lower in the half
wave-controlled machine by nearly 300/0 compared to the full-wave-controlled
machine.

(ii) Extra power capacitor is required in the dc link, due to split supply.

(iii) Larger self-inductance for this PMBDC motor results in large electrical time
constant. leading to a slow response in current and hence in the torque com
pared to the full-wave-inverter-fed PMBDC motor drive.

(iv) The commutation-torque ripple frequency is halved in that drive compared to
that of the full-wave-inverter drive. The commutation torque ripple can be
attenuated, as in the full-wave-inverter drive, by coordinating the current in
the rising phase with the outgoing phase winding current to yield a constant
torque during the phase commutation.

Because of these disadvantages, this topology might not be useful and appropriate
for integral-hp drive systems.

D. Design Considerations for the PMBDC Motor
This section contains the design considerations of the PMBDC motor

required for use with all the half-wave converter topologies. Wherever possible, all
these important factors are contrasted with those of the H-bridge inverter (full
wave)-operated PMBDC motor. For the sake of comparison. the full-wave operated
motor is considered as the base.

lbe following relationships are made on the basis of equal copper VOIUITle in
the slot of the PMBDC--- motor. The subscripts 1 and b correspond to the nlotor with
this converter and the Inotor with the full-wave converter. respectively.
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The ratio of the induced emfs is

:: = (~J(:J
where k is the emf constant and w is the rotor electrical speed.

The air gap power ratio is given by

(9.236)

(9.237)

(9.238)

:: = ~(~:)(::)CJ
where I is the current in the winding.

The ratio of emf constants in terms of the number of turns per phase and con
ductor cross sections is

k l Nt ab

kb Nb at

where N denotes the number of turns/phase and a is the area of cross section of the
conductor in general.

The ratio of the copper losses is given as

Pel == ![ liN 1]2 == 2[ T~, ]2 (9.239)
Pcb 2 IbNh T~b

where T e corresponds to electromagnetic torque in general.
The ratio of the stator resistances is

R1 _ ahNI _ fN1]2- -- l- (9.240)
R b atNh Nb

From these relationships, it is possible to find the number of turns per phase, electro
magnetic torque.. induced emf, air gap power, and stator copper losses in the PMBDC
motor for the proposed converter topology, depending on the choice of such criteria
as equality of torque, equality of copper losses, and equality of air gap power.

A comparison of PMBDC machines for use with half-wave and full-wave
inverters is made here. The basis of the comparison is restricted to eq ual stator phase
currents and equal dc-link voltage. Then, three distinct options emerge as follows:

(i) unequal copper losses, equal volume of copper and, hence, copper fill, and
equal maximum speeds;

(ii) equal copper losses, equal volume of copper and, hence, copper fill, and
unequal Inaximum speeds; and

(iii) equal copper l(jsses, unequal volunle of copper (and, hence, unequal copper
fill factors), but such an option increases volume of the copper and possibly
stator lamination size, resulting in a large machine size. This option also needs
to be considered in applications where the size is not very critical and reliabil
ity is of high concern.

From Table 9.4. it is seen that the option (i) has the certain drawback of having twice
the copper losses for the half-wave-inverter-based PMBDC machine compared to the
full-wave-inverter-based PMBDC machine. This drawback could be interpreted as the
result of moving the switch conduction and svvitching losses from the converter to the
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TABLE 9.4 Comparison of the PMBDC machine variables based
on the half-wave and the full-wave inverter

Ratio Between the Half-Wave
Inverter-Based and FuU-Wave-Inverter-
Based PMBDC Machine Variables (i)

Maximum speed ratio 1
Electromagnetic torque ratio 1
Resistance ratio 4
Stator copper losses ratio 2
Size and cost ratio 1

(ii)

1.414
0.707

2

(iii)

1
I
2
1

>1

machine. It is easier to cool fractional-horsepower machines without significant addi
tional resources: the thermal mass and surface area per unit output watt are higher in
fup machines compared to the integral-hp mac~ines.Therefore, half-wave converter
drives might be ideally suitable in fup sizes. Further, the increase in cost to handle the
thermal effects of higher copper losses in the machine has to be viewed from the over
all perspective of the total cost of the motor drive system. The option (ii) is very prefer
able, to inherently exploit the full dc-link voltage in the half-wave-converter-based
PMBDCM drive as compared to its counterpart and therefore to achieve a higher
speed. That such a characteristic might be possible to exploit in many pump and fan
drive applications is to be noted., thus making the half-wave-based PMBDCM drive an
attractive technical solution. If the route through option (ii) is taken for comparison., a
number of choices come into play, but they are not looked into for lack of space. Option
(iii) might he the least desirable prima facie hut has to be viewed in terms of the overall
cost of the PMBDCM drive system to assess its suitability for a given application.

E. Impact of the Motor Inductance on the Dynamic Performance
From the machine equations., it is seen that the self-inductance of the phase

winding plays a crucial role in the dynanlics of the current loop and hence in the
torque generation.

In the case of the full-wave-operated PMBDC machine, the electrical time
constant is given by

(9.241 )

(9.242 )

where M is the mutual inductance.
Consider a PMBDCM with twice the number of turns per phase as compared

to the full-\vave-operated machine, for operation with the half-wave converter and
its self-inductance in ternlS of Ls is equal to 4L, and its resistance for equal copper
losses is 2R". thus giving its electrical time constant as

4L, 2L,
'hw == 2R., == ~

To find the ratio between these two time constants, it is necessary to express M in
terms of L,. frolll \vhich we get

2Ls 2
(9.243 )
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TABLE 9.5 Ratio of electrical time constants for various designs of the PMBDCM

Stator Slots
per Pole per

Phase

2
3

Ratio of Mutual
to Self-Inductance,

km

-0.333
-0.400
-0.415

a

A

N AI

Ratio of Time Constants Thw/'rtw for Turns per Phase

2Nb V2Nb Nh

1.500 1.050 0.750
1.428 1.010 0.714
1.413 0.999 0.706

B

B'

b

•

c

C

C'

Figure 9.57 New machine winding connections for the half-wave converter topology

where

(9.244)

and km is used to evaluate the ratio of the time constants. given in Table 9.5 for a
PMBDCM with turns per phase twice, v2, and equal to those of the full-wave
operated PMBDCM denoted by Nb. From the table. it is seen that the equivalent
PMBDCM for operation with half-wave converter has the same electrical time con
stant compared to the full-wave PMBDCM drive, thus nlaking the proposed drive
suitable for very high-performance applications.

F. Winding Connections
The motor windings have to be connected as sho\vn in Figure 9.57 for the split

supply converter as opposed to the half-wave converter connection, with all the
phase wires forming the neutral having the same polarity for each winding. These
connections will not create any additional manufacturing or design burden. thus
having no impac~,on the cost.

G. Drive-System Description
The speed-controlled PMBDCM drive system schematic is shown in Figure 9.58.

The feedback signals available for control are the phase currents, discrete rotor position
signals from the Hall sensors to generate the gating instances for the phase switches. and
rotor speed signal from a tachogenerator or fronl the position signal itself. The inner
current loops enforce current commands, and the outer speed loop enforces the speed
command. The speed signal is passed through a filter. and the resulting modified speed
"Iignal is compared with the speed reference to produce the speed-error signal. The
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Hall Sensors

Figure 9.58 Schematic of the speed-controlled PMBDC motor drive system

torque-command signal is obtained from the speed-error signal through a speed con
troller that is a proportional-plus-integral (PI) type. The current magnitude reference is
derived from the torque reference by a divider circuit, and the phase current comnlands
are generated in combination with respective· Hall position sensor signals through a
steering circuit. The gating signals are generated for each phase switch by obtaining the
phase current errors and processing these errors with PI current controllers and then
combining them with carrier frequency to generate the pulse-width modulated signals.

H. Modeling, Simulation, and Analysis of the PMBDC Drive System
The various subsystems shown in Figure 9.58 are taken up for modeling. simu

lation, and analysis in this section.

Modeling of the PMBDCM with Converter Modes: PMBDCM .model in ahc
phase variables is used in this simulation. Further, an ideal model with zero conduc
tion voltage drop and zero switching times is utilized in this simulation for the
switches and diodes. The operational modes determine whether one phase or two
phases conduct at a given time~ accordingly. the system equations emerge. To model
when only phase A is conducting, the system equation is given by

(9.245)

where Rs is stator phase resistance. Ls is self-inductance of a phase. eas is a phase
induced emf. p is the derivative operator, and Vs is the dc-link voltage of the top
half. The induced emf is given by

(9.246)

where fas is a unit function generator to correspond to the trapezoidal induced emf
of the PMBDCM as a function of 8r (which is the rotor electrical position). Kb is the
emf constant. and W r is the rotor electrical speed. fas is given by

6 TI
fas(8r) == (Or);. 0 < 8r < (;

== 1,

6
== (n - 6r )-.n

-1.

1T 5TI
-< e <-
6 r 6
51T 7n
--<0 <-
6 r 6

7n lIn---- < e. < ------
() I 6

11-:-

(9.247)
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For mode 3, when the phase a is being commutated and phase b is energized, the fol
lowing equations apply.

Rsias + Lspias + Mpibs + eas = - Vs

Rsibs + Lspibs + Mpias + ebs = Vs

(9.248)

(9.249)

where the subscript b corresponds to respective phase b variables and parameters
defined above. The fbs is similar to fas but phase-displaced by 1200 electrical.
Similarly, the equations for other modes can be derived from (9.245) to (9.249).

The electromechanical equation with the load is given by

dWmJd"t + BWm = Te - T, (9.250)

where J is the moment of inertia, B is the friction coefficient, T, is the load torque
and Te is the electromagnetic torque, given by

Te == ~p{fas(6r)ias + fbs(8r)ibs + fcs(8r)ics}

The rotor position is derived for simulation from the following equation:

(9.251)

(9.252)

Modeling of the Speed Controller: The speed controller is modeled as a PI type:

(9.253)

where s is Laplace operator, and from this equation the torque reference and cur
rent magnitude reference may be derived. This equation is written in time domain
for simulation.

Steering Circuit: The steering circuit consists of three inputs, of which one is the
current magnitude reference and the other two are polarity signals of the rotor
speed and torque reference, denoted as li*l, wrp ' T ep ' respectively. Depending on the
polarity of the rotor speed and torque reference, the quadrant of operation and the
phase sequence are determined as given in the Table 9.6.

Depending on the quadrant of operation and the position of the rotor, which
determines induced emfs in the machine phases and hence the emf functions, the
phase current commands are determined as follows.

Quadrant I Quadrant IV

fas(6r) 2: 1, i:s == li*1 fas(8r) :s -1, i:s == li*1

fbs(6 r ) 2: 1, i~s == li*1 fbs(6 r ) :s - 1, i~s == li*1 (9.254)

fcs(Or) 2: 1, i~ == li*1 fcs(6r) :::; - 1, i;s == li*1

Similarly for the third and fourth quadrants, the phase current commands are
derived. This completes the modeling of the steering circuit.

Current-Loop Modeling: For phase A, the current-loop lTIodel including the
pulse-width modulation is derived in the following, but that the same algorithm is
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TABLE 9.6 Operational quadrant relationships

W rp Tep Quadrant Phase Seq.

~O ~O I abc
~O <0 IV abc
<0 ~O II acb
<0 <0 III acb

applicable to all other phases is to be noted. The current error, say for phase A, iaer,

which is the difference between the current reference and actual current, is ampli
fied and processed through a proportional-plus-integral (PI) controller very similar
to that of the speed controller. The output of the current controller is limited to its
maximum value, given as imax . The duty cycle of the switch for one period of the
PWM cycle is then given by

laer
d == -.-,

Imax

== 0,

iaer > 0

iaer < 0 (9.255)

The on-time of the switch, Ton' is given by

d
Ton == dTc == T

c

(9.256)

where fc is the carrier frequency of the PWM and Tc is the period of the PWM cycle.
The switch conduction time is updated only once in a PWM cycle, in order to

avoid mUltiple switching in a PWM cycle. The off-time for the phase switches is
obtained from the difference between Tcand Ton.

Simulation and Analysis: The parameters of the PMBDCM drive system for
dynamic simulation are given next.

Poles == 4 hp== 0.5

Rs == 0.7 O/ph L== 2.72 mH M== 1.5 mH

Kb == 0.5128 V/(rad/sec)(Mech.) Kt == 0.049 N·m/A

J == 0.0002 kg-m/s2 8 == 0.002 N ·m/rad/sec.

V~) == V s2 == V s == 160 V: fc == 2 kHz; Speed (base) == 4,000 rpm,

Current (base) == 17.35 A, V (base) == 40 V, Torq ue (base) == 0.89 N· m

Torque (max) == 2 * Torque(base); I max ==2 * Current (base)

Speed Controller: Proportional gain K ps == 20. Integral gain K is == 1

Current Controllers: Proportional gain Kpi == 50, Integral gain K jj == 5

A full four-quadrant operation is simulated by giving a two-directional step speed refer
ence of rated value. The key responses of the actual speed. torque reference. actual
torque. phase a current and its reference, phase b current, and rotor position are shown
in Figure 9.59. together \vith the speed reference, all in nornlalized units. Although no
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Figure 9.59 Dynamic simulation results of a four-4uadrant PMBDC motor with the split-supply
converter topology
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TABLE 9.7 Comparison of the half-wave converter with the full-wave converter-based
PMBDCM system

Aspects

Number of power switches
(all phases)

Number of diodes
Switch voltage (min)
Switch current (peak)

Switch current (rms)

Motor ph. current (rms)
Number of capacitors
Capacitor voltage
Min. number of diodes in the front-end rectifier
Number of logic power supplies for isolated

operation (min.)
Number of gate drivers
Switch conduction losses
Diode conduction losses
VA rating (peak)

VA rating (rms)

Proposed
Converter-based

PMBDCM

3

3
2Vs

I p

Ip/V3
1/V3

2
V p

2
2

3
hVswl p*

(l - h)vdlp

6Vslp

2v3Vslp

Full-wave
Converter-based

PMBDCM

6

6
V s

Ip

Ip/V3
V'2I p/v3

1

VI'
4
4

6
2hvsw lp

2( l - h)vdlp

6V sl p

2\/3V)p

*Note: This current may be higher because of circulation energy.

steps have been taken to optimize the speed and current controllers~ it becomes clear
from the simulation results that the drive system is distinctly capable of four-quadrant
operation. Further, it shows that the current response is fast enough for consideration
of this drive in high-perfonnance applications.

I. Comparison of the Half-Wave and Full-Wave Inverter-Based PMBDCM Drives
Consider the average duty cycle of the s\vitch during a phase conduction as h,

for deriving a comparison between the half-wave and the full-wave inverter-based
PMBDCM drive system given in Table 9.7. Even though the VA ratings of the con
verters are the same, note that fewer devices with higher voltages usually cost less
with the additional advantages of lower conduction and switching losses in the split
supply converter topology. The comparison does not consider the regenerative
brake, which is required for both but with different VA ratings.

9.10.7.2 (-dump topology. The half-wave converter topology with one
switch per phase has the disadvantage of utilizing only half of the available dc-link
voltage. This fact precludes its use where high performance is a requirement. This
could be resolved if topologies with more than one switch per phase but less than
two switches per phase are resorted to. Such topologies have been developed for
switched-reluctance nlotor drives with considerable success. One such topology is
the C-dump converter with n+1 switches for an n-phase machine. 'The C-dump
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Phase a
602 Chapte~

+

Figure 9.60 C-dump converter topology

topology is shown in Figure 9.60 for a three-phase machine. The principle of opera
tion, analysis, and design of such a converter topology for a four-quadrant PMB
OeM drive system are presented in this section. Design considerations for the
PMBDCM to work with the C-dump power converter, based on power and torque
equality with full-wave operated PMBDCM, are developed. A comparison of the C
dump and full-wave PMBDCM drives is derived to highlight key advantages and
disadvantages of the C-dump-operated PMBDCM drive system.

A. Principle of Operation _of the C-Dump PMBDCM Drive System
The C-dump converter for a three-phase system shown in Figure 9.60 is con

sidered. It has four power switches and four power diodes with one of each for each
phase winding and one set for energy recovery from the capacitor, Co' Since the
phase has only one switch, the current in it could only be unidirectional~hence, it is
very similar to the half-wave converter-driven PMBDCM in operation. The motor
ing (I-quadrant) and regenerative (IV-quadrant) control of the C-dump-based
PMBDCM are briefly described in the following.

Motoring Operation Assume that the direction of the motor is clockwise. which
nlay be considered positive with the phase sequence abc of the nlotor phase
windings for this discussion. The motoring operation is initiated when the phase
voltage is in the flat region, i.e., at constant magnitude for a fixed speed and with
the duration of 1200 electrical. The phase a is energized when the phase current is
commanded by turning on switch Ta~ the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure
9.61(i). When the current error is negative, switch T a is turned ofL and the current
in the phase a winding is routed through the diode D a to the energy recovery
capacitor, Co shown in Figure 9.61(ii). During this time, a negative voltage of
magnitude (E .-:. Vdc ) is applied across the machine winding, thus reducing the
current and bringing the current error to positive. The average air gap power and
the input power are positive, giving a positive electromagnetic torque, thus indi
cating the operation is firmly in the first quadrant of the torque-vs.-speed region.

The motoring operation in the counterclockwise (reverse) direction of rota
tion of the motor is similar, except that the phase sequence will be acb in the ener
gization of the motor phase windings. That corresponds to the III quadrant of the
torq ue-speed characteristics.
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(i) Switch Ta on (ii) Switch Ta off with continuou:-. currenl in phase a

Figure 9.61 First-quadrant motoring operation with phase a of the Pl'vlBDCM drive

Regenerative Operation Whenever the energy has to be transferred from load to sup
ply. the PMBDCM is to be operated as a generator, i.e., by generating a negative torque
in the tnachine as against the positive torque for the motoring operation. It is usual to
provide a current of opposite polarity to that of the induced enlf in the full-wave con
verter-operated PMBDCM to generate a negative torque. It is not feasible in this C
dump-operated PMBDCM: it has unidirectional current feature for the positive
half-cycle of the induced emfs. Then, the only alternative is to exploit the negative cycles
of the induced emf, where only positive currents are required to obtain the negative
torque. Such an operation for phase a involves the turn-on of -r

d
during negative con

stant emf period, and then, when the error current beconles negative, turning off'Ta•

enabling the conduction of 0(\. resulting in the energy transfer frolll the machine phase
a to the energy recovery capacitor. These operations are shown in Figure 9.62(i) and (ii).
Note that the air gap power and the average input power to phase (/ are negative. indi
cating that the power has been transferred fronl the machine to the energy-recovery
capacitor. Co' The energy from Co is recovered by a step-down chopper. using switch Tr
and diode Dr shown in Figure 9.60. Note that this regenerative operation corresponds to
the Iv! quadrant for a phase sequence of ahc; sinlilar is the regenerative operation for
reverse rotational direction of the PMBDCM. corresponding to the II quadrant.

B. Analysis of the C-Dump PMBDCM Drive
The analysis of the drive system with the C-dunlp topology is presented in this

section. Effort is primarily made to obtain the maximunl speed of the olotor in
terms of the duty cycle of the phase switches and the energy transferred to the
energy-recovery capacitor. and hence an estimate of the power to be handled by the
recovery chopper for a given motor rating. It is assumed that the comnlutation
pulses are available through Hall sensors or encoders or resoh'crs or by cstinlation.
Design guidelines and modeling can be found in reference [6].

Maximum Speed: Consider the nlachine voltage equation in steady state for rated
stator current given by lh: it is given as follows:

(LJ.257)
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(9.258)

(9.259)

Figure 9.62 Operational mode and waveforms of variables for the IV quadrant regenerative operation
of PMBDCM drive system

and the electrical rotor speed is obtained from this as

Vas - Rsl b
wr = (rad/sec)

Kb

For faster current-loop and hence torque and speed response, it is necessary to set
aside some voltage, which is a fraction of the rated stator voltage, given as kaVas.
Including this factor, the rotor speed is modified to

1
W r = K

b
[Vas(1 - ka ) - RslhJ

If an average duty cycle of the phase switches is denoted as h, then the stator phase
voltage in terms of the dc-link voltage is written as

(9.260)

which, when combined with the rotor speed equation and normalization, yields the
normalized rotor speed as

W rn == h(l - ka)Vdcn - Rsn (p.u.) (9.261)

where the additional subscript n denotes the normalized values of the variables and
parameters.

Typically ka i.s in the range from 0.2 to 0.4, and h is varied from nearly zero to
one. This relationship explicitly gives speed in terms of the duty cycle, dc-link volt
age, stator resistance, and dynamic voltage reserve. This expression allows the deter
mination of range of h variation for the desired variation of speed range.
Determination of h is crucial to the evaluation of average energy-recovery current
and hence in the rating of that circuit.

Peak-Recovery Current: The energy transferred to the energy-storage capacitoL Co'
during the turn-off intervals of phase switches has to be recovered through the energy
recovery circuit if losses are neglected. The average duty cycle of energy transfer from
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the de link and machine phase into capacitor Co is (1- h). Assuming that this stored
energy is recovered through the chopper in a duty cycle of h, as this is essential to keep
the separation of energy storage and recovery circuits, the powers can be equated as

E(1 - h) Ip == Eh I r (9.262)

(9.263)

where Ir is the peak recovery current through the chopper and could be written as

(1 - h)
I r == h oI r

As h increases, note that the energy recovered through the chopper reduces as II'
goes down, which in turn reduces the volt-ampere rating of the energy-recovery
chopper circuit.

C. Comparison with Full-Wave Inverter-Controlled PMBDCM Drive
This section compares the C-dump-topology-based PMBDCM with that of

the H-bridge inverter-fed PMBDCM drive system from the points of view of num
ber of switches, passive components, their ratings. number of power supplies for gate
drives, number of gate drives for isolated drive systems. converter losses. thermal
nlanagement, and packaging requirements.

Some salient aspects and their comparison are given in Table 9.8. The average
duty cycle for the phase switches is represented as h, and k I denotes the fraction of
voltage for safety margin in the operation of the drive. Let k2 be the fraction to give
the regeneration brake current and

(9.264 )

TABLE 9.8 Comparison of the C-dump and full-wave-based PMBDCM drives

Aspects

N umber of switch devices

Number of diodes
Swi tch voltage

Switch peak current

R~1S switch current

f\1otor phase rms current

Power capacitors

Capacitor voltages

NUfnner of logic power supplies
(minimum)

Inductor
Number of gate drivers

Turn-off snubbers (if needed)

Switch losses

Diode losses

Total peak SWItch VA rating

C-Dump-Based PMBDC

4
4
E
Ip
I p

V3
I p

vl3
2

Vd( and E

2
I
4
o

r I -- h 1
v-,wlplh+ --h-J

vdl p(1 - h)

i I - hi
El p ; J -t

Full-Wave-Based PMBDC

7 (including regenerative nrake)
7

Vdl

I p

I p

V3

~
\I:3Ip

1
Vdc

4
o
7
6

2hvsw Ip
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Figure 9.63 VA ratio vs. average duty cycle for various values of energy-recovery-capacitor voltages

This leads to the ratio of the VA rating as

VA cd = r~] (3
+ Y )

VA fw Ll+k} (6+k2 )

For nominal values of k 1 == 0.1 and k2 == 0.25, the relationship between the ratio of
VA rating vs. the average duty cycle, h, for various values of k3 ranging from 1.25
to 2 is shown in Figure 9.63. The break-even point for equal VA rating is shown
with bold lines. Note that the duty cycle h is proportional to the normalized speed.

The converter switch losses are smaller for h > 0.5 in the case of the C-dump.
and the diode losses are half those of the full-wave converter. This reduction in
losses translates into heat sink and thermal management reduction by the same mea
sure, resulting in a sizable reduction in packaging size. Further~ it is helped by the
requirement of smaller numbers of logic power supplies. snubbers, and gate drivers.

D. System Performance
The simulation takes the same drive-system parameters as given for the split

supply converter-operated drive system. The target value for the C-dump capacitor
voltage is set to 175 V. The C-dump capacitor is initially charged to 100 V, the magni
tude of the supply voltage. Figure 9.64 shows the commanded speed (w;), actual
speed (w r ), induced phase emf of phase ll, phase-a current air gap torque, and the
voltage of the C-df~mp capacitor for the simulated speed loop with a speed com
mand of ~ 1000 r/min. The dump capacitor is charged to its target value of 175 V in
less than 0.05 s. This voltage is then maintained in the proximity of 175 V. The transi
tion from -1000 to +1000 r/min takes 0.9 seconds. As long as the commanded and
actual speed are significantly different. the current command is at its maximum
value of 20 A. Once the desired speed is achieved, the current drops to 8 A in order
to support the motor load of 0.48 N·nl. While the direction of rotation and the sign
of the air gap torque are different the load torque acts in unison with the air gap
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Figure 9.64 Dynamic simulation results of C-dump based PMBDCM drive systems

torque to decelerate the rotor. This results in faster deceleration of the rotor. The
situation is different during acceleration, when the load opposes the air gap torque.
resulting in slower acceleration than deceleration.

9.10.7.3 Variable-de-link converter topology. One of the converter topolo
gies \vith the advantage of varying the dc input voltage to the Inachine but with lower
switch voltage not exceeding that of the dc source has other significant advantages
also. Such a circuit is shown in Figure 9.65. In addition, this power converter topology
has the advantages of the C-dump and split-supply converter topologies.

A. Principle of Operation
The converter circuit for a three-phase output has four switches and diodes. with

the additional capacitor and inductor for its operation. The converter has two stages.
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Figure 9.65 Variable-de-link converter topology for PMBDC drives

The first stage is the chopper, which allows the variation of the input voltage to the
machine. Switch T, diode 0, inductor L, and capacitor C form a step-down-chopper
power stage. The input voltage applied to the phases, Vi' is regulated by the operation
of the chopper switch T. The inductor L and the capacitor C reduce the ripple content
of the voltage Vi.

The second stage of the converter is the n1achine side, for handling the
energy from the dc link to the machine and from the machine to the source. The
chopper switch can be coordinated with the phase switches to regulate the current
without having to switch the phase windings at carrier frequency. Because of the
coordination option between the chopper switch and the phase switches. many
modes of operation are possible in this drive system. The motoring (I quadrant)
and regenerative (IV quadrant) control of the PMBDCM are briefly described
with this converter.

Motoring Assume the direction of the motor is clockwise, which may be consid
ered as positive with a phase sequence of abc of motor phase windings. The motor
ing operation is initiated when the phase voltage is constant positive for a fixed
speed and with the duration of 1200 electrical. Phase a is energized when the switch
T 1 is turned on. To regulate current, T 1 is turned oft which initiates routing of the
current through the freewheeling diode D I' source voltage Vdc' and capacitor C~

applying a voltage of (Vi - Vde) across the machine phases. The motoring operation
is similar in the reverse direction~ except that the phase energization sequence will
be acb in the motor phase windings. This corresponds to quadrant III operation.

Regenerative Operation To transfer energy from the load to the source~ the PMB
OeM has to be ..operated as a generator, i.e., by providing negative torque to the
machine. Negative torque is achieved by injecting a positive current during the neg
ative constant-emf period.

On the basis of the rotor-position information and the polarity of i*, the appro
priate machine phase is turned on.The phase switch is turned on and modulated only if
the current in the phase increases beyond a current window over the reference current
by hysteresis control. Normally, there is precise control of the machine input voltage
through the chopper switch T, so the phase switch is rarely modulated to regulate the
phase current. The phase switch is turned off only during comolutation of the phase.
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Time.s

B. System Performance
Consider the drive-system configuration as shown in Figure 9.58. For the

torque-drive system, the speed-feedback loop is open. Both the torque- and speed
controlled drive systems are sinlulated. and results are given below.

Torque-Drive Performance Figure 9.66 shows the simulation results of torque
drive system performance. i.e.. a system operating with only inner current loops.
The machine is operating at 50% of the rated speed. The reference torque T: is set
at 1 p.u. by setting i* to 1 p.u.. The phase currents ias ' ins' and ics are seen to reach the
same value as the reference current i* in the machine. It can be observed that the
actual torque developed in the machine Te has dips when there are transitions from
one phase to another. Coordinating the currents in the incoming and outgoing
phases can solve this problem. After 0.03 seconds. the commanded torque is
s\vitched from 1 p.u. to -1 p.u. while the speed remains the same, i.e., the system is
operating in the IV quadrant. It can be observed that the voltage applied to the
machine phases is about 0.5 p.u .. unlike in other converter topologies, where a volt
age switching between 0 and 1 p.u. is nornlally applied to the machine phases.

Speed-Controlled Drive Performance Figure 9.67 shows the sinlulation of a speed
controlled system operating in both forward and reverse directions. The current and
torque are limited to 1.4 p.u. 111e current in the machine phases is unidirectional. hut
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Figure 9.67 Speed-controlled-drive system performance

the torque developed by the machine is bidirectional. The input voltage to the phases,
Vi' is varied with the speed. The current through the chopper inductor iL has a high rip
ple content, but the currents in the machine phases have very little ripple. The variation
in the ripple is due to machine inductances: additionally, it occurs because no subse
quent switching occurs in the machine phases.

C. Merits and Demerits
The merits of the proposed topology are briefly listed next.

(i) Only four switches and diodes are required for four-quadrant operation with a
three-phase PMBDCM.

(ii) Reducing gating driver circuits and logic power supplies saves money.

(iii) Full four-quadrant operational capability is available.

(iv) There is reduced possibility of shoot-through fault; switch is in series \vith the
machine phase winding.

(v) Capability of operating with one switch failure or one phase-winding failure
raises reliability.

(vi) Lower phase-switch losses raise efficiency.

(vii) High-frequency ripple in steady-state operation can be considerably lo\ver
than that of the fixed-dc-link-based converters; this is a distinct advantage for
high-performance drive systenls. lJnlike the C-dump converter. this con-
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verter has no circulating energy, resulting in better efficiency and very low
torque ripple.

(viii) The power switches have a voltage rating equal to that of the source voltage,
which is much lower than that of thee-dump and single-switch-per-phase
converter.

The topology has the demerits associated with any half-wave converter topology,
such as poorer utilization of the machine and a larger electrical time constant. In
addition, this converter has two-stage power conversion, resulting in a slightly lower
efficiency compared to single-stage power-converter topologies. Unlike the C-dump
converter, this converter has no circulating energy, resulting in better efficiency and
very low torque ripple.

9.10.8 Sensorless Control of PMBDCM Drive

The drive system is dependent on the position and current sensors for control.
Elimination of both types of sensors is desirable in many applications, particularly
in low-cost but high-volume applications, for cost and packaging considerations.
Between the two sensors, the current sensor is easier to accommodate in the elec
tronic part of the system; the position sensor requires a considerable labor and vol
ume in the motor for its mounting. That makes it all the more important to do
without the position sensor for the control of the PMBDCM drive system.

Current Sensing At least two phase currents are required for the current control of
a three-phase machine. The phase currents can be sensed from the dc link current:
hence, one sensor is sufficient for current control of the machine. The current sensors
are relatively expensive if galvanic isolation is required. If isolation is not necessary.
then the currents can be sensed inexpensively with precision resistors by Illeasuring
the voltage drops across them. The latter solution is used widely in low-cost motor
drives. Another approach is to use MOSFET devices, with in-built current-sensing
capability, to measure the currents. Alternatively, the MOSFET device itself serves
as a sensing resistor during its conduction. The use of the drain-source voltage drop
to estimate currents is fraught with inaccuracies due to temperature effect, and, for
precise current control, the feedback from this voltage drop is not a viable method.
Hall-effect current sensors are ideal for sensing the currents with galvanic isolation.
At this stage, it is very nearly impossible to do away with current feedbacks for the
control of the PMBDC machine to deliver high performance.

If precise torque and speed controls are not required, current feedback con
trol and hence current sensing can be dispensed with. Then, a simple duty cycle
using an open-loop PWM voltage controller is sufficient. However, the steering of
the current to the appropriate machine phases requires the rotor-position informa
tion. A number of methods have caine into practice to estimate rotor position with
out an externally mounted sensor.

Position Estimation Position can be sensed by Hall sensors overlooking a olagnet
\\~heel mounted on the shaft of the rotor extension with the magnets. This will pro
vide just sufficient commutation signals, i.e., six per electrical cycle for a three
phase machine. Such a low discrete pulse count is not suitable for high-perfornlcHlce



applications. Optical encoders and resolvers provide the rotor position with high
resolution, but they are expensive. Further, the position sensors require extensive
mounting arrangements. High-volume applications demand that they be dispensed
with, on account of the cost and manufacturing burdens. Many methods are possi
ble to estimate the commutation signals~ they are briefly described here.

(i) Estimation by using machine model: The induced-emf can be sensed from the
machine model by using the applied currents and voltages and machine para
meters of resistance, self-inductance, and mutual inductance. The advantage of
this method is that an isolated signal can be extracted, because the input cur
rents and voltages are themselves isolated signals. The voltages can be
extracted from the base or gate drive signals and the dc-link voltage. The vari
ations in the dc-link voltage can be estimated from the dc-link filter parame
ters and the dc-link current. Parameter sensitivity~ particularly that of the
stator resistance, will introduce an error in the induced emf estimation, result
ing in inaccurate commutation signals to the inverter.

(ii) Induced emf from sensing coils: Sensing coils in the machine can be installed
inexpensively to obtain induced-emf signals. The advantages of this method are
that the signals are fairly clean, parameter-insensitive, and galvanically isolated.
The disadvantages are in the additional manufacturing process and additional
wire harness from the machine. The latter is not acceptable in refrigerator com
pressor motor drives, because of hermetic sealing requirements.

(iii) Sensing emfs from inactive phases: One of the most commonly used methods
for acquiring position information is to monitor the induced emf of the machine
phases when they are not being energized. Note that a machine phase is inactive
for 33.33% of the time and that only two phases conduct at any given time.
During the inactive time, an induced emf appears across the machine winding,
which can be sensed. The induced emf of the phase yields the information on
zero crossing and on when the emf reaches the constant region, indicating when
that phase has to be energized. The polarity of the induced emf determines the
appropriate polarity of the current to be injected into that machine phase.
Instead of waiting for the constant region of the induced emf for energizing a
machine phase, the induced emf on integration from its zero crossing will attain
a particular value corresponding to thirty degrees from the zero crossing instant.
The integrator output corresponding to thirty degrees from the positive zero
crossing could be termed the threshold value used in energizing a phase. This
threshold is independent of the rotor speed, as is shown belo\\'.

Assuming a .trapezoidal induced emf whose peak is Ep at the rotor electrical
speed of W b, the slope of the rising portion of the induced emf for any speed Ws is
given by dividing the peak value of the voltage at that speed by the time interval
corresponding to thirty electrical degrees. Then, the instantaneous value of the
induced emf during its rising instant is given by
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(9.266)
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which, upon integration from 0 to 'IT/6ws' yields the sensor output voltage, Vvs:

iT/6w~ 'IT E p
Vvs = f eas (t)dt = -2 - (9.267)

o 1 Wb

It can accordingly be proven that this algorithm also works for machines with sinu
soidal induced emf, even though the sensor output voltage will be different. Note
that the sensor output voltage is a constant, independent of the motor stator para
meters, and that its magnitude is always the same for any operating speed of the
machine. The only thing that could adversely affect the sensor output voltage is the
induced-emf peak's decreasing with partial loss of rotor flux due to temperature
sensitivity of the rotor magnets. This will clearly introduce errors, in that energiza
tion may not be exactly at thirty electrical degrees from the zero crossing as desired.
Optimal utilization of the machine might not be possible in this condition, unless
other corrective measures are taken.

(iv) Third-harmonic induced emf: An alternative method is to detect the third-har
monic induced emf in the machine windings and use them to generate the con
trol signals. A three-phase, star-connected, four-wire system will allow the
collection of the third-harmonic induced emf, and this can be inexpensively
instrumented with four resistors.

All the methods that rely on the induced emf have the disadvantage that, at standstilL
the position information is not available, as there is no induced emf at zero speed.
Even at very low speeds, the induced emf might not be easily detectable. Therefore, a
method to generate the control signals at and around zero speed has to be incorpo
rated for successful starting of the machine and up to a speed at which the induced
emf methods can come in to generate the position information reliably. Therefore, a
starting procedure at standstill is required. This procedure can consist of two steps:

Step (i): Exciting one or two phases, the rotor can be aligned to a predeter
mined rotor position. This way, the starting position is known~ hence.
correct starting control signals are generated. When the rotor starts
moving at slow speed, the induced emf is so small that it cannot be
used for generating the commutation pulses until the rotor speed
reaches a certain level. This fact necessitates a second step to com
plete the starting process.

Step (ii): Once the rotor starts moving, the stator phases are energized at a
slowly varying frequency, keeping the stator currents constant. The
rate of frequency variation is kept low so that synchronism is main
tained and can be controlled modestly if the load is known a priori. If
not, the stator frequency is altered by trial and error until it reaches the
minimum speed at which the induced emfs are of sufficient magnitude
to render them useful for control. This constitutes the second step in
the starting process. The problem with this approach is that this is not
precise; some jitter and vibrations can be felt during the starting, which
may not be significantly adverse in many applications. In many cases,
step (i) is skipped, and only step (ii) is used for starting of the machine.
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A method based on the saliency of the rotor is another alternative, but caution must
be used here: the saliency in the PMBDCMs is not very significant. This requires a
detection of the machine inductance and its profile, from which the rotor position
can be extracted.

9.10.9 Torque-Smoothing

It is not possible to generate ideal rectangular currents, because of the time delay
introduced by the machine inductance. Therefore, the currents become more or less
trapezoidal and produce a large commutation-torque ripple, as much as 10 to 15% of
the rated torque. Further, the induced emfs are not exact trapezoids, because of signif
icant slot harmonics. They, in turn, will generate harmonic ripple torques, resulting in
poorer torque performance. The quality of the induced emfs is further affected by the
type of armature winding. Windings are chosen for low-cost manufacturing for high
volume applications, and they invariably cause a greater deviation from the ideal
waveforms. The cumulative effect of all these imperfections leads to a drive with
uneven torque over an electrical cycle of its operation. That makes the drive highly
unsuitable for high-performance applications. To overcome these disadvantages,
methods based on current-shaping to counter the ill effects of the flux distribution are
successful.

To overcome the unevenness in the flux-density distribution, it is measured or
computed, and the current is continuously adjusted accordingly. to generate a con
stant torque. To counter the commutation-torque pulsation, the incoming-phase and
outgoing-phase currents are coordinated in such a manner that the sum of the
torque produced by the two phases is kept constant. All of the algorithms require a
set of fast-acting current-control loops to shape the current, with no deviation either
in magnitude or phase from their references.

9.10.10 Design of Current and Speed Controllers

Since the PMBDCM is similar to the separately-excited armature-controlled dc
machine, as can be seen from its model, the methods that are appropriate to the
design of the current and speed controllers for that can be gainfully employed here.
The design of current and speed controllers directly relevant to this motor drive can
be obtained from Chapters 3 and 4.

9.10.11 Parameter Sensitivity of the PMBDCM Drive

The motor parameters that are sensitive to variations in temperature are stator
resistances and rotor magnets. The use of inner current loops overcomes the effect
of stator-resistance variations. The use of speed-control loop counters the rotor t1ux
linkages variation. In that process, the linearity of the torque with its reference
might be lost. In order to preserve the torque linearity in the drive system, methods
similar to the air gap-power feedback control have to be resorted to.

The inductance variation is a function of saturation and hence of the exciting
current. Therefore, it is easy to counter the inductance variations if the excitation
current is measured and made available.
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9.12 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. A PM synchronous motor can also be realized with permanent magnets on the stator and
armature windings on the rotor. Discuss its merits and demerits compared to a PMSM
with magnets on the rotor.

2. A cage rotor with PMs (called a line-start PM synchronous motor) can be used to start
the motor as an induction motor and run it as a synchronous machine at utility frequency.
Such an arrangement will improve the efficiency of the motor in con1parison to induction
motors. Discuss its construction, detailed operation, and possible applications.

3. The line-start PMSMs can also be operated from an inverter. In that case. the cage
rotor will act as damper windings to damp out oscillations and. in case of loss of syn
chronization. the machine can run as an induction motor without disrupting the
motion. Discuss an application scenario for such a motor drive. (Hint: High-reliability
propulsion applications.)

4. Synchronous machines with surface-mount magnets have very little difference between
direct-axis and quadrature-axis inductances. Explain why.

5. Interior PMSMs are preferred for high Lq/Ld ratios. Where would such a feature find
application?

6. If the rotor is made salient with neither windings nor PMs. then the machine is a synchro
nous-reluctance motor. Its stator is that of the conventional PM synchronous n10tor. Due
to its difference in quadrature- and direct-axis path reluctances. a torque is produced for
an armature excitation. Since its field excitation is not from PMs. it must come from sta
tor excitation. Since the inverter gets only active power from the dc link. where will the
reactive power be generated for the excitation of the machine?

7. For equal power rating of the synchronous reluctance and Pf\1 synchronous motor, will
the ratings of their inverters be equal? Explain.
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8. Is Lq greater than Ld in the wound-rotor salient-pole synchronous machine?

9. What is the consequence of Lq > Ld in control of the PMSM? (Hint: Consider maximum
torque generated per unit input current.)

10. High-speed PMSMs have the rotor enclosed in a stainless sleeve to restrain the magnets
.against centrifugal forces. Ideally, will there be losses in the sleeve?

11. If the stator currents are sinusoids at fundamental frequency superposed with harmon
ics, will there be losses in the magnet sleeves? If there are losses, will they increase with
rotor speed?

12. Injecting ac rectangular currents into PMSM is used in low-performance applications.
Give reasons for such a control strategy and discuss the disadvantages of this control.

13. Torque pulsation is one of the measures for evaluating the suitability of a motor drive for
an application. For a critical application requiring minimum torque pulsation, which is a
suitable candidate between PMSM and PMBDCM drive?

14. A large number of control strategies have been developed and discussed for PMSM drives.
Consider a four-quadrant application requiring speed variation to a maximum of base speed
only. Which control strategy will be ideal, based on each one of the following considerations?

(i) Simplicity in implementation.

(ii) Maximum utilization of the inverter or minimum rating of the inverter.

(iii) Optimal output of the machine.

(iv) Optimal voltage utilization of the inverter and machine.

15. For implementation of any control strategy. a mapping from the torque and flux com
mands to the stator current and torque angle has to be performed. Is it a good choice to
recommend on-line computation for this mapping? If so, justify it in the context of pre
sent computational capability available with processors.

16. A look-up-table implementation is considered for the control of a PMSTv1 and PMB
OeM drive system. Discuss the merits and demerits of the performance ohtained
with this implementation. Relate the bit resolution and accuracy in stator current
and torque with the memory requirement for the implementation for each motor
drive.

17. The inner current-control loops can use stator currents in stator or rotor reference
frames. Discuss the merits and demerits of using each of the reference frame currents for
current-feedback control.

18. An interior PMSM is completely demagnetized by injecting a negative d axis current.
What is the magnitude of stator current to achieve demagnetization?

19. An interior PMSM is completely demagnetized by injecting a negative d axis current.
Assume also a q axis stator current in the machine during this operation. Detennine the
electromagnetic torque generated in the machine.

20. ('an magnet flux linkages be reduced by stator currents?

21. Can magnet flux linkages be increased by stator currents?

22. Air gap flux linkage is varied for flux-weakening. Will this affect the stator tl ux linkages?

23. Discuss the effects of losing control over d axis current in the high-speed operational
region in a prvrSM.

24. What are the salient differences between the maximum-torque-per-ampere strategy and
the constant-mutual-tlux-linkages strategy?

25. Including the effects of core losses in the formulation of control strategy is desirable.
How can it be achieved?
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26. Core losses are constant in one of the following schemes for constant-speed but variable
torque operation in a PMSM drive:

(i) maximum-torque-per-ampere control;

(ii) constant-flux-linkages control;

(iii) constant-torque-angle control.

Identify the control strategy that gives constant core losses.

27. Propose a method of measurement for Ld and Lq of a PMSM, using the model developed
in the text. {Hint: (i) Connect two phases together in a star-connected machine. (ii) Lock
the rotor for each measurement.)

28. Almost all flux-weakening control schemes are dependent on machine parameters. Is
there a control method to weaken the flux independent of machine parameters? If so,
how can it be achieved?

29. Js nux-weakening possible in surfacc-mount-magnet machines?

30. Discuss a discrete-IC-chip-bascd implementation of a PMSf\1-drive constant-torque
angle control strategy.

31. Is it possible to implement other control strategies with discrete Ie chips?

32. Why are processor-based implenlentations popular. and what are their advantages over
discrcte- Ie-chip-based inlplcnlcntations?

33. Paranleter sensitivity of PMSrv1 has hecn discussed in this chapter. Can the state of the
rotor nlagnet flux linkages bc used to approxinlately predict stator tenlperature? If so,
justify it with reasoning.

34. How critical is it to have paranlcter adaptation for a torque-controlled PMSM drive?

35. In the flux-\veakening region. eventually the currcnt loops saturate and six-step voltage
operation will result. Discuss the cffects of such an operation.

36... Resorting to six-step operation in the nux-weakening region \vill givc an enhanced
torque-vs.-speed characteristic coolpared to the current-controlled operating region." Is
this true'! Develop a justification.

37. Sensorlcss operation is desirahk. Enunlerate the reasons and c:xplain thcrn.

38. Starting WIth precision froln any rotor position without position transducers is difficult
\vith Inany of the sensorlcss control algorithnls. Explain the underlying reason for this
statcrncnt.

39. TIle direct-axis self-inductance of the Prv1S~1 in stator reference franles can be modeled
as L:1 = L; -+- L2 cos 28... Could this infof1nation he used to identify the rotor position. 8..?
{Hint: Ref.[21].}

40. A voltagc-source P\VM inverter applies a fundamental and a nun1her of higher-order
harmonics into a PMSM. The dOlninant-harnlonic current can he detected. from which
the inductance can be calculate(i. TIl is is achievahle. because the harnHJnic inductive volt
age drops are doolinant compared to the resistive voltage drops. Fronl inductances. the
instantaneous rotor position can hc extracted for control. The following steps are
involved in the detection algorithol:

Ji h
\h = L

Lit

r l ~- L "(lS '1H

I
-(I' -: L -- - rL=

l L j sin 28,

L;sin2H,
L'i - L

1
cos 2H

1
_
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where Vh = [Vqsh Vdsh]T and ih = [iqsh idsh]T.

vh is the stator qd axis harmonic-voltages vector, and ih is the stator qd axis har
monic-current vector. By measuring vh and ih and by using the inductances of the
machine, Or can be estimated. What is the difference between this method and the one
given in discussion question 39? {Hint: Ref. [22].}

41. A sensorless-control algorithm injects a voltage signal at high frequency into the d axis of
the PMSM. The current response is correlated with the rotor position by using machine
model-based current estimation. Fronl the rotor position, rotor speed is derived. Compare
this method with the Inethod described in discussion questions 39 and 40, {Hint: Ref. [23].}

42. What is the effect of parameter sensitivity on the sensorless methods described in discus
sion questions 39,40 and 41?

43, The nlutual tlux linkage increases with stator current. Will this saturate the stator core?

44. In PMBDCM. the induced eOlfs might not be exactly trapezoidal. \Vhat can cause their
distonion'!

45. "PMBDCMs have surface-mounted magnets'"Is this true'?

46. Considering fundaolentals of voltages and currents only, the oper<ltinn of P~IBDCM and
PivlSM is similar. Is this true'! If so.justify.

47, C'omolutation-torque ripple poses a serious prohlem (i) only at low "peeds, (ii) only at
high speeds. or (iii) at all speeds. Which is true?

4S. Phase advancing in P~1BDCM is equivalent to tlux-\veakening in P\lS\l to enahle high
speed operation. \Vhat are the factors limiting the advance angle''>

49. Tor4uc-slnoothing is feasible if the flux-density \vaveforms are known as a function of
rotor position. If they are not known. how can torque-smoothing he accomplished?

50. In oruer to increase the high-speed operational region in PrvIBDC~1. phase voltages are
applied up until 150 degrees. Ho\v does this enahle higher speed of operation?

51. Sensorlcss-control olcthods in PMBDCM are mainly induced-enlf-hased. Are the scn
sorless 1l1cthods of Pl\tlSM applicahle to PMBDCMs?

52. Rotor 1l1agnct sensitivity to temperature is significant in PIv1 BDC\1s. Hn\\' can it he C0I11

pensated for'! Why does it need to he compensated for'!

53. "Half-wavc controlled PMBDC~1scan deliver 4-4uadrant 0pcLitinn.'· [, it true?

54. Why cl1l1siJer half-\vave operation of PMBDCMs as againq tull-\\a\c-controlled
PMBD(~\1s'.)

55. "Half-wl:i\'e operation of PMBDC'Ms transfers the po\vcr-dc\'icc 1~Y'~~l"" hI the rnachine
aro1ature losses'" Is this statement. in general. true'?

56. Half-\va\'c operation of Piv1BDCMs underutilizcs the lllachine. H.O\\ C(l1l that hl' corrected?

57. In cost considerations of the Pl\t1BDCM drive, \vhich one of the foll(l\\'iIl~ <.t1ternatives is
to he ain1cd for?

(i) Lo\veri ng l11otor cost only:

(ii) L(lw~.:ring converter and contnJlIer cost only:

(iii) L{)\\crin~ the tutal systeol cost. i.e., (i) and (iiJ conlhincd.

5S. Son1e of thl' Prv1BDC~vl half-wave converters are in use \vith switched-n:luctance rllotor

drives. r\ certain industrial firm manufacturing both these motor drives can achieve cost
efficicnc~ h~: using the saIne half-\vave converter for hoth. Ho\\ C(tll thIS slalclllcnt he
iu~tificd'?
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59. All the half-wave converters for PMBDCMs are shoot-through-failure-proof. Justify this
statement.

60. For better utilization of the PMBDCM with half-wave operation, the windings will have
a larger number of turns. If the fill factor of the slots is a constant for both the half-wave
and full-wave PMBDCMs, enumerate the consequences of increasing the number of
turns in the half-wave PMBDCM.

9.13 EXERCISE PROBLEMS

1. (i) For a PMSM, derive the normalized machine equations assuming

(ii) What is the advantage of this normalization basis'?

2. Prove that maximizing the mutual flux linkages \\;ith respect to stator current phasor
results in

-cos 8
I sn = , "' . "'-
- cos- 8 + p- Sln- 0

and that electronlagnetic torque is,

, _p2 cos 8 sin 8(C05': 8 + p sin28)
Tt:n = ,"' . "' _ , "'

(cos- 0 + p- Sln- 0;-

Use the normalized model derived in problem l(i).

3. Will the strategy given in problem 2 yield a hetter performance than the maximum
torque-per-ampere strategy? Compare the strategies by using the machine parameters
used throughout the text. {Hint: Compute 8 frum th~ turque equation, and then Isn in
the above.}

4. Using the model in prohlem L find the torque and mutual flux linkages developed
by using the maximum-torque-per-unit-current and turque-for-constant-mutual-flux
linkages strategy with mutual flux linkages fixed at 1 p.ll. The parameter of the machine:
P = 2, and resistance can be neglected. What is the ba~e speed in each case for these
operating points? Assunle base voltage is 1 p.u.

5. The parameters of a star-connected. 6-pole, 1.5-kW. Y.2-,-\. ISOO-rpm, 9.55-N·m. 3-phase
PMSM are as follows:

Rs = 0.51311. Ld = 4.74 mH, Lq = 9.51 mHo 8, = lJ.36 X 10-4 N·m/(rad/sec).
J = 0.01 kg-m2

• Emf constant = 0.0669 V/rpITl. Inverter input voltage = 285 \-T.

(i) Determine the n1aximum speed of the PMSrv1 dri\c system.

(ii) Without e'Xceeding the stator rated current and ir1\·crter input voltage. what is the
maximum speed at \vhich rated power is delivered'?

The stator resistive drop can be neglected in the calculations for (ii). and the rnaximum
stator-phase peak voltage ohtained through the inverter is 55 % of the dc-link voltage.
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